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On Saturday, June 6, Kelvin Garner parted with
his friends, sophomores Felix Ituatsi and Kwabena Amponsah. !lours later he was in a coma.
Garner had just been to WalMart with ituatsi
and Amponsah, after which Garner told his liso
friends Ite was going back to his house to swim.
Buatsi said. Both he and Amponsah were expecting Garner to meet them later, but they never
heard from hint, ituatsi said.
Iluatsi said he and Amponsah tried calling
Garner, wondering why he did not come. Garner never responded to the calls, Buatsi said. On
Saturday evening, Ituatsi and Cartier received a
phone call informing him Garner liad fallen imito
a swimming pool at his host family's residence
and was in the hospital.
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President Bill Robinson speaks at Convocation on Sept.10, five days before he announced his decision to step out of the presidency at
the end of the academic year.

Robinson to step down

for.
Morgan Feddes

said the committee in citarse of creating
the 2010-2015 strategic plan will continue to move forward.
Bill Robinson announced bis decision
Ihe strategic plan is based on the
to step down at the close of the 2009- overall strengths and weaknesses of the
2010 academic year after serving as IVititworthl community," Soden saitl.
Vhitworth's president for 17 years.
"Mc president is an important agent of
"I reached the conclusion that a
execution lof that plan)."
change in presidents would be best for
When the new president arrives, he
Whitworth and best
or site will have to perme," Robinson
form an evaluation of
said in att allstudent "Bill has dearly been so focused the plan. Soden said.
e-mail Sept. 15.
"It will be exciting
on advancing the mission of the
Robinson is curto have fresh eyes," he
'Truly the second- institution that he's established said. " \Ve anticipate
a strong precedent for the next
longest serving presithat tite new president
dent in Whitworth's
will say the irajectory
president."
history. In a later
[of the university] has
Dale Soden,
interview, he said he
been good."
Professor of History and
and lis wife, Bonnie,
Since Robinson's arVice President for Strategic Planning
spent the spring and
rival to Spokane, NVItitsummer conternplatworth's
enrollment
ing their options behas grown 60 percent
fore making the decision Sept. 13.
while the number of applications has in-.
"I am totally consinced that the unicreased more than 500 percent, accordversity will benefit from the new ideas, ins to a university news release.
skills, energies and passions uf a new
'three new residence halk, Lied Center.
for the Visual Arts, Veyerhaettser I fall,
president," he said in the e-mail.
I le said the start of the new strategic
several outdoor athletic facilities and
plan was a factor in his decision.
numerous other campus improvements
"Whitworth will benefit %vial a presi- have been completed (Iuring Robinson's
dent to lead it through the full five years tenure, according to the news release.
(of the strategic plaid," he said. -Ii) stop
Professor of English Vic 1101)1) said
in the middle would be more hurtful It() Robinson's positive influence to the university could not he overstated.
IVIntworthl than to stop now.
Dale So(len, professor of history and
"Ile's a purposeful man who bad a
vice president for strategic planning, vision and led us to fulfill that vision,"
Editor-in-Chief
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Robb said.
Robinson has also been involved in
the Spokane community. Ile W3S chairman of the Spokane Regional Chamber of Commerce, which is now called

Greater Spokane Incorporated, according to a Sept. 16 article in 'the Spokesman-Review.
"Bill is Sc) woven into the fabric of
Spokane," Rich Hadley, president and
CFI) of Greater Spokane Incorporated,
said in tite article. "It used to be that the
10 miles between Whitworth and the
center of the city was a long distance. Bill
made that a smooth trip by bringing the
campus and the community together."
Soden said Robinson's commitment
to Whitworth's mission is a blueprint for
the next president to follow.
"Bill has clearly been so focused on
advancing the missiOn of the institution
that he's established a strong precedent
for the next president," Soden said.
ASWU President Michael flarri said
Robinson's leadership has liad a definite
impact on tite university.
"1 lis leadership and example has made
XVItitworth what we know and love,"
I larri said.
Soden said Robinson has reinforced
IVItitworth's mission and in the process
helped the university grow.
"Bill didn't come tu reinvent Whitworth; he came to give voice and strength
imito what it fundamentally was," Suden
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"We are thankful to God that
Kelvin is alive and pulling
through. He is in our prayers
every day."

iels-Schatz,

Sophomore

assistant director of in-

ternational admissions.
An ambulance rtished Garner to the hospital in
critical condition.
Ituatsi said he and Amponsah were in shock
when they received the phone call Saturday
night.
When they visited him in the hospital the Sunday following the accident, Garner was still in
critical condition, Ituatsi said.
Now, his vitals arc stable, but his brain is still
not fully functioning.
"Garner has been moved to ami extended care
facility in Spokane, but he is still unable to focus
his eyes, speak, swallow, sit up, or use his arms or
saitl Kathy Storm, vice president for student
life, in a campus-wide e-mail sent on Sept. 19th.
lifis would have been Garner's sophomore year
at Whitworth, Daniels-Schatz said.
Garner came from Accra, Ghana, last year to
study in the United States, where he planned to
major in pre-law.
Garner attends Whitworth Community Presbyterian Church and enjoys soccer, reading,
and assisting others, according to a document
attached to Stornis e-mail. Ihe flyer also states
Garner loves his family and friends, and it is clear
they love him in return.
"We are thankful to God that Kelvin is alive
and pulling through. I le is in our prayers everyday," Ituatsi said.

Senior Christine Barker said Garner often attended the weekly get-togethers held at the Global I [earth '[heme liouse last fall.
The students that gathered there weekly bonded,
and a trip they took to Seattle especially brought

See ROBINSON, page 2
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Whitworth University is preparing to
welcome a new member to its community.
Dr. Lawrence Burnley will begin his position as the new assistant vice president of
intercultural relations on Jan. 1, according
to a e-mail sent by to the IVhitworth Community on Sept. 10 by Michael Le Ro» vice
president of academic affairs and dean of
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Senior Jimmy Mares works on a computer In the library. Signs informing students of the
printing limit have been posted In all computer labs on campus.
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ing.
"About a week after thc meeting Pecka
placed signs on every riiiinitor on campus
with thc printed message 'Think before you
print:" Daniel Lewis, former senator ofSteiyart Hall and current off-campus representative, wrote in an e-mail scnt on Sept. 19.

The decision to put a cap on free printing
for students was collective, Terry Norton. the
associate director of information systems,
"I think he WU hoping that student printsaid in a telephone interview.
ing would go dovm: Lewis wrote.
Luz Merkel. assodate
A reason behind the
sice president of finance
aunpaign, Lewis wrote,
and administration, Ken
w-as that some people
errs.
Pedca, director of instruchad been using excessive
a limit on free printing was
amounts of paper in the
tional resotutes, and MIto cuib the waste in the all
chael Le Roy, vice presiprinting hbs.
printing labs!
dent of academic affairs,
'Basically they are trywere other administrators
ing
to cut down on the
Terrytiortim
involved in the decision
printing of whole novels
AssodateDittftf o( infonno6onServka
rnaldng process, Norton
and amounts of 10,000
said.
pages and up. The ques"(The plan) had been under consideration tion is, should everyone be limited on the
for a couple of yrars," Norton said.
number of pages they can print merely be.
Concern for the amount of paper wasted cause there were only a few that printed a riby students factored in the decision.
diculous number of sheets?" Lewis wrote.
-The biggest reason we put a limit on free
The amount of free printing now granted
printing was to curb the waste in all printing to students should be sufficient for students
labs," Norton said.
who think before they print, he vmme. In a
At this point, he has not heard any com- semester, each student will be able to print
plaints about the policy, he said.
27.78 pages a week for free, he wrote.
The possibility of the implementation ola
Other students feel the limit substantilimit on student printing was announced by ates a case in which administrators did not
Pedca at an ASWU meeting held on Mardi properly solicit feedback from Whitworth
11.
students before implementing a policy.
During the meeting Pecka discussed with
"My understanding was that the adminthe council the issue of waste incurred as a istration wasn't going to place any limit on
result of unlimited student printing.
free printing until the issue was discussed
All average of S70,000, not including the further," senior Ken Valentine said. "They
cost of paper, was spent a year on printing.. implemented thc policy over the summer
Pecica said, according to the meeting minwhen the ASWU council wasn't here to disutes.
cuss it."
During the meeting. Pecica said he was
Some students are concerned they will exconsidering implementing a 'think before ceed thc limit.
you print" campaign. If the campaign did
"[Administrators) promised ASWU that
not effectively curb the waste, he said, there the last resort would be print charges," said
could potentially be a charge placed on student printing.
See PRINTING, page 4
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"Ibis may be the bcst way to limit waste:
he said, according to the meeting minutes.
Thc "think before you print" campaign
was started shortly after the March 11 meet-

ROBINSON
continuedfrom page 1
said.
In a Sept. 15 e-mail to the campus, Walt
Oliver, chair of the Board of Trustees, said
Robinson's leadership has contributed
to Whitworth's academic and financial

strength.
"That strength gives us tremendous confidence as we look forward to the next chapter in Whitworth's history," he said.
The search for Robinson's successor has
already begun. Two board members have
agreed to co-chair the search committee,
Oliver said.
"Other members of thc search committee
- includingfaculty, staff and student representatives - will be identified in the days to

come: Oliver said.
The new president will likely start July
Robinson said. After that, Robinson will
spend a year as president emeritus to help
the new president transition into the job.
"[Once the new president is hired] I will
spend the next year being available to support the ncw president however he or she
wants to be supported: he said.
Robinson said he is focusing on thc year
ahead instead of 'wliat he will do after he
steps down.
"I don't want to spend any time this year
concentrating on anything but this year.
I'll have next year to figure out what's next.
Whatever it is, our plan is to stay in Spokane," he said.
1,

Contact Morgan &tides at morgan.feddes@whitworthian.com.

strategic, operational and organizational
leadership in cultivating intercultural competence and awareness, rcspcct and appreciation for diverse populations across
campus, consistent with institutional mission and goals," according to the official job
description found on the Whitworth University %Veil site.
Burnley will arrive on Whitworth's campus in January and will be followed by his
wife, Naima, and son, Thulani, 7, who will
arrive this summer after Naima completes
her Master of Divinity from Lancaster
Theological Seminary.
Burnley's academic background is extensive, including a Bachelors of Arts in African American studies from thc University
of Cincinnati, and a Doctorate from thc
University of Pennsylvania, according to a
Whitworth University press release.
Burnley's academic focus has been on
African American studies in the antebellum, reconstruction and progressive eras,
according to the press release.
Burnley's academic profile also includes
a Master of Divinity from the Christian
Theological Seminary.
"We had no difficulty recognizing that
Dr. Burnley's knowledge, skills, and values
make him a great fit for our community: Le
Roy wrotc in the press release.
The plan of Whitworth University administrators to create a more diverse campus is
stated in the the "Vision for the Future" segment of the university's 2005 strategic plan.
According to the vision statement, plans
for the university Include a "diverse community characterized bt civil discourse, respect and inclusiveness.
The desire that all graduates of Whitworth would leave with 'intercultural competencies" through the creation of a "gracefilled community, as marked by its practiccs
of hospitality toward all: is also expressed
in the vision statement.
Burnley's personal and professional
background includes experiences that reflect these objectives.
Burnley came from Messiah College in
Grantham, Penn., where he was the associate dean for multicultural programs and
special assistant to the provost for diversity
affairs.
1 was attracted to the position believing
that God provided me with a combination
of experiences, education and gifts that
would allow me to serve in this capacity,"
Burnley said.
He was also drawn to Whitworth's Christian basis.
"I was impressed with the commitment
to address issues of equity, indusion and intercultural relations, as well as the foundational theological documents that informed
this commitment; Burnley said.
For some, Burnley's arrival on campus
marks an exciting new chapter for MRworth University.
"It's going to be a very exciting year,", said
Kristen Maki, a cultural diversity advocate
in Warren.
Burnley said he is excited to begin working on campus and to be part of the unique
culture of Whitworth.
"I am eager to discern the strengths as
well as the challenges facing the 1Nhitworth
conununity and to work with the faculty
and students to plot a course of action,
Burnley said.
Contact I laic), Atkinson at haleyatkinson@whitworthian.com.
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Service Learning
leader moves on

Chapel service to

Haley Atkinson
J4

Staff iVriter

emphasize quiet
introspection

e
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Whitworth's Service Learning Center is in the
process of change.
Over the summer Jacob Spann, the former
assistant director of the center, announced he
had decided to leave his position in pursuit oía
career in nursing.
Pant Oswalt will be stepping in this fall to fill
his position while the center looks for someone
to fill the position on a long-term basis.
Spaun's colleagues were sad to see him leave.
"I was surprised. I le was great for the program, and will be severely missed," student coordinator Katie Petitt said.
The Service Learning Center's tnission statement states it "engages students, faculty and staff
in strategic service that enriches educational
programs, equipping students in both mind and
heart to honor God, follow Christ and serve humanity:.
Whitworth University has been recognized
on a national level for its commitment to service, with a placement on the President's Higher
Education Community Service Honor Roll.
This honor is due in large part to the efforts
of thc Service Learning Ccntcr including the
community building day project and the Bonner Leader program.
Vhitworth's commitment to empowering
students to connect their skills and passions
with the broader community can be traced back
to the university's mission statement, which is to
equip its graduates to honor God, follow Christ
and serve humanity," Spaun said.
"Me center isj unique in that it moves students beyond the classroom and into thc community, which enhances students' classroom
experience and learning they won't find on
campus:' Spaun said.
Additionally, Spann, referring to the learning Fenter,.said. "as students partner with community agencies that a.re doing great work in
Spokane the university has a greater ability to
"support these agencies and demonstrate enthusiasm for the noble goals they are working
toward."
llowever, he saw that relationship going both
ways.

"The Spokane community enriches our camcountless ways. Comrnunity Building
one way to support and encourage the
bonds that exist between Whitworth and the
broader community," Spaun said.
Rhosetta Rhodes, the director of service
learning and community engagement, said
Spann would be missed.
"He was fantastic at his job," shc said.
pus in
Day is

Contact Haley Atkinson at halcyatkinson@
Whitivorthian.com.
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Schumacher Hall, once a student residence,

Is now the Health and Counseling Center.

The Weekend Retreat, an allschool retreat that takes place at
Riverview Bible Camp, was canceled for the first time in 16 years.
"We try to ichedule the Weekend Retreat in late September on
the third or fourth weekend of the
month when the football team is
away," said Terry McGonigal, dean
of spiritual life.
ibis year, the football team was
on campus both the third and the
fourth weekends in September.
Because of that, both weekends
were considered unsuitable dates
to hold the Weekend.
With the removal of the third
and fourth weekends from the
range of choices, the coordinators
of the Weekend Retreat were left
with few other options. Orientation weekend, the second weekend of school or the last weekend
in October were among the dates

considered.
lhe second weekend of school
was at first deemed the most suitable.
"We never want to try to do

self-examination.
A large part of the service
is devoted to reading scripture and quiet prayer.
The service will be held
Thursdays at 9:45 p.m. and
last for about an hour.
For more information,
contact Keith Petersen at

kpetersen07@whitworth.
cdu.

Heafth Center moves
Kara VandenBos
Staff Writer
Whitworth students looking for thc health center in
Hendrick Hall will find an
empty building.
Due to

sugges-

cd in 1971 and used as the
campus health center.
In 2000, it was remodded
to be a women's dormitory.
During this time span, the
health ccntcr resided in both
Hendrick and Baldwin Halls.
The sum-

mer renovation in"Vie began looking at ways to
cluded new
carpet and
optimize the utilization of the
controls so
fadlity since it is so central to
each room
campus."
can be-venBrian Bernet, Ike Pmsident of Finance
i tilate4 sepa'
'
& Administrition
resides
fay. .Vari; t ';,
in Schubui &her
macher Hall.
improvements induding new
"Student life vas not plan- linoleum, new paint, and
ning on using Schumacher as transformations of showcr
a residence hall for this year rooms into closets also took
so we began looking at ways place.
to optimizc the utilization of
Director of the Health
that facility sincc it is so cen- Center, Jan Murray, said, the
tral to campus. It just made health ccntcr itself has moved
sense to look at returning Jan seven times in the last eight
and thc health center back to years.
that location," said Brian HenSchumacher was originally
n!, vice president of financc built to be the campus health
and administration.
center and Murray is pleased
The move took place over to finally be moved back to
the summer, along with some where they started.
renovations to Schumacher.
"1 asked if we could have it
Schumacher was construct- back," Murray said. "I think it
tions from
the
accreditation
board, the
health and
counseling
center now

"

,

served well as a residence hall,
but I think it was time for us to
move back in and have all of
the spacc for what we actually

needetr
Currently, half of Hendrick continues to be used
as a dassroom. The previous
health and counseling center
lies empty awaiting use as a
. multicultural center.
"The remaining part of
liendridc, where the health
center was, Ls anticipated to be
a multicultural center. We're
doing some project scoping
and planning for that through
Kathy Storm:. Henze! said.
Henzd also said he was not
anticipating a complicated
project for the multicultural
center and hopes that it could
be up and running already
this falL
However, final decisions
have not yct been approved.
Overall, Benzel said he was
pleased about how willing the
staff has been to tolerate all
the upset

Contact Kara VandenBos at
editor@whitworthian.com.

Annual retreat canceled, reschedule pending
Ira McIntosh
Assistant News Editor

The Seeley G. Mudd chapel is now offering a new
worship service called Restore.
It is the companion service for Hosanna, and will
focus on meditation and

the Weekend Retreat until after
the second full week of classes,"

McGonigal said that it was a
last-minute opportunity that the
McGonigal said.
school found out about in August.
That is because it takes a little and readily said yes to.
time for students to get settled in
"It was hard to get buy-in from
and to get into
all of student
the rhythm of
life because it is
life on campus.
a crazy time for
were to put on a retreat
On Sept. 11.
them as well,"
a campus-wide that would reach a broader base said
hlindy
of students, what would we
e-mail was sent
Smith, campus
by Tony Sutherpastor for small
need to do?"
land informing
group ministry.
Mindy Smith,
the Whitworth
However, beCampus Pastor for Small Group Afinistries
community of
cause of the late
the cancellation
pull-out, there
of the Weekend
will be a fee for
Retreat.
canceling the event with Riverview
The cancellatron was due to sev- Bible Camp.
eral scheduling conflicts, Suther"We're going to pay a significant
land wrote in the e-mail.
penalty, but that will not cost the
One thing that factored into the institution anything out of its opcancellation was economics.
erating budget nor will it cost the
"During orientation weekend, ASWU any money," McGonigal
we heard from a lot of students said.
and their parents that 850 was reHe went on to say that alternate
ally tough, and we've never run forms of payment have already
into that before; McGonigal said.
been decided upon.
The scheduling of the Donald
One of the things that those inMiller tour on the second weekend volved with planning the retreat
of school was an additional factor are tryitig to accomplish is pulling
behind the cancellation.
in a more diverse student popula-

if

tion to the Weekend Retreat.
"If we were to put on a retreat'
that would reach a broader base of
students, what do we need to do?"'
Smith said.
She they are looking at perhaps
incorporating different styles of
music and worship.
The chapel staff are discussing
the possibility of trying to make
the weekend retreat happen later
in the year.
"We're hopeful to have one in
the spring," Smith said.
However, they have to make
sum the cost will be low and that
camps will be available.
"My hope is in the next couple
weeks to gather a group of people
who are interested in this and see
if we can make it happen:. Smith
said.
Both McGonigal and Smith said
the cancellation was not a decision
that w-as made lightly.
"As sad as it was to cancel it, it
also felt like a new beginning for
us:' Smith said.
Contact Ira Arc/Wash at ira.
,ncin(osh@n'Iiitworthian.com.

Student musicians

to be showcased
at annual function
The Boppell Coffee house
will feature Whitworth students performing in a variety of musical styles.
Auditions were held Sept.
18th for acts to fill the night.
There will be guitarists, pianists and singers.
The coffee house has become an annual event and
was a great success last
year.
For more information
about thesvent, contact Katrina Daroff at kdaroff12@

whitworth.edu.

Whitworth begins
partnership with
e-mail provider
Whitworth live e-mail
accounts have recently been
created for all Whitworth
students. The creation of
the accounts came as a result of a partnership between Whitworth and Microsoft. The accounts will
last for the duration of the
partnership.
Each account will have
10 gigabytes of file space.
Students will be able to
forward e-mails from their
own accounts to their new
accounts.
Students will continue
to have access to their old
accounts until Oct. 1, at
which point the accounts
will be terminated. E-mails
sent to the students' old account addresses will then
automatically be fonvarded
to the new accounts.
Students will continue to
use the same user names,
but their e-mail addresses
will change.
Compiled by Candace Pontoni
and Ira McIntosh

CORRECTIONS

&

CLARIFICATIONS
lbe Whitworthian is committed to providing
the Whitworth community with the most accurate information passOale. The Whitworthian never knowingly pulanhes inaccuracies. If
you have a cornrnent or question about the
fairness accurary oía story, send an e-mail
to editccoNvhitworthian.com.
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retrial planned
for man accused of
No

sexual assault
The retrial for the charge
of second-degree rape
against Kevin A. Thompson this past June has been
declared a mistrial due to
a hung jury for the second
time by the Spokane Supe-

rior Court.
Deputy Prosecuting Attorney Edward Hay does
not plan for retrial.
Thompson, 22, was convicted of criminal trespass
in thc first degree and possession of a controlled substance with intent to deliver
last November. The convictions are in the process of
an appeal.
A formcr Eastern Washington University student,
Thompson was arrested in
late 2007 after an alleged
sexual a.ssault near campus.
Detectives at the time
believe Thompson entered
an unlocked home on
North Waikiki Road after
midnight on Nov. 1, 2007
and sexually assaulted a
22-year-old female.
Contact Yong Kim at yong.
kim@whitworthian.com.

Escaped convict

found in western
Washington city
Escaped convict Philip
Arnold Paul was found and
arrested by authorities on
Sept. 20. in Goldendale,
Wash.
Paul had been missing for three days after he
walked away from the Spokane County Interstate Fair
on Sept. 17 whcrc he and
othcr patients of the Eastern State Hospital were on
a monitored field trip.
Paul traveled from Spokane to Goldendale on
Thursday. He is currently
being held at the Yakima

County jail.

New York driver
accused oi making
explosive device
Najibullah Zazi, a shuttle
bus driver, played a direct
role in an alleged terror
plot, according to the Associated Press,
Although Zazi has denied any part in the plan,
he, his father and an imam
were arrested in New York
City on Saturday on charges
that they were making false
statements to the government.
The FBI has been questioning all three.
There have been reports
that he has been in contact
with alleged 9/11 terrorists.
Zazi is now in custody
pending a decision by the
authorities as to whether or
not he was, indeed, part of a
terrorist ploi
Sources: Associated Prem.
Spokrunan Rrview

Corr:pilaf by Candace Pontoni
and Ira lifcIntosh

Continuing studies opens new branch
Candace Pontoni
News Editor

The continuing studies department at Whitworth University now offers dasscs at its Riverpoint bra. nch inside the Sirti building in Spokane's downtown university district arca.
Classes at this branch began on the evening
of Aug. 17, according to the Fall 2009 course
guide for Whitworth.
Eight of the 36 courses offered each year by
the continuing studies program will be held at
the downtown branch, said Cheryl Vawter, director of administrative services, graduate and
continuing studies.
Twenty-one students currently attend classes
at the Rivcrpoint branch, Vawter said.
At this time, there arc no faculty members
based at the downtown branch.
"We don't have any staff dedicated to the
branch right now We'll havc to have more students enrolled: said Christie Anderson, thc director of evening business programs.
The plan to offer classes at a downtown location has been under consideration for a number
of years.
"We've been talking about trying to find a
better place to offer classes for about five or six
years: Anderson said.
One factor in the decision to create the downtown branch was the desire of administrators to
establish a Whitworth presence in thc downtown university district arca. Anderson said.
An additional factor behind thc decision was
thc goal of the continuing studies department
to attract students who do not live in North
Spokane to the continuing studies program.
"We created the downtown branch mainly to
serve additional segments of the population of
Spokane," Vawter said. "If a student is working
in the downtown area, it's not as long ola commutc to the Riverpoint location as it would be
to the %Vhitworth University campus:
"Potenlial students who live in thc South Hill
and Spokane Valley may have been dissuaded
from signing up for classes by the distance between their homes and NVItitworth," Vawtcr
said. The downtown branch is much doscr to
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The Riverpoint branch of the continuing studies department Is located In Spokane's Univerislty district.

those arcas.'
Doug Laher, an assistant professor in the
school of global conunerce and management.
also said distance was a factor considered by
some students.
"It is more convenient for some students to
attend classes at the downtown branch. as a
number of them live and work closer to that
arca. Some students have indicated that is a reason they chose Whitworth over other schools:
Laher said.
The Riverpoint branch offers many of thc
santc amenities available at the Whitworth
campus.
"Most everything you can do at the main
continuing studies br2nch e're duplicating in
the downtown branch,' Anderson said.
The current location of the Rivcrpoint branch,
however, is not considered permanent.
"ibis is a temporary location. We have signed

Number of HiN
cases holds steady
Ira McIntosh
Assistant News Editor

Tennis' roommate was in quarantine at thc same time.
There has not yct been a need to
After the initial spike in flu-like hospitalize any students.
illness on campus. the number
According to Murray, plans laid
of isolated students has begun to out by the health center for how to
hold steady.
deal with this outbreak have bccn
"We are working harder than tested in the past fcw weeks, and
usual to keep things controlled: have proved efficient.
said Jan Murray, director of the
'The good thing is that thc syshealth center.
tem seems to be working and no
There are currently 18 students one is seriously ill," Murray said.
in quarantine.
Murray said that thc number of
None of the students in self-iso- patients seen at the Health Center
lation have yet been confirmed as is al an all-time high.
H I NI cases, as the test takes too
"A pandemic is a new experilong and is too expensive, accord- ence for my staff, but I am really
ing to Murray. The symptoms of happy about how we have handled
these students, however, meet the it to date: Murray said.
criteria for HIN 1.
Murray also commended thc
"They didn't do any tests on me, student leadership on their helpbut they asked me a lot of ques- fulness.
tions and told me to stay in my
"Our medics and RAs are doroom: sophomore Reid Tennis ing a great job helping people with
said.
thcir needs," Murray said.
He went on to say that the only
real downside to his quarantine
Contact Ira McIntosh at ira.
was getting behind on homework. mcintosh@whitworthian.COM.

THIS WEEK ONLINE
Fish tanks now allowed in on-campus dorm rooms
9/26: According to a new clause in the student handbook.
students can now keepfish as pets in their dorms

experience more at....

whitworthian.com
$1

-

a three-year lease, and depending on enrollment. VIC may have to look into finding a new
facility." Vawter said.

Classes currently being held at the downtown
branch are a general studies coursc and an Afro
American Minority lIeritagc course.
"Every time an organization opens a new location, there is the possibility of bugs and challenges," Latter said. "So far, everything has gone
smoothly and has been professionally done:
"I think the addition of the new branch has
a lot of potential for Whitworth. There is a lot
of capadty to offer .1;fferent cL
and to develop new programs," Lahcr said. "I commend
the administration and thc Continuing Studies
department for the addition of this branch:

Contact Candace Pontotti at candace.pontoni@whitworthian.com.

GARNER
continued from page 1
and a trip they took to Seattle
especially brought them together,
Barker said. She %vas shocked to
hear what happened to hcr friend.
as were all thc students who know
and love Garner, she said.
They visit him in the hospital regularly and pray for him continually,
Barker said.
Garner's recovery process will be
a very long onc, Storm wrote in the
e-mail.
"Garner's mother carne to Spokane from Ghana to be with hcr son
while he recovers:Storm said.
Nuts' visits Garner weekly, he
said. Barker went to see Gamer at
thc hospital last week
Daniels-Schatz also tisited him.
Garner doesn't seem to be connecting what he is hearing with what
he is seeing. Daniel-Schatz said.
Part of his treatment is listening
to VOiCe recordings of memories he

PRINTING
continued from page 2
Madeline West, referring to administrators involved in the decision. "I don't own a printer. I have
to print everything from campus:
she said.
Instructors were not given a
chance to adjust their syllabuses to
account for the limit on free printing.
"Printing had already been limited by the time syllabuses were printed: Patrick Van Inwegen, associate
professor of political science, said.
"%Ve found out about the limit.
IVe didn't have a chance to change
our policies on how much students
should print," he said.

has had with friends and family.
Buatsi and Barker said the psychologist working with Garner is
putting together a CD of these voice
recordings to play for him with thc
hopes that they will trigger more
br.-án function.
Barker and others from the Global Ifearth Theme !louse have taken
part in rt.-cording stories about the
trip they took to Se-attle, a 113110Wcen party they attended, and different things they know he likes.
Buatsi also recorded a personal
experience for Garner's CD.
Storm informed thc %Vhitworth
community of a fund set up for
Garner by his family and friends to
help cover thc cost of his care and
therapies.
Donations can be made to the
Kelvin Garner Recovery Account at
%Yells

Fargo Bank.

Storm is asking all of the Spolone
community to continuc to pray for
Garner's full recovery.
Contact Rachel Bair at radiel.
bair@whitworthian.com.
Van Inwcgcn, a member of %Vhitworth's sustainability committee,
had previously established policies
that limited thc a.mount of pages
his students are required to print,
he said.
Members of the sustainability
committee Were not informed of thc
policy before it was implemented.
"%Ve did not get a chance to discuss the policy, but at this stage I
would say it's a good idea: Van Inwegen said.
Only students who print excessively should suffer from this policy',
Van Inwegen said.
"If you're a careless printer, you'll
reach your limit. If you are careful,
you should be okay," he said.
Contact Candace Pontoni at candace.pontoni@ithitworthian.com.
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What do you think about the new student printing limit?
EDITORIAL: IN THE LOOP

The

Vote in the poll online at whitworthian.com or e-mail thoughts to editor@whitworthian.com.

bar is set high for

Whitworth's next president
Whitworth's next president will have
somc big shoes to fill.
Bill Robinson's resignation has brought
to reality a fact we all knew we would have
to lace. Whitworth is now searching for a
person who will be able to meet the expectations we now have for a NVIlitworth president. The members of the search committee
have a tough job ahead of them.
Since Robinson's tcnurc at Whitworth
began in the summer of 1993, there has
been tremendous growth at Whitworth.
Enrollment has more than doubled, and the
number of people applying to Whitworth
as incoming freshmen has increased more
than 500 percent. Millions of dollars have
been spcnt on new buildings and campus
improvements, and in 2007 Whitworth
ntadc the transition from college to university. Whitworth has gro%vn in almost every
aspect during Robinson's years here.
Despite all of these massive projects,
Robinson has always been a visible president. He is often seen riding around campus on his bike and eating meals in the
cafeteria. Students-arc regularly invited into
his houseothether it's for Christmas caroling or prayer meetings. Every one of these
things served to show the students he cared.
And that's what we want from whoniever
takes his place.
precedent has bccn set for %vhat
a Whitworth leader should look like.
Throughout the proccss wc would like thc
search committee to be as open as possible
with their choice of candidates. We realize that there are aspects of the scarch that
must be kept confidential, but it is important to make sure the committee is aware of
what characteristics thc student body wants
in its next president.
The next president should be visible
someone who will cat meals with the students and invite them into his or her home
with an open heart. We nccd someone wc
can look up to and respect. If we do not
have the opportunity to meet with the new
president, wc will not have the opportunity
to respect the time and effort he or she will
devote to carrying out Whitworth's mission.
Our next president must have a strong
vision and the will to carry that vision out.
He or she must have the drive to maintain
the feeling of family both on campus and
in the Spokane arca, keeping our ties to the
world around us secure. He or she must be
able to command the respect due to one
in that position. No matter what decision
Robinson made on the students' behalf, we
all respected that tlecision, even if we didn't
agree with it. There is a bond of trust that
has been forged between Robinson and the
students of Whitworth a relationship the
next president must strive to recreate.
%%re will miss the personal c-mails from
"B-Rob," the occasional l'ouTube videos
and the fact that he always made time for
anyone who wanted to talk. Anyone who
has read his books understands the love
he has for those he SCENCS: He has become
a standard for servant leadership the %world
over and has truly shown us Christ through
his everyday life. Ibis is an example we hope
the next president strives to equal.

he

Editorials in the "In the Loop" section reflect
the majority opinion of the Editorial Board,
which is made up offive editors.

It was one cough!
You dont understand!
My roommates*11 not
bring me food!

Aileen &moil Whit worthian

Don't let swine flu ruin your year
ANNIE

DUGAS
IMAM!

Man, nothing like starting your first
week of college sporting a surgical mask.
hiere you go freshmen: Traditiation part
two solitary room confinement. Good
luck to those RAs dealing with roommate
conflict. If roommate A is blessed with
this socially devastating epidemic, roommate B (perhaps C and D as well) is forccd
to live in an infested pool of bacteria and
death. Talk about creating animosity.
I just received an e-mail letting me
know that my night class tonight has been
canceled. Cause? You guessed it HINI,
better known as the swine flu.
The first day of school, aka Syllabus
Day, was filled with the typical "don't
cheat, come on time" speeches, as well as
the required announcement about the seriousness of HINI. As of late, I've been
blessed with the joys of walking pneumonia. As I unsuccessfully tried to drown the
sounds of my nasty cough in my sweatshirt, I couldn't avoid the anxious eyes
glaring at Me in every class. Every uneasy
stare and polite, yet noticeable, body shift
away from my contaminated area begged
to know if I was about to share the horrendous flu that infiltrated the campus.
'ro my surprise, my ninth syllabus day
turned into a day of confession. I not
only had to tell the majority of my profes-

sors and fellow dassmates that I had not deal. Before getting seduced into thinking
graduated last spring as planned, but also that swine flu has come straight out of the
that my unattractive hacking would not "Left Behind" series, remember that the
spread the swine flu.
common flu that we've all had (and faked
So, do not worry fellow NVhitworth to avoid a high school chemistry test) has
students; I do not need to wear a maslc. I taken more lives than the HINI. I must
already have my own humiliating medi- admit, I haven't had to deal first-hand
cal device: an inhaler. You'll see me bust it with swine flu. As I previously mentioned,
out in dass whenever I'm having trouble my immune system has been preoccupied
breathing. But rest assured, I will not be with trying to get rid of the discolored muthe reason you miss your first Frisbee cous studc to my lungs. However, through
gamc, Core 150 exam or your impending little chit-chats here a.nd there, I've heard
and inevitably awkward
the swine is like death.
define-the-relationship
Even though you can
discussion.
find comfort by watchjust received an e-mail letting ing George Michael
Point blank, the only
way to confirm whether me know that my night dass to- fly around in a space
or not someone actu- night has been canceled. Cause? suit, you are still stuck
ally has the swine flu
in bed, nauseous, hot
You guessed ¡t- H1N1, better
is by taking a blood
with fever and coughknown as the swine flu:'
test. These tests aren't
ing. The best advice
cheap. So instead of
I've heard
now preconfirming whether or
pare yourselves
is
not someone must be
to...drum roll please...
ostracized, Whitworth decided to rely on wash your hands.
an educated interpretation of symptoms.
If there is anything Whitworth loves, it
Feel free to contact your dorm medic for is community. Perhaps they could make
more accurate, sophisticated explana- a Prime Time called "Decorate your very
tions. Just make sure they don't have the own surgical mask!" An even better idea;
flu themselves.
forget the Stewart Lawn Dance; let's all
If you have a fever, a cough or feel you have a swine flu party. Everyone dress up
are going to throw up your Sodexo cuisine, as a patient, dance to N1GMT, drink sorne
be prepared to curl up with your favorite mocktails, get sick, be out of school for a
season of "Grey's Anatomy" or "Arrested month and then put the flu behind us.
Development" for thc next few days.
Perhaps this seems a bit extreme. The DUGAS is a senior majoring in English. Commenu can be
media have made this flu into such a big sent to anne.dugashitwonhian.com.

WHITWORTH SPEAKS OUT: WHAT ARE YOU DOING TO FIGHT THE SWINE FLU?
"I've been
using a lot of

"Using hand

"Tu be honest,

-lb wearing

sanitizer

I just

charmed

water, both to
consume and to

the best:

bracelets:

dean myself."

religiously, and
sacrifidng a
daily lamb."

Tobin Eyestone,

Dan Belet,

DannyAkeffrey,

senior

sophomore

Kristin Nilsson,
senior

junior

hope for

.
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By THE WAY.

SHE LOVES IT

IF YOU USE 'CHEESE AT LEAST
THREE TIMES IN EVERY ESSAY.

OH yr.Ah. AN WHEN SHE SAYS 'ANSWER THE QUESTION'
SHE REMY MEANS 'REPHRASE THE QUESTION'.

DON'T FORGET TO POUBLESPACE Aso

The

USE

TWOINCH MARGINSI

A COLUMN BYJEROD JARVIS

IVelcome to

lhe Muse, where you can come when

youir not sure what exactly you mutt out ofyour news-

paper reading experience. Each week I will deliver something offthe mill/unexpected/totally bonkers upfor your
reading pkasure, and you can then write, me scathing
ktiers about contributing to the death of serious journalism.
It's the beginning of another year here at Whitworth.
know... It's an event that used to strike me
as a tragedy, because I would no longer have any time

if you didn't

Askrn Amon/ hiutworthiJn

Write poorly for success
IRIS

WU
ratitysi

Studcnts of Whitworth University:
I have decided that good writing is
a woefully anachronistic relic of our
pre-revolutionary past To continue in
our pursuit of exquisite writing would
be ridiculous, not to mention patently
useieis: After all, what is the point of
distinction in fine writing if standards
continue to be lowered?
Whether I am trolling the school's
printer for sources of amusement, or
reading saved student work on public
computers, I frequently encounter meticulously typed essays, rife with typographical errors typically reserved for
American sixth graders.
But a profound revelation which
surpasses and transccnds human
reason hit me: Students should try as
hard as possible to produce shoddily
written work.
Poor writing is the hallmark of a
successful college student. To write
poorly is to define oneself as an individual and break free from the oppressive swell of intellectuals that seem to

overrun this campus. No one deserves
Write at indecent hours of the night,
to have their badcs weighed down by right before your paper is due.
thc tyrannical burden of intelligence.
Experience has shown that long
Ve need to standardize awful writ- research papers assigned at the begining and welcome the student body ning of the semester regarding the
into a collective anti-cerebral com- legitimacy of South Ossetia and Abkmune where mediocrity can be nur- hazia's self determination with respect
tured and grown on the lush, rolling to Kosovo's international personality"
lawns of Whitworth. I am. to sum up are best written two weeks before the
this project succinctly. institutionaliz- end of the semester. It is also prefering poor writing.
able if the majority of that writing ocIn order to assist the student body curs between II p.m. and four a.m.
in this effort, I have compiled a helpWords are interchangeable.
ful list of tips that will come in handy
Words don't mean anything anywhen one is stuck in thc murky quag- more, really. "Their" could be replaced
mire that is the English language.
by "there," and wc all know those EngTry not to spell words correctly.
lish teachers arc just teaching highNot only does it give onc airs, a falutin' nonscnsc when they make us
perfectly spelled 'paper also indic.ates differentiate between "accept" and
competency, and competency is gen- "c.xcept:* Hey. we're post-modcrn.
erally unrewarded and looked down a matter of perspective.
upon. Also, correct spelling screams
I am firmly convinced these ideas
elitism.
will improve your writing by leaps and
When possible, avoid punctuation.
bounds. Students from all four corProfcssors always need more work ners of campus may now breathe easy;
to do. Therefore, use punctuation like the ncw minimum grade point
sparingly. It makes much more sense average required for scholarships. the
to continue sentences indefinitely. On standards for work will now more acthe plus side, the ladc of periods and curately reflect our truc potential!
commas will save roughly 1/10th of a
page, and here at Whitworth. we likc
to be green, even to the point of irra- WV I a junior majoring in politicalstience. Comments
tionality.
tan be sent to ins.sra@wboronhian.cora.

to do anything fun. I vaguely remember long summers
filled with blissful emptiness. Freshmen, you might
still have one more of those summers to look forward
to. After that, that nasty thing called the real world begins to sink its claws into your lifc. If you're feeling like
vou have spare time right now, value every second of it
because it will inevitably betray and abandon you like
a rabid Old Yeller. On the other hand. if you're already
feeling overwhelmed, count yourself lucky because
you'll get used to it quicker. The sooner you can callous over your free spirit, the sooncr you II be able to
move on with your life and gct good grades and stuff.
Things are hopping in the world of strange news. ITWire.com is reporting on a developing story in Sacramento, Calif., where a trial is being held to determine
the role of a radio station. KUND-FM, in connection
with the death of a woman. The woman apparently
died while participating in a contest which required
her to imbibe copious amounts of 1120 while at the
same time not disposing of said 1120 post-digestion in
order to win a Nintendo Vil (pun time!).
That would make the story odd enough, but now
one of the lawyers working the case wants jurors to
sign a form promising (crossing their hearts and hoping to die) that thcy won't use thcir iPhones, Blackberries, Mes, and other assorted mobile devices to access Google. Jurors, of course, are bound by law to not
discuss the details of court cases with outside sources,
and to not view outside news sources which might
sway their opinions. Apparently convenience is winning out over the honor system. Personally. I think it's
just the next stcp in Google's slow but inevitable march
toward taking over the world.
On the other side of the country, Popular Science
bring; us a story of a Ncw York school whose curriculum is based entirely around games video games
and board games, specifically. A group of sixth graders
will gct to test drive the ncw program and spend their
school days playing Spore and Little Big Planet. Supposedly it s quite structured and the luck-y kiddies will
actually be getting an education in there somewhere,
but it all sounds more like a nefarious attempt to make
college students jealous of sixth graders. I know it's
working in my case. I'd take Corc 150 every semester if
I got to play Western Civilization instead of just reading about it in a bunch of dusty or fashioned books.
So there you have it. A dose of oddball to brighten
your day. Cherish it exams will soon push all the
nonsense from your mind.
JARVIS is ajialior majoring in joumatorit. C011itrittItt can be sent to jerod.

jaryistawhitworthian.com.

Finding a church important for spiritual growth
JACQUELYN

WHEELER

cu.si

Last year, as a freshman, one of
the things that excited me most .
about leaving home and coming
to school was a chance to begin
searching for a church. I couldn't
wait to find a community that really represented what I thought
the body of Christ should be all
about.
It's sad to see students who have
spent multiple years in Spolcane
without ever finding a church
home. I have heard many upperclassmen talk about the churches
they have gone to at different
times, and how they have floated
around. The most important thing
you can do is find a place that

works and stay put long enough
to both be impacted by the individuals in that community and
have an impact on thcm as well.
It brings me a lot of joy to sec
that people are attending church
at all, but church-hoppers are
missing out on the real point of
going to church, which isn't the
service itself but the opportunities
for fellowship and discipleship.
It is easy on a campus like Whitworth's to feel fully fed without
seeking fellowship and encouragement from our congregations.
Nlany of us have a circle of amazing friends who are also believers
that encourage and appreciate
us, as well as small groups in our
dorm communities and worship
services Bice chapel and Hosanna.
These opportunities are bonuses.
Make getting to church a priority if you really want to grow in
faith. The church-like programs

on campus lie within the infa- cool music, is where everyone
mous "Pine Cone Curtain," whcrc goes, or has a lot of students. We
almost everyone is 18 to 24 and know the things we tend to look
the whole world revolves around for, but these things ought to be
school. Our faith thrives when we secondary to our alignment with
have a perspective that is larger the church's mission and our inthan the Whitworth bubble.
vestment in that community. Let
It's hard to
this be your dethe
choose
ciding factor.
"right" church,
For instance,
and
sorting "The most important thing you I attend Vintage
through all the can do is find a place that works Faith Commuoptions can be
and stay put long enough to
nity Church be.
trick-y.
I lowcause the focus
both be impacted by the indiever, it is better
is the idea that
viduals in that community and
to get settled as
the church is
soon as possi- have an impact on them as well." both chosen to
ble, so you can
gather together
start being the
and scattered
church instead of just attending to spread the love of Christ. ibis
church.
is how it was in the early church,
Our culture tells us to look for and I love being reminded of
a place that is the right denomina- that. At Vintage, we have what
tion for us (the one we grew up in are called missional communities
or onc that is thc right size), plays that "do life together." Each com-

munity focuses on a certain group
of people that thcy serve together.
For instance, one group puts thcir
energy into finding homes for orphans in Spokane as well as looking out for one another.
Once you have made your decision, lacre are some suggestions
for how you can challenge yourself to go deeper in that community and have an impact:
First, meet people who seem
different from you. It is easy to go
with your friends and only associatc with people who look your age.
We arC naturally drawn to those
with whom we have something
in common. Challenge yourself
to scck out and introduce yourself
to the ones who are olderand
therefore most likely wiserbecause you will find that you can
learn the most from them.
See FIND A CHURCH, page 7
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Miller offers his
insight on real
Christian living
ANNIE

DUGAS
(ctuvws1

Donald Miller's book "Blue Like Jazz" was the reason
my roommate missed her flight.
As she sat at her gate, she got caught up in an engaging
conversation with a fellow traveler about the ideas presented in the boolc She was so captivated that the vital
concept of "if you want to make it to your desired destination you must board the plane" slipped her mind.
I assume' most people haven't had such a dramatic experience when reading Miller's work. but the fact that
Cowles Auditorium was packed Friday night with people
wanting to hear him speak proved that his writing has
greatly impacted current Christian thought.
Susan Isaacs opened for Miller with a comedy act on
how Christian men don't date that earned laughs among
the crowd. However irreverent or humorous she may
have bccn, she was honest. She presented God as an aloof
British man who doesn't carc about a middlc-class white
girl's problems. Though it camc from her own experience,
it was a bold angle to take.
What wcnt a little too far, I'd say; was how she mocked
people in the church. Yes, people can be frustrating. Anyone who has gone to church can attest to-that. Is it really
necessary to call more attention to the brokenness of the
church? That tunc has already been played:Mc popular
thing to do these days is to critique the church instead of
pray for it. I've heard people complain, myself included,
about church. I'm tired of it, and by cnd °flier hour-long
act, I was ready for thc main speaker to begin.
Miller's thoughts on the way wc make someone important in our lives is worthy of deeper thought and conversation. When loved ones fail us, we cnd up crucifying
them with anger and disappointment. IVe are left alone.
only to find out that they were not the Jesus we made
them out to be.
However, Miller's stance on the purpose and significance of conflict was weak. His claim went something
along the lines of: in order for something to be beautiful,
conflict is required. Yes, conflict is important. We can all
learn and be blessed from conflict. but that is not saying
anything we didn't already know. This seems to contradict
God's original intentiOn for humanit).
Take Miller's example in Genesis. I lc claimed that there
was conflict in file Garden of Eden before the Fall, because
Adam was lonely. False. Take one important step backwards. Adam was the first human. llave you ever been
around a baby? llave you ever noticed how enthralled
they are looking at their fingers?
That's Adam, trying to take in all that God has made. I
don't think he had time to be lonely with so much newness around him. More importantly, I would hardly call
hanging out with the Creator of the universe a lonely experience.
Did Adam pout around all Ecyorc-ish because he was
the only one of his kind and all that God gave him wasn't
sufficient? No.
Did God sec that something wasn't good and that Adam
needed a companion? Yes.
Adam was never in a state of conflict with God. He continued to be delighted as God blessed him and pursucd a
relationship with him.
I do not want to diminish the significance that comes
through overcoming conflict. Lord knows, the best life
lessons I've learned required a process of deep pain, suffering and time. My objection comes from the stancc that
conflict was intended for humanity to experience. I don't
buy it.
Ifyou firmlybelieve that conflict is necessary to produce
a beautiful stor-y, read Bohumil Hrabal's short novel, "Too
Loud a Solitude:' It's a literary masterpiece that doesn't
need conflict to be interesting. You'll discover gorgeous
prose telling a story of a man compacting -trash. But, in
thc words of LeVar Burton, "Don't take my word for it:'
Overall, Miller carried a positive attitude encouraging
us to make something of ourselves. We cannot wait until
"Act 3" as he put it, the time in our life story when we
finally get everything figured out. Because if we wait until
that time, Miller claims we will be dead. Answers come
in heaven.
Alright, but please no more "blank paper/we all have
the pen in our hand" analogies attempting to explain how
God works in our lives. It is a futile endeavor. He is God,
and he will do what he wants.
DUGAS is a senior majoring in English. COMMEMS can be sent to anne.dugas@

whitworihian.com.

Introducing the residence hall formerly known as"East:'
Annette fiundI/Whitworthian

New dorm needs a name
found effect on how wc perceive an
idea and the extent to which we rally
JACOUELYN
around it. Think about the meanWHEELER
ing that comes along with being a
(cum,st
"Mac Man." There are multiple generations of Mac Men running about
the world and our current McMillan
We have a new and still nameless residents are somehow deeply conbuilding on our campus this year. For nected to that history. Or think about
noiv, %ve call it East. I liked this name the meaning associated with being
at first. I liked it because it is plain and a member of the Baldwin-Jenkins
simple and seems to suggest the clean community. These residents also feel
slate and newness of its position. The a part of something bigger.
name also seems to fit bccausç thc
East currently has thc solc associadorm is so new and fancy, that it has
tion of being large,
a sort of sterile feel
beautiful and on
to it. Just like the
thc cast side of
"Would you really want to tell
name, East is also
campus. Ncw persterile and lacking people that you live on East First ceptions are going
in history. Wc don't
East, East Second East, or East
to build up about
name a new place,
the dorm like they
Third East, or worse, East First
though, based on
West? Let's just name it and end have with the othwhat it is. We name
ers: "Boppell Hothis madness:'
a building based
tel;" Warren as
on its potential, on
being a giant maze
what it could come
wherd it is imposto represent on this campus.
sible to know all the residents; BJ as
Can wc really afford to have a dorm having great community %vhere resion campus that is named merely for dents are up playing at all hours of
its location? Especially since Whit- the night; Duvall as being eerily quiet
%vorth takes such pride in its history.
%vith dwellers either recluse in their
There must be a new name on its %vay, respective pods or off having their
as they await the grand donation that fun elsovhere. The namers of the
could give East its namesake, but we dorm don't have a lot of control over
can't afford to wait. If the dorm is re- the development of these ideas, but
named a couple years from now, there the biggest tool is choosing a name
will be a disconncct between the way that ties it to the quality they are seekstudents have come to consider the ing to build in that community.
dorm in their minds, the way they reIt is about the effect of language on
fer to it, and the traditions that have how an idea is received. Junior Mibeen built around it.
chael Schultz, a resident of East, said,
While a name might not seem to "If language is underdeveloped, resimatter much about outside imprei- dents won't buy in as deeply and the
sions of a dorm, language has a pro- ,community %von't be as strong7

Therefore, we need to stop waiting
on a donor and worry about what sort
of community we aim to bring to the
cast side of campus.
Perhaps dorm pride is a silly thing,
but in its silliness it helps build up
individual communities which give
NVhitworth its tight-knit flavor. I
wouldn't trade that for anything.
So what should the name be? I recognize that there are a lot of people
who arc much more capable of determining the actual name than I am, but
I can at least provide some things to
think about that might hap us reach a
bcttcr name. 'Think about what is special about East that othcr dorms don't
have. The dorm is more environmentally friendly; it has large windows;
the building is beautiful; the kitchen
is very large; the shared spaces arc designed for rich community life. With
this theme of natural beauty and great
spaces, %ve can picture East as a place
where a couple of people might sit
and discuss theology, where someone
might write Poetry on the large back
porch and good food might be made.
Let those %vho have the power to do
so choose a name that suggests rich
culture and high intelligence, %vhere
one might find the "kinsmen" and
"beauties" they daimed to be during
traditiation.
Would you really %vant to tell peopie that you live on East First East,
East Second East, or East Third East?
Or ivorse, East First West? Lees just
name it and end this madness.
WHEELER is a sophomore majoring in English.

Comments can be sent to lacquelyn.wheeler@
whitworthian.com.

on Wednesday evenings the idea that church really
to play Ultimate Frisbee. I happens in small groups.
continuedfrom page 6
plan to snatch up this op- Most people I know who
portunity as well. The better go there are not in a small
Second, go to church you do at meeting a variety grotip. Listen, if they say it's
activities. Last year dur- of people, the more these important, it's important.
ing Bloomsday, our church types of opportunities will Join one. Just do it.
had a gathering at our wor- opcn up to you.
Fourth, if you really
ship pastor's house to sit in
want to
Third,
his front yard and cheer on join
a
grow, find
the runners as they went small
someone
"If you really want to grow,
by. This was probably one group or
to menof the best things I did, be- mission- find someone to mentor you. I tor you.
cause I got to hold exten- al com- have a disdpleship leader at my I have a
sive conversations with a munity. church at home and it is the best disciplenumber of people I would Whatevship leadthing I ever did."
not have otherwise spoken er your
er at my
to, as well as play with their church
church at
kids. These things seem offers
home and
small, but they are golden to help build community, it is the best thing I ever
opportunities that we ought be a put of it. Take New did. Now I am praying for
to snatch up. I also learned Community for example. a mentor in Spokane, who
this week that some Youth Embedded in the mission las yet to be revealed to me.
For Christ kids get together statement of that church is We are called to have spirt-

FIND A CHURCH

tual fathers and mothers.
As you get more and more
involved- in your communities, the people that have
the potential to guide you
in your walk with Christ
will become more evident.
Fifth, as you grow, find
your own spiritual children
to disciple. Discipleship is
the ultimate goal of church
and it happens when we are
deeply rooted in our communities.
Take the time to move
in this direction and make
church a priority; you are a
member of the kingdoin of
heaven first, and a student
second.
WHEELER is a sophomore majoring

in English. Comments can be sent to
jacquelyn.wheeler@whitworthian.com.
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Pitóto nxiirieiy °Melodic Role

Thii raliwaytatIon in Piwidna, Poland wai one of the places Ratliff stopped during her
.
trip through Poland.

international couch surfer

0

Heather Kennlson
Assistant Scene Editor

From teaching kids in central Asia, to ancicnt ruins in Istanbul, to a tiny railway station in Poland, Melodic Ratliff's summer was full of adventure.
What started out as a private trip to teach four kids in Tajikistan over the summer soon became a full-fledged tour across
Europe. lhe kids were all between the ages of seven and I
Ratliff said.
Ratliff, a senior double majoring in communications and
nursing, bad never been overseas before this summer.
"I traveled by myself but each city I went to I had somewhere
to crash," Ratliff said.
She stayed with friends of her family in various places across
Poland and Istanbul. Among her destinations were Krakow, Torun, Gdansk and Piwniczna.
Among her favorite memories was meeting a group of European medical students on an exchange, Ratliff said.
"They were so much fun. I loved getting to know them. We
had a really good time Ratliff said.
She also treasured a tiny railway station she went to in Piwniczna, Poland.
"It was so charming. It looked like something out of a post
card. I loved it," Ratliff said.
Ratliff has somc advice to future travelers.
'You gotta learn who to ask [for directions'. I learned. There
were a lot of times when I got lost and it was a really fun time.
Probably every city I went to I got lost at some point because
everything's in Polish," Ratliff said.
Ratliff said she gained a lot from the experience, learning
about different cultures and how they vary even with the different generations. She also enjoyed the very old places, such
as castles.
Ratliff returned to her hometown of Cie Elum, \Vasil., the
Saturday before school started.
Gnitact Heather la.'unison at heallter.keturiso,i@whihmrthinn.cotn.
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The rocket scientist
Heather Kennison
Assistant Scene Editor
Jeff Wheeler dreamed of working for NASA after graduation, but never thought that hell have the opportunity to
do an internship at the Langley Research Center in Hampton, Va.
Wheeler, a junior majoring in engineering physics and
mathematics, was one of about 220 interns working at the
ccntcr for a 10-week period, starting on June 1.
"I worked with thc Advanced Sensing and Optical Measurement Branch," Wheeler said. "It supported other research programs:'
As a summer student in a research position, he helped
in the lab running experiments and wrote computer code
to analyze data.
"We refined a technique to use lasers to measure temperature and chemical conccntrations insidc of an advanced
jet engine ivItile it's running," Wheeler said.
In addition, he was required to present a research paper
on the Coherent anti-Stokes Itaman Spectroscopy, a technique used to measure supersonic flow, Wheeler said. The
purpose was to teadi thcm how to present a research project to a scientific community:Me paper indudcd methods,
lab setup, results and future research in the arca.
"It's a very selective program so it really depends if there
happens to be a researcher who needs you:' Wheeler said.
"I wasn't really expecting to get in at all. It was April when
I got the phone call."
Wheeler said that he learned what it was like to ivork
at NASA itself and was surprised at how laid back it was.
He plans to work at a different NASA center next summer.
After graduation, he is looking at the Jet Propulsion Laboratories in Pasadena, Calif., as a possible start.

o

t;

Contact licathcr Kcnnison at hcathcr.krnnison@whitworthian.com.

Photo courtesy of lejf %%lurk/

Junior Jeff Wheeler makes adjustments to a laser during his summer Internship at NASA.

Photo courtesy of

Id Whder

These vacuum spheres are used to move air through wind tunnels at
high speeds.

isher
',Caitlin Ridittion
- Scene Editor",.
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Tò those who live there:Alaska drie.in't Seem like a*-Very foreign place. But to those whci
have ricier experienced it, there is something cool about being able to say you have visited

Aidsh,

°

l

.
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;

Sophomore KristoffBultetna is one Of thine'. péoPle iVho can SaY he has been to Alaska..
decided to go WAliski..beaclise.I needed., to make* rnoney.this siunnier and that
he sal&
-seetned like a fine adventuroiis viay to do
-°
' Bulletin was in'Kenak a small town about (Our hoius south of Anchorage. He wOrked on
a'fishing boat'and in a fish Processing Plant for about tW-o Miniths; 'until he broke his foot.
.
He had planned to
y
st4 until -.,Augu:st
o

.

,

-

,

hOme early after
hi-was injured;
' "It Went terrifi-

.

:catty,* Until

my foot:'
"7Iie best part óf it viai- the -adVenture,of it. Pulling fish öff a- net 'while waVes ivish oVer yOtt on tlic titiat; Slinging fish iround i Cannery foil6 hOtirs, coOk,
,fo ing in a Pot you found*over a fire you bitild ybiirself, looking up and seeing a nfooSe
'
ing stiaight at pin:That sort `of thing:'.'
' Bultema iVorked órithe fist-ling boat twice-i'iveek. He-and the cap. lain ofthe boat
go. out on a ti4o-iiersbiiTioárind fiih for abOut 12 hOurs:-It tOok eight to 10 hiiUrS tri 'get,
tóand frinii a good fishing spot, 'so each time he spent' about 20 hOurs fishing. When he
,wasn'ton tile boat, he viorked at the processing plant,- where he 'gutted, froze, and then'
Although he enjqed being there, there were also some doivnsides.
- "The worst part was hoiv tired we ivere all the time' he said. "And I'm deep in debt because really, you don't actually make that much: Fish-farming has killed the industry:'
Contact Caitlin Richmond at caillin.richmond@nliitivorthian.com.

Photos

(parlay of Kristoff Sulterku

LfiFT: Sophomore Kristoff

Bultema holds a sock-eye
salmon he caught. Bultema
iperit Fait of the sumMerWorkIng an a fishing boat in KeriaL:
Mas

BillSW:The Danelle,, the'boat
Bultema fished on during the
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Celebration offers wide variety of events
The second annual

Hispanic Heritage
Week creates new
connections
Katie Palmer
Staff Writer
Hispanic Heritage Week at Whitworth
means good food and an excuse to have
fun.
Whitworth is a place that celebrates diversity and acknowledges all cultures, and
the Hispanic culture is no exception.
Traditionally, Hispanic Heritage Month
runs from Sept. 13 to Oct. 15, but Whitwortlis condensed version ran from Sept.
14 to Sept. 19 and was filled with activities
reflective of the Hispanic culture.
All events were put on by Whitworth's
Club dc Español. Club president junior
Mason Jahnke said thc clubes goal is to "promote Latin culture in any way we can."
events this past week started off with
tamale making in East Hall on Monday.
There was a turnout of about 20 people
awaiting the freshly-made Spanish speciality. English was a rarity, as students conversed mostly in Spanish.
"It's something traditional to represent
Spanish culture and get people involved
with the Spanish culture:* said club member senior Lisa Hayek.
Tuesday night was the Mexican Independence Day celebration. in honor of thc day
Mexico became independent from Spain.
The event took place in thc Ilixson Union
Building and featured thc band Los Vigiles,
who played traditional Mexican music.
There %vas authentic Mexican food, which
drew many people to the event.
Any chance to come out and gct free
food." said junior Corey Dugan. Dugan is
also a Spanish major and cnjoys experiencing the Spanish culture.
Mexican flags. decorated thc walls and
thc room was festive with culture.
Wednesday night featured a free viewing
of "Pan's Labyrinth," a classic Spanish film
which takes place during the Spanish Civil
War. About 30 people gathered to enjoy the
movie in Spanish (with subtitles for thosc
who were less Spanish inclined).
The entire week finishcd with a celebration at Harmon Park.
The first recognized Hispanic Heritage
Week was started by President Lyndon B.
Johnson in 1968, according to the U.S. Cen-
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Children folk dancers perform traditional dances during the Hispanic Heritage Celebration on Saturday, Sept. 19, In Hannon Park.The event
was open to the public.

sus Bureau Web sitc. It was later expanded
to a month-long celebration in 1988, as it
remains today.
According to the Web site, the celebration is a time whcn America unitcs to celebrate thc culture and traditions of I lispanic
residents.
Throughout the country, an estimated
42.7 million Hispanic citizens makes it the
largest racc minority in America. In other
words. there arc a lot of people embracing
thcir roots right now.
At Whitworth, students enjoyed their
second annual Hispanic Heritage Week
celebration. Many students said that they
came out to the events because they were of
Hispanic heritage and they wished to connect with othcr students who were familiar
with thc Hispanic culture.
Other students said they participated
because they were Spanish majors and it
was a good chance to practicc and immerse
themselves in the language.
Contact Katie Palmer at katie.palmer@
whitworthiatt.com.
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Senior Vita Vasilenko, alumna lveth Canales, senior Stephen Billington, fi eshman Maria Brels,
and senior Carolina Broemeling hold up the Chilean flag In Hamion park during the fashion
show, which featured traditional Hispanic clothing.
ti

The flesh-eating cheerleader from hell
WRITER'S REVIEW

Ryan Graves
Staff Writer
Megan Fox is finding her place
as an actress. She was put on the
map by Miduel Bay in the famous

"Transformers" films. In those
movies she was made a sex symbol
by Bay's exploitative filming. In her
nel,vest film, "Jennifer's Body" Fox

gloriously parodies that image and
helps make one of the best horror/
comedy films of the year.
The film, directed by Karyn
Kusama, still has a lot of misses.
The acting is unemotional and the
directing is mediocre at best But
it the script that makes this film
so good. It was written by Academy Award-winner Diablo Cody,
the writer of "Juno." The audience

is again treated to a plethora of
sugary dialogue that gives the film

Anita Lesnidcy (Amanda Seyfried) or "Needy" to her fricnds.
that distinct Diablo Cody signa- Needy is the opposite of Jennifer.
ture.
She isn't the most popular or the
"Move on dot org"
most beautiful, but
says Jennifer. "Cheese
she's confident and
and fries!" exclaims
cnjoys the affection
MOVIE
her best friend Needy
of her boyfriend.
REVIEW
when the scares get
One night, JenniJENNIFER'S BODY
turned up. The film
fer and Needy go out
doesn't take itself too
to see a band at a bar.
*
seriously, and yet it
The night goes terri(out of 4)
pushes a very impnrbly wrong when a fire
Starring: Megan Fax,
Amanda Seyfried, Adam
tant message. What
burns down the bar
Brody
seems to be a campy
and the band steals
Rating: R for sexuality,
horror movie actually
Jennifer away from
bloody violence, language
turns out to be a fullNeedy. The friends
and brief dmg use
hearted allegory.
reunite later that
The story is about
evening, but JenniJennifer (Megan Fox),
fer isn't quite herself,
a girl in high school. The boys what, with all of the blood runwant her and the girls want to be ning down her tattered clothes and
her. Jennifer is best friends with spontaneous vomiting going on.

g

**

We find out that whatever happened to her made her a man-cater, literally. The film follows her as
shc entices boys so she can feed off
of their flesh. Needy finds herself
in a tough position: what do you
do when your best friend turns
cannibal?
The film isn't reserved with its
violence or gore. Megan Fox has
finally won my respect for this
film, playing a role in which she
finds herself covered in blood,
guts, vomit, and dirt; not the most
glamorous look. Yes, there are
some scenes where Fox is very alluring, but for the most part she is
quite repulsive. This is why the film
works so well; instead of being a
run-of-the-mill horror movie this

beautiful Jennifer. Shc entices the
boys with her body and consequently feeds on their flesh. It's not
that she is an incarnation of coldshouldered evil; a girl has got to
cat.

Cody works very hard to teach a
lesson about the pitfalls of lust. The
men, driven by their libido, find
themselves in a deadly situation.
The woman, Jennifer, finds herself
feeding of the flesh of men. but ultimately, it doesn't sustain her.
This movie proves that Cody is
the real deal. In Cody's first film,
she tells a story about a girl with a
good heart in a tough situation. It
doesn't surprise me then that she
wrote a film like this, where Cody
literally gets out the demons.

film finds itself being different.

Cody has a great number of
things to say. Here we have the

Catttact Ryan Graves at rpm.
graves@whitworthiati.com.
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Members fight
for attention in
Monsters of Folk

New exhibition
starts Sept. 22 in

ion Fox

university gallery

A&E
BRIEFS

Staff Writer
In the mythology of early primal religions, monsters
%vere really just mash-ups of normal animals. Put some
antlers on a pig and make its tail a snake, and its scary.
thc new super-group comSo Monsters of Folk
posed of M. Ward, Jim James (My Morning Jacket),
Conor Oberst, and Mike Mogis (Bright Eyes)
picked
a telling name for their side project. Monsters of Folk's
self-titled album. slated for a Sept. 22 release on ShangriLa Music, promises simply by merit of its rostcr the high
production values and virtuostic songwriting one would

expect from any of their other bands.
Imagine a single frontman with James' vocal range,
Oberst's constant introspection, and Ward's improvisational guitar adeptness.
The penultimate track. "Sandman, the Brakeman, and
Me:' sounds likc M. Ward with more bells and whistles,
Bright Eyes with more polish, My Morning Jacket with
the discipline not to be so dang weird. The same kind
of thing is at work in "Temazcar "Baby Boomer," and
"Losin Yo Head." These arc the album's bcst songs.
More often, though, the band behaves less like a ccntaur than a cerberus, one that hasn't quite adjusted to
having so many heads. Three of the group's four members arc used to fronting their respective bands, so when
the songs call for one of them to play or sing harmony,
we get the idea that they aren't totally surc how to do it
Remember what everyone said about Fleet Foxes' vocals
that they weren't as much harmony as competing
melodies? Imagine that on a larger scale, across every
instrument. Ihis is a band with three lead guitarists and
lead vocalists; nonc of them
play second fiddle. !slog's is
MUSIC
the only member who plays
comnote
that
doesn't
one
REVIEW
mand our attention. Much of
MONSTERS OF FOLK
the background to these songs
is just distracting.
Album:Monsten of folk*
Anyone familiar with these
Band members: Conot
artists' other bands can pick
Obent M.Ward, Jim
out onc of their songs withJames, Mike Mogis
out difficulty. Oberses bring
Genre:folk
to mind a dim basement
where the scent of tobacco has
seeped into the walls. James'
are just as dearly defined, suggesting a garage-turnedstudio setting. Ward's songs hint at being written on a
beach in Cuba at the end of summer.
On this record, though, they all sound like thc studio
they were recorded in. It isn't that they're sterile. In fact,
nonc of the songs are especially bad. Sure, there is no
discernible reason why "Say Please" is the single except
that it has drums, and the opening track sounds likc boring folkrock. but they're not unpleasant or offensive.
More significantly, thc album fails to suggest any thematic or stylistic progression from one track to thc next,
and that arbitrary construction does detract something
from thc songs themselves.
In the cnd, Monsters of Folk's first album offers hard
proof that musical genius is not unconditional. The album is a letdown; and really how could it be anything
clsc? The mathematics of the band's formation seems
to suggest, if only circuitously, that it will be as good
as Bright Eyes, M. Ward, and My Morning Jacket combined. It is good at times, but it's never as compelling as
anything by those artists.
Contact Ion Fox at jonfox@whit WO rthian.com.
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Taylor Zajicti/Whitworthian

Freshman Franziska Aumer, who is from Germany, sits outside of Duvall.

peilo

The Nikolus Meisel Art
exhibit opens Tuesday. Sept.
22 in the Bryan Oliver Gallery in the Lied Center for
the Visual Arts.The exhibit
runs through Oct. 29.
The opening reception
starts at 5 p.m. on Sept. 22,
with a lecture by 1.1eisel at
7 p.m.
Meisel often uses common, everyday bbjects in
his art, and his art is put
together so that viewers can
interact and engage with it.
For more information,
Dec Anna Christiansen at
509.777.3258.

Artist to kick off
Becca Cuniff

Staff Writer
"A Hello Walk" is a column that features a different person in the Whitworth
community regularly. Tisis week, staff
writer Bccca Cuniff sat down with freshman international student Fran:iska
Aumer.

Bccca Cuniff: Where did you live?
Franzi Aumer: Southern Germany.

Why did you want to come to America?
I'd say to improve my English..It's ac-,
tually because I'm studying English, and
I didn't want to go to England or anywhere close to Europe. I've already been
around most of Europe, so it was either
Australia or the USA.

What attracted you to Whitworth?
I actually had all the information from
the 'Web sitc. I guess it was thc campus; it
looked nice. The thing is, I didn't choosc
it, the organization chose it for me.
Did you have any choice in it or did
thcy just send you off to wherever?
I could rank my universities and then
they told me about four to five months
later which one took me.

What do you like about being here?
It's totally different, well, not totally,
but it is. It's like a new world here. I'm
used to countries that are very old that
have castles and different kind of bousCs. Here everything is so néw and there's
always something new to discover. I
can't really say just one thing that I love;
it's actual!)' all of it.

What do you miss the most about
Germany?
It sounds very much likc a cliche, but
bread, because we have, like, 300 kinds of
bread at home, and thcy arc totally different from here.
Is It difficult being so far away from
your family?
It's okay, because I contact them via
Skype, and I've been away from home before. It's kind of strange because it's nine
hour's difference. When I get up, thcy arc
going to bcd and vice versa.

In what ways are America and Germany the same?
I can only think of little things, like we
have about the samc times that we cat.
There are a lot of companies I know that
are thc samc; McDonald's is also in Germany. There's lots of things actually, not
too many differences.

What kinds of differences stand out
to you?
The food is a bit different. Some things
arc very sweet, so I can only cat very
small portions. There's much more diversity here than at homc. The bedding is
actually different; I always thought it was
just in movies you have two blankets.
Really?
We would only have the big blanket,

and it would be thicker, but not two of
them. We also don't have much air conditioning. That's one of the biggest changes
I noticed in coming here, because it's
warm outside, cold inside. I always have
to take my jacket with me or else I would
be freezing.

See A HELLO WALK, page 12

.....

Homecoming
with lecture
Artist Ben Frank Nloss
will present a lecture Thursday, Sept. 24, as part of
homecoming week. Moss'
lecture is called "Silent
Sounds/Imisible Stillness:
A Mystery Experienced."
His artwork has been
displayed more than 40 ex-

hibitions and he has been
exhibiting for the past 30
years.
He has won several
awards, including the Distinguished Alumni Award
at Boston University.

Korean movie
will be shown at
Gonzaga
The movie "Welcome to

Dongmakgor will be shown
at Gonzaga University in
the Foley Center Library
on Thursday, Sept. 24 ,at 7
p.m. The movie is hosted by
The Spokane-Jecheon Sister
City Association.
The movie is mostly in
Korean with English subtitles, although there is some
dialogue in English. Tickets
are free. For more information call (509) 448-4311.
Compiled by fooyun Lim, Caitlin
Richmond
Sourre: 1%1Jitworth events calendar

GRAPEVINE HUMOR: HOW TO
AVOID GETTING SWINE FLU
Iles well known that elderly people don't
contract swine flu. It's a disease for the
young. Like rap music. Oh my GOD!
Rap music causes swine flu, byjingee!
1Spend time with birds instead of pigs.
>Panic and overreact. Misguided quarantines help too.
Don't use keyboards. Learn to write
papers telepathically instead.
Stay away from Duvall. It's essentially a
leper colony at this point.

IIlove to a tent in the Back 40.
Become Bubble Boy.

Guzzle orange juice infused with Airborne.

.

1Wear latex gloves while playing Frisbee
1Rub your body in Crisco or other lard
based substances.

1Do not allow your roommates to breathe
in your presence.

1Order Sodexo pizza to your room for
every mcal to avoid the cafeteria.

breeds.

1You can't. You'll just die. Deal with

it
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Avoid the health center. That's where it
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Author urges action from students
want a career and a boyfriend." she said, speaking for God.
Although her performance ended on a scriThere are many diches in the Christian re- ous note, much out was humorous, and she was
ligion that people arc familiar with, most of able to make the audience laugh quite a bit.
Before Donald Miller started speaking, he
them hasing become- books: "The PurposeDriven Life, "I Kissed Dating Goodbye, etc. showed a video asking people to sign up for a
While these books have become popular for program he stated was partnered with World
a reason, they have also become a little over- Vision.
Miller started a program called The Mentorpopularized.
Speakers Susan Isaacs and Donald Miller ing Project, which is aimed at helping boys berealized this, and instead of just feeding the tween the ages of 7 and 14, who are grosving up
without fathers. Miller's facliches, they used them in a
ther left when he was 2 and
humorous way during thcir
they didn't meet again until
talks to break away from a
"God hands us a blank page and
Miller was in his 30s. That
typical religious view.
affected him a lot, and he
Isaacs, who is an actress, a pen. When we write on it, we
performed a one-woman adjust the moral compasses of believes that it is something
that affects most boys who
monologue based on her
those around us."
grow up without fathers.
book. "Angry ConversaDonald Miller,
The video listed many stations with God." She talked
author/speaker
tistics about boys who grow
about many things that had
up without fathers, includled her to become frustrated
ing that 80 percent of rapists
with God, including her dating life. She said she would have loved to date grew up without fathers, and 85 percent of mcn
a Christian man, but none of them would date, in prison also grew up without fathers.
Miller's lecture was fairly informal and repartially because of thc book "I Kissed Dating
taxed. He started out talking about what hapGoodbye."
Isaacs' performance mostly focused on her pened after "Blue Like Jazz: and the rest of the
idea that she wanted to go to marriage coun- lecture spun off from that.
He always wanted to be a successful writer,
seling with God. Shc svas unhappy with how
things svere going in her life, and shc blamed but when it finally happened he still had the
God for that. Her friends told hcr to read a same problems. He thought everything would
book that compared believing in God to being get better, but instead, "crap was still crap," he
married to him. which is where she got thc idea said. He got into a funk and sat around eating
ice cream and watching "Oprah" every day.
of marriage counseling.
He was approached about making a movie
Throughout the performance she mentioned
many: things about hcr life that she was unhap- out of "Blue Like Jazz," but thc writers said they
py svith, including being single, and not having needed to fictionalize Isliller's life to make it
a career because she had been trying to devote more interesting. While they were doing this.
hcr life to God. Hcr conversation went back" Miller realized that he could use some of the
and forth with God (who had a British accent) things thcy were talking about to make his life
and the marriage counselor (who didn't have more fulfilling.
very much to contribute).
"What is it that makes life interesting?" he
Eventually shc came to thc conclusion that asked. The answcr is: the story, and what you
what she wanted was materialistic and imper- dti In your story. Miller realized that his life had
mancnt compared to what God wanted to give no narrative and instead was just a sequence of
random experiences. He encouraged the auher.
want to be the lover of your soul, but you dience to make something out of their life or

Caitlin Richmond

Scene Editor

Check out the top
grossing movies ofthe

past weekend.
CLOUDY WITH A CHANCE
OF MEATBALIS

$30,100,000
THE INFORMANT!
$10,545,000
TYLER PERRY'S I CAN DO
BAD ALL BY MYSELF
$10,060,000
LOVE HAPPENS

$8,456,000

JENNIFER'S BODY
$6,800,000
9

$5,458,000
INGLOURIOUS BASTERDS
$3,603,000
ALL ABOUT STEVE
$3,400,000
SORORITY ROW
$2,489,000

CMJ
TOP 15
These are the top 15
albums from College

Media Journal. For the
fidl top 30, visit cm).
co,?'.
1

nne Maps wri Whst wog thusn

Author Donald Miller speaks in the Cowles Auditorium Friday, Sept. 18. Miller talked about his
books, his life and how he views life as a story.

story so that they would be fulfilled and so that
thcy could influence the lives of others around
them.
The concept of life bring a story was something that came up in the rest of the lecture.
"God hands us a blank page and a pen,"
Miller said. "When we write on it, wc adjust the
moral compasses of those around us:
Something clsc Miller emphasized was that
the climax of our lives won't happen while we
are on earth. We try to make our lives complete
through other activities or people but really,
they won't be complete until wc die and go to
heaven, he said.
Contact Caitlin Richmond at caitlin.richmond@whitworthiatt.com.

FRUIT BATS

'The Ruminant Band"
2

t.

WILCO

A HELLO WALK
continued from page
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benfolds.com

spokanesymphony.org

"Wilco (The Album)"

3

DEAD WEATHER

'Horehound"

4YACHT
'See Mystery Lights'

5 JAPANDROIDS

"Post-Nothing"
6

MODEST MOUSE

allo One's First And You're
Next"

7

WYE OAK

'The Knot'
BLITZEN TRAPPER
"Black River Killer [EN"
PORTUGAL. THE MAN
"The Satanic Satanist"

10 JAY REATARD
"Watch Me Fall"
11

How is the food here compared to Germany?
I guess it's almost the same, except we don't have too
many things called fast food. not so much French fries
and burgers and pizza. It's OK so far. The desserts arc
kind of sweet sometimes, and the colors are different.
There's much more artificial colors here. So I'm like,
"OK this color lookikind of nice, but it's not natural:
Like on frosting and stuff?
and you think. -OK, what
kind of food is this?"
Yes, you see like, blue

with the Sp kane Symphony

What's your favorite American food then?
I tried one at the festival downtown, it's called funnel cake. I really like this one. A friend of mine had
one, so I tried it too. It was really delicious. I also really
like the cheese macaroni, and the bagels.
Are you glad you decided to come here?
Yes, very. I love it.

What makes German chocolate cake so much better then regular chocolate cake?
I guess it's a secret; I'm not sure if I should tell you.
Contact Becca Cuniff at becca.ctiniff@whitworthian.

Sunday, Oct 18, 2009
7:30 p.m.
NIutin %%bacon Thcmcr
at The Fox

com.
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13
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"Get Color"
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Men start conference strong
David Rurik
Staff writer
NORTHWEST CONFERENCE

The NVhitworth soccer team hit
the pitch over the weekend, defeating Pacific University 2-1 on
Saturday, Sept. 19, before sweeping George Fox University 4-0 on
Sunday, Sept. 20.
In Saturday's come-from-behind
win, the Bucs scored both goals in
the final 10 minutes of thc game.
Sophomore defender Nate Spangler scored the first goal, while
senior forward Elly Bulega scored
the second goal %vith just over two
minutes left in the game.
Sunday's game %vent 22 minutes
without much action except for a
minor injury to sophomore midfielder Justin Meyer, %vho returned
minutes later to provide the assist
for the first goal of the afternoon,
by senior midfielder Brent Zahn.
Whitworth held this lead through
the remainder of the first half.
The second half started with the
Bruins putting firm prcssurc on
the Hues' 'goalkeeper, sophomore
Brian Sherpc.
A yello%v card to George Fox's
Peter Luginbill swung the tempo
of the game back to the Bucs who
held possession for much of thc remainder attic match.
A late flurry of goals started
in the 79th minute of the match,when senior fonvard Keith Kirsch
made the assist on a goal by junior

@TYI NEMETH
FOOTBALL
NWC

ALL

LINFIELD

0-0

2-0

WILLAMME

0-0

2-1

WHITWORTH

0-0

1-2

L&C

0-0

0-2

I.ptu

0-0

0-2

UPS

0-0

0-2

I

0-2

NEXT PIRATE GAME:

Whh-arth vithapman
Saturday Sept. 26 / Home

V01.1.6BALL

Brandon IkmminfW1úsinrthi.rn

NWC

Sophomore Justin Meyer fights past Padfic defender, sophomore Patrick Murray, on Saturday, Sept. 19.

Mountcastle scored twice, putting
thc cap on an impressive Bucs performance, and raising scoring discrepancy to 4-0.
The goals add to Nlountcastle's
already impressive stats on thc season. In six games he has onq assist,
eight shots, four shots on goal, and
four goals, making him thc leading

scorcr for the Bucs.
Next the tcam heads to the west
side of Washington for more NWC
matches against Pacific Lutheran
University and University of Puget
Sound.
Contact David Rurik at david.
rurik@whitworthian.com.

Football falls short of comeback
Whitworth University
students swarmed thc Pine
Bowl for the first home
gamc of the 2009 Pirate
football scason on Saturday.

Skydivers floating high

above
t h e
Loop,
turned

heads as

students
sprinted

across

campus
so they

pass from quarterback
Dan Schvay, putting thc
Bulldogs on the board.
The Pirate defense held
strong throughout the first
half, but the Bulldogs took
advantage in a moment of
Pirate weakness to post
10 more points before the
Pirates had a chance to re-

taliate.

With
"We thought we had a chance,
espedally at the end. We just
needed a few more plays in order
to make something happenf
Dustin Payne,
linebacker

would

not miss
the opening event. After
the three divers landed, the
national anthem was sung
and the coin was tossed.
Loyal Whitworth fans,
clad in black and red,
cheered the Pirates as they
took the field against the
visiting University of Redlands Bulldogs.
"We were pumped to
play at home. We had prepared all week %vith hard
practices for this game,"
sophomore
linebacker
Dustin Payne said. "We
thought we could pull it
out:'
The first few minutcs
proved questionable for the
Pirates and in the fourth
minute, Redlands' Brian
Putman caught a 12-yard

no time
left on
t h e

clock

in the

first

ha I f,
the Pir a t es ,

with

the help of senior kicker
Andy Urgent, posted three
points %vith a 28-yard field
goal.
In the third quarter, Pirate fans were hopeful for a
turnaround. But after just
seven plays, the Bulldogs
had gained 65 yards and
the scorc was 23-3.

On Redlands' next possession, junior lineman
Nick Ashley intercepted
the ball on the Pirates'
42-yard line. The Pirates
drove the ball 52 yards and
finished the run %vith a 17yard pass from sophomore
quarterback Andrew Durant to sophomore receiver
Dale Entel. The Pirates
comeback had begun.
Down 23-10, Whit-

worth morale was rising.
The Bulldogs were deep in
Pirate territory again, but a
pass %vent awry and junior
left back Paul Werhane
made the interception on
the 22-yard line. Another
long run for the Pirates put
them back in the Bulldogs'
red zone and this time senior running back Milton
Nelson, made the play,
raising the Pirates' score
to 17.
When the offense started to perform in the second half, everyone was excited," Payne said. "It gave
the defense just the uplift
they needed since they'd
been working so hard the
whole first halC'
Trailing the Bulldogs
by five Ivith 12 minutes
to play, the Pirates' confidence was growing.
Running out the clock
%vith a timely return, the
Bulldogs' scored leaving
the Pirates with six minutes to retaliate.
Down 29-17, the Pirates never gave up. After
12 plays the Pirates had
gained 61 yards and scored
again, making the score
29-24, and keeping spectators on their toes. Despite
the valiant second half efforts on behalf of the Pirates, the deficit was too
large to overcome and the
visiting Bulldogs defeated
the Pirates.
"We thought %ve had a

ALL

5-4

LIOIFI

midfielder Chris Stibich, his first
of the season.
Freshman
forward
Kckoa
Mountcastle made his presence
known in the final minutcs of
the match. Receiving assists from
sophomore midficIders Camcron
Bushey in the 84th minute and
Matthew Fonk in the 89th minute,

2-0

8-2

PLU

2-0

6-5,J

WHITMAN

1-1

3-3

4-6_]

wUu_Amiift
L&C

1-1

DoRqE FOX..

5-5

0:2
0-2

PACIFIC

Kara HeatherIy
Assistant Sports Editor

I

5-5

i'LLIIRWORTH

NEXT PIRATE GAME:
Whitwonh vs. Lewis & Cart
Friday Sept. 25 L & C

MEN'S SOCCER
NWC ALL

WHITWORTH

2-0

4-1:1

PLU

2-0

5-2

1-0-1

2-2-21

1-1

2-4-1

0-1-1

4-2-1

0-2

4-4

0-2

3-4

1Wilii1AN
LINFIELEI
LULPS

PACIFIC

ups:.
GEORGE FOX

NEXT PIRATE MATCH:
Whinvonh vs. Puget Sound

Satuniay Sept. 26 @ Puget Sound

WOMEN'S SOÇCER

Tara SaclartantWhituvrthian

Three parachutists entered the Pine Bowl before Saturday's first home game of the 2009 season. The Pirates fell
to Redlands 24-29.

chance; Payne said. "Especially at the end. We just
needed a few more plays in
order to make something
happen;
The team morale is high
as they prepare for next
Homecoming game
against Chapman University, and for the rest of their
2009 season.
"It hurts to not have a

%veek's

key player, like Adam Anderson, in a game like this,"
Payne said. "But it just goes
to show that %ve can be successful and compete without him. We'll just be that
much stronger %vhen Adam
is back next week."
Contact Kara at kara.
heatherly@whit worth in tt.
com.

NWC

ALL

WHMVORTH

3-0

6-1

UPS

2-0

5-0

LINFIELD

1-1

4-2

[LAC

".

2-

WILLAMETTE

k

1-1

-1-3
2-3-1

0-3

*3-4

PLU

0-2

1-5

GEORGE FOX -

0-3

3

NEXT PIRATE MATCH:

Whitwonh vs. Puget Sound

Saturday Sept 26 @Puget Sound
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Think you know your professional sports?
We diallenge you to test your ability with

our

weekly sports trivia.
In 2007, Detroit quarterback Jon Kitna was
sacked 51 times to lead the league. It was still 25
sacks short of the season record, set in 2002 by
which quarterback?

Who vras the first player in history to catch
15,000 passing yards in their career?

3.1his player W3S an offensive tackle, but most
fans remember him for his leg. lie played for 21
seasons. In 1953, he kicked 23 of 26 field goals
while the rest of thc league combined for only 85.
Who was this 1974 Hall of Fame inductee?

.

Who of the following set a record for intercepting 14 passes in a single season?
&union flemrnivitisitourthiss

Sophomore fonvard Stacy Hamer dribbles past hvo defenders during a weekend match against Pacific University.

Pirates dribble past Boxers
David Rurik
Staff Itrriter
After a 3-0 win on Saturday afternoon over the visiting
Pacific University Boxers, the Whitworth women's soccer
team faced off against George Fox University Sunday afternoon in their third match of conference play.
The Bucs gave early pressure to the Fox defense by way
of several good crosses, none of which were convened for
goals. .
That was until the midway point of the first half, when junior fonvard Elizabeth Manila scnt a short dribbler through
the six-yard box.

A valuable running back might be one who
can run, catch and even pass a ball when asked.
What running back was the first In NFL history
to throw for more than 750 career yards?

In 2007, New England quarterback Tom
Brady threw a record 50 touchdown passes In the
season. Whose season record dld he break?

Junior midfielder Sidonia Davin was open in front of the
goal and put the ball in the back of the nct to give the Pirates
the advantage.
The rest of the match proved a challenge for the Pirates
but they were able to hold on to their first-half lead.
Whitworth finished the match l-0 and recorded its third
conference victory.
Whitworth had many othcr opportunities to make plays.
One such opportunity came in the 29th minute of play when
sophomore forward Stacy Harner took a placekick from 10
yards outside the penalty arca. The shot hit the crossbar and

Who WU the first player In history to reach
2,500 all-pu_rpose yards in a season?

&Which kicker set a record in 2007 by kicking
74 extra points ill the Season?

PIINCVWD
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See SOCCER, page 15
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Elly Bulega: Lessons Learned
Senior soccer star shares his story
Ryan Sutherland
Staff Writer

and began playing field soccer for
the first time in high school.
"Soccer has been a pan of my
Danika Heatherly
life for many years and I enjoy the
time I've spent on the ficld and
Sports Editor
getting to know the guys on this
Born and raised in Uganda, team at Whitworth," Bulega said.
senior Elly Bulega comes from a He added, "It's just a sport. It's not
family and tradition where dis- the most important thing in life,
cipline and rebut there is defispect are not
oppornitely
only expected,
tunity to learn
'I don't know what God has in from it."
but demanded.
mind for my future, but if my
Bulega's
The
athlete
roots provide past is any indication, I know it's lives intentionally and seeks to
the foundation
got to be good"
for his life, how
learn from each
LIly Bulega,
he studies enexperience.
Forward
SO
gineering and
"With
many
sisters
physics, and the
way he interacts
around, we did
a lot of voting in the house, I alon the soccer field.
"Where I'm from I've learned ways lost, and as a result, I learned
kindness and know that God pro- patience Bulega said, "We're revides for us over and over again," ally just a bunch of knuckleheads
when wc come to \Vhitworth
Bulega said.
Although his younger years as freshmen, but professors and
were spent in Uganda playing friends here make an effort to care
goalie with the other boys from about you, and I've done my best
school, Bulega moved with his five to listen."
sisters to the United States in 2001
"I'm encouraged and motivated

by so many things," Bulega said.
"On the soccer field the guys in
thc middle spend the whole game
running, tracking players and
blocking shots. By the end of the
game they arc exhausted and leave
everything they have on the field.
Watching them helps me realize I can't just give up. Those arc
the players that give me that extra
boost." Bulega recognizes the importance of the "extra boost."
"I know that I've been blessed
so many times. We all complain
about Saga but there are people
out there who can't find anything
to cat and I walk into a room three
times cach day that's filled with
unlimited food," Bulega said.
"I don't know what God has in
mind for my futurc, but if my past
is any indication, I know it's got to
be good."

Contact Ryan Sutherlandat ryan.
sutherland@whitu.orthian.com.
Contact Danika Heatherly at
danika.heatherly@ whit word:Ian.
com.

Bramion ikmmingililutworthi.m

Senior Elly Bulega catches his breath during a game Saturday.
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Bucs fall

to visiting foes

Peter Landgren
Staff Writer
1

he

Vhitworth University women's
volleyball team fell to both 'infield
College and Willamette University at
home during their weekend matches.
two conference losses drop the
l'irates to 0-2 in conference and 4-9
overall.
In the first match on Friday against
'infield, the Pirates got otr to a slow
start, losing the first game 17-25. The
second set began similar to the first,
but Whitworth picked up the pace,

he

winning 25-21 in a dramatic comeback.
'infield took
back the momentum and prevailed in the next
two sets, %%inning
22-25 and 1225. The Wildcats
advanced to 4-4
overall, and 1-0
in the conference.
DE LONG
Despite
the
loss, several Pirates had strong performances in the
first game. Junior Brynn DeLong led
the Pirate offense with 12 kills and five
digs. Sophomore sisters Ka'imi and
Ka'ipo Roch4 added eight kills apiece,
and Ka'imi pulled out 13 digs over thc
coursc of four sets.
The second home game on Saturday
against Willamette was also marked
by a slow start.
The Bearcats came out strong in the
first set, winning 25-10, and followed
with a 25-21 win in the next set despite a late rally by the Pirates.
In the third set, the Pirates were
able to continue their momcntum and
went on to win 25-18.
We just started having fun and
talking to each other," Kiimi said
"That's when we play our best, we
can't just go into a shell and not help
each other," Kiimi added.
However, the Pirates fell in the
fourth set 25-15. Willamette improved

Staff Writer
Both Whitworth crosscountry teams placed in
the top five in the Open
Division at the University
of Washington Sundodger
Invitational on the 19th.
The womiiii team
placed third out of 18
teams in the 6K race, while
the men placed fifth in

their 8K.
Junior Dana Misterek
placed fourth and led the
women with a time of
21:51.48, just 48.65 behind
Natasha Wodak's first place
time of 21:02.83.
Junior Tonya Turner
(22:38.09) placed 21st

.41111_

Former New York Giants wide receiver Plaxico
Burrcss was sentenced to two years in prison after shooting himself in the leg in a Manhattan
nigh club last November.
Louisville University basketball coach Rick Pitino admitted to having out-of-wedlodc sexual
relations and paid for an abortion.
Pittsburgh Steelers quarterback Ben Roethlisberger was accused of assaulting a woman in a
Las Vegas hotel.
hlichael Vidc was released from prison after serving his sentence for dog fighting.

cakbstrewhaworthign

Sophomore Kalmi Rocha sends the ball past Willamette bloaters on Saturday night.

to 4-6 and I-1 as a result of the win.
The two losses were a tough disappointment for the Pirates, who had
hoped to start off conference play on
a strong note.
"We were all really disappointed;
1Calmi said following thc weekend
matches. We had high expectations,
and didn't play as well as we could
However, despite the loss. es, the

28th overall with a time
of 25:49.81. Other cross
country men finished soon
after, with freshman Trevor Berrian coming in 32nd
with a time of 26:01.30 and
sophomore Tyler Dudley
taking 34th with 26:05.76.
A total of 211 men raced.
Amos Maru from Academy of Art won the men's
race in 24:52.34.
Freshman
Celeste
Northcott said the team
enjoys spending time
together diff jumping,
watching movies and
playing Frisbee outside of
cross-country.
"I just love the friendships and good times we
share; Northcott said.
Contact Danielle Douvikas at danielle.douvikas@
whitworthian.cotn.

Pirates arc excited for next weekend,
where thcy will go on the road to play
Lewis and Clark College and George
Fox University.
In preparation, Kalmi singled out
passing and defense as two areas
which need improvement, in addition
to mental attitude during the game.

Contact Peter Lundgren at peter.

have."

overall.

Sophomore
Aaron
Jenkins placed first for
the Whitworth men and

Calling professional
athletes: Grow up!
Maxim Burrcss and Ron Artest just got some new
company atop the sports world's most wanted list. An
unsuspecting troublemaker had onc of the worst (and
most costly) outbursts in tennis history a little over
a week ago, emphatically re-raising the question of,
"Should high-profile athletes be field to a higher standard of conduct than the general public?"
Serena Williams had been rolling through opponcnts,
making a strong case for her own claim of being the
. best woman tennis player in the world when the incident happened. Her opponcnt, new mother and recent
returnee from retirement, Kim Clijsters from Belgium,
was two points from taking down the outspoken Williams in the semifinals of thc U.S. Open.
On a second serve, Williams was called for a foot-fault
by the lineswoman. giving Clijsters two match points.
Rathcr than saddling up and buckling down, Williams
proceeded to berate and intimidate the lineswoman for
doing her job. After littering the court in front of millions of international viewers with F-bombs and threatening to shove the ball down the lineswoman's throat,
she was awarded a point penalty on match point, giving
the match to Clijstcrs.
Now, this article is not about how much of a sinncr
Serena Williams is or even how unethical and inexcusable it is to act in such a way; it is really about what it
mcans for athletes as a whole. For old times sake, here
is a brief trip down mcmory lane from the past several
months;

a

Runners finish
strong at invite
Danielle Douvikas

sports talk with colin zalewski

landgren@whitworthian.com.

SOCCER
continued from page 14
was sent out of play.
Despite
unfortunate

bounces and things not
going as planned, the Pirate women were able to
keep their first-halfmorale
and pace of play. Their
momentiun carried them
through a scoreless second
half.

Whitworth
defense
successfully deterred all
attempts from the Bruin
offense, leaving senior
goalkeeper Krista Dietz
without any recorded
saves.
"I 'as bored," she said.

"That means my team did
well."

The Bucs' offense put up
an impressive 18 shots, five
of which were on target
Overall the Pirates outplayed their visiting opponents and were satisfied
with their perforniances in
both games this weekend,

and their weldr.,erved
wiru.
We still have stuff we
need to work on, but we
played strong and took it
to them; Dietz said.
Sunday's victory added
to the women's wixming
strealc, boosting them to
6-1-0 overall and 3-0 in
conference play.
The Pirates are scheduled to play the University
of Puget Sound, at Puget
Sound, on Sept. 26 at

noon.
The UPS women are
2-0 thus far in conference
competition. The Pirates
are anticipating a diallenging match.
But the women are looking ahead to next week and
the rest oftheir season with
patient confidence.
-We take one practice
at a time and don't worry
about it much:. Dietz said.
Contact David Rurik at
david.rurik@whitworthian.com.

Updated daily with breaking news, updates,
blogs, features, spor_ts_and-commentary -

whitworthian.com
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Now, you may be thinldng these are all common (or
at least not terribly unusual) things to happen in society; they are just magnified because of the limelight
shed on these public figures. However, by thinldng so
you are proving the inverse point; these types of actions
are unacceptable on such a stage because of the bright
light shed on such issues. Here is a glance at the happy
side-of athletics

Josh Hamilton proclaimed his Christian faith
during an interview during this year's MLB AllStar Weekend.
That is about it.
The point is not that all athletes are terrible people,
and the fact that the media certainly places emphasis on
the bad things public figures do rather than the positive
ones is one that must fairly be taken into account, but
still it is not enough. It is about time high profile athletes
face the facts and accept the responsibility of being a role
model for people everywhere.
If they cannot figure it out for themselves, whose responsibility is it to make sure some of the hooligans in
the public eye act as they should? Glancing at the list
above, it is no longer about expecting athletes to act as
role models; the expectation level has dropped to simple
civility (come on Serena).
When public figures, whether athletes, actors or government officials, get out of line, it is a negative reflection of their industry as a whole. Since it seems to be
too much to ask for some of the large population of
high- profile athletes to handle themselves reasonably, it
is time for some punishment, correct?
Williams was fined S10,500 for her actions during the
U.S. Open; that is one less handbag for this diva fashionista. The tournament directors really wimped out on
this one by giving her less than a slap on the hand, especially considering she took.over $550,000 home from
her participation in the tournament.
At the end of the day, it is obvious that yes, high-profile
athletes must be held to a higher standard of conduct.
So, one of two things need to happen; athletes miraculously start exercising morals and ethics, or the powers
that be pick up a sports world Big Stick and start makffig these athletes pay (literally) for their inexcusable actions.
-

- -

Contact Colin Zalewski at editor@whitworthian.com.
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Skydivers delivered the game ball
to Saturday's season-opening football game.
TOP RIGHT:

Photo
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TOP LEFT: Senior Erin Marshall and junior Matt

McClosky psych themselves up for human
bowling Prime Time.
ABOVE: Political science professors Andrew

Hogue, PatrickVan lnwegen and history professor Dale Soden converse with Dr.Talis Colberg,
Alaskan mayor, after his Constitution Day

lecture.
LEFT: Junior Steven Cutter plays percussion on
the first Hosanna of the year, Tuesday, Sept. 15.

BOTTOM LEFT: Junior Sam Gregory and '09
alumna Iveth Canales practice dancing during
the Hispanic Heritage Celebration on Saturday,

Sept. 19.
BOTTOM: Faculty members ot the history and
political science departments listen to Presi-

dent Bill Robinson's convocation speech.
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MIND & HEART

RIVER CLEAN-UP

FOOTBALL

Education of the heart
requires student effort
and application

Commimity members

join together to ckan the
Spokane River

Pirates win the
Homecoming game
against Chapman
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SERVING THE WHITWORTH COMMUNITY SINCE 1905

E-mail accounts
replaced, allow
for more storage

COMAiUNITY BUILDING DAY

Ira McIntosh
Assistant News Editor

Taylor Zajlent/Whissvrthi,in
.

4

Sophomore Chloe Dye' coliaTits-Plni needles' at Rive.rslde State Park on -Communiti Building Day.

Serving Spokane
Over 800 Whitworth communuity members, primarily freshnien,
leadership, faculty and staff, went to 43 different locations
in Spokane to serve the conununity in which they live.

In Depth
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McQuilkin fills VP position
Haley Atkinson
Staff IVrifer
Scott McQuilkin, the current athletic director of Whitworth University, has recently been appointed the
vice president for institutional advancement. According to a Sept. 17
news release, N1cQuilkin will begin
his new role on Oct. 5.
"Scott has the type of personality
and leadership that was perfect for
the role of athletic director, and will
be perfect for his nesv role:' said Joe
Abraham, Whitwortlis head softball
coach.
Helen Higgs, wornen's basketball
coach, said she is definitely sad, but
glad that he will be staying on campus.
fe's been a great boss. Ile knows
people, and is great in building rela-

cd in the Vhitsvorth community,
and people trust him," Higgs said.
IslcQuilkin has been a part of
Whitworth University for the vast
majority of his adult life, starting
when he was 18. 11e graduated from
Whitworth certified to teach math
and physical education.
At 22 he was hired as the head
coach for Whitwortlis baseball
team.
During his time as a coach McQuilkin's leadership capabilities
were seen. lhe team won the NAIA
District 1 championships four years,
and wertt to the Western Region.
playoffs three years.
According to the press release
l'slcQuilkin was recognized as the
conference coach of the year for
three years.

tionships. lie is known and respect-
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Scott McQuilkin began his time with
Whitworth at age 18. He has served as
Whitworth's athletic director for 15 years.

New clubs chartered

PAGE 10

Whitworth students received access to new e-mail accounts on Wednesday, Sept. 16.
"Whitworth Information Systcms, in partnership
with Microsoft, is implementing new e-mail accounts
for all Whitworth students," stated an e-mail sent on
Ihursday, Sept. 17 by network manager Walt Seidel.
Beginning on Oct. 1, c-mail sent to the old accounts
will be forwarded to the new accounts.
Students will have access to their old e-mail accounts
until Dcc. 31, after which the accounts will be terminated, the e-mail stated.
The e-mail also gave complete instructions as to how
to set up the new system.
"It will be interesting to figure how it all works," senior Marisca Thomas said.
Some of the benefits of the new e-mail systcm include
10 gigabytes of storage, Office Lire Workspace, a calendar, an instant messenger and several other features that
come standard with a Windows Live account.
Students have mixed emotions about the new e-mail
system.
"I don't like it," freshman Joel Frian said.
Ile went on to say the Outlook Web site did not recognize his user ID when he attempted to set up his new
account.
Even technical support hasn't been able to figure out
the problem and he is nervous about the switch.
Senior Ben Bonnema has used thc system and is
pleased with it so far.
"Overall, I'm happy with it," Bonnema said.
I le went on to say that his favorite feature of the new
c-mail is the 10G11 storage space.
"I'm so tired of my old inbox getting full, mostly with
ASWU [messages) with huge attachments," Bonnema
said.
The switch is taking some adjustment.
"[Outlook) might take a bit of navigating to discover
all the features," Bonnema said.
"For those familiar with Ilotmail or Google it will be
a similar format," Seidel said during an ASWU meeting
held on Sept. 16.
The new accounts will be free and will last as long
as the partnership between Whitworth and Microsoft
endures.
Students will be able to continue using the e-mail accounts after they graduate front Whitworth.
The c-mail also stated the global address list in the
Windows Live Outlook system will not include faculty
and statraddresses until after Dec. 31, 2009.
Administrators recommend that students add frequently used addresses to the contacts list on their new
accounts.
There is a link to the new e-mail account on the Current Students section of the Vhitworth NVeb site that
gives directions on how to set up the new system.
Ilowever, the link for the old account ivill remain untu l access is terminated.
Messages from the old accounts NVill not be automatically transferred into the new accounts. Students will
have to manually forward any messages currently in
their old accounts to their new inboxcs, Seidel said at
the ASWU meeting.
Whitworth faculty and staff will not receive new email addresses.
Contact Ira McIntosh at ira.mcintosh@whitworthian.com
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Hundreds of volunteers from the Spokane
community attended the seventh annual
Spokane River Cleanup, held on Saturday.
Sept. 26.
The event was hosted by Friends of the
Falls, a nonprofit organization based in Spokane. Volunteers cleaned areas in the Spokane River Gorge in the University District.
The more than 750 participants in this
year's event included members of nonpmfit
and for profit organizations, said Steve Faust,
executive director of Friends of the Falls.
Thirty-four partner organizations were involved in the event, according to a Sept. 18
press release issued by Friends of thc Falls.
Faust said 600 people preregistered for the
event. Volunteers were also able to register
from 9:00 to 9:45 a.m. the morning of the
Tara Slantot /Whittivrthim
event.
Cleanup began at 10:15 a.m.. and ended at Whitworth student Keri Wendt (left) collects trash along a segment of the Spokane River near
Mission and South Riverton.
noon.
One other environmental awareness event
"I feel that things went really smoothly to- noted in prior ycars. Faust said.
Volunteers cleaning in People's Park and was coordinated with the Spokane River
day," Faust said. "We're getting feedback that
amas along thc river are deaner this ycar High Bridge Park. arcas that are not heavily Cleanup.
used by the public and have attracted high
A tree planting event in the University
than in previous years."
Organization affiliated participants and levels of illegal activity in the past, picked District planned by the Spokane Lands
individual volunteers were assigned to one up less trash and drug paraphernalia than in Council was combined with the river cleaning event. Faust said. The Lands Council
of 13 teams uith designated team leaders. past years, he said.
Jason Wear. a Spokane community mem- provided a portion of the team leaders for
Each tcam was given an arca along the Spober who participated with Helping I lands, a the tree planting event, Faust said.
kane River to clean.
The opportunity to build community
Volunteers were provided with both stan- volunteer group affiliated with the Spokane
dard and blue-colored trash bags, and were Attorney General's office, said he has noticed in Spokane is an additional benefit of the
instructed to place recyclable itcms, includ- a significant decrease in the amount of trash event.
ing glass, aluminum and
found along the rivcr by
"It's one of the only events in Spokane
tin cans, and plastic, into
volunteers.
where you have a lot of different nonprofit
I felping I lands yas asthc blue bags.
and for profit organizations working togethis one of the biggest river
"I volunteered as an insigned to clean an arca er with individuals," Faust said.
dividual, and requested to deaning events taking place in ncar High Bridge Park.
Despite the fact that %Vorld Rivers Day
be a leader in the event."
Following the river took place one day after the Spokane River
the world!'
said Allen E. Patty, river
cleanup, all participants Cleanup, Faust said thc two events have nevMark Angelo,
cleanup team leader and
were invited to attend a er bccn affiliated.
WoddRims Day Chair and Founder
Most Interesting Trashdirector of the Leadership
"We didn't know about %Vorld Rivers Day
award ceremony at 111811 until a few weeks ago7 Faust said.
.. Development Program at
Bridge Park. Awards were
Founder of %Vorld Rivers Day Mark AnGonzaga. "I requested to
given to finders of the most useful, beauti- gelo said in a rcccnt phone interview he was
help dean up the U-District arca?
Patty was a team leader of a group as- ful and characteristic of Spokane trash items, excited about thc Spokane River dcaning
events.
signed to dean 2,700 feet of river bank near and to thc volunteer with the best outfit.
"It is onc of the biggst river cleaning
Free Spokane Transit passes wcrc providthe junction of Mission and South Riverton.
The team had about 45 members, Patty said. ed to volunteers who needed transportation events taldng place in the world. Eight tons
of trash is an amazing accomplishment," AnVolunteers assigned to thc Mission and to High Bridge Park
This has bccn wonderful. My faith in hu- gelo said.
South Riverton team included Keri Wendt, a
The Spokane River cleanup began seven
senior at Whitworth. Wendt participated in manity has bccn restored," said Gayle Yeager.
the event with the dand Empirc Geocach- a traffic controller with the Spokane police years ago whcn REI gave a grant to organizadepartment. "%Ve wcrc amazed to scc this tions to facilitate the cleaning of thc Spokane
ers, shc aid.
River.
"This event is about helping clean up the many people show up:'
Some organizations conducting dcanup
"Friends of the Falls was one of the inriver. I hope futurc participants will also enoutside of the University District and ofSpo- volved organizations," Faust said.
joy making the city look nicer," Wendt said.
A longtime goal for the event is the induGonzaga studcnts were also assigned to kane River Gorge were still considered participants in thc event.
the team.
sion of more Spokane community members.
The Spokane Fly Fishers, Trout Unlim"My goal is to scc the event grow to a
Trash itcms found at the Mission and
South Riverton location included a shopping ited, and thc Spokane Canoe and Kayak club point at svhich people who live in neighborcart, basketball, duffle bag. a bed and several all planned clean up ventures in locations hoods all along the river will be able to gct
on the Spokane River beyond thc arcas in involved," Faust said.
coats. One biohazard needle was found.
The number of instances in which medi- which Friends of the Falls assigned voluncal waste and drug paraphernalia was found teers. Friends of the Falls provided supplies
Contact Candace Pontoni at candaceponduring the event was down from numbers to thosc organizations regardless, Faust said. toni@whitworthian.com.
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Whitworth drive expansion on hold
Rachel Bair
Staff Writer

makes the arca east of Whitworth Drive less attractive for

Brian Benzel, vice president
of finance and administration,
said plans for potentially closing Whitworth Drive have not
been advanced for a year now.
In September 2008, residents
of Regina Avenue expressed
conccrn about Whitworth's
proposal to close off part of
Whitworth Drive, according to
a Mitworthian story published
in October 2008. According to
the artide, the plan had not yet
been approved by the County
Commissioner's office.
"%Ve are rethinking the interests of Whitworth east of Whitworth Drive. At this point, the
plan seems to be moving toward
consolidating future growth
within a five minute radius of
the campus: Benzel said. This

campus consolidation:
However, Benzel said that decision won't be made until the
ideas are fully explored.
Benzel said that when campus
master planning work began in
January 2009, it was considered
that it takes students 15 minutes
to travel from the Ficldhouse to
Hawthorne Hall. This is outside
the planned 10 minutes. for students to go from class to class
and could potentially affect
class scheduling, Benzel said.
"%Ve are looking in the long
run at the possibility of an entrance to campus off of Whitworth Drive, but that is still in
the planning stage: said Dale
Sodcn, vice president for planning.
fienzel said the expansion
would be in the northeast corner

of thc campus property, maybe
about where the construction
entrance currently exists.
He went on to say that if the
expansion occurred, Whitworth
Drive would establish the eastern edge of campus.
"This would make the arca
where Hawthorne Hall now
exists less central to thc educational and student life operations of the core campus: Benzel said.
Steve Thompson, director of

capital projects, Tad Wisenor,

director of campus planning,
and Soden have been working with Benzel on the steering
committee that has been part of
planning for the future of the
campus.
Henze' also said Whitworth
has been worldng with Perkins
+ Will, a commercial architect
design firm, to help with cam-

pus plans for the future.
Perkins + Will will be on campus to present the new plans for
Whitworth's entire campus to
various groups and get feedback
Oct. 6 and 7, Baize! said.
Thompson said some conclusions about the %Vhitworth
Drive plan may be made during
the overall planning proccss,
but he would prefer to discuss
the issue after the Board meeting, as they may have different
conclusions.
Benzel said there will be a
trustees meeting in April where
plans will be finalized for 2030.
Until then, Thompson said
there is a student meeting the
evening of Oct. 6 with the planncrs.
Contact Rachel Bair at rachel.
bair@whitworthian.com.
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Candidates
prepare for
next week

argi
Handbook clause
allows fish to be
kept on campus

Ira McIntosh
Assistant News Editor

BJ

General elections for ASNVU representative and
senator postions will take place Wednesday, Sept.

30.

Fourteen official candidates and three writc-in
candidates ran in the primary election on Monday,
Sept. 28.
Candidates for the off-campus and theme house
representative positions ran unopposed in the primary elections.
Elections are held each fall for representative positions, and extra positions that have yct to be filled after the general
election in the
"I wanted to taki the opportu- Spring.
The
Stunity to be more involved with
dent
Elections
the student government here at
Committee
Whitworth:"
was created
Barret Anderson,
by the ASWU
Junior
to handle all
aspects of the
student clection process on campus.
Responsibilities of the committee include establishing a timetable for all elections, providing ballots,
conducting elections and counting and posting the
results of the election.
The committcc consists of three Assembly members four students at large and thc ASWU executive
vice president.
Junior Barrett Anderson ran for representative of
Duvall Hall and East Hall during Monday's primary
election.
"I wanted to take the opportunity to be more in:
volved with the student government hcrc at Whitworth," Anderson said in an Interview prior to the
primary elections.
Many of the candidates are interested in creating
stronger connections within thcir community.
. "I decided to run because I wanted to build relationships with thc people from East and Duvall and
be able to voice their conccrns and ideas to ASWU,"
Anderson said.
Freshman Caleb Klein ran for the position of Warren representative in thc primary election.
"I thoroughly cnjoy helping thosc around me to
become engaged in the surrounding community,"
Klein said in an interview prior to the primary election.
He went on to say that he secs this as an opportunity to become an even more integral part of thc
Whitworth community.
The ASWU Bylaws include several rules for the
campaign process.
According to the Bylaws, "Candidates shall not
spend more than $175.00 on thcir campaign."
Any materials used for the campaign proccss have
to be approved by the Student Elections Committee.
"The elections are good practice for balancing and
planning out schedules and time management; Anderson said.
According to thc ASNVU Constitution, "The student body shall elect all executive officers, senators,
and representatives:.
Contact In; 411cIntosh at im.Incintash@whitIvorthitrn.cont.

VICE PRESIDENT
continuedfrom page

1

While coaching baseball McQuilkin received a faculty appointment, as the academic chair
of the kinesiology department.
McQuilkin received his doctorate in sports history from Penn
State, while also coaching baseball.
In 1996, McQuilkin was appointed as director of athletics, and served in the role for 15
years.
After being approach by President Bill Robinson for the position of vice president of institu-
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Off-campus senator David Ktiraya uses a non-traditional method of sharing newsletters with
his constituents.

Senator creates site
Candace Pontoni

votes for off-campus royalty via e-mail.
He hopes more students will begin to
visit thc site regularly.
In a departure from previous methods of
"I would like off-campus students to
dispatching a weekly newsletter to Whit- make it their home page; Kuraya said.
worth studcnts living off campus, senior
Off-campus senior Ken Manus said he
David Kuraya, this year's off-campus Sena- likes being able to read the weekly newslettor, has created a Web site to share news ter on the ncw Web site.
with his constitucnts.
"I like being able to view thc newsletter
Forums and links to items on the Whit- on the Web sitc better than receiving an eworth Web site are also available on the mail with an attachment," Manus said.
Web site.
He would participate in the forum availKuraya said he finds the Web sitc makes able on the site if an issuc about which he
communication with his constituents eas- feels strimgly wcrc discussed, Manus said.
Senior Tracie Fowler
ier, and allows him to
has not yet visited the
present the newsletter
Web sac, but feels thc
, in a more appealing and
1 like being able to iieW ihe
creation of the site was a
interesting way.
newsletter on the Web site
good idea.
Since its launch three
"I have gotten thc cdays after the start of better than receiving an e-mail
mails
that describe the
school, the Web site
with an attachment:"
site; she said.
has bccn updated with
Ken Manus,
Fowler thinks she will
higher broadband, and
Senior
most likely visit the site
had been moved from
Ncws Editor

a shared to an independent domain, Kuraya
said. Onc hundrcd dollars from the offcampus budget was used in thc update. The
sitc now runs more efficiently.
Senior Daniel Lewis, off-campus representative, was instrumental in the development of thc Web site, Kuraya said.
The idea for the Web site came to Kuraya partially as a result of his dissatisfaction
with thc method by which last year's offcampus students received their newsletters.
"I hate getting spammed," Kuraya said.
"Last year's senator would send out an
e-mail each week with the newsletter attached."
Kuraya sends e-mails to his constituents
to notify them when a newsletter has been
posted on the site, though these e-mails do
not contain attachments and take up significantly less file space.
Because not all off-campus students visit
the site frequently, Kuraya continues to utilize e-mail to convey other messages. During Homecoming week, Kuraya requested

tional advancement, McQuilkin
was excited by the prospect of "the
opportunity for new and different
good work for the university; he
said.
According to the press release.
Robinson said, "It is imperative
that this academic ycar be one in
which we attract significant support for capital projects."
He went on to saY, "Scott's
knowledge, intelligence, drive and
communication gifts will be ideal
in leading this effort. He has inspired confidence from our trustces and major donors. He loves
and knows Whitworth, its mission
and its people. He's the best person to move into this position."

sometime in the future.
"I suppose people who
are interested in information posted on the
site will visit it; Fowler said.
Kuraya said the Web site is still in its
early stages.
At this point, I think it's hard to tell how
effective it will be; Kuraya said.
So far, feedback he has received from
students about the Web site has been positive, he said.
Thc number of students who visit the
site each day varies.
On Thursday, it got 94 hits; Kuraya
said. Other days the site received as many
as 100 hits. The lowest number of hits in a
single day since the site wa.s launched was
30.
This week, updates about the off-campus
representative election will be posted on
the site.
"I really Avant people to know about the
NVeb site and check it out; Kuraya said.

Contact Candace Pontoni at candacc.
pontoni@whitworthian.com.

McQuilkin believes his role as
the athletic director will aid him
in his new role.
Regarding his role in athletics,
he said, "My role is wide-ranging.
I work in donor and alumni relations, oversee a large staff and run
events. Much of the type of work I
have done as the athletic director
is transferable to the work I will
do in institutional advancement."
He is eager to "assist in raising
funds to build upon what is already in place."
Asked why he felt so strongly
about the campus McQuilkin
said, "I am a champion for the
Whitworth mission, 'an education of mind and heart' that we

deliver:. He explained that he is a
huge supporter of Whitworth faculty and has a daughter enrolled at

Whitworth.
"I believe in Whitworth, every
aspect ofwhat we do, ranging from
the academic experience, student
life, and ministry; he said.
/vIcQuilkin stated, "The most
importa.nt things in my life are
my faith, family, and a career that
I can hopefully look back on after
retirement and be able to say it
was a rewarding way to spend my
time. And Whitworth is a place
where all three are possible."
Contact Haley Atkinson* at haley.
atkinson@whitworthiats.corn.

A dause stating on-campus students can have fish
tanks in thcir dorm rooms
was added to the student
handbook as a result of a
dccision made by administrators in the Residence Life
department.
"No pets (other than fish
in a tank of not more than 1
gallon) are allowed in residence halls; according to
the 2009-10 student handbook.
Alan Jacob, associate director of student housing,
said he and Dick Mandeville, associate dcan of studcnts, decided before the
start of the 2009-2010
school year to add the
clause.
Jacob said he did not observe that students had fish
tanks in thcir dorm rooms
in previous years. The 2008
student handbook statcd
fish were not allowed in
residence halls.
"I can't really see a small
fish tank as being a prob-

lem; Jacob said.
Dayna Coleman, assistant dean of studcnts and
director of HUB and student activities, stated in a
recent c-mail shc added thc
clause to the handbook after receiving instruction to
do so from Jacob.

Annual report lists
enrollment trends
& current figures
SVhitworth's 10th Day
Enmllment Report for Fall
2009, a document summarizing student enrollment
statistics, was recently released.
The report finds the number of enrolled students has
increased by 4.0 percent,
from 2,674 in fall 2008 to
2,781 this semester.
The number of full-time,
marticulated day students is
2,006, a 15-student increase
from last fall.
There are 49 international students enrolled this fall,
a number up from last fall's
count of 44.
The report finds this fall
59.7 percent of enrolled
Whitworth students are female, and 40.3 percent are
maleompikd by Candace Pontoni
Sourres:
Whitworth.edu
iSlitworth 10th Day Enrollment
Report

CORRECTIONS &

CLARIFICATIONS
In the news story about
Kelvin Garner, information
was mistakenly attributed
to Kathy Storm. The infor-

mation about Garner's motor skills came from an informational flyer, not from
Storrn.
The Whitworthian is committed to proykluag

theWhitworth communitywith the most accurate information

pose. The INhitworthi-

an never knowinglypubrishes inaccuracies. If
you have a comment
question about the
fairness a accuracy of a stay, send an e-mail
to editajawhitworthiancom.
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BilFS
Leaders will seek
access to Iran's

nuclear facilities
In a meeting uith Tehran leadership scheduled to
take place Oct. 1 in Geneva,
government representatives
from thc United States, Britain, France, Germany, China and Russia will demand
that Iran's nuclear activities
be more transparent.
The group will request assurance that nuclear enterprises in Iran are solely for
energy purposes.
Iran will be given a time
frame of weeks to reveal its
intentions for the uranium
processing facility in Qom.
The group will request that
Iran allow thc International
Atomic Energy Agency
complete access to all nuclear facilities, documents
pertaining to uranium processing. and records of peopie who have worked at the

facilities.

Worldwide event
focused on river
health & clean-up
The fifth annual World
Rivers Day (WRD) was celebrated on Sunday, Sept. 27.
Dozcns of countries hosted
environmental awareness
events centered on the res:
toration uf, rtiers* iiortdt
wide.
Activities ranged from
river de-an-ups and workshops to festivals and educational offerings.
In 2005 Mark Angelo,

VRD chair and member of
the Order of Canada, began
to lobby UN organizations
to recognize Rivers Day as
a worldwide event.
The WRD has been cndorscd by United Nations
organizations induding the
United Nations University
and the International Network of Water, Environment and Health.

Search yielded no

evidence of bombmaking chemicals
The daim that Najibullah Zazi was planning to
use household created explosive devices in an attack
on the New York subway
system on the anniversary
of 9/11 is unsupported by
hard evidence, according to
a recent statement by Zazi's
attorney.
While conducting a
search of Zazi's vehide, FBI
agents did not find traces
of the chemicals Zazi is believed to have collected in
order to create the bombs,
Zazi's attorney said.
Searches of Zazi's apartment in Colorado and his
temporary apartment in
New York also yielded no.
evidence.
Sources:
Associated Press
commons.bcit.ca/worldriv'ersday
maricetwire.com

Department sees increase
Evanne Montoya
Staff Writer

sity," a

transition that took place

July 1,2007.

This possible outcome was recognized in a June 26 press release
of international students enrolled earlier that year from Whitworth
at liVhitworth is increasing, said regarding the change.
Harry Daniels-Schatz, assistant di"The name change also supports
rector of international admissions. Whitworth's goal to increase enThe number of international rollment of international students
students enrolled at Whitworth from places where a college is unhas increased from 43 in spring derstood to be a secondary school,"
2009 to 49 this fall, a step toward the release stated.
Whitworth's overall goal to pursuc
'Though recruitment and the
grms-th in the
name change
program. Dan%Yere
impleiels-Schatz said.
mented partial"Vie are trying to increase
Our mission
ly to increase
the number of international
statement calls
students because of the value the internationus to increase
al appeal of the
they bring to the Whitworth
to about 100
school, students
students in five
campus
have
learned
years," DanielsHarty Daniels-Schatz,
about
WhitSchatz said.
Assistant Director of International Admissions
worth in othcr
As a general trend, the number

His task. set

for him by Michael Le Roy, %ice
president of academic affairs, is to
get at least 10 new international
students to come to Whitworth
each year, he said.
He also said that the key to
achieving that goal is recruiting.
Whitworth rccruits international students in a number of ways,
including sending representatives
to college fairs in othcr countries,
visiting international schools in
California, sending information
with traveling professors and utilizing word of mouth by studcnts
from othcr countries who attend
Whitworth already, Daniels-Schatz
said.
The number of international
students attending the school may,

haalech iificted by Mil(worth's'
name change from "Whitworth
College" to "Whitworth Univcr-

Most represented countries in

international student community

fannah Kinnier Whitworthint

October of her freshman year; she
now resides in their house.
Vasylcnko also found many
things to adjust to.
ways as well.
"1
"Everything is different, includhave
ing
the way people communicate,"
friends in thc Tri-Citics, so I apshc
said,
adding that she did not rearea,"
plied to five schools in the
said Vitaliia Vasylenko, a senior fer only to the language difference.
"I Icre there are different mentalifrom Slavutich, Ukraine.
Sophomore Priya Yeganathan ties and ways of thinking."
Daniels-Schatz cites the difheard about Whitworth from a
ferences as part of the reason it is
teacher at her international school
important to bring international
in Colombo, Sri Lanka. Part of her
students to Vhitworth.
reason for choosing to come to
"We are trying to increase the
Whitworth was her desire to go to number of international students
a smaller Christian university, shc
because of the value they bring to
said.
the Whitworth campus: he said.
In spite of her familiarity with
They bring a different culture and
learning in English duc to hcr a different perspective on life:*
background at an international
Ycganathan found that to be the
school, Yeganathan said thcrc was case.
a lot for her to get used to.
"My freshman ycar many people
"I don't have any family here. so asked me what Sri Lanka was likc.
my host family has been helpful 1, add diversity (to %Vhitworthi and
tonic," shc said. Wganathan %y-as share culture: shc said.
introduced to Tom and Carolyn
Marine Melirt a junior from
Sutherland by Danicls-Schatz in Poitiers. France, also enjoys shar-

ing her views with students. Mclin is here for a year through the
International Student Exchange
I'rogram.
"I likc to speak with people different from me. It permits us to
open our minds and share our cultures," shc said. "NVIdtworth University is a real community."
N'asylenko said that not only
does she feel she affected the Whitworth communit), but also that it
has impacted her.
"I became a better student, more
open-minded and tolerant to different views and ideas," Vasylenko
said. She also mentioned that her
professors affirmed her desire to
go into business. and inspired her
to continue pursuing that field.
The international program enriches Whitworth, Daniels-Schatz
said.
"We're growing and we definitely
bring tremendous value he caid.
Contact &tunic fotttoya at evtuute.
ttiontop@whitworthian.ann,

Whitworth has presence in U-District
Rachel Bair
Staff Writer

Whitworth has recently opened a location
in the University District
in downtown Spokane on
Riverpoint Boulevard.
Classes began Aug. 18,
2009, marlcing a huge stcp
in advancing the Continuing Studies program at
Whitworth.
Brian Benzel, vice president of finance and administration, said that Whitworth is thc last piece to the
puzzle in the U-District
Gonzaga University, Eastern Washington University,
and Washington State University at Spokane already
have a presence in the district, but now Whitworth
does too, Benzel said.
Whitworth's adult degree program is now more
accessible to potential students who live in Spokane
Valley and the South Hill
as well as downtown Spo-

students," Ratcliff said.
earn the requirements to
However, Ratdiff said take courses toward earnthat the addition is not a ing a degree.
branch. It is a learning cenAccording to Whitter. Ratcliff said the first de- worth's adult degree progree offered at Whitworth's gram Wcb site, students
U-District location will be can start at the beginning
worth
a bach- and finish thcir bachelor's
campus
elor of degree in four or five ycars.
arts in
"If a student has already
Benzel "It is our goal to offer the same organi- completed two years of
said.
zational college, it will take roughly
level of education to students
Rate- downtovm as at the Whitworth manage- two years to complete a
said
ment.
four-year bachelor's degree,
campus'
he found
T h e regardless of the number of
Terry Ratdiff,
that thc
COUrSCS years since the initial earnDean ofContinuing Studies
majorwill be ing of thc two-year degree,"
ity
of
offered the Web site states.
the stuin an acThe U-District location
dents lived within 7 to 10 celerated format, allowing is specifically designed for
minutes of Whitworth's students to take one coursc working adults agc 25 and
campus. Ratcliff wanted to at a time in six week seg- older, according to the
create an opportunity for ments. Ratdiff said. The adult degree program NVcb
students who lived farther U-District location is just site.
away from the campus to finishing up their first segRatcliff said there are
join the continuing studies ment, he said.
about 18 students currently
program. Benzel said.
General Education class- enrolled at the U-District
"Being a member of the es are also offered at the U- location, but an increase
University District allows District location, Ratcliff in demand could raise the
Whitworth's Continuing said. This way, students do numbers.
Studies to better serve its not have to go elsewhere to
Right now classes are
kanc, Benzel said.
Terry Ratdiff, dean of
continuing studies, conducted research to find
where students of thc Continuing Studies program
were traveling to the Whit-

from.

li

held in the Sirti building,
which is named for a Washington State economic development agency, Benzcl
said.
Ratcliffsaid Sirti is a temporary location. The continuing studies program's
goal is to eventually lease
other space downtown, he
said Ratcliff.
Whitworth's presence
downtown could also
boost the restaurant cconomy in the University District, Ratcliff said. Students
might want to eat at thc
local restaurants before or
aftcr class.
feel
Administrators
Whitworth's new location
in downtown Spokane is a
positive venture.
is our
goal to offer the same level
of education to studcnts
downtown as at the Whitworth campus' Ratdiff
said.

it

Contad Radtd Bair at rachelbairczultihvorthian.com
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How often have you participated in Community Building Day?

EDITORIAL: IN THE LOOP

Students should engage
the world around them
Sincc classes resumed for the fall, President Obama gave a speech about health
care in front of a joint session of Congress;
Iran confirmed the existence of a secret
uranium enrichment plant on its soil; and
a tropical storm in thc Philippines caused
the worst flooding in the country in more
than 40 ycars.
A lot has happened in the past few weeks,
but chances are most of us don't know a
lot about anything that's happened beyond
the borders of Whitworth's campus. Unless
there's a topic that has the potential to affect
us directly, most students tcnd to tune out
world ncws. After all, next week's exam, Saturday's football game and tonight's Prime
Time have a much greater impact on a student's day-to-day life than the struggle to
close Guantanamo Bay.
However, if students really want to makc
a difference in thc world around them, thcy
can't afford to tunc out the world around
them. Ihey need to be aware of local, national and world events that have the potential to affect thcm, even if those effects won't
come about for several ycars.
The entire Whitworth community already has the resources necessary to stay
connected with thc outside world. The
library has subscriptions to many newspapers, both local and national. The Collegiate ItcatIcrship Program providcs free
copies of the New York Times, USA Today
and The Spokesman-Review to students on
weekdays. The Internet allows everyone on
campus to access worldwide ncws with only
a few keystrokes.
But it's not enough to be aware of the
news. Students also need to gct involved
with the community. Community Building
Day is a great way for students to serve the
Spokane community, but it's far from the
only way. Ihere*are many dubs on campus
that allow students to gct involved with various service opportunities outside of Whitworth, such as En Christ°, International
Justice Mission, and Clean Blood, Clean
Water. Organizations likc Cup of Cool Water allow students to interact with those less
fortunatc than themselves.
Many classes provide service opportuni-.
tics throughout the semester. Through Service Learning, professors are able to provide
students with projects that benefit an organization in Spokane. This kind of project
benefits both the organization and the students; the studcnts gain valuable experience
while the organization receives help with
something thcy need completed. Studcnts
who don't have Service Learning projects
within their classes can contact SERVE coordinator Emily McBroom to find ways to
get involved on their own time.
On-campus students also have excellent
opportunities to get involved. Each dorm is
required to complete one service projcct per
semester. These projects are great for those
students who want to serve in some way
but are too busy to join a club or work with
an organization regularly. Yet these service
projects generally see a low turnout of students, despite thc potential impact an entire
dorm could have on the community.
There are opportunities to serve outside
of the arca as well. Service trips during Fall
Break, Jan Term Break and Spring Break are
great opportunities to serve others and take
a break from Spokane at the same time.
Whitworth has many opportunities
for students to stay engaged in the world
around them. It's important that we take full
advantage of what we've been given.
Editorials in the "In the Loop" section reflect
the majority opinion of the Editorial Board,
which is made up offive editors.

Vote in the poll online at whitworthian.com or e-mail thoughts to editor@whitworthian.com

It's time for health care honesty.
30 percent of young adults do not have
health insurance. Young adults arc the
TYLER
largest agc group to be uninsurcd, repreWHITNEY
senting a third of those without insurance.
GUM MOWS!
Young women in particular pay a much
higher rate than their male counterparts.
In many states, young women pay up to
Even with Congress in recess last 50 percent more on their premiums than
month, political activity and cmotion arc young males. Under Obama's proposal,
as robust as ever. As a politico, I should
young adults would be allowed to remain
have been thrilled for the energy and
a dependent on their parents' insurance
participation thc so-callcd "health care
until age 26. With the weight of college
debate" would bring. But instead I am
debt, finding a decent job, establishing a
left with a deep sense of disappointment
home and possibly a family, health insurover the lack of cordiality and intellecance
is often a back-burner cost for young
tual honesty this national conversation
adults.
By the time we actually need indesems. Vcry few people have actually
surance,
the premiums are too high, or
taken time to sit down and study the topic
maybe
even
not available due to prewith integrity, instcad turning their cars
to a. five-second sound bite of the presi- existing conditions. The president's plan
dent followed by a 30-minute diatribc by would make it illegal for insurers to deny
any person coverage on the basis ola preGlenn Beck or Chris Matthews.
President Obama's speech to a group of existing condition and would put a cap on
our peers at the University of Maryland out-of-pocket costs.
There are also ethical questions to wresshould be seen as much more than a lasttle
with. For people of the Christian faith,
ditch effort to salvage his cornerstone domestic policy issue from pandering dilet- scripture reminds us of our responsibility
tantes. The speech was a clarion call to to care for creation. Proverbs 14:31 estabAmericans, and particularly students, to lishes, "Those who oppress the poor insult
re-examine the issue and recognize the ra- their Maker, but helping the poor honors
tional argument for health care overhaul. him:' The parable of the Good Samaritan
In his conversation with the students, further expounds on the principle that we
Obama pushed us to ask important ques- are called to use the resources God gives
tions: What kind ola nation do we want us to bring healing. For those who do
to be? NVhy is it that the United States is not identify with Christianity, the social
the only developed nation to not have a justice issues surrounding discrimination
national health insurance option? And against women and young adults should
what are the true long-term costs and serve as an ethical basis for bridging the
savings of implementing a massive health gap between the insured and uninsured.
reform plan?
Investing wisely in health reform now

WHITWORTH SPEAKS OUT: HOW DO YOU
"We connected

with both
the Spokane
community and
the Whitworth
communityf
Amanda Elrod*,
freshmen

didn't even
know about it"

NI

Jason Deban,
sophomore

is an economic imperative. Understandably, many fear the costs of health reform.
But put this in perspective: the United
States spends 16.2 percent of its GDP on

health care, nearly double that of other
developed nations. Waste and inefficiency
need to be controlled by market forces,
but this can only happen if a government
insurance program is allowed to compete
against private companies. Further, the
president's plan is crafted to not add to
the federal deficit. Choosing the path of
inaction, however, will only lead to health
care costs slcyrocketing over the next few
decades. We must see this as an opportunity for investment, a chance to give
everyone a more fair chance at life while
bringing down the short- and long-term
costs of health care.
No policy is ever perfect, but the form
of the current debate will not lend itself
to producing a quality compromise. We
must fulfill our charge to think rationally
and critically, and we should give this issue the attention and honest debate it
deserves. Whitworth should engage this
conversation with open ears and patient
mouths. Disagreement is inevitable, but
propagating rumors of "death panels" and
the end of capitalism both prolongs the
goal of social justice and brings down the
intellectual integrity of those who spread
them. Let's be faithful advocates for our
friends, our family, our neighbors and the
millions of others who desperately need a
change from the status quo.
WHITNEY is a junior majoiing in political studies. Cam-

ments can be sent to editorpribitworthian.com.

FEEL ABOUT COMMUNITY BUILDING DAY?

1 feel like if

If you get a good

there was more
information,
more upperclassmen would

group to work
with it can be a
really good thing
for the COMMU-

partidpatef

flitg

AllieMoore,

Jesse Priderd
senior

sophomore
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Spokane's secret

studying spots
ANNIE

DUGAS

Adern RensaltliMuNvt

Intimidating sleeves
IRIS

Wil
tatingS1

cr truly need to dump his weights on the ground with a resounding thump that quivers the floor and the hearts of all
exercising? Is that young man lifting the twenty five-pound
dumbbell "intimidating" you with his athletic prowess, or
lack thereof? Is his effort to better himself in sleeveless attire preventing you from doing so yourselfout of perceived

*intimidation" when all the actually intimidating males are
When the Whitworth student feels the primal urge to in Graves Gym? (Fact: one's propensity for working out in
exercise and be fit, he mechanically pulls on a sleeved shirt Graves Gym is contingent upon the
size of the ego and the
and shorts. But wait. In the back of his wardrobe, he catch- amount of testosterone in the body. Ntost of us arc safc.)
es thc quick glimmer of another shirt, an illegal shirt, too
We are engaged in a perpetual ideological War against
bold and risque to be svorn outside the safety of his dorm. the tyranny of these peacocks that use the gym as a matCut sleeveless from the shoulder down to the waist, with ing ground. Personal liberties such as thc simple freedom
nothing but mere scraps of fabric to protect his modesty, it to wear a sleeveless shirt must not be suppressed by these
is too much for those-who frequent the fitness center.
non-progressives that do not think of the collectives wellBig Brother says, 'Sleeves are mandatory at thc Scotford being. It is said that when any form of government beFitness Center:and the words that fall forth from his gild- comes oppressive and destructive toward these ends, the
ed lips are like honey to be lapped up by the good students people have thc sacred duty to alter or abolish those higher
of Whitworth. So we wear sleeves. Big Brother also says, powers. However, it seems that it is no longer the adminisNo Spandex: So we don't wear spandex (or most of us).
trative powers who are in the wrong. We, thc proletarians
But there is still an intrepid sleeveless fcw that dare to who wish for nothing more than to be able to run with
defy the status quo and wander in, sleevelessly slinking abandon without armpit chafing and intimidation, do preacross thc threshold into that temple of wellness and van- vail upon the Big Brothers of fitness and wellness to allow
ity, brazenly sleeveless. They are caught by the Gestapo at us to pursue happincss. But this change can only come
the front desk, glaring at the audacity of the individual who about when those handful of ego-stroking people decide
dared to break the golden rule.
to put their pride behind them and cease and desist thcir
Todd Sandberg, director of the Scotford Fitness Center, exposing of man brcasts.
says this rule was conceived out oía sincere desire to proThe Scotford Fitness Center should serve as a meeting
vide a non-intimidating atmosphere in the fitness center. ground for all thosc who wish to grunt and lift heavy obSenior Eric Vogler says he wears sleeveless shirts because jects or run a couple of miles on a human conveyor belt.
he doesn't want to "pit out." Vogler says he has absolutely Those who aren't secure enough with thcir own bodies that
no desire to intimidate any person in the gym.
feel the undeniable urge to transform their shirts into cheap
Nfust we be constantly reminded that sleeves are forbid- cotton badges of courage should work toward building that
den in the gym, especially when no one in the gym is trying confidence; those who are secure must stop inadvertently
to intimidate others with their disgustingly toned arms? Is tearing it down in others in the name of sleeveless shirts.
that young lady running gawkily on the treadmill in spandex "intimidating" you Is she tempting your Christian
minds with her sweaty, writhing. flailing. polyester span- WU is a junior majoring in poiitkal Rime. Conner% can be sent to iris.vo?
dex sheathed body? Does the attention-seelcing weight lift- wfirtworthiatuorn.
.

Before coming to Spokane I had no idea so many puns
could be made itito names for drive-by coffee stands. As
I drove up Division for the first time, I was blinded by
the obscene number of blinking lights and the number
of bail bond businesses and pawn shops. I lowever, my
mom has ahvays referred to me as Annie "ants in her
pants" Dugas, and I would not let my first impression of
north Spokane bring me down.
I love to explore. I think it's a healthy thing to do. Acting upon curiosity gets me out of my norm. splashing
a sense of inspiration on my strictly planned out life.
In the following three minutes it will take you to read
through this article. I will reveal some of the bcst places
in Spokane to explore, play and cvcn be academically
productive.
Everyone knows that the place to go when you have
good intentions of doing homework but don't actually
want to accomplish anything is the Ntind and I !earth
coffee shop. I like being around people and coffee when
I study, so this place seemed like the way to go. I lowever,
I soon found the two hours I set aside to write my poems
for creative writing had slipped through my fingers.
After a few years of low grades and sleepless nights,
I've learned to avoid the coffee shop when I need to get
stuff done. Instead. I go to St. George's Cathedral on the
South I lill. It's right abovc Sacred / lean I lospital.
I'll bring my laptop (but not my phone), arrange a
little desk Space on the cold, stonc floor with my novels,
notebooks and highlighters. I love thc quiet, humbling
feeling of being in the presence of something bigger and
older than myself. There is no Internet either, which is a
blessing. It is amazing what I can accomplish without the
temptation of Faccbook teasing mc on my Macboolc.
Take advantage of the good weather while wc still
have it. Go to Green Bluff and study in a wide open field.
Take a trip down to Bowl and Pitcher. Bring a blanket
and sit on the grass at the watcrfront. Watch out for the
geese-they bit my dog. Climb on thc giant rocks and finish your math proofs.
You may be wondering why any of this is important at
all. Why is it so important to get off campus?
llave you ever spent an cntirc day on thc couch or in
bed? Surc, it feels great to do nothing. But how do your
muscles feel afterward? Isn't stretching your automatic
response once you finally drag your body off the couch?
You do this to awaken the part of your body that allows
you to move.
That is exactly what I am asking you to do; stretch.
Geographically strctch your perspective of Spokane.
Perhaps my stretch analogy doesn't do much for you.
That is fine. Look at it this way: Spokane's hellish wintcr
will soon be upon us, and we will all be confined to the
coffee shop, the library, or worsc, our bedroom desks
whether we like it or not. Explore not because you need
a reason, but just because you can.

DUGAS is a senior majoring in English. Comments can be sent to annie.dogasp

whitwortbiamom.

Community Building Day is for everyone
JULIANNE

LUCKS
=MKT

This last Tuesday, Sept 22 the Whitworth
community celebrated its annual Community Building Day. Freshmen, transfer stu-

dents, leadership, and various faculty and
staff joined in, actively participating in various projects. Notice anyone missing from
that list? Where were the upperclassmen?
"I don't even know how upperclassmen
are supposed to sign up, even though they
are allowed to help out: junior Chris Dorn
said.
It is my opinion that Community Building Day should be about the whole of the
Mitworth community. I feel that more
people would get involved if only they
were given the opportunity to do so. When
asked if they would participate in Com-

munity Building Day if known possibilities
were available to the students at large, every
student I asked said that they would at least
be interested in doing so.
Sophomore Tyler Freeman said, "If I
didn't have so much homework due around
the time, I definitely would have gotten involved!
I think the Whitworth community does
not realize how big of a heart this campus
really has.
Sophomore Shane Shetler echoes this
idea.
"Building community and helping others shouldn't end after your freshman year;
Shetler said.
Whitworth needs to do a better job of
getting the word out about events like Community Building Day. Personally, I only received one invitation to volunteer, and that
was through my study department. Students should be getting so many opportunities that they cannot decide which one is

better to attend-so many that they cannot
continue to confine service to one day.
Another reason participation of upperdass students should be made easier is that
service together promotes community as a
whole. A campus that volunteers together,
grows together.
"%Ve shouldn't require upperclassmen to
participate, but we could certainly extend a
warmer invitation: Dorn said.
Next year, I propose that sign-up opportunities be posted throughout the campusin dorms, the Hixson Union Building, and
various classrooms. The only way people
can know what is going on is to see the
events available to them.
Junior Janna Silvis said, is good for the
freshmen to see the upperclassmen serving along with them, and it also provides a
good chance for the upperclassmen to get
to know some underclassmen."
Community Building Day is a time when
students, faculty and staff can help and en-

it

courage the Spokane community without
having to schedule or develop any of the
planning, Silvis said. The day is an opportunity to help those in need and get the word
out about volunteering and opportunities
that need thc attention of the Whitworth
campus at large. Comniunity Building Day
is not just a day for freshmen, a day for
catching up on sleep or a time to do makeup work from missed classes.
Community Building Day is about
reaching out to those in need. Upperclassmen should have thc same easy availability
to join in Community Building Day that
the freshmen have. The studcnts will be
able to see a brand new community grow
from working together for thc greater
good. Community Building Day is about
everyone in the community. Let's remember that.
LUCKS is a seniormajoring in English. Comments can be sent
to julianne.lucksk?whitwonhian.com.
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A COLUMN BY JEROD JARVIS
Wekome to 71w fuse, where you can come when you're not sure
what exactly you want out of your newspaper reading experience.
Each week, 171 deliver something off the Ivall/unexpected/totally
bankers upfor your reading pleasure, and you can then write inc
scathing letters about how I'm contributing lo the death of serious

journalism.
So I was doing homework that was probably due a wcck ago or
something when I suddenly started having a conversation with

myself.

"Self: I said, correctly referring to myself in the second person, "you have no rcason to do this homework. You should be
owning video games or spending ridiculous amounts of money
on eBay right now."
I had no comeback for this. As is oftcn the case when I find
myself losing an argument. I turned some death-metal-screimo
up to I I and began quoting Muhammad Ali at thc top of my
lungs.
The truth is, students don't really have any motivation to actually do homework. I mean, surc, a professor can give you a "bad
gradc: but what is that really? Just like all that general education
homework back in high school, are grades really going to affect
your lifc that much? Your adviser will probably prattle on about
"jobs" or somc ridiculous bunk likc that, but the truth of the matter is he or she is just telling you that because she or he doesn't
have the power to use more persuasive forms of persuasion.
In a rarc burst of generosity, I'm going to offer the faculty of
this fine university a way out of this predicament. I can sum it up
in one tvord:
liricks.
That's right. Bricks. Not only are bricks heavy and brutally
painful when thrown at high velocity, they also share the first
three letters with the word "brilliant." %Ville!' is what they are:
pure brilliance.
Think about it, professors. Sure, you could make that rebellious freshman rewrite his paper, but is that really going to drive
home the important point you're trying to make about lifc and
how awesome it is to be in a position of power? No. The sad truth
is, it will not. So, if merely making him rewrite that paper won't
do it, perhaps making him rcwritc the paper while you chuck
bricks in his general direction will, ch?
Yeah, you know I'm on to something. Picture the scene. You,
standing in front of the class, just waiting for someone to make
your day and fall asleep in'the back row. Your TA bowing and
scraping as she drags in another cart of ammunition hamsted
from the crumbling walls of Warren Hall. Every student paying
you absolute attention, hanging on your every word, knowing
that if they cannot instantly repeat your last three scntcnccs verbatim upon request, they'll be getting a facc-full of quarry fruit.
Now, I know thcrc tvill probably be some who will objcct to this
ncw plan. I suspect, however, that the solution to that lies once
more in the liberal application of fire-hardened cubic chunks of
sandstone..
Extrapolating upon this theory, one could easily imagine other
sccnarios where this genius plan might prove useful. With a little
imagination, onc could envision a world without need of roommate agreements (thud!), hall bathrooms where no one dares to
leave food in the garbage can (smack!), peaceful libraries where
talking loudly is spoken of only in hushed whispers (crash!),
road trips where that one guy with all the long, annoying stories
you've heard a thousand times already doesn't say a single word
for the duration of the trip (crunch!), and the list goes on.
Of course, I now realize that bricks are also a pretty good way
to talk yourself into thc job ofyour dreams (bam!). Which, sadly,
shoots the foot straight off of my idea for encouraging students
to get better grades.
"Self, you've done it again. You've gone and talked yourself
straight out of genius:
Oh, well. Time to crank the death metaL
Float like a butterfly, sting like a bee!
(smash!)
JARVIS is ¿junior majoring in journalism Comments

thian.rom.

un be sent to jerodjaryistmhitwor-

Truth and knowledge feed mind's fire,
but neglect a heart and it will wither.

education of the
heart is not guaranteed

A true

JACO IJELYN

WHEELER

fulness is essential. We must be faithful and intentionallk manifest what we discern as truth in order
to tcach our hearts what is important. A heart is
not something to be followed, but something to be
trained. Through this obedience, we might come to
love what our minds have found to be true and tvorthy.

Whitworth promises its students something that
Our teachers make this growth possible and desirmost univcrsitics do not: an education of mind and able. They know thcir goal lies somewhere beyond
heart. I remember reading Whitworth's mission the realm of knowledge.
statement during my sophomore ycar of high school
"One example is Ron Pyle, who in the first session
when I first discovered this school and thinking how of small group ministryand again in the second
refreshing it sounded to have a place that promised sessionsaid that.he 'teaches for .keeps,n.Freeman
something fuller and deeper than just an education said. "He makes it a goal to make surc that when
of thc mind, but from this goal arises the question: you come in you arc onc person but when you leave
how does one educate a heart?
you're a completely different person:
Many of us equate our heart-education with our
Last ycar I had British Literature Since 1800 with
beliefs and how Whitworth also promises to help us profcssor of English Lconard Oakland. He gives his
shape and determine our worldvicws.
students what he calls "spiritual assignments: things
In several of my classes in my time at Whitworth, outside the classroom that students can do to make
I have noticed how teachers start by challenging the
a lifestyle out of experiencing new things and learnthings that we hold dose to our
ing about oneself through them.
hearts. Oftentimes I can feel a stuHe challenged us to go to the
dent or two tense up at the use of
symphony
downtown, to read a
"We could miss out on a transless Christian-friendly terms like
number
of
different books on our
formed heart if we don't take
"relativism," "diversity" or having
own and to commit certain poan "eclectic" perspective. Until
the time to consider what it
ems to memory. Through this, he
dass norms start to form and stutakes to get our hearts to reinstilled in us the value of always
dcnts feel safer, there is a period
experiencing and learning new
spond to what we are taught."
where teachers must challenge the
things even when it isn't demand-.
absolutism we have cemented in
ed by a university.
our hearts so we can learn from
When it all comes down to it,
thcm.
teachers can present your education as something
By letting education challenge arcas of our lives that belongs in your hcart, but it is up to each of us
that most schooling doesn't spcak of, Whitworth to make sure that we train our hearts to receive and
prepares our hearts to respond to our learning.
make use of the tools that Whitworth gives us.
Still, all of this challenging that helps us create our
When students do this, it shows. As President Bill
worldview only adds more deep and spiritual rea- Robinson said in his newsletter "Of Nlind and Heart"
soning to our minds. So how do we turn what we in May 2000, "None of us can really explain why or
know into manifested belief? How do we make our how our graduates walk across the stage claiming
hearts concerned with everything we have taught such a strong sense of enlightenment, embrace and
our minds?
empowerment from the Whitworth experience. It's
Action.
hard to describe, but we all recognize it, and we often
We could miss out on a transformed heart if we feel it:'
don't take the time to consider what it takes to get
Don't miss out.
our hearts to respond to what we are taught.
"I just think that most students don't understand
fully the whole ideal of mind and heart," said sophomore Tyler Freeman, a theology major.
We train our hearts to love what our minds have WHEELER is a sophomore majoring in Erighsh.Conments can be sent to
become convicted oE Passion is important but faith- jacquelyn.wheeler@whinvorthian.com.
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English lecturer Thom Caraway %voila
Westminster and the Lied Center for

Community Building
Day sites

1

I

,Boys and.Girls Club

Camp Dart-Lo
Cat Tales

Cathedral Plaza Apt.
Center Pointe
Christ's Kitchen

City Gate

;

Classy Rack

Cup of Cool Water
Fahy West
lo Zalutifitlutwcrtifun

Field

Whitworth students talk with a Center Pointe participant. Center Pointe is a place for people with disabilities to socialize and attend reaeational and educational activities.

of Diamonds

Gonzaga

.

*Goodwill
1,

Habitat for HurnanitY
Himse of Charity
House of Prayer

Humane Society
Lilac Services for the Blind

Market Street Market
New Hope

Riverfront'Farm
Ronald McDonald House

Salvation Army
Second Harvest

St;Anne's Shelter
1

St. Margaret's Shelter

Summit View

Westminster House
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Wcirld Relief

Interactive arts coordinator Kelsey Bacon sweeps off the sidewalk outside of Youth for Christ, an organization that serves the youth and families in low income areas of Spokane.
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AWhltworth student
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Center Pointe partici-
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pant Center Pointe was
one of the many sites
Whitworth students
went to for Community

minding Day.

ics In the garden between

r the Visual Arts.
/aunt ALsguirdlAiNvithian

HeatherKennison
Assistant Scene Editor
The 832 students, faculty and staff who participated in Community Building Dv this year
.
learned about many different organizations and clirities around Spokane.
This man was one of the participants at Center Pointe on
From Catholic charities to zoological parks, the project gave Vvlitworth students a sense of Community Building Day.
pride in helping their community, said sophomore Emily McBroom, SERVE coordinator.
Ta)ior Zajica/Whitmnsam
Whitworth worked with 43 agencies this year, some of thcm already partners with service
learning %vhilc others vere nov to thc event this ycar, said Rhosetta Rhodes, director of ser.ice learning and community engagement. One of thc organizations new this year to Whitworth students was interplayers Professional Theatre.
"A lot of people enjoyed that: McBroom said. They had a blast."
Part of McBroonis duties included organizing buses and transportation and other
detail work.
"We went to a church and we cleaned all the windows and we raked up pine needles,"
freshman Courtney Edwards said. "The group we had was entertaining. It was really fun."
Whitworth's efforts did not go unnoticed or unappreciated. In a letter to Whitworth Carrie
LeMaster, volunteer coordinator for Mission Conununity Outreach Center, commended students
on "a real spirit and an attitude of service."
Freshman Weston Gramcr went with a group to the Cat Tails Zoological Park. After raking up pine
needles, the group received a free tour of all the exotic cats, Gramer said.
"It's nice to give back to the community. It niakes you feel good inside: Gramcr said. He also enjoyed seeing
the tigers.
Whitworth didn't schedule classes Tuesday morning so that students could have a chance to attend.
This was "indicative of tlte commitment Whitworth has to service and the community," Rhodes said.
project was also a major learning experience on behalf of the students. Iillian Pflugrath said that going to the
Spokane Guilds' School and Neuromuscular Center was really neat.
"They have such a love for thc kids. We got to scc a couple of thc kids in therapy," Pflugrath said."' didn't know
what they did so it was kinda cool to see that:
Pflugrath said that Community Building Day made her want to go volunteer somewhere after she graduates Whitworth.
This year brought the greatest volunteer turnout in the history of thc event, Rhodes
'Pre
said. The 832 volunteers this year was one step above last year's 810. Although
this was the highest number of volunteers ever, the 2,496 hours WaS second
only to the number of hours recorded for 2007, Rhodes said.
Started over 100 years ago, Community Building Day is Whitworth's longest-running tradition.

he

Contact Heather Knudson at hcather.kennison@
whitworthian.cont.
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New clubs cater to student interests
Hannah Neill
Staff Writer
In the past week, ASWU has chartered three new clubs:
Student Chapter of the National Association of Teachers
of Singing (SNATS), Collegiate Music Educators' National Conference (CN1ENC) and Shiloh.
Dedicated to music, SNATS and CMENC arc aiming
to network music students'with each other. Shiloh. Whitworth's first Jewish club, is mcant to teach the student
body about the Jewish religion and culture. Whether you
are into music or religion, these clubs offer a variety of
opportunities to fulfill your thirst for knowledge.
Scott Miller, head of Whitworth's vocal department,
conceived SNATS in the summer of 2008 with junior
Jenny Danvers. It is dedicated to the art of vocal performance. Studcnts will be given the opportunity to attend
live operas and classes to learn performing techniques.
Thcy will also develop a support base within the department to help them be successful.
"SNATS is about building relationships between upper
and lower-classmen, and creating a network of support
within the vocal department: Danvers said.
SNATS will scck to provide opportunities for growth to
thc students of thc vocal department by supplementing
the curriculum. SNATS will offer classes about opera and
its history, what performance is really about and muchneeded information about graduate schools.
Danvers said thc department is "still branching out to
try and get involved in ncw things." Danvers hopes that
thc club can host annual events to continue fostering vocal growth. lhe club meets on the first and third Tuesday of each month at 6:30 p.m. in room 103 of the music
building.
¿long with vocal growth, music students have thc opportunity to network with students and teachers through
CMENC. CMENC waisiarted several years ago, but was
chartered through ASWU by senior Sarah Mowry this fall.
Whitworth has approximately 30 music education majors
and no full-time faculty or programs. N1usic education
majors take music and cducation classes separately, but
there are no education classes specific to music available.
CN1ENC networks studcnts with othcr students and
teachers from across the country. Students can ask teachers questions about what to expect from graduate school.
Though music education is a fulfilling career choice for
many people, it can be one of the most isolated and trying
teaching positions.
Nlusic teachers are often located in secluded buildings
in a high school setting, and can feel lost and alone among
their peers. The average time that music teachers spend in
a secondary music classroom is seven ycars before seeking a different career path. CMENC is working to provide
students with resources to take into the classroom setting
with them to avoid burnout.
Every winter CMENC puts on a conference in every
region of the country for music educators to build their
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Sophomores Ira McIntosh, Tim Brenneke and Ben Rose stand In the conference room alter their club was chartered.
skill base and network with other teachers.
"The conference is hugely beneficial.There's %vorkshops
on rehearsal techniques and how to pick music for your

dents to understand svhere their faith began.
"Jesus didn't start Christianity when he walked the
earth," McIntosh said. "He built upon the foundation that
had been laid down for generations
starting with Abraham. Issac and Jo-

group, classroom management and
many others:* Mowry said. She wants
cob."
the club to become an integral part
He also %Yams students to underof the college experience for all mu- "Jesus didn't start Christianity when
sic education majors. CNIENC mccts he walked the earth. He built upon stand the Jewish culture and have
fun.
monthly, with the first meeting on the foundation that had been laid
"I want people to know the exciteSunday, Oct. 4, at 6 p.m. in thc music down for generations starting with
that Rosh Hashanah brings, the
ment
building.
Abraham, lssac and Jacob:'
joy that Sukkot carrics and the memFor students seeking something
Ira Mdntosh,
ores that thc feast of Passover has to
othcr than a musical network, there's
sophomore
offer, " he said.
Shiloh. Started this ycar by sophoMcIntosh wants to scc the cntirc
more Ira McIntosh. thc club exists to
campus attending the celebrations
educate Whitworth about the Jewish
religion and traditions. McIntosh came up with the idea and the club thriving. Shiloh mccts cvcry Ntonday at 8
p.m. in George's Place in the Hixson Union Building.
for a Jewish club last year at a sponsored Seder meal.
"I made it my point then and there to create la Jewish
club)", McIntosh said of his new club..
McIntosh hopes that the club will allow Christian stuContact Hannah Neill at ham:al:mein ewhitworthian.com.

Movie shows how characters connect
WRITER'S REVIEW

Ryan Graves
Staff Writer
This review is intended to shine a light on
films that may have been forgotten or overlooked and should be considered again for
your Netflix queue or Redbox run.

"Magnolia" is a film of love, heartache,
pain, regret, death and loss. From the opening narration the film hypnotically draws
you in and paints a portrait of one day in
Los Angeles.
How can you describe what happens in
the film? With a three-hour run time, there
is a lot to it. But you can start with its characters, the most important element of the
film.
They are all different in their own way,
with their own stories. The divorced cop;
the TV producer dying from cancer; the
child prodigy; the drug addict; and so the
list goes on. The film shows one day of
these people's lives and how they all connect together. But more importantly, the
film shows how these people have pain in

their lives and how they fight to survive
and find love.
The film can be overloolced as one that
just deverly portrays nine main characters
and their stories that in the end connect
nicely together through coincidence and
chance. 'That's
partly what the
film docs, but it
MOVIE
goes much further than that.
REVIEW
The film may
MAGNOLIA
have nine main
characters who
Starring: Tom Cruise,
Julianne Moore, %Him
all have their
H.Mary
own stories, but
Rating: R for strong lanit ultimately is
guage, drug use, sexuality
just one story.
and some vidence
The main theme
of the story is
pain and how
people struggle
with it. The movie has heroes and villains,
but not in the Manichean sense of pure
good and evil. Many characters strive to do
good but fail because of the cruelty of the
past.
As the opening narration says, We may

al

be through with the past, but the past is through the nervous tics of withdrawals
never through with us." One dtaracter, and just wants to love her by serving and
Frank TJ Mackey (Tom Cruise) is just one protecting, just as he does for the police
example.
force.
He is a Freudian nightmare. As a boy,
While on thc job, Jim catches a man
he was abandoned by his father to care for stealing from his company, looking to get
his dying mother, and now as an adult he money so he can pay for braces in hopes
trains men across Amerthat he can get the atica to conquer women
tention of his bartender
with his ''Seduce and Decrush, who also has
"The movie has heroes and
stroy" technique. One of
braccs. Jim helps him
the film's heroes, Phil the
villains, but not in the
return the moncy but
nurse, has been asked by
also helps him prioritize
Manichean sense of pure good
his patient, Earl, the es- and evil. Many characters strive what's important in life.
tranged father of Frank.
This is just a sample
to do good but fail because of
to find him.
of thc overall story. You
the cruelty of the past."
It's when these people
can see now how the
come together that %ve
film works. The characare treated to a portrait of
ter's lives intersect, but
the human heart. Phil not only cares for his that description doesn't do the story justice.
patient, but now he finds himself mediating People struggle and people hurt. But the
a relationship that has been tragically dam- hope that this film gives is that there will alaged for decades.
ways be help from someone, someone who
Another character, police officer Jim you probably will never expect.
Kurring (John C. Reilly), also finds himself caring for more than he expected. He
falls in love at first sight with a woman who
Contact Ryas: Graves at ryan.graves@
tries to hide a cocaine addiction. He sees whitworthian.cons.
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Listeners can get
ost in (Unmaps'
y Volcano Choir

A&E
BRIEFS
of
Galilee school to
give lecture
Vice principal

on Fox
taff Writer
When Justin Vernon carne out of his cabin in Wisonsin at the beginning of 2007, he had just finished
ccording "For Emma, Forever Ago," the critically ac!aimed, near-perfect folk album that would make him
amous as Bon ¡ver (pronounced bohn ce-vair).
But it was almost a year after he self-released those
ecordings. (time for bit torrent versions of the album
o bounce all over the internet) before it generated
nough buzz for Jagjaguwar records to give it a proper
clease in early 2008.
Vernon didn't let any grass grow under his feet. In
hat intemning period, he
vas already hard at work
rafting songs for the "Blood
MUSIC
ank" EP, released this past
REVIEW
anuary, as %veil as working on
VOLCANO CHOIR
number of songs with felow Wisconsinitc band ColAlbum: "Unmaps'
ections of Colonies of Bees.
Band mernben: Jon
hey named the collaboration
Mueller, Chris Rosenau,
olcano Choir, and Sept. 22
Jim Schoeneder, Daniel
aw the release of their nineSpark, Justin Vernon and
ong debut "Unmap."
Thomas WirKek
The image that title evokes
fa map erasing itself is a perect analogy for thc course the
,ffecord follows. For the first several songs, it takes us
; exactly where we expect it to, with spare vocal arrangetents and relatively straightforward song structures
::4
cading the way. But there's just enough strategic dissonance layered across these tracks that we don't know
'rwhere we'll be led next.
And halfway into the fourth song, "Dote,' we realize
we're lost. And wc stay lost through most of the album.
It's not that thc songs sound the same; they're actually
wildly diverse. But every part of themtheir swelling
and receding volume, arbitrary instrumentation, and
intermittent lyricsarrives totally unanticipated.
It's the eighth track,"Still: that puts us back in familiar territory. Volcano Choir takes "Woods," Bon bier's
a cappella song. and layers across it an undisguised inf strumental buildup. This crescindo, its escalating intensity reminiscent of Sigur R6e-Glósóli," is indisputably the high point of thc album.
Most of Volcano Choir's songs arc too dreamy and
experimental to sound anything like Bon !yen Vernon's
ghostly voice is still distinct and recognimble, but the
emphatically minimalist instrumentals invite comparisons to Philip Glass over Iron and NVine.
It's a lot like "The Avalanche," Sufjan Stevens' 6-sides
collection. There arc new versions of old songs, a few
new songs that just didn't fit anywhere else, and a few
songs so weird you wouldn't expect them to fit anywhere at all.
But the songs on "Unmap" do fit together. There's an
artistic unity here that Sufjan's 21-track bargain bin
clearly lacks.
So maybe don't put all these songs in your party mix.
ut on that night in the middle of winter when you just
an't sleep, you can sit awake by the window and follow
he sound of Justin Vernon's voice into that dreamy,
nmapped land he's singing from and get lost.
.

,

Contact Ion Fox atjon.fox@whitwortbian.com.

WEB EXCLUSIVE
Check out our MUSIC REVIEW of'Dalsy' by Brand New online at

whitworthian.com
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Comic opera to
jonian BeatultamplWhitworthian

Band member Chris Bristol plays guitar during the Barcelona concertTuesday, Sept. 22.

Band brings energy
MEMETTNITEUNTRATIMMIN

solo project.
"We startcd playing together as part of
Becca Cuniff
my
solo career, and we just kind of grew
Staff Writer
into a band," Fennell said.
Fennell described their music as "meAlthough Stockholm, Allen Stone and
driven pop rock" Their sound is
lodic
Barcelona all had vastly different music
unique,
and combines amazing vocals with
styles, they put on an impressive show
lyrics, a combination of both
powerful
off Tuesday, Sept. 4, in the Hixson Union
poppy and woeful piano, and a good balStockholm opened up the show with ance of upbeat and slower songs.
All the songs with the exception of one
a diverse musical taleni The lead singer,
are
on their latest album, "Absolutes: inhalfway
senior Brandon Cate, jumped
cluding Fennel's favorite,
through their set from
"First Floor People: and
thc piano to the guitar,
"Stars," a song he wrote
and the audience loved
"Vie
started
playing
as while at Whitworth.
together
it. Then Allen Stone
"The songs arc mostly
part of my solo career, and we
came on with a vastly
relationship-based, or
just kind of grew into a band."
different sound. His
about experiences I've
music was more acousBrian Fennell,
encountered or people
tic, and his lyrics more
leadsinger and keyboordist
who are dose to me have
soulful.
encountered: Fennell
Mile Barcelona was
said. One of these songs
setting up, all thc students that had been lingering around the is "Come Back When You Can: It was
HUB filed in and eagerly waited for them written about his first scrious girlfriend
to start. The audience was not disappoint- that he mct at Whitworth, but for a variety
ed. Barcelona was exuding energy and was of reasons it didn't work out.
"Writing songs is my therapy," Fenvery engaging throughout the entire pernell said while sharing the story before
formance.
Although their first song was slower, they played the song he wrote during the
their energy WaS not lacking. Brian Fennell break-up.
During "The Takers," there was a part
Lcad singer and keyboard player, Chris
Bristol, guitar and vocals, and the drum- when he asked the audience to help him
mer Rhett Stonelake were all very enthu- out and sing along. Before they started,
siastic the entire time they were playing, he called up someone to help demonstrate
which got the audience pumped up. A ma- what it was he wanted the audience to do.
jority of people were singing and bobbing The entire crowd loved it and sang along,
too.
along to the music.
Throughout the entire performance, the
Between songs, Fennell, who went to
Whitworth for two years, found it easy to audience fed off the energy and a majority
interact with the audience. He daimed that of people were singing along throughout
he didn't stay because he couldn't handle many of their songs. It was obvious by their
the pressure of catching a pine cone and excitement that the members of Barcelona
ring by spring, so he transferred to Seattle genuinely love performing and that attiPacific University. After he left, he started tude manifested itself into a great show.
writing songs for a solo project, which is
how he started playing with Bristol and
Contact Becca Cuniff at becca.czwiff@
Stonelakc, who helped him promote his whitworthian.com.

GRAPEVINE HUMOR: COMMUNITY BUILDING DAY
I The day you totally get to sleep in till noon
on a weekday.

I An attempt to force pliable freshmen minds
into a greater hive consciousness bent on

IS NOT...

IA time to catch up on the last three seasons of
"Lost."

global gentrification.

The greatest time of year for squirrel hunting.

IA day to add random people as fricnds on
Some extra time to catch up on flossing
our teeth.

Facebook.

IA national holiday.

first-hand.

be performed
until Oct. 25
The musical "The Pirates

of Penzance" directed by
Yvonne A.K. Johnson will
be performed Sept. 25-Oct.
25 at the Spokane Civic
Theatre. The play will be
performed Thursdays and
Fridays at 7:30 p.m. and
Sundays at 2 p.m.
The comic opera was written by Gilbert and Sullivan
and premiered in 1879.
For more information call
(509) 325-2507.

Students can
showcase talent
in competition
Whitworth Unplugged
starts Thursday, Oct. 1, in
the Hixson Union Building
Multipurpose Room. It will
be on the first Thursday of
every month, excLuding Jan
Term.
Whitworth Unplugged is
a chance for students to perform in front of their peers
and win money.
For more information,
contact Hannah Kinnier at
hkinnierll@whitworth.edu

or (509) 777-4555.

Documentary to
be shown about
teaching nun
The film, "Primary Colors: The Story of Corita;
will be shown Saturdays at
12:30, 1:30 and 2:30 p.m.
through Dec. 12 at Gonzaga University in the Jundt
Art NIuseum lecture hall.
Admission is free.
Corita Kent (1918-1986)

entered the Roman Catholic
order of Sisters of the Immaculate Heart of Mary in
Los Angeles when she was
18. She worked there until
190, when she decided to
focus on making art.

IThe time to harvest grain in the Back 40.

IA chance to experience "What Not to Wear"
A half day at school for upperclassmen.

Elias Abu Ghanima will
lecture Sunday, Oct. 4, at
7 p.m. in the Robinson
Teaching Theatre in Weyerhaeuser Hall.
Ghanima is the vice
principal of Mar Elias High
School in the Galilee region
of Israel. He will talk about
the idea of peace from an
Israeli-Palestinian Christian perspective.
For more information
call (509) 777-3275 or
mpace@whitworth.edu.

Part of the Little 3.

Compiled by loam! lim
Source: MU:worth Events
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Study abroad 'an incredible opportunity'
Katie Palmer
Staff Writer

Check out the top
grossing movies of the
past weekend.
CLOUDY WITH A CHANCE
OF MEATBALLS

$24,600,000
SURROGATES

$15,000,000
FAME
$10,033,000
THE INFORMANT!

$6,915,000
TYLER PERRY'S I CAN DO

BAD ALL BY MYSELF

$4,750,000
PANDORUM
$4,408,000
LOVE HAPPENS

$4,327,000
JENNIFER'S BODY
$3,500,000

9
$2,832,000

CMJ
TOP 15
7hese are the top 15
albums from College
Media Journal. For the
fill top 30, visit crnj.
co??:.
1

- FRUIT BATS

"The Ruminant Band"

2

- DEAD WEATHER

"Horehound"
3

- WILCO

°Wilco (The Album)"

4 -JAY REATARD
"Watch Me Fall"
5

- BLITZEN TRAPPER

'Black River Killer"
6

- ARCTIC MONKEYS

"Humbug"
7

MODEST MOUSE

"No One's First And You're

Next°

8

- HEALTH

'Get color
9 -YACHT
"See Mystery Lights"

10

- DODOS

"Time To Die"
11

ANTLERS

*Hospice"
12

- WILD BEASTS

"Two Dancers"

ing Vhitsvorth, push all students
to go abroad. Universities tvork
hard to make the opportunity
Some people consider studying available to everyone by offerabroad as the ultimate way to im- ing scholarships and through the
merse yourself into a foreign cul- ISEP program.
ISEP stands for International
ture, gain memorable experiences
and studY your discipline from a Student Exchange Program and
essentially, universities from all
different perspective.
Many incoming students and over the world trade their stusome more experienced Whit- dents with American students.
Through ISEP, students can go
worth students don't know exactly
virtually anywhere to start.
where in the
If you have
world to study
even the slightreally can't think of sustaintheir discipline.
est
inkling
Jackson enof desire to ably good reasons of why people
study abroad, should not [study abroad]. There courages students to take a
you should go can be individual reasons, but
talk to the one from an institutional viewpoint, semester abroad
rather than only
woman
who
you should do it."
a Jan Term trip.
knows everySue Jackson,
"Jan Term is a
thing about it:
director of the InternationalEducation Center good foot-wetSuc Jackson.
Jackson is the
ting experience,
director of the
but I think to
International Education Center, get a real immcrsion you need to
which is located in Hawthorne go away for more than a month:
Hall.
Jackson said."' would say do ajan
Jackson believes that all stu- Term, thcn go and do a semester
dents should study abroad at some or a year as well."
point during their college years.
Jackson would like to encour"I really can't think of sustain- age anyone, especially freshmen,
ably good reasons of why people to set up an appointment with hcr
should not (study abroad): Jack- to discuss options. It is especially
son said. 'There can be individual important to get started in thc
reasons why, but from an institu- planning process early, enabling
tional viewpoint, you should do you to map out which classes you
it:
will want to take abroad.
Many private schools, includ"There are the occasional se-

i

Study Abroad 411
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niors who wander in and realize
they want to do something, and I
welcome them with open arms:
Jackson said.
Each major is different and can
be pursued abroad in different
ways and different places.
Jackson said that the hardest majors to arrange a semester abroad for are education and
pre-med. However, "there are
options: she said. "Summer is a
great time for education students
to study abroad:
In comparison, the easiest majors to send abroad are the liberal
arts majors. including literature,
history, political scicncc and business. Jackson said.
"I maintain that I will find a
place that's suitable. It might not

,

t..d-

Araris Kntoly/WhiNvrthi.an

be the place that you had as first
on your list but I will find a place
that is a good academic fit for you
and probably a good cultural and
personal fit as well," Jackson said.
Over 50 percent of Whitworth
students study abroad by the time

they graduate.
"It's an incredible opportunity
for growth, it will make you a
more conscious, global citizen.
You can look at your discipline
from completely different cycs
and that only makes you a better
student of your discipline," Jackson said.

Contact Katie Palmer at katie.
paltrier@ whit worthian.com.

Arkham Asylum' a thrilling success
alaEMIETTMrf;WrfiLrraIIIIMIM

system might liare resulted in boring buttonmashing in a lesser game, but it succeeds here
Jerod Jarvis
because the strength of this game doesn't lay
Opinions Editor
in depth of control, but rather in the pure
cyc candy of watching Batman do his mojo
A short while ago, I got a preview of "Baton a cage full of hapless baddics. Rather than
man: Arkham Asylum: the ncw Batman being boring, thc simple controls remove a
game that was making its way toward release. potential distraction from watching what is
At that point in time, I played through a probably the bcst third-person combat sysshort demo which let me pulverize a few bad tcm in any game ever.
guys to twitching pulps and stalk a few others
When faced with a roomful of hulkfrom the raftcrs like a dark nightmare from ing inmates-on-the-loose (the game will at
the land of the dangcd.
times sic you on around 20 of them at a time,
Needless to say, I found
though you'll usually be
this to be quite entertainfacing groups of five to 10),
ing, and I spent the next "The game lets you play a total Batman moves in a scarily
few weeks hoping that the ultra-predator, striking from the lifelike manncr, never skiprest of thc game would be shadows and leaving no trace of ping a frame or glitching
as epic an experience.
through animations as he
I'm very happy to rcport your presence beyond the pile of smoothly transitions from
unconsdous foes."
that it totally freaking is.
smacking some guy with a
The game is set on
pipc to catching thc fist of
Arkham Island, the chunk
another dude and pushing
of rock that is home to Arkham Asylum. The him to his knees before giving him an cpic
Asylum is that lovely establishment where so knockout kick to the facc. The sheer fluidity
many of Batman's archnemeses end up after and brutality of the combat captures the feel
he punches their faces in with his bat fists.
of the two latest Batman movies perfectly.
The Dark Knight has just captured the
Even Batman isn't bulletproof, however.
Joker as the game opens, and is en route to When faced with a group of armed foes, the
the Asylum with said super villain. Shortly gamc's stealth systcm comes into play. Now.
after arriving, however, the Joker breaks free in some games, stealth is used to hide from
of his guardians and takes control of the fa- people and sneak around unseen.
cility, releasing several choice ultra baddics
In this game, however, stealth is used less
(including Harley Quinn, Poison Ivy, Banc as a pansy way around a fight and more as a
and several others) to wreak general havoc way to systematically pick olla cadre of overand mayhem.
confident punks deluded enough to think
Where the game excels is atmosphere. their silly guns will save them. Remember
From the outset, you're sucked into the the scene from "Batman Begins" where Batgame's world. The controls are oily-smooth, man is stalking those guys guarding the shipfluid and intuitive; very rarely is there a dis- ping containers? That's exactly how this feels:
connect between the player's intcntions and the game lets you play a totarultra-predator,
Batman's actions. Combat is controlled with striking from the shadows and leaving no
just one or two buttons. The simplicity of the trace of your presence beyond the pile of un-

conscious foes.
The main concern I have with the game,
content-wise, is that it is rated "T" (for Teen)
by thc ESRII. Ostensibly, this is because Batman never actually kills anyone In the game.
This proves to be little more than a loophole,
however; this game is more violent than a lot
of "NI" (for Nlature) rated titles.
For reference, the "Halo" games are nowhere ncar as graphically violent as this
game is; ncithcr is "Nlass Effect" or "The Elder Scrolls IV: Oblivion." Combined with the
dark Batman setting, you have a game that
isn't appropriate for thc younger demographic, and in my opinion should have been given
a more restrictive rating.
From a quality perspective, there are a
few niggles. A few odd decisions wcrc made
throughout thc game, including perspective
shifts (from third person to first person),
which do little except confuse the player; a
sequence with Killer Croc, which was a bit of
a letdown for several reasons, the most glaring being thc fact that you don't actually get
to fight him; and a few other minor irritations not worth mentioning.
"Batman: Arkham Asylum" is an incredibly
solid game, capturing the Batman atmosphere
with perfection. It lacks the compelling and
thought-provoking storylinc necessary to
make it a full blast masterpiece (leading me
to disagree with Gamesradar's assessment of
the game as thc new "Ilioshock"), but is still
a standout game in its own right. While the
contcnt seems a bit much for the mild "T"
rating, if you're up for some Dark Knight
beat-down action, it doesn't get any better
than this.

Contact lerod Jarvis at jeroci.jarris@whitworthia n.com.
*

13 -JAPANDROIDS

"Post-Nothing"

14- PORTUGAL. THE MAN
"The Satanic Satanist"

15

- GEN ERATIONALS

ONLINE

Community Building
Day slideshow

Homecoming
slideshow

Hosanna
audio slideshow

MULTIMEDIA

This extensive slideshow
includes photos from nine
different service sites.

A showcase of the

See photos from the first
Hosanna service and hear
leaders describe the ministry.

whitworthian.com

best of
Homecoming: royalty, dancing, football and powderpuff.
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NORTHWEST CONFERENCE

@IF A NIMEIE@
,VOLLEyBALL
NWC

ALL

tPtU

4-0

8-5

UPS

3-1

9-3

rt&C--

.-.5-

LINFIELD
GEORGE F-0X--

;

L

6-5

3-1

'2-2-

9-i

PACIFIC

1-3

6-6

WHITMAN

13

3-6

WILLAMETTE

1-3

4-8

WHITWORTH

0-4

4-11

NEXT PIRATE GAME:

Whitworth vs.11.11@ Home
Friday. October 2 @ 7 p.m.
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:
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Fans cheer as the Pirates defeat visiting Chapman University, 23-8, in the Homecoming game, Saturday Sept. 26.

irates smash Panthers
Peter Landgren
Staff Writer

he

The Pirates rolled over the visiting
Chapman University Panthers on Saturday, Sept. 26, in a game marked by solid
performances by offense and defense. In
true homecoming game fashion, Whitworth overwhelmed the Panthers on
their way to a 23-8 win.
Turnovers turned out to be the story
of the first half, leading to a 2-0 halftime
score despite clear offensive control by
the Pirates.
Two red-zone fumbles following two
long drives in the second quarter held
Whitworth from converting.
A drive in the first quarter ended in
a blocked field goal. The only two firsthalf points came olía dramatic safety by
senior linebacker Nate Hadley, following
a fumble forced by junior defensive linenan Nick Ashley and junior linebacker
aul Werhanc.
lbe Pirates outgained the Panthers
a margin of 155 yards in the first half
4by

-

Scan Scott pounded it in on a 4-yard
run.
Pirates forced a turnover on the
very next Panther drive with an interception by freshman defensive back
Scott Carr, and went on to quickly score
again on a completion from sophomore
quarterback Andrew Durant to senior
wide receiver Eric Enid.
Durant connected again on tbe very
next drive, with a 54-yard reception to
senior wide receiver Andy Largent to
give the Pirates a 23-0 lead.
The Panthers had one score in the
game from a completion to junior wide
receiver Mark Lambesis in the middle of
thc fourth.
Overall, the l'irates defense stymied
the Panther offense, allo%ving only 148
total yards.
'Ibis effOrt was spearheaded by senior
defensive tackle Brandon Martin, who
led the Bucs with six tackles and contributed on many key plays.
The win improves the Pirate's record
to 2-2.
Whitworth will try to carry thcir momentum forward to next week when they
open Northwest Conference play against
Willamette University in Salem, Ore.

thc Pirates made some
1smallHowever,
halftime adjustments and came

out
swinging in the sccond half. After a
3
quick defensive stop, the Bucs were able
$o capitalize with a fast-paced 70-yard
..drive when sophomore running back

NWC

ALL

LINEIEUI

0-0

3-0

WILLAMETTE

0-0

3-1

WHITWOlitif

0-0

2-2

MENLO

0-0

1-3

L&C

CH)

0-2

PLU

0-0

0-2

UPS

0-0'0-3

NEXT PIRATE GAME:
Whitworth vs. Willamette
Saturday, Octobtr 3 @ 2 p.m.

MEN'S SOCCER
NWC ALL

LPLU
WHITWORTH

3-1

5-2-1.

UPS

2-2

5-5

2-2

3-S-1

1-2-1

2-4-2

0-4

3-6

LLINFiELD
WHITMAN

riiiCAMETTE
GEORGE FOX

NEXT PIRATE MATCH:
Whitworth vs. Linfield @ Home

Saturdax October 3 @ 230 p.m.

lush 0/16y/Whitrorthian

,

Contact Peter Landgrest at peter.
landgren@whitworthiantcont.

Senior wide receiver Andy Largent carries the football in the
Homecoming game Saturday, Sept. 26, in the Pine BowL

NWC

¡Volleyball struggles on the road
ulia Bechtold

kaffiVriter

.

-

The Whitworth Pirates volleyball team has been struggling to
Ind thcir footing these first few
:weeks of conference play.
The women traveled to Oregon
this past weekend to compete.
Ihey suffered two disappointing
I6sses, the first of which came in
'three games to Lewis & Clark, 2514, 25-15, 25-21, and the second,

a day later, also in three games to

the George Fox Bruins, 25-13, 2516, 25-15,
The Pirates are now 0-4 in the
Northwest Conference after this
weekend's games.
Friday, the Pirates struggled to
kccp up with the Lewis & Clark
Pioneers, having only two blocks
in the match and hitting .067 as
a team. Sophomore outside hitter Kaimi Rocha led with 11 kills
while sophomore middle blocker

WOMEN'S SOCCER

Kalpo Rocha had seven. Sophomore setter Jordon Hoffnagle had
15 kills.

Junior outside hitter Brynn DeLong led the Pirates on Saturday
with nine kills and nine digs and
junior middle blocker Randi Stephens added four kills and three
blocks. Sophomore setters Hoffnagle and Bree Riddle had 12 and
11 assists, respectively.
Next weekend will leave no time
for the Pirates to catch their breath

as they face two more challenging
matches against visiting Pacific
Lutheran University on Friday and
the University of Puget Sound on
Saturday.
The Lutes are currently leading
the NWC with an undefeated conference record of 4-0 and a league
record of 8-5.
Both PLU and UPS are nationally-ranked teams.
Contact Julia Bechtold at julia.
bechtold@whitworthiatt.com.

I UPS

4-0

WHITWORTH

4-1

LLINFIELD

3-1

PACIFIC

2-2

.WILLAMETTE,
GEORGE FOX

PLU
,WLELE_AAW

ALL

7-2

3-4-1
-1

1-3

4-4

1-3

2-3-3

1-3

2-6

'

NEICT PIRATE MATCH:
Whitworth vs. Linfield @Home
Satuniay, October 3 @ noon
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INTRAMURAL FRISBEE

trivia

7hink you know your professional sports? We
challenge you to test your ability with our weekly
sports trivia.
1Vhat boxer holds the record for youngest

professional debut?
A:Teddy Baldock, B: Kid Laredo, C: Baby
Arizmendi, D: Jack Dempsey
1Vhat yachting race was called the IlundredGuinea Cup until a team (rom the U.S.
won the race in 1851?
A: The Admiral's Cup, B: ihe Stanley Cup,

C:The America's Cup,
D: The Gascoigne Cup

What golfer coined the term "caddy?"
A: Walter Hagen, B: Bobby Jones,

C: Napoleon, D: Mary Queen of Scots
1Vhat sport has a hooker In a scrum?
A: Fencing, B: Gymnastics, C: Polo,

D:Rugby
1Vhat Chicago Bears running back was

Sophomore Shane Shetler reaches for the Frisbee during an Intramural game last week in the Loop.

known as "The Galloping Ghost?"
A: Harold Grange, B: Walter Payton, C: Gale

Sayers, D: Brian Piccolo

I
David Rurik
Staff It'riter

e

1Vhitworth women's soccer team faced two challenging opponents this weekend. The Pirates took on the
University of Puget Sound on Saturday, Sept. 26, and Pacific Lutheran University on Sunday. Sept. 27.1he Bucs were
looking at the weekend with positive attitudes.
"We were well prepared and confident," sophomore
goalkeeper Callic Bergstrom said.
Saturday's game. a 2-0 Pirate loss against the Puget
Sound Loggers on Peyton Field at Baker Stadium, was the
first conference loss for the Bucs this season. Whitworth's
record went to 3-1-0 while the Loggers climbed to 3-0.0 in
the conference.
Both sides had opportunities on goal However, Whitworth's seven shots (two of which were on goal) wcrc no
match for the 20 shots taken by Puget Sound (nine of
which were on goal). Despite the odds, Whitworth managed to hold a 0.0 tie into halftime.
Not long into the second half, the game was broken open
when Bergstrom came off her line toward Puget Sound's

1Vho was the only college football player to

win the Ileisman Trophy twice?
A: Earl Campbell, B: Archie Griffin, C: O.J.
Simpson, D: Jay Berwanger

sophomore forward Jenny Moore, who dumped the ball off
to teammate, junior midfielder Kelly Andersen, who put
the ball in the back of the net in the 49th minute.
"Ve kept with them thc entire game. The goals were just
little breakdowns, which they capitalized on," Bergstrom
said. "Ve were disappointed but resilient. ready to come
back and play toda"
lbe Bucs stomached their Saturday loss and began preparations for Sunday's game against Pacific Lutheran.
Sunday's game ended with a victory against the Lutes.
Sophomore midfielder Sara Tallman sent in a beautiful
goal from thc top of the 18 during the first half to put the
uhead. They played quite strong, possessing the ball
for much of the match. Tallman's goal was the deciding
factor in thc 1-0 win that scnt the Pirates to 4-1-0 on thc
season in conference play.
Next week the Whitworth women take on Linfield College on Oct. 3, and Willamette University on Oct. 4 on
Omachc field. Both games will be at noon.

Who was the fiat golfer to win more than SI
million in offidal earnings in a single
year?
A: Lee Trevino, B: Arnold Palmer, C: Curtis
Strange, D: Jack Nicklaus
1Vhat professional sports league's MVP

trophy's called the Podoloff Cup?
A: The NBA, B: The N111,,* C: The B1VBL,

Mille MIS
1Vhat sport Is the most common cause of eye
Injuries in the U.S.?
A: Darts, B: Fencing, C: Baseball, D: Football
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Contact David Rurik at davidsurik@whitworthian.com.

Junior transfer an asset for
Buc volleyball at the net
Julia Bechtold

ence in the equine ficld of veterinary medicine.
"Volleyball takes up most of my time at 1Vhitworth: DeLong said.
Growing up with strong tics to Spokane and
However, being involved in a sport and balancathletics, junior Brynn DcLong is thc newest ad- ing school work hasn't been an impossible baldition to Piratc volleyball, currently playing out- ance to find.
side hitter for 1Vhitworth.
"The professors at 1Vhitworth are extremely
DeLong is a native of Spokane and her fam- understanding. I thought it was going to be a lot
ily has bein very involved in the community harder than it is to juggle a class load and volley'throughout her life. Hcr father
ball schedule," DeLong said.
is an athletic trainer at GonzaThe athlete is considering
ga University, where her older
adding
track and field to her
"There is such a good
f
brother attended and mother
repertoire this spring in addiatmosphere at this school.
worked. However, DeLong's
tion to volleyball.
mother is now involved in an I've never experienced volleyball
"There is such a good atmooutreach ministry program.
sphere at this school. I've never
like this before'
"I fell in love with volleyexperienced volleyball like this
Bryon Delon,
ball early and started attending
before," DcLong said.
Outside Hitter
camps at age five," DcLong said.
Although the Pirates have
By the time she was playing at
lost their first two home games
Shadlc Park High School she vas
Del.ong doesn't want fans givhooked.
ing up on thcm just yet.
At 5 feet 9 inches, DeLong started out as a mid"I know we can do better. 1Ve are a really good
dle hitter but when she began playing at Spokane team and I want people to sec that: DeLong
Community College, DeLong played both middle said.
and outside hitter.
DeLong is determined to use her leadership
Being a veterinarian is DeLong's tentative goal and cohesiveness of the team to bring success on
for the future, and she is currently taking pre, the court.
Caleb Skytte/Whaftvrthian
veterinarian classes. Iler true passion is horses,
Contact Julia Bechtold at julia.bechtold@whitOutside hitter Brynn DeLong has been averaging 2.15 kills per gama for the and when shc is done playing volleyball she will
look to focus more on her career and gain expert- evorthian.com.
Pirates and has 101 kills this season.

Staff Writer

row,
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Bucs slip to second in NWC
David Rurik
Staff itrriter

Ibis weekend the Vhitworth men's soccer team was
put to the test in two conference games on Saturday, Sept.
at the University of Puget Sound, and Sunday, Sept.
at Pacific Lutheran University.
Saturday's game kicked off at 2:30 p.m. and went a full
96 minutes without a goal. It was ivhat you would call a
defensive-minded game. With a combined total of just
13 shots by both teams, the game proved a challenge for
the Pirates.
In overtime the Burs were awarded a penalty kick when
Logger goalkeeper, freshman Chris McDonald, made a
hard tackle on a Whitworth forward. Junior midfielder
Travis Gutierrez lined up for the penalty kick and sent
a rocket hito the upper right corner of the net, beating
McDonald and giving his team the win.
The goal was the first scored on McDonald in over 360
minutes, and it was his first loss of his collegiate career.
Goalkeeper for the l'irates, sophomore Brian Shape, had
an exceptional game with three saves on the afternoon.
This 1-0 win for the Pirates sent their record to 5-1-1
overall and 3-0-0 in NWC league play, while the Loggers
slipped to 4-5 and 1-2 in league play

"We have a great coach; wc were ready for this match,"
senior Elly Bulcga said. "Coach (Sean Bushey] knows exactly what we need to know about our opponents:*
Sunday's match against thc Pacific Lutheran University
Lutes was a game for the outright lead in the NWC. Both
the Lutes and the Pirates were 3-0-0 in the league heading into the match, and the game certainly lived up to

expectatiOns.
Heading into overtime the game was tied 1-1 (both
goals coming in the second half).
Whitworth held pressure on the Lutcs goal much of
the match while the Lutes had only a few through balls
that made it to the capable hands of Sherpe.
"We had so many onc on one opportunities that missed
wide by inches," Bulega said.
In the final seconds of overtime the Lutcs made a final
push and won with a second goal. This placed the Lutes
on top of the NWC with a perfect 4-0 record on the season while Whitworth fell to 3-1 in thc conference.
The Pirates come home to play Linfield on Oct. 3 and
Willamette on Oct. 4 here at Omache field. Both games
will be at 2:30 p.m.
Contact David Rurik at david.rurik@whitworthian.
coin.

Women runners take fourth
Danielle Douvikas
Staff Writer

Sophomore Dana Mister&
placed first in the women's five kilometer cross country race with a
time of 19;04.59 to lead Whit%vorth
to a fourth place finish at the Eric
Anderson Invitational on Sunday,
Sept. 27.
Sophomore Tonya Turner finished closely behind in third place
and freshman Joy Schuffcldt, junior
Kathyrn Williams and senior Emily
Morehouse rounded out Whitworth
scoring.
Gonzaga topped the field with 54
points and was followed closely by

MISTEREIC

GALLAGHER

Whitman with 60 tcam points. The
rest of the women's scores included:
Spokane Swifts 72, Whitworth 81,
Lewis and Clark State 88, CC of
Spokane 219, CCS Alumni 274, and
Great Falls 314.
Junior Nick Gallagher placed
fourth in the men's eight kilometer

race with a time of 26:20.89.
Teammate senior Dusty Casscria
placed 13th and Tyler Dudley placed
15th to add top scores for the Pirates' third place finish overall.
Lewis and Clark State and Gonzaga finished ahead of Whitworth
with 25 and 58 points, respectively
in thc boy's race.
Whitworth is scheduled to compete at the Willamette Invitational
next weekend.
race boasts onc of thc largest
fields at any meet on the west coast.

he

Contact Daniclle Dourikas at daniclIc.douvikasetAitworthiati.com.
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sports with colin zalewski

Truth in miracles:
Huskies trounce
Trojans in upset
There are moments in sports that drop our jaws, bring
us to our feet and dampen our pants. College football fans
everywhere were reimmursed in this phenomenon about
a week ago as we were all reminded: miracles do happen.
With merely seconds remaining and the game tied at
13, stud quarterback Jake Locker marched the University of Washington Huskies down the field, setting up a
winning field goal with three seconds remaining over the
University of Southern California Trojans. USC coach
Pete Carroll was in the middle of his o%vn nightmare as
the Trojan dynasty fell to a team outside of the top 25 for
the fourth year in a row.-There will most likely not be a
greater upset for the rest of the NCAA season.
Such an event could inspire paradigm shifts. In fact,
how about we raise another question? Why is Keith Beebe

not incorporating sports highlights into Core 150 curriculum? If anything is going to change a worldview, it
is going to be an immaculate reception or Bill Buckner's
World Series-costing fielding blunder.
Relishing in all of the Seattle area's glory right now,
Husky fans arc experiencing the reason sports mean so
much to people around the world. It is not about hitting
people, running fast or even winning a trophy; it is all
about the surprise. On any given day, anything can happen. That's why %ve play and that's why we watch. Whether
you are part of what is happening on the field or court or
you are a spcctator, you are experiencing something new
and exciting and genuine (barring steroid use... seriously
Major League Baseball?) every time you are there.
Sports miracles inspire. Sports miracles have the potential to change everyone involved. Here are a few you
might be familiar with:
MLR Baseball: Aug. 5, 2001-Cleveland Indians come
from behind by 12 runs, twice at Jacobs Field to defeat
the Seattle Mariners. The Mariners tied the 1906 Chicago
Cubs for most wins ever in one season with 116 in '01.
Then-manager Lou Piniclla surely was throwing bases in
the club house at losing pitcher Jose Paniagua after the
game, so close to a new record.
Whitworth: Nov. 7, 1908-Whitworth defeats the Oregon Ducks football tcam by a scorc of 16-10. lhose were
the good ole' days.
NCAA Football: Nov. 20, 1982-In case you were not
sure, there is a reason why musicians play in the band
instead of strapping on a helmet and hitting the gridiron.
With four seconds remaining in the rivalry game between
thc University of California and Standford University, the
Golden Bears uscd five lateral passes and some sweet
moves to dodge the Stanford band, which had rushed the
field, to reach the end zone for the winning touchdown
with no time remaining. Who blocked the tuba player?
Hockey: Feb. 22, 1980-The U.S. national hockey team,
comprised of amateur college players, takes down international hockey power, Russia, in arguably the greatest
moment in U.S. Olympic history. Unfortunately, the sport
still has not caught on much in the U.S.; Americans like
their teeth.
NBA: 1994 playoffs-It was the first time a No. 8 seed
had ever knocked off a No. 1 seed in NBA playoff history.
The Denver Nuggets, the marginal underdogs, gave the
Seattle Supersonics an unprecedented first round exit in
the 1994 playoffs. R.I.P. Sonics... Sorry; too soon.
The moral of the story is this: The sports world seems
to be one of God's favorite places to blow our minds.
Humans doing inhuman things at the most crucial moments. That is why we cannot stop playing and watching.
As an athlete, you wait your whole life for the opportunity
to take down the USC football team at home, wearing the
purple and gold. As a spectator, it is not about the pennant race; it is about Edgar Martinez stroking a walk off
double down the line against the Yankees and Ken Griffey
Jr. rounding third to win the game (poor Griffey's hamstrings used to be so beautiful).
So next time you are either involved in or viewing a
sporting event, find some enjoyment in the little things.
The quirks of the game are what make it what it is, right?
Especially find the players out there smiling, they will
usually be the star players because they are playing for
the love of the game. And do not take your eyes off of
them, because when it happens, when it is all on the line,
when it matters most, they will be there because they love
it, and they might just surprise you.
Contact Colin Zalewski at colin.zalewski@whitworthian.com.
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WHITPICS

ABOVE: The Whitworth

football team
celebrates during the Homecoming game on
Saturday.
Phao 17 Pan 1.21iya,,n'It'habwahl.:g
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LEFT: President Bill Robinson poses with
mascot Walker D. Plank.
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BELOW LEFT: B-Mac royalty, freshmen Tim

2

Gjelle and Jasmine Keller, wave to the crowd
during their coronation. The pair was crowned
king and queen after a duct tape fashion
show where they dressed like Pikachu and a
Pokeball.
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BOTTOM LEFT: Students hit the floor during

the Friday night Homecoming dance at the
Service Station. This was the first time the
homecoming dance was held off campus.
l'heto
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BELOW: Sophomore Bryce Griffiths,
sophomore Monte Chase, senior Eric Vander

Heyden, and sophomore Peter Hapke cheer on
the powerderpuff players on Sunday, Sept. 27.
The troupe of male cheerleaders
enthusiastically performed during the halftime
show and between plays.
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ilhe new e-mail system
will bentlit students in the
long run.

Por singer and songwriter
Chelsea Dasso, music is
more than just a hobby.
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Act Six will
.stop puiling
from Tacoma

/7"'.

Haley Atkinson
StitffWritcr
*%1

Me next cadre of Whitivorth's Act Six pro4,4

111

hin 'rigen/ Wiutwurtitan
Master In Teaching student Anna Collins-Wakeman performs at the second annual Terrain, a multl-genre art show at the
Music City Building, on Friday, Oct. 2. Mi show featured visual art, muslc and dandng from Whitworth students as well as
members of the Spokane community.
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More females in attendance
Evanne Montoya
Staff Writer

he

total fentale-to-male
student ratio at Vhitivorth
rose this year, while die undergraduate female-to-male
ratio decreased slightly.
1'hitworth's Tenth Day
Enrollment Repon, a publication released by Gary
Whisenand, director of institutional research, revealed
that the percent of kinale
students now enrolled is 59.7
percent, up from 58.9 percent last fall. Undergraduate
enrollment figures showed
a decrease in the female-tomale ratio of about a tenth of
a percent, with the current
ratio at 5,1.9 percent female.
The female-to-male ratio
is rising in many colleges
nationwide. Dean of admissions 1:red Pfursich, who
has been at Vhitworth for
20 years, saitl the school has
been working with this issue
piusE
RECKLE

t

4r,

for much of his time l'ere.
'1 think in 'he late 90s we
were more imbalanced than
sve are now.," he said, giving an estimate of about 58
to 60 percent female undergraduales. "We were seemg and hearing trends that
diere were more (males in
college in general, which is
great, but we WCIC conscious
of what that meant to the in-

stitution."
Since that time. NVIiit%vota has been making an
effort to keep the gentler
makeup balanced.
"We don% try to have a 50 50 split because not only is it
unattainable, but it doesn't
reflect the applicant pool,"
said Pfursich, stating that
they tried to keep the ratio at
about 55-45. I le added that
it becomes more difficult to
equali7e the gender ratio as it
becomes more imbalanced.
Efforts being matie to try
to accomplish that goal in-
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be comprised of students from the
Spokane arca only.
*Ibis is the first year since its founding in
2002 dial thc Act Six program at Whitworth
has not selected applicants from the Seattle
and 'l'acorna arcas.
Kathy Storm, vice president for student life,
said die decision to pul( exclusively from SpoUne was based on three key variables, the first
being that other campuses in die l'acorna and
Seattle area now off« the Act Six program.
Students from those arcas now have the opportunity ti) participate in tlic prograin by enrolling at other institutions.
lile second reason is the support of die
Spokane community, and tire desire of the
community to sce this program benefiting the
students ofSpokane, Storm said.
third variable involves cost. Storm said
since its founding the overall cost of the prograos has increased. A large portion of the increase is due to cross-state travel.
"In my experience students involved in the
Act Six program bring such wonderful leadership backgrounds to campus:. Storm said.
"These students have liad a real influence on
the campus:*
Storm said she is very appreciative of their
presence on campus.
"I ant very grateful for the specific impact
the Act Six scholars llave had on Whitwortlis
campus," Storm said. 'lile campus has benefited through the program."
'hie decision was put in to action after being
addressed by an advisory group and brought
tc.) President Bill Robinson's cabinet, Storm
said. The cabinet decided to follow the recommendation made by the advisory group.
Junior Luis Flores, an Act Six scholar, said
he was disappointed lirat Whitivortlis Act Six
program will now solely choose scholars from
Spokane.
"I was originally drawn to the program by
the fact that Act Six was pulling from only the
l'acorna and Seattle arcas to contribute to the
Spokane community," Flores said. "I want the
program to expand, but I don't want the program to lose its initial focus. lt ivill lose the
social and economic perspective that Tacoma
and Seattle students contribute to the classroom and dorm life."
Flores remains an advocate of the Act Six
program. I k said he most appreciates the
feeling ofcommunity that the program builds
within the Act Six catires and at Whitworth.
Junior and Act Six scholar Lindy Tep said
he understands the importance ofpulling sintieras from Spokane to take part in the Act Six
program at Whitworth, but he wishes the program would continue to accept students from
gran% will

Male and Female Enrollment at Whitworth
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elude building up and advertising majors that typically interest males, ivorking
on athletics, and enhancing
campus life, Pfursich said.
The admissions departlitem measures the gender
balance in the number of
students admitted who have
confirmed by late February
or March each year. This

Animal Security Report

Arara Kenoly,'Whitkvrthl.in

measurement can affect the
way the department proceeds from that point.
Ve try to approach the issue by looking at the qualities
of each student, so it doesn't
ever come to comparing a
female to a male," Pfursich
said. "If we feel like the genSee RATIO, page 3
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not to come:
The current state of the economy
may be a factor in the decision of
some students to not return. he said.
Other cases are different.
"At the last minute a few enrolled
international students couldn't come,"
he said. "A few could not get visas:
An additional factor contributing
to the low number of matriculated
day students in attendance this year is
a record number of three-year graduates abscnt from this year's senior

class.
"Twenty-seven students from the
entering class of
2006
graduated
in three years,"
"One year early, we have 2006,
Whiscnand said.
students. We are right on with "That is interesting
and unusual."
the strategic plan"
Projected enroll-

tain a larger number of students than
in previous years.
Whisenand said
this is a record
Gary Whisenand,
ment of returning
number of firstDirector °Mutational Research
students is always
year matriculated
a moving target.
day student's.
Wendy Olson,
Whisenand said.
'We're always
director of financial
aid. said the amount of financial aid concerned when students decide to
given to students for the 2009-2010 not return to Whitworth: Whisenand
school ycar was higher than the fig- said.
Part of this concern is due to the
ure projected.
Olson said a budget is created each desire to see students who have not
year for the number of students ex- yet graduated through to their gradupected to attend Whitworth the fol- ation, he said.
lowing school year.
Whisenand said Kathy Storm, vice
"Financial aid is set aside based on president for student lifc, is in the
the number of students anticipated in proccss of putting together a committhc budget: Olson said. "This year. tee to look at retention issues.
Whitworth has had an excellent
returning and new students received
more funding from Whitworth:
graduation rate overall, Whisenand
In spite of the large size of the en- said.
tering class, thc overall numbcr of
'Mc strategic plan statcs our goal
full-time matriculated day students is to gain 240 students each year,
was lower than the number desired and to have 2,000 full-time students
by fall 2010. One ycar early, wc have
and projected. Whiscnand said.
Ihis was primarily due to a lower 2,006 students. We arc right on with
numbcr of returning students than the strategic plan: Whisenand said.
"As we develop the next strategic
expected.
'There are i few empty spots in the plan, wc will be asking whether wc
dormitories because of this, he said. want to continuc to grow at 2 percent
'But not many. The dorms arc 98 per- per year, or slow down the growth, or
cent full."
grow faster," he said.
Olson said the drop in the percentProjected enrollment for thc enage of returning students did not have tering full-time class of 2009 shifted
a significant impact on the financial throughout last year, he said.
aid office.
"At one point we thought there
There are various reasons students would be 525 new full-time students
choose to not return to Whitworth.
enrolling. Later we thought 540 to
"Every year there is what wc refer 560. Still later we estimated there
to as a summer meltdown: he said. would be 570: Whisenand said.
"A certain number of people who
confirm on Nlay I decide somewhere
Contact Candace Pontoni at canbetween then and the first semester dace.pontoni@whitworthian.com.

Editor-hi-Chief
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The number of full-time and parttime students at Vhitworth grew
from 2,674 in fall 2008 to 2,781 in fall
2009, according to the Tenth Day Enrollment Report.
The targetgrowth for thc institution
was 3 percent. said Gary Whisenand.
director of institutional research.
"Overall, the institution grew by 4
percent," Whisenand said.
Both the full-time entering cohort,
at 555 students, and continuing studies department, at
334 students, con-
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Candace Pontoni
News Editor

ASWU general elections for zone representatives and for senator of Baldwin-Jenkins Ilan
were held on Sept. 30.
Student voters elected freshman Amanda
Jibby scnator of Baldwin-Jenkins, freshman
Kendra Greenwood representative of Warren,
junior Barrett Anderson representative of the
East and Duvall zone, and junior Christine
Del raven representative of the Theme House
and Shalom zone, according to a campus wide
c-mail sent Oct. I by Dayna Coleman, assistant

dean of students.
A run-off election for the representative of
the Arend and Baldwin-Jenkins zone was held Thursday,
Oct. 1.1he run-off election
was held due to the failure of
any of the three candidates
for the position to gain 45
percent of the votes during
the primary election.
Freshman Garrctt Thomas was elected representative
JIBRY
of thc Arend and BaldwinJenkins zonc in the Oct. 1
election. Other candidates
for the position wcrc sophomore Elltot Santos and
freshman George Pimnts

Primary elections tvere
held on Monday, Sept. 28.
Candidates who moved GREENWOOD
on to the general election
after the primary included
sophomore Gabriel ConIon- for
Baldwin-Jenkins
Senator, freshman Rebecca
Cuniff for thc East/Duvall
zone representative, junior
Patrick Kenney for Varrcn representative, and junior Christine Del laven for ANDERSON
Theme House/Shalom representative, said Tyler Hamilton, ASWU Executive Vicc
President.
Santos filed a grievance
pertaining to the ASWU
election proccss for zone
representatives at the close
of the primary elections.
In the grievance, Santos
DEHAVEN
referred to the outcome of
the primary elections. Arend residents Santos and
Pimms III had each received
40 votes in thc election.
Baldwin-Jenkins resident
Thomas received 68 votes.
Santos stated in the grievance he believed that he
and Pimms III would split
THOMAS
the vote in the general elections as they had in the primary elections, giving Thomas, thc only Baldwin-Jenkins resident
running for the position, an advantage.
"It was clear that BJ had a bias. People have
dorm loyalties," Santos said.
In an e-mail sent to Santos, Pimms Ill and
Thomas Sept. 29, Hamilton WRAC the ASWU
student elections committee had determined
the zone representative position would continue to represent both Arend and BaldwinJenkins Halls.
"[The act of] separating the dorms as two
different voting entities is counterproductive to
seeing thc representative position as covering
all constituents and not just one dorm: Hamilton wrote.
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Major sees drop in students
Ira McIntosh
Assistant Nes Editor
There has been a decrease in the number of
economics and business majors at Whit%vorth.
According to the Tenth Day Enrollment
Report, there has been a drop in the number
of students majoring in the economics and
business department over the course of three
years. 'There arc currently 294 economic majors, while in 2006 there vere 357.
"A couple years ago we changed all our requirements for majors, and one of the results of
those changes was that it became much harder
to double major in say business management
and economics or accounting," said Richard
Schatz, professor of economics and business.
I le %vent on to say that while the number
of majors has dropped, the number of people
with a major within the department has not
dropped. There are just fover double and triple
majors.
"fWe are) considering putting entrance
requirements on admission to our majors,"
Schatz said.
Schatz said the reason for the change is so
that %Vhitworth can be more competitive %vith
other top public and private universities.
However, Whitworth isn't having a prob.

1

other areas as well.
"%Ve have a lot of friends and
family %vlio want to come to Whit%vorth and be part of Act Six, so
taking the program out of Tacoma
is really personal to us. It feels like
a slap in the face," Tep said.
Tcp said that despite his disappointment about the shift in Act
Six. he has noticed positive changes that have come about as a result

of the program.
"Mc best part, tu be holiest, has
been seeing how Act Six has made
a difference," Tep said. "Watching
the evolution of what we, as Act
Six, have accomplished, on campus and after graduation. It has
also been inspirational to see how
Tacoma has been transformed:
Tcp said he appreciates the welcoming attitude of %Vhit%vorth's
faculty toward thc program and
the students involved.
"Whitwortlis rcaction toward
Act Six has always bccn openness,"
he said. "During the racial tcnsion
in Oregon last year thc faculty were
genuine and sincere toward the
situation. lhe Whitworth community fully supports the programr
freshman and Act Six scholar
Mcklit Kalebessa said she was sad-

"I've really enjoyed teaming up
with the Tacoma students," Kalebcssa said. "Seeing each other
made everything worthwhile. We
would text cach other every day. I
felt like %ve %verc really close, cvcn
though %ve vere far apart."
Kalebessa said shc thinks the
training and activities of the program will stay the same in spite of
thc change.
lhe opportunity for some Tacoma students to learn in a differetit
environment than that in which
they were raised %vill be lost, shc
said.
"Tacoma is more of an urban
area than Spokane. It has more
struggles. You can't compare Tacoma and Spokane. Act Six allows
Tacoma kids to get out of negative
experiences and be a part of leadership opportunities," Kalebessa
said.
Kalebessa said there are many
good parts about the Act Six program.
"Coming together, getting to
know cach other, the special bond
wc develop, the commitment we
share, and goals wc have 'for onc
another are the best parts of the
program: Kalebessa said. We
come here with the goal of improving our lives and the Whitworth community."

1

der balance is somewhat in jeopardy,
however, we may be inclined to offer
more of those last spots to males."
The Tenth [)ay Enrollment Report
also showed gender imbalances in some
fields of study, most notably physics,
math and computer science, nursing
and education. Physics, math and computer science are male dominated, with
12.6 percent and 30.2 percent feniales
respectively. Nursing and education
have more females, with 81.8 percent
females in education, and 91.3 percent
females in the pre-nursing and nursing
programs.
Alissandra Paschkowiak, English
lecturer and instructor of %vomen and
gender studies classes at Whitworth,
said that the fields men and %vomen
choose are impacted greatly by socialization.
"I think that no matter how hard society trics there are still these underly-

Unidentified man
seen on campus,
at theme house
Ed Kelly, director of facilities services, sent an e-mail
on Oct. 2 to all Whitworth

Sophie Seitero/Whitworthian

pearances shouldn't matter," Barncson said.
He went on to say that he is glad that the
numbers have decreased.
"It's about thc quality of the education, not
about the numbers,".Barneson said.
Contact Ira McIntosh at iraancintosh@whitWO rthian.coni.

Reasons for pulling Act Six students
exclusively from Spokane
Colleges in the Seattle and Tacoma area now offer the Act Six

program as well.

To benefit Spokane students nd s

pport the local commun

3)To decrease program çosts.

students and staff regarding the activities of a suspicious individual seen in the
Whitworth vicinity and on
campus.
The unidentified man
was attempting to sell magazines inside a dormitory on
campus and near a Whitworth theme house located
on Waikiki, and behaving
in a suspicious manner, according to the e-mail.
"Security responded and
looked for the individual
but due to the time lag between the observation and
thc rcport to security, they
were unable to locate the
individual," Kelly wrote.
It is a violation to scll
magazines on campus.
Unidentified individuals
should not be allowed entry into Whitworth's access
controlled buildings as they
pose a potential thrcat.
"If someone that you do
not know tries to follow you
into a dorm or other card
controlled building or asks
you to let them in, it is absolutely correct to ask them to
show you thcir NVhitworth
ID card; Kelly wrotc. "If
they cannot produce their
ID card, immediately call
Securit y."

!Unruh Kurnits/Whdisvriltain

Kalebessa said the Act Six program is providing opportunities
for hcr sho did not have in high
school, and that she is grateful.
"I really hope and expect that the
Act Six program will be offered in
different cities again, and in even
more cities than before," Kalebessa
said. More Ocople deserve the opportunity to be involved."
The first Act Six program cadre
was selected from Tacoma in 2002.
Members of the cadre were enrolled at Whitworth in 2003. The
program has since expanded to
other campuses.
Tim Herron, the national director of Act Six, wrote in a recent
e-mail that the program was initiated in Tacoma by the Northvest

ing attitudes that girls should be in the
humanities and social sciences," she

RATIO
continued frosn page

current Whitworth students into the business
school," I linnenkamp said. "It is designed to
provide the student with a very broad and high
level overview of all arcas of business'
Ile also said that many non-business students who take the intro course for elective
credit decide to change their major to some
aspcct of business.
Sophomore economics major Kurt Barncson
said the way the numbers look on paper should
not drastically affect the school.
"If the students are majoring in what they
%vant and getting the degrees they want, ap-

Students Majoring in Economies or Business

dcned by the decision.

ACT SIX
continued from page

lem with its marketing of the School of Global
Commerce & Management.
"lhe vast majority of our students leave
%Vhitworth . and the business school with a
great degree of satisfaction," Craig Hinnenkamp, interim dean of the School of Global
Commerce & Management, said.
Ile went on to say that the most effective
tool to bring in students is the department's
own students and alumni.
"I think this does more for us in terms of recruiting new students than anything else %ve do
in the arca of marketing," I Iinnenkamp said.
The department also uses the Introduction
to Business course to attract students.
"Pt) is very much focused on recruiting

said.

to connect urban ministries and
faith-based colleges in order to
equip emerging urban leaders to
engage thc college campus and
their communities at homer Herron %vrote.
Herron wrote that to him, thc
most exciting aspects of thc program are "seeing urban young
people discover their passions,
develop as leaders, fall in love %vith
their communitics and use their
education and gifts to bless those
communitiesr
Contact Hale)' Aikinson haley.
atkinson@whitsvorthian.com.

LIVE & WORK IN JAPAN!

JET

Pfursich agrees that social ideas have
an effect on the majors people choose,
as well as family attitudes and educa-

tion experiences.
"I think it's a concern," he said. "Ve
realize we are fighting an uphill battle
in those specific majors."
In spite of the imbalance in certain
arcas, Pdschkowiak feels progress is being made.
"I think that my experience at Whitworth has been very encouraging in
terms of the push to achieve gender
parity," she said. "Whitworth is trying
to create an environment in %vhich both
men and %vomen can safely and happily
study and work."

Leadership Foundation in partnership %vith Whitworth.
"lhe program was established

TA* Jipan

Exchange

3. Teaching

Board of Trustees meetings are scheduled to take
place Oct. 7, 8 and 9. The
board %vill discuss a number
of topics, including Whitworth's satellite campus in
Costa Rica and the 20102015 strategic plan.
Board committees are in
place to address issues pertaining to executive affairs,
academic affairs, finance and

administration, institutional
advancement and student.
services. Matters pertaining
to buildings and grounds,
endowment, and recognitions will be addressed by
subcommittees.
The Board of Trustees
Plenary Session will take
place Fri., Oct. 9.

Compiled by Candace Pontoni
Sourres:
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In the scene story about
studying abroad, the wrong
location was given for the
International
Education
Center. It is located in Lindaman Center, not Hawthorne Hall.
The Whitworthian is committed to prodding

Area:Wes selashatoci deoiliao Nonmloes 24. 2009

Contact &muse Afontoya at evanne.
niontop@whitworthian.com.

Trustees to arrive
on Oct. 7, session
times scheduled

lama

the Whitworth community with the most accurate information posstie. The Whitwcithian never knowingly pubii!les inaccuracies. If
yvu hare a cortuneot or question about the
fairness or accuracy of a story, send an e-mail
to eclitot@whivothiancom
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Rio picked over

Chicago, Madrid,
Tokyo for Games
Rio de Janeiro won
the right to host the 2016
Summer Games on Friday
in a landslide victory over
contender Madrid.
Chicago was considered
a frontninner along with
Rio coming into the vote.
The first-round elimination
came as a surprise considering President Obama's
participation in thc final
presentation.
After Chicago, Tok-yo
as voted out in the second
round, leaving Madrid and
Rio.
"It's an important message to -send it to a place

that never had the Olympic Games," Namibian IOC
member Frankie Fredericks
said."It's an important message to the rest of the world
that it's possible to host thc
Olympic Games7

Recent talks with
Iran leave Tehran
ready to negotiate
U.S. National Security Adviser Jim Jones said
Tchran is now willing to
negotiate, following talks
this week between Iran and
major powers.
It has been announced
that inspectors from the
U.N. would visit a newly
revealed nuclear sitc in the
Iranian city of Qom, on
Oct. 25.
"We now have an Iran
that is willing to come to
the table," Jones" told CBS
television on Sunday.
The head of the U.N. International Atomic Energy
Agency, Mohamed ElBaradei, said inspectors would
ensure the Qom facility was
for peaceful purposes.
Tehran insists it has the
right to develop nudear facilities for energy purposcs,
but the revelation of the
second enrichment facility
has heightened fears among
Western governments that
it is trying to develop nuclear weapons.

Thursday's quake
leaves 1,000 dead
and 3,000 missing
A 7.6-magnitude quake

struck off the coast of Padang on Wednesday, Sept.
30. A second quake of 6.8
struck nearby on Thursday,
causing panic but no damage or casualties.
Four days after the 7.6
tremor in Sumatra, the scale
of the disaster is becoming
clear. Entire villages have
been destroyed. About 1,000
people are known to have
died. Up to 3,000 more are
said to be missing.
While rescue efforts are
still concentrated in Padang,
concern is increasing about
areas outside the city.
Sources: BBC USA Today.
The New York Toms

Compikd by Ira McIntosh

Annual security report released
occurred on campus and none of the reported
instanccs involved non-Whitworth property.
Though the number of liquor law violations
The annual Campus Security Report is now has been higher each year than the number
available to Whitworth students, faculty and reported in 2006. the 2008 report shows a destaff according to an e-mail sent by Nlarisha crease in liquor law violations since 2007.
Some students feel reassured by the report
Hamm, manager of environmental health, safefindings.
ty and security on Sept. 30.
"I'm surprised the number of occurences is
The security report includes statistics of reports filed with the security office in 2008. lhe so low. It is reassuring," sophomore Peter Annis said.
report also includes a defiFreshman Jeff Campbell
nition of the role of campus
said
%Vhitworth is a safe enthe
seeing
we
have
feel
secure,
in
maintaining
security
safety of Whitworth students security roaming 2417. I've been vironment.
"1 feel pretty safc after
and faculty.
here for three years and never
looking at the statistics7
According to the report,
felt unsafe'
Campbell said.
a total of 53 criminal ofJunior Marine Melin, an
Lindy Tep,
fenses, including 21 cases of
Junior
international student from
burglary, four cases of moFrance, said the report shows
tor vehicle theft, two drug
%Vhitworth has a safer enviviolations and 26 liquor law
violations, were reported to liare occurred on ronment than arcas in her country.
"I now feel safer after reading the e-mail becampus in 2008. Both drug violations resulted
in arrest and judicial referral. All 26 alcohol cause in France it's more dangerous, and We
have great security at Whitvorth," Mclin said.
violations resulted in judicial referrals.
Other students offer praisc for on-campus
Figures listed in the 2008 report arc loutr
than the total number of criminal offenses re- security.
"The security guard Bill [Davis] is an angel:*
ported in 2007 over the same range of violation
categories. A total of 77 violations were report- freshman Eric Mahaney said.
The constant presence of thc security officers,
ed in 2007, with 50 cases resulting in judicial
referrals for liquor law violations. Three motor who patrol the campus 24 hours a da), puts
ehicle thcfts, three drug law violations, and 50 some students at case.
"I feel secure. seeing we have sccurity roamliquor law violations were reported on campus.
All of the drug and liquor law violations result- ing 24/7. I've been here for three years and I
ed in judicial referrals.
never felt unsafe:* junior Lindy Tep said.
A sexual offense listed in the 2007 report
Junior Patrick Kenney said during the three
took place off campus, and one motor vehicle years he has been at %Vhitworth. he has never
theft listed in the 2007 report involved public felt unsafe.
property. All instances listed in thc 2008 report
"I've walked around campus at 4 a.m. and

Andy Song
Staff Writer

NI

still felt really safe," Kenney said.
Freshman Diana Cron said she was concerned after seeing the number of motor vehicle
thefts and burglaries listed in both the 2007 and
2008 reports.
"It's a relief that I didn't bring my car after
witnessing these results7 Croo said.
The fact that no incidences of sexual offense
were listed in the 2008 report is a reassurance
for Tep.
"I remember there was a rape incident last
year, but it was off campus. Still, I didn't feel
comfortable letting female friends walk alone."
Tep said.
report includes rules that members of

e

the Whitworth community should abide if they
witncss or are victimized by any activities determined to be prohibited by Whitworth administrators.
"I agree with our rules but no amount of rules
will prevent students from violating them,"
freshman Ian Frye said. "If any crimes are seen,
I believe they should be reported immediately7
In the report. Ilamm states, "The purpose of
this Campus Security Report is to make available to all current students and employees, and,
upon request, to any applicant for enrollment
or employment, an annual security report that
includes specific security policies and statistics
concerning criminal offenses that occurred on
or near campus and were repOrted to campus
security authorities and/or the Spokane County
Sheriff's Department."

Contact
thian.com.

And

Song id gunly.song @whit wor-

Students involved in West Central
Candace Pontoni
Iskus Editor
New developments in the West
Central neighborhood are taking
place as a result of the work Whitworth students have done in the
area.
A group of %Vhitworth graduate
gudents who took a summer class
taug,ht in part by Rhosetta Rhodes,
director of service learning and
community engagement center for
conflict transformation, made suggestions to the %Vest Central neighborhood council on how to improve
communication with the residents
in the area.
Two months ago, thc Whitworth
students working with us suggested
that we create a communication
committal to facilitate discussion
about safety issues in the neighborhood," said Brenda Corbett, chair of
the council.
The coundl took the advice offered by the %Vhitworth students.
The newly formed cbmmunication
committee discusses social and governance issues as well as matters pertaining to safety, she said.
"We've discovered through discussion within the committee that
one of the best things we can do to
make the neighborhood safer is to
light it up," she said.
As a result of this, the council
has created a goal of securing more
lighting for the neighborhood.
Decisions reached by the committee on how to make the neighborhood safer are featured in a neigh-

d d

borhood newsletter.
The graduate students working
with Corbett also recently compiled
a list of all social agencies that have
done work in the %Vest Central community.
With the education and tools thc
Whitworth students provided to us,
I feel more capable discussing our
needs with business associaticais,"
Corbett said.

The %Vhitworth
students
suggested the council
form their own
assobusiness
ciation, Corbett

In two weeks. council members
will mect a new group of 'Whitworth
students who will continue data col-

exist in the community," Soden said.
The West Central neighborhood
has received two grants as a result

lection and other work within the
%Vest Central community, Corbett
said.
"The partnership between %Vhitworth and %Vest Central is very active shc said. "%Vhitworth has given
u.s a spark. We're going to fan that
into a flame
Rhodes said

of vast mapping projects begun by

Whitworth

"Whitworth has given us a
spark. We're going to fan that
into a flame!'

has had a long.
standing relationship with
the %Vest Central
community.

Brenda Corbett,
said.
West Central Ndghbothood Council Chair
That possibility
"%Vhit worth
has made collabof forming a business association is
oration with the
still under discusSpokane comsion by council members.
munity to alleviate poverty a priorThe council does hope to entice ity while building assets to advance
businesses to the %Vest Central arca and sustain the community7 Rhodes
in the near future, Corbett s.aid.
said. Our goal is to carry this for"Right now, we have the bad repu- ward and work with the community
tation of being garbage and crime in a comprehensive way7
ridden:* she said.
The Service Learning department
The prospect of bringing busi- addresses the social health, economnesses into the area will be depen- ic development. work force developdent on thc ability of the council ment and community planning of
to improve the current reputation, the West Central neighborhood.
Corbett said.
"Whitworth's involvement in West
Assistance offered by other uni- Central fits with the goal of commuversities was not as constant as that nity engagement discussed in the
offered by Rhodes and her students, strategic plan. Students who are inCorbett said.
volved leave the campus and go into
"Other universities have tried, but neighborhoods," said Dale Soden,
did not offer a consistent contact vice president for planning.
"A mapping project of the arca has
with whom we could communicate7
Corbett said.
helped to identify assets that already

%Vliitworth students, Corbctt said.

"Whitworth students prtuide us
with organizational tools," she said.
"Anytime I need data, or a walk-

through of the neighborhood, thcy
provide that."
Corbett said the data collected by
%Vhitworth students is casy to inter-

pret
The involvement of Whitworth
students frees volunteer hours for
coundl members.
"We don't have to spcnd as much
time collecting data' shc said
Soden said thc relatioruhip between %Vhitworth and the %Vest
Central community bsan in 1992
when Doris and Don Leibert, both
former 'Whitworth professors, created the 'Westminster House along
with five %Vhitworth students.
"The Westminster House offers
tutoring and hosts various neighborhood activities7 Seden said.
%Vhitworth's Service Learning
department became involved in the
neighborhood at a later time, Seden

said
"The main objective is to be a
positive agent for accomplishing
goals established by the community,"
Soden said.

.'ve want more learning experiences for our students7 he said.
Contact Candace Pontoni at candace.pontoni@whituvrthiaitconi.
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How do you feel about the e-mail system change?
EDITORIAL: IN THE LOOP
Vote in the poll online at whitworthian.com or e-mail thoughts to editor@whitworthian.com.

Stay positive despite
semester challenges
For most Vhitworth students, September
was filled with excitement and happiness.

Whether you wcrc a freshman experiencing college life for the first time, a returning
student reuniting with friends you hadn't
seen for months or an upperclassmen living in your own place off campus, September brought lots of reasons to be joyful, or
at least content. New classes are often most
interesting in the beginning, Homecoming
provided lots of activities in which to participate and the weather was nice enough to
get out and enjoy the outdoors.
Now October has come, and for many
the enchantment of September has disappeared. All of a sudden wc have papers to
write and tests to study for. We now know
everyone we live with, beginning-of-theyear activities have passed and it's too cold
to do much outside. October is when the
grumbling begins.
Your roommate has an annoying habit.
Your Core D-group leader is a hard grader.
You hate thc rain or the cold. Your podmates
never clean the bathroom. It's hard lo get up
early for your morning class. Vhitworth is
too far from downtown. The food in the cafetera isn't quite up to par with home cooking, There aren't enough people to date at
Whitworth. There's nowhere to park.
It's easy to list off the things that annoy
us. Even the happiest person on campus
can fitui it within them to complain about
some part of Whitworth life. But more often
than not, students tend to complain about
the small details and forget to look at Whitworth's numerous positive aspects.
Student leadership actively works to
make sure all the students around them arc
feeling connected to the community. There
are numerous events on campus each week,
from lectures to concerts to magic shows to
poetry readings to art shows. The majority
of professors know the namcs of students
in their classes, and many students are on
a first-name basis with several faculty and
staff. Whitworth is known among its peers
as a strong school; US News and World Report consistently ranks Whitworth among
the best universities in the west.
It's pretty common to run into a student
with a complaint about how hard a class is,
but how oftcn do you hear a student saying
he's not getting his tuition's worth? Spokane
may not have much oía night life compared
to cities like Los Angeles or New York, but
no one can claim there's a shortage ofevents
to go to on campus.
That being said, student concerns and
complaints should not be brushed offnor arc they. One of Whitworth's greatest
strengths is that the faculty and administrators arc constantly looking for student feedback. Recently, ASWU members conducted
a campus-wide survey seeking student feedback on a variety of opinions; a report compiled from those answers will be presented
to the Board of Trustees this week as a way
to conncct students with the Board.
So if you have complaints, don't be afraid
to share them, but do so constructively. If
you want to share a concern with someone
on the faculty or staff, talk to your RA or
another student leader. They'll point you in
the right direction and maybe even give a
little advice along the way.
But make an attempt to keep counting
your blessings. As the October atmosphere
starts to get all of us down, do your bcst to
keep those around you on the upswing.
Whitworth really is a great place. Let's do
our part to make it even better.
Editorials iti the In the Loop-section reflect
the majority opinion af tlie Editorial Board,
which is made up offive editors.

"Sure, I would love to partake in that
which makes my life worthwhile,

but have yet another
e-mail account to check."
I

Lucas ticJa Whit styrthian

Don't fear the e mail change
JEROD

JARVIS
omms I DOOR

If there's onc thing history has taught us, it's that change is
good. Without change, cars would never have caught on, farmers would still plow fields by hand, and we'd all still think that "I
Love Lucy" is edgy entertainment.
Of course, if there's anything else that history has taught us,
it's that as long as there's been change, there's been the fear of
change. If you listen to the side of history that didn't make it, you
probably still believe the airplane is an affront to God, television
is a passing fad and sliced bread is absolutely not the best thing
since anything.
All that to say, the new e-mail system is a change. And yes,
while change rouses us out of our sleepy, comfortable fear-mongering ruts, it is a good change.
Rumor has it that the big impetus behind the switchover was
thc number of complaints received about the old system not having enough storage space. If you were one of those complaining,
rejoice! Your new account has more storage than you'll probably
know what to do with. There's a good chance you could make a
New Year's resolution to never delete any messages and not run
out of space until you're too old to care.
That experiment would also be made possible by the fact that
the accounts will remain active 'after graduation. The benefits
of this might not be immediately apparent, but bear with me.
One of the complaints I've heard about the new system is that
for upperclassmen who are using their school e-mail to contact
potential employers, or to set up internships, or to do any of the
professional computer mediated communicating that upperclassmen are known to do, will have to go through the hassle of
making sure all those contacts get the new e-mail address.

Admittedly, this will be an irritating step. But when it's finished, you won't ever have to do it again unless you want to. On
the old system, you would have had to go through this address
revolution after you graduated anyway, because your account
would have been deactivated. This way, you're just getting it done
a little bit early, and your contacts can continue to use the new
Whitworth e-mail address for as long as you want them to.
The new system also grants students access to a host of tools
which I suspect will prove useful and productive in the months
to come. The most intriguing of these tools are Office Live and
the Skydrive. Office Live is essentially Microsoft Office online.
You can create, edit, view and share Word documents, Povierpoint presentations, and Excel spreadsheets all online, from any
computer. So you could write your paper in your room, then go
to class and pull it up.and print it there. Creating Powerpoint
presentations for classes won't require you to remember to bring
a flash drive on Monday morning at 8 a.m. anymoreyour slide
show will be Availing for you in your Office Live account.
The Skydrive is also a powerful tool. It's a child of the new
"cloud storage" phenomenon that's drawing "000s" and "aaahs"
from geek crowds around the world. Think of it as your student
drive on the Whitworth network, but accessible from anywhere
you have an Internet connection. You can save any file to it, and
be able to access it from class, from home or from your Uncle
Bill's house in France. It could potentially also make group projects much easier. Groups could store their work on the Skydrive
and share it with each other, ensuring that everyone will have
access to the file when they need it.
It really is'a much better system, and ultimately a necessary
upgrade from the archaic client that we've been using all this
time.
Don't fear the change, airplane haters. It's a good thing.
JARVIS is a junior majoring in journalism. Comments can be sent to jerocijarvisgwhitwór-

thian.com.
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WHITWORTH SPEAKS OUT: WHAT'S YOUR OPINION OF WHITWORTH'S MALE-TO-FEMALE RATIO?

I think it's
excellent.The
odds are good,
but the goods
are odd. Except
for Warren!'

Andrew Repsokt
freshman

I feel like it's

I wish there

pretty even. I

were more
men! Pretty
much 90/10."

It could be worse.

Taylor Foranda,
sophomore

Leah Waruinge,

guess I really
just don't pay

it's not too bad.
But let's get more

boysr

attention.'

Henry Williams,

junior

sophomore
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lhe
A COLUMN BY JEROD JARVIS
IVekorne to The luse, whew you can come when you're not sure
what exactly you stunt out of your newspaper reading experience.
Each week, I'll deliver something off the wall/unexpected/totally
bonkers jir your reading pleasure, and you can then write me
scathing letters about how Vus contributing to the death of serious
journalism.

Aiken Ben kvt,Whionythun

Eating healthy on campus
campus arc freshmen and sophomores who haven't
learned to make healthy choices with food: Jacob
JACOUELYN
said.
WHEELER
So what about the ones who have?
Well, if you take your time, use your resources,
and are a little more adventurous more can be done
in Saga than you might think.
I %as a little disgruntled this year about being reRcmcmbcr your freshman year when you may
quired to have a meal plan sincc I live on campus.
or may not have taken a fcw months to realize that
I ivas going to write this article on how students on
thcrc wasn't anything edible in Saga besides burgers
campus should not be required to have meal plans,
and pizza? Or maybe you are still there, in which
but I realized that there is a lot to be gained from the
case, I urge you to venture over to international or
way wc do things, and if we open our eyes and are
vegetarian food.
creative, there's much more to Saga than we realize.
Eating in Saga is like decrypting a code. People
This summcr I set a number of goals. Learning are buzzing everywhere and wc are all just trying to
to cook and cat well were a couple of them. To help decide what wc want to grab so we can go sit With
me accomplish these goals, I read a book called "In whomever we came with and gci out of the chaos.
Defense of Food," by Michael Pollan. Basically, this I urge you to slow down and browse your options.
book-changed my whole perspective on the expe- Consider combining entrees and side dishes from
rience of cooking and eating. It presented three different arcas. Or if you are a vegetarian who
main rules to govern what we
doesn't like thc vegetarian opput into our bodies: Eat food, not
tions, thc international veggies
too much and mostly plants. It
"Instead of Frendi Dip Friday
and sauce are usually cooked sepsounds simple enough, but it was this week, I had the vegetarian arate from the meat. Try mixing
thc first one that got me. llost of
entree and it tumed out to be different things together.
what we cat is manufactured and,
If you arc convinced that your
the best meal I have had in a
in the eyes of the author, ought
needs or wants are not being acnot to count as food. The healthicommodated, ask thc chef. There
est diet is thc purest dict (fewest
is either more than you realize,
ingredients, fewest preservatives,
or it is possible they will listen to
fewest sweeteners, etc.) I enjoyed
what you have to say and change what they sem
the control I had over my eating habits. Sodexo has based on what they know students want to sec.
seized that control from me, as I can't afford to cook
A number of vegetarian students arranged a
my own food and have the required meal plan. Most meeting with Sodexo during which thcy let them
of us can't-they're expensive.
know what sorts of things they would likc to sec
There are three main reasons for required meal from the vegetarian arca. My friend, who was inplans, said Alan Jacob, assistant director of student volved with this group, told me that the vegetarian
life.
food has been significantly bcttcr and even excelThe biggest reason is community.
lent. Instead of French Dip Friday this week, I had
"Eating is something that Whitworth wants peo- the vegetarian entree and it turned out to be the best
ple to do with other Whitworth folks: Jacob said.
meal I have had in a while.
This reminded me of something else I read in my
Let's not whine about Saga anymore. I am going
book. Food is more than what our bodies need it to make an effort to apply my newfound cooking
for. It's a celebration of community. So if we are un- skills to the Saga environment by being more cregrateful to Saga for everything else it has to offer us, ative. Make it your goal to amazc everyone at your
let us at least appreciate that it forces us out of hid- table with what you manage to create out of Sagaing and gives us the opportunity to sit down with a ness. They may not have lemonade, but they usually
group of people we might otherwise never meet.
have the lemons and the sugar.
The second reason is that Whitworth is a busiI think Alan Jacob said it best:
ness. They need to make a profit off of the mcal
"There's more than meets the eye. It's like a Transplans, which requires selling a certain number of former!"
them. I don't like this reason, but we'd probably feel
the effects of the loss in profit if the plans weren't
requirecL
The final reason is that "most students living on

WHEELER

s a sophomore majoring in English. Comments can be sent to

jacguelyn.whetler?whitworthianion

Updated daily with breaking news,
updates, blogs, features, sports
and commentary

whitworthianscom
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Students, take a moment out of your busy schedules, right
this instant, to congratulate yourselves. You've made it through
another week. You've successfully dodged both dive-bombing
swine ilu viruses and textbooks hurled by frustrated roommates.
Perhaps you've emerged from your first exams, battered and
bruised but still alive and kicking. Hopefully you've been able to
navigate the world of romance with enough still to have put off
that inevitable define-the-relationship talk (just remember that
you can run, but you can't hide).
Chances arc high that you've all been going through your days
and %vecks this year without realizing that 2009 marks the 50th
anniversary of that hallmark of American television culture:
"The Twilight Zone." It's true. 'Twas 1959 when Rod Serling's
masterpiece first aired, and it has been messing with our minds
ever since. Not only has "The Twilight Zone" given us an awkward little tune to whistle whenever things get weird, it has also
given us a great ride at the Disney theme parks and something
wc can watch on the SyFy channel without feeling like our souls
are slowly dying. If you've never sat down to watch an episode
of the Zone, do yourself a favor and go dig up an episode from
someplace. It's a little ridiculous how much modern science-fiction, and pop culture in general, owes to this show.
You might have also noticed that Chicago was recently dealt
a blow to its confidence by the International Olympic Committee. Out of the group of 2016 Olympic hopefuls (Madrid, Tokyo,
Chicago and Rio de Janeiro), the Windy City was the first to get
knocked out of the running. Many people arc pointing the finger
at our border policies, saying that getting through security is an
"ordeal" or some such shenanigans.
Personally, I think it's a good thing in the long run. The longer
the U.S. goes without an Olympic games within its borders, the
greater the odds that Spokane will be chosen to host them.
Think about it. Not only could you tell your eager grandchildren that you not only attended Whitworth, the nation's most
prestigious university (patent pending), but you also went to said
university in an Olympic city. So, I've compiled a list of compelling reasons for Spokane to make a run for thc Olympic games.
The World's Fair was here in 197.1, making Spokane basically a
pro at huge international gatherings. The theme was "Celebrating Tomorrow's Fresh New Environment: which is probably
where slhitworth got its current green obsession. '[he site was
transformed into Riverfront Park, %vhich also happens to host
I loopfest every year, thc world's largest 3-on-3 basketball tournament. Clearly, Spokane is primed and ready for this.
Spokane has four (count 'cm, four) seasons. We are not California with its eternal summers, nor arc wc Nome with its lush
permafrost lawns. We have blazing hot summers and freezing
cold winters. ibis, naturally, makes us a candidate for either the
winter or the summer games. Or both. Both would be cool.
I losting the Olympic games would probably convince whoever
is in charge of road construction in this area to get their rear in
gear and just get it all done in one fell swoop. Yes, a month or
two of having to walk everywhere would be a drag, but closing
all the streets in the greater Spokane arca for a summer facelifting Ivould be preferable to the perennial guessing game of
"Which street do I have to avoid this month?" that our city
officials apparently enjoy so very much.
If we really put the marketing into it, there's a chance we could
boost Spokane's population a little and finally have a chance to
beat Seattle in some election sometime. Maybe.
It would massively boost our economy, if the police department
plays its cards right. !five were very careful to not publicize our
no cell phones while driving" law, the sheer amount of money
wc could make off of unsuspecting Europeans jabbering away
on their stylish phones while swerving around herds of deer
on Division Street is simply staggering.
Spokane, with its proximity to so many of Washington's finest
agricultural establishments, would probably be the birthplace
of new Olympic sports. You can't look me in the cyc and tell me
you wouldn't pay to watch Olympic Cow Tipping or Olympic
Pinccone Catching. Whitworth students could probably make
a united effort and get Ultimate Frisbee added to the roster.
Now that I've convinced you all of the utter legit-ness of this
idea, I want you to join me in a mass mailing effort to convince
our fine leaders to make. this happen. On Oct. 10, everyone get
out a piece of paper and an envelope and write a letter to an elected Spokane official (any of them will do) and demand a run for
the Olympics. Your grandchildren will thank you.
ARVIS is a junior majoring in journalism. Comments can be sent to jerod jarviscawhitwor-

thian.rom.
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Intolerance is not
always a bad thing

1

___
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_
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'If you're too open-minded, your brains
will fall out:' goes the phrase. Yet, tolerance is rampant throughout Amcrica and on
Whitworth's campus. Tolerance is lenience,
easiness, open-mindedness, but not to the extreme that our culture has redefined the word.
It is not, as many have come to believe, agreeing with everything or allowing anything to
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Now is not the time for
Slacktose Intolerance
Swine flu was totally our get-outof-jail-free card, and we wasted it. Seriously. The opportunity to be completely excused front any assignments
no matter how hard or important to
a coursc because you have a fever?
You could have missed a 10-page pa.
per in Writing a 10-Page Paper 101
if you had played your c-ards right.
For a freaking fever. Swine flu isn't
even as cool as normal flu because
you don't gct to throw up. I mean,
swine flu isn't even as cool as "swine
flu" sounds, and it sounds completely
lame. And before I move on. yes I
knovr 'it's technically called 111N I.Shut up, nerd.
Scc, that's the problem with devastating epidemics that aren't actually
devastating or epidemics. We waste
them at the completely wrong times.
We wasted swine flu on September,
we wasted Y2K on computers, we
wasted bird flu on birds. We wasted
the cntirc fall of man on a God-forsaken apple. We didn't even drag out
our pseudo-disease until November.
Now when that Nickelback concert
comes to the Gorge in mid-October,
we're not going to be instantly excused from class. We're going to have
to miss Nickelback. We're not even
going to gct out of midterms.
And frankly, swine flu isn't the
only problem. No one is getting as
far behind as they should. The athletes are too busy losing games to
stop doing homework; where disease
isn't running rampant study groups
arc; and the lIcalth Center is issuing
Scnioritis early this semester. On my
way to somewhere that wasn't class
I saw three flyers for Bible studies.
For people that aren't even in Bible
classes. Even Mac broke its tradition
of 900 quiet hours and set them at
8:30. "We really like studying this
semester! We're not worrying about
girls and fun and stuff like that other
dorm," exclaimed one Ntac resident.
I, the chronic slacker "B student,"
take serious issue with this. I depend
on you people to set the curve. And
that means boils ends. 'there are
tons of us out there, and trust me,

"A

students" need us. Why? Because

our incoherent ramblings on "The
Sad Events of the Red Pony" make
your stupid paper on "A Freudian
Look at Charles Dickens" look like
a literary masterpiece. Without us,
you'd look likc another idiot pretending to know about something even
when you don't (college student). "D
students" take notice too. We're the
middlemen. If you kccp studying this
much, you're going to become the "B
students:* Frankly, I don't think you're
ready for that kind of responsibility.
And, seriously, this was supposed
to be thc golden year for my kind.
We had swine flu. a solid month of
sunshine, leaked pictures of that onc
vampire actor with the big head, a
surplus of clubs putting on a surplus
of events on campus... We even got a
ncw "Halo" game. That's a jackpct in
my book.
Can anyone explain to me, please,
why all the nerds showed up to class
the day after the game was released?
I was told it "wasn't that good" or
something, but still. "Halo" is supposed to be like virtual meth. What
happened to the good old days when
elated garners would laugh into the
wee hours of the night while their
avatars ran down polygonal halls,
disposing polygonal aliens with polygonal Sneedlers, ironically compiling in-game "achievements?" What is
thc world coming to when students
aren't even dropping out of college
for that anymore? No, instead everyone is turning in .all their papers
on time and making me look like an
idiot.
There was so much potential for
this to be the easiest year ever. And
it's not too late. Repent! Change your
ways. Go hang out at the Service Sta(ion. Burn your books for warmth.
Guys, find a barely-pretty girl to pursue endlessly. Barely-pretty girls, say
yes when you're asked out! Please,
please! Just get a life. Before it's too
late.
VARGUS is a senior majoring in Englisk C.omments

can be sent to nicvargus@whitworthian.com.

THIS WEEK ONLINE...
Please take my bike

Iris Wu lays out a compelling case for building the Whitworth community
through rampant bike theft.

experience more at....

whitworthian.com

happen.
Whitworth campus has been flooded vvith
promoting tolerance and acceptance of other
religions. Yes, it's important to be accepting of
othcrs, but we don't have to acccpt their beliefs and actions. I'm thc first to admit that I'd
likc to avoid confrontation, but wc
just
sit by, becoming spectators to the disturbing
changes that are happening.
In September, our president decided to
welconte Ntuslims to the White House in celebration of Ramadan. Where vas the public
outcry from thosc so strongly in favor of separation of church and statc? Their voices are
loud whenever a Christian event occurs. For
this Muslim event, their tongues are silent.
What's more, the president hosted a dinncr
in observance of thc Muslim holiday, encouraging this rally of Muslims. However, earlier
in the year, he avoided thc National Day of
Prayer, observed by Christians across the
country since President Reagan was in office.
So if he won't observe a Christian prayer
day, why observe a Muslim onc? That seems a
bit two-faccd to me. Nteanwhile, the Ntuslims
are saying, "Our time has conic."
I don't hate Ntuslims, nor do I join the ranks
of the possible "Islamophobics" out there.
simply recognize the fact that Amcrica's-and
Whitworth's-tolerant policies toward them
are destructive toward the Christian witness.
This is thc same with any other religion, but
Islam is at thc forefront of our country's and
campus' drive toward acceptance of "worldview" differences.
Tolerance these days seems to include the
approval of anything except Christianity.
Many people view Christians as the group to
be intolerant toward. Christians have scores
of problems. We're sinners too; however, our
beliefs don't generally involve acknowledging murder as an acceptable action. Some
people svill point out that practices 'such as
"honor killings" are not Muslim, rather they
are a cultural practice from before Islam vas
invented. However, these so-called honor killings mostly cxist within the realm of religion
these days, mainly Hinduism and Islam. Between Hinduism and Islam, the latter is the

=1

most prolific. Ira woman is raped.without the
"proper" amount of witnesses, the men who
rapcd her can argue that she is an adulteress.
Her family, especially the more fundamental
Muslim families, may choose to kill her to
gain their honor back.
If a Muslim converts to another religion,
that person has a high chance of being murdered as welL The Quran even tells Muslims
to kill converts: "[In the words ofj Allah's
Apostle, 'Whoever changed his Islamic religion, then kill him- (Bulchari 84:57).
Many people say that Allah and the Lord
God are one in the same with a different
name. God says, "You shall not murder"
(Exodus 20:13). Allah says it's OK in certain
circumstances. This is just one example of the
differences between the two. "Allah" might
mean "god" in Arabic, but he is in no way related to the Lord God. Allah, Zeus and the rest
are merely idols that people have invented to
distract from thc one, true God. If we cannot
acknowledge that the Lord God is the only
God, how can we call ourselves Christians?
Why put ourselves through the persecution
and suffering the world offers? It is so much
easier to be a Buddhist or Muslim, according
to the world's standards.
God is love. Jesus came to this world to
save us from our sins and eternal separation
from God. Jesus is not simply God's prophet,
as Islam statcs, nor was he just a good man, as
much of thc world believes. Jesus is Lord, one
with the Triune God. There is no greater love
than thosc that lay down thcir lives for othcrs-not for heavenly gain and a gift of virgins
as in Islam, but simply because their love is
so great, they would choose to sacrifice themselves instcad of allowing someone clsc to die.
lhat's what Jesus did. Allah cannot proclaim
thc same, nor Shiva, nor Buddha nor anyone
else on thc hierarchy of worldly gods.
I do not "tolerate" acceptance of othcr religions, but my heart breaks for thcir believers.
To live without the knowledge or love of thc
onc, true God is to live in a state-be it conscious or not-of hopelessness and despair.
I have not always been a Christian; I know
firsthand the void that is there without Jesus.
We cannot allow others to live in that place,
simply because we don't want to offend them
or because we're all about tolerance. "Coexisting" is denying the very heart of Christianity. Stop caring about their worldly comforts
and start caring about their eternal lives. We
can't just sit by, vvatching them promote a life
without Christ, sanctioning their actions and
events. We need to begin, here at Whitworth.
Pray for them. Love them. Do not coexist with
their gods.
LUCKS is a senior majoring in English. Comments can be sent to
julianne.lucksgwhitworthian.com.

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR: READER RESPONSES
RE:1T'S TIME FOR HEALTH CARE
HONESTr

Students may pay high
price for health care
In the last issue of The
Whitworthian, guest columnist Tyler Whitney argued
that its time for the nation to
honestly evaluate the health
care proposals currently
under consideration by Congress, and urged individuals to "study the topic with
integrity:' I couldnt agree
more. However, I disagree
with his call to support the
health care reforms currently
under consideration.
Whitney notes that
college-age young adults are
the largest demographic to
be without health insurance,
largely due to the burdens
of student debt and the

expenses associated with
beginning an independent
life. In spite of this, however,
the bill would require all
American citizens to carry
health insurance, and the
Senate version would impose
fines of up to $1,900 on
individuals that lad: it. The
Congressional Budget Office
estimates that premiums
for individuals "would
range from about $1,200 for
those with income of about
$14,700 to $6,300 for those
with income above $34,000'
lhus, despite the fact that
financial reasons prevent
people from purchasing
insurance in the first place,
this proposal would mandate
that they purchase it whether
they can afford it or not.

ment Standards Administration at the U.S. Department
of Labor, estimates that 5.2
million workers will be at
risk of unemployment as
businesses seek to offset
increased insurance expenditures for their employees by
reducing wages or laying off
workers (NVilson, "Economics of Play-or-Pay Mandates
in Health Care Reform
Bills"). Wilson further notes
that "these workers are disproportionately likely to be
single" and "under 30 years
of age: That's us, folks.
\\re must not allow our
fear of the status quo and the
urgency proclaimed by our
leaders to cause us to accept
less than the best. America
can do, and deserves, better.

Furthermore, Mark *Witson, former Deputy Assistant
Secretary for the Employ-

Maxford Nelson

freshman
political science

Write a letter to the editor. The Whitworthian welcomes reader responsesto articles or issues of interest to the Whitworth
community. Send letters to ettor@whitworthian.com or submit online. Limit to 200 words. Visit whitworthiarccom for details.
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One of the members of the hip-hop group Bad Handwriting raps at Terrain, a
multf-genre art show.

A member of the Tangled Roots Dance Studio breakdances during the art show.

First Friday art walk

features Whitworth talent
Annette Farrell
Graphics Editor

Conversation is part of Terrain's goal, especially conversation between young artists and established professionals.
"We felt it was vital lo not only shatter the barriers between
long-standing art patrons and the younger generation of artists, according to Terrain's Facebook page.
Works by graduate student Amy Newton and alumnus
Nathan Elcfson as well as Whitney Tampien also adorned the
walls of tlic Music City Building where Terrain took place.
Asked about plans for next year, Caterina Winery manager
and Terrain organizer Patrick Kendrick said they are going to
do it every year or at least as long as thc public wants to see
it come back.
"We're just looking for more and more artists," Kendrick

October 2009 brought another First Friday art walk and
the second annual Terrain art show, where the next generation oflocal artists, including 'Whitworth students and alumni, had a unique opportunity to show their work in a gallery
setting. Located inside the Music City Building in downtown
Spokane, the event was part of a citywide art walk.
Terrain is a juried art show for local 18- to 35-year-olds.
Five core coordinators had spent months prior to the first
event thinking about specific ways to bring new vitality into
Spokane culture. They used their ()Ism time and a little of
their own money. as well as money from a few local support- said.
A second show had not been a part of the original expectaers such as the Saranac Art Project, the Inlander, the Bing
tions because organizers did not know how Spokane would
Crosby Theater and Catcrina Winery.
"Nothing like Terrain had ever happened in Spokane be- react, but after the first show welcomed more than 2,200 peofore: according to the mission section on Terrain's Facebook pie at the door and received praise from local blogs. Terrain
page.'We had a vision, thoughfor an event that would became an annual event. According to Terrain's Facebook
combine a juried art show of rising artistic talent, exhibitions page, this year's show drew more than 3,100 people.
of non-traditional art forms and performances by the area's
"It's fun to sec friends," said Brad Wakefield, another Whitworth alumnus from the class of 2009 who attended Terrain
top bands."
And combine art forms it did. Featuring slam poetry, to see his friend's work as well as see the new art. Wakefield
paintings, photos, recycled art, sculpture, music and dance, graduated with a degree in graphic design and had just rethe show encompassed a wide range of art, staying true to turned from Alaska. "It's a cool local event: Wakefield said.
This month's First Friday features another Whitworthian
its mission.
Master in Teadiing student Anna Collins-Wakeman, who at The Saranac art gallery, where the work of assistant prograduated from Whitworth last year with an art degree, per- fessor of art Katie Creyts and her sistcr Marie Creyts is on
formed as a musician while her prints and photographs were diiplay. The show, titled "Frilling," will be on display through
on display.
Oct. 31.
"It's kind of fun to accompany people viewing art and conContact Annette Farrell at annette.farrell@whitworthiatt.
coin.
versing:. Collins-Walceman said.
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Panel aims to deter assault
Becca Cuniff
Staff Writer

o

r!

Sexual assault crimcs are referred to as the silent cpidcmic, which was the reason for holding a sexual assault
awareness program, called Transform, on Wednesday.
Sept. 30 in the Hixson Union Building.
"Every ycar there is a sexual assault program at thc
beginning of thc [school] year. It has been proven that
the majority of sexual assaults on college campuses nationwide happen at thc beginning, and our goal is prevention," junior Elizabeth Wall said. She, along with ju.4
nior Tyler Whitney and other students, organized this
year's program.
According to the Department of Justice, onc in every
five women are sexually assaulted on college campuses
nationwide. and in 74 percent of those cascs, alcohol is
involved.
Although there 'nave not been any reported sexual assault crimes on Whitworth's campus, the purpose of thc
program is prevention.
We have proactively set up a campus so that its not
as tempting for someone to commit sexual assault. It
would be too casy to get caught on campus: %Vail said.
Many sexual assaults go unreported for a varicty of
4
,
;"
reasons, said Theresa Schinzel, the Sexual Assault and
r'.1
Harm Prevention coordinator at Gonzaga University.
"Why isn't there an outcry about sexual assault?" shc
said. "It's not as if there isn't anything being done, its
:" -:»et
that thcrc is not enough being done:
Nut LtNvitonlit'hawurthun
At Transform, Schinzcl opened up the program by
speaking about her experiences dealing with sexual asTheresa Schinzel talks at Transform, a program about sexual awareness on Wednesday. Sept. 30, In the Hixson Union Building
sault.
Multipurpose Room. Schinzel, who Is from Gonzaga, spoke about how sexual assaults can affect college campuses.
"Even just onc incident can absolutely rip a campus
up. I've seen it:she said. She claimed there are two types
of sexual assault that arc common on college campuses. back and should trust thcir instincts if something feels thc audience about issucs related to sexual assault. Also
on the panel was political science proOne is when the victim is unable to fight back due to wrong.
fessor Julia Stronks, Dick Mandeville,
can
is
that
you
The
bottom
line
alcohol, and the other is rape ,due to cocrcion, whcn
dean of student life, and junior Car(sexual
assault]
prevent
never
totally
take
for
an
answer.
no
about
someone refuses to
"Why isn't there an outcry
president of Women in
"Those stories make it hard for victims to come for- from happening." Schinzel said.
sexual assault? It's not as if there risa Pawl!,
Socicty Everywhere.
Although in thc past few years, thcrc
ward. They may feel like it's their fault for not resisting
isn't anything being done, it's
Stronks concluded the panel seshave consistently bccn no sexual asenough: Schinzel said.
is not enough being
that
there
by emphasizing this point:
sion
have
campus,
there
reported
on
Thcn she went into what everyone can do to help pre- saults
done
assault in relationships be"Sexual
campus.
Scniors
off
been
incidents
to
are
available
vent sexual assault and what resources
with
non-violent
gins
manipulation:
were
Bowers
Brown
and
Carrie
Amy
assault.
College
sexual
Schinzel,
experienced
Theresa
who
have
students
campuses are required to provide a way for students who living off campus two years ago when sexual assault and harm prevention mchnator she said.
She encouraged everyone in the
have been sexually assaulted to easily come forward. If somconc broke into their housc and
to be aware that it will only
audience
Aftcr
the student has difficulty figuring out how to get help, sexually assaulted their friend.
when
students
stand up against unhealthy
and
Bowers
shared
their
be
prevented
Brown
finished.
Schinzel
was
thcy are much less likely to gct any.
comthe
Spokane
relationships.
it
can
happen
in
to
show
that
story
can
is
a
lot
that
Individually, Schinzel claimed there
be done to prevent sexual assault crimes from happen- munity.
Both Brown and Bowers also participated in the panel
ing. Students should know thc risk factors of the situContact Bccca Ctiniff at beccactiniff@wititworthian.cont.
ation before they're in it, should not be afraid to fight made up of students and staff that took questions from
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Barrymore delivers carnage on skates
WRITER'S REVIEW

Ryan Graves
Staff Writer
There are certain cliches a sports movie
can't avoid: the underdog hero and the

underdog team; the trials and tribulations
that occur both during the game and during life, and that final match to make for
a convenient climax. That's how sports
movies go, and "Whip It" doesn't deviate
from the course too much. But luckily the
film has enough spark and quirlciness to
make a tired genre film into something
fresh and vibrani
The film follows Bliss Cavendar (or Blister to her father). Why the name Bliss? Is it
symbolism? Or do main character's names
these days just need to be unusual? Probably some combination.
She finds herself stuck in a life of dullness and boredom. Her mother is coaching her to be a bluebonnet pageant queen;
she thinlcs it's important. and sensible;
Bliss thinlcs it's shallow and outdated. This
conflict between mother and daughter is
one's:3f the film's heartbeats that keeps the
narrative interesting.

What Bliss needs is a bit of excitement
in her life. Enter competitive women's roller derby, with sports teams like the Hurl
Scouts and competing skaters known as
Maggie Mayhem, Rosa Sparks and Bloody
Holly. I would call out the film for being
too clever here, but in this fascinating
world, all the
skaters really
do have names
MOVIE
like this.
REVIEW
finds
Bliss
WHIP IT
the sport and
instantly falls
Starring: Bien Page,
in love with it.
Marcia Gay Harden, Daniel
She finds herStem
self sneaking
Rating:PG-13 for sexual
and lying to
coritent including crude
start living life
dialogue, language and
by becoming
drug material
a famous Hurl
Directed by:
Drew Barrymore
Scout.
The film is
able to hold
up because despite its cliches, it still has a
good story to tell. In the beginning of the
film we find Bliss in a state of apathy and
seclusion, but through her adventures, she
finds herself grasping an attitude towards

g

life with charisma, wit, and strength.

let go of all kindliness and declined into
something thc pageants she was being straight nastiness. She serves as the dark
forced into probably couldn't imitate.
side of the sport.
The storylincs are old-fashioned but at
Our heroes recognize her skill but still
least they are still lively. Bliss is in conten- write hcr off, just like any other high
tion with hcr mother, but the film makes school social stratum.
use of the little time it has to make us
So the film isn't entirely original, who
sympathize with her mother and also hcr cares? It's still an entertaining film. Directfather. Yes, thcy are clased by Barrymorc (in her
sic problems, likc when
directorial debut) she's
Bliss's new boyfriend
as ruthless as any other
distracts her from her
first time director. Even
"The film is able to hold up
best friend, but the payin the first scene, Barbecause despite its didies, it
off to that storyline still
rymorc shows off her
still has a good story to tell."
found a way to further
command of narrative.
Bliss's character that acShe juxtaposes the gortually surprised me.
geous and elegant shots
From start to finish Elola beauty pageant with
len Page is adorable as Bliss. Her charac- the visceral and raw opening title cards
ter is honest and makcs mistakes, and wc that drown the screen declaring the chaos
have the distinct privilege to see how she of what a roller derby can bring.
What Barrymore crafts is a film that
learns from them.
The supporting cast is grade A. Kristcn leaves behind a multifaceted coming-ofWiig from Saturday Night Live is hilarious age story, one that shows off the bruiscs
and Drew Barrymore is fearless, taking and blisters that come with it.
the brunt of most of the film's many hits.
The actress to laud the most is Juliette
Contact Ryan Graves at ryan.graves@
Lewis as the brutal Iron Maven. She's the
perfect villain as the woman who has whit WOrthian.cont.
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lbum captures
rue feelings of
oss and regret

A&E
BRIEFS
Human rights
advocate to talk
Monday night
Rafael Coicue will lecture
Istonday, Oct. 12, at 7 p.m.
in the Robinson Teaching
Theatre in Weyerhaeuser
Hall.
Coicue is the coordinator

on Fox
taff Writer
The first 20 seconds of "2 Atoms in a Ntolecule," the
rst song on Noah and the 11qmIc's 2008 debut album,
C among the best moments in any record from that
'ar. The band proves this year that it wasn't just a fluke

ith their sophomore release.
"The First Days of Spring" (available Oct. 6 from
herr)' Tree Records) begins with the low cadence of
single drum overtaken by the swell of a string quart and giving way after a fcw
ieasures to an elegantly simiMUSIC
le guitar melody. 'These guys
ill know exactly how to start
REVIEW
n indie folk record.
NOAH ANO THE
But it'sa verydifferent album
WHALE
ian the band's last. Much like
he Format advanced between
Album:lhe Tint Days of
interventions 8:. Lullabies"
Spring'
nd "Dog Problems," Noah
Band members:
nd the Whale has progressed
Fink. Doug fink, Tom
Hobden and Urby Whale
tartlingly in the course of 12
iontlis, from a decent but deivative CD with a fcw good
ingles. to a nuanced, ambiious concept album about lost love.
If there's a pronounced weakness on the record, it's
the utterly straightforward lyrics. In fact, they're sub!stantially weaker here than they were on Noah and the
Whale's debut. Frontman Charlie link was no Eliot
Smith, but there were clever rhymes and unexpected

conncctions.
On "The First Days of Spring," Fink's observations
about love arc so in violation of show-doift-tell poetics,
and so completely void of original metaphors, that by
1%. comparison even Coldplay's, arbitrarily.arranged lines
`-arc insightful.
i But if you ask me, the effects aren't all bad. I'll take
eloquent lyrics whenever I can get them, but this album
,Would change completely if it vere a poetic success. As
It stands, it's something different.
1 Fink lays out his thesis for the record at the very
start: "It's the first day of spring; my life is starting over
again:. Istaybe it's just the anachronism of the albunis
fall release, or maybe it's the way his low, intimate voice
1 .,
sounds
constantly likc he's on the verge of tears, but
-a
when he sings those hope-filled lines I don't believe
P

Aim.

The rest of the album confirms it: whoever this girl
I. as who left himhe hasn't recovered from it. Even be1 re the first song ends his resolve breaks: "I'm still here
oping that one da)' you may come back:
The rcst of the album consists primarily of such arid
pronouncements. "I don't think that it's the end, but I
,Idnow we can't keep going:* Each moment that promises
, conciliation is eventually denied, if not immediately
orted. While the music is so delightfully varied from
e
ng to song that it never feels truly tedious, there is
mcthing exhausting about listening to self-assertion
wholly unmediated by poetic devices.
That is eiactly why the album works. It totally cap1I
t rcs the real feeling of loss in the face of which the de.,,iire to get back on one's feet evaporates and all poetry
Rugs false.
The album's story seems to span quite some time and
is is the only remedy for sadness it ever offers. When
:Fink sings at the close of the final track. "I know my
art's not yours," it's the first believable note of hope
d recovery we've heard. It comes out of nowhere,
mpletely without regard for the factors under his control. He just had to mit it out.
But it seems that's how life works, and in the meanie the soundtrack couldn't be better.

¡

Contact 1011 FOX atjrns.fox@whifsvorIhian.com.

of the human rights department of the Association of
Indigenous Authorities of
Northern Cauca, in Colombia, South America, where
he supports the work of indigenous communities that
seek to establish security
within the boundaries of
their reserutions.
For more information
contact Michelle Pace at
(509) 777-3275 or mpace@
whitworth.edu.
Photo courtesy of Adrian(' Fildrnann

Senior Adriane Feldmann is an international student from Lausanne, Switzerland. She
came to Whitworth for her last year of college through !SEP.

International student
adapts to U.S. culture
Katie Palmer
Staff Writer

International students arc somctimcs
considered more interesting than ¡he
typical student because their everyday
life can be significantly different than
the every day American student's.
Adriatic Feldmann is from Lausanne,
Switzerland and attends the University
of Lausanne there. She came to Whitworth through the International Student Exchange Program.
She wanted to come to America "to
see how I can adapt myself in another
country. And to see if I can survive the
American ivay of life," she said.
She has noticed many differences so
far.

"In Switzerland we kiss three times
on the cheek and We never hug," Feldmann said.
Something else she has noticed is the
level of communication between teachers and students.
"We only speak with our teachers if
we have a really important question."
The biggest difference she has noted
are the people, who she thinks are more
friendly.
"You are closer with the people here.
You get the chance to meet new people
every da): I've been here for one month
and I think I've met more people who I
am close to than I have in two years in
Switzerland," she said.
However, there arc things that are
universal.
"We cat, WC sleep, we take showers,
just daily life," Feldmann said.
The little things everyone does are
what connect people throughout the

entire world.
Life is so culturally different halfway
around thc world, but Feldmann hangs
out with friends and goes to the beach
like any American.
One thing she misses is the chocolate. Hailing from one of the chocolate
capitals of the world, Feldmann said,
'American chocolate is killing me:
After having one bite of a Hershey's
bar, she hasn't tried one since.
She also found it strange that everyone has a car in America.
"Here you need a car because it's big,
and the road is big and thc car is big,
She said. "Everything is bigger in Amer-

mmunion.
Spend the night writing a paper about
Icoliol awareness.
Plan to take your LSATs the next day'.

rium.
Thc Sunday matinee is
Sunday, Oct. 18 at 2 p.m.
lhe tickets are S5. For

more information contact
Jennifer Toulouse-Lee at
(509) 777-3707 orjtoulouselee@whitworth.edu.
Professor of English
Leonard Oakland will play
the father in the play.

ica."

Despite the many differences in culture, there are some things that unite us

perform at WSU

all.

Feldmann has grown up watching
American television shows such as
"Grey's Anatomy," "NCIS," "Gossip Girl"
and "The 0.C."
She said that her perception of American life was based on television.
Feldmann also spoke of how Americans have a big presence in Europe.
"American people are of big importance in Europe because we watch
American TV shows and consume
American products, wear Levi's and in
the newspaper you can read something
about America every da)" she said.
Feldmann is completing her final
year of college here at Whitworth and is
studying political science. She hopes to
work for the United Nations or another
big organization.
Contact Katie Palmer at katie.paltn-

erg whit worthian.com.

I Join a high-stakes poker game after nine

IPlay "World of Warcraft" or "Dungeons and

rounds of Jose Cuervo.

Dragons."

IGet sick... befóre you start drinking.

I Drive.

IVomit on your Wookie suit.

ISit at home and cry about not being invited
onto the editorial board.

Go to Vegas by yourself. You never know who
or what you'll come back with.

IGet a Big Three for coming onto campus
after realizing the full potential of a bar.

Go to a Catholic church just so you can have

Pierre Corneille's "The
Illusion" will be performed
Friday and Saturday at 8
p.m. from Oct. 16 through
Oct. 24 in Cowles Audito-

Sante Fe Ballet
company will

GRAPEVINE HUMOR: WHAT NOT TO DO ON YOUR 21sT BIRTHDAY
Go to late night and spike your cereal.

Professor to act
in performances
of 'The Illusion'

The
widely-acclaimed
dance company, The Aspen
Sante Fe Ballet, will carry
the audience on an exciting dance odyssey covering "Sue's Leg" on Oct. 11
in Beasley Performing Arts
Coliseum at Washington
State University.
Tickets are $14, $16 and
$28 for students, and $14,
825 and $28 for adults. For
more information go to
www.festivaldance.org or
call (208) 883-3267.

Spokanites get
the chance to act

at The Fox theater
Five Broadway stars are
giving away the chance to
join them on stage in Neil
Berg's "100 Years of Broadway" at the Martin Woldson
Theater at The Fox on NIonday, Oct. 12, at 7:30 p.m.
Tickets are $22-$37. For
more information go to
foxtheaterspokane.corn.

Compiled by lool'un Lim Source:
1%7a:worth Campus Events
calend.zr
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Student finds
comfort away
from home

in the

BOX OFFICE
Check out the top
grossing movies ofthe
past weekend.
ZOMBIELAND
$25,000,000

Notes.from

CLOUDY WITH A CHANCE

ABROAD

OF MEATBALLS

$16,700,000
TOY STORY

Shelley Rush
Guest Writer

512,500,000
THE INVENTION OF LYING

$7,350,000
SURROGATES

$7,344,000

WHIP IT
$4,850,000
CAPITALISM:A LOVE STORY
Photo courtesy II Coln San-t4.

$4,850,000

Senior Chelsea Dasso perfonns at the Empyrean on Saturday, Sept. 26. Dasso played with
several other Whitworth students.

FAME

$4,754,000

VOR

1

TOP 15
These are the top 15 al-

bums from Whitworth.
FM. For more information, visit whitworth.

fm
IRON AND WINE
"Around the Well"
2

MONSTERS OF FOLK

'Monsters of Folk"
3

REGINA SPEKTOR

"Fa(

4

WE WERE PROMISED

JET PACKS
°These Four Walls"

5 YEAH YEAH YEAHS

'It's BIM'
6

MUSE

°The Resistance"

7

ANDREW BIRD

'Noble Beast"
8

CAGE THE ELEPHANT

"Cage the Elephant"

9

KINGS OF LEON

"Only by the Night"

10

PASSION PIT

"Manners"
11

DIRTY PROJECTORS

"Bitte Orca"

12 BRAND NEW
"Daisy"
13

Music not just a

hobby for senior
Caitlin Richmond
Scene Editor

Most of us have:gone through it at some
point in our lives: piano lessons (breed
upon us by our parents. For some people
it only lasts as long as they are forced to
do it, for some people it becomes a hobbyj
and for some people it becomes something
even more than that.
For senior Chelsea Dasso, piano lessons
opened up the world of music to her.
"I started writing piano music when I
was 13 because I took lessons from a teacher who required us to write songs," Dasso
said. Iler first songs were music only, no
lyrics, but she entered one of them into a
competition and won her section.
"lhat was the catalyst," she said. was
like 'oh I'm kind of good at this:and it took
off from there."
Since then, Dasso has been playing the
piano in her spare time. Shc wrote her first
song with lyrics during her senior year of
high school, and it was recorded and put
on the graduation CD for her graduating
class. After that she realized writing music and performing were something that
could be fun to do for othcr people.
Dasso performed at Warren Unplugged,
a low key, small atmosphere concert that
was replaced by Whitworth Unplugged.
She performed and won her section both
her sophomore and junior year, then went
on to play at Pirate Idol, where she placed
fourth her sophomore year.
On Saturday, Sept. 26, Dasso performed
at The Empyrean along with senior Chet
Kittleson, and sophomore Jeff Podmaycr.
It was her first off-campus solo gig. Dasso
had previously performed with a band,
East Family Avenue, at Relay for Life in the
spring as well as some events at Whitworth
Presbyterian Church.
"I've definitely had a lot of encourage-

it

ment [about performing]. It's not just
something that I'm seeking out for myself:
Dasso said. "Other people want lo see me
do this."
While she doesn't currently have any
concerts set up, she said she wants to and
plans on performing more.
"If there was any potential or if for some
reason my music took off, and it was a
good opportunity, I would take it." she
said. "I have all the time in the world for
school."

Currently music is something that Dasso
has to save for spare time, but it fights for
the number one space in her life, she says.
She is still figuring out how to balance necessary things, like school and work, with
doing what shc loves to do: music.
"I have to do all of them, but I s-ant to
do music," she said. "Life is less enjoyable
for me without music:
Dasso primarily plays piano, but she has
taught herself to play guitar litst summer
and has since written a few songs to play
on the guitar. She prefers to play piano because there is more diversity in the songs,
since she knows more than a limited number of chords.
Although performing is a way for Dasso
to showcase her talents, it's not as important as the process of writing the music.
"If nobody else liked my nuisic, I would
still write music and sing it," Dasso saitL
"[Music) lets me express my emotions on
my own way."
Something Dasso feels anyone can appreciate about music is how it all relates to
something different.
"Every person likes a different song for a
different reason," she said.
To hear some of Dasso's music, go to
myspace.comichelseadasso.
Contact Caitlin Richmond at caitlin.richttiond@whitworthian.COM.

'the sky is rapitily losing light, I'm on foot in a foreign
country where I barely speak the language and the four
pieces of luggage I am carrying are "très grand: At
p.m. it is too late to register at my dormitory and so far
all of the hotels liase no vacancies. 'llic air is heavy with
humidity and my body is damp from sweat and fatigue.
I hold onto the faith that God svill %vork this out for me
if only I keep making an effort.
As I enter the I Iota le Clievalle and stumble with my
luggage, I am doubtful that my luck will be any different
here. I ask a now familiar question of the receptionist
and am met With a sad shake of the head and the term
"complet" the local way of saying "completely full." I am
about to pick up my bags in defeat when the receptionist offers me water. I am beyond thrilled at this proposal
and accept without hesitation. In the small kitchen of
the hotel I refill my tiny glass over and over and fight the
tears threatening to spill down my checks. Benjamin begins to inquire as to tily purpose and plan for the night.
I make an effort in ugly, broken French to portray
what I am doing anti why I seem to be so unprepared.
Soon into the conversation he takes pity and continues
the conversation in his own broken English. I stay in this
safe, clean lintel where I don't have to hold my bags for
as long as possible. not yet formulating a plan for what
to do next when Benjamin makes a suggestion. I le has 1
a friend with a car, an apartment and a couch. 1 le says if
I want, he is willing to let me stay the night. I &nit see
many other options so I eagerly and thankfully agree.
My night is looking up at this point and I make an
effort to be more cheerful in conversation and general
disposition. A couple hours later Olivier arrives on his
way home from %vork as tech personnel for a shipping
company out of Islarseille. I le is dressed 'er)' professionally and speaks exceptional English. My spirits are
almost high at this point and I am looking forward to
the next (la>' and obtaining lodging of my very own.
Olivier is more than hospitable; he offers me load (despite my lack of appetite), a much-neetied shower, his
phone to call home to tell ni)' parents I'm safe and have a
comfortable place to sleep. Niorning comes around soon
enough and after gathering my luggage he drops me off
at he CROUS where I proceed to register and attain my
very own shoebox-sized dorm room. Take the smallest
room on -campus, perhaps one-third of a Stewart quad
and cut it in half; now add in that space a sink and a
bidet. ihat's about the size attic room I have.
At this point
exhausted, frustrated and desperately svishing I was safe and cozy at my noisy, boisterous
house near Vhitworth. I shower again as the morning
has provided yet another opportunity to haul luggage
around and sweat profusely. I am spending 50 cents per
text message to keep in touch with my sister at home
and not regretting one cent out. I find the motivation to
make my bed and then sleep for several hours. I have yet
to have my usually voracious appetite return but wake
up with a renewed inspiration to settle into my room.
After unpacking my bags and decorating walls with
photos from home I an starting to feel more at home.
My mother emphasizes that it's called home"sick-ness
because that's how it effects people. I have yet to regain
full hydration although I drink water constantly and
haven't caten more than a Nature Valley bar and a slice
of toast with cheese since my arrival. 'filings are on the
upswing though. My stomach no longer aches and tears
don't appear to be the best solution. It isn't the most
comfortable transition but if you're able to stick it out it
doesn't last as long as you think it will.
Semi comments to editor@whitworthian.com.

MODEST MOUSE

"No One's First and You're

Next"

14 FRUIT BATS

ONLINE

Terrain
slideshow

MULTIMEDIA

A gallery of photos

whitworthian.com

including break-dancers,
poets and musicians.

"The Ruminant Band"

15

ANDY WERTH

"Burn the Maps Bury the
Compass"

Lonely Forest
slideshow
from

the multi-genre art show,

showcase of images from
the Lonely Forest concert on
A

Friday, Oct. 2.

Hosanna

audio slideshow
See photos from the first
Hosanna service and hear
leaders describe the ministry.
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NORTHWEST CONFERENCE

MEIDEEIE@
VOLLEYBALL,.
NWC

ALL

PLU

6-0

10-5

L&C

5-1

9-5

4-2

11-3

4-2

10-4

'3-3

6-7

WILLAMETTE

2-4

5-9

PACIFIC

1-5

6-8

WHITMAN

1-5

4-8

WHITWORTH

1-5

5-12

[GEORGE FOX
UPS

LINFIELD

¡

..

NEXT PIRATE GAME:

Vihitworth vs. Whit man

Wanctday, Oct. 7@ 6 p.m.

FOOTBALL.
NWC

ALL

LINFIELD

1-0

4-0

WILLAMETTE

1-0

4-1

PLU

1-0

1-2

UPS

0-0

0-3

WHITWORTH

0-

-3

MENLO

0-1

1-4

0-1

0-3

Af.aro Gar(ja/ Whaworthian

Senior midfielder Dan Cubero fights for possession during Saturday's game against the Linfield Wildcats at home.

Men advance to 5-1 in
David Rurik
Staff Writer

MC

Nlountcastle said.

Saturday's game bettered Whitworth's men's
soccer record this weekend with a 3-2 win over
visiting Linficld College. Two goals in the first
half by Elly I3ulega gave Vhitworth a 20 lead
into the halftime break.
Linfteld carne back in the second half and
tied the scorc setting up an exciting finish. The
final goal carne by way of a header by senior
forward Keith Kirsch in the final minutcs of the
match, sending the Bucs to victory.
The men hit the pitch again on Sunday
against Willamette. They came away with a 3-0
victory giving them a 5-1 record in the conference. Whitworth held control of the match for
its duration.
"We felt pretty confident coming into this
game, especially after Saturday's game which
we won, we felt like wc needed to win this
:ame. The team played very %vell," said fresh.gman forward Kekoa Ntountcastle.
Mountcastle had one of thc thrcc goals Sunday afternoon. A corncrkick was placed off the
ola Whitworth attacker and made its way
611hrough to the waiting feet of Ntountcastle,

MEYER

BULEGA

who put it in the back of the nct.
Sophomore forward Justin Meyer had the
other two goals on the game both of which
were individual efforts in which he beat defenders and had one-on-one opportunities with the
goalkeeper.
"Me went) up against the defense, just completely, destroyed the defense and went one-ononc with the keeper and finished it Ntountcastle said of Nteyer's goals.
Senior forward Elly Bulega had two assists
on the afternoon.
"Overall it was a good weekend for Whitworth. Everybody's a contender in the league at
this point so all the games are important. We're
looking forward to the game next weekend:

Whitworth goes on to play at Whitman next
weekend.
We controlled our game this weekend. If we
all do our jobs as individuals then I think we
arc going to cnd up winning this conference.
Yesterday (Saturday) and today [Sunday) the
guys were stepping it up which helped raise the
level of play. Everybody is stepping up to help
the team out: 13ulega said. When other teams
come to play Vhitworth they steli up their
game, he said.
"Once they come to play us, they're going to
be a good team; they're going to bring whatever
they have to the field. We should be ready for it,
Bulega said. We've got one of the best coaches
in the league lin Sean Bushey), and we're confident on the field because of it.
When asked about the team's attitude Bulega
mentioned their one loss on the season (at PLU,
Sept. 27) by saying, "Everybody on this team is
ready for a rematch on the game we lost. We're
looking to be in control of this league: Bulega
said.

,

Landgren

;Sta.ff Writer

1Vhitsvorth University lost on
turday, Oct. 4, to Willamette
University at McCulloch Stadium
Salem, Ore. The visiting Pirates
ftll 43-13 in their first conference
- ...game of the season.
Ntissed opportunities were the
sjory of the day for thc Bucs, who
often struggled at key moments.
The first quarter featured many
;itch instances. Sophomore Whit'
Worth quarterback Andrew Du:tint threw a rare interception on
I
ari attempted pass to senior wide
receiver Eric Entel, which was re.

l._

turned, resulting in a touchdown
by senior Bearcat tailback Deon
llame. The Pirates turned the ball
over again on the next possession,
leading to another Bearcat touchdown.
The second quarter showed
improvement with a strong initial drive, but the Rues stalled out
and ended up missing a field goal.
Willamette then went on to score
again on a long 98-yard drive, including several third down conversions, leading to a score of 21-0
heading into halftime.
Even with the lead, the Bearcats
came out swinging in the second
half, scoring on their first posses-

NEXT PIRATE GAME:
Whitwonh vs. Linfield @ Home
Saturday, Oct. 10 I p.m.

p

'MEN'S SOCCER
NWC ALL

wiunvorru 5-1L
PACIFIC

-7-2j1

4-1-1

8-2-1

3-3

6-6

2-3-1

3-5-2

2-4

3-7-1

[iu.
UPS

LINFIELD

j-71

LWILLAMETTE2-43-81
GEORGE FOX

4-7

1-5

NEXT PIRATE MATCH:

Contact David Thirik at davidnirik@whitworthiati.com.

Football fumbles at Willamette
13,eter

-

sion with a 24-yard touchdown
pass on fourth down. The Pirate
offense rallied and responded with
a fast-paced 72-yard drive, finishing with a 35-yard touchdown
completion from Durant to Entel. However, Willamette scored
on its next possession with a clock
killing 63-yard drive to bring the
score to 35-6.
Whitworth scored again in the
fourth on a short run by senior
running back Milton Nelson, but
the subsequent on-side kick was
recovered by Willamette. The
Bearcats went on to a 48-yard
drive and another touchdown to
finish out the game.

Despite the loss, several Pirate
players had strong games.
Entel racked up 127-yards, and
junior linebacker Layton Brown
finished with 13 tackles. Junior
defensive end Jeff Erlenmeyer and
junior linebacker Paul Werhane
also had good defensive performances.
The loss drops the Pirates to
2-3 overall and 0-1 in conference,
while the Bearcats improve to 4-1
and 1-0. Next week the Pirates
host Linfield College in the Pine
Bowl.

Contact Peter Landgren at peter.
latidgren@whitworthian.com.

1Vhitvorth vs. Whitman

Sunday, Oct. 11

e 2:30p.m.

WOMEN'S SOCCER
NWC

ALL

UPS

6-0

9-0

WHITWORTH

5-1

9-2

3-2-1

4-4-2

3-2

4-5-1

[PACIFIC.
WILLAMETTE
UNFIELO
GEORGE FOX

LrW}OTMAN
L&C

piu

4

2-4

5-5

25

316-1]

1-4-1

2-4-4

.1,

NEXT PIRATE MATCH:

Mitworth vs. Lewis & Oark
Friday, Oct. 9 e 1 p.m.
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Pirates clinch late-game victory
David Rurik
Staff Itrritcr
Women's soccer faced off against Linfield Saturday
in a match that ended 1-0. The Bucs took control of
the match with Linfield shooting two times (neither of

which %verc on goal) and Whitworth
shooting 18 times (nine of which
were on goal). The match remained
scoreless through 89 minutes until
sophomore midfielder Sarah Berentson put the ball in the back of the
net.
"We played really well, we controlled the majority of the game. The
defense did a really great job shutting everything down: sophomore
DAVIN
goalkeeper Callic Bergstrom said.
Whitworth also held the advantage
in corner kicks 5-0.
Senior midfielder Lindsey Oakes,
echoed those thoughts with similar
remarks.
"We dominated; we possessed thc
ball really well Oakes said. "They're
supposed to be really good this year
but we played them very well and
controlled the game."
BERENTSON
Sunday, the Pirates beat Willamette
by a score of 10 on a goal by Sidonia Davin, her third of
the season. Thc goal came in thc 16th minute as Oakes
received possession of the ball and played it through
to a waiting Davin, who then had only thc goalkeeper
to beat. Shc sidestepped the goalkeeper and shot from
about 15 yards out placing the ball in thc back of thc net
beyond the outstretched arms of thc keeper.
"We were 3 little fatigued front yesterday; sve scored
early and were able to hold it for the rest of the game.
They were a good team but wc did a good job keeping
thcir attack undcr control. We have a really solid bench
and that helped us as we rotated players through to
maintain our lead: Oakes said.
Play remained even through the rcst of thc match with
Willamette edging Whitworth in total shots at eight to

;Marco

(;arrisill'hithvrthiJn

Sophomore midfielder Sarah Berentson sent the ball past Linfield keeper at home In the 89th minute to yield Pirate victory.

seven while shots on goal svere even for the two teams
at four apiece.
"Today was definitely a battle, Willamette is a really
physical team and wc really had to step it up to get back
at them," Bergstrom said.
When asked about outstanding players for this game.,
shc gave her compliments tu sophomore Anisa Babar.
"Actually, I would likc to say that Anisa Babar consistently does a great job at center back and she did a great
job controlling again today," she said.
Thc win sent the Bucs on to a 6-1 record in thc conference.

Next week Whitworth goes on to play at Lewis &
Clark on Friday.
"It's always an interesting game at Lewis & Clark because they have a fastcr turf field so that takes a little
more adjustment," Oakes said.
Whitworth's overall record of 9-2-0 and 6-1 in conference has come through a 16-5 advantage in goals over
opponents. Whitworth averages 1.45 goals per game to
.45 for their opponents.

Cotatiet David Rurik at aavid.rurik@whitworthiatt.
cont.

'1NSU gil/es me

opportunities to
iniprove
emission forecasts."

with Intramural Coordinator
Stephen Baranowskl
The year is barely underway and yet. the Intramural program at Whitworth
has begun to hit its stride.
Ultimate Frisbee and soccer leagues are already well underway with great success. Each of these leagues have over 25 teams competing In thc challenge and
power divisions. Games are taking place Sunday through Thursday on Omache
Field for Ultimate Frisbee and in Graves Gym for indoor soccer.
Sophomore Chris Colvin expressed his excitement over the start of the intramural season.
"It's great getting an early start this year and getting outside before the snow
said. With such a short window of opportunity of getting outcomes'
side and playing last spring, I'm glad we're out here having fun and not taking
this good weather for granted"
Volleyball and basketball will be starting off their seasons this week and will
run up until Thanksgiving Break. With over 55 teams competing in these two
sport's nearly 1,000 Whitworth students are participating in intramural sports
this fall to make what looks to be an exciting semester for all those involved.
For those who were not able to sign up for leagues keep an eye out for coming
events and tournaments this fall as well.
The Powder Puff game between the underdassmen and upperclassmen girls
over Homecoming weekend was mct with great success with contributions from
cheerleaders, fans, coaches and of course the athletes.
"I was super excited to play the game, but I really thought the sophomores
were going to destroy us since there were so many of them and they practiced a
ton more than we did: said junior Kara Heatherly of the upperclassmen team.
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Bucs claim first match

ock

thTfi1-2

sports talk with colin zalewski

Press conferences:

Julia Bechtold
Staff Itrritcr

Noteworthy postgame highlights

Whitworth volleyball earned their
first Northwest Conference win Saturday evening, soundly beating the
No. 19 University of l'uget Sound
Loggers in a set that ended 25-18,
25-17, 25-19. Friday night posed a
challenge to the Pirates as they were
defeated by top-ranked Pacific Lutheran University 25-13, 25-9, 25-

"7hey say a tic is like kissingYour sister. I guess that
is better than kissing your brother: - Lou Holtz

23.

On Friday in the Fieldhouse the
Pirates vere off to a slow start. They
got down early in the first game 0-6
and had to fight for a final score of
13-25. Things were still tough in the
second game and they were easily
defeated again.
But coming into the third game
Whitworth looked much sharper. It
was tied off and on right up until the
end when the Lutes squeaked by with
a fc%v well-placed serves, making the
final scorc for that set 23-25.
Senior right side hitter Tracy
Schwada helped out the Pirates with
seven kills and no errors for a .500
hitting percentage. Also, sophomore
outside hitter Kaimi Rocha and
sophomore middle blocker Kalpo
Rocha had four kills each and junior
middle blocker Randi Stephens had
five block assists total.
PLU is currently No. I in thc
Northwest Conference and is also
ranked 18th in the nation, according to the latest AVCA Division Ill
Top 25 poll. Thcy are 10-5 overall
and 6-0 in confcrcncc. They are also
home to junior outside hitter Beth
Ilanna. two-time NWC Player of the
Year, whose spikes and blocks helped
the Lutes to defeat the I'irates.
Saturday was swcct for the l'irates
when thcy swept the UPS Loggers,
also in the Ficldhouse. The first set
was lied at 12-12 but the Pirates
went on an 11-2 run securing thc
set. The second. set was closer at onc
point being 20-16 but again the Pirates managed to keep the Loggers
at bay and the final scorc was 25-17.
The final match was full of excitement as the Pirates could feel their
first confcrcncc win just minutes
away. l*he Loggers got ahead by one

-4

When it comes to sports, sometimes the biggest
fireworks come after the game. And no, I am not talking about 4th of July fireworks after a midsummer
baseball game; sometimes the best entertainment is
found in the post-game press conference.
It does not matter how mundanc a game is or what
the final score is, a great press conference interview
can put a hopeless team at the top of the Sports Center Top 10 overnight. Now there are a few ways players and coaches can go about making a statement:
I. Out of total rage and anger. Often times targeted
at a pooi reporter cowering in a corner. 2. Joking about
one's own performance (or lack thereof). This generally lighthearted response is prcy for word-twisting
sports reporters. 3. Displaying their stupidity and/or
absentmindedness. These are our favorite quotes to
judge athletes upoh... sometimes it turns out they really are as ignorant as we may have thought. 4. Being
completely self-absorbed. This is where the classless

k.,....,'Alkors,ravre
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Brarkion Hemming/ Whitworthian

Junior middle blocker RandiStephens goes Up for a swing against

in the middle of the set, but the Pirates kept on fighting and went on a
10-2 run regaining their momentum
In order to take the match.
Overall, the Pirates had a .229 hitting percentage while thc Loggers
struggled with a percentage of .066.
Kaimi Rocha had a great game with
12 kills while Kalpo Rocha had nine
kills with no errors and five block

UPS

on Saturday.

with a match-higlt 18 digs.
Sophomore setter Bree Riddle had
24 assists.
This Wednesday the Pirates will
travel to Whitman College in Walla Walla, looking for their second
Northwest Conference win. The
Missionaries are 4-8 overall and 1-5
in conference games.

assists.

Sophomore defensive specialist
Ariana Obert helped out defensively

Contact Julia Bechtold at julia.
bcchtold@whitworthian.com.

IliTRAMURALSOgER

shine the most.
Some coaches and players have become defined
by their press conferences. Take for example, Dennis Green, an under-the-radar NFL hcad coach made
quite thc name for himself after his ancuristic breakdown after his team, the Arizona Cardinals, lost to
thc Chicago Bears in 2006: "The Beqrs are who we
thought thcy were!... if you want to crown them, then
crown their a--!... We let 'cm off the hookr
Hopping over to thc NBA, Allen Iverson, star guard
and a tattoo artist's bcst friend, gave us all a surprising burst of passion whcn he was asked about missing a mid-scason practice while he was playing for
the Philadelphia 76ers. A. I. rantcd for over two minutes in an effort to make the reporter feel stupid for
asking about practice rather than the game but ended
up embarrassing himself, saying the word "practice"
24 times in under two and a half minutes.
Iverson's famous thoughts on practice were capitalized with a shouted question at a poor woman reporter, "How the hell can I make my teammates better by practicing?"
When talking about comical quotes by athletes,
you simply cannot leave out the king of them all, Yogi
Berra. A former baseball player, Berra bumbled his
words so many times a new word has been created
just to describe his interview responses: "Yogi-ismsr
This whole article could be devoted to Yogi himself,
but here is just a taste of a couple of his famous verbal
blunders:
."This is like deja vu all over again."
"The towels were so thick there I could hardly
close my suitcase."
"Baseball is 90 percent mentalthe other half is
physical."
In fact, while we are looking at some Yogi-isms,

'

-

Caleb SlytteMlitisorthian
-

-

.

Intraniural soccerpfayers battle foithe ball this week dining a game htGraves Gyrn.There are over 25 soccer
teams competing in the challenge and power leagizes.

here are some great interview quotes from around
the rest of the sports ivorld:
Charles Barkley: "I heard Tonya Harding is calling
herself the Charles Barkley of figure skating. I was
going to sue her for defamation of character, but then
I realized I have no characterr Sir Charles finally does
a little self-reflection; reporters wondered if they were
witnessing a personal revelation..
Lee Corso: "Hawaii doesn't win many games in the
United States." I would love to see Corso trying to
answer questions from Jeff Foxworthy on "Are You
Smarter Than A Fifth Grader?"
Jim Mora: "Playoffs? Don't talk aboutplayoffs?
You kidding me? Playoffs? I just hope we can Nvin a
game!" Former Indianapolis Colts head coach Mora
turns the questions around on a reporter in this classic press conference exchange. Needless to say, it was
not their best season.
Johnny Bench: "I was thinking about making a
comeback, until I pulled a muscle vacuuming. If
Brett Favre helped around the house more we may
have avoided his whole shenanigans over the past
couple years.
So, the next time you get done watching a game,
stick around for another half-hour and see the press
conference. Sometimes the biggest highlights come
out of coaches' and players' mouths.
Send comments to editor@whitworthian.com.
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TOP LEFT: Students and faculty gather outside of President Bill

KS

4044.

Robinson's office to sing him -Happy Birthday"on Wednesday, Sept.
30. Robinson climbed out of a window onto the fire escape to thank
the crowd for celebrating his 60th birthday.
Ft_

h

during
gymnastics Prime Time in the Baldwin-Jenkins lounge.
TOP RIGHT: Senior Daniel Mathews does a handstand

h

h

ABOVE: Sophomore Erick Huntley, juniors Drew Peterson and Zach
Parker play intramural Frisbee in the Loop on Sunday, Oct. 4.
i:J.Itt A10.4. 11,1:,:t4ortimt n
1'14
ABOVE RIGHT: Freshman Josiah Donor performs at the Boppell Coffeehouse on Saturday, Sept. 26. The event is an annual program put

on by the Boppell leadership team.

It ha., orth;an

RIGHT: Junior James hiitsuyasu does tricks on his longboard in the

Loop.

rh,to h I IalJ Jin.bht 1Vhstm,,rth.vi
BELOW: Freshmen Curtis Gatley, Weston Gramer and Tyler Rawson
play Texas Hold 'Em in Baldwin's side lounge.
1.1,h ,14:t):ts
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CHECK OUT THE "THIS WEEK IN PHOTOS" SLIDESHOW AT WHITWOHTHIAN.COM.

'Want to

submit your photos? E-mail us at photos_i)whitivorthian.com.
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WEATHER WOES
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Alumnus Kevin Parker
participates in town hall
meeting about health care.

Make the most of the
weather Spokane has to
offer, rain or shine.

Veterans Memorial honors
students, alumni that
served in Armed Forces.
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Fn&imdnRyan Sutiutriand and his father, Steve Sutherland,

'it dinner together In the dining haiL

-

A collaborative education
Not many colkwe students would be loo excited to have'a parent as their roor;unate. But
freshman Ryan Sutherland does not mind. Steve Sutherland, Ryan'sfather, is back to collegefor

a second time-not to earn a degree, but to take care ofhis son, who has Duchenne muscular dystrophy.

To

learn more, check out the multimedia piece on Ryan and Steve at

whitworthian.com

ihe Board of Trustees met in the plenary session
held Oct. 9 to discuss resolutions passed this week in
various Board committees.
Trustees voted to allow athletic coaches a separate
tract for advancement, to acquire property for the satellite campus in Costa Rica and to approve the academic program of the campus.
Jim Singleton, chair of the committee on Trustees,
presentes1 a resolution to award plaques to the newest
members of the Board, Kathy Goodrich and Andrea
Lairson. A resolution to accept a new member to the
Board was also discussed.
Dave Islyers, academic affairs committee chair, spoke
about Tenth Day Enrollment Report findings shared
With the committee by Nlichael Le Roy, vice president
of academic,affairs.
N1yers said the report showed the continuing studies
departmCnt has grown faster than expected.
-1Ve now have the equivalent of 300 continuing
stutlies students," Myers said.
Ihe committee found this growth is in line with the
current economic conditions, he saitl.
"When people are Out of work, they are more likely
to pursue further education," Myers said.
lhe Board passed a resolution presented by Myers
to snake a change in faculty handbook to allow Whitworth athletic coaches a separate tract for advancement.
"The faculty handbook (lid not recognize the distinct qualities of coaches," Myers said.

'

See TRUSTEES, page 4

Satellite campus to open in Costa Rica
Andy Song
Staff Itrrif

lite campus.
'Ilse number of students studying
at the campus in Jan Terns will reWhitworth students will have the main at 30, Scott said.
opportunity to study at a satellite
Students who study at the campus will continue
campus in Costa
Rica in thc fall of
to pay Whitworth
2010.
Scott
tuition,
"Costa Rica is one of the most
said.lhere will be
"Approxisnatcpolitically stable countries in
ly 30 students
an added cost for
each
flight expenses.
semester
Central America:'
and Jan Term will
Le Roy anMichael Le Roy,
have a chance to
nounced
at a
Vice President ofAcademic Affairs
take general edufaculty assembly
cation courses in
meeting held earCosta Rica," said
lier this month
Lindy Scott, professor of modern that a piece of property has been
languages.
chosen for the campus.
By the year 2012, Michael Le Roy,
Ihe Barbizon property, located
vice president of academic affairs, in the San Jose valley in Costa Rica,
and the Board members for this meets all of Whitworth's selection
project want to reach the amount criteria for the property, Le Roy
of 60 students attentling the satel- said.
PLEASE

Fit

RECYCLES.

Selection criteria for the campus
location included the safety and
security of the location, its distance
from a town center, and the presence of neighbors and friends supportive of Whitworth's academic
program plans, according to information presented by Le Roy to the
faculty assembly.
Also taken into consitleration
were criteria relating to the academic program and the infrastructure of prospective sites.
At the Board of Trustees plenary
session held on Friday, Oct. 9, Le
Roy presented assets of the property and the academic program students will follow while studying at
the school campus.
"We recommend purchase of this
property," Le Roy said.
'Ilse Board of Trustees unani-.
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Alumnus Kevin Parker, Washington state
representative of the 6th District, spoke at
the Oct. 7 Spokane town hall meeting held
at Mead High School.
The meeting was centered on health care
reform.
Doug Erickscn, Washington state representative of the 42nd District, opened the
meeting I.sith a presentation of federal proposals for health care reform. Ericksen said
costs of health care will risc with thc adoption of any health care reforms proposed by
the federal government.
-All of these proposals are cost drivers,"
Ericksen said.
Eric.ksen presented 10 solutions for health
care reform at thc state level developed by
the state legislature. The solutions presented
included the purchase of health care plans
approved by other states, the development
of young adult health carc plans, the pursuit of comprehensive medical malpractice
reform, the development of health savings
accounts and the allowance of mcnu care
benefit plans.
Our plan would help thc truly needy
and reduce the cost of health care," Eridcsen
said.
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Copy Chief
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Parker leads health care talk
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Audience members directed questions
toward Erickscn and Parker about thc proposed plan to develop health savings accounts, which if implemented would require
Washington state residents who want health
insurance to pay extra money toward a savings account to be used for health cost purposes.
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Opinions Editor

When asked a question by an audience
member who expressed doubt about thc
practicality of high cost health carc savings
accounts, Parker said the high cost would
absorb much of the cost of premiums.
-Health savings accounts have an extremely high deductible. But the premiums

,t

r
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N

N

BranJon Hemming /Whitworthian

Representative Kevin Parker took time to speak with each person who attended the town hall
meeting at Mead High Schoolon Oct. 7.

involved are much lower," he said.
One woman said thc health savings account plan vas not feasible.
"1 am 70 ycars old and I have never bccn
able to save up money for health carey shc
said.

Many people who cannot Afford health
care now, including thc elderly and those in
the 19-25 agc group, will not be able to af-

ford a health plan that requires extra moncy
for a health care savings account, she said.
Greg Ridgley, a Mead High School student, asked Ericksen if immunizations
would be mandatory for his generation if
a socialized health system were adopted by
the federal government. Erickscn said it was
too early to tell at this point based on state-

ments made by the federal government.
Parker said neither the state nor the federal legislatures have found a perfect solution
for health carc problems.
"Neither side has come up with a silver
bullet option," he said.
Parker said Washington has sccn more
trouble with health care reform than other
states. 1-le is in favor of modifying health
carc practices currently in place rather than
adopting an entirely new health care system.
"We need to protect what is working, and
fix what is broken," Parker said.

Contact Candace Pontoni at candace.pontoni@whitworthian.COM.
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Pfufsich also said he had felt
there would be an increase.
Pfursich said thc financial aid
proccss for returning students
differs from thc proccss for incoming students.
"Typically students will receive (the amount] they did
freshman year. This ycar however, bccausc of the economic

aid said. "I

'Pie try to be sensitive to
students with sperial

A comparison of average financial aid disbunments per student la

Whitworth University, Gonzaga University and Seattle Pacific University
Need-tused

id

Ncaneed based ad

t;;

situations,"

Pfursich said.
Ile
went
of this can be
rircumstancesf
on to say that
attributed to
Wendy Olson,
many
stuthe current
Director offinancialAid
economic
dents' families
job
conditions7
suffered
losses and exFred Pfurperienced overall decreases in
sich, vice president for admissions and financial aid, said the income.
increase in financial aid was not
"The gap between what stuthe result of a deliberate strat- dents can afford and thc cost of
egy to award more money, but tuition increased," Pfursich said.
was based on individual cirWe tried to help out students
cumstanccs.
affected most on a case-by-case
"More freshmen this year basis, and so thc process was
qualified for need-based finan- very individual. Wendy and her
cial aid. The result of this was team did a great job helping inan overall increase in the funds dividual students:
awarded; Pfursich said.
Junior Andrea Idso said her
Seventy-seven percent of financial aid package is larger
students from the 2009 enter- this year than last.
ing class qualified for financial
"I received an increase in
aid, an increase of 73 students my financial aid for this school
from the 2008 entering class of year," Idso said.
wasn't subwhich 65 percent qualified for stantial, but it helps. I feel that
need-based financial aid, Pfur- if tuition increases, it is only
sich said.
fair for financial aid to increase
Olson said due to the state of as well."
the economy, she had known
Ids° said her overall experibefore the start of the academic ence with the financial aid ofyear that there would be a sig- fice has been good.
"The financial aid office is
nificant increase in the number
of students needing financial really great. My first year here
lojçy gyerypne in the office
aid..
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Average Finandal Aid DisbursmentsFall 2609

downturn, we
paid attcntion
to individual

Wendy 01son, director

think much

Web Tedmidan
Justin Blackiwad
¡wan 1Lkiwoo6LPAttuortiou

States.

Ncw and returning Whitworth students received larger
financial aid packages this year
than in previous yeas-a.
"There was a higher level
of need among students then
we have seen in the past: said

of financial

Wan Feddes

Bechtold, Meen Benson, Danielle

Haley Atkinson
Staff Writer
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Whitwo th

Gonzaga

Seattle Pacific
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by natne; I was in contact with
them many tintes via e-mail.
They truly help students on an
individual basis," Ids° said.
According to thc College
Board Web site, thc average financial aid package awarded to
students at Whitworth this fall
was $23,147. The average needbased award given was $17,899
and the average non-need-based
package was $9,880. At Gonzaga
University, the average financial
aid package awarded this year
was $21,350, with an average of
$ 1 2,-164 apportioned for needbased aid, and $7,316 for nonneed-based scholarships, while
at Seattle Pacific University, the
average financial package given
was $23,266, with an average of
$21,236 given for need-based
aid, and $12,976 given for nonneed-based scholarships.
Olson explained that it was
the desire of the school to be

equitable in how funds arc dis-

tributed...

_

"We try to be sensitive lo
students with special circumstances," Olson said. "I lowever.
WC have limited resources. So
it's not possible to meet every
(student's] needs:*
Funds for financial aid are
drawn from the school budget.
Students also receive funding
from federal and statc programs, outside scholarships.
donations and endowments.
During the process of evaluating and a%varding financial
aid packages for the 2010-11
school year, the financial aid
department will continue to
give equal consideration to students' needs, Olson said.
We will try and help students
on the samc level. Unless family
circumstances change, students
will receive comparable funding
from Whitworth; Olson said.

Contact Haley Atkinson at
haley.atkinson@whitworthian.
COM.
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Interim director position filled
Rachel Bair
Staff Writer

highly acclaimed golf coach for both the men's
and women's tcams over the past seven years;
McQuilkin wrote in the c-mail.
Warren Friedrichs, athletic coach, WaS
. Ile went on to say that Friedrichs is respected
named interim athletic director after former by Whitworth's coaching staff and other coachathletic director Scott McQuilkin was named cs in thc conference, and is well-known to the
acting vice president of institutional advance- faculty because of his extensive involvement on
ment, according to an Oct.
faculty committees during
1 athletic department prcss
his 25 years at Whitworth.
release.
Robinson and Le Roy felt
"Warren (Friedrichs] has
lam most looking forvrard to Friedrichs' coaching backa wealth of cxpericncc as a
ground and his previous
working with the coadies and
coach, professor, and adminexperience as an athletic digetting to know the
istrator," McQuilkin wrotc
rector at Concordia Univerteams better."
in a recent e-mail interview.
sity qualified him to serve
Warren Friedrichs,
"lhe fact that he has coached
the position well, Robinson
Interim AthleticDireaor
both tcam and individual
wrotc in a recent e-mail.
sports will serve him well in
Robinson went on to say
working with our coaching
that Friedrichs was named
staff:*
Northwest Conference men's basketball Coach
The release states Fricdrichs was appointed of thc Ycar four times while coaching the men's
to thc position by htichael Le Roy, vice presi- basketball team.
dent of academic affairs and dcan of faculty.
He has expressed admiration for all of the
and President Bill Robinson.
coaches, and his long tenure and consistent
"Friedrichs has been a highly siiccessful bas- succcss has well positioncd him to lead Whitketball coach for Whitworth, and has been a worth athletics," Robinson wrote in the c-mail.

"Friedrichs will serve on an interim basis for
a few years," McQuilkin wrote.
While holding the position of interim athletic director, Friedrichs will continue to be
Whitworth's golf coach, according to the athletic department press release.
"My biggest challenge will be managing time
as I am continuing to coach golf; Friedrichs
said.
Friedrichs said McQuilkin may have the
option of returning to the position of athletic
director after his own role as interim is complete.
"I am most looking forward to working with
the coaches and getting to know the teams better," said Friedrichs. "[The athletic department]
wants to work on presenting the best possible
view of Whitworth to the community:'
Friedrichs said he received his doctorate in
athletic administration from the University of
Oregon, where he also studicd psychology and
business.
Contact Radtel Bair at radiel.bair@whitworthian.cont.

More students are graduating early
Evanne Montoya
Staff writer

number of students in
the entering class of 2006 graduated
A record

In three years, according to the Fall
2009 Tenth Day Enrollment Report

Twenty-seven students, constituting 5.8 percent of full-time students
in their class, graduated a year early.
This is a 1.6 percent increase from
the numbcr of students from the
previous entering dass who graduated in three years.
According tu the Tenth Day Enrollment Report, 19 students from
the 2005 entering class, comprising
.1.2 percent of their dass, graduated
in three years.
Although the number of students
graduating in three years decreased
in thc entering classes of 2000 and
2001, the number increased steadily
over the past five years.
Fred Pfursich, vice president of
admissions and financial aid, said he
does not think the trend of graduating in three years tvill become the
noun, but that it is likely the number of three-year graduates will continue to go up.
"My sense is that [the upward
trend' will probably continuc, at
least until thc economy improves:"
he said.
The numbcr of early graduates
may also be influenced by the increased availability of college credit
options for students, Pfursich said.
25 to 30 percent of entering freshmen come in with some
college credit," he said. "hlany students have more than enough credits when they enter to finish at least
a semester early:"
That was the case for 'Whitworth
alumna Julie 'Wootton, who entered

with about 20 college credits from
both AP courses and classes at a
community college and graduated
last year with a degree in journalism
and mass communication and a minor in history.
"At first I thought I would just
graduate a semester early, but once
I reviewed what kind of classes I
needed to takc, I realized it would be
pretty easy to graduate a whole year
early, she said in a recent phone in-

Willitworth 1Veb site.

Clark graduated with a bachelor's
degree in chemistry and minors in

Michael
Anderson,
Ph.D., president of the Presbyterian Health Foundation and NVhitworth alumnus, received an honorary
doctorate of divinity from
Whitworth University in a
service that took place on
Thursday, Oct. 8, at 11 a.m.
in the Seeley Mudd Chapel.
The honorary degree was
conferred in recognition of
Anderson's service for the
Presbyterian church, with
which he has been involved
for over 50 years, and for his
following of 'Whitworth's
mission to honor God, follow Christ, and serve Humanity.
Anderson was nominated
to receive the doctorate by
the Rev. Dr. Jim Singleton,
vice chair of Whitworth's
Board of Trustees.

Faculty to discuss
U.S. presence in
Iraq, Middle East

terview.
Although Wootton found it doable to graduate in three yan in
spite of making that decision at the
cnd of her second year, Taryn Clark.
another three-year graduate from
that dass, found initial planning
essential in her pursuit of an early

graduation.
"I had to put together a tight
three-year plan as soon as I got to
school and I had to stick to it pretty
stringently," Clark wrote in a recent
e-maiL "If you graduate in less time,
pu have to give up a little flexibility
to gct everything in:"
Clark cune into Whitworth with
60 transfer credits, the maximum allowed to be transferred at that time.
Shc acquired these credits through
AP courses and Running Start, a
Washington program that allows
high school studcnts to take college
courses for free.
%Vbitworth currently allows a
maximum of 64 semester credits to
be transferred from an accredited
twn-yrar institution. Ninety-four
semester credits can be transferred
from an accredited four-year institution or a combination of two and
four-year schools, according to the

Alumnus receives
honorary degree
for service

!Unruh Kinnier1WhitiAnthtan

English, Spanish and theatre dance.
For her, one of the advantages of
graduating early was getting a head
start on graduate school at %Veil!
Cornell Medical College, she wrote.
"I'll already be 28 before I can start
a "school-free' career," shc wrote, explaining that she will need four years
of medical school followed by three
of residency. The extra year from
graduating early is wonderfur
Vootton was partially motivated
to graduate by the cost benefit
College is expensive and obviously my parents were happy I could
graduate early," she said. The economy phyed a role in the decision of
other students who graduated early,
Wootton said.
Money WM not the only factor,
however.
"I felt like I'd had the experience I
had wanted to, and I'd learned a lot;
I vas just ready to move on:' 'Woot-

ton said.
She advises students to avoid
rushing through college if they don't
feel rcady to graduate, she said.
"You realize once you're out in
the working world that college is a
unique experience and you don't
get the opportunity to leant about a
number of different subjects as often
in the real world; she said "I loved
my experience at 1Vhitworth and
miss the friendly and warm campus
environment every day:"
Clark wrote that the decision to
graduate in three years should be
based on students' goals.
"Some people really itiafit it) speful
four years at school and get the traditional college experience; she
wrote. "All I can say is that graduat
ing in three years was great for me;
Contad &mule Montop at
eranne.monto)a@whitworthian.com.

THIS WEEK ONLINE

A panel of faculty will
discuss U.S. involvement in
Iraq and surrounding nations at 7 p.m. in the Robinson Teaching Theatre.
The panel will be lead by
Michael Le Ro» and will include Raja Tanas, professor
of sociology, Jennifer Holsinger, associate professor of
sociology, John Yoder, professor of political science,
and Dale Seden, professor
of history. Both the lecture
and faculty panel are free
and open to the public

Backpacics stolen

from Fieldhouse
& Music building
Approximately 20 backpacks were stolen from outside of the Fieldhouse a.nd
inside the Music Building
between 4 and 5:30 p.m. on
Oct. 7.
The security department
is currently in the process
of reviewing surveillance
videos from cameras located in the vicinity of the
Fieldhouse and the Music
Building.
Read more at whitivorthian.com.
Compiled by Candace Pontoni
Sources:
Whitwortkedu

CORRECTIONS &

CLARIFICATIONS
In the Sept. 29 article
about the football game, a

given on impact of Millenium Summit goals in Liberia

rLecture
Dr. Ellie Graham, retired associate professor of pediatrics at the University of Washington, gave a lecture on Oct. 6 about the effects of the eight
Millenium Development Goals on modern health care and other issues
in Liberia.

experience more at....

18, 2069
@ 7:30 PM

.

whitworthian.com

.

TICKETS ON SALE-NOW
by visiting wswilickets.com,
calling 800-965-9324 °Cot
The Service Stalion

e*Service Station

9315.tt Nevada St.
.

Spalcane; WA

member of the opposing
team was incorrectly identified. The player who scored
a touchdown for Chapman
was /Nlike Lambesis.
The Whitworthian h committed to prong
the Whitwath community with the most accurate infamation possible. The WhNorthi-

an never knowing!), publishes inaccuracies. If
you hare a comment ot question about the
fairness or accuracy of a story, send an e-mail

to editor&thitvothian.cont
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Bak
Allegations hold
recent elections
were fraudulent
Norwegian diplomat Kai
Eidc, the hcad United Nations official in Afghanistan, announccd on Sunday,
Oct. 11 that fraud occurred
in thc nation's recent presidential election in which
Ilamid Karzai was elected
to office.
Eide denied accusations
that he had allowed and
covered up ballot-stuffing
during the election in order
to ensure victory for Karzai.
The allegations against
Eidc were hcadcd by Peter Galbraith, thc former
top-ranking American in
thc U.N. who vas fired on
Sept. 30 by U.N. SecretaryGeneral Ban Ki-moon.
An
investigation of
fraudulent votes conducted
by a U.N. sponsored panel
is still undenvay.
The panel will decide
this week whether a runoff
between Karzai and Abdullah Abdullah. thc n.umer-up
in thc last election, should
be scheduled.

Bombs detonated

in Anbar province
near police station
Three car bombs killed 19
people in Western Iraq on
Sunday, Oct. 11. All three
of the explosions occurred
in Ramadi, the capital of
Anbar province, located approximately 70 miles west
of Baghdad.
The first car to explode
was parked near thc Anbar
province police headquarters, according to an Anbar
police officiaL
Nlinutes after bystanders and police came onto
the scene to help victims
wounded in the first explosion, the second car bomb
detonated in close proximity. The third car bomb
detonated an hour after the
second.
Anbar province has seen
the most intense battles in
the Iraq War, but the level
of violence has decreased
since local tribes unaligned
themselves with al-Qaida
and began to cooperate
with U.S. troops.

Philippine officials
announce plans to

shift focus of relief
The death toll resulting
from two typhoons that hit
the Philippines in a span of
14 days is now estimated
at above 600. Philippine
authorities announced on
Sunday, Oct. 11, they would
shift their focus from rescuing victims to conducting
relief operations in northern provinces affected by
flooding. A $I billion relief
plan, to be primarily funded by foreign aid, is under
consideration by Philippine
officials.
Sours=
Associated Preis. Reten

Compikd by Candace Pontoni

Student demand and faculty experience in
thc arca were two factors that led to the develCOSTA RICA
opment of the plan, said Le Roy.
continued from page 1
Le Roy said 60 students applied for the last
Central America study abroad program, and
mously approved thc academic program.
only 22 wcre accepted due to the program's
The process of securing the property will limited capacity.
move forward as planned.
Also taken into consideration were the reScott said he and thc Board of Trustees want
of a survey administrators sent out to
sults
students to have more chances to travel.
several years ago. The survey asked
studcnts
We want to give students additional opporoverseas location thcy would
students
which
tunity to go overseas; Scott
best like to study abroad at.
said.
Latin America svas ranked
He said he would like to
'Spanish majors will probably second. Scott said.
see Whitworth continue to
Administrators decided
double or even triple their skills
expand globally.
choose Costa Rica as the
to
Students accepted into thc
in the Spanish language while
host
nation for the satellite
program will stay with host
studying at the campus:'
campus in 2008. From thc
families to build relationLindy Scott,
time the decision was made,
ships and experience the
Professorof Afodem languages
faculty have conducted 18
lifestyle of Costa Rican residents, Scott said.
months of sitc research in
Though all studcnts may
the region, including visits to
apply to the program, thc campus W3S created international campuses within the nation.
to give students in thc Latin America Studies
Costa Rica was chosen by administrators as
Program an additional opportunity to study the location of the satellite campus for a numabroad.
ber of reasons.
"Spanish majors will probably double or
"Costa Rica is one of the most politically
¿ven triple their skills in the Spanish language stable countries in Central America." Le Roy
while studying at the campus," Scott said.
said.
is a very suitable environment to bring
An additional advantage of a new campus students into from a risk management point
will be the relief of on-campus student housof view."
ing overflow as Whitworth continues to exScott also said thc government system of
pand, Scott said.
Costa
Rica is considered more stable than sysDave Myers, chair of the Board of Trustees
surrounding nations.
of
tems
academic affairs committee, said the establish"Their
government system is democratic;
ment of an international satellite campus fits
with Whitwortlis goal to integrate with the he said.
Faculty contacts in Costa Rica were also
global community.
taken
into consideration while prospective loThe plan to create a satellite campus in the
cations
for the campus were being considered.
Central American region was developed in
"We've had good contacts there for 30 years
2003 by Jim Hunt, former chair of the faculty
assembly.
now," Scott said.

it

Most of these connections have been made
tluring past study abroad programs, he said.
"Also, Costa Rica is known to have beautiful scenery with fascinating history behind it."
Scott said.
A total of 15 months wcrc spcnt researching potential locations for the satellite campus
within the nation.
Multiple factors were taken into consideration for the selection of property.
We didn't want a place that was too urban.
But we also didn't want the campus to be too
far removed from urban centers," Le Roy said.
Le Roy said he hopes that students will succeed at thc satellite campus.
"(Our goal is to) help our students to live in
a cultural context," Le Roy said.
Kim Hernandez, instructor of Spanish.. be.
lleves the new campus will present a good opportunity for all students to study abroad.
think that all students, not just Spanish
majors, can benefit from an immersion experience," Hernandez said.
Students who are not majoring in Spanish,
or who arc not proficient in Spanish, should
not be intimidated to apply, Hernandez said.
*This is a great opportunity for all students
to experience life globally," I lernandez said.
Senior Libby Schmit, Spanish and psychology major, also believes any student who is interested should apply.
"All students should try this. Costa Rica is
an enhanced multicultural view," Schmit said.
Schmit, who has studied abroad in the Central America region, said her time abroad was
the best experience she had ever liad.
was worth it to get out of my comfort
zone; Schmit said. "Mc locals were very open
and friendly."
*

it

Contact Andy Son at tunIpong@whitworthian.com
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TRUSTEES
continued from page 1
Now coaches without a doctorate can advance, he said.
Jan Skaggs, the academic affairs
committee vice chair, presented a
resolution to approve thc academic program oía satellite campus in
Costa Rica.
This will be a significant stcp
for the university; Skaggs said.
Le Roy presented assets of the
Barbizon property, the sitc chosen
for the location

of the campus.
Chuck Boppell, vice chair

of the Institu-

have a property in Costa Rica that
we wouldn't be able to sell right
away," said Luz lsIerkel, associate
vice president of finance and ad-

ministration.
The Board voted to approve the
academic program and to acquire
the property.
Judi Shupper, student services
committee chair, presented committee findings about the student

body.
There was a smaller increase
than expected in freshmen tuition
revenue, Shopper said.
"The net revenue for this class
is losver due to
"In terms of the economy, the
an increase in
financial aid,"
worst days are behind us:'
Shupper said.

tional AdvanceJim Bennett,
Shopper disment
comInstitutionalAdvancement
cussed results
mittee, asked
CommitteeOmit
of a recent surLe Roy if the
vey taken by
Middle East or
ASWU.
Asia were conThe
survey
sidered as possible regions for the
showed students want more valocation of the satellite campus.
Le Roy responded that student riety of food and longer hours in
demand was talcen into consid- Sodexo, and an expansion of the
eration with selection of the site. Hixson Union Building, she said.
In response to student demands
Many students have shown an
interest in studying in Central for more eating space and an increased variety of food selection.
America, he said.
Faculty experience in the area Sodexo is considering the crewas also taken into consideration, ation of a coffee shop with space
for students to eat.
Le Roy said.
Remodeling plans for the sciPresident Bill Robinson said in
his personal experience the op- ence center will include the addiportunity to study abroad was tion of eating space for students.
Shupper said.
valuable.
A task force on student reten"It is magnificent, not only for
the students who study abroad, (ion is being formed, she said. The
but for what they bring back to task force will examine rcasons
the campus; Robinson said.
sophomores leave Whitworth
Boppell'also asked how the Cos- before their junior year, and why
ta Rica campus will be financed.
juniors leave before their senior
Funds to secure the property year. A lower junior to senior rewill be pulled from the univer- tention this year is due to early
sity's operational budget, Le Roy graduation, she said.
said.
Shupper said half of the junior
"We're expecting a positive cash class and one-fourth of the seflow out of this project; Le Roy nior class is living on campus this
said.
year.
Goodrich asked if the property
"There are 1,305 students livcould be sold in a worst case sce- ing on campus this year," she said.
nario situation.
"There is room for 50 more. But
'The worst thing that could the housing situation could look
happen would be that we would very different in the future with

-

overcrowding:*

Student attendance of the chapel service has bccn loss this year,
she said.
"There has been more participation in the Hosanna and Restore senices than in the chapel
service," she said.
Shupper said it is not the intention of the committee to press for
required student attendance.
No resolutions were presented
by the student services committee.
Jim Bennett, chair of the Institutional Advancement committee,
introduced Scott McQuilkin in
his ncw position as vice president
of Institutional Advancement.
"I know most of you. and I'm
looking forward to getting to
know thc rest of you," McQuilkin
said.
Bennett said he was optimistic
for the future of the department.
in tcrms of the cconomy, the
svorst days are behind us," Bennett
said. "There hasn't been a meltdown in terms of existing pledges
or gifts7
The committee is currently
searching for a new gift officer.
Three candidates for the position are already being considered,
Bennett said.
Institutional Advancement will
continue to focus on fundraising
efforts for the science building
project, Bennett said. $3.2 million
has been raised already, he said.
"We're hoping to raise $8.8 million by spring of 2011," he said.
Ray Lawton, building and
grounds subcommittee member,
said 90 percent of time the subcommittee spent in session had
been devoted to discussion of
what the campus should look like
in the future.
"When wc reach that threshold of 2,500 students, how will we
continue?" Lawton said.
It was decided that the executive committee should move forward to secure finances to fund
the first stages of the science
building, Lawton said.
Whitworth did not receive thc
credit rating it was hoping from

Moody s, Lawton said.
We arc asking IMoodys) to
grant us an exception and allow
Whitworth to move forward with
the science building," Lawton
said.
It was decided that approval to
move forward with the bond issue for thc science building would
be discussed in the executive session.
Robinson thanked thc assembled trustccs at the opening of thc
plenary session.
"We recognize how much you
have had to sacrifice to be here,"
Robinson said.
Robinson said he was excited
to continue to be a part of Whitworth in upcoming ycars, though
in a different role.
This past year, wc suffered a bit
in the Whitworth fund," Robinson
said. "Ve're sending out letters to
you, and asking you to increase
your giving."
"We're executing our responsibility as best as wc can to put our
operating budget in the best possible position," Robinson said.
A devotional was given by Michael Harri, ASWU President, at
the start of the session.
Harri spokc about the comfort
he and other students received after the death of Dan Burtncss on
April 28, 2008.
"In the midst of a tragedy I felt
the love and support of a Christcentered community," Harri said.
Robinson announccd Harri will
represent the student body on the
presidential scarch committee.
Walt Oliver, Board chair, said
he was confident challenges faced
by the university due to the current economic situation wcrc not
insurmountable.
"We have problems today in
terms of cconomics, but wc will
survive," Oliver said. "The page is
being turned. Ten years from now
sve will be in a better place;

Contact Candace Pontoni al candacc.poittotti@whitworthian. cont.
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Are you readyfor the snowflakes to start falling?
EDITORIAL: IN THE LOOP
Vote in the poll online at whitworthian.com or e-mail thoughts to editor@whitworthian.com.

Costa Rica campus is a

unique opportunity

1

Whitworth's acquirement of thc Barbizon
property in Costa Rica's San Jose valley will
be a landmark stcp in thc university's mission to expand globally.
We would like to commend the administration for responding to student demand
for more opportunities to study in the Central American region. A survey was sent
out to students several years ago requesting feedback about studcnt preference for
regional study abroad programs. Students
overwhelmingly requested that more options to study in Latin"- America be made
available. This makes sense, considering
more students have consistently applied for
thc Central America Study Abroad Program
than faculty involved with the program are
able to take.
ibis program, scheduled to place students in Costa Rica in Fall 2010, will not
only offer students the opportunity to stud);
in a global context, but svill also give them
the chance to experience life in the region
as Costa Ricans do through homcstay living arrangements. Living in a homcstay
will require students to step outside of their
comfort zones and immerse themselves in
the culture.
Major study abroad programs that place
students in international student dorms on
large university campuses provide students
with valuable and unique experiences. Some
students, however, come away from such
study abroad experiences feeling they have
isolated themselves from the truc culture of
the region. When placed on a large university campus in an urban setting, there is a
temptation to become absorbed with other
international students and not venture from
the excitement offered by the city center.
Faculty and administrators given the
task of choosing the property felt it was important to place the campus outside of an
urban ccntcr so that students could reside
in homestays and experience everyday life
with residents of the region. This program
has the potential to immerse students deeper into Latin American culture.
However, the truth is (and will always be),
it is the responsibility of thc student to take
the initiative to make thc most of a study
abroad experience. Studying abroad offers
students so much more than just a change
of scenery, which can be accomplished just
by rearranging the postcrs on your wall. It is
an opportunity to truly broaden your horizons in ways much more varied than simply
getting used to a different time zone. Learning to appreciate different lifestyles, foods,
worldviews, languages and cultural priorities is just as valuable to your education as
the dasses you might be taking.
The Costa Rica campus is designed
around the idea of helping students to accomplish this holistic educational experience, making it both unique and appealing
in international education destinations.
Students considering studying outside the
borders of our 50 states should take this
into account even as they consider whether
thcy are willing to put thcir own share of effort into the experience.
It is our hope that Whitworth will continue to c.xpand the number of opportunities available to students who want to study
abroad, and establish a presence in other
regions. An immersion experience is truly
invaluable for students interested in foreign
culture.

Editorials in the "In the Loop" section reflect
the majority opinion of the Editorial Board,
which is made up offire editors.
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iClickers are a necessary evil
it? Not very. This deepened my dislike of

iClickers.
IRIS
To date, I have sold approximately 70
WU
iClickers at the bookstore, mainly to haptrimist
less Corc 350 students and the occasional
physics student. Forty-six students have
asked me why iClickers were necessary.
I do not like iClickers. Among my many
-ickexciting tasks at the bookstore, I have the Fifteen studcnts have asked what an
was. Each iClicker costs $40.76,
licker"
pleasure of unpacking these lovely inventax included. So far, that's S40.76 in sunk
tions and stocking them for poor college
students to consume. Naturally. I deferred costs for each Core 350 student, excluding
the unpacking of the iClickers to my long thc four studcnts that have stolen thcm
off the rack. Not one
suffering co-worker.
student seemed happy
After all, there is so
to buy it. I wouldn't be
much more stimulating
Mien, a flash of brilliance hit happy either if I didn't
freight to unpack in the
me an 'Ahar moment, as the get a discount on them.
back, like giraffe-priist
Core 250 lecturers might say.
Forty dollars is equivapajamas. It is almost
lent to half a pair of
Students
do
not
dislike
the
like Christmas, except
shoes.
iaicker itself; it is the price
all the presents have a
So why do Core stuprofitable markup. The
of the iClidcer that niggles
dents
absolutely need
packaging also had a
at the soulr
iClickers?
Professor of
sharp plastic edge that
physics
Kamesh
Sanwould cut up my finkaran says that students
gcrs.
For those of you who don't know, the were routinely shut out of Blackboard.
iClicker is a flat, rectangular "classroom On top of technical difficulties, students
response system" that is "exceptionally would cheat. Conversely, the iClic.ker is
reliable with a defective rate of .0007 per- not only unambiguous, it significantly
cent; according to the manufacturer's reduces the prohability that cheating will
Web site. Ron Cronovich of Carthage occur. Professor of communication studCollege praises the device on the Web site, ies Mike Ingrain also says that iClickers
claiming that it "does what it's supposed to allow the Core team to quickly take polls
do; How reliable Mr. Cronovich is has yet of students about their answers to policy
to be determined. Also, Cato repeatedly questions. Keith Wyma, associate profescalled for the destruction of Carthage, sor of philosophy, wished to "re-affirm"
so how credible is a school named after their points.

I feel I should have prefaced this piece
with a caveat emptor: I have never actually used an iClicker. The three deep slashes
I have on my fingers from that nasty plastic wrapping are enough to convince me
to beware of this nesv technology. On the
other hand, Sankaran has made some excellent arguments in its favor. His Princeton Ph.D. also qualifies him a.4 an excellent
source of authoritarian epistemology.
The ghosts of the cuts on my fingers
tug on my heartstrings while Sankaran's
NASA pedigree and very convincing email repeatedly beat me over the head
with rolled up newspapers. This is a moral
quandary indeed.
Then, a flash of brilliance hit me-an
"Aha!" moment, as the Core 250 lecturers might say. Students do not dislike the
iClicker itself; it is the price of the iClicker
that niggles at the soul!
Based on this sudden enlightenment,
I can diplomatically condude that the
iClicker is a necessary evil. If I _must sacrifice one shoe for an iClicker so that I
may better understand policy issues and
receive grades in Core 350, then so be
it. That is, if I ever take Core 350. I am
always trying to convince my adviser to
exempt me, which never works.
I am learning to embrace the iClicker.
I have made my peace with the damshell
packaging. And if Sankaran says it is a
good change, then it must be.

WU is a junior majoring in political science. Comments can

be sent to irismug'whitworthian.com.

WHITWORTH SPEAKS OUT: WHAT ARE YOU DOING TO BATTLE THE COLD WEATHER?
I'm not

'Building up my
fat reserves for

°Crocheting
gloves and
disregarding my

wearing my
poofy coat until
it starts
snowing and
there's 1-digit

the winter!

l'mwearinga
coat, boots, scarf
and mittens!

appearance just
to he warm!

temperatures!

Trot 0.So

Brenda Aka',
sophomore
JO

ot $$$$$$

AlerSpencer,
freshman
"..
lo. 11 /.1.1.(0

OS A.

.

EthanSmith,
senior

Sydney Schilling,

freshman
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The
A COLUMN BY JEROD JARVIS
Welcome tone fuse, where you can come when you're not sure
what exactly you want out of your newspaper reading evcrience.
Each week, I'll deliver something off the wall/unexpected/totally
bonkers up for your reading pleasure, and you can then write inc
scathing letters gibout how I'm contributing to the ¡lead: of serious
journalism.

Lucas Koalltititworthi.m

The bright side of weather

`

to genuinely rctlect on the pros and cons of weather;
or, even better, let's just find something more vorthJACQUELYN
while to think about.
WHEELER
I don't deny that there arc legitimate conccrns
mwt-st
with weather. It can be really hard to gct where you
need to go sometimes. lhose of you with a comFall is upon us. It's getting colder. Layers are cam- mute, I sympathize.
Also, sometimes thc cold is a cause of discomfort.
ing out of closets. I now have to wear tights to go on
I am guilty of expressing my coldness as much as
morning runs. Where did our sunshine go?
As the rain, leaves and eventually cnow float about anyone clse. If I'm cold, you vill probably know it,
our campus, I also expect to hear a melody of dreary but I don't let this blind me fiont seeing what a nice
complaints on the wind about the dreaded Spokane day it can be in thc midst out. I won't call the weathweather. Why are wc all so ungrateful? Even if we er "bad" just because I didn't put enough clothing
don't care that much, for some reason, complaints on. If I do, slap me, please.
If you are a farmer, I also give you the right to exabout the weather are waiting on thc tips of our
press
your concerns. For many people in the world,
tongues.
a winter that goes a month too
This general tonc of complainlong could be detrimental to their
ing is a sign of a deeper problem.
way of life. Or if you live in a priIt is a sign of the breakdown in
that
you
dislike
'Ifs
OK
to
admit
mal society, thc weather severely
communication that is happenimpacts your way of life.
Hard
things
come
a
situation.
Ntaybc
it's
thc
ing in our society.
As for me, and most of you, I
cell phones, or maybe it's the Inlet's not pretend othenvise
ternet that causes the breakdown, but appredate the character you live indoors and the hcatcr finally turned on in my dorm. I also
but somchow, the same force that
develop through them. Enjoy
live on campus and don't have a
keeps our eyes on thc cracks in
how discomfort stretches you" car to drive anywhere. Besides a
on
than
the
sidewalk
rather
the
fcw minor things, likc thc aforepeople passing by is the one that
mentioned tights that arc now
causes us to spew worthless information about the weather when we feel that some- required for my morning runs, the weather doesn't
thing has to be said.
really have a lot of impact except that I can truly apIn our small moment-to-moment interactions, preciate thc great variety of weather we have in Spowe flat-out don't know what to say. The wcathcr has kane without being greatly inconvenienced. They
ahvays been a sort of cliche last resort. When the even plow the sidewalks here.
conversation goes sour, one ironically turns his or
Ibis can be applied to any number of situations
her eyes toward the heavens and says, "So... How that you may choose to whine about. It's OK to admit
about that sunshine?"
that you dislike a situation. Hard things come-let's
Our complaining is just a slightly less cliche ver- not pretend otherwise-but appreciate the character
sion of the same thing. The difference is that perhaps you develop through them. Enjoy how discomfort
the weather is actually bothersome to some degree. stretches you.
Whitworth is all about community and as people
If you are Christian, consider the ethics of comso centered on community, sometimes we seek to plaining. If we believe that God is good and that he
generate that camaraderie based on common woes. works all things for the good of those who love him,
I realize that it is this desire to make connections
then if you love him, everything in your life is there
that forces us into talking about these areas of com- because God plans to redeem it to makc you a more
mon annoyance, but I would like to challenge the complete creation. It might not makc you happy,
idea that this is the type of community we want to but it will make you holy. When you find yourself
be generating.
tempted to complain, repent. God only gives good
Complaining about the weather is the path ofleast gifts. We ought to thank him.
resistance, but the best community is one whose
Let's refocus. When the douds roll in and the snow
members are willing to challenge one another to begins to fall, don't talce on its dreary mood. Rather,
find the best of life. That's the beauty of interacting point out the beauty of the situation. However scarcc
with other human beings and the beauty of being in it may be, there is always something
beautiful to be
college. We have lots of great thinkers ready to see
found. When the rain comes, be the sunshine.
the best and the worst in the world and find out what
to do with it. Let's Iceep our minds engaged in and WHEELER is a sophomore majoring in English. Comments can be sent to
out of the classroom in hopes that we might be able jacquelyn.wheelerhitwonhiaruom.

Oi! Wake up! lhe newspaper is here! Eat up every mouthful of
naked truth, because you know it won't come again untilnext week.
Unless of course you visit the Web site where content is updated
daily for your reading, thinking and irate-commenting pleasure.
Now that my shameless plug is out of the way, 1 %vain all of you
"Star Wars" fans out there to sit up and take notice. I'm not just
talking to diehards or to the uber-nerds who speak fluent Rodian.
I'm talking to all of you who have any fondness for thc "Star %Vars.'
universe, or vho used to before Ntr. Lucas totally lost it and stabbed
the franchise in the face with a laser beaver (don't see the animated
"Star %Vars" movie, or you too will find yourself without a soul).
All of you %%rookie 10VerS Sh011id know that there's a rather interesting project being put together by a group of particularly crazr
fans of the movies. 'they're calling it "Star Wars: Uncut," and it s
essentially a remake of the original "Star %Vars" movie, "A New
I for.- Basically, you go to the site, lay claim to a 15second clip of
the movie, film it however you ¡vain (people have done live action,
clay-mation, computer animation and everything in between),
and then submit it for approval. Once every scene has been turned
in, the masterminds behind the project will cobble them all together and release it upon the masses. Check out thc site; they have
a trailer up for the project already.
I'm planning on shooting several sccncs using the faculty of
this fine university. I haven't actually spoken to any of them about
this yet, but when I show up with the film crcw and candy bars, I
don't see how they'll be able to say no. Han Solo will be portrayed with subtlety and emotion by professor of communications Alan
Mikkelson, who will never be sccn without his faithful Wookic enforcer Chewbacca, played by Dr. Forrest Baird of the philosophy
department (I'll bct you S 100 he dots a fantastic %%rookie call).
ASWU President Michael hain will play Luke Skywalker, with
his boyish good looks and mastery of the Force (how did you think
he won the election?). I'm still trying to decide on who to cast as
Princess Lcia though. It's a toss-up between Dr. Kathy Storm and
Karin !Idler of the theology department.
Darth Vadcr will naturally by played by communications professor Ron Pyle (I'm experimenting with anti-typecasting). Ntike
Ingram, also a professor of communications, will play Obi-Wan
Kenobi, utilizing his sagely wisdom and timeless advice for the
part (there's perks to being thc director's academic adviser).
lbe Death Star might pose a bit of a logistical problem, given
that ifs as big as the nioon. I'm relatively certain that Sodcxo still
has all those trays they confiscated from us last year, though, and
I'm confident that if I melt them down and toss in a bucket of gunmetal gray paint, it'll turn out all right. I don't have a special effects
budget, so in my version of the film the Death Star won't laser-blast
planets from space, but will instead roll over Weyerhaeuser hall at
Pyle's dark command.

Professor of communications Jim McPherson will fill the role of
Darth MauL Technically, Darth Ntaul didn't appear in the original
trilogy, but as one of the only bright points in the "new trilogy"
(aka, "The trilogy that shall not be named"), I feel that he should
be given homage in my film. The thought of NtcPherson with a
double-bladed lightsabcr regularly keeps mc up at night, so he's
really the only choice.
The Emperor is probably the biggest challenge I'm still facing.
President Bill Robinson was my first instinct, being a charismatic
leaderly type, but hc's leaving next year and that would make the
inevitable sequel difficult. Also on thc short list is Ntorgan Feddes,
editor-in-chief of The %Vhitl,vorthian. Unless you've been here at
1 a.m. Monday morning finishing production on the newspaper,
you won't know how appropriate that type-cast would be.
Now that I think about it, it would be a shame to limit the potential ola cast like this on a few 15-second clips, so the best coursc of
action will be to rcshoot thc cntirc series.
This is where I start wishing Whitworth offered a film production major. Ntaybe Vader can do something about that...

JARVIS is a jurtioi majoring in journalism. Comments can be sent to jerocllaryisciwhitwor-

thianlom.
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rontal news'
a humor column by Nic Vargus

Start preparing now
for your graduation
Registrar's Office to get information for my
applications; working with students in the
class I TA, and trying (with difficulty) to go
to church, have quiet time with God, have a
social life, sleep, and cat on rare occasion.
I realize that I'm not the busiest person
on campus, nor am I the busiest person in
my dorm, as far as I know. But any sort of
overwhelming busyness is taxing on a person. For you underclassmen and juniors
who thought you'd wait out the graduation
talk until spring semester of your senior year,
please don'L Get a good head start now so
that by the time you're in my position, your
list of things to do is limited to what's due
totnorrow and a fcw applications. For those
of you already floating the same boat as me,
here's a way I've been able to de-stress, relax,
and get it all done:

JULIANNE

LUCKS

Nic Varguill%'htirorthian

I silently judge you,

Dave Matthews fan
I feel like I should preface this areverybody gets all crazy and dances.
ticle with a little bio about me, so you But so does every other band that
can realize whcrc I'm coming from comes to Whitworth, and I've yct to
and on what authority I speak. So see people drcsscd up like members
here goes: Hi, my name is Nic. I'm 5 of a neon Blue Man Group dancing
feet 10 inches tall, a Pisces, with short, to somc acoustic folk band. NVhich
flowing brown hair. I've worked at thc is kind of a shame, because all thosc
radio station for like a million ycars. indic bands would be so confused.
(Yes, we have one. Anybody who's Ihey're too busy taking picturcs of
anybody knows that) I listen to mu- themselves where they don't look disic all day every day and I'm s00000 rectly at. thc camera to know about
bleeding edge in the music scene I dancing quite yet. Almost every ycar,
feel like I don't have any platelets. .
we arc blessed with USE's tcchno
Okay, now that that's out of the blips and sweaty dancin' stage presway, I'd like to talk about what de- ence. It's sort oflikc a pilgrimage, and
fines Whitworth's music culture and only total dorks miss it.
why wc like the things we like. For a
And speaking of tcchno blips, Owl
proper assessment, wc have to start at City is certainly a crazc here at Whitthc beginning:Mere were two kinds worth. For those uninitiated, Owl
of elementary school kids. The kids City is like a Christian Hellogoodwithout Walkmans and the kids with bye for thc Gay movement. Recent
Walkmans. The kids without didn't studies suggested that 97 percent of
listen to a ton of
the music by the
music; maybe the
singer/songwriter
occasional Celine
(whose name, for
"Dave Matthews Band is so
Dion on the radio,
the record, is not
maybe some SavOwl City) was
extraordinarily popular on the
age Garden, but Whitworth campus, you'd think about
rainbows
whatevs; they %vac
and parades. And
they gave away free CDs with
mostly busy rollthat's fine too, perNalgene bottles."
ing rubber cement
haps some metainto balls and sniffphorical content in
ing grape smelly
there, but whatevs.
markers anyway.
The guy's at Owl
The kids with Walkmans spent vir- City write such sugary hooks, Catin
tually all of their time rewinding "I Crunch tried to get together a lawBelieve I Can Fly" by R. Kelly from suit for copyright infringement. Owl
the "Space Jam" soundtrack on cas- City Guy (his legal name) has writsette tape. Unless you were more into ten such hits as "Nly firefly's in love
"Basketball Jones or "Everybody Get with friendship," "Teehee, I believe in
Up;" these things tend to vary from
friendship" and "West Coast Friendperson to person.
ship." (Sidenote: One of those is a real
The kids that didn't listen to the title. Feeling lucky?)
"Space Jam" soundtrack grew up,
There are other, ccrtain individuturned into wannabc hippies and als who listen to certain boy bands
started listening tO Dave Nlatthews sponsored by the Disney Channel. I
Band. DN1B is so extraordinarily refuse to put their name in print (this
popular on the Whitworth campus, week), but I am sort of ashamed that
you'd think they gave away free CDs so many Whitworthians claim the
with Nalgene bottles. Instrumentally "Jaundice Siblings" as one of their fathey're fine, if you're really into the vorite bands. They are like "Twilight:
kind of music that you can hear in The Musical': No, that doesn't really
Safeway's produce section. Which exist, stop your girlish giggles. What
you're probably not, since DMB fans bugs me thc most is that Whitworth
shop exclusively at Trader Joe's and students would buy into the same
Whole Foods. Vocally DMB is fine marketing strategy as 4-year-old girls
too, if you like Kermit the Frog's sing- worldwide. Obviously, these siblings
ing voice after a decade of juicing. have no male fans. Recently a petition
Their stage presence is legendary; the was formed at Whitworth for "Males
audience, which is composed entirely that Will Never Date Girls That Like
of white guys with dreadlocks and The (Jaundice Siblings]." There were
white girls with dreadlocks, smoke over 5,000 signatures. You do the
gratuitous amounts of pot. Appar- math.
ently that makes thc show better.
In conclusion, the students that
Surprise!
did have the "Space Jam" cassette tape
USE is something of a phenom- grew up and now listen to Sigur Ros.
enon behind the pinecone curtain as
well, and to this I have no objections. VARGUS is a senior majoring in English. Comments
They put on an amazing show and can be sent to nic.vargusgwhitworthian.com.

We all went through it in high school-the
myriad of college applications, "studying" for
the SAT/ACT, the questions from adults asking all about which major, university and potential future we are planning on. We waited
for months to hear back from universities,
and congratulations! We were accepted to
Whitworth. We thought it was over, but no,
financial aid decided to come along. If we
had thc joy of getting a job, so did FERPA.
Finally, in college, thc hectic stream of insanity dicd down, leaving us in a state of illusion
that our problems are over, caught between
"real life" and high school.
Now we're seniors in college. Gucss what?
We get to do it all over again. Apparently, going through it once isn't enough for us. Nothing beats testing and filling out applications.
Most people don't actually think about
graduation until spring semester of their senior year. For all you scniors who aren't worrying about it yet, and for all you juniors that
think you're off the hook, I've got a lovely
little reality check for you.
For instancc, my last week has consisted
of: writing a 15-page paper; studying for att
cxam; editing and responding to 10 different
pccr's papers; working the job scene; reading
four decent-sized books as well as a textbook;
writing two poems (no, they're not easy to
do, Dr. Scuss); writing this article; going over
it with my editor (thank you, Jerod); collecting my.work for my,senior English portfolio;
producing my resume and various cover letters; editing and revising my own work; and
filling out the various workbooks for class.
Not to mention also preparing for thc
Graduate Record Examinations; deciding
whether or not I want to take the GRE; organizing work to be submitted to literature
magazines; making up my mind about if
I want to go to graduate school; researching graduate schools; applying for graduate
school; applying for an internship next semester; communicating with my professors
for letters of recommendation, advice for
future, instructions about my teacher assistantship, and putting together my senior
portfolioyrunning back and forth to the

HAVE AN

Sleep, preferably before midnight. That

means being in bed and asleep before
midnight, not deciding to gct ready for
bed at that time.
Eat healthy, because skipping meals or
having nothing but coffee only ends up
giving you a headache. My lovely roommate can attest to this.
Take the time each day to just chill. If
this means going for a slow walk around
campus, taking a nap, listening to God or
calling your mom, be sure to do it at least
once a day. You may think you don't have
thc time, but if you don't make the time,
your body will make sure you do later on
when you're lying sick in bed.
Prioritize. What assignments are due first?
Which applications need to be turncd in
soon? Make yourself a calendar and stick
to it. I have made far too many schedules
that I haven't kept. Thc trick is to actually
do what you've set out to do.
Relax. Even if nothing turns out thc way
you'd hoped, it's going to be alright. Everything happens for a reason. I firmly
believe that as long as you try your hardest, thc effort won't have been wasted.
Just think, in a ycar, this will all be over.
Unless of coursc you're planning to continue for a Ph.D., but that's a whole other ball
game.
LUCKS is a senior majoring in English. Comments can be sent to
juliannelucks@whitwonhian.com.
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ABOVE:Students gather in the East first floor lounge for Rush Night on Saturday, Oct. 3.The event took
place in several dorms, and in East there was a rave. Rush Night was one of several events that have been
held in East
rh,:o
..ft.10J1:,11;yi
TOP RIGHT:The spacious balconies of East offer students a place
west veranda faces the Village.

for studying or relaxing with friends.The

BOTTOM RIGHT:As one enters the dorm from the first floor, a railing on the second floor overlooks the

common area.
BELOW: East's enormous windows provide natural

light throughout the day and a view towards Duvall and

Boppell. Bike racks line the front entrance of the dormitory.
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en-ce
Students make the newest dorm

their home

Heather Kennison
Assistant Scene Editor
After months of watching the building come to lifc during construction, students on
campus this year arc the first to live in and enjoy the new East Residence Hall.
dorm has become something of a mystery to many students both on and offcanipus. You've heard the stories, but what is it really like lo live there?
Junior 1.)-nne Allen, a transfer student residing in East, said "I knew it was going to be really nice, and so far, I love it. And I definitely like the big lounges

he

and the patios;
Spacious lounges and outdoor patios on the second floor are not the
only features that give this dorm its uniqueness.
The building has three stories with a basement. The first floor
contains a main kitchen, with a smaller kitchenette on the
third floor. A railing on the second floor, much like the
one on third floor of Weyerhaeuser, overlooks the entrance into first floor.
''I he ideas that make a project are those that
are' in the realm of reality, make the budget,
and serve the students better," said Alan
Jacob, associate director of housing.
East also contains more study
.,r'
rooms than any other dorm on
campus, having two each
on the first, second and

third floors.
F.ach study room also contains a white board and phone line.
From thc paint on the insidc to the wood stain and light fixtures, everything was chosen for
looks, sustainability, initial impact on environment and longevity. Jacob said. The Northwest
Architectural Company wa.s in charge of interior design, he said.
"The paints look nicc but they're also meant to look nice for a long time; Jacob said. They
weren't harmful to make or apply."
According to thc Fall 2009 Tenth Day Enrollment Rcport, the dorm is at full capacity this
year, holding 170 students of all class standings, predominantly female.
Sophomore Alaina Thompson is anothcr resident of East. She lived in Duvall last year. She
said that the higher ceilings and room sizes are nice.
"My main complaint would be the water pressure in the showers. It feels cold even when it's
warm; lhompson said.
Still, Thompson said the community she has experienced this year is better than her previous dorm experiences. ,
Freshman Scott Dilts signed up for the hall because on a campus tour he took this summer
the tour guide recommended the dorm.
"I really like thc gigantic TV; Dilts said.
I lowever, there are still some things Dills doesn't like about East.
"%Ve don't have a ping-pong table and someone stole the Blu-Ray player out of the media

room; he said.
The reception of the dorm has been really positive, Jacob said. The dorm received its temporary certificate of occupancy at the end of July 2009.
"Students breathe life into a building," Jacob said. "Othenvise, it's just concrete and carpet.
But you fill it with students, and it develops a personality."
Contact [leather Kennison at heather.kennison@whitworthian.cons.
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'Thrifty tips
for staying

in Europe
Notes from

ABROAD
Brad Hoine
Guest Writer

Joanne Mapairditlitrwthian

The new Veterans Memorial outside Cowles Auditorium will honor alumni who died In active duty, as well as those who have served In
the military.The memorial Is a gift from the dass of 2008.

Memorial to honor alumni
Katie Palmer
Staff Writer
Many students have walked by the new memorial going up
outside of Cowles Auditorium and wondered what is being
built.
By Nov. 11, Whitworth will have a new addition to thc Loop:
the Veterans Memorial.
The memorial is funded by the class o12008 to honor Whitworthians who have died in active duty and those that have
served.
"I think it is very important to acknowledge that a lot of very
good mcn and womcn (be they alumni, faculty or staff) have
served in the armed forccs to protect this country and thc freedoms that we enjoy," Ed Kelly said, a 30-year service veteran
and director of facilities services at Whitworth.
The construction has noticeably begun and the final product
will be ncar the flagpole and will include a revision of thc planting bcd, a walkway through the memorial, new benches and
five basalt columns.
The basalt columns, cach representing a unit of thc armed
services, will include the symbols of each branch engraved on
top.
There will be plaques honoring thosc who have dicd in action Ivith facts about their lives. More will be added over time.

"This memorial will be a great tribute to those Whitworthians who have made the ultimate sacrifice for our country: said
Dale Soden, professor of history and vice president for strategic
planning. ',Each person's story is unique from Harry Olson and
Tom Hap to Forrcst Ewcns. But they represent the desire to do
the right thing as well as exhibit a courage that onc cannot help
but admire:
The projcct is a big undertaking and when finished, will transform the arca in front of Cowles Auditorium, said Tad Wiscnor,
director of campaign planning in institutional advancement.
Wiscnor and other alumni office staff worked directly with
the 2008 senior class representative and committee to devise
the plan with thc architect.
Letters were scnt out and thc Whitworth Fund Phonathon
contacted thc class of 2008 and more funding than expected
was raised, Wisenor said.
funding for this project has reached over $18,000 and
donations arc still being accepted.
The contractor is A.M. Landshaper, who has done previous
work for the campus, including the landscaping for Omachc
Field and East Hall.
There will be a dedication ceremony on Veterans Day, Nov.
u, and all students and staff are welcome to attend.

he

Traveling in Europc is already stressful on
the pocketbook. and the French Riviera is no
exception. so hcrc arc seven tips to help case
those financial concerns:
Learn the language: After walking around
thc markets in downtown Nicc, I've found
out that knowing even somc of the simplest
Frcnch will save you grief, time and money. I
was watching British tourists who didn't speak
Frcnch, and thcy tended to be unable to barter down the prices as well as those who did
speak French. (Americans typically don't come
to Nice, I don't know why; apparently they all
go to Paris). The vendors know who is a tourist
and will try and comfort you by saying phrases you know, such as "This is good price; when
in reality the vendor two booths down would
probably sell it for a fraction °Elbe price.
Postcards: If you want to send that special
someone a post card on your' trip. consideiwhcrc you buy the post card. Do not pay more
than .40E (58 cents) for a post card. Several
places will have post cards for lE ( $1.47) and
possibly even more. I can guarantee you that
for 2.50E ($3.68) you can walk away with 10
postcards. This may require walking down the
boardwalk a little farther. but 2.50E (S3.68)as
compared to 10.00E ($14.70) for 10 postcards
is worth the extra couple blocks.
Eating: When meal time comes around
there arc several options to help you out and
help yo u to still cat amazing food. The cheapest option is to find one of several supermarcHs around town; Carrcfour, Casino and 8
huit all have sandwiches and meals that could
be prepared on a stove top in your hostel/hotel
(assuming your accommodations liare a cook-

Contact Katie Palmer at katic.palmerewhitworthiamcont.
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To survive, do not forget the rules
WRITER'S REVIEW

Ryan Graves
Staff Writer .

For some reason these days, we're surrounded by the supernatural in Hollywood. Whether it be vampires with the
"Twilight" series or zombies from the newest film "Zombieland: Hollywood just can't
get enough of this stuff. And while these
staples liare proven their monetary worth,
they still are tied down by their basic concept and are trapped with no rescuing creativity. The film "Zombieland" is a textbook
example of this failure.
Don't get me wrong, the film isn't completely dull and unoriginal. On the contrary, the film does deserve props for being a little bit different. Yes, it's not the first
zombie comedy (Or can we call it a zomedy now? Too soon?) so the jokes aren't
groundbreaking, but they're still OK.
The film follows our hero, who is named
after his hometown of Columbus, Ohio
(because that's how names work in postapocalyptic zombie-infested worlds). He is
one óf th'eWsir iiiiviv'ors and narrates some

of the key rules to staying alive. Some rules
are basic, like buckling your seat belt; some
are more strategic, like know your exits.
Maybe Columbus is one of the only survivors because his nerd affinity for games
like "World of Warcraft" has taught him
more than he expected.

Columbus

g

eventually

MOVIE
REVIEW

meets another
survivor named

ZOMBIELAND

(guess where
he's from), and
the two start

Starring: Woody
HarrelsonJesse Eisenberg
Rating: R for horror
violence/gore and language
Directed by:
Ruben Fleischer

Tallahassee

working as an

efficient zombie killing crcw
that start working their way
back to Columbus. After
a scene of showing off the director's ability
to malce zombie killing as gory as possible
(which for the genre isn't too hard), the

two eventually meet more survivors named
Wichita and her little sister Little, Rock
Conveniently for' ihis sfórY Wichita is

sexy and age appropriate for our hero Columbus. Both are consequently single so
the question is, do thcy hook up by the end
of the movie? Well I don't want to spoil it
for you, but like I said before, this isn't a

overbearing narration. I likc being clued
in on his rules for staying alive in Zombieland, but I don't have to hear every little detail that's going through his head. There's a
rcason it's called an interior monologue.
groundbreaking film.
Woody I larrelson is great as the muscle
The mission of this group now is to go from Texas. IIis sccncs arc usually ripe
to LA. where a certain amusement park is with zombie killing of thc medieval type.
reportedly zombie free. One thing I didn't Any basic garden tool is in his arsenal. You
catch is how they know
can guess that the film is
about this zombie-less
just as gory as any other
Mecca; if they're the last
"Maybe Columbus is one of the
zombie film. And it is.
people on Earth, who told
This isn't necessarily a
only survivors because his nerd
them about the :amuseaffinity for games like 'World of bad thing, but I think I
ment park? Did a zombie
found myself cringing
Warcraft' has taught him more
forget some of his classimore than I found mythan he expected!'
fied zombie plans?
self laughing and given
You can see thc film
the tone of the movie,
has plenty of holes, alI don't mean that as a
though I do have to give the film credit for compliment.
one of the best film cameos in recent memDoes thc film have a satisfying climax?
ory. That scene is almost worth the admis- Well, it is about the survivors of a zombie
sion price. Almost.
apocalypse and not thc scicntists NV110 have
Jesse Eisenberg does a decent job of mak- the power to reverse it. So you'll just have
ing us root for him in all of his endeavors, to sec for yourselL
whether it be running away from a horde
of zombies or trying to impressthe alluring
Contact Ryan Graves at rym!.gram@
Wichita. Wh.it r'eally bother'ed ine" was his whitworlhinn.cons.
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Influences
range wide for
mewithoutYou

A&E
BRIEFS
Lecturer to speak
about foreign
policy and Iraq

Jon Fox
Staff Writer
There aren't many songwriters these days quoting the fourth century Desert Fathers, but when
Aaron 'Weiss of mcwithoutYou starts singing "Vhy
not be utterly changed into fire?" at the climax of
his song about a Beetle colony, there's no denying
the novelty. The band's newest studio effort, "It's All
Crazy! Its All False! It's All a Dream! It's Alright," is
full of surprises like this.
Originally rooted in the hardcorc genre, mewithoutYou started showing folk-rock influences
when they released their album "Brother, Sister"
in 2006. Old fans claim
they've gone soft, replacMUSIC
ing the frantic distorted
guitar with heterogeneous
REVIEW
arrangements
acoustic
MEWITHOLITYOU
and ditching Weiss's tradeAlbum:it's MI Crary! It's
mark yell for a more polAll falsellt's All a Dream!
But
warble.
singing
ished
h's Alright'
on "It's All Crazy! It's All
Band memben: Aaron
Falser' the idiosyncrasies
Weiss, Michael Weiss,
that always differentiated
Greg Jehanian. Richard
mewithoutYou from the
Marotta
other bands of its crowded
genre come into sharper
focus than ever. The new
album sounds, if anything, more like mcwithoutYou than the band's back-catalog. Its songs are still
built around the guitar-bass-drums model, but the
cake is iced with violin, flugclhorn and cverrhing
in between, all expertly balanced by producer Daniel Smith (Danielson, Sufjan Stevens).
record's trq focus, though, is the vocal narrative. "It's All Crazy! It's All False!" is a concept
album about the spirituality of self-effacement
forgetting one's self to make God the centerand
it works, drawing on influences ranging from the
Hebrew Bible to the fables of Hindu teacher Bawa
NIuhaiyaddeen. The admittedly dense subject matter is buoyed by Weiss's lyrical prowess. He has a
way of condensing abstract philosophical truths to
tight, effortless aphorisms, and it's never hard to
follow. By thc ninth track, he's singing, "You think
you're you? / No, you don't know who you arc. /
You're not you. You re everyone else / in the forgetting of yourself:
And they have forgotten themselves. The band's
previous albums were introspective, an effort to
examine human nature, thc ways people hurt cach
other and reject God and come to tcrms with it.
Now it's worth wondering if maybe they have. Sonic
artists writc album after album about the same human flaws without seeming to learn anything from
their own insights, but it looks like Weiss's conclusions in "Brother, Sister" actually changed him. His
new songs arc, well, happy. Instead of self-doubt
and breakups, he seeks inspiration from fruit baskets and hay fields. And if the lyrics seem to betray
a fixation on food and talking animals, just remember he's a sclf-professed holy fool who tours in a
foul-smelling bus rigged to run off cooking oil, eating only what he can get for free.
"It's All Crazy! It's All False!" doesn't break new
ground like "Brother, Sister" did three ycars ago.
But such aspirations seem beside the point when
you listen to the album. It isn't bad at all, just very
esoteric. It's a conceptual but straightforward concept album, and it's accessibleinviting even. "If
you'd care to sing forgiveness songs, come down
and join our band," Weiss sings in the last track.
"We'll cut you like a sword," he warns, "but don't
worry, it'll heal just fine!"

e

Contact Jon Fox atjon.fox@tt'hitworthian.com.

Tara Sationatilitatitworthian

Associate professor Melissa Rogers stands in her office. Rogers is new to Whitworth this year,
and is teaching three psychology dasses.

a bie,a,Vaigh,
think you would ever really find it any-

Becca Cuniff
Staff Writer
Afelissiz Rogers, new associate professor of

psychology; is front Oklahoma and teadles
Introduction to Psydsology, Cognitive Processes gnu! Senior Thesis.

Becca Cuniff: How long have you been
teaching?
Melissa Rogers: 'Ibis is my first year as a
full-time professor: I just finished graduate
school this summer. But I've taught classes
for thc past three years.

Where did you go to school?
For graduate school, I went to University
of North Carolina at Greensboro. They had
two people (whose research I liked).
What kind of research arc you interested in?
It's changed a little from when I was first
looking at graduate schools, but my main
arca in psychology is cognitive, which is
memory, learning and attention. My main
interest is how you can use what we know
about how the mind works in education.
So how we can change or continue the way
we teach and what we should be teaching
students about learning. Also how can we
take what we know about memory into the
classroom and actually change the way we
teach based on that.
What drew you to Whitworth then?
I first heard of it from my undergraduate adviser, and he met Dr. Noche Wicrsma
(psychology profcssor) at a conference and
heard about the job opening and sent it to
me. As I looked, the first thing I really liked
was this balance between a faith-based
institution that still wants their students
to be engaged in the community. Some
schools that are*Christian don't want you
to teach certain things, or you can have
the opposite as a Christian school that has
absolutely nothing to do with Christ. This
was a good balance. I was really impressed;
I didn't think a school like this existed. This
was always my ideal balance, but I didn't

where.
On my interview, I really connected well
with the psychology professors and the
administration. I hadn't mct anyone that
didn't like being here. The other rcason
is I really wantia a school that valued its
undergraduates and really put a heavy emphasis on mcntoring its students. I wanted
a school that not only wanted you to tcach,
but also develop studcnts into active citiZens who when thcy leave Whitworth will
continue to want to learn.

How do you like Spokane so far?
I like it. I like that it's smaller, but not
lacking of things to do. My husband and I
both like outdoor stuff, and so we've done
some hiking. We haven't gone camping
yet.
NVhy

did you decide to study psychol-

ogy?
For a very different reason then I'm in
it now. I actually really liked history and
political science, but I thought, oh there's
really nothing I can do with that besides
become a professor, and I don't want to be
a college professor. I had worked at a lot of
summer camps and I wanted to open summer camps for those who live in children's
homes, who don't have families or parents.
I originally went in for that and then I took
a statistics course that I was terrified to
take and had no interest in, and ended up
really really liking it a lot.
I don't like math that much, but I loved
statistics. Then in my cognitive psychology
class, I was really interested in learning,
and what are ways that we can learn better
and also motivation for learning. So then I
developed this interest in education from
a psychology, kind of memory standpoint,
and went a very different route, and now
I'm a college professor, and I love it.
So this is kind of a random question,
but if you could be a herd of any kind of

See

HELLO WALK, page

GRAPEVINE HUMOR: THINGS YOU SHOULDN'T PUT ON
I STOLE A COPY OF TI1E CORE 250
TEST!!! LAW L!

II finally got the results in... apparently it %vas a
tapeworni!

IPhotoshopped pictures of Bill Clinton in a
Speedo riding unicorns through an inter-galactic worm-hole. No one wants to see that...
or do they?

12

FACEBOOK

IJust LOOK what came OUT 'of my NOSE!

IThere are certain quiz results that should be
kept to yourself - what kind of serial killer are

II kip, help I'm stuck in a storm drain!

you?

IA picture tagged "Muhammed the Prophet:
Especially if you're Danish.

ITop

IPictures of your hard-core party-especially
if you're friends with your mom.

I My resume is so full of lies... there's a sucker

Ryan Crocker will
present "A New Foreign
Policy? Lcssons from Iraq"
on Wednesday, Oct. 21,
at 7 p.m. in the Robinson
Teaching Theatre.
Crocker spent 30 years
in the U.S. Foreign Service
that included appointments
as U.S. ambassador to Iraq,
Pakistan and Afghanistan,
starting in 2002. He earned
the Presidential Distinguished Service Award
and the State Department
Award for Valor. Crocker
recently retired.
For more information
contact Julie Shanholtzer
at (509) 777-4263 or jshanholtzer@whitworth.edu.

World War II film
to be shown on
Friday, Oct. '16
The film "Silent Night"
will be shown on Friday,
Oct. 16, at 7 p.m. at Lidger-

wood Presbyterian Church.
The film is about three
American soldiers and three
German soldiers in 1944
who are forced to confront
the realities of war.
The tickets are free. For
more information call (509)
487-9667.

Sage Players to

perform staged
reading next week
A staged reading of the
comedy "The School for
Scandal" will be performed
by the Sage Players on Oct.
16-17, and Oct. 23-24 at 7
p.m., and on Oct. 18 and
Oct. 25 at 2 p.m. at Manito
United Methodist Church.
The tickets are a minimum
donation of $10 for adults,
$8 for military, seniors and
students and $5 for youth 12
years and younger.
For more information call
(509) 276-2775.

USA versus Canada

women's hockey
held at the Arena
The USA women's hockey
team will play the Canadian women's hockey team on
Friday, Oct. 16, at 7 p.m. at
the Spokane Arena. Canada
and the USA are both teams
who are favored to do well
in the 2010 Olympics in
Vancouver.
The tickets are $15-$28
and $13-$26 for youth, military and seniors.

reasons you should be dating any or
all of the Jonas Brothers.
10.

born every minute!

Compiled by loorun Lim
Source: The
calendar,
IVItitworth Events calendar

Inlander,
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Alumna joins JVC Northwest
their Web site to see the volunteer opportunities available and found some that fit well with
what I wanted and decided to apply," Cooley

Hannah Neill
Staff Writer
Check out the top
grossing movies of the
past weekend.
COUPLES RETREAT

$35,340,000
ZOMBIELAND

S15,000,000
CLOUDY WITH A CHANCE OF

MEATBALLS

$12,000,000
TOY STORY

$7,674,000
PARANORMAL ACTIVITY

$7,066,000
SURROGATES

$4,115,000
THE INVENTION OF LYING

$3,370,000
WHIP IT
$2,800,000

IVIIITIVORTH.FM

10P15

Ihis past August, '08 alumna Erin Cooley said.
Cooley is working at Vallace Medical Conmoved to Gresham. Ore., to provide health
carc for people who fall below the 200 percent cern, which is a free urgent and acute care clinFederal Poverty Level. The FPL is the "poverty ic. lhe clinic serves uninsured people. Cooley
line" set by the U.S. government to determine is the Referral and Clinic Coordinator.
"I work in thc office three days a tveek followwhich individuals who are lacking the resourcing up on patient referrals...
es to meet the basic needs for
and am also working on orhealthy living.
Cooley is working with "Every [volunteer] program has ganizing healthy cooking and
health education classes for
JVC Northwest, a Jesuit a different style, which lets you
diabetes and hypertension
service organization that
choose what type of work you
prevention," Cooley said. She
is similar to AmeriCorps,
research.
want
to
do.
Do
some
also works at the clinic two
until July 2010. JVC NorthAsk questions. Be aeative
nights a week helping coorwest has four core values:
dinate clinic flow and sitting
simplicity, spirituality, com(rin Cooley,
with patients to initiate refermunity and social justice.
alumna
rals. A mobile clinic is being
volThe organization places
set up so the clinic can reach
unteers with service or nonprofit organizations in the northwestern states, more patients. Cooley will work with referrals
including Alaska, Idaho, Oregon, Washington from the van as well.
Although she's only been in Oregon for
and Montana.
Members live in community with othcr par- two months, Cooley has already had her fair
ticipants in their city, and they volunteer full share of rewarding experiences with her work.
time at the agency they are placed. An arca di- The most rewarding came through a program
rector visits regularly. and there arc quarterly known as Project Access.
"The first patient I enrolled in the program is
retreats for all the volunteers in thc region.
A Spanish and biochemistry major. Cooley an interesting character. He'd just been released
wanted to spend thc year aftcr her graduation from prison and looked likc a stereotypical ex.
doing some sort of volunteer work. specifically con: greasy, slicked-back hair in a tight pony
tail, baggy khaki shorts, oversized white underin the medical field.
"I learned about /VC through my friend who shirt, with tattoos front his ankles all thc way
went to Gonzalo, a Jesuit university. I went on up to his neck: Cooley said. The patient was

HELLO WALK
continued from page

These are the top 15 albums from 1Vhitworth.
FM. For more information, visit whitworth.

fin.
1

IRON AND WINE

'Around the Well"
MONSTERS OF FOLK

'Monsters of Folk'
3

REGINA SPEKTOR

"Far"

4

WE WERE PROMISED

JET PACKS

'These Four Walls"
S YEAH YEAH YEAHS

'It's Blitz!"
6

MUSE

"The Resistance"

7 ANDREW BIRD
"Noble Beast"

8

CAGE THE ELEPHANT

'Cage the Elephant9

KINGS OF LEON

'Only by the Night"

10

DIRTY PROJECTORS

"Bitte Orca"

12

BRAND NEW

"Daisy'
13

MODEST MOUSE

"No One's First and You're

Next"

14 FRUIT BATS
"The Ruminant Band"

15

Contact Hannah Neill at hatinakticill@whitworthian.coin.
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animal and could chase anyone on campus, what kind of animal would you be
and whom would you chase?
(Laughing) I don't even really know
that many people on campus yet. So I really like to eat a lot: it's my favorite thing
to do. So I would chase the food people so
that I could get lots of food. And rats cat
food, but then I'm a rat and that's gross.
So I would be a herd of chipmunks, be.
cause thcy seem like they could scurry
and get into places with all the food.

Good choice. So what do you like to
do in your spare time?
Weil, I mentioned I likc to eat a lot, so
therefore I likc to cook a lot because I decided long ago that since I like to cat as
much as I do, I needed to learn to cook.
My other answer is college football: that's
my other favorite thing. Oklahoma Sooners are my favorite team. I also really like
board games. For parties and stuff people
always ask me what game I brought this
time.
My final question is, are you glad you

came here?
Yes, very much so. I really like all three
classes I'm teaching. I also really like the
department a lot. They are very welcoming to my many, many questions that I
knock on their door and ask.
Contact Becca Cuniff at becca.cuniff@
whitworthian.com.

Wan Beasaisrftehltitworthltn
Dave Hammon, a member of Portland band Run On Sentence, plays at the EmPirean on Friday, Oct. L
Visit the Multimedia page 'at Whitworthian.com tti hear,one of the co-owners of the Emyprean discuss
the history of the venu and the recent finandal troubles which may force them to dose their doors
-

for the last time.-

Check out our audio slideshow of the The Empyrean online at

w

orthian.c

PASSION PIT

Tanners'
11

there to get a surgery to allow him to get a job.
"It was likely going to be manual labor be.
cause of all the tattoos, which he couldat do
without the surgery," Cooley said. lhe patient
told Cooley he didn't want tn go back to drug
dealing even though it was easy money. Ile tyas
trying to stay out of the bad areas in town to
keep away from temptation.
"He has been so great to work with and so
appreciative (Amy help. Ile's one of my favorite
patients," Cooley said.
Cooley's favorite funny experience stemmed
from her $80 monthly stipend from JVC
Northwest. Iler small stipend encourages her
to branch out and find interesting things to do
for free.
One night, Cooley and her housemates stumbled upon a Polish festival in north Portland.
They talked their way into free food and spent
the night dancing traditional Polish dances with
strangers and joining trains through hundreds
of Polish people dancing to the live accordion
and lederhosen-clad band.
Cooley says she would not trade her experience for the world. I ter advice to students looking to gct involved in volunteer work is to look
for opportunities.
"There are lots of options out there; you just
have to find them," Cooley said. "Every program
has a different style, which lets you cltoose what
type of work you want to do. Do some research.
Ask questions. Be creative:*

ANDY WERTH

"Burn the Maps Bury the

Compass"

options can save you a good sum.
Both Ligne d'azur (Nice-area transit) and Tisséo (Toulouse transit)
offer week-long passes at a reasoning facility). If that doesn't sound able rate. In Nice you can ride the
appetizing, then finding an afford- buses and tram (which will also
able meal is best found out of the talce you to all of the attractions,
center of town. In Nice, take the outside of Nice, such as Monaco
tramline away from the water- and Monte Carlo) for only 15E
front. As you get away from town, ($22.05). This allows you to move
you'll find more restaurants where around quickly without having to
the prices are not hiked up for pay for single rides each time you
tourists. And if all else fails, avoid get on the bus.
the restaurant that has the menu in
Train versus plane: If you plan
English.
on doing some distance travelPublic Transit: Many may ing consider the train instead ola
think that the transit system is not plane. While the plane is faster, the
affordable at
($ 1 .47) each time train offers several things thc plane
you get on, but if you look into does not. On the train you get to
some of the specials that the tran- see much of the countryside while
. sit offers you will fin,d,thát)ss.ve,r4. , Ming ictuntifttl apounts,of.wa.ce. .

NOTES FROM ABROAD
continued from page 10

1

If you have ridden on Amtrak. any

your dorm room with your unfaEuropean line (riding in second miliar roommate. The price differclass) would put it to shame. The ence is typically 25E ($36.76) for a
tickets may be about the samc hostel compared to 80E ($117.75)
price as a plane depending on thc for a low-class hotel room.
distance, but traveling by train you
International Student ID card:
get to see the countryside between This little baby, for the afforddestinations as well. Just remem- able price of around $20. can save
ber tp pack some snacks!
you hundreds on travel expenses
Hostel versus hotel: Somc of throughout the Riviera and greater
you have seen the horror series Europe. I have noticed that many
1 foster and say to yourself, "I'm businesses and popular attractions
never staying in one of those." You around the Riviera have special
would be missing out. In western rates for students which normally
Europe the hostels are merely ho- translates into about 50 percent
tels with communal sleeping ar- off your purchase. That allows
you
rangements. I discovered that this more financial freedom to try that
really isn't a big deal. The beds are French ice cream you've been
starstill clean and the bathrooms are ing at for the past 30
minutes.
still private. It would be no differSend comments to cilitorewhitgrIt than.the kpt,ouple nights ,in ovolnan.cottn.,,
, .

Ott Willatuortitian
page
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NORTHWEST CONIERENCE

STANDINGS
VOLLEYBALL
NWC

ALL

PLU

8-0

'12-5

GEORGE FOX

6-2

13-3

6-2

10-7 -1

5-3

11-5

3-5

7-12

2-6

7-9

WILLAMETTE

2-6

5-11

WHITMAN

17

4-10

UPS

L--LINHELD

WHITWORTH
LPACIFIC

NEXT PIRATE GAME:
Whitworth vs. Willamette
Friday. Oct. 16 7 p.tn.

FOOTBALL
NWC

ALL

LINFIELD

2-0

5-0

WILLAMETTE

2-0

5-1

MENLO

1-1

2-4

WHITWORTH

0-2

24

0-2

04
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Freshman running back London Vessey dives Into the endzone In Saturday's game against the seventh-ranked Linfield College Wildcats.

Bucs clawed by Wildcats
Danika Heatherly
Sports Editor
An early twotouchdown deficit proved to
be too much for the Pirates to handle at home
on Saturday. Wildcat defense stepped up to
capitalize on Pirate offensive mistakes and prevented the Bucs from finding the cndzonc or
uprights until late in the first
half.
After a handful of early-

ries and a daunting season lineup.
"We fccl confident that despite the injuries
we've suffered we arc still strong enough to
compete with anyone Niles said.

Sophomore quarterback Andrew Durant

led the Pirates on the first drive but failed to
convert, and instead threw an interception into
the hands of Linfield safety Kole Krieger. The
%Vildcats used the turnover
to keep the Bucs on defense
and finished a drive of their
season losses against I lardin- 'The game was full of too many own in the cndzone. The
Simmons, Redlands, Wil- missed opportunities. We have Pirate's next drive was termilamette, and most recently, to leam how to capitalize when nated and the %Vildcat's next
possession extended the Lin!infield, to jump start the
we're in a position to score."
field lead to 14-0.
Pirates' 2009 season, the Hues
Travis Niles,
Durant did not return to
have to find a way to get back
Defensive lineman
the game due to injury on
on track. The 38-20 loss set
a four-yard run follouing
the Bucs back to 2-4 oversophomore linebacker Lay:
all and 0-2 in thc Northwest
ton Brown's sccond quarter interception.
Conference.
The Pirates managed to add themselves
"The game was full of too many missed opportunities: junior defensive lineman Travis to .the scoreboard late in the first half when
Niles said. "We have to learn how to capitalize sophomore quarterback Cub Jansen ran for a
three-yard TD after sophomore defensive back
when we're in a position to score."
This year's team is battling tough Northwest Cailen Thomason returned a Wildcat punt 80
Conference competition, a number of key inju- yards. Jansen was injured on the play and was

replaced with freshman quarterback Taylor Eglet.
The Wildcats didn't let up in the second half
after starting with an aggressive 60-yard drive
that yielded another 'Cat touchdown and extended their lead to 31-7.
On thc next drive Eglet and freshman running back London Vessey worked together to
find the endzone and started to close the gap,
making it 31-14.
Pirate offense looked to pull closer yet, but
Eglet threw an interception and Vessey fumbled on consecutive possessions.
Sophomore tight end Brian Ball caught a
touchdown pass from Eglet. The touchdown
was Eglet's first career touchdown pass and
Ball's first touchdown reception, finishing the
scoring and sending the Pirates away with the
38-20 loss.
Whitworth is scheduled to visit the University of Puget Sound in Tacoma, Wash., next
weekend.
The Loggers recently lost to NWC competitor Menlo 14-3 at home.

Contact Danika Heatherly at danika.heatherly@whitsvorthian.com.

Volleyball steals back-to-back wins
Peter Landgren
Staff Writer
After starting off the Northwest Conference
volleyball season with five losses, the Pirates
are on a roll, winning two tough road games
this week against Whitman College and Pacific University. The wins extend their winning
streak to three.
Ihe first game, on 'Wednesday, Oct. 7, was
played against the Missionaries at the Sherwood Center in %Valla %Valla, Wash.
The Pirates started the game with solid play,
and took the lead early. As a result of their

strong play early on, the Pirates went on to
control the rest of the game, leading to a 25-12
final score at the end of game one in favor of
the Pirates.
Thc Missionaries responded in game two,
matching the Pirates point for point throughout most of the game. The Pirates were able to
dose out the game on two consecutive kills by
sophomore outside hitter Kaimi Rocha. Game
two finished with a score of 25-23, again in Pirate favor, !caving them with a 2-0 lead over the
Whitman Missionaries.
Whitman pid;ed up the pace in game three.
Down early due to 'Pirate strength out of the

starting blocks, the Missionaries fought their
way from behind midway through the match
with a solid run led by senior outside hitter
Alex Graves and sophomore outside hitter
Katie Miller. After valiant efforts and despite
Whitworth's drive to hold on, the Missionaries
outscored the Pirates 25-22 making the score
for the game 2-1, Pirates.
The fourth game started out much like the
third. Control shifting with each new play, but
the Pirates were soon able to pull away.
Whitman contended, but the Pirates held

See VOLLEYBALL, page 15

LPLU

[ILL
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NEXT PIRATE GAME:

Whitworth vs.UPS

Saturday. Oct. 17 @ 1 p.m.

MEN'S SOCCER
NWC ALL

1WHITWORTH_ 6-1
PACIFIC

j

8-2-1

5-1-1

9-2-1

3-4

r

[PLU
UPS

6-7
.

IINFIELD
WHITMAN
[WILLAMETTE
GEORGE FOX

2-4-1

3-6-2

1-6

4-8

2-51

NEXT PIRATE MATCH:
Whitworth vs. UPS @ Home

Satuniay, Oct. 17 @ 2:30p.m.

iWpMER'S SOCCER',.

UPS

,

WHITWORTH

NWC

ALL

80

'11-0

7-1

I
1-WLL-ffEri
PACIFIC

3-4-1

4-6-2

3-5

6-6

GEORGTFOr
LINFIELD
[11.7&C-

ski_n:T__'514]

.

WHITMAN

[PLU ..

2-6

3-7-1

.*

NEXT PIRATE MATCH:

Whitsvorth vs. Whitman @ Home
Wednesday. Oct. 14 @ 2 p.m.
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Cross-country success runs in the family
Danielle Douvikas
Staff %%Wier
Cousins and members of the Pirates cross-country team,
junior Dana Mister& and senior Kaitlin I lildebrand are esteemed by coach Toby Schwarz as "valuable members and
contributors to the team, both in competition, practice and
outside those settings:
lhe star runners live together, train together and feel
they are as close as sisters.
So together, these women arc expected to lead Bucs
cross-country to victory and place them in contention in
the NWC in 2009.
Mister& led the Pirates on Sept. 26 by defeating the field
and taking the individual championship at the Eric Anderson Cross Country Invitational. Her 5K, 19:0-159 finish
catapulted thc Bucs ahead of competitors like Lewis-Clark
State and the Community Colleges of Spokane.
Although Misterek previously competed in high school
tcnnis and soccer in Gig Harbor, Wash., she converted to
track upon her arrival at Whitworth and is expected to
continuc hcr running career for thc remainder of her time
as a Pirate.

"I'm inspired to kccp running because the coaching and
team experience here at Whitworth are phenomenal: Misterck said.
Most recent!» Mister& stole a fifth-place finish at the
Willamette University Charles Bowles Invitational with a
time of 17:51.13 in the 5K race. Bettering her season personal best by over a minute, Mister& dominated in the
large 200-runner field.
"Dana is onc of the favorites to win individually both
the NWC Championship and "%Vest Region Championship
races. She's our No. 1 runner in my 14 years as the coach
here at Whitworth," Schwarz said.
Schwarz added that Misterek is one of the most outstanding runncrs l'irate cross-country has ever had.
Misterek's cousin, ilildebrand is also a stand-out success
on the track.
"Kaitlin will be a very crucial component as a top seven runncr for our team and will help determine whether

Stuxt Aferw/Whstivrthim

Senior Kaltlin Hildebrand (left) and junior Dana Misterek (right) hope to lead Pirate cross-country to success in 2009.
we win the Northwest Conference and %Vest Region team
championships: Schwarz said.
Ile added that she will play a vital role in determining svhether or not the team will advance to the National
Championship race.
Hildebrand loves the strong friendships that she has
mude as a result of running for the Pirates. Hildebrand is

expected to graduate this December.
'the senior finished with a time of 18:59.02 in the Willamette Invitational on Oct. 3.
Contact Danielk Douvikas at danicile.douvikas@whitworthian.com.

Pirate women on a roll
Inoy
with tntramural Coordinator

ktz=isza:Otlephen Baranowski

The Freebirds
Last year a force was born in the Challenge Ultimate Frisbee league with the formation of the
Freebirds. They are led by captain Drew Fuller, a
sophomore psychology major.
The team is named after the Lynyrd Skynyrd
song which has become a rally cry for thc team.
The Freebirds formed during fall semester last
year when all 15 members were freshmen. After
using the fall season to get acquainted with the
Whitworth competition, they came out firing on
all cylinders in the spring to take home the Intramural Championship.
This year the Freebirds are out to defend their
title. Sophomore Tommy Banta, former team
member and current No. 1 fan, said, The season
has started off strong this year; so far we're undefeated. We have a returning group of core players
that have a chance to bring home another cham-

pionship."
The team is putting in the hard work necessary
to bring home another title, having held practices
before the league games began to get ready for the
season.
The Freebirds are led by their captain Fuller,
sophomore Ryan Kennedy and sophomore Chris
Colvin. All three provide speed and skill for the
Freebirds.
The Freebirds have expanded their organization
to two teams, adding thc Freebirds B to their original team. This team is a group of mainly Warren
freshmen who the original Freebirds feel could
one day be skilled enough to join the big club.
"The B team is having a promising start and
could contribute in a big way for the spring season
for the main team," Banta said.
All in all, this team is going the extra mile to
bring home another championship this fall, and so
far their chances look promising.

Send comments lo editor@whitworthian.com.

David Rurik
Staff Writer

Whitworth women's socccr traveled to Lewis & Clark
on lhursday and captured their seventh NWC win, while
moving to 10-2 overall and second place in the Northwest
Conference. The l'irates won 2-1, their eighth win with
only a one-goal advantage. The match was far more lopsided than the score would dictate, however, as the Buys
had the advantage in shots, 24-5, and shots on goal, 11-3.
We were confident coming into the game against Lewis
& Clark, senior Lindsey Oakes said. they're not the strongest team in the league; however wc were a bit nervous
about the Astroturf as we arc not used to it. Our touch was
a little off because of the turf, but we were still able to control the game:
Pioneers' junior forward Katie Browning put Lewis &
Clark on thc board first with a shot coming off a deflection
in the 25th minute.
Senior Whitworth defender Kelly Lunde equalized the
score in the 52nd minute with a place kick from just beyond the 18.
"We controlled on our half of the field for the majority of
the rest of the game," Oakes said. 'We didn't allow the ball
out of our attacking half:

hie match remained tied through the remainder of
regulation and through the first five minutes of overtime.
In the 96th minute junior midfielder Sidonia Davin drove
hard through several Lewis & Clark defenders en route to
the goal. I la shot deflected off a final Pioneer defender
and into the back of the net. 'the goal was her fourth on the
season, svhich places her as the leading goal scorer for the
Pirates so far this season. All four of Davin's season goals
have been game winners.
"Ve are a team of midfielders; (were) just trying out new
people up front, but wc control thc rcst of the field," Oakes
said when asked specifically about the seven Whitworth
wins by a one point margin.
"We're looking to stay consistent through the remainder
of the scason; and we're really looking forward to the game
against UPS later on. It will be the deciding factor if we
move on to the post season or not: Oakes said.
So far this season thc Bucs have outshot their opponents
173-98 with the clear advantage in goals as well, at 18-6.
Whitworth looks to build on its five-game winning
streak this Wednesday when it hosts Whitman College at
2 p.m.
Contact Davis! Ritrik at thrvid.risrik@whitivorfhiati.com.

Men's soccer atop the NWC
David Rurik
Staff %%Wier
Whitworth men's soccer went up
against Whitman on Sunday in what
became their sixth NWC victory. The
only goal came in the 77th minute by
way ofjunior midfielder Justin Meyer,
his fifth on the season with three coming in the last two matches.
Meyer has started all 11 games for
the Bucs, and has 15 shots, seven of
which were on goal for a shot on goal
percentage of .467. With five goals,
three of which being game 'winning,
Meyer has been a .valuable asset to
the team this year. On a league scale,
Meyer. along with freshman forward
Kekoa Nlountcastle, are tied for third
along with two George Fox and two

l'acific I.utheran players.
"he first half showed a slight advantage in goals to Whitman at 8-7, while
the second half went Whitworth's way
at 101. 'the corner kick total also favored Whitworth at 7-1.
Meyer's goal came by wav of a dual
assist by senior forward Eily Bulega,
and senior forward Keith Kirsch, their
fourth and second assists respectively.
Coming off a pair of games with a total of two goals and two assists, as well
as being named as Northwest Conference men's soccer Offensive StudentAthlete of the Week, Bulega made his
presence known again Sunday with
his assist on the goal. Bulega also had
three shots, two of which were on
goal.
Ihe Hues' sophomore goalkeeper

Brian Sherpe put in a solitl effort with
four saves on the afternoon; tallying
his third shutout on the season.
Whitworth has outshot its opponents 151-116. (61-43 on goal) and
has scored exactly twice as many times
as opponents at 22-11.
NVIiitworth rose to 8-2-1 overall
and 6-1 in NWC play. At this point
they are half way through the season
and are on top of their league with 18
points, followed closely, however, by
Pacific University with 16 points and
Pacific Lutheran University with 15
points.
Next week Whitworth will challenge Pacific Lutheran on Saturday
and Puget Sound on Sunday.
Cwitact 1)avid nurik at david.ritrik @whitworthian.00111.
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The Boxers responded and finished
a hard fought fourth game with a 7-1

VOLLEYBALL
continued front page 13

the lead for the remainder of the game.
'the match against Vhitinan was finished in four games and ended in Pirate victory.
The loss drops Whitman to .1-9 overall and 1-6 in conference.
"We played the VIlitinall game as a
team, and always stayed positive: Kaimi Rocha said following the win. "Ve
stayed focused despite small setbacks,
and ahvays helped each other through
any hard parts:*
ibe Pirates played their second
match on Saturday on the road against
the Pacific University Boxers in Forest
Grove, Ore.
Ihe Pirates came out early on with
great strength, much like they did in
the game the day before. 'This resulted
in quick success for Ilic Pirates in game
one with a 25-15 victory.
However, the Boxers were able to
pull it together and ended up winning
by four in the second game after a kill
by freshman Alexa Block
Tie Pirates controlled thc third set
with smooth and nearly flawless play
on their way to a 25-15 win.
"lbe match count was now 2-1 Pirates.

run.
'Ibis left the match tied at 2-2 with
one game left to play.
The fifth and final match featured
many ups and downs for the Pirates,
but they were eventually able to take
control.
Pirates got their play together and after a solid run, went on to
finish the game 15-11.
The Pirates took the match 3-2
against the Pacific University Boxers.
"It's really tough to come back after letting down late [in a gamer junior outside hitter Brynn DeLong said.
"You usually lose the game. when you
lose the lead near the end, but we pulled
through and scored five in a row:"
Both of the weekend's matches featured many clutch performances on
the part of the Pirates.
Kaimi Rocha finished with a combined 25 kills and 25 digs between the
two games. Many of Kaimi Rocha's
plays came at crucial moments in the
games and influenced Pirate outcomes
greatly.

Sophomore middle blocker Kalpo
Rocha also came through in many
tight situations, finishing with 21 kills
and 11 digs.
Several other players contributed
in the two l'irate victories as well, in-

cluding senior outside hitter Morgan
Veleke, who closed out the first set
versus Pacifc on the way to nine kills
and 15 digs, second only to sophomore
defensive specialist Ariana Obert's 18
digs.
"Good team play and a positive attitude are the biggest factors," Kaimi
said, regarding the biggest factors in
the Bucs' winning streak. We have
been working a lot on our defense and
have been playing well."
DeLong echoed these thoughts as
well, and believes that the Pirates have
turned the page on their initial losing
st reak.
"We are optimistic now even when
were down," DeLong said. "Even after
a bad play you just look around and
know that 'We got this, we'll be okay:
It's a big change from earlier (in the
season,' now we just think and play the
game."

Ihe two wins advance thc Pirates to
overall and 3-5 in the conference.
Next week, the Bucs will take their
positive attitude and team play on the
road again as they attempt to continue
the streak against Willamette and Linficld in what promiscs to be two exciting match-ups.
7712

Contact Peter Landgren at peter.
hudgren@whitworthian.com.

Updated daily with breaking news, updates,
blogs, features, sports and commentary
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Yock Otty
sports talk with colin zalewski

Nude News: A

streaker's diary
Ready. Set. Run... naked. What spices up a boring
sporting event.more than a streaker?
After a first-half-to-forget for the Whitworth
football team this past weekend against Linfield, the
crowd was dissipating as hope for the homc team was
dwindling. With Linfield continuing to apply pressure in the second half, the crowd in the Pine Bowl
bore witness to maybe the most athletic play made
all day as a masked streaker began to make his move.
Running from right to left, he (the sex of the streaker was identifiable) exploded through the gate near
Graves Gym and proceeded to bolt along the far sideline, a mattcr of feet from the Linfield bench. With a
ski mask, a backpack and jets for feet, he sprinted out
of the gates on Hawthorne Road to hop in his awaiting get-away truck.
Now as bias-free as possible, let's take a look at
what might have been going through the streaker's
mind:
Before"Okay, it's go time; let's do it. I really hope
the truck is there. I wonder if I can outrun Bill the security guard. Man, it would suck if one of thc players
tackled me' Zippp. "Holy b"'s it's coldr
During"Wow, these guys are a lot bigger up close.
I hope B-Rob isn't here. I wish I had a football; I'm
about to run in a touchdown. 'Those extra '8-Minute
Abs' workouts really paid off... check me out peo-

ple:
After"Hot shower. Hot shower. Hot shower."
Overall, thc streaking spiced up the fans' football
viewing experience for the afternoon. So with that
in mind, we can take a look at sports streaking as a
whole, and whether you appreciate the P.D.S. (Public
Display of Skin) or not, you have to admire the bravery, not to mention their great pride of sexuality.
So, now let's expand a little bit. While streaking is
a no-no on Whitworth campus, it can be quite the
spectacle at professional sporting events. Our streaker on Saturday went with a pretty standard ensemble;
the ski mask to hide identity and a backpack to hold
the clothes. So, calling all streakers, incorporate a
little more creativity please. We have no way to stop
you, so we might as well embrace you and your terribly awkward form of self-expression. So, personalize
your nude dash for the rest of our entertainment because you certainly know how to get our attention.
First of all, sticking with the backpack methodology; the streaker's prop must be something small
enough or compact enough to carry into the stadium
or arena. Perhaps a scarf to wear or some business
socks.
Considering the point the streaker is trying to
draw focus toward, some waist accessories could also
be a nice touch of originality. A belt with a big buckle
or maybe even a belt with holsters (empty of course;
if they had guns there'd be a bigger problem than a
naked person running around). A waist pool-floaty
could also provide an interesting effect.
So if you re a streaker, and now have your choice
accessory, it is time to choose the venue. There are a
lot of options but here is my list of the top-five worst
times in sports to streak:
5. "The Malice at the Palace" would have been a
terrible situation to streak. With NBA players climbing into the crowd to beat up fans, you would be ridiculously vulnerable to flying fists.
4. A Cincinnati Bengals football game. Although
this has the potential to be a great venue, there would
be one person more attention-craving than you who
might strip down as %yell and steal your thunder:
Chad Ochocinco (Ochocinco obviously wasn't much
of a Spanish student.).
3. During Nancy Kerrigan's practice session prior
to the 1994 Olympics. I don't think I would want to
be around naked with Tanya Harding's ex-husband
cruising around the rink wielding a metal pipe.
2. A Portland Trail Blazers game around the turn
of the new millennium. Between Shawn Kemp's illegitimate children, Ruben Patterson the registered sex
offender, Damon Stoudamire the weed possessor and
Qyntel Woods the dog fighter, it would be like streaking through Gitmo.
1. The annual Lumberjack World Championships
in Hayward, Wis. Enough said.
Although we do not always appreciate your efforts
streakers, yve applaud your boldness and your fearlessness of being embarrassed in cold weather.
So folks, the next time you're at a game and the action starts to die down, keep your eye out for a little
sides'now entertainment.
Contact Colin Zalewski at colin.zalewski@whitworthiamcom.
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ABOVE: Junior Max Goessing Dis a dance at
the Knitting Factory Sept. 25. Check out the

Multimedia page on whltworthian.com to see
an audio slideshow of Goessing discussing his
hobby.
1),,11.1 x.t.LA: IS h.t., 'Oman
TOP RIGHT: Activists gather on Spokane Falls
1

Boulevard to protest a recent police seizure of
medical marijuana.
PrJan Pe.4..h47 ).11.1 rifurn
ABOVE RIGHT: International students Adriane
Feldmann, Maria Hurtado Breis, Melanie

h.

Reimann and Marine Melin pose with their
countries flags during the"International
Students come to Arend" program.
hunrt 31.44:rr /1.Nt rtht.ln
RIGHT: Eugene Hata leader singer of Gogol
Bordello, a high energy"gypsy punk" band,
plays at the Knitting Factory on Oct. 11.
1J)1.,r /.4.(1
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FAR RIGHT: Paul Meany of

Mute Math crowd
surfs at the Showbox concert venue in Seattle
Oct. 5.
It...A' N4 f:t
BELOW: Senior Morgan Yost talks on her

1.k).

:)15

cellphone in the library's courtyard on a sunny
fall afternoon.
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CHECK OUT WHITWORTHIAN.COM TO VIEW THREE NEW MULTIMEDIA PIECES:

The Empyrean, Alax Goessing,

and Steve asid Ryan Sutherland.
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Breaking ground
depends on
bond sales.

Cancer awareness shirts
belittle the problem more
than promote awareness.
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Sophomore fonvard Nick Shaw (center, white shirt) crashes into the University of Puget Sound goalkeep-er durhig a Pirate
attack on Saturday.

Pirate soccer on a roll
PAGE 13

Sustainability goal fulfille
Evanne Montoya
Staff Writer

sircs to fulfill the Presbyterian call to environmental stewardship."
The committee felt it %vould be benefiSodexo recently hired a sustainability cial to create a position that focused on
coordinator as a part of Whitworth's long- sustainability at Whit%vorth, said Patrick
term plan to become more sustainable, as Van In%vegen, committee co-chair and associate professor of political science.
stated on the unNersity's 'Cla site.
"We realized that there %vere a lot of
David Everitt, a former Peace Corps
member, was hired into the new part- things that were sort of falling through
the cracks," Van Imvetime position. Everitt
gen saiti.
said he does not have
Ile attributed the
experience in the field
"We're exdted to have a
problem to the fact
of sustainability, but
sustainability coordinator. I
that the committee is
hopes that he %vill be
able to assist the sus- think it will be a great move for matle up of faculty',
staff ami students
tainability committee
both Sodexo and Whitworth."
who have many other
in accomplishing their
Jim O'Brien;
responsibilities
and
goals.
Sam Genera/Manager
therefore do not have
The
sustainabilenough time to do all
ity page of Whitworth's
of the necessary work.
Web site lists the hiring
Everitt had a similar impression..
of a sustainability coordinator as an op"It sounds like (having a sustabiability
portunity to increase sustainable praccoordinator) will help make the process
tices in operations.
According to the position description, (of increasing sustainability) move along
faster," Everitt said. "lhe committee
it is the duty of the sustainability coordinator to work with the sustainability seems to have good ideas but no one to
committee to educate the campus on sus- run the leg work:
bill O'Brien, Sodexo general manager
tainability issues and develop and operate aspects of Whitwortlis sustainabil- and sustainability committee member,
ity program. 'Ilie description also states said he thinks that all of the departments
the coordinator is required to represent on campus have sustainability goals, but
Whitworth as "an institution which de- do not have the time or resources to com-
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"Out dream is that the sustainability
coordinator can help each department
realize those goals quicker than (the
departments) would be able to on their
O'Brien said.
Sodexo supports Whitworth's sustainability efforts and is able to fund the position partially due to the money they have
saved by eliminating trays, O'Brien said.
Van Inwegen hopes that this and other
environmentally friendly and money saving measures will help the position itself
to become self-sustaining.
"My big hope is that it becomes reinforcing; that (the sustainability coordinator) finds out ways for the university to
save even more through sustainability
and then it can maybe become a full-time
position and keep gro%ving from there,"
Van Inwegen said.
O'Brien feels the position %vill be a
good addition to the Sodexo staff ami
help reach the sustainability goals of the
campus.
"We're exciteti to have a sustainability coordinator. 1 think it will be a great
move both for Sodexo and Whitworth,"
O'Brien said.

Members of the presidential search committee were announced Wednesday, Oct.
1.1, in a campus %vitie e-mail sent by ASWU
President Michael 1 larri.
A total of 13 Vhitworth community
members and affiliates %vill serve on time
committee.
According to an attachment in the e-mail
sent by I larri, three faculty members will
serve on time committee. 'lime selected faculty members are: Jerry Sittser, professor of
theology, Lee Anne Chaney, associate professor of biology, and Richard Strauch. professor of music and faculty president.
tslichael Le Roy, vice president for academic affairs, and Kathy Storm, vice president of student life, will represent the
administration and Dolores I-Williston, director of human resources and ex-officio
member, will be staffing the committee.
The e-mail and attachment stated Marty
Dickinson, president of the Downtown
Spokane Partnership (DSP), will represent
the Spokane community and Eric Peterson,
pastor of Colbert Presbyterian Church, will
be the alumni representative. Jaime Warfield, assistant director for planned giving
for the Whit%vorth Foundation, svill represent thc Whitworth staff.
Board of Trustees members selected to
serve on the committee include Judi Situpper, David Myers, Ray La%vton, Jim Singleton and Anne Storm. Walt Oliver, Board of
Trustees chair, will serve on the committee
as an ex-officio member. Singleton, %vito
is currently the senior pastor of Colorado
Springs First Presbyterian Church, and
Storm will serve as co-chairs of the search
committee.
I Iarri will represent the Whitworth student body on the search committee.
"This is a brand new experience for me,
and I think it's really exciting: Ilarri said.
"I have such confidence in the search committee. I love the leadership and vision of
time team and how we are free to express our

thoughts:
Warfield said she feels the committee is
wonderfully diverse because members represent many different constituents in Whitworth's community. Warfield said that as
the staff representative, she is representing
a group that is very diverse.
I larri also said each committee member
will be responsible for representing a specific group.
"The role death member is to represent
the %vants and opinions of the constituents
they are representing," liarri said. "It is my
duty to speak up if feel students would dis-

agree:
Contact Eanne Monto) at ermine.
montoya@whitworthian.com.

Coaches given opportunity.
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Coaches given opportunity
Haley Atkinson

S0 {Vriter

A change made to the faculty handbook
will allow Whitworth athletic coaches the

opportunity to advance in their careers
without holding a doctorate degree.
Board of Trustees members voted unanimously during their Oct. 9 plenary session
to implement thc change to the handbook
and allow coaches an additional track of advancement.
proposal was brought to the Board
last April, wrote Scott McQuillan, vice president of Institutional Advancement, in an e-

e

mail interview.
The dean and I worked on thc language
at different times during the 2008-2009 academic year," McQuilkin wrote. "The conversations began about a faculty coaching track
around two years ago:'
Prior to the implementation oía track for
coaches without doctorates, the handbook
Couttay of the Whumwthian art knrs
stated only coaches with doctoratc degrees
could advance in their careers at Whit- Baseball coach Dan Ftamsay gives his players a pep talk after practice last spring. Faculty handworth.
book changes will give some coaches more opportunity to advance In their careers.
Helen Higgs, coach of the women's basStraudi said there is now a greater instituketball team, said coaches were aware the for a degree which isn't necessarily pertinent
commitment to coaches.
tional
said.
role
here,"
Strauch
to
their
proposal was being put before thc Board.
Higgs
said she felt the decision shows facguilds
offer
high
While
some
coaching
"We knew what was happening. and I felt
level certifications, there are no doctorate ulty are aware of coadice needs.
like my input was heard," Higgs said.
"I felt valued and appreciated for thc work
Evaluation of coaching criteria is often degrees available for specific sports such
we
do. I felt respected and heard by the facor
basketball,
McQuilkin
as
soccer,
tennis
different from traditional teaching and the
ulty,"
Higgs said.
wrotc.
addition of the new track recognizes these
Arlin Migliazzo, profcssor of history and
We could require coaches to earn a docdifferences in a %vay that benefits everyone.
torate in bio mechanics or physiology, but faculty representative on the Board of Trust.
she said.
that would remove them ces Academic Affairs committee, said it was
think it will be good
from their primary du- difficult to try and fit the coaches into the set
for the department," Higgs
tics of recruiting, scout- parameters for other faculty, as described in
'The new language better
said.
ing and coaching. all of the handbook.
Higgs is currently workexplains what superior
are
12
We
wanted
to
which
required
align
more
accurately thcir
ing towards a doctorate in coaching looks like and how best
months of the year," Mc- role with cxpcctations for promotion," Miglileadership from Gonzaga, to measure scholarship among
Quilkin wrote.
azzo said. "The hope is that it reaffirms to the
and is glad she still has the
coaches:'
have
a
high
coaches how important %s'e think they arc."
"We
could
option to go continue on
of
coaches
[with
Dan Ramsay, Whitworth baseball coach,
number
either track.
McOuiiiiin,
Scott
Presidau for Institutional Advancement doctorates) but run the said the new track recognizes coaching opFull-time regular Whitrisk of having programs poitunities outside of the university and
worth faculty arc hired
dedine, induding rostcr events that improve coaching skills as opinto one of two tracks. The
portunities for coaches to gain expertise in
first track allows for tenure, but the second sizes, which hurt enrollment." he wrote.
The language used in the handbook was the athletic field. .
has no tenure option and must constantly be
also considered in the decision.
still plan to continue my education
reviewed based on performance.
*Faculty promotion committees for years simply because I love to learn. However, it's
The decision of the Board adopted a
third track. which allows athletic coaches to have reported the diallenges of evaluating good to see that there's an opportunity for
have renewable contracts without terminal coaching faculty using the regular faculty advancement within the coaching field7
degrees," faculty president Richard Strauch handbook language McQuillan wrotc. The Ramsay said.
McQuilkin wrote he felt the process of
said. For most fields a terminal degree is a new language better explains what superior
doctorate. There are. however, some excep- coaching looks like and how best to measure proposing that an additional track be availscholarship among coachee
able for coaches had a very good outcome.
tions
With the addition of the track, coaching
The inapplicability of doctorates to the
"A result will be the retention and recogathletics academic field was considered in faculty have been removed from the total nition of wonderful coaches who now have
the decision to adopt an additional track for percentage of faculty who have doctorates.
more of an opportunity to promote through
"While the Whitworth athletics staff has the faculty ranks," McQuilkin wrote.
coaches.
"'Whitworth has fantastic coaches, but a relatively high number of [doctorates], the
their degrees are often outsidc of athletics, percentage is much lower than othcr departContact Haley Atkinson at haleyatkinson@
so it wouldn't make sense to have them work ments," McQuilkin wrotc.
ivhitworthiart.com.
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The Institutional Advancement department is in the process of conducting a search for
two new gift officers. the prima'y duty of which is to fundraise
among a group of clients across
several regions.
The new officers will replace
one officer who is in the process
of retiring and one who has already retired, said Stacey Smith,
associate vice president of Institutional Advancement.
Smith said she would like to
fill the gift officer positions by
the end of the year.
"It depends on when they can
start," shc said. "We're trying to
move as quickly as possible with
the hiring process."
Jim Bennett, chair of the
Board of Trustees Institutional
Advancement committee, told
the assembled Board the process
of hiring two new major gift officers is the biggest challenge

currently faced by Institutional
Advancement.
"Three excellent candidates
are already being considered,"
Bennett said.
Despite the selection of three
top applicants, thc search is still
ongoing.
"I feel like thc search is going great. We have a strong candidate pool' Smith said. "We
haven't closed the search yet."
About 40 people have applied
for the two positions to date.
Phone interviews have been
conducted with the applicants,
and some applicants will soon be
brought to campus for in-person
interviews, Smith said.
Fundraising
accomplished
by gift officers is a component
of fundraising goals set by the
Institutional Advancement dcpartmcnt.
"%Ve need to be fully staffed in
order to accomplish all funding,"
Smith said.
Smith said all the gift officers
fundraise for a variety of projects

and are responsible for fundraising among a group of dients
thcy work to develop throughout their career.

cntly with my donors, except I'm
listening for people who may
have been let go from a job," she
said.
"New gift officers will work
Distclhorst said not everyone
to develop their own group of has bccn affected by thc ccodonors by visiting potential cli- nomic downturn in the same
ents," Smith said. "%Ye also give way and that shc is sensitive to
them lists of current donors."
differences of situations among
Each gift officer is responsible her clients.
for fundraising across several re"Fundraising is a ministry."
gions.
shc said. "I'm not just asking for
Elsa Distelhorst, director of money. It's about building trust
development for major gifts and a relationship."
and current gift officer, said shc
I lannah Kinnier, student repfundraiscs among clients %vithin resentative on the Institutional
central California, western Or- Advancement committee, said
egon, western Washington and some discussion within the
Hawaii.
committee was focused on gifts
Distelhorst, who has been in the currcnt economic times.
at Whitworth for 24 years, will
The Institutional Advancesoon retire from her gift officer ment department is trying to
position of 14 years.
find ways to continue getting
Mile the Institutional Ad- people to give these gifti," Kinvancement department has been nier said.
..
affected by the economic downturn, the fundraising process has
not, Distelhorst said.
Contact Candace Pontoni at C 1."I'm not behaving any differ- dace.politoni@whitworthian.com.
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Building should begin soon
Andy Song
Staff Writcr

BRIEFS
Controversial bill

will be discussed

If bond sales go well, ground for the new science building will be brokcn in approximately

on Wednesday

two weeks.
"The new science building is one of three

Journalists Dan Savage

main projects Whitworth will be working on;
said Steve Thompson, director of capital projccts.
An initiative has bccn made to move forward
with plans for the new science building.
According to the Board of Trustees Building
and Grounds sub-committee, an approval to
move forward with the science building project
was made last spring.
Bonds will be sold to pay for the new facility.

"The Board of I ligher Education allowed thc
trustees to go ahead and sell bonds for the project," Thompson said.
The projected cost for the new building is going to be $31.7 million.
According to the minutes of the ASWU
Photo COUritly of the Whituvrth Stib site
meeting on Oct. 14, the department is still in
Design plans of the sdence building, Including this rendering, and updates on progress made toward
need of 812 million.
The new building is expected to open its completion can be viewed on Whitworth's Web site.
by fall of 2011. It will be located in the
former location of the Fine Arts Build- building, stated that the ncw building will have ing," she said.
ing which is between the Eric Johnston more windows in the building interior to allow
Whit%vorth has seen an increase in science
Science Center and Schuviewing of scicncc projccts majors in recent years.
macher Hall.
Since 2001, there has been a 50 percent ingoing on in thc labs.
"I think the new building
There will also be more crease in science majors, according to the sci"This is a really exdting
will be of great help for the
windows around the ncw ence initiative section of the Whitworth Web
development
for the sdence
pre-mcd students to get into
building which will provide sitc.
schools of their choice," said
"This is a really exciting development for
natural light. The currcnt
program at Whitworth:.
Karen Stevens, professor of
building relics primarily on the science program at Isihitworth; Eagle said.
Mary Eagle,
chemistry.
"The new scicncc building will be LEDE certielectricity for lighting.
Chemistry lab Manager,
Assets that will come with
fied. This means it will be a green building;
With
thc
skylights
and
Science Building Design Teem member
thc new science building inAdditional information about the new scimore windows, [the new
dude ncw equipment, larger
building] will be more en- ence building can be found on the Whitworth
prcpiration rooms and study
home page, on thc bottom right side titled "Sciergy efficient," Eagle said.
lounges, Stevens said.
Eagle said she was most looking forward to ence Initiative
Mary F.agic, chcm1stry 1ab manager and having more space in thc new building. ,
Contact,Andy Song at andpong@whitwormember of the design team for the new scicncc
"We don't have room in this science build- thian.cont.
-
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Warficld also commented that as the staff representative, she is representing a very diverse group.
"There is a strong sense of collaboration, and everyone is bringing different perspectives on Whitworth," Strauch said.
Committee members will hold in confidentiality
the names of the candidates they arc considering.
\re will endeavor to be as open as possible about
the search, but we also want to protect the confidentiality of the candidates," Warficld said.
Strauch said a reason for this is the current situation of each candidate.
"Candidates may be current presidents at other
institutions," Strand% said.
While the committee will be searching for and interviewing candidates, members will not be hiring
the next president, Warficld said. It will be the duty
of the Board of Trustees to select a candidatc for the
position.
Our role is not to choose the president, but to
narrow down the search," Warfield said.
Whitworth has a lot to offer a potential candidate,
she said.
Harri said the committee met Thursday, Oct. 8, to
get to know each other and establish relationships.
An open committee meeting was held Friday, Oct. 9,
for Whitworth faculty and staff to provide feedback.
Currently, the committee is contacting search
firms to look for candidates, Hard said.
"The search could take anywhere from nine to 12
months," Harri said.
Humiston said shc is optimistic toward Whitworth's ability to attract well-qualified candidates.
Some of the members of the current committee were
also a part of thc committee that found current President Bill Robinson.
As much as the committee values Robinson, members are not expecting to find a candidate who shares
the same thoughts and values of Whitworth's current
president.
"There will never be another Bill; Strauch said.
"As terrific as Bill is, Whitworth is much bigger than
just one person. This is an interesting and exciting
time for the community."

Contact Rachd Bair at rachd.bair@whitworthian.com.

and Dominic Holden will
hold a discussion of Referendum 71 in Cowles Auditorium on Wednesday,
Oct. 21, at 8:00 p.m. Savage
and Holden will share their
views on why Washington
residents should pass the
Domestic Partnerships Bill.
This bill would expand
the rights, responsibilities
and obligations accorded
to same-sex and senior domestic partners in Senate
Bill 5688, which was passed
by thc Washington State
Legislature in April but put
on pending status with the
introduction of Referendum 71.

Chemistry major
given scholarship

for tuition costs
Junior Rebecca Johnson has been awarded the
Woodrow
Foundation
Scholarship. The scholarship
will cover Johnson's tuition
and books for the 2009-10
academic school year. Johnson is a chemistry major on
the biochemistry track with
a minor in music. She plans
to enter into medical school
and begin a career in the
field of infectious diseases.
Candidates for the scholarship must demonstrate
leadership skills and hold a
GPA of 3.75 or higher.

Subjects in theft
case not found by
campus security

'A

Chris, pursuing an

MBOD in conjunction with

Gonzaga's School

of Law

No suspects have been associated with the thefts that
took place on Oct. 7, at the
Fieldhouse and inside the
Music Building.
Backpacks,
totebags,
purses and skateboards
were taken from 18 victims,
security services supervisor
Mark McFall said.
McFall said no witnesses
have come forth with information about the thefts.
Surveillance videos from
cameras near the locations
of the thefts do not show
any clear suspects, he said.
Compiled by Goatee sPoounrctocli
Whitwortkedu,
Seattle Post bitelligencer

CORRECTIONS &
At Gonzaga, your success is our priority. Learn how our programs go
beyond the dollars and cents to develop innovative leaders in
today's'dynamic business environment.
Ask about our 1 year fast-track program!

Attend an Information Meeting:
Oct 28, Nov 3, Nov 10 - CDA
online- www.gonzaga.edu/MBA
or contact Colleen Mallon
(509) 313-7044 for more information

RSVP

CLARIFICATIONS
In the Oct. 13 column
about the Freebirds, Freebirds B 'as misrepresented. The second team was
created because so many
students wanted to be on
the Freebirds' team, not as
a franchise. Also, the team
did not start practicing before school started.
The Whhfcchian is committed to pronding

the lillitwocth community with the most accurate information possible. The Vititworthian next knowingly pubrishes inaccuracies.If
you have a comment or question about the
fairness or accuracy of a story, send an e-mail
to ectrta@whitworthian.com.
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BaiS Worship services are well attended
Commanders left
dead by recent
suicide bombing
Five senior commanders of Iran's Revolutionary
Guard and approximately
37 others vere killed near
thc Pakistani border by a
suicide bomber on Oct. 18.
Jundallah, a group of
Sunni rebels, militant tribal
groups and drug smugglers, was rumored to have
planned the attack after
Mohammad Marzieh, an
Iranian prosecuting official,
was quoted as saying the
group had claimed responsibility for the blast.
The group has not issued
an official statement about
thc attack.
"The criminals will soon
get the response for thcir
inhuman crimes," Iranian
President Mahmoud Ahmadincjad was quoted as
saying by thc Islamic Republic News Agency.

Obama advisers
discuss deficit,

stimulus options
President Barack Obama
is considering another stim-

ulus package among other
ideas to speed recovery of
thc nation's economy but
is not yet ready to commit
to any specific measures,
White House advisers stated on Oct. 18.
Advisers said the Obarna
administration is continuing to discuss mcasurcs to
bring down the national
deficit. which has reached
$1.4 trillion.
Adviser David Axelrod stated the economy is
showing signs of recovery.
He warned the government
should not cease recovery
initiatives too early, though
economic growth is predicted to continue into the
third quarter of this year.

Policemen killed

while guarding

Ira McIntosh
Assistant Nots Editor

Student-led worship senices on campus are
drawing larger numbers of students than the
morning services.
"Students have always flocked to Hosanna in
larger groups than chapel: said Keith Petersen,
ministry intern at the diaNl. "Sometimes it's difficult for students to make it to chapel in the middle
of the day since ifs often the perfect time to catch
up on those assignments that they've been putting
off all week."
He went on to say that the Hosanna senice,
which takes place on lbesclay nights, is after cla_sses and is a great time for students to connect.
"It's more informal than chapel and the chairs
are removed, creating a very different space," Petersen said. "It's completely student-led and is often helpful to have a time just among peers, so I'm
glad that the Hosanna service is so %yell attended.
and I'm thankful for the amount of students that
create the space in their schedules for diaper
Although then:are many senices now in effect.
dupel was not always so extensive.
"1W° years ago._ was the first year we svent to
the Tuesday/Thursday half-hour schedule rathcr
than onc hour a week: Ben Brody, assistant professor of music, said. "That year wc had guest
preachers preaching every Tuesday from local
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Students worship during Hosanna. The Restore and Hosanna services are popular amongst Whitworth
students.
women.

Another thing thc chapel is excited about is
having
more students involved in the program.
The numbers were rather low that year, Brody
the
past year and half, we have seen more
"In
said.
"The following fall we went to a rotation of and more students involved in worship leadership
four preachers who each preached roughly once roughly 30 students regularly involved in leading
a month._ The numbcrs went up dramatically and music on Tuesdays. and nuny more on Thurshave remained comparable this fall: Brody said. days," Brody said.
The Chapel is constantly looking for ways to
"My interpretation is that students like having
consistency of preaching in dupe!, rather than improve upon what has come before.
"As a result of the campus ministry audit conguest preachers they have no connection with:*
last month by the Council for Christian
ducted
Terry McGonigal, dean of spiritual life. holds
Colleges and Universities, ss-e silI be putting tothc same view.
"Ve have heard from members of this com- gether a strategic plan for chapel senices for the
munity over thc past few years that they really future," Brody said. "Ve want students deeply inlike hearing regularly from people they know and volved in that process:"
I k went on to say that they will know more altrust. people who knowand understand their lives
ter fall break about what that process will look like
and circumstances," McGonigal said.
lic went on to express how great he feels it is and a time line.
"Ve will invite feedback on everything wc are
that Vhitworth has so many wonderful speakers.
"I-low cool is it that we get to have Bill Robin- doing and try to find ways to serve larger segson, Adam Neder, Jerry Sittscr and Ron Pyle as ments of thc Whitworth community in ways that
preachers. Mindy Smith, being an alum herself. will strengthen us all in our faith commitments,"
really gets what students are going through. 1Vhen Brody said.
she preaches WC all listen because we really respect
Petersen also said that he is intennted to sec
hcr commitmcnt to be with us through life's chal- where all of the chapel services go.
lenges. And when Stephy Beans prays, it feels like
"The chapel is looking at how we can continue
heaven itself has been opened," McGonigal said.
to push thc envelope. God is so huge and there arc
He also said that for 1Vhitworth it is essential so many ways of offering our lives to God," Peto have both womcn and men prosiding leader- tersen said. "The chapel is a place that is safe, but
ship because the church consists of both men and is also a place that is challenging-pushing us to
churchtm."
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know God in different ways, and asking the good,
hard questions of life
Many of the leaders in the dupe! program conveyed their hope for community-driven worship
at Thitworth.
"I hope that we can be authentic in our times of
worship that is respectful to all, and centered on
Christ," Petersen said.

Contact Int McIntosh at inuncintosh@Nwhitworthian.com.

Don? just manage...Lead!
Learn how at our Information

U.N. guesthouse

MA in Organizational Leadership

Two Sudanese policemen
were killed by masked gunmen on Thursday, Oct. 15,
while guarding a United
Nations World Food Program guest house in Dar-

Wednesday, NoVember 4th 1:5:30 p.m. - 7:00 p.m.
Tilford Center I 111E. Desmet

fur.

Information and RSVP; call 509-313-3684 or

The gunmen raided the
guesthouse early Thursday
morning, according to a
WFP security officer. One
police officer was found
shot in the head, the other
with a "gunshot wound in
his side. A third policeman
was killed on Friday in an
exchange of fire that ensued
after security forces found
and confronted the raiders
in South Darfur.
A South Darfurian police official told Reuters two
raiders had been killed in
the fire fight.
Sourres.

Elmira, Associated Preis

Con:piled by Candace Pontoni

leadership@gonzaga.edu
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SOUNDING BOARD: WHITWORTH IAN'S WEEKLY POLL

VOLUME 100, NUMBER 5

How often do you attend chapel services at Whitworth?

EDITORIAL: IN THE LOOP

Vote in the poll online at whitworthian.com or e-mail thoughts to editor@whitworthian.com

Early graduation should
be hard, but possible
For the majority of students, college is a
four-year experience. Academic requirements, extracurricular activities and time
spent with friends gives students plenty to
do over their four-year career. But an increasing nuniber of students are condensing their college experience into three ycars.
Last year, 27 students graduated early, up
from 19 students the year before that.
Each student is considered an investment. The university offers more financial
aid to each incoming class than the last, but
each class is in turn expected to bear the
financial burden of larger scholarships offered to the next class. In this way, it is anticipated each class will give the university
return on their money by the time graduation is reached. When a student graduates
early, not only does the institution loose one
year of tuition it anticipated would be paid,
but it also docs not get the full value out of
its investment.
'Ilie institution understandably desires
to mitigate losses. Administrators are in the
process of forming a committee to evaluate
issues pertaining to upperclassmen retention.
rise in early graduation rates will
he under discussion.
Students who choose to graduate in three
years often have good reason to do so. Some
students, such as those planning to attend
medical or law school, wish to start graduate and doctorate studies earlier, while others graduate early to save the money that
would have been put toward an extra year
of tuition. Others realize once they begin
studies at Whitworth that they will be able
to fulfill all their requirements in less than
four years. While these are valid points
from a student's point of view, thc university
is understandably concerned. Whitworth,
after all, is a business and must conccrn itself with the issues of money and remaining afloat in a struggling economy. Trying
to balance serving student needs with the
needs of the institution that Whitworth is
isn't an easy task.
Students shouldn't be banned from graduating in three years because of money they
cost the institution. If a student has truly
put in the academic effort required to earn
a four-year degree in three years, not only
should that be allowed, but it should be celebrated as a major accomplishment.
But at the same time, we are aware that
a degree too easily earned is often considered a lower-rate degree. Whitworth
should not alloiv students to graduate early
if they have not put in thc same level of cffort and reached the same academic goals
as four-year students. To do so would be a
disservice to both students and to the university-to students because earning an easy
degree won't prepare them for thc rigors
of the working world; to the university because if Whitworth gains a reputation as a
place where it is easy to earn early degrees,
respect for all degrees earned here will fall.
Whitworth should grow in reputation and
prestige over the years, not diminish.
Ibis isn't an easy issue. Whitworth is
a community, but it is also a business and
thus needs to do what it can to remain financially sound. On the other hand, college
is an expensive investment and students are
willing to do the work it takes to graduate
early. If faculty and administrators do decide to change requirements, they need to
kccp the three-year option open for students. It shouldn't be easy, but it should be
available.

Hey, how's

it going?

Dude I totally saw
the coolest movie
yesterday.

e

Editorials in the "In the Loop" section reflect
the majority opinion of the Editorial Board,
which is made up offive editors.
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'How are you is the new 'Hello'
JULIANNE

LUCKS

(mow
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"1-ley (inscrt namc here), how are
you?"
Recognize the phrase? I know I'm practically bombarded by it daily. Walking to
class, I pass by a good number of friends.
Our brief conversations usually consist of
a "hey" and "how are you?" said by each
of us at the same time. Before we know
it, both of us have walked out of sight before the "conversation" can be properly
finished.
No one really listens for a response.
No one really cares, and if, in the rare
circumstance you do care, asking people
how they're doing has lost its significance,
so they don't actually think you care anyway.

"Most of the time 'how are you' is an
indirect way of saying 'I acknowledge
your existence" said Ron Pyle, professor
of communication studies.
I have a friend who likes to answer
the "how are you" question with random
phrases, both testing her friends' ears and
entertaining herself in the process. She's
responded with words like, "Peachy, l'm
about to go slash your tires' and
alright. Just contemplating suicide, thanks."

Now, some may believe it's not right to
Honesty becomes an issue when so ofjoke about such things, but if you look at ten people misuse, misinterpret and igthe big picturc, it is depressingly funny. nore the "how are you" question.
Despite her strange humor, few, if any,
"(People) may interpret the question to
ever notice her response.
be empty at best and insincere at worst,"
"It's ritualistic communication; it isn't Pyle said.
mcant to go deep: said Alan Mikkelson,
Unless we know all of our friends' on
professor of commuthat deeper, communication studies.
nicative level, we prob"No one really listens for a
So what happens
ably won't be able to
when people want a response. No one really cares, and recognize when our
real answer? Obvi- if, in the rare drcumstance you do friends truly need us
ously, when we're runto listen.
care, asking people how they're
ning to class, we don't
"As long as the
doing has lost its significance'
have time to dominate
people involved share
our friend's time, even
mutual meaning of the
though we might rephrase "how are you?"
ally need a listening car.
they may make meaning just fine; Pyle
"It's inappropriate to stop and unload said.
on a person in that context," isAikkelson
Not everyone, however, understands
said.
the question to be equivalent to a hello;
Here's my thoughts: if you really want some people want to dive deeper in their
to know how a friend is doing, ask your friendships. We need to take the time to
friend when you're both available to talk recognize what we're saying, instead of
comfortably. Otherwise, (and I'm pretty asking questions we don't care to know
sure this idea is epic) how about we only the answers to.
say hello on the Hello Walk, leave the
Sometimes just remembering a friend's
"how are you" for when we actually have name means more than simply asking,
time to talk. I know, epic, right?
"How are you?"
'five continue to misuse "how are you,"
our personal relationships may suffer.
.
"If you expect a real answer, it's problematic when all you get is the, 'well, I'm LUCKS is a senior majoring in English. Comments can be
fine' response: Mikkelson said.
sent to julianne.lucksgwhitworthian.com.

WHITWORTH SPEAKS OUT: WHAT DOES SUSTAINABILITY MEAN

TO YOU?

living an your

"Use less toilet

It's a deeply

It means eating

ovmf ann and

paper.°

important

lots of hemp for
every meal-like

providing your
own food:'

Steven Reynolds,

freshman

cause. Sustainability means
Captain Planet.'

AnthonyPriest
senior

Hannah Tubbs,
freshman

three pounds:'

Joshua Boyden,
senior
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A COLUMN BY JEROD JARVIS
Welcome to The Muse, where you con come when you're twt sure
saint exactly you must out of your newspaper reading eaperience.
Each week, I'll deliver something off the wall/uneapected/totally bonkers UP for your reading pleasum turd you can then write me scathinc
ktters. tibotít how I'm contributing ti; the death ofserious journalism-.
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Don't trivialize cancer
Another problem with the "I l.ove Boobs" shirt
IRIS

WU

is that people no longer arc associating the shirt
%vith the cause. The majority of people that actually
purchase these shirts arc guys that think it's "really
funny" and "awesome" that they can gct away with
wearing a shirt that says "boobs" on the front. I do
not know about other people, but when I sec that

"I Love Boobs: Apparently, the male athlete shirt now, I just think of some of the juvenile boys
standing in front of me in line loves breasts, to put it that told mc that "boobs" screen-printed in large
mildly. Also, in case you did not realize this before, white letters on thcir shirt is "awesome: Awesome.
"Cancer sucks." Another person's t-shirt told me.
Ihe word "awesome" means awe inspiring, and belbe concept for these t-shirts is relatively sim- lieve me, the sight of a man wearing a shirt about
ple: shock as many individuals as possible to raise brcasts is anything but.
awareness, in the crudest manncr
But the bigger problem is how
possible. After all, that's the most
these shirts trivialize cancer. I
understand that the proceeds of
effective method to raise aware"Utilizing shock tactics to
these sales go toward benefiting
ness. Hitler exterminated Jews
people
to
encourage
pay
those suffering, but the crudeness
attento raise awareness about their
apparent societal inadequacy. If tion is merely a temporary solu- of "I Lovc Boobs" on your shirt
that's not shocking. I don't know
tion to a larger problem. Shock detracts froni thc issuc. Breast
canccr is no longer thc ensphawhat is.
tactics only work as long as they
sis-the scx appeal of female
There was also a very illcontinue to shock"
glands are now the focus. It's the
conceived "I Lo%;e Balls" t-shirt
scx appeal of breasts that are sellavailable a while ago. As expecting
these shirts. Ilse fact that the
were
not
very
ed, they
popular. I
money goes to a good cause is just a bonus. No one
guess there is just a dearth of male and female dethinks about thc fatality of breast canccr with these
mand for apparel that proclaims one's adoration of
shirts. Instead, everyone just thinks "Oh dear! lhat
testicles. Strange, I know.
boy is wearing a shirt that says the 'B' word on it!
I am a fairly "progressive" person (svhatever that
Goodness me!" Plus, there's always the chance that
means) by Whitworth's standards, but even I think the viewer will not have an opportunity to
sec the
these t-shirts are inappropriate on so many levels.
back of the shirt, which is self-defeating.
On one hand, yes, I ssill reluctantly concede that
"Cancer sucks: I believe that much is obvious.
these t-shirts do raise awareness and money for Shirts that trumpet this fact belittle thc ordeal.
cancer research. However, utilizing shock tactics to Summing up a disease that kills so many with the
encourage people to pay attention is merely a tem- word "sucks: really does suck.
porary solution to a larger problem. Shock tactics
only svork as long as they continue to shock. These
shirts do shock, but gradual!» the shock is replaced WU is a junior majoring in political science. Comments can be sent to iris.
with annoyance.
wu»whinvorthian.com.

lhere's a word that's been kicked around the Whitworth campus
for the last few semesters; a word for which there is no certain definition, but from which springs the secrets for a long, fulfilling life.
Or so everyone is led to believe.
What is this word you ask? Sustainability. I !as a ring to it, no?
Last year, some surveys %vent around campus to find out %vitat students wanted the university to improve upon. One of tise options on
that survey wa.s to "increase sustainability" (or some such shenanigans). I really had little concept of what any of the options would do
for me as a student of Whitworth, but sustainability had a way of
rolling off the tongue that made it feel important. so I shrugged and
said "more of that would be nice, sure."
I now regret this decision, as it has willfully stabbed me in the
back. Honestly, I still have no idea what sustainability means. I've
been told it's something along the lines of "saving money" or "rescuing puppies," but I find that a little hard to believe when I check my
bank account and find neither extra cash nor grateful dachshunds
waiting there to greet me.
I'm grosving suspicious that it's just another one of those nebulous
political words that people in charge likc to put into press releases in
order to make their nefarious plans sound all nice and fuzzy, such as
in this secret recording I stumbled upon:
"So I'm confused. %Vhy are sve giving Barack Obarna the Nobel
Prize, again?"
"Ult... tolerance... or perhaps sustainability... one
that nobody understands:

of those

svords

"Brilliant!"
So, based on this and mountains of other evidence that I have lying around my huge office, te can safely assume that sustainability
doesn't actually have a real definition. Rather, it's a word the authorities use whenever they want to take something away from us for no
good reason. Like plates in the cafeteria that arciit smaller than my
hand. Or the Whitworth tree. Or my roommate's bike: It's all part of
the sante evil scheme.
I lowever, I am nothing if not a party member, so I'll hop onto tisis
bandss-agon with a few helpful suggestions.
In the interest of genuine sustainability. I posit that Sodexo should
take real measures toward making this campus a place that will last
well into the millennial kingdom. 'they should tackle problems such
as ice-is ice really a sustainable resource? I low long do you think the
polar caps will last with all this ice cube mining? 'there are so many
alternatives, like chilled plastic or frozen chunks of potatoes.
And (hen there's longboards, a horrendously unsustainable resource if ever there was one. Anyone who's osvned a longboard
knows that they only work as long as A) they aren't broken, and B)
they liare wheels. Is that really realistic? I propose that %Vhitworth
form a committee to explore the possibility of bringing Segways
to campus to supplement and eventually replace the endangered
longboards. Anyone's who's sccn "Paul Blatt: Mall Cop" knows that
Scgways are the absolute icing on the cake, and that they're highly
diverse. Er... sustainable. Yes, sustainable. That's the word.
I hope that I've demonstrated to everyone that you don't have to
understand a word, concept, or issue to get behind it with all your
iteart. If sve all band together, we, the ignorant masses, can help
make our collegiate homeland a better place to subsist for many,
many years to come. (Yes we can!)
JARVIS is a junior majoring in journalism. Comments can be sent to jerod j4rvis4whitwor-

thian.corn.

Confrontation is a part of real learning
that you are a prideful, bad Christian. And way others can respond to the opinion.
possibly because the person you're talking The opening phrase, "I feel that..." or "I
ANNIE
to is dating your best friend's roommate's am offended when.: immediately omits
DUGAS
cousin svho is your RA. Nobody wants to disagreement. You cannot say, "no, actually
coumm
be Icnown as the "mean onc:'
you do not feel that wa» this is what you
The reason you are here at Whitworth, feel: Be offended-it's healthy. Figure out
Whitworth students are too nice. Now I or pursuing a college degree in general:is what that means when you say you are ofwant to make something very clear before because there is a certain field ofwhich you fended and then articulate why.
want to learn more about. This implies that
Not only do people avoid critique, but
I go any further. I am not going to say how
there
is
a
whole
bunch
of
stuff
left
you
have
too
many people just don't know what to
annoying it can be to smile all the time and
to
learn.
Which
means
you
don't
know
evsay
or
do. Instead of providing interesting
give everyone an emphatic hello around
campus. I would be lying. If I tried to write erything. Which means that you are prob- or enlightening statements of disagreethat, those who know me would call me a ably going to make mistakes. Which also ment, people jump to personal attacks. It is
hypocrite and a liar. They would be right. means people are going to disagree with too easy to get emotional over something
and then insult the culprits' maturity level
I laugh and smile too much. Even if your you not because they do not value your exbut
istence
or
respect
you,
because
they
too
or new puppy. This delightful tool called
enthusiastic facial expressions don't match_
technology allows us to push buttons that
your real emotionswhatever. I think that's are trying to learn through conversation.
Often times during classroom discus- translate into bitter and irrational comtotally fine. Well, not exactly, but that is not
sions I have noticed a little line that peo- ments without inflicting any pain or sufferthe focal point of this article.
When I say Whitworth students are too ple throw in before they take a stance on ing to the sender. If you think you are being
nice, I'm referring to our ability to criticize. something. It is subtle and seemingly in- clever, you're not. You actually look foolish.
%Ve don't like giving criticism. It implies
significant, but it completely changes the Well, your anonymous screen name does

anyway.
If you think that being critical of others isn't biblical, read thc gospels. Jesus got
mad at a svhole bunch of stuff. He pushed
people to the point that they walked away
from him. Ile wasn't nice. Being nice
isn't going to change people or encourage
growth. NVc should aim for tactfulness, sincere compassion and patience in all of our
conversations.
If you're really concerned about offending someone, be open to not only giving

criticism, but receiving it, too. Ihose who
can argue the best are the ones who are sclf
aware. Implement constructive criticism
into your daily life. Being humble and a
good person does not mean passivity, but
willingness to be vulnerable and wrong.

DUGAS is a senior majoring in English. Comments can be sent
to annie.dugas@whitwoithian.com.
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OPINIONS
a humor column by Nic Vargus

Christian dating about
more than just values
JACQUELYN

WHEELER
CUM VST

Stupid people will
say stupid things
article has nearly as many comments
as another Op-ed piece that encourages intolerance in regards to Muslims. No biggic right? Just so long
as %ve don't say Dave Matthoys fans
have dreadlocks.
'Ibis I am %villing to blatnc on the Internet, and some fan site somewhere
linking to my article. But I know
these kinds of people; I have them
in class; I sec them at sports games; I
hear them in movie theaters. They're
that. Instead, I learned that chubby the people that arc so convinced that
white guys with dreadlocks collect- they re right about something or aning welfare and sitting on the couch other that they have to intcrjcct. "Oh
all day have nothing bcttcr to do God," they say, "Watch this next part.
than voice their (ridiculous) opin- I cant believe that guy gets killed like
ions on thc humor column ola small this," during a suspenseful scene of
private school's newspaper. Viva la a horror film. They gct so freaking
revolution, chubsters. Now would be jazzed on commenting on life's little
a good time to take a break from the details you'd think they were the forChcctos.
gotten lovcchild of Mark Twain and
Come on now,
Miles Davis.
Furthermore, it
don't pretend you
is
apparent
didn't see this
that the
"Some people may think I'm
level
of
coming.
excitement
just intentionally stirring up
experienced by an
The lesson I
but that's not true. individual who is
controversy,
learned instead is
If I wanted controversy, I'd
that stupid people
sharing their prowrite about universal healthfound thought is
have stupid things
to say. Where clsc
directly proporI-don't-care, or that stupid kid
tional to that inbut the Internet
in the hot air balloon, or how
dividual's stupidwould dozens of
Oprah hates white people
ity. Imagine, if you
people have the
or something!'
will, any course
audacity to forceyou've ever taken
fully tell a humor
with commentcolutnnist to kill
himself (one time), that he was an kid and how excited he or she was to
idiot (12 times) or that he Ivasn't share %vith the group. Usually these
funny (432 times)? The vcil of se- individuals don't raise their hands.
crecy that the Internet provides even The only part of this person's constant
allowed these faceless commenters barrage of comments that is thoughtto pretend they had jobs, friends and provoking is %vhen others begin to
even money. Of course that can't be wonder how they ever managed to
true. MI the money that rabid Dave button their pants in the morning.
Nlatthews fans save by not buying They are useful in so much as they
hygiene products they waste on mar- make people like me feel good about
ourselves.
ijuana. This is common knowledge.
I don't know if I'll ever get as many
Some people may think l'm just
intentionally stirring up controversy, comments as I did that one fateful
but that's not true. If I wanted con- day when I decided to use "Dave Mattroversy, III write about universal the%vs" in the title of a column, but
health-I-don't-care, or that stupid I'm sure one day I'll write something
kid in the hot air balloon, or how so brutally offensive that legions of
Oprah hates white people or some- fans %vill bring down the very servers
thing. The truth of the matter is that that host The Whitworthian all in order to tell me I'm an idiot. But %vhat
I basically only want comments and
views because then my editors are subject? This is my goal. I will find
forccd to recognize me at Ntonday you, unquestionably inflammatory
meetings. Because I always turn my topic. I will find you. But right now
columns in late and make up quotes, I'm a little busy listening to Celine
I'm not paraded around like journal- Dion,*taking long walks off of short
ism's last hope or anything. Plus, ni piers, and being a humorless idiot.
rather showcase equality and make
fun of everyone on an individual basis. And apparently that's pretty dang VARGUS is a senior majoring in English. Comments
controversial. Because as of now, my can be sent to nic.vargusgwhitworthian.com.
I learned an important lesson last
week. For the uninformed, my column about how bad Dave Matthews
Band received a record number of
comnients in only a few hours. From
every nook and cranny DN1Bozos
crept onto The Whitworthian's Web
sitc to defend their weed-smoking.
Kermit-like leader. No, the lesson I
learned wasn't a lesson about being
insensitive about people's favorite
musical artist (barf) or anything like

The Coffee[DateJ? program in Duvall drew
quite a crowd last Friday.
The event was well-planned, the panel was
wise and the advice was good. But they didn't
even touch on what makes Christian dating
particularly Christian, which to me, seemed
like the point.
Approaching this event, I hoped that they
wouldn't be too prescriptive. Everyone seems
to think that they have the answer whether it
is kissing dating goodbye, casually dating or
having scrious relationships, but this panel really opened the door for any form of relationship. God works in ways that we can't predict
and relationships that rcact to his will are better than those that follow a formula.
"Our storics aren't yours," panel member
Josh Cleveland said at the cnd of the discussion.
I had also hoped thcy would address communication. But really, how could they not?
In any kind of relationship, communication
is first and forcmost. You have to be %villing
to listen to one another's confusion and lulow
that you %vill always be adjusting to each other's needs, physical boundaries and countless
other relational issues together. You won't
always understand one another, but you can
wrestle %vith the tough stuff together.
"You communicatc and you communicate,
then you communicate some more; Cleveland
said in response to thc question, "How do you
behave once you are in a relationship?"
Somehow, after all their sage wisdom had
been sharcd, though, many studcnts I spoke
to seemed to leave with a sense that something w-as missing.
The panel asserted that students need to
stick by their values (whatever thcy may be).
But students came to hear about Christian
dating. Everyone has values, but what is it that
makes dating particularly Christian, holy and
set apart for the onc truc God?
Truc Christian dating isn't just a do-gooder
version of normal dating. What ought to set
apart Christian dating from just dating in
general is: well... pretty muda everything.
Marriages, and therefore dating relationships, exist as shado%vs of the love of Christ,
pictures of the community of heaven shining
as a beacon of hope to a dying world.
They also teach you about the nature of
God. Every time you have to exercise grace,
it's a chance to peer into the heart of God.
When you experience hurt, it's a chance to
know how God is affected by our complacen-

cy and rejection. Relationships are about holiness and not happiness. They will make you
more like Christ. If becoming like Christ is
your goal, then your relationships will always
satisfy and delight you.
Thc relationship between you and your
special someone is love, whether you say, "I
love you" or not, even if it is just as a brother
and sister in Christ developing into something more serious, you have love. That love
is more similar than you would think to the
love you are called to offer to everyone. A special calling and a particular attraction compliment this love, but the love is the action and
not thc feeling.
You know what else is love? God. Therefore
everything in your relationship that is love
and that is worth having and that can give
hope to thc world is God. He is not an acedsory or "in the center:. He is the relationship.
It's not real until he's in it.
Daters, you have a responsibility to love one
another with the love of Christ You owe it to
God to portray an accurate picture of who he
is and how he loves. This requires a heart that
is absolutely full of God. All your needs must
be met in Christ to be prepared to have a real
life-giving relationship with a special man or
woman. Every morning you ask God how you
can love him, all his children and the special
person %vhom he has called you to serve and
love especially'.

If you are so submitted to Christ that you
can pull off this kind of relationship, you will
know when and how a relationship must
end. The question I asked myself in my last
relationship comes from a linc in a poem I
memorized: "And each must make I Ere life
is flown I A stumbling block I Or a stepping
stone." It's not about you. It's about doing the
right thing by whoever the othcr person is, no
matter what lcd to thc breakup be it conflict,
personal issues or the pull of the Holy Spirit.
How can you be a step towards fuller relationship with Christ for the other person? How
can you honor the person they will marry if
it isn t you?
The guiding principle for anything you do
in a relationship ought to be derived from the
question: How does God love me in this situation? What does he do when I praise him;
what docs he do when I ignore him; what
does he do when I don't give him everything
he deserves? Act in exactly that way to the one
you are called to be with for a time, or maybe
forever. God's love is unconditional. If you're
receiving that kind of love, only then are you
capable of giving it.
Every one has values. Christians have

Christ
WHEELER is a sophomore majoring in English. C.omments can

be sent to jacquelyn.wheelergwhitworthian.ccm.

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR: READER RESPONSES
RE:INTOLERANCE IS NOT
ALWAYS A BAO THING'

Is

defending your faith

an act of intolerance?
When I glanced through
the most recent publication
of The Whitworthian, I was
expecting to see some sort
of response to the opinion
editorial published Oct. 5:
"Intolerance is not always
a bad thing:' I was sorely
disappointed and thus chose
to write one myself. I have
to admit; after reading this
specific editorial for the
first time I was angered and
somewhat depressed, but after reading it through several
more times, I recognized it
not as a piece supporting intolerance (as suggested in the
title), but a piece of writing
defending the author's faith.
To begin, I'd like to look
bad: at the definition of
"tolerance:. Tolerance: a fair,
objective, and permissive

I_

attitude toward those %vhose
opinions, practices, race, religion, nationality, etc., differ
from one's own (Dictionary.
com); tolerance: the capacity
to endure pain or hardship,
or the sympathy for beliefs
or practices differing from
or conflicting with ones own
(Merriam-Webster Online).
With these definitions, I .
believe that "tolerance" coincides well with the Christian
faith. I admit that I do not
arrive at this conclusion
in any unbiased way. I was
raised in a strong Catholic
parish that strived to extend
their love and acceptance
to all people of different
races and religions. We built
relationships, bridged gaps
of misunderstanding and
through those friendships we
were able to witness Christ's
love. I believe the key to
being a witness of Christianity is having the capability
to break down any walls
of previous judgment and

love all the same. Tolerance
comes first in this process. I

agree with the author when
she says, "Pray for them; love
them; but I sure hope WC are
praying hard for our people
of faith as well.
I firmly believe the reason
some conservative Christians
feel isolated from their opposing "tolerant" acceptors
(as mentioned in the sixth
paragraph) is because they
are plainly being intolerant
themselves. INhy would you
expect to be loved and tolerated from the opposite side
if you were dearly exduding
them? NVe will get no where
in our struggle for peace by
advocating intolerance.
I truly appreciate the
author defending her faith,
but I do not agree that
intolerance, in any way, is
necessary part of defending
the Christian message.

a

Giselle Stone

senior

art major

Write a letter to the editor. The Whitworth ian welcomes reader responses to anides or issues of interest to the Whitworth
community. Send letters to editorAvhitworthiart.comor submit online. Limit to 200 words. Vtsit whitworthiansom for details.
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Endowed Scholarship in honor of Robinson
- The senior class gift annmiltee this year decided to arate an endowed sdlolarship in honor of
President Bill Robinson.
"With [Robinson] stepping dcwn this year we thought we should do something to commemorate him: committee member Corry Newman said.
The dass must rais' e a minimum of MAW in five years. The money w311 be put in an account
and the returns on the investment-will go into thescholarship' eadi year. At their last meeting. the
committee decided to discuss with Bill and Bonnie Robinson what qualities they should look for
in scholarship recipients.
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ABOVE:The class of 1997 gave the stainedglass window In the
cafeteria.The piece, called-Glory of God,'' was done by Waiter

Grosvenor
BELOW:-Victory; also known as 'Touchdown Jesus,* was given
by the class of 2000.1t Is located by the path to the track.
thban
,Ihnr pherm h D.n hi bnlaAl
RIGHT:The Veterans Memorial, which Is under construction, will
honor alumni who fought In various wars. It Is a gift from the
class 012008.
ha.lvthun
t
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ABOVE Previous senior classes, such as the class of 2007, have donated various benches around the
Loop.
BELOW:Leaving their legacy behind in a very visual way, the clases of 2002, 2003 and 2004 donated
artwork to be on display in Weyerhaeuser.
Af.,ne

Classes

of 2002,
2004
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Heather Kennlson
Assistant Scene Editor

When seniors leave Whitworth after their last year,
they leave behind footprints of their passing %vith senior
class gifts. Walking around campus, one can see those of
previous graduating classes, a tradition that has impacted
its community and aesthetics for many ycars.
At its 1980 reunion, thc class of 1915 donated the
drinking fountain in front of McMillan Hall, said Dclynn
Siernienicc, annual giving specialist in Institutional Advancement. This was one of Whitworth's first senior class
gifts, Siemieniec said. The dass o12009 decided to pay Cor
a courtyard to be built around the fountain.
"It's kind of cool integrating the old and the nov," Sicmieniec said.
Every day students in the dining hall witncss the
stained-glass splendor of Walter Giosvcnor's "Glory of
God; funded by thc class of 1997 and friends of the artist.

There arc not very specific guidelines on what a class
can give, Siernieniec said. However, ideas must be run
through the facilities planning committee.
"It needs to reflect the values of the class but also have
lasting value at Whitworth," Sientienicc said.
The senior class gift committee. %vhich includes students and thc senior class coordinator, decides on the gift

ideas, Siemieniec said. Those ideas are then put to a vote year.
among the entire class.
"I think that doing this scholarship has a big potenThe class of 2010 held a booth at SpringFest last spring tial impact on future generations of Whitworth students,"
to get people's input, said senior Corey Newman, a mem- Sicinieniec said. "This will be less of a tangible gift but
there's still a specific financial goal for it."
ber of the senior gift planning committee.
"I know that NVItitworth has given a lot to me so it's a
So far, there is no definite name or criteria for the
small way to show my appreciation and our class appre- scholarship, Newman said. At their last meeting, the
ciation," Newman said.
committee decided to talk to Bill and
Fundraising for class gifts is done in
Bonnie Robinson for their input, Newdifferent ways, Siemieniec said.
man said.
know that Whitworth has
"The main thing that happcns is that
Previous senior class gifts have algiven a lot to me so it's a small
the Phonathon docs spring campaignready proven their impact on Whitway to show my appredation
worth, Siemieniec said. While art is
ing and calls the seniors asking for a
and our dass appredationf
pledge," Siemieniec said.
something that the college would need
any-way, even the benches around the
Somctimcs parents will also make
Corey Newman,
senior
a donation. The pledge moncy raised
Loop have been put to good use, Sicusually varies between approximately
mieniec said.
54,000-S10,000, Siemienicc said.
"The real impact of those is they deRecently, the class of 2010 voted to give,an endowed velop spaces outdoors where studcnts can get together."
scholarship in honor of Bill Robinson. The class will have Siemicniec said. "Although that may not seem like a big
five years to raisc a minimum of $25,000, Sicmienicc deal, its what Whitworth's all aboutcommunity."
said.
Other former class gifts include the Veterans Memo"A lot of people will be more excited about this gift %vith
rial, costing over 518,000, %vhich %vas partially funded by
Bill's name attached to it than with past gifts," Newman
the class of 2008.
said.
The scholarship would go into an account and returns
on the investment %vould go into the scholarship each

Contact Heather Kettnison at heatherkennisonewhitivorthian.cont.
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'Illusion' a pleasantly puzzling play
WRITER'S REVIEW

Morgan Feddes
Editor-in-Chic.f
From its openinR moments. "The Illusion" breaks the
conventions of a tyPical play. Instead of entering stage right
or stage left, Pridamant of Avignon (played by professor of
English Leonard Oakland) Ivalks down the ccntcr aisle and
up the stage steps, breaking the so-called "fourth wall" and
drawing the audiences attention to the completion of Pridamant's long journey to this cave.
But the play's abnonnal aspects don't stop there. There's a
character onstage for almost thc cntirc play who only says a
handful of lines; sections of the supposedly solid backdrop
arc see-through in the proper lighting; five of the eight actors have different parts throughout thc performance yet in
essence are the same person.
These irregulaxities reflect the unusual circumstances
surrounding thc creation of the original play, according to
the notes in the program. When he wrote "The Theatrical
Illusion" in 1636, French playwright Pierre Corneille had to
follow the neodassical rules laid down by the French Ac-adcmy. Plays vere required to take place in one day and in one
location, as %vell as stick to one genre; Corneille manages to
stretch these rules to thcir fullest extent without breaking
them completely.
Case in point: the plotline of the outcr story l'ridamant
has come to thc sorcerer Alcandrc (senior Mark Frazier) in
order to seek information about his estranged son, played by
junior Tobin Eyestone. Pridamant has not seen his son in 15
years; however, his health is failing and he wants to sec how
his son has fared over the years. Alcandrc uses his magic to
conjure images of Pridamant's son and those closely tied to
him. Pridamant and Alcandres story takes place over a matter of hours, thus fulfilling the French Academy's requirements; thc inner story of Prid.unant's son takes place over a
much longer stretch of time, thtu allowing Corneille to bend
the rules to their extreme.
The play doesn't fit into any single genre, either. Many of
the characters are comedic in one scene and tragic in the
next. The outer story is tragic in its nature yct doesn't end as
most tragedies do (there's not nearly enough death).
On top ola!! that, the audience can't even be surc who in
the play is supposed to be real and who is an illusion. For
the majority of the play, it's pretty easy to see who in the
cave is real and who is part ofAlcandres illusions. However,
the names of the characters in the inner story change sereral times throughout the course of the play, and at thc very
end, one of the characters that was supposedly in Alcandres
illusion enters the scene and talks with Alcandre's servant
(played by freshman Daniel Huffman), severely blurring the
line between reality and illusion.
Confused yet? That's part of the beauty of the play; the
story moves smoothly and the actors morph into their various characters so seamlessly that there's no chance to be
confused (unless, of course, it's the confusion the playwright

-

Art

Ta.plor liperl/Whauvrthi.sn

Professor of English Leonard Oakland plays Pridamant and senior Mark Frazier plays Alcandre In"The Illusion," which opened
Friday, Oct. 16. The play runs through this weekend.

intended to cause).
The main draw in this play is its cast. Frazier makes a
very convincing Alcandrc, although he is a bit soft-spoken
at times. Oakland's portrayal oían exasperated and worried
father is nearly flawless, as is Iluffinan's depiction of a bittcr,
near-silent servant.
Eyestone is brilliant as Pridamant's son. Throughout thc
play, thc son is sccn as a lovesick young man, a young squire
to an eccentric knight and a prince's right-hand man. Despite
the varied nature of his character, Eyestone brings abundant
energy to each of these roles while staying true to his overall
role as Pridamant's son.
Eyestonc's lovesick character would be incomplete without a recipient of his charms. Senior Meghan Wescombe tills
that role beautifully. Wcscombe and Eyestone's interactions
onstage are so natural to their characters that the audience
can't help but hope they have a happy life together, just as
Pridamant does.
No love story would be complete without the appearance
of a rival for the fair lady's affection. 'Whether he's the son

of a rich nobleman or the prince oía kingdom, senior Eran
Vorden's role as rival is perfectly portrayed (even if his hair
Sophomore Isabel Nelson does a wonderful job playing Wescombe's servant, a conniving woman
who's actions are driven by love and rcscntmcnt.
Onc of the highlights of the play is Matamore, played by
sophomore Oliver Schaus, a. Don Quixote-esque warrior
who's convinced lic's conquered the majority of the world
and has womcn falling all over him.I lis comedic quips sem
to lighten the mood during somc of the play's darkest moments.
The combination of Corneille's brilliant writing (as well
as Pulitzer Prize and Tony Award-winniniTony Kushner's
adapting) and the cast's near-perfect portrayal of their individual characters makes for an enjoyable two hours. "The
Illusion" finishes its production run this weekend, with performances both Friday and Saturday night at 8 p.m. Tickets
are $5 for students and $7 for adults, and can be purchased
at the door.
is a bit ridiculous).

Contact forput &Ales at inotputleddeseuitituarthilut.com.

Take a walk with the wild things
WRITER'S REVIEW

Ryan Graves
Staff Writer

"Where The Wild Things Are" is a wonderful film that captures the pure imagination and heart of a child. Director Spike
Jonze took a story that has less than 350
words written by author Maurice Sendak
and expanded it into a grand film that
makes for a superb story about learning
how to grow up.
The film begins with a young boy named
Max who is about 9 years old. He is adventurous and-dare I say it-a wild thing. He
is lonely at home, with his father out of the
picture, his sister growing up making new
friends and his mom who is distracted by
work and a new boyfriend.
Max finds he is unable to cope with these
changes, and constantly lashes out at the
ones he loves. To say that Max has some
temper tantrums in the film would be an
understatement, but the film reminds you
how real that fury was when you were at
that age. Fed up with life at home, Max
flees the house and soon finds himself in a

magical world, where monsters over 6 feet
tall rule the land.
These monsters, which were designed
by the Jim Henson Company, are al first
frightening to Max and probably some
younger members of the audience, but
soon they declare Max thcir
MOVIE
King.
And
what
is
his
first
REVIEW
order of busi-

The film has a power that can't be con- cords, who plays Max with an honest and
taincd because it is dealing with so much of coursc youthful approach.
human feeling and emotion and the audiShould thc film be read as a pure Aleence is connected to our hero Max who is gorical tale? No, I think that would miss
learning to deal with these feelings for the the point of the story; but one can't help
first time. It's why the film is so beautiful, but draw from the back-story of Max to
because it brings you back to the mind of explain what he experiences. Max finds in
a 9 year old and you remember how it was this new community many raw and grown
so much simpler and yet,
up situations. A couple
so much scarier.
that has been scpaSpike Jonze does an
rated, an outsider who
WHERE THE WILD
ness? "Let the excellent job of making °The problem Max leams is that
is ignored, and a famTHINGS ARE
wild rumpus the world and creatures
living
with
other
people
is
a
ily that is falling apart,
Staning: Max Refords,
begin!"
Max in this film truly believ- hard thing, and we see
James Gandolfini
Max cope thcsc are all things that
exclaims with able. The process includmany children these
Rating: PG for mild
with an affay of emotions sudi
excitement.
ed a team of professional
thematic elements, some
days
are struggling
as grief, loneliness, anger and
Throughout puppeteers, actors and
adventure action and brief
with.
the course of digital artists that coljealousy:'
language
This is a magnifithe film, Max laborated to make these
Directed by:
cent film that combines
Spike lave
and these mon- giant creatures as real as
both the heartache and
sters begin to possible, which makes the film all the more emotion of a child. It's "The 400
Blows"
form their own authentic.
meets "E.T." and it makes for a 'wonderful
family and learn how to live in peaceful
Most of the characters in the film are combination. But the true triumph
of this
community with each other. The problem these monsters and they have wonderful film is that it teaches us that if
wc want to
Max learns is that living with other people voice actors to go with them including learn how to live, we must
first learn how
is a hard thing, and we sec Max cope with
James Gandolfini, Paul Dano and Chris to dream.
an array of emotions such as grief, loneli- Cooper. The human actors do a terrific
Contact Ryan Graves at ryan.graves@
ness, anger and jealousy.
job as well, especially the young Max Re- whittvorthian.00111.
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Some entire
CDs are still

AerE

BRIEFS
Family members

worth buying
-

to visit Whitworth
for the weekend

WRITER'S REVIEW

Jon Fox

Parents Weekend is Oct.
23 throng's Oct. 25. The
weekend is planned to give

Staff %%triter
The vocal majority of music journalists have been
mourning the death of the cohesive album ever since
that first time we all downloaded Napster just to see
if it would really Work. "Nobody wants anything but
a single!" the crics rang. "%%/hy should anyone bother
making whole records anymore?"
I'm not convinced. I think the album is attending
its own funeral like Tom Sawyer, hiding in the rafters while Pitchfork says nicc
things about it. For onc thing,
MUSIC
il'ods and peer-to-peer programs haven't really done anyREVIEW
thing to the album that radio
LE LOUP
stations haven't been doing for
50 years. Moreover, every year
sees the release ofjust as many
Record Label: HardlyArt
Release Date:Sept.22,
well put together records as
2009
the year before.

;
:

I offer "Family" by Le Loup
as an album worth buying.
Most albums these days, even the conceptual oncs, arc
melodically top-heavy to a fault. lhc best and catchiest songs show up first, generally followed by a handful of boring tracks that anyone but a purist will skip,
and then at the end (almost inevitably) comes a six- or
seven-minute hit-or-miss ballad.
Le Loup took obvious care in ordering the songs on
"Family"more specifically, in avoiding those cliches.
'Ihe chosen structure, a steady gain in momentum
and complexity across the whole album, is definitely a
breath of fresh air. The instrumentation is delightfully
varied and perfectly balanced throughout; and the harmonies arc a little dissonant at just the right times; Le
I.oup caros its place alongside psychedelic folk-rock
bands like Grizzly Bear, Yeasayer and Fleet Foxes.
But the effect isn't always so positive. It isn't until
track four that a really compelling melody shows up,
and there isn't a single chord anywhere until the penultimate song. The album is so spare and the melodies
so subtle that at times, to put it in undressed terms, it
gets boring. It's not that the songs are repetitive or too
long; they aren't. But the first 45 seconds of "Sherpa" are
composed solely of percussive ticking, like a sped up
clock, and it's not until the two-minute mark of "Celebration" that a discernible melody emerges (although
when it does its slicer sweetness more than makes up
for the delay). It's a major acconsplishment that the
songs never feel contrived. But in their commitment to
subtlety they sometimes fail to offer us an immediately
recognizable reason to keep listening.
This struggle to be neither boring nor overzealous
is right at the center of what it means to make consequential music today. And there arc albumslike Fleet
Foxes' self-titled debutthat get it exactly right, offering immediate accessibility and enduring depth. But
most albums don't. So instead of wondering why a band
like Le Loup can't hold our attention, it's worth asking
whether some of the fault might be ours. iTuncs may
not have killed the album, but there is no denying modem n society's short attention span. We're surrounded by
so much art all the time that it gets tough to decide what
to pay attention to; often we just gravitate to whatever is
shouting loudest for our attention.
And it's too bad, because while bands like Le Loup
take time to grow on you, they're good enough to earn
it. You may never hear "Family" on mainstream radio,
but that's all the more reason to go out and buy it. The
CD comes packaged in a dazzlingly colorful cardboard
sleeve that looks like a Jackson Pollock painting, and
even before you start listening, even while it's still in the
shrink-wrap, you'll know the album isn't dead.

Contact Ion Fox at jon.fox@whitworthian.com.
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Students go through the life-sized Candy Land game on Wednesday, Oct. 14 In the Seeley
G. Mudd Chapel.The game, which was put on by RESULTS and the Bonner Leaders.

parents an opportunity to
join in on the Whitworth
experience by sitting in on
a class led by a professor,
to meet with President Bill
Robinson and to chat with
residence-life staff.
Students are welcome
to attend all activities with
their parents.
For more information,
contact Linda Yochum
at (509) 777-3276 or lyochum@whitworth.edu.

Jane Austen play
to be performed
at Gonzaga

RESULTS and Bonner Leaders use
game to teach students about poverty
Katie Palmer
Staffltrriter

more, according to the Whitworth Web
site.
RESULTS is a grassroots organizaMrs. Nut, Princess Frostinc and King tion that "creates long-term solutions
Kandy bring back childhood memories to poverty by supporting programs that
of "Candy Land:' On Oct. 14, the chapel address its root causeslack of access
was home to a game of life-sized "Candy to medical care, education or opportuI.and," which is something you don't sec nity to move up the cconomic ladder. We
do this by empowering ordinary people
everyday.
Spread across the floor was a home- to become extraordinary voices for the
made "Candy 1.and" board game, Can- end of poverty in their communities, the
media, and the halls of
dy Cane Forest and
government," accordall. There was candy
ing to the RESULTS
spread throughout the
"The idea of it is to present
board and players weie some educational information Web s it c.
Barker was also
continually enthusias- about poverty in interactive and
hopeful
that the event
tic.
entertaining
ways!'
would
generate
some
"The event was sua
excitement
about
Christine Barker,
per fun and I love
video-conference
call
Bonner
leader
'Candy Land' so much
with Paul Farmer, feaand I've always wanted
tured in "Mountains
to be part of the game:
Beyond
Mountains,"
said freshnsan Susanna McNeil.
which happened on Oct. 17, this past
There were some squares that conSaturday.
taincd black dots, each with a fact or
Farmer wrote a book that many upperlesson about poverty. Each black dot the classmen read as freshmen. He is a phyplayers landed on, they lost a turn.
sician and anthropologist who focuses
"Basically, the idea of it is to present on providing health care to the world's
sonse educational information about poorest and sickest communities. Farmpoverty in interactive and entertaining er helped found the nonprofit organizaways," said senior Christine Barker, one tion called Partners in Health, according
of the organizers of the event and a Bon- to the NPR Web site.
ner Leader.
The "Candy Land" event tied in with
The event was put on by the Bonner the International Day for the Eradication
Leaders and RESULTS.
of Poverty, also on Oct. 17.
The Bonner Leaders are students
Barker noticed that "Whitworth stuwho make a two-year commitment to dents really do want to learn." Particia community-service and leadership- pants were interested in what the event
development program where they com- was all about.
plete a minimum of 300 hours of service
"Plus, its life-size 'Candy Land: What
through work-study or Americorps. could be better?" Barker said.
Their goal is to fight poverty in the Spokane region by promoting social justice,
Contact Katie Palmer at katie.palmer@
developing youth, caring for elders and whitworthian.com.
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"Pride and Prejudice," the
novel by Jane Austen, will be
performed by the Gonzaga
Theatre on Oct. 23-24 and
29-30 at 7:30 p.m. and on
Nov. 1 at 2 p.m. in Gonzaga,
Magnuson Theatre.
The play is directed by Dr.
Brian C. Russo.
For more information,
call (509) 313-3606.

Award-winning
author to present
his new novel
Spokane Is Reading 2009
presents award-winning author Garth Stein's presentations and his novel, "The
Art of Racing in the Rain;
on Oct. 29, at 1 p.m. at the
North Spokane Library and
at 7 p.m. at the Spokane Masonic Center.
Both presentations will be
followed by a book signing,
and Auntie's Bookstore will
be selling copies of Stein's
work.
For more information, go
t o www.spokanei srea di ng.
org.

Jazz festival V)
showcase Pacific

Northwest artists
Think SWING!, the Jazz
and Blues festival, will be on
Oct. 24 from 2 p.m. to midnight in the Lincoln Center.
For more information, call
(509) 325-SEAT.
Think SWING! includes

artists and performers from
the Pacific Northwest and
New Orleans.
The tickets are $20-$79.
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Check out the top
grossing movies of the
past weekend.

Band lacks energy, personality
WRITER'S REVIEW

Becca Cuniff

stairlt'ritcr

he

WHERE THE WILD THINGS
ARE

$32,470,000
LAW ABIDING CITIZEN

$21,250,000
PARANORMAL ACTIVITY

$20,163,000
COUPLES RETREAT

$17,949,000
THE STEPFATHER

$12,300,000
CLOUDY WITH A CHANCE OF

MEATBALLS

$8,1000,000
ZOMBIELAND

$7,800,000

IVIIITI VORTH.FM

TOP 15
7hese are the top 15 albums from Whitworth.
FM. For more information, visit whitworth.

1

NOAH AND THE WHALE

`The First Days of Spring"

2

FRUIT BATS

"The Ruminant Band"

3

MUSE

°The Resistance"

Dutchcss and the Duke,
along with Ileadshine, played in the
I lixson Union Building Multipurpose Room on Wednesday, Oct 14.
Ileadshine, a hand from Huntington Beach, Calif, consisted of two
members, RAS on the guitar and
vocals, and Chuy Vidales on the
drums and vocals. RAS described
their music as "acoustic coastal
rock" that drew inspiration from
man different musicians including
Tom Petty, Jack Johnson and Bob
Marley.
"It's the songs
Vidales said.

of the beach,"

Although them was a relatively
small crowd, RAS and Vidales were
ver). engaged in their music and
sith their interactions tvith the audience. Between every song, they
shared a story behind why they
wrote it or decided to play it. Overall, their inspirations cante from

several different places.
"A lot of it comes from the ocean."
Vidales said. "you can learn a lot
from a 6-foot wave. It inspires you
to write good music."
Onc song. "Go with the Flow,"
as written after an awful river float
experience on their trip from Idaho
to Utah. What was supposed to be

a peaceful river excursion quickly
turned into a not so pleasant situation. but it inspired them to Write a
song about it.
"Rivers just show you something
about yourself:* RAS said.
Their performance was very mellow and relaxed, but still entertaining and enjoy-able. Their witty banter between songs kept the audience
engaged and made for a more intimate setting.
Several of their songs vere based
on random situations that happened
to them, like thcir song "Concrete
Cowboy." During high school. their
friend had a pool, and while his par-

ents vere out of the country. they
decided to drain it and skate in it.
They were having a good time until
the police came and everyone ran.
For the most part, Vidales stuck
to the bongo, but for this song, he
pulled out a tambourine and a
homemade shaker.
"Nothiti like a little rice in a water
bottle," he said.
Their stage presence was very
relaxed, and it wa.s obvious they
enjoyed playing ami interacting
with the audience, which vas not
the case with The Dutchess and the
Duke.
The Dutchess and the Duke had
three members: lead guitarist and
vocalist Jesse Lortz; Kimberly Morrison. who also played guitar and
helped with vocals; and Donnie
I lilstad, dnunitambourine/maraca
player. In contrast to I leadshine,
lhe Dutchess and the Duke seemed
bored and uninterested while they
were playing. Their first interaction
with the audience was after the second song when the lead vocalist and
guitarist announced that they were
'Ihe Dutchess and The Duke.
They then recumed piling. Instead of pausing to interact with the

audience, they had awkward transitions between songs where they
adjusted their sound and decided
what to play next.
The best part of their performance was the txmgo/tambourine/
maraca player, who always played
two of those instruments at once.
Unlike the others, he didn't lack energy and appeared to enjoy playing.
"1 always tend to overshoot my
mark with Red Bulls, so if things
get a little out of hand. that's why,"
I lilstad said, explaining his energy.
Their music had a folk feel to it,
which wasn't bad; they vere just
boring. They had awkward breaks
bctwccn songs and they looked very
disengaged, especially Morrison.
She looked as if she would rather be
anywhere else then playing music.

.iferk,rt

t eme.)r

thun

The Dutchess and the Duke percussionist Donnie Hilstad plays the drum
and tambourine during their concert on Wednesday, Oct 14.
That attitude translated very clearly
to the audience, who didn't seem to
really enjoy it either.
'hiere also was little variety in
their songs, with the exception of
the transitions between maracas

and tambourines, until about the
seventh song. 'they started whistling, which was a little more inter-

esting.

While their music was decent.
their stage presence was severely
lacking. They were boring and unorganized and were overshadowed
by the oNning band.
Contact Items °miff at bccca.ciiniffqwhitivorthiint.c(ni.

Years later, `Morrowind' still an epic tale

REGINA SPEKTOR

GIRLS

"Album"
6

DUTCHESS AND THE

DUKE

"Sunset I Sunrise'

7 BRAND NEW

'Daisy"
8 IRON AND WINE
"Around the Well"

9 JUPITER ONE

"Sunshower
10

ANDREW BIRD

"Noble Beast"
11

MEWITHOUTYOU

"ifs all crazy..
12

CAGE THE ELEPHANT

"Cage the Elephant"

13

DIRTY PROJECTORS

"Bitte Orca"

14 WILD BEASTS
"Two Dancers*
15

rience points), the skills you improve are the
skills you use. In most RPGs, which utilize XP,
Jerod Jarvis
you could in theory run around the game picking every lock you find, but never gct any better
Opinions Editor
at picking locks because you chose to funnel all
Picture it: You wake up to find yourself in your XP into buffing up your swordsmanship. In
the bowels of a ship, the wood creaking around "Morrowind," using your lock picking skill imyou, the sounds of the ocean outside. You have proves your lock picking skills, and using your
no idea why you're thereonly that you were long sword improves your swordsmanship. It's a
released from prison without explanation and far more intuitive way to go about character destuck on a ship to who knows where. There's a velopment. Having played "islorrowind," it's difficult to be satisfied with thc
dunmcr, a dark elf, standing
beside you, who asks your
old way of doing things.
name in his gravelly voice be"Nlorrowind" was origi"This game i s epic in every
fore the guard comes and takes
nally released in 2002 and
you away, leads you topside sense, and will almost certainly was followed by various
and kicks you off the ship.
patches and two expansion
devour your I ife for a while."
After completing some papacks, both of which are experwork with the local authortremely well done and enterities, you're set free.
taining.
And what freedom it is. "The Elder Scrolls
However, in spite of all I have told you, you
III: Morrowind" is built around the idea of im- may still wonder what exactly makes this game
mersing the player in a realistic world. From the a classic. After all, there have been many games
momcnt you step outside the door of the census with innovative gameplay and an epic story that,
building, your future is up to you. You can follow while being duly noted as excellent games, can't
the gentle nudges the game gives you in the di- be found for sale anywhere and whose memory
rection of the main quest; you can sneak around has faded from garners' minds. So what separates
the town of Seyda Ncen and rob its citizens blind; "Morrowind" from the pack?
you can head off into the wilderness and try your
lbe true genius of the game lies in two arcas.
luck with the denizens and monsters there; you First, the back-story of the game. The universe
can stick to the roads and make a beeline for the of thc Elder Scrolls is fleshed out enough to be
massive capital city of Vivcc; or you can do just a real place. It has a fully worked-out world with
about anything else you can think of. The game nations, oceans, seasons, constellations, history,
puts very few constrictions on you, and thosc it religions, races, wars, rivalries and everything
does largely feel natural.
else you'd expect to find in a world. When you
The game is an RPG at heart, but it gives step off that boat, you're stepping into a real
a unique twist to the typical "Dungeons & place, a place that has been lived in for hundreds
Dragons"-esque role-playing system. Instead of years and has all thc trappings that such a
of getting rewarded for every completed quest, place should have. Nowhere does the game ever
killed monster, or picked lock with XP (expe- admit that you're playing a gamethe immerWRITER'S REVIEW

"Fars

ANNUALS

"Such Fun"

sion of being in a real place effecting real things
is very near complete.
The second arca of genius applies only to the
PC version of the gamd (sorr)., Xboxians). The
game shipped with a construction sct, a slightly
modified set of the same tools that Bethesda used
to build the game. %Vial these tools, nearly anything imaginable is possible to add to the game.
Want a house deep in the Red Mountain? Fire
up the construction set and build yourself one.
Want a sword that does 1,000 stabbing damage
but only one slashing damage? Easy. Fancy yourself a rockstar with adoring fans following you
wherever you go? With a bit of scripting knowledge, it's done in a flash. The 'nodding community for thc Elder Scrolls games is huge and going
strong. Almost anything that's in thc game can
be modified, expanded, or completely removed,
and nearly anything that can be dreamed up can
be added in. My copy of "Morrowind" is currently running something like 50 mods, three or
four of which are my own.
The back-story of thc game and its fleshed out
world gave fuel to the imaginations of games,
and the construction set gave outlet for those
imaginations. It's a formula that has worked
wonders for Bethesda's gamesthey have since
released "The Elder Scrolls IV: Oblivion" with its
own construction set, and more recently "Fallout 3:'
Bottom linethis game is epic in every sense,
and will almost certainly devour your life for a
while. The Game of the Year edition, which includes both expansion packs, can be found on
the shelves of your local Best Buy for $20 or
so. Get.out and buy it now or forever wish you
had.
Contact Jerod Jarvis at jerodjarvis@whitivorthian.corn.
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NORTHWEST CON F Lk LUCE

STANDINGS
VOLLEYBALL'.
NWC

ALL

.PLU

10-0

14-5

GEORGE FOX

7-3

14-4

UPS

7-3

13-5

L&C

6-4

10-9

LINFIELD

4-6

7-10.

WILLAMETTE

4-6

7-11

'-WHITV/ORTH

4-6

8-13

.PACIFIC

2-8

7-11

WHITMAN

1-9

4-12

_
r

NEXT PIRATE GAME:
Whitworth vs. George Fox

Fri.. Oct. 23 Co 7p.m.

r
-

Cal* 54)ttellOntuvrthian

FOOTBALL

Sophomore midfielder Justin Meyer anticipates the ball and a challenge from Pacific Lutheran opponent Brenden Cohen In Saturday's game at home.

Men share conference lead
Kara Heatherly

Saturday morning proved a challenge for the
Pirates as thcy faced the visiting Pacific Lutheran University Luti.l. In the first 15 minutes the
Lutes had already pelted eight shots at Whitworth
goalkeeper sophomore Brian Sherpc. 'Me Pirates
worked to regroup and got their play together to
take advantage of a few opportunities in the remaining 25 minutes of the half.
After nearly 20 minutes of erratic play, the Pirates gained the advantage. A sloppy play took a
turn in the 36th minute when the ball carne off
senior forward Elly Bulega's foot, bounced fmm
pole to pole and popped in. The Pirates had the
lead..
With control regained and momentum building, the l'irates vere able to capitalize on another
opportunity just minutes later. Sophomore mid-

how

*-;,"": !'".""

-.,.

Assistant Sports Editor

@

fielder Taylor Villi passed the ball to teammate
freshman forward Kekoa Mountcastle, whose
shot, just inside the far post, blew past PLU keeper
junior Brian Kostol and made the scorc going into
halftime 2-0 Pirates.
"It was a wry good performance from the
whole team," Mountcastle said. "Everyone who

stepped on the field did their jobr
The scorc remained 2-0 for the first 28 minutes of the first half. A scare came at that tnoment when PLU's sophomore midfielder Surafel
IThdajo lofted a shot over Sherpc. The ball was
headed for the goal when Whitworth sophomore
defender Nate Spangler intervened and scnt the
ball out of the goal just in time.
The Lutes made continuous attempts at the
goal and eventually found success when senior
midfielder Daniele Zaccagnini drew a foul in the
box in the 72nd minute of the ganie. Soon after
Zaccagninfs goal, teanunate senior midfielder

Andy I lyres found an open Zaccagnini in front of
the goal and he was able to score again. With the
score tied, there was 15 minutes left for the Pirates
to regain control.
And thcy did just that. Two minutes later sophomore midfielder Justin Meyer gained possession
deep in PLU territory and forced the Lutc defender to kick the ball over the endlinc. Sophomore
midfielder Cameron Bushey placed the corner
kick right at the head of teammate sophomore
forward Nic Shaw and in the 77th minute of pla),
the Pirates had once again taken the lead.
With the score 3-2 and 13 minutes left in regulation, the game could have easily gone either way.
The play of the game changed drastically for the
Pirates when junior midfielder Travis Gutierrez
got his second yellow card of the game. Playing
a man down, the Pirates stayed strong just long

I

NWC

ALL

LINFIELD

3-0

6-0

WILLAMETTE

3-0

6-1

MENLO

1-1

2-4

PLU

1-1

1-4

WHITWORTH._ 1-2

3-4

0-2

0-5

UPS

Lice
NEXT PIRATE GAME:

Whitwonh vs. Meno
Sat., Oct. 24 @ 1 p.m. P home

NWC ALL

PACIFIC

7-1-1

11-2-1

WHITWORTH

7-1-1

9-2-2

PLU

6-3

9-5

LINFIELD

4-5

5-8-1

UPS

3-4-2, 6-7-2

WILLAMETTE

3-6

4-10

WHITMAN

2:512

3-7-3

GEORGE FOX

1-8

4-10

See MEN'S SOCCER, page 14

Playoff hopes alive

NEXT PIRATE MATCH:

David Rurik
Stiqf Writer
I.ast week the 1Vhitworth's %yomen's soccer team played three games, losing the first
to Whitman on Wednesday, then beating
Pacific Lutheran University and the University of Puget Sound on Saturday and Sunday

respectively.
Both of Whitman's two goals came early
in the game, within the first 10 minutes, by
way of senior midfielder. Corina Gabbcrt.
From then on it was a back and ((nth game
with Whitman just edging out Vhitworth in
shots, 5-4.
Eager to bounce back into winning form,
the Pirates took to the field on Saturday
against Pacific Lutheran University. An early
goal by junior forward SidoniaDavin in the
second minute put the Bucs out in the lead.
lhe goal was Davilis fifth on the season.
Following the goal, the two teams played
an even battle through the remainder of the
first half, both teams shooting seven times.
PLU tied the game late in the first half by way
of sophomore midfielder Karli I lurIbut.
lbe second half was a different story as

r

the score did not remain deadlocked for
long. Whitworth took control, outshooting PI.0 7-1. The tic-breaking goal came in
the 56th minute by way of senior midfielder
Lindsey Oakes. Oakes was assisted by junior
forward Elizabeth Mattila.
Saturday's game started off a great weekend for sophomore goalkeeper Callic Bergstrom as she posted four saves.
The Lines faced off against the University of Puget Sound on Sunday in an intense
battle of will. The match between secondranked UPS and third-ranked 1Vhitworth
ivent the full 90 minutes without a goal.
UPS outshot Whitworth in the first half 8-4,
while the second half shot totals swung in
the Rues direction at 6-3. Shots on goal for
the match heavily favored UPS at 9-3.
hie score remained even at zero through
the majority of the two possible 10-minute
golden goal overtime periods.
UPS had an excellent opportunity to score
early in the second overtime period, but
Bergstrom got a hand on it and put it over
the bar (one of nine saves on the afternoon
See WOMEN'S SOCCER, page 14

Whitworth vs. George Fox

Sat., Oct. 24 e 2:30 p.m.

WOMEN'SSCICCER.
NV/C

ALL

UPS
_

9-1

12-1

WHITWORTH

9-2

12-3

WILLAMETTE

74

8-6-1

LINFIELD

5-5-1

8-6-1

4-5-1

5-7-2

WHITMAN

4-7

5-8-1

GEORGE FOX

3-7

L&C

2-6-2

3-6-5

PLO

2-8

3-11

L PACIFIC

Brandon 1 lemnnnst Whituvrthun

NEXT PIRATE MATCH:
Whitworth vs. George Fox

Friday. Oct. 24

Senior defender Kelly Lunde flies for a header on Saturday
against Pacific Lutheran at home.

e noon
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Senior golfers on course Intr
Julia Bechtold
Staff ltrricr
The Pirate golf team is off to a great
year winning tournaments and securing a great start on the spring season.
The women's team is led by two seniors: Krystal Pitkonen and Rachel
Dubcs. On a ream comprised mostly of
freshmen and sophomores, the seniors
provide a great base of support and experience.
Pitkoncn was raised in Spok.anc.
Wash., and became interested in golf
when her dad introduced the game to
hcr at the age of 13. Pitkonen %vent on
to play competitively for Northwest
Christian High School.
Pitkoncn has always been close to
her family, and enjoyed a full house
vith six sistcrs and one brother. The
golf team is no different.
"I love my team. We've become really good friends," Pitkoncn.
The senior leader has high hopes for
her team this yea.r.
Our goal is to make it to nationals. Last year we won two out of the
three match-ups that %ve needed and
then lost the last one so our goal is to
be consistcnt in the spring. Being more
consistent is always the goal," Pitkoncn
said.
Shc has a lot of faith in the team and
wants to work hard to step into the
leadership role and create a supportive
network for thc underclassmen.
Pitkonen is majoring in business administration and hopes to be an entre-

preneur and o%vn hcr own business onc
day. In thc meantime, the graduating
senior doesn't want to move away from
her family and thinks she will probably
be staying in town for awhile. Hcr other interests indude playing basketball
and photography.
The other senior on the team is
Dubes. "(She) is one of my best friends,"
Pitkonen said. We met freshman year
and she is like the mom of the team
because she's always prepared and has
things for people to make them feel

w't ntramural Coordinator
Stephen Baranowski

Courtesy of Stew

/kid

Seniors Krystal Pitkonen (bottom) and Rach el Dubes (top) finish their fourth year as
teammates on the Whihvorth golf team.

year of high school.
No one in her family plays the sport.
but Dubcs became interested in playing whcn a friend %vith a physical disability couldn't play other sports and
asked Dubcs to play golf with her.
She ended up quitting but I was
hooked. It's all her fault I play," Dubcs

good:
Dubes is from Quincy, Wash., and
has been golfing since her freshman

said.
The senior has been loving it ever
sincc. Dubcs cnjoys pliying in the
North%vest, but agrees that somc

of

the weather that the region gets can be
troublesome for a golfer.
"People think of golf as a leisurely
sport but I challenge you to try to play
in some of the wcathcr wc have," Dubcs
said.
In fact, Dubcs recalled a time when
it was snowing so hard thc ball actually

turned itself into a snowball rolling on
the green.
Thc senior now lives with her grandma in Deer Park. The two are very close
and when shc isn't golfing, she and her
grandma love watching "American
Idol" and playing Pinochle.
Dubes recognizes the blessing that
Whitworth has been.
"God definitely knew what he was
doing when he lead me to Whitworth:
Dubcs said.
Both girls contribute to the golf team
not only with great rounds in tournaments but in leadership. Being the only
two seniors on thc women's team they
have lots of experience and skills to
pass on to the underclassmen.
Contact Julia Bechtold at julia.bech-

Staff Writer
The Whitworth volleyball team went one and one
this weekend, losing to Willamette University on Friday. Oct. 16, but defeating
Linfield College on Saturday, Oct. 17. The loss ended

Whitworth's
three-game
%vinning streak but also
showcased the team's ability
to bounce back.
The first game against the
Willamette Bearcats was
played on the road at the
Cone Field House in Salem.
Ore. It was a quick loss with
the Pirates falling in three
games.
In the first game, the Pirates stayed close but were
never able to take control and hold the lead. The
Bearcats finally closed out
the match on a 25-20 streak.
Willamette continued to
hold the momentum in the
second game, jumping out
to an early lead. The Bucs
improved but never completed as Willamette rolled
to a 25-17 win.
The Pirates turned the
tables in the third game,
pulling away to a quick lead.
However, the Bearcats bat-

ticd back and regained the
lead midway through the
game. The Piratcs went on to
flirt with the lead again late,
but never regained it, falling
27-25 to end the match 3-0.
"We came out thinking
about the pressure of keeping the (winning] streak going, and
we let it
get to us:
said soph-

omore
striker

Bree
Riddle.

"We were

making

mistakes

close score do%vn the stretch.
Whitworth was able to pull

games," Riddle said.
"In the Linficld game we

it together ncar thc end

madc surc to stay positive
and our mindset was always
just to crank the ball"
The second match of the
weekend featured many
strong performances by the
Pirates.
On offense, sophomore
outside hitter Kaimi Rocha
lcd the team with 14 kills,
followed by senior outside
hitter Morgan Veleke, %vho
finished the game %vith nine.

however, and %vent on a run
to come from behind and
secure the victory after several Linfield errors.
"After losing the first game
we really snapped it on: said

"In the !Infield game we made
sure to stay positive and our
mindset was always just to crank
the hair
Bree Riddle,

Setter

Send comments to editor@whitworthian.com.

tohl@whitworthian.com.

Pirate volleyball ends streak
Peter Landgren-

While talking to senior Kaylee Anderson,
captain of the Power League Volleyball team
Dwight's Army of Champions, tite spirit of
Whitworth Intramurals became rapidly apparent. Thc Intramural program at Whitworth was started to give students an outlet
to be competitive, have fun and most importantly build community.
Dwight's Army of Champions showcases
the goals of tlte program perfectly.
"I was interested in Intramurals because I
decided coming into school that I didn't want
to play volleyball competitively any more, but
loved it too much to give it up completely.:
Anderson said. "Most of the people on our
team became my friends through Intramurals, and I've met a lot of people through
playing over the years:
Bringing together a team of friends allows
Dwight's Army to have a great experience
playing. Anderson believes no team in the
league has more fun than their's does.
"We're all friends, we're all super sarcastic
and we don't care' too much about winning
so we spend the majority dead* game making fun of each other and trash talking our
own team," Anderson said. "Pretty much we
spend a good portion of each game laughing.
Onc game we had to take a timeout so I could
compose myself because I'd been laughing so
hard."
Though she might say winning is not important to them, that is not entirely true.
Dwight's Army has gotten off to a good start
this year with a couple of wins. NVhen asked if
her team is in it to win a championship, Anderson did not hold back.
"Is that a real question? Of course! We've
paid our dues, and it's time for us to finally
get that t-shirt," Anderson said. That is if
those of us that choose to show up to each
game come with their A game rather than
worrying about the next day's test:*

sophomorc de-

fcnsivc
specialist

Adriana

Obert.

We just
came to
and found

our fire."

Whit-

and keepworth and
ing up but couldn't finish:
Linfield started out game
The second match of the three going point for point,
week was played on Saturday resulting in an 8-8 tie. The
against the Linfield Wildcats Pirates then went on several
on the road in McMinnville, solid runs to secure the game
Ore. The first game started 25-14. Linfield responded in
off well for the Pirates, who game four, coming out with
jumped out to a quick lead.
strong play that resulted in
The Wildcats regained the an eight-point lead. After
lead for the middle part of this small letdown, the Pithe game until Whitworth rates responded, coming out
tied it at 20. However, the to win the game 26-24 in a
Pirates committed several tense finale that featured a
errors in the closing points crucial Linfield error.
and lost by two.
"Being positive and trustThe next game was a hard ing in each other is the bigfought battle as well, with a gest factor when we win

The defensive effort was
spearheaded by Obert, who
finished with 20 digs.
However, the win was decidedly a team effort. "All
our stats were pretty similar
in thc Linficld game; Obert
said. "It was a good team effort and we all worked well
together."
The win and loss advance
the-Pirate's record to 4-6 inconference and 8-13 overall.
Thc team will face Northwest Conference foes George
Fox University and Lewis &
Clark next week in the Fieldhouse.

Contact Peter Landgren
at peterlandgren@whitworthian.com.

MEN'S SOCCER
continued from page 13
enough. On a Pirate breakaway, Meyer was fouled
and PLU's junior defender Brennen [fall was given
a red card. Bushey placed thc penalty shot just between PLU's defenders and the far post extending
the Pirate's lead to .1-2, the way they woukl end the
match.
Sunday the l'irates took thc field to play the University of Puget Sound Loggers. The 90 minutes of
regulation were exhausted. Although NVIritworth
outshot their visiting opponents 19-3, they were unable to capitalize on any of their attempts. Overtime
continued in such fashion and after two Vhitworth
dominated overtimes, the match ended, tied.
This match makes Vhitworth 9-2-2 overall and
7-1-1 in the NIVC They are now tied for first place
in the conference with Pacific University (Ore.). The
Loggers move to 6-7-2 overall and 3-1-2 in conference.
Contact Kara Heatherly at karaheatherly@whitworthian.com.

WOMEN'S SOCCER
continuedfrom page 13.
for Bergstrom).
Manila sent in a cross in the 107th minute to
sophomore forward Stacy Hamer's waiting forehead. llamen placed the ball toward the far post.
sending the Burs on to victory.
This victory put Whitworth at 12-3-0 overall and
9-2-0 in conference play while UPS fell to 12-1-0
and 9-1-0. It was the Loggers' first loss in the North%vest Conference in 25 games.
The 'Whitworth women go on the road next
weekend to play George fox on Saturday and Pacific University on Sunday.
Contact David Rurik at david.mrik@whitworthian.
com.
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Football back in business nge,

sports talk with colin zalewski

Jessica Valencia
Copy Chief

The Hues proved they still had some
fight kft in them after their 24-15 win
against the University of Puget Sound
on Saturday. Oct. 17.
UPS managed to get on the board
first with a 39-yard field goal attempt
from sophomore kicker Peter lbpolski
halfway through the first quarter.
Yct the Bucs stifled the Loggers later
in the second quarter when freslunan
quarterback Taylor Eglet completed
three touchdown passes to put the Bucs
in a comfortable lead, with two in the
last two minutcs of play in the first half.
Eglet's first touchdown pass was sent
to sophomore wick receiver Dale Entel
for a 25-yard completion. The Loggers
took possession of the ball, but failed to
deliver, allowing the Bucs to shine once
again with a 23-yard fidd goal by senior

minutes of the game. Yct their comebadc fell short as an on-side kick with
one minute left landed in Buc hands.
Senior running back Milton Nelson
led the Bucs in rushing yards with 112
yards over 15 carries, while senior lineman Brandon Martin led the defense
team with 10 tackles and one sadc.
Junior Travis Niles comments that
the team could improve by "learning to
play a complete game and play all four
quarters equally" Whitworth Football
only has three more weeks remaining.
We are looking fonvard to the last
three weeks of the season and hope to
win the remaining games in the conference," Niles said.
The Bucs return home Saturday, Oct.
24, to host Menlo for a Northwest Conference game. Menlo is 1-1 in conference and 2-4 overall.
Contact Jessica Valencia at jessica.valencia@whitworthian.com.

kicker Andy Urgent.
Sending the ball back to UPS ultimately proved to help Whitworth more
than the Loggers, as the Bucs recovered
a fumble on the subsequent play, taking
control of the ball op the UPS 28 yardline. Making the most of the opportunity, Eglet sent his second touchdown
pass to open senior widc receiver Kyle
Scroggins, making the score 17-3.
Taking control of the ball with 48 seconds left in the half, junior wide receiver
Brian Brady completed a 30-yard pass,
placing the Bucs within three yards of
yct another touchdown. Capitalizing.
Eglet placed the ball in the hands ofBrady yet again for a completed TD with 10
seconds remaining.
The start of the second half marked
the beginning of a Logger attempt to
make a 21-point comeback. UPS senior
quarterback Kavin Williams threw for
two touchdown passes within the final

Bucs run Dast com etition
Kara Heatherly
Assistant Sports Editor

Ilw Whitworth Pirates
cross-county team found
the value of strength in numbers Saturday, Oct. 17, in Tacoma, Wash.
Saturday morning the Pirate men prepared to compete in the Puget Sound Invitation devoid of NCAA %vest
region individual champion,
Nick Gallaewr.
The Linfteld College Wildcats finished strong with two
runners placing in the top
three. Wildcat senior Shawn
Fisher won the 8-kilometer
race in 25:57.92 and teammate senior Chris Mclsaac
was not far behind with a
time of 2629.62.
But thc Pirates were tight
on their heels. Sophomore
Tyler Dudley camc in right
behind Mclsaac with a time

of 26:33.46. Pirate teammate sophomore Aaron
Jenkins came in momcnts
behind Dudley with a time
of 26:34.55 and senior Dusty
Cascria was close behind Jenkins with a time of 26:44.04.
Freshman

Trevor
Berrian

(27:02.57)
and senior

Collin
Stewart
(27:08.25)

followed
in

I

place with 22:50.93.
The final team scores for
the women were \Whitworth
36, \Whitman 52, Lewis &
Clark 78, Linfield 85, Pacific
Lutheran 131, Puget Sound
149, Highlinc CC 222.

scores

Whit-

Nallagherr

Linfield

46, Whitman 83,
Lewis &
Clark 94,
Puget Sound 126, Pacific Lutheran 135 and Highlinc CC

Andrew Ritdlie,
sophomore

Ith

and

12th
place, respectively.
With the five runners finishing among the first 12 finishers, the Pirates were able
to countcract thc Wildcat's
speedy start.
"Nick is our number onc
guy and usually he's a little
ahead of the rest of thc guys.,"

196.

Whitworth women had a
similar experience after Linfield. senior Marci Klimek
took first with a time of
22:23.45. Whitworth junior
Dana Misterek clenched sec-

toreeast
.M parents return tohe campus be'aring gifts of win.:
ter clothes, food and money, the fall athletic season is
in full swing. This upcorning weekend, the Whitworth
volleyball team will alm to avenge their earlier season
losses. They play George Fox on Friday, Oct. 23 at 7
p.m. and Lewis & Clark pn Saturday', Oct. 24 at 5 p.m.
Look out foi Kaimi Rocha and Tracy Schwada.
On Saturday at I p.m., the Pirates will line up on the
hashes against the Menlo Oaks. The Oaks come into
the game with an overall record of 2-4, but don't let
that record deceive you. Both Oaks wins have come
on the road this season. Focus on Pirate kick rehrrner
Callen Thomason. Look for him to be a game changer
and return his first touchdown this weekend.
Remember to follow both men's and women's soccer teams on the road as they take on George Fox and
Pacific University. Also, for Pirate's Booty Club members, you can earn punches on your punch card for
prizes at every home athletic event this season.

%Whitworth is now in preparation for the Northwcst
Conference Championship
meet on Oct. 31. The Pirate
mcn will be defending their
championship title and the
womcn will be fighting to
better last year's runner-up
standing that they share with
\Whitman. The race will take
place at McIver State Park in
Estacada, Ore.

Contact Kara
thian.com.
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art traditions
There is something liberating about watching a sporting event with your chest exposed. No matter the occasion, you can almost always count on some fans
displaying their support for their team with the use of
water-based painL
When it all comes down to who are the most dedicated fans, it is no competition; the painters win every
time. I don't care if you've been a fan for 70 years; if you
want to show true support, rip your sweater vest off
grandpa, and let another man lather you up in some
paint because it's game time. The cracks in the paint will
accent your wrinkles nicely.
No matter thc conditions, thc die-hard fans can always be identified by their !adz of dothing and obscene
amounts of cheap art paint covering them from head to
toc. There are two basic environments for these body
artists to display their work:
In a hot college gymnasium where thc painters' underarm paint bleeds in the smoldering heat ofjumping
and yelling courtside in front of thousands of other (but
less legit) screaming fans.
On the front railing in the bad: comer of the end
zone on a frozen tundra day. If any glass needed to be
cut on the field, these fans would be there in a heartbeat
with thcir natural body "tools" to do thc work.
As you are surely aware, Whitworth has its own contingent of painters willing to take on nearly any athletic
event. Although there is great support around campus
for sporting events, one dorm comes to mind when you
think of school spirit in all its painted glory: Mac.
For those of you unluck-y enough to have never participate in thc painting-up process, allow me to take you
through the routin
First, you arrive in Mac approximately an hour and
a half before garne time. Generally thc first floor bathroom s thc place to be as it provides room to really explore the studio space.
Upon walking in the dorm, you hear mcn howling
from thebathroom and girls randomly scurryingaround
trying to look involved. Stepping into thc bathroom can
be a bit intimidating at times. Inside await 20+ big hairy
men coating each other in bladc and red paint.
There are two basic strategics to doing a body paint
job. The first is using a light coating of paint dashed
all over your body. This creates a nice tribal effect and
makes washing it off easier. The second and more common way to paint up is by oozing the paint all over your
body as thickly as possible.
So, you're finally done lubing purself up in paint;
you've painted obscene signs on the backs of your trusting friends; now you're ready to go. Game time baby! As
you jog toward the Fieldhouse, pirate flag in hand and
yelling a knock-off version of "IVe Are The Titans," your
heart rumbles as you enter.
Soon you realize you and your painted compadres
are the only 20 people there.
Finally, the game starts. Your paint is halfway peeled
off and you become self-conscious of your nipples. You
were ahvays told when you're in front of a lot of people
to just pretend they're in their undenvear, except the
situation is reversed in this case. Nonetheless, you cheer
your face off, unnecesiarily taunt the other team and
lead incoherent chants. You got swatted!"- Clap-dap,

dap-dap-dap.

swami simatIstILDE Te Jct.

CSNICE:i.v

Heatherly

at kara.heatherly@whitwor-

LIVE & WORK IN JAPAN!

Blac

I

ond place for the Pirates with
a time of 23:38.57 and freshman teammate Joy Shufeldt
was dose behind in third

sophomore Andrcw Ritchie
said. "We were still hoping
we could do well this weekend against thc other teams
without him, and didn't want
his absence to get in the way
of us preforming well:*
The final team
"We were still hoping we could
WC
C:
do well this weekend against
other teams without him
worth 38,

Expose your
stomach: body

&

10152

As the game comes to a close and the Pirates have
won (as usual), it gives you a feeling of purpose. Now
it's shower time.
The moral of the story is they might be obnoxious,
stand in your way, bump up against you and ruin your
new sweater from Burlington Coat Factory', but appreciate your painters, \Whitworth. Having that paint all over
your skin is about as comfortable as being walked in on
by your parents. \We tip our hats to you paúlters because
you truly embody what it means to be a fan.
Send comments to editor@whitworthian.com.

CHEERSTIX GIVEAWAY

si hotdogs, Coca-Cola products, and popcorn plus the first
5,000 fans in attendance reeeive a set of CheerStix
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TOP LEFT: Freshmen Sean Stoudt and KIrstenTenhaken

proudly display their ammunition during "Cricket Spitting"
Prime Time In Baldwin-Jenkins.
Joanne Af.spere

t isvrthi.sn

ABOVE: Junior Greg Karpovics photographs a bright pink
plant during the Contemporary China and East Asia's class
field trip to the Japanese garden in Manito Park.

Ta) ¡.r ?muck, 1Vhaftvrth,an

ABOVE LEFT: Freshman Annalisa Wells and dean of student

life Kathy Storm, panelists In the Global Nomads program,
listen to fellow panelist Kristoff Bultema describe his
experiences from growing up In Turkey.
leb :Us tle I t'ha ovorthiJn
LEFT: Participants pose

Party in the Chapel.

I'

ONLINE
MULTIMEDIA
whitworthian.com

for a photo during the Ballard Tea
Mahan larmorlf WhItworthsan

BOTTOM LEFT: International studentJaunt Alanen scoops
seeds out of a soon-to-be Jacko-Lantern In the Global Hearth

theme house.
Joanne MagutrdIt'hakvrthun

BOTTOM: The lounge of Baldwin-Jenkins was turned into
a dance floor for the EU Bass event sponsored by the Black

Student Union.
744h Autry/ Whithvrthian

'The Illusion' theatre

Men & Women's Soccer

slideshow

'Living with muscular
dystrophy' multimedia

Alpaca Farm

production slideshow
A showcase of photos from
The Illusion: directed by
Diana Trotter, gueststarring Leonard Oakland.

A compilation of photos from
the men's and women's soccer
games this week.

Hear the story of Ryan and
Steve Sutherland-father and
son sharing a collaborative

See photos from Ryan

education.

Ranch on Oct. 11.

CHECK OUT THE "THIS WEEK IN PHOTOS"SLIDESHOW AT WHITWORTHIAN.COM.

slideshow
Peterson's Spanish class'

visit to the Two Sisters Alpaca

Want to submit your plzotos? E-mail us at photos@whitworthian.com.

LITTLE THRFE

MAGIC LANTERN

AMU PRESIDENT

Students who knock
pinecones Out of trees
dishotwr tradition.

?heater reopens and will
feature a series of movies

Get to know Michael Harri,
who is featured in this
week's Hello Walk.
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chool seeks
environmental
certification
Evanne Montoya

Staff 1Vri1er
4

dexo cafeteria.
"We shouldn't have .to leave our backpacks outside,
especially when we have expensive equipment in them,"
Stewart said.
Many students such as freshman Bethany Johnson agree
an initiative must be taken in the Whitworth community
in order to ensure a more secure campus.
"I think students have been naive," Johnson said. "I
started locking my door after 1 heard about recent thefts."
By leaving their belongings unattended, students are
giving criminals access to free items, McFall said.
"Students are creating an opportunity for crimes," /sicFall said.
Is1cFall said crime rates are always higher at Whitworth
during tlte first two months of fall semester and the end
of the year.
Other university campuses in Spokane and surrounding cities see an increase in crime rates during that time as

Whitworth plans to apply for Silver Leadership in
Energy and Environmental Design certification for the
new science building that may be started in two weeks.
LEED certification was a part of the plans for the science building from the beginning, said Steven 'litanyson, director of capital projects.
"Front the fundraising standpoint it's important to be
able to say to donors we are building a sustainable building," "Thompson said. Ibis is a science building therefore what better place for tis to be trying to demonstrate
good design, and then from an operation standpoint it
does save money over the course of its life."
Whitworth decided to pursue LEED .certification
partially because President Bill Robinson signed the
American College and University Presidents' Climate
Comiithitment,lhOmpson said. Along with developing
a plan to seek climate neutrality, the agreement requires
the implementation of two of seven actions listed in the
-text of the agreement, one of which is to "establish a
policy that all new campus construction will be built to
at least the U.S. Green Building Council's LEED Silver
standard or equivalent."
Another factor considered in choosing to pursue
LEED was the cost of utilities. Building a more environmentally friendly building can be a good move financially in spite of the initial additional cost, said Patrick Van Inwegen. sustainability committee co-chair
and associate professor of political science.
"Buildings like the science building and dorm are
built for at least 70 years; the assumption is they're going to be there for a long time," he said. "You've got a
lot of energy costs that are going to come, and energy
has been going up fairly qttickly in pricer
There is also a rebate given by Whitworth's utilities provitler, Avista Utilities, for getting at least a silver LEED certification on a building. For the science
building the rebate could amount to around $75,000,
Iliompson said.
"LEED silver is just really in that sweet spot where
ve can afford it and still have it look like a Whitworth
building," Thompson said.
Part of the reason LEEI) is a viable option for Whitworth is the point system that makes it flexible. LEED
uses a point allotment system. Points arc given for a
number of different factors such as water efficiency, energy and atmosphere and indoor environmental quality.
A building can receive certification, silver certification,
gold certification or platinum certification, depending
on the number of points it fulfills. Feasibility affects
which points they are trying to obtain for the science
building, among other things.
"I think some points are driven by geographical location, and some would dramatically change our campus environment," 'Thompson said. For example, if we
started using all white roofs it might help us for LEED,
but we're just not going to do that; that svould not be
Whitworth."
Ilecause only 33 points are required to obtain silver
certification, the school is able to determine what measures to pursue.
"It doesn't say you have to get all of them, so we do
try to reject those that have an aesthetic impact or ma-

See THEFf, page 3

See LEED, page 3
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Freshman Loren Button locks up his bike at a bike rack outside East Hall. Campus security advises students alviays locktheir
bikes to prevent theft.

Unattended items stolen
Andy Song
Stajf Writer
'Ibis year Vhitworth has sccn more thefts within the
first two months of school than previous years, said Mark
McFall, security services supervisor.
Multiple backpacks and purses, three skateboards, one
MD player, one laptop and two bikes %yen: stolen in 12
incidences of theft that have taken place since the beginning of the school year, according to the campus security
log. Some of the incidences involved the theft of multiple
items.
largest isolated string of thefts to take place at
Vhitworth in recent years occurred on Oct. 7. when unattended backpacks, totes and skateboards wer5 taken from
18 victims in the vicinity of the Music Building and the
Fieldhouse.
"lhe number of thefts has led some students to be more
aware and concerned.
Ibis is definitely something to be concerned about,"
sophomore Olivia i [Abell said.
To avoid becoming victims of theft, McFall said, students should use more secure locks for their bikes, lock
thcir dorm room doors and keep belongings within eyesight.
McFall said he would like to see more students use the
U-bolt type of lock on their bikes to decrease incidences
of bike theft.
Many thefts that occur within dorms involve unsecured
property, McFall said. Dorm room doors are not kicked
down by thieves, he said. Past victims of theft have left

e

their doors unlocked.
"We need to make it harder for the criminals," McFall
said.
"though the security department advises students not
to leave their belongings unattentled, students can't take
their belongings into the cafeteria and are finced to leave
their belongings unattended when they enter.
Freshman Patrick Stewart said he feels it is unnecessary
to have students leave their belonging outside of the So-
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Fall
on Campus
Upperclassmen

Whitworth administrators and Board of Trustees members who
Living
serve on the endowment committee recently spoke about the implications of rising numbers of upperclassmen living on campus.
- 350
There arc 331 upperclassmen living on campus this sensester. That
is an increase o. 1.18 students from last year, when the number ofjuniors and seniors living on campus was 313.
300
While the number of seniors living on campus has remained relatively constant and constitutcs onc forth of the senior class, the num250
ber of juniors living on campus has increased by just under 30, and
comprises one half of thcir dass, said ASWU Executive Vice Presi200
dent Tyla I lamiltan, studatt body representative on thc endowment
committee.
150
According to Whitworth's housing requirement, students are required to live on-campus for the first two years after thcir high school
graduation. Whitworth students arc allowed to move off of campus
100
when they reach their third year after their graduation from high
school.
SO
Members of thc junior class who have decided to remain on campus did so for a variety of reasons. Most of those reasons revolve
around friends and convenience.
2008
- "2009"1 didn't want to have to drive from homc to school every day. It is
Amutte Aurril/WhiNvrthi.an
much easier to live on campus, and to be able to walk to everywhere.
Also it is simpler be a student than taking carc of a homc, or apartment," said Christina Wiese, a junior living in %Varren. "It was a big RA in East, and it's bccn fun."
Kathy Storm, vice president for student life, wrote in an c-mail indecision. I went back and forth a lot between going off campus and
terview that thc school benefits from having upper-class students rcstaying here."
main on campus in part because of the richness of their experience.
%Viese said shc is glad to be on campus this year.
"Upperdass students can offer perspective as people who know thc
"I love how easy it is to get to know people you live in close community with, and if I were off campus I would lose that." %Viese said. campus, who have made decisions about majors and interests and
It wouldn't be nearly as fun to be off campus; friendships are such a have already experienced some of the transitions of joining a new
community," Storm wrote. "We benefit a lot from their leadership; it
big part of the %Vhitworth community."
simply enriches the community to have theni rcTrends indicate most juniors who live on cammain involved:.
pus will not choose to stay for their senior year.
Each residence hall is built with the hope it will
"I probably won't stay on campus next year. I'll
"Ws benefidal to have seniors
be attractive to upperclassmen and nesver students,
only be here one semester, so in the long run it
available to freshmen on
Storm wrote.
would just be easier to be off campus." Wiese said.
campus. We have more
The increase in the number of upperclassmen
Jeff Murray, a junior living in Bolipell, said he
experience.The same is true for living on campus was discussed in the Student Serlives on campus beaThe of his friends.
vices Committee, Hamilton said.
"I meet my roommates over breakfast," he said.
juniorsf
"I am an early riser, and I started eating breakfast
"According to projections there may be overflow
Ty1ef Hamilton,
of about eight students next year, and overflow will
with some other early risers and we became fast
ASO Executive rice President
friends, the breakfast dub. We eat together every
likely continue to increase in future years:. HamilMonday, Wednesday, and Friday:*
ton said.
When determining housing for the fall, it was those friends who
"When there is overflow they triple up a double
room. It's not ideal, but it's a situation the school must deal with it:'
were the main factor in Murray's decision to stay on campus.
"I don't necessarily think its more convenient to live on campus. Hamilton said.
Some overcrowding will be alleviated through upcoming student
The food thing is definitely inconvenient In a house there is a ldtchen, but there is not one on the hall." Murray said, "I love my quad housing opportunities.
"They are anticipating some off load with the opening of the Costhough; I'm glad I'm here."
Despite the risk of future overcrowding, the presence of upper- ta Rica campus next fall, and a ncw dorm being built by the fall of
classmen on campus has benefits.
20127 Hamilton said. As the school continues to grow students are
"Its beneficial to have seniors available to freshmen on campus. We frustrated with new dorms being built, while academic buildings are
have more experience. Thc same is true for juniors," Hamilton said. not. But dorms are needed, and they are self-sufficient, in that they
"I spent my sophomore and junior year living in B) became I think I provide their own funding, while academic buildings must be funded
can play a role in helping freshmen adjust to college."
from elsewhere'
Hamilton chose to live on campus again for his final year at Whit-

313

331

e

worth
"I think anyone in an executive position will do a better job of representing the school if they are living on campus. I'm living with an

Contact Haley Atkinson at haley.atkiruon@whitworthian.com.
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Panel discusses foreign policy aitA

Rachel Bair
Staff Itrriter

separate from themselves.
liolsinger concluded that those perceptions
strongly influenced how Americans reacted to
A panel of five Whitworth faculty and 9111. She remembered overhearing a converadnsinistrators focused on nsisperceptions sation that day in which someone said, "Let's
Americans hold of Nliddlc Eastern people go beat on a taxi driver'
and culture during a discussion about Ryan
I lolsinger said the war its the Middle East
Crocker's lecture and tlw United States' for- was possible because Americans were already
eign policy in the Middle East on Thursday, taught these groups of people were less than
Oct. 22, in the Robinson Teaching Theatre.
human. She said most Americans use the
Jennifer Holsinger, associate professor of terms Arab, Muslim and Nliddle Easterner
sociology, described the three major stereo- interchangeably when they are all describing
types Americans have of
different groups of people.
Arabs that popular Holly"When we admit ignowood movies like "Raider's
rance and Seek knowledge,
"Our perception of Arabs,
of the Lost Ark" and Disney's
there is hope for peace,"
Muslims and Middle
"Aladdin" enforce. First,
I lolisinger said.
Easterners are interconnected
there is the saber-wielding,
Finally, she noted that
blood-thirsty and innately
with the war on terror."
Middle Eastern immigraviolent terrorist. Then there
tion has not ended. She said
Jennifer Holsinger,
is the greedy, power hungry
Iraqi refugees arc continuAssociate Professor olSodology
and svcalthy sheik, and lastly,
ously coming to Spokane,
there is the over-sexed, sheet
and students can help by
wearing pervert.
getting involved with World
Our perception of Arabs, Nluslims and Relief and Global Neighborhood.
Middle Easterners are interconnected with
Professor of Sociology Raja Tanas gave
the war on terror," Ilolsinger said.
reasons why U.S. involvement in the Middle
She said that dehumanizing these groups East is such a difficult subject to discuss. He
of people in America is directly related to our said America's foreign policy and national inthinking of them as less than human as we terests are at stake. Existing environments do
engage in war and other affairs in the Middle not allow open discussion, our economy is in
shambles and we give special support to Israel.
East.
She said Arabs have been immigrating to I le also said this is a difficult subject to discuss
the United States for at least a century; lon- because afilie possibility of war svith Iran and
ger than most Americans realize. Holsinger America's deepening involvement with Pakisaid that many of these Arab immigrants vere stan.
"The United States is a recent newcomer to
poor, uneducated, hard-working Christians
that faced discrimination and attempted to the Nliddle East," Tanas said.
assimilate just likc many of the European im¡fe described how the U.S. did not become
very involved in Middle Eastern affairs until
migrants.
"Arab Anwricans almost assimilated out of after WWII. The United States emerged as a
new superpower, and the state of Israel was
existence," I lolsinger said.
She said that after renewed immigration created in 1948.
Tanas said that since WWII, the U.S. has
from the 22 countries of the .Arab world in
the '50s, '60s and .70s, Americans developed had two major and conflicting foreign policy
stronger stereotypes of Arabs. i lolsinger said interests in the Nliddle East. The first is tú have
those stereotypes caused the people of the access to oil in the Middle East, and the secUnited States to define Arab-Americans as ond is to protect the state of Israel at any cost.

"The juggling act between these two policies has produced incoherent policy that does
not serve our interest or peace in the Nliddle
East," Tanas said.
Nlichael Le Roy, vice president for academic
affairs, discussed five main U.S. objectives in
the Middle East and the successes and failures
of those objectives.
"First, we have attempted to prevent another act of terror against the United States,"
Le Roy said.
He went on to say that our other main objectives were to overthrow Saddam Hussein,

isolate the regime of Iran, create a two-state
solution to the Israeli-Palestinian conflict and
maintain positive relations with kcy states in
the Middle East like Egypt, Pakistan and Saudi Arabia.
Le Roy said that though no major act of terror have been carried out against the U.S. since
9/11, Osama Bin Laden is still at large. Also,
he said we do not know if our current policies
arc what have prevented another attack.
He also said the United States has succeeded in overthrowing the regime of Saddam
Hussein, but there is long tcrm uncertainty
and the effort to establish democracy in Iraq
requires continuous commitmcni.
Le Roy noted that the objective of the Unitcd States to isolate Iran's regime is the most
challenging, and that efforts towards a twostate solution in Israel is not going well. However, he said that efforts to maintain friendly
relations with states like Egypt, Pakistan, and
Saudi Arabia have been reasonably successful.

Professor of history Dale Soden, focuscd
on issues in Afghanistan, noting that the war
there is different from thc Vietnam War.
"The Taliban have regrouped and arc making a serious effort to return to power," Sodcn
said. Ile said the question of whether to leave
or stay is not so simple, and he gave three reasons for the United States to continue its efforts in Afghanistan.
First,Soden said the U.S. should remain in
See PANEL, page 4

THEFT
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McFall said.
The presence of campus security is a comfort to
some students.
"(Crime] makes me feel unsafc, but having security
combat the criminals is reassuring," sophomore Mackensie Rockstrom said.
Junior Patrick Kenney decided to take initiative in
assuring his items stay safe by keeping them bchind
closed doors.
"I've learned not to leave my stuff out: Kenney
said.
McFall said Whitworth does a good job in creating
a warm environment by not pestering student life with
cameras around every corner and an army of security
patrolling campus.
Freshman Kevin Harris said he would not enjoy a
campus that had a number of cameras watching his
every move.
"I would feel more uncomfortable and restricted on
what I could do: Harris said.
%yell,

00.7

Shivang, full-time international student pursuing an MBA in Finance

Gonzaga MBA
It's Business. It's Personal.
At Gonzaga, your success is our priority. Learn how our programs
go beyond the dollars and cents to develop innovative leaders in
today's dynamic business environment.
Ask about our 1. year fast-track program!

Oct 28, Nov 3, Nov 10 - CDA

online-www.gonzaga.edu/MBA or
contact Colleen Mallon
(509) 313-7044 for more information

RSVP

Contact Andy Song at andy.song@whitworthian.com.
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jor cost impact," Thompson said.
Along with working to build a LEED silver certified
science building, the school is working to increase sustainability in other buildings.
"In Arend last year they replaced all of the windows
with high efficiency windows," Van Inwegen said.
"They're doing that building by building and it's usually the ones that are oldest and need the most repairs
that NVe focus on first."
LEED certification was developed by the US Green
Building Council, "a non-profit community of leaders
working to make green buildings available to everyone
within a generation," according to its Web site. The
Web site describes LEED as a system that provides
confirmation that a building was designed and built
using sound environmental policies.
Contact Evanne Montoya at evanne.montoya@whitworthian.cont.

Would-be thieves

attempt heist at
Wall Street Shell
Sheriffs deputies are still
searching for two masked
men who drove their vehicle
into the A-1 Gas & Grocery
located on 9914 N. Wall St.
at approximately 4 a.m. on
Oct. 22 and attempted to
take an ATM machine out
of the store.
According to deputies,
the men wrapped a chain
attached to their vehicle
around the machine and
tried to yank it out of the

store.
A surveillance video released by the store shows
the thieves driving a white
Infinity QX SUV. A witness who saw the suspects
leaving thc store said the
car had "Wendell at the Y"
license plates.
Store manager AJ Fingh
told KHQ news the thieves
cost the storc $15,000 in
damage.

Science building,
East Hall funded

with bond sales
Whitworth bonds that
will fund the construction
of East Hall and the biol.
cigy and chemistry building
%vere presented to the national financial community
by investment banking firm
Piper 'affray on Thursday,

Within hours after thc
submission of the bonds,
the bond sale was completely accepted.
Due to strong investor demand, yields on the
bonds were reduced to cut
costs to NVIsitsvorth, said
Brian Benzel, vice president
for finance and administration.
The quality of Whitworth's credit presentation
and Piper Jaffray's skill in
marketing the bonds combined to create a sale that
has favorable interest rates,
improved compliance covenants and fair future call
terms, Benzel said.
The
$63.72
million
amount of the bonds svill
pay for financing reserves
and issuance costs, and provide at least 535 million in
new funding for East Hall,
the biólogy and chemistry
Building and steam and
electrical line infrastructure work.
Compiled by Candace Pentoni
Sources: KHQ News,
.
Spokesman Review

CORRECTIONS&
CLARIFICATIONS
The cartoon for Nic Var.
gus' humor column was
incorrectly attributed. Nate
Ellefson drew the cartoon,
not Vargus.
The Vihitworthian is committed to providing

the Whimorth community with the most accurate information possible. The Ikhitworthian never knowingly publishes inaccuracies. If
you tuse a comment or question about the
fairness or accuracy of a story, send an e-mil
to editorbitworthian.com.
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United Nations
officials visit Iran
to inspect facility
Officials from the United Nations International
Atomic Energy Agency arrived in Ir-un on Oct. 25 to
inspect a nuclear facility
near Qorn. During their visit, the officials tvill ascertain
whether the facility is being
used for peaceful purposes.
On Oct. 23 Iranian officials stated they %vac not
ready to sign an agreement
that called for uranium
produced in Iran of a lowenrichment level to be sent
out of Iran to be enriched
further, and then returned
for medical research and
treatment purposes.

Suicide bombings

kill, wound many
in Iraq on Sunday
Two suicide car bombing attacks occurred in
Baghdad on Oct. 25. killing at least 147 people.
Two government buildings
were targeted in the attack.
Thirty-five employees of
the Ministry of Justice and
roughly 25 staff members

of the Baghdad Provincial
council %vac killed.
Three Americans have
been included in the count
of the wounded, which is
estimated at 721. Bombers
passed through multiple security check points to reach
their target.
The attack was the deadliest since 2007. It raises
questions about Prime Minister Nuri Kamal al-Maliki
recent statement that Iraq
has moved on from violence experienced in 2006
and 2007. Maliki also stated
American troops should be
able to withdraw by 2011.

President Obama
declares H1N1 a
major emergency
President Obama declared the 2009 HIN1 outbreak a national emergency
on Oct. 23. The declaration
will increase the ability of
hospitals and treatment facilities to handle a surge in
flu patients.
The aim of the directive
is to remove bureaucratic
hurdles, allowing sick patients to receive treatment
more quickly and giving
health-care providers more
flexibility in providing it.
Last week United States
officials said more than
1,000 deaths have been
linked to the H1N1 virus.
Children and young
adults have been among the
hardest hit by HIN1. Almost 100 of the deaths have
been children.
In his statement, Obama
says the 2009 HIN1 pandemic
"continues
to
evolve."
Sources:
New Yori Tunes. CNN. BBC

Compiled by Ira McIntosh and
Candace Pontoni

Climbing wall logistics considered
likely location for a new climbing wall. 'Ibis is
primarily due to objections expressed by athletic coaches about the possibility ola rock wall
Whitwortlis outdoor recreation coordinator, being placed in the Fieldhouse.
"Dayna Coleman Jones, assistant dean of
Jeff Podmayer, is pushing for the purchase oían
students, has received complaints from several
on-campus rock climbing wall.
coaches about the rock climbing wall: PodAll students would have access to the vall.
"Sports teams would be' able to use it. Rock mayer said.
The complaints were made over the past few
climbing is a great workout," Podmayer said. "I
weeks, he said. Many comknow there are students who
plaints regarded the possiuse
tvould
it:
bility oían increase in noise
Podmayer estimates that
about 15 students commute to "The only way the rock climbing level if a rock wall is placed
downtown Spokane to use the wall will work out is if students in the Fieldhouse. Coaches
who hold offices in Graves
support it:
Vild Valls climbing gym on a
Gym have also objected.
regular basis.
Jeff Podmayer,
During the Oct. 1-1ASWU
Though a full scale climbing
Outdoor Remotion Coordinator
Steve Thompson,
meeting,
Iva!! would be preferable, Poddirector of capital projects.
mayer plans to attempt to se.
told the assembled body
cure funding for a 12-15 foot
be put toward construction
could
that funding
tall bouldering wall, which would be cheaper.
space if a large gift was
recreation
very
large
of
a
be
more
"A full-on rock climbing wall would
expensive because of the sizc and also because made to NVIiitworth.
"But we don't want to take away from current
people would need to be hired to help with beprojects:* Thompson said.
laying," Podmayer said.
Thompson said a climbing wall would likely
Bouldering walls do not require ropes or harnesses. Mats would be placed under the wall to be part of a new recreation center, in the case
that one is constructed.
cushion falls.
Podmayer said if a rock wall is placed in
"A bouldering wall would be a really great
Graves.
it will be transportable and could be
Podmayer
builder."
strength and endurance
said. "The handholds will get smaller and more moved to a new recreation center if one is
built.
unique as you progress along the wall:'
Podmayer believes money for the wall will
There is space for a rock climbingwall in both
the Ficldhouse and Graves gym. Pod:11am cur- have to be gathered primarily from the unallorently considers Graves gym to be the most cated AS%Vt1 fund and through fundraising.
Candace Pontoni
News Editor

Ihe goal of putting a rock climbing wall on
campus is not new.
Other outdoor recreation coordinators have
to tried to arrange for a rock climbing wall to be
placetl on-campus in the past, Podmayer said.
"I've heard that a previous coordinator who
held the position 10 to 12 years ago was close to
getting a rock wall," Podmayer said.
Last year, a few students requested that Podmayer consider securing funds for a rock climbing wall when it was announced he would be
recreat ion coordinator for the 2009-10 school
year.
At this point. Podmayer has spoken with
Coleman Jones about the possibility of pulling
funds from the ASWU unallocated budget to
purchase the wall.
On Oct. 23. Podmayer contacted several
companies that produce rock %vans, including
El Dorado and Rockworx, to find an estimate
of the cost ola boulder tvall built to lit the space
available in Graves.
Ile is expecting to hear back from the companies in the upcoming week.
Student support for the %vat' will be crucial,
be said.
Interested students should contact Podmayer
or their ASWU senator to voice their opinions
about the wall. Podmayer said.
"The only way the rock wall will work out is
if students support it: Podmayer said. "It %von't
happen unless students want it to happen,"

Contact Candace Pontoni at eandace.pontoni whit worth ialt.com.

PANEL
continued from page 3
Afghanistan as a security interest and as a way of preventing greater chaos and conflict in the country. Second, he said allowing the Taliban to return would embolden Al-Qaida around the world, and third, leaving',
now would be a betrayal to the people of Afghanistan.
Sodcn said the vast majority of thc people do not want
thc Taliban regime to return.
Soden said the United States' strategy should be to
partner with the Afghan government. I k said the U.S.
needs to focus on manpower to serve the people of
Afghanistan verses tire power against American enemies; a persistent presence versus an occupation.
Soden also said Americans should ask if the policy of
the United States furthers the legitimacy of Afghanistan's government. Ile also said America should not
fight a stand-in war, but ought to focus on building
Afghani forces.
Political science professor John Yoder said it is impartant the United States finds a balance between firepower and negotiation.
"You can't end terrorism by killing more terrorists.
Every time you kill a civilian you create a host of enemies," Yoder said.
He said America needs to start winning supporters.
However, Yoder also said there are complicating factors in the long run, and establishing and maintaining
democracy is difficult because existing political culture does tiot change quickly or easily. Ile also said
invading Iraq set respect for American democracy
back.
"American foreign policy needs a deeper understanding of culture and local situations," Yoder said.
The U.S. needs allies, Yoder said. He told how alter 9/11, initially cordial talks with Iran on the issue
of combating terrorism turned sour after President
George W. Bush's speech on the "axis of evil."
After each member of the panel presented, the remaining time was spent answering questions from Le
Roy and the audience.
"It was a very interesting discussion. It clarified a
lot of what Ryan Crocker said," freshman Ryan Knight
said.
Contact Rachel Bair at rachabair@whitworthiatt.com.
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Former ambassador speaks about Iraq
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In a lecture titled "A new foreign policy? Lessons from
Iraq," held on %Vednesday, Oct. 21, Ryan Crocker, former
Foreign Service officer, spoke about lessons that can be taken from the war in Iraq and explained why it will be more
difficult for the United States to remove troops from Iraq
(han most Americans think.
It is worth thinking about challenges of foreign policy in
America toda» Crocker said.
Deeper challenges exist than those we often think about,
he said.
One challenge to consider is that America's basic structure is fundamentally different from that of other nations.
"America vas founded on set principles. The majority of
other nations were not," he said.
Crocker asked the audience if they thought coldly calculated national interests were the only focus of American foreign policy. The promotion of universal principles, he said, is
the true focus of foreign policy in the United States.
"Principals that are good for us should be good for everyone. Principals should not be limited in geography or time,"
Crocker said.
One argument, he said, is that America has not only the
opportunity but the obligation to see that people who live in
despotic regimes have the same chances afforded to Americans.
Nothing, however, is easy if you are a superpower, Crocker said.
"Ibis can be seen in the situation in Iraq," he said.
Crocker focused on three lessons from the U.S. involvement in Iraq. "be first lesson, he said, is that there are no
easy choices.
"hiere are hard issues and hard challenges. There %%Ile in
1992, and there are today," he said.
The second lesson, Crocker said, is to be careful what you
get into. Involvement in the liddle East is not as simplistic
as it may sound.
Major actions and participation in the !Middle East become a gift that keeps on giving for a very long period of
time, Crocker said. Leaders should think long and hard
before prompting regime changes in Iraq, Afghanistan, or
other countries in the region, because consequences of involvement are far-reaching.
Vhile Americans are primarily "forward-looking,"
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Ryan Crocker spoke to students and Spokane community members in the Robinson Teaching theater.

Cracker said, citizens of other nations know the histories
and narratives of their country.
"This influences how they view us, and how they view
their own histories," he said.
Crocker said that as a member of the Foreign Service with
a very busy schedule, he did not generally suffer from sleepless nights. In late 2002 and early 2003, however, he did have
trouble sleeping.
"This was not because of what I knew would happen, but
because of the totality of what I could not foresee," Cracker
said.
The need for strategic patience, Cracker said, is the third
lesson to be drawn from the current situation in Iraq.
At first, upon beginning a war in the Middle East, Americans may feel a false scnsc of clarion.
"Our enemies arc not organized to go after us, and we.feel
weve won. But that's not the case," he said.
It is consistent with Middle Eastern culture, be said, to al-

low American, British, French and other Western powers to
invade.
"Their strategy is to work on (the Western powers) once
they come in," Crocker said.
Certain U.S. polices in Iraq were based on an understanding of the strategy of Middle Easterners toward invading
powers.
A little understood clement of the surge ordered by former President George Bush at thc cnd of 2006, Cracker said,
was that instead of stepping back whcn pain began to escalate, we stepped forward.
Vilhile Americans may think the troops are going to be
sent home soon, the war is not approaching an cnd stage.
"As much as we have seen of the Iraq war, it's just the beginning," Cracker said. "That's just not the way things work
in the Middle Eastr
Confact Candace Pontoni at candampotitoni@whitworthian.com.
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EDITORIAL: IN THE LOOP

SOUNDING BOARD: WH1TWORTHIAN'S WEEKLY POLL
Have you caught your own genuinely virgin pinecone?
to
Vote in the poll online at whitworthian.com or e-mail thoughts editor@whitworthian.com

Rock climbing wall
would benefit students
Rock dimbing is coming,to Whitworthor it will be if a few disagreements arc

worked out.
Plans have been put formrd to install a
rock climbing wall in either Graves or the
Fieldhouse. Seeing as rock dimbing is a
fun way to exercise and it's easy to do with
friends, the installation of the wall would be
a way for Whitworth students who wouldn't
normally go to the gym to get exercise in.
There have been objections raised against
the Ivan, mainly by many of thc coaches,
who arc concerned that the wall will bring
increased noisc levels to the gyms, potentially disrupting practices and disturbing
the peacefulness of their offices.
Ve understand their concerns. Studcnt
athletes are pressed for time as it is, so they
need to make the most of the time allotted for practices. On the other hand. those
- same athletes have to deal Ivith their games
being disrupted by excited fans along the
sidelines.
The concern thc coaches have ;bout a
rock wall creating noisc ncar their office
space is also valid. Everyone on Whitworth's faculty and staff arc bus)'; having a
quiet place to concentrate on the work that
needs to be done is essential.
However, those coaches whose offices
arc located in the gym have theoretically
been dealing with noise for years. A gym
is a place intended for physical activity and
effort, most of which naturally creates a lot
of noise. Will a rock wall really cause more
LtblI game?
noise than a pick-up
That said, a climbing wall is rightfully low
on thc priority list for campus upgrades.
Whitworth is currently raising funds to upgrade the science building, a new performing arts center and to finish paying for East
Hall. A dimbing Ivan, while a great idea,
shouldn't be placed above academic needs
on a funding priority list.
However, if money can befound to install
the wall, it would be an excellent and beneficial addition to student resources. Rock
climbing is a unique way to gt in somc exercise, which could be a draw to those students who want to work out but don't want
to run outside or go to a gym. A rock wall
could serve as a practice field of sorts to
those students who enjoy rock climbing in
the spring and summer.
Fitness programs like the 5x.5 Fitness
Challenge would benefit from a fun and
easy workout option available to students.
Any increase in the diversity of on-campus student activities will benefit not only
students, but also Whitworth's image. A
rock climbing wall is a unique bullet point
to add to any information a prospective student might be browsing in his or her search
for schools.
Most importantly, a rock wall will give
students another opportunity to connect.
As the campus continues to expand, administrators, faculty, staff and students alike
need to consider proposals that will encourage students to hang out in areas outside of
their dorms or the Hixson Union Building.
Having a rock wall that is maintained and
carefully monitored gives students a safe
and fun way to hang out together as well as
get some exercise in.
If Whitworth's priority is its students,
then it is only logical to provide a resource
that its students will enjoy. We encourage
everyone involved to consider all aspects of
the proposal before approving it or shooting it down.

Editorials in the In the Loop" sectionreflect
the majority opinion ()jibe Editorial Board,
which is made up offire editors.

Mart Renwit'Whitarttltsan

A violation

of the 'cones

me. It's maddening. to be honest, absolutely maddening, when this happens.
Because of this effect, some people will
try to cheat their way into getting a pinecone, but more on that later.

cheating most definitely doesn't work for
the pinecone, third of the Little Three.
JULIANNE
Also, do not attempt to communicate
LUCKS
with the wildlife to have them knock a
pincconc out for you. One of my friends
During spring and autumn, students was sccn staring up at a tree, pleading to a
Whitworth University has few rules can be seen diving across the campus. at- squirrel to move to thc cnd of his branch
in comparison to other schools; students tempting to acquire thcir very own pine- and toss her clown a pincconc. Even if
cone. A friend of mine comically heard the squirrel did obey these orders, this
know these rules as the Big Three. Howonc student exclairn,'Ah, my laptopr al- pinccone cannot count for your Little
ever, there arc three unwritten rulester his unsuccessful dive. As you can scc, Three. Sorry, friend.
the Little Threethat some students
pinccone catching is a dangerous game.
The old-fashioned way niay be time
might not have heard about as of yct.
Students should be
consuming, but I have
Rather than things to avoid doing, as in
honest about this proheard it results in hithe case of the Big Three, the Little Three cess though. Yes,
lapalmost caught [a pinecone]
larious stories. This
are expectations that students should tops and
knees may be
next spring. take the
once.
It
a
foot
fell
away
from
hope to fulfill before graduation. The at stake, even the occatime to stand beneath
me.
It's
maddening, to be
most unique goal of the Little Three is to sional face may suffer
catch a virgin pinecone. Simply put, this damage, but it's all for honest, absolutely maddening, a gathering of pineat them,
means catching a pinecone before it hits thc good of thc cause. I when this happens. Because of cones. Stare
will them to fall if
the ground.
this effect, some will try
am ashamed to witness
you must. but let the
Now, some people may assume this people trying to chcat
to cheat."
natural
windor
task is easy. After all, Whitworth campus the system.
you the
timegive
has plenty of wind at certain times of the
Throwing a football
pinccone you desire.
year. 'Whitworth is also not experiencing into thc pine trees is not
Any object or hand getany lack of pine trees. Until you decide to a way to gct your virgin pinecone. That ting
your pinccone only results in your
get your very own pinecone, the task of is a form of assaulting said pinecone. having a
pineconc; you have yet to fulfill
catching one seems almost laughable.
Playing a game of Ultimate Frisbee, con- that third goal of the Little Three. Good
In order to catch your very own vir- veniently throwing your Frisbee into a luck this year.
Don't cheat, and cnjoy
gin pinecone, your cars must be attuned nearby branch littered with pincconcs is your quest for a IVItitworth pinecone.
to the sound of the pinecone, breaking also abusing the pinecone. Any pinccone
from its perch high above and falling be- claimed in this fashion does not count.
tween the branches of thc trees. I almost Remember that, fellow students. Cheat- LUCKS is a
senior majoring in English. Comments can be
caught one once. It fell a foot away from ing doesn't work in relationships, and sent to julianne.lucks4whitwonhian.com.

WHITWORTH SPEAKS OUT: WHAT ARE YOU DOING OVER FALL BREAK?
'Staying here at

'Hanging out
and go-karting
with Antonio

sctiool, just

hanging out' '

°I'm an RA, so

Ill be rockin' the
prime times."

Banderas."

Laura Mitchell
sophomore

Justin Farris,
senior

-

Andrew Eller,

junior

_

'Meeting with a
teacher, going on
a bike ride, seeing
some friends:.

James Mitsuyasu,
junior
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A COLUMN BYJEROD JARVIS
It'elconse to 7he Muse, where you can come when you're not sure
what exactly wu want out of your newspaper reading experience.
Eadi week, I'll deliver something off the wall/unexpected/totally
honkers up for your reading pleasure, and you can then write me
scathing letters about how ¡'in contributing to the death of serious
journalism.

LunasKaJWIlihowthian

Exercise overrated at best
ing off of me. Besides, there's precedent for weight
gain. Dr. Anthony Clark, my history professor, told
us the other day that there was an enormously corpulent concubine that redefined thc standards for
beauty in China. I, too, would like to be a portly

concubine.
Wikipcdia kindly informs me that the symptoms
I have a big problem with the 5x5 Fitness Chalof weight gain include the following: "a noticeably
lenge. Apparently, if I consume five servings of
larger stom4ch," an "increase in body fat percentfruits and vegetables and complete five half-hour age," an "increase in muscle mass," an
"increase in
workouts a week, I might be eligible to win a bi- body hydration
levels," an "increase in breast size"
cycle that will probably be too big for meanyway.
and that my "abdomen will bulge outward and upThis challenge is supposed to encourage me to lead ward, creating a distended
midsection." I might also
a healthier lifestyle. In other words, Vhitworth
have heart disease.
%vants me to lose weight. But what if I do not really
As I read over that list, I don't really see anything
want to?
wrong with any of those. If one really examines the
Most days, I cat an all carbohydrate diet with issue, heart disease is not truly a bad thing: your
sonic meat here and there. Upon waking up, I pre- arteries really need something to do. Artcrics arc
pare t%vo cups of oatmeal for breakfast. For my ten fairly sedentary components of our bodies. They
o' clock snack. I have a cheese bagel. Maybe two-it need
to be constantly occupied with things othcr
really depends on my mood. For lunch, I have a gi- than facilitating the flow of blood. Artcrics need
ant burrito. (That is where the meat comes in). For hobbies. My liver has plenty to do, processing the
my afternoon snack, I have two slices of delicious copious amounts of toxins.that I am probably conpizza from Sodexo, oozing with grease. On Mon- suming from eating at Sodcxo five times a day.
days, Wednesdays, and Fridays, I have three slices
Against my better judgment, I decided to do the
if it has been a good day. And for dinner, I have the 5x5 fitness challenge. I only did it for four days, but
Sodexo pasta of the day. Come midnight, I might I will tell you, I felt absolutely a.wful, like an old lihave a spinach fcta croissant.
brary book binding that is ready to fall apart. Five
As a result of my completely unhealthy diet, 1 servings of fruit a day is really too much. Besides,
have steadily gained a good 15 pounds over the last Sodom doesn't have that much fruit for everyone
two and a half years. I used to be 90 pounds, which to cat. How is my stomach supposed to handle all
was okay, but I feel like a real person with an extra that freshness? As for vegetables, vegetables arc for
15 pounds on me. Gaining 15 pounds is kind of like
Wiccans. Driven to madness, I reverted to my old
being 5'5" instead of my paltry 5'0" and 5/8ths. The eating patterns, and I feel fine-wonderful, really,
5/8ths is crucial.
never happier.
I neglected to mention I never exercise. ExercisBased on my experimentation with thc 5x5 chaling is a bit oían oppressive institution and the Scot- lenge, I can safely conclude that thc quality of one's
ford Fitness Center gives me the willies. Besides, life %vill go down drastically. When I am old, I hope
%valking to class in heels is a workout in itself.
to give advice to young people about enjoying life,
The 5x5 Fitness Challenge implies that there is and I Ivill tell them, "Grasshopper, cat whatever you
something inherently wrong with weight gain. want (in moderation), and don't exercise
From my own experience, I know for a fact that
weight gain has been a positive influence in my life. WU is a junior majoring in political sdeace.Commeits can be sent to iris.
I can actually lit into clothes now without them fallwuwhitworthian.com.
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Look! !Inn to your windows! Get out your cameras! Call Grandma and all those children you may or may not have! It's here!
What is happening, do you ask? Why are the people dancing
in the streets? Is there a giant pinata in thc Loop? Has Reagan returned to take back thc presidency? Has B-Rob decided to stay?
No, no. I am, of course, refer-ring to Windows 7. Yes! It was released last week! I don't have it yet, but I just know that all of you
out there who haven't been writing me any "letters to the editor"
are just saving up your efforts for "Christmas presents for thc editor' so I'm confident I'll soon have my hands on the 7-fold good-

ness.
Having participated in the beta test (for you non-geeks out there,
that means I got to use it before it was released), I can confidently
say that 7 looks like a pretty slick deal, fuces a lot of the frustrations
that Vista introduccd to Windows users, and even borrows a few
of the better ideas that Apple utilizes and makes them better.
Of course, this edition of The Muse is beginning to sound like
a review for Windows 7, which it is not. My reviews are published
in the Scene section (read them!). It is instead a commentary upon
thc sad state of humanity and of c.ourse, racism.
Now, I know there are a lot of you out there who use those arcane artifacts of dark side power known as "Mace They are also
known as "Apples; "Big iPods" and "Those silly things that Jerod

tse

doesn't
I've heard scuttlebutt that Mac users are Arcady on the warpath
against Windows 7, a scant five days aftcr its release.. Bleeding
heart analogies about infanticide aside, this is just wrong. And not
for the usual reasons. If you wanted usual reasons, you wouldtit be
reading this column.
It's not wrongbecause Windows 7 is brand ncw and you Ma c-ites
haven't given it a chance yet. It's wrong because Macs are white.
In a time and place and culture and campus that is trying so
hard to increase diversity, Apple sits on its high pedestal spewing
forth its supremacist product. In a world where the PC market is
actively promoting incredible amounts of equality with computers of every shape, sizc, color, configuration, price and complex
combination of specifications imaginable, Apple refuses to enter
the 21st century and be nice to people. And students are lapping
it up!
I mentioned this to Taylor Zajicek, Whitworthian photo editor. He tried explaining some sort of jibberish about how Apple
makes black Macs and colored iPods, but I did the right thing and
punchcd him.
I mean honestly. Have you ever seen a yellow 111ac? Shouldn't
we be outraged that Apple is blatantly discriminating against the
entire population of China? And all those other Asian places? One
of my roommates is from the Philippines, and I'm pretty sure that
whenever I'm not in the room he breaks down in tears as he types
away on his ivory Apple machine of condemnation.
And what about polka-dotted Macs? How do you think that
makes heffalumps and people with chicken pox feel? According
to the little man who lives in my finger and spits out accuratesounding statistics, 98.6 percent of everyone is deeply offended
over this issue.
My personal computer is a giant thing painted in metallic blue
with gaudy blue lights and a big window in the side. I chose these
elements in order to show that I'm not racist against certain species
of beetles, or the aliens that I'm quite sure are going to rain down
from the sky any day now.
Now that I've enlightened you all, you're probably wondering
where you can gather for a violent riot. Well, put down your pitchforks and douse your torches, because this technological racism
stems front a source much closer to home than anyone realizes.
We could blame Steve Jobs for inventing iPods. We could blame
Bill Gates for authorizing really lame commerciAs. But we know
the truth, fellow students. We know that the problem goes much
deeper.
Yes. You've guessed it. Apple is using iTunes to broadcast nefarious subliminal messaging, affecting the °chemise normal brains
ofhapless people across the nation. There really isn't any other way
to explain the fact that both Kanye West and Stephen Colbert have
held first place on iTunes' top sellers list.
I implore you, therefore, diverse students of Whitworth University, reject the 'evil empire. Don't simply settle for wagging your
finger at your Apple computer before you lovingly stroke its bright
white keys. Get yourself a PC and a copy of Windows 7 before it's
too late for your soul. And remember to get me a copy for Christmas.

JARVIS is a junior majoring in journalism. Comments can be sent ta jerod.jarvis@whitworthian.com.
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not fear the geek inside Sodexo should
buy food from

MORGAN

local growers

FED DES
!WA

I'm a geek.
I'm not ashamed to admit it, either. After all, the signs are pretty
obvious:

JACQUELYN

WHEELER
(CIL

play videogames regularly.
I have not only read "NlobyDick" in its entirety, but I also
enjoyed it.
I've got a plethora of completely
useless and random information in my head that makes me
a whiz at "Jeopardy" and "Trivial
I

Whitworth prides itself on being sustainable. As a place
that is always looking for the next way to honor God by being kind to creation. we will probably always luye something to improve upon. I appreciate how this community is
willing to always be looking for the next step.
A good next step would be to take a look at where our
produce collies from. As a communit), we ought IO CIICOUrage Sodexo to buy locally. ibis could potentially be cheaper,
and more sustainable in the long run and there are less obvious ways that ive would all benefit from buying local.
Our location is optimal for buying local. Doesdt everyone just love Greenbluff? %Veil. it's right next door and the
farmers there grow pretty much everything that we could
hope for. What a beautiful way to support the place that we

Pursuit:'
I planned on taking Calculus II
for fun last year, but it didn't fit
my schedule.
I debated whether zombies can
breathe for more than an hour
with my housemate. (If they
have to breathe, then thcir lungs
and heart must be working to
bring blood to their muscles. So
arc they really dead?)
I can tell you everything you
never wanted to know about
"Teenage Nlutant Ninja Turtles."
I write fanfiction.
I'm editor in chief of The Whitworthian, even though I'm an
English major.
I saiv the new "Star Trek" film in
theaters. Seven times.
On Friday, I almost bought a
Starflect uniform shirt for Halloween, but it was red and I
didn't want to jinx myself. (And
yes, for those of you who arc
confined, that iris a "Star Trek"
reference.)

love.

Annette Farte111111tstweethian

love it, then theoretically you know

an ungodly amount of information
about it-information that thc majority of the world's population neither knows nor cares about, no matter how much you talk about it.
Somc subjects might be better to
discuss In the so-called "real world:'
Geeking out about a business model
will probably result
in fewer raised
an
With such
than
overwhelming "And in all reality, the geek life eyebrows
gceking out about
amount of evidence (and that's Isn't bad. Person ally, I can't wait the motif of the
only the tip of the until I can get paId to be a geek:' whale in "MobyDick." lhat doesn't
iceberg), it would
make thc business
be
impossible
major's
passion for
for me to deny
my geekiness. Today, I would never her subject any more important
want to deny it; ycars ago, I wasn't than the English major's love for
his. A political science major's enquite so opcn about it.
In middle school and high school, thusiasm for liberal theory is no less
being a geek was not a good thing, valid than a math major's zcal for
even at my tiny Christian school in derivatives.
That's the beauty of college. In
Montana. We all know how it is in
high school: gecks get picked last in college, you want to be a geek. If
sports; gecks have their own table you're not a geck about something,
arc good friends to you panic because you haVe no idea
at lunch;
have when you don't know how to what classes you want to take or
what you want to major in. You get
solve a quadratic formula.
But let's face it; everyone is a geek to focus the majority of your time
in some way or another. If you've learning about the things yo u love,
declared -a major, you're a geek-. which in turn makes you even more
Your major lets the world know that of a geck.
That geekiness transfers over into
there's one subject you love. If you

gas

life after college. Every'one who
plans on going into a career for more
than five years won't plan that career
around something they hate. 'Working at a job for years on cnd is going to be a lot more cxciting-and a
lot easier-if you're doing soniething
you enjoy. So whcn you decide on
a career, you're really proclaiming
to the world, "Look! This is what I
love! This is what I geek out about!"
And in all reality, thc geek life
isn't bad. Personally, I can't wait unti! I can gct paid to be a gcck. I'm
planning on taking full advantage
of my tendency to nitpick at details
such as the potential ramifications
of a zombie breathing. I plan on becoming a screenwriter after I graduate. My ultimate goal is to make a
show and/or movie that people will
writc fanfiction for my creation instead of mc writing fanfiction based
on someone else's work. Then I can
begin the entire circle of gcck life all
over again and watch thc next generation of geeks follow in my footsteps.
So embrace your gecky side.
Chances arc, your inner geck is really the truc you.

In the dining hall we pretty much have only a few different options when it comes to fruits and vegetables. 1kcause Sodexo listens to those it feeds, we have an increasing
number of options due to the additions of sliced veggies and
fruits. These fruits and vegetables however will most likely
remain the same all year, which is a little unnatural considering that not everything grows all year.
Our bodies are healthier when we consume a variety of
different foods. Seasons are nature's way of giving us the diversity that we need. By always getting the same kinds of
fruits and vegetables. Sodexo deprives students of this op-

portunity.
In season is when you can get the most flavor and nutritional value from food. and it's the time when it's least
expensive. Things that grow at certain times of the year in
certain climates tend to have greater amounts of certain nutricnts that we need to be at optimal health in that environment. The samc food can contain three times the essential
nutrients when eaten in season.
'Ihcsc products arc also making a long journey to gct to
us (especially our bananas). Even our Washington apples
arc shipped from the othcr side of the state. Buying locally is
cheaper. Think about all that we are paying for in transportation costs just getting apples across the statc, not to mention the waste.
It would also be wonderful to put our moncy back into
the Spokane community and support the agriculture that
we have right at our fingertips. It would be nice to knoiv
more intimately where our food is coming from. I know I
would enjoy every fruit and vegetable that much more with
a picture of the lovely Greenbluffin my mind, than the truck
that drove it here from God-knows-where.
The question that remains, then, is why Sodexo isn't doing this already? It is a better way to do things in every respect, but any kind of change, no matter how logical and
beneficial, always meets resistance.
Sincc we have such a responsive environment that really
wants to serve us well, I believe that if enough people voice
a preference for local produce, this change could be made,
and we would all be healthier for it.

FEDDES is a junior majoring in English. Comments

WHEELER is a sophomore majoring in English. C.omrnents can be sent to Argue/pl.

can be sent to morganlettrks4whitwonhianicen.

whetlertivihitworthian.com.

From our blogs: 'Things Found' online
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I am always skeptical of social movements when I see them plastered on Gap or
American Eagle t-shirts. You can always find
"Peace" or "Go Green" in fancy cursive with
cute little pink and green flowers on backpacics, dresses, wallets, underwear, you name
it. What does peace even mean these days? If
we wear the shirt, what are we doing to show
that our advertisement has had any effect on
our lives?
One of my friends introduced me to a gem.
It's called betterworldshopper.com. This Web
site lists a wide range of companies-anything
from chocolate producers to airlines-and
gives them a grade based upon how they
handle human rights, the environment, animal protcction, community involvement and

social justice. The research is thorough. but
it's approachable and casy to read. The next
time you want to buy a stereo or an energy
bar, take just a few minutes and look to see
which companics are making a difference in
the world.
I almost hate to write this because it has
been ingrained in our heads for so long, but
money is power. Where we spend our money
is where ive cast our vote. Walmart may be
cheap, but at whose expense? You don't have
to go sell your car and buy a Prius or become
a vegetarian. You do have a social responsibility to this world. So, educate yourself. Use
this easy and simple Web site as a guide. If
you do that, I'll let you buy that "world peace"

t-shirt.
Send comments to editoreinintworthian.com.
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Capitalism promotes
morality in business

a humor column by Nic Vargus
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President searchers:
Insert B-Rob here
Those of you that don't pick up the
newspaper should be informed; there
is a Presidential Search Conunittee
working hard to find Bill Robinson's
replacement for next year. Ibis group
includes students, staff and faculty.
limen again, those of you that don't
pick up the newspaper probably
aren't reading this.
You may remember that several
weeks ago some of you were questioned about what you would like
your Bill Robinson replacement to be
like. The results are in, and the find-

worth. And yes, please quote me on
that.
Whoeyer we select needs Id be able
to see Whitworth on a timeline. They
need to have a propensity to understand the value of time and gct things
done early. Alter all, we're still missing dorms for the three other directions on the compass rose. In this
respect, I believe Flavor Flay would
make an acceptable replacement. Ile
would constantly be reminded of how
much time he had, because he wears
a big freaking clock on a chain. Howings are shocking. "Bill Robinson," "A ever, his propensity to wear Viking
Bill Robinson Clone" and "a pockethorns may come off too aggressive or
sized version ofBill Robinson" ranked clinically insanc-ish for thc Board of
the most looked for characteristics in Trustees.
a new president.
I hate to over Pottcr-fy my column,
Obviously nonc of these options but Dutnbledore before book six of
work. Bill Robinson lacks the en- Harry Potter would also be a pretty
chanted compass thing that 'fermi- good choice. He led his school nobly
one acquired that
and courageously.
allowed her to be
A candidate like
two places at once
Dumby would cer"Bill Robinson's done coming to
in what I believe
tainly put Whitto be book three Whitworth to resume Bill's job is worth on the magof the incredibly highly unlikely. He is currently ic map. However,
popular
"Harry coadiing basketball for Gonzaga if he made himself
too busy at WhitPotter" book series
and goes under the guise of
for teenagers and
worth,
studcnts
'Mark Few.!"
adults alike. The
complain
might
second option, Bill
that he was elusive,
or even intangible.
Robinson's clone
coming to Whitworth to resume Bill's
Consistcncy is also an unquestionjob, is highly unlikely. He is currently ably important characteristic of unicoaching basketball for Gonzaga and versity presidents. Presidents must
goes under the guise of "Mark Fcw" be firm in their goals and vision, and
(come on, I can't be the only person who better encompasses this singlethat noticed this). Meanwhile, poc.ket mindedness than a Tamagotchi?
sized B-Rob is running a school even 'These creatures don't waste their time
smaller than Whitworth. So if all on anything besides survival. Howevyour desires for a new president are er, where normal presidents may bevoid, thcn what? Allow me to present gin to feel burdened by responsibility
you the individuals I believe would and feel emotionally drained, a Tamamake acceptable Bill Robinson re- gotchi may just run out of batteries.
placements.
Unfortunately, they require those
Realistically, a president's most im- stupid little silver disc types, and as
portant job is probably fund raising. such, probably would never get reIhc question then becomes how do placed. If we wanted a dormant piece
we find a president that not only un- of plastic for president, we could have
derstands how to acquire huge sums just recruited Donatella Versace.
Anyone want to guess what joke I
of money but also realizes the student
body is more than a flannel-wearing, didn't just make?
Okay, okay. So it's not so easy trySufjan Stevens-loving, Frisbee-tossing
cult. For this reason, I think the kid ing to figure out legitimate replacefrom the movie "Blank Check" would ments for a president as well-liked
be a great choice for Whitworth prez. and well-respected as B-Robbet. But
Not only does he have tons of money, luckily, none of us have to. We albut he's probably about our age now ready fulfilled our role in this whole
There are a few foreseeable dilemmas thing when we filled out "even somewith this choice. First, he spent a lot one who just sort of looks like Bill
of money on go-karts. Bill Robinson Robinson would suffice" on the queshasn't spent any money on go-karts. tionnaire.
Second, he only acquired a million
dollars. Bill Robinson acquired S72 VARGUS is a senior majoring in English. Comments
billion during his years here at Whit- tan be sent to nicsargusprhitworthian.com.
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standard ofliving than many defined as such
in the history of America.
DAN IKA
Tom Brokaw's book, "The Greatest GenHEATHERLY
eration; argues that the virtues of the greatwoman?*
est generation were by-products of decades
of scarciti and worry. Unfortunately, the
greatest generation did not replicate itself
Globalization, free markets, human dig- throughout the next generation-which may
nity, wealth, greed-the list of newest taglincs
be attributed to the hope of greatest genera-and catch-phrases in our ever-changing, tion parents to provide for the children what
perfecting, disagreeing society seems to
they were not initially given.
ramble on longer than last nights' SnugEarly on, capitalism had no rivals, espegie infomercial (or this sentence, for that cially in
economics and efficiency (and still
matter). But with an in-depth review of the doesn't). But perhaps the strongest critique
aforementioned terms, no scholar, physician, of a capitalist system is its lack of moral
concook, television star, racccar driver or dentist
sistency, or worse yet, lack of moral subscripcould argue with capitalism's ability to position at all. The portrait of the businessman
tively affect the morality of the citizens who
or businesswoman hasn't changed. Markets
live everyday by, within, or under its guiding
and the people that drive thc markets are in
principles.
turn driven by selfishness and greed.
Arguably, during Kennedy's time as presiBut a successful case for the morality of
dent, the public servant was seen as the emcapitalism is undeniable. And in fact, it is
bodiment of thc great American individual. the theory I accept as most valid.
The very
By thc time Reagan entered office, a cultural
foundation of a capitalist system is freedom
shift was beginning to occur, and the risc of
of choice, thereby creating a conducive enthe entrepreneur was identified. Ihis new vironment for
character to develop and moentrepreneurial focus and picturc of capitalrality thrive. Undoubtedly, entrepreneurial
ism in the United Statec was identified by the
success rewards moral behavior anci panicifree market and lack of viable alternatives to pants in a
system that promotes and permits
a capitalist system.
self-decision and responsibility. Those who
It is argued that the anxiety of capitalism
initially seek business ventures or opportugoes back to Adam Smith when he painted
nities may indeed be driven by selfish ambithe portrait of a typical American business
tion, but once capitalism grabs hold, each
owner in a negative light. Entrepreneurs and entrepreneur
transforms from a potentially
other businessmen and women may indeed self-righteous, greedy individual into a servbe motivated by gain and may also begin
ing, thoughtful and selfless busincsspersonthcir ventures from self-interest. However, or at least a transformation is obtainable.
without a decent amount of focus on cuslhe inherent structure of capitalism gives
tomers and a potential target market, the
rise to the need for entrepreneurs who are
entrepreneur will undoubtedly fail time and customer-focused and driven by their own
time again.
desire to meet the needs of their potential
Author Dincsh D'Souza points out in a lec- market time and time again, instead of thc
ture at the University of Pacific that the great self-interest that may have originally atachievement of Amcrica has bcen moving tracted thcm to the business world, thereby
thc poor into thc safcty and security of the idealizing
entrepreneurship. Capitalism has,
middle class. In recent years, America has
in fact, given rise to an increasingly morally
taken a significant number of middle class
focused business culture.
citizens and moved them into thc "affluIn no way is capitalism perfect. I'd be silly
ent" class, or group of individuals who have to
wholeheartedly buy into a system that has
achieved thc financial stability that allows for obvious flaws. But I do
know this: while it
discretionary income.
may not be the only way reach or achieve
The closing of the gap on the scale of
"the common good; it remains ruled by juswealth has created a better place to live. Betice and has continued to provide Americans
cause thc west has developed a system to
and others with the chance to do 'the right
close that gap, people live happier and more
thing'-an opportunity that must not be taksuccessful lives. The rich are still rich, but
en for granted.
with thc increase of capitalism, improved
medicine, technology and government's
hand, the poor are still awarded the benefits HEATHERLY is a senior majoring in marketing and journalism
of life and maintain a comparatively higher Comments can be sent to danika.heatheriy@whitworthian.com.
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People stand In iihe inside the Magic Lantern before-Jules et Jorn".starts. The movie Is part of
the professor series being put on by the Magic Lantern.
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Freshman Jasmine Keller works on a painting In her dorm room. Keller has been painting since she was a child. For an
in-depth look into Keller's art, visit the Multimedia page of Whitworthian.com to view an audio slideshow.

Artist inspired by God
ors, providing the basis for some of her work, she said.
"I feel like God is speaking this into me and this color
would speak life, this color would speak death and this
Not everyone has artistic talent The ability to be in- would be a color that relates to temptation," she said. "It's
spired by the world around us and the skill to transfer so bizarre, the way I see things7
Art runs in the Keller family, as hcr father used to be a
that vision onto paper or into a photograph is what many
people spend their entire lives learning. Jasmine Keller is photographer and her mom paints as well.
Keller said she has been experimenting with art since
a freshman at Vhitworth who was naturally given this
she was young,. Her oldest memory is working with waability.
Keller works primarily with paintings and photo- tercolors and pmgressed from there.
"When I was little, I wanted to grow up and be an ingraPhs.
terior designer or a painter but now I'm pre-med, a little
"I have a really big imagination and it just elaborates
bit different, but that's all right," shc
from there," she said about her process
said.
of creating art.
Keller said she is thinking of
Keller said that she is often inspired
have a really big imagination
switching her major to art.
by music. lier favorite piece started
"I'm not sure about pursuing it
as a painting for her brothers and the and it just elaborates from there
professionally
but it's something I
music she was listening to worked its
Jasmi ne Keller,
like
really
to
do.
I just don't know if I
way into the painting. She stenciled
fresh mon
could totally rely on that: she said.
the lyrics over the painting itself.
Keller said that hcr favorite part
"Sometimes I'll hear, a song or I'll
of creating a painting is the process
see something, and I'll'iotally get inspired and I'll be like 'I want to make this video today,' of thinking about it.
"When I'm painting it never turns out like I picture it,
or 'I want to take these pictures of this person' or I'll get
a vision of something I want to paint in my head; Keller so I get disappointed as I'm painting," she said.
What she enjoys above all else is seeing other people's
said.
A majority of Keller's art is related to God. She said reaction to her art.
"When I give [a painting] to somebody, I love seeing
that she likes to listen to Christian music, which often
their connection with it7 Keller said.
shows up in her paintings.
"Nlost of my paintings have to do with God and his
power. They're all very personal but they all relate to evContact Katie Palmer at katie.palmer@whitworthian.
eryone," Keller said.
Certain words or songs make her think ofdifferent col- com.

Katie Palmer
Staff Writer

To review a film that is morc than four years old and is heralded as one of the most influential films of all time makes for
a difficult time to say anything new about it. But if there's anything you do need to know about "Jules et Jim" it is just that.
It's a classic, and its influence on modern cinema is still felt,
especially with contemporary directors such as Wes Anderson and
Mk/VIE gi
Quentin Tarantino.
"Jules et Jint," ssitich was adaptREVIEW
ed from the novel written by
JULES ET JIM
I lenri-Pierre Roche, is about two
very good friends, Jules and Jim.
Suning: Oskar Werner,
Wks, the Australian, and Jim, the
Jeanne Moreau
Rating:Not Rated
Frenchman, arc inseparable and
Directed try:
share everything with each other.
Fralloistruffaut
They teach each other their native
language, they share their poems
and sometimes they even share
their women.
We learn from the beginning that Jim is more of the lady's
man while Jules has poorer luck than his friend. So when he
meets the alluringly beautiful Catherine, it's Jules who desems
heri'it's his turn after all.
The situation gets complicated when Jim finds himself falling in love with C.atherine as well. I k can't help but feel guilty
because his friend already made her off limits: "not this one
Jim, OK?" a linc echoed in Wes Anderson's "The Life Aquatic
with Steve Zissou7 Jim still passionately admires Catherine,
and she proves her Wild and adventurous spirit in a memorable
sccnc by jumping into the Seine River. "Her jump strikes Jim
like lightning," the narrator tells us.
Both mcn arc in love with her but it's Jules that she marries and has a child with. Eventually thc honeymoon ends. Jim
comes to visit thc family and learns that Catherine had a variety of affairs but alw-ays came back to Jules' unceasing love. Ile
sccs that Catherine might stray again and since he loves hcr so
much and only wants the bcst for her, he plays with the idea of
trading himself out with his fricnd Jim to be Catherine's lover.
The film demands to be viewed more than once, because it
probably takes a whole viewing devoted to each character in
order to understand who they are. There is so much to cach
character's insecurities, their fears and their desires that direct
who they arc and what they do.
The other strength to this film is that it is so relatable in such
a different premise. People can relate to Jim, who falls for thc
girl who is made off-limits. They can relate to Jules who only
wants thc best for Catherine. The real difficulty of the film is
trying to relate to and understand Catherine. She is quite a
mystery, but she is also beautiful and marvelous. Throughout
the film she certainly puts Jules and lint under a spell.
The film is the third feature by François Truffaut, onc of several directors a part of the "French Ncw Wave7 a movement
of film that broke as many traditions as possible. Instead of
smooth and steady camera movements, Truffaut shoots with
a wild and audacious style, where the camera shakes and it
doesn't frame everything perfectly." There isn't anything technically perfect about the film. Truffaut uses stock footage that
dearly doesn't fit and even certain lines of dialogue don't sync
up to the actor's lips. But it's in these impurities that the film is
so much more unique and wonderful.
"Jules ct Jim" is debated among film fans as Truffaut's best,
and as for this reviewer's opinion I can't decide between this or
"The 400 Blows." But certainly, this film challenges your beliefs
about love and relationships and it is a film that will continue
to amaze audiences.
Contact Ryan Graves at ryan.graves@whitworthhzn.cosn.
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allows president to connect

Calvin professor
to speak about
God in movies

a 771.e61Oova
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Becca Cuniff
Staff ttrriter

Alidurd I larri is this year's
ASWU president. 1k is a senior
from tVaIIa Milo. Wash., majoring in communications st.ith a minor in niusic.

got me hooked on AMU and
just leadership in general at Whitworth and beyond. I wasn't playing sports anymore so I liad all
this energy and passion, so ASWU
was a great avenue for me to put
my efforts and my energies into

something.
From sophomore year, I thought
Becca Cuniff: 110W did you get
to
myself, "I really want to be an
involved with
RA." I really
ASWU?
looked up to
Michaelllarri:
time
in
"My
ASWU
sophomore
the RA's in Mac,
My sophomore
and
it was kind
year
really
ignited
a
passion
year I was 1111C
people
of
the
senator. I loved
of mine to serve this campus
up to
I
looked
the dorm, and I
because I had never been
that
I
would
go
saw the senator
involved with something like
as a great opporon and assume
that before:"
tunity to reach
the role of. AfMichael Hatti,
that dorm. I also
ter that, I beASIVUpresident
saw a lot of arcame an RA in
cas of improveDuvall, which
ment that I could
was awesome. I
make. I felt like I did a good job,
learned so many awesome, good
and there were definitely things
skills and lifc lessons there.
I could have done better, but I
At the cnd of my sophomore
learned a lot because it was my
year, people really encouraged me
first time ever being on student
to run for president and I hadn't
governntent.
My time in ASWU sophomore thought about it at all until they
year really ignited a passion of brought it up in the spring, but I
mine to serve this campus because wanted to go for it my senior year.
In the back of my mind all through
I had never been involved with
something like that before. 1 had last ycar as an RA, 1 wai thinking
just been involved with sports in about it, it could be something I
high school, so that ycar really do, but I remember some days I

WRITER'S REVIEW

Jon Fox
Staff Writer
I have no interest in the "Twilight" series.
only sort of watched the last movie and I
certainly won't see the new one; and I would
rathcr have my teeth drilled than read thc

I

MUSIC .0
REVIEW
VARIOUS ARTISTS

base wish-fulfillment:
Album: 'New Moon
thc magical and the
Soundtrack
romantic.
Record Label:Hardly An
Wouldn't it be cool
Release Date:Oct 16,
not just to mcct a
2009
bunch of vampires
your own age, but to
have them be your
friends? Wouldn't it be great if you and the bestlooking vampire had a long but sure flirtation,
during which he kept coming to your rescue
just like John Eldredge promised he would?
Forget the implausibility of immortal vampires sticking around high school year after

Rob Anker will be giving
lecture called "All Things
Shining: Putting Light on
the Screen; on Nov. 5, at
7 p.m. in the Robinson
Teaching Theatre.
Ankcr is a professor of
English at Calvin College
and is the author of "Catching Light: Looking for God
in the Movies;
For more information,
contact :Michelle Pace at
a

(509) 777-3275 or mpace@

whitworth.edu.
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Senior Michael Harri stands In front of McMillian Hall. Han!, who Is the current ASWU president, was the Mac senator his sophomore year.
ivas like, "nopc, absolutely not,
there's no way I'm going to do it:'
Then other days I would be like,
"l'm really cxcitcd about this. I really want to do this; So it was really a back and forth deal.
Then springtime came and I
was like, "I really want to do this.

"I had talked to Scott Donnell
and Obc Quarless, the two previous presidents, so I feel like I
had a good grasp on the positives
and the negatives of the job and
all that it entailed. lt was a lot of

year; and never mind the violently sexual overtones traditionally associated with vampire
nwhologythis kind of story is just what little
girls need.
According to Universal Studios music supervisor Alexandra Patsavas, it's just what the most
unique voices in popular music should be writing about. the "New Moon" soundtrack features
songs by Radiohead's Thom Yorke, Death Cab
for Cutic, The Killers, Lykke Li, Grizzly Bear
and Bon Iver, among others.
And, much to my chagrin, it's actually pretty
good. I see no point in pretending that these artists are doing anything more complicated than
selling out. Universal offered each of them four
or five figures to write a song that "sounds kind
of eerie" and uses lots of words like "moon;
"darkness" and "night." But some of those songs
aren't bad.
There are some duds, of course. "Meet Me
on the Equinox" is probably the worst song
Death Cab has ever written, definitively earning all the criticism about derivative pop-sound
leveled unjustly at the band for its last two records. Also, Ben Gibbard doesn't seem totally
sure what an equinox is. Muse, OK Go and The
Killers have similarly boring entries. They just
sound like they were left off of the bands' last
albums.

Play features
four actresses in
six different roles
"String of Pearls" will be
performed from Oct. 23 to
Nov. 15 on lhu-rsdays-Saturdays at 7:30 p.m. and on
Sunday at 2 p.m. in the Spokane Civic Theater.
Tickets are S16.
The play features four
women in six different roles.
A pearl necklace is passed
from one to the next in this
play, which is where the title
comes from.
For more information,
call (509) 325-2507.

See HELLO WALK, page 14

'New Moon' CD appeals to some
books.
From what I can
gather, "Twilight" appeals to its "tween"
girl target audience
on two levels of pretty

A&E
BRIEFS

But lhom Yorke has created one of his more
accessible (and, I think, likable) solo tracks in
"Hearing Damage." The Violet Hour" might be
Sea Wolf's best song and Lykke Li's and Anya
Marina's tracks aren't bad either.
Sure, "Slow Life" may be unworthy of Grizzly
Bear; but ifs a good song in its own right so it's
not unworthy of me. And Justin Vernon could
have written "Roslyn" for the "Curious George"
soundtrack for all I care; hearing St. Vincent
singing with Bon Iver is worth the price of the
whole CD.
But make no mistake: I'm not recommending
you buy the New Moon" soundtrack. Please
don't. Because even though I like some of these
songs, this CD doesn't deserve to be paid for.
Its chief value is the handful of good songs
on it; but a close second is its inherent ironythat what promises to be one of the year's worst
films has one of the best original soundtracks.
I'll admit it's worth a laugh, but the fact remains
that Universal is bribing some of today's best
bands to bolster a derivative cash-cow project
featuring teenage vampires. I suppose it would
be unethical of me to recommend you pirate
the album, but that's the only reason I won't.

CO:dad 1011 Fox at jon.fav@whitworthian.cont.

Gallery to show
photography by
Don Normark
The gallery "This Land
is Your Land, This Land is
My Land: Issues of Eminent

Domain," with photography
by Don Normark displayed
from Oct. 2-Dec. 19. There
will be an artiit lecture on
Oct. 8, at 7 p.m. in the Fine

Arts Auditorium at Washington State University. The
hours are Mondays - Saturdays from 10 a.m. to 4 p.m.
and open until 7 p.m. on
Thursday.
For more information,
contact
http://www.wsu:
edu/artmuse and wsunews@
wsu.edu.

Spokane artists
showcased in art

gallery at Gonzaga
"Exhibit Spokane," works
drawn from Gonzaga University's permanent collection by a variety of Spokane
artists, will be displayed

until Nov.

GRAPEVINE HUMOR: HOW TO PREVENT BICYCLE THEFTS
ITake your bike with you everywhere.

I Have a friend pretend to steal your bike,

)Decide the obnoxious squeaking of the
wheels/brakesfframe gives the bike character.

IBuy a bike no one wants.

then spread a rumor that you ruthlessly murdered him and hung his scalp on your wall
next to your Miley Cyrus poster.

1 Paint

it puke green and get some streamers

for the handlebars.

ITrain a ravenous bear and chain it to your
back tire.

IHold loud conversations with people about
how you're best friends with Chuck Norris.
IName it after a sexually transmitted disease
and have it engraved with said name.

14, at Gonzaga
University. The hours are
on Mondays-Fridays from
10 a.m. to 4 p.m. and from
noon to 4 p.m. on Saturday.
It is dosed for holidays on
Oct. 17-19 and Nov. 25-

29.

IPaint a pair of googly eyes on it and put up a
sign that says "Big Brother is watching you."

The gallery is free.
For more information,
contact
http://www.gonzaga.edu/jundt/.

ISell your bike and walk everywhem.
Compiled "Jool'un Lim

IGet a lock.

Sourer Whitworth Campus events
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g Tops

rn the

BOX OFFICE

Shoot

'em

WRITER'S REVIEW

Check out the top
grossing movies of the
past IsTekeird.
PARANORMAL ACTIVITY
$22,000,000
SAW VI
$14,800,000
WHERE THE WILD THINGS
ARE

514,420,000

Jerod Jarvis
Opinions Editor
I haven't gone out on a limb and purchased
a game I don't know much about for quite
some time. Back when I first got into games,
I didn't know anything about ratings
or which developers
GAME aei
could be relied upon
REVIEW
to sem up a good
ALIEN SHOOTER:
experience. Luckily,
VENGEANCE
I managed to stumble upon a couple of
Genre:Isometric thinl
classics in my early
person shooter
days that cemented
Dreeloper: Sigma-Team
my fatc as a seedy
Release Date: Feb. 16,

basement-dwelling
LAW ABIDING CITIZEN
$12,713,000
COUPLF.S RETREAT

$11,097,000
ASTRO BOY

$7,017,000
THE STEPFATHER

$6,500,000

WHITWORTH.FM

TOP 15
These are ti:e top 15 albums from 1Vhitivorth.
FM. For more informa-

2007

keyboard commando. Or something
like that.
A few burns and some money wasted on
crushing disappointmcnts taught mc to be a
bit more careful with my purchases (I'll never get those hours back from "Nlystery of the
Nautilus"...).
On the flip side, though, I'm quite ccrtain
I've missed out on a few gems. If Steam hadn't
put all of Strategy First's games on sale, I
probably would have missed "Alien Shooter" as well. It's a low budget B-movie sort of
game with graphics from 10 years ago and a
story as generic and cliched as they come-

HELLO WALK
continued from page 13
encouragement sophomore year
that really planted a seed in me to
ultimately want to become ASWU
president.

tion, visit ivhitworth.

fin.

being student body president?

-NOAH AND THE WHALE

"The Arst Days

of Spring"

2- FRUIT BATS
"The Ruminant Band"
3

- MUSE

"The Resistances"

4- REGINA SPEKTOR
"Far
5

and it's precisely because of those anathcmic
attributes that it succeeds so brilliantly.
To enjoy "Alien Shooter: Vengeance," you
have to know a bit of what to expect. The
label "cult hit" should get you on the right
track. This is not a triple-A blockbuster
event. Developed by The Sigma Team (which
also created the original "Alien Shooter"),
this is barely more than an indie title. But
it rises above its many pitfalls for the same
reason cheesy B-movie sci-fi flicks do-it's
completely self-aware and totally unashamed
of itself. AS:' knows it's not a genre shaker,
and instead of wallowing in pathetic failure it
instead revels in it.
The voice acting is so over-the-top cheesy
it's impossible not to laugh (think "Command and Conquer" wiih lower production
values); the gameplay is rough but doesn't get
in the way of anything. and the RPG elements
serve thcir purpose %veil enough; the action
is totally, utterly ridiculous and is easily the
garne's most endearing facct.
It may be difficult to appreciate if you
haven't played the game, but mowing down
a seething horde of alien scum by the hundreds as thcy fill your screen with their pixcly
vileness is maddeningly fun and hysterical in
the way that Monty Python manages to be.
After clearing a level it can sometimes be
impossible to fmd a texture that hasn't been
streaked red or stacked high with the bodies
of xenoscum. While admittedly being horrendously violent, it has the kind of violence
that is accomplished with such low-grade vi-

Some positives are you get to
develop so many great relationships with people. Not that you
couldn't otherwise, but you have a
better opportunity to develop relationships with faculty, staff and
trustees. I really feel like the best
part of the job for me is just getting people connected.
Also, I'm in the thick of things
right now and I know that I'm
learning so much right now. It's
just hard to comprehend all the

Granted.

I

understood
that I was going to bccomc
somewhat of a
public
figure.
It's just the stigma, people are
like. "ooh...Mr.
President:

Contact lerod Jarvis at jcrodjarris@whitworthian.com.

NThat Is your life ambition?

Imagine your ideal spouse.
She is completely perfect In every way, but on Saturdays she
believes she is a dinosaur. Would

- GIRLS

F.... .:'
.4k
tes; :: k,:j

'Album'
6

suals and in utterly unbelievable volume that
it completely forgets to be horrific and skips
immediately to being purc roflcopters.
Truth be told, it's not a game for everyone.
There is a certain amount of language, and
the over-the-top violence won't appeal to
some. And of course there are those who just
don't cnjoy 11-games. It's a pity.
Check oui "Alien Shooter: Vengeance." It's
a lighthearted slap in the facc to the sciencefiction genre, and a kick to play through. Love
it or hate it, let me know what you think.

get to ride dirt bikes with kids and
tcach them how to ride. We get a
really cool opportunity to be role
models for the short week thcy are
there. What I'm thinking about
doing, but this is still up in the air,
is become a Resident Director.
This could all
just go out the
window as soon
"I really feel like the best part
as I graduate,
of the job for me is just getting but I love stupeople connected:"
dent life and I
love the work of
Michael Harri,
the people who
itSIVU President
have
poured
into me here. I
would just love
to be able to do for othcr people
what they have done for me here.

I want to work with youth. I
spend my summers at a summcr
camp, and I'm really convinced it's
the best job in the world, because I

.i

- DUTCHESS AND THE

'

$uperthogisom

Photatourttiy

stuff I'm going to walk away with
from this year. One negative I
would say is I feel like people want
to put me up on a pedestal, but I'm
still a student, you know? I still
live on campus, I still go to classes,
I still get two out of 10 on Core
350 quizzes and
I'm still me.

So what are some of the positive and negative things about

1

up game done right

that be a deal breaker for you or
not?
(laughing) That would be awesome. We could have like, DinoSaturdays with the kids, and
they would have the most amazing memories of growing up
with their mom. I think it would
make thc deal. It would definitely
strengthen thc deal.
And finally, who would play
you in the movie of your life?
Andy Sandberg. lic's got like, a
mountain for a face. lie also lived
out my dream. It would be a combination of him and Jack Black,
because "School of Rock" is my
dream job along with "I-lot Rod:
So if you could combine thc two it
would be this beautiful hybrid of
rock and roll education and doing
big stunts.
Contact Ilecca Cuniff at becca.
cuniff@whitworthian.com.
. %
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"Sunset Sunrise"

7- BRAND NEW
"Daisy"

8

'74

- IRON AND WINE

"Around the Well"

o

9 -JUPITER ONE

- ANDREW BIRD

"Noble Beast"
11

- MEWITHOUTYOU

"it's all crazy..."

12- CAGE THE ELEPHANT
"Cage the Elephant"

13

- DIRTY PROJECTORS

"Bitte Orca"
14

- WILD BEASTS

"Two Dancers"
15

- ANNUAIS

"SA Fun"

We'dn'Osd0i,'

'
hformation and RSIle caii'g09-3'13-3684
jeadership@ganzaga.edu

"Sunshower
10
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Pizza parlor returns to Spokane
Heather Kennison
Assistant Scene Editor
Located on Newport Highway, the new Shakey's
Pizza Parlor welcomes customers of all ages to enjoy
thc tiste of hot pizza generously covered with fresh

ingredients. The unique semi-service operation, although a bit surprising to first-time diners, is what
makes the restaurant stand out among the rcst.
As you enter the restaurant, you sec various seating arrangements available including long tables,
comfortable booths and smaller tables for couples or
small groups. Large televisions are scattered among
the walls featuring sports and news channels. Music
plays quietly in the background. On the right is a bar
serving bccr and winc, and in the back is an arcade
full of youths.
Instead of being led to a scat, you approach the Hersey said.
register in the back and makc your order. The guest
"It's a great place Lo hang out with your friends
service leader hands you an LRS order key and you and family, enjoy a truly good pizza and have a
choosc a scat. The pizza is brought to you when it is good time because that's what we're all about," Nick
done. Drinks are self-serve, but if
Hersey said.
you need assistance, simply press
Although the target audience
the service button on the kcy call
is families with children 7 years
It's a great place to hang out or younger, they also see a lot of
and somconc will be with you
shortly.
with your friends and family,
elderly couples and groups inAlthough Shakey's was the enjoy a truly good pizza and have duding the Red Hat Society "dazoriginal pizza parlor in America, a good time because that's what zling divas: Hersey said. It has
older customers say that there
also been nice to interact with
we're all about."
hasn't been one in Spokane since
customcrs who remember the old
Nick Heney,
about 1981 The new one, which
branch.
Manager
opened on Sept. 23 of this ycar, is
"Everybody has a Shakcy's stoa father-and-son operation run
ry," Steve Hersey said.
by Steve and Nick I lersey.
In response to comparisons be"The dccor is a lot more contemporary," owncr tween Shakey's and Chuck E. Cheese's, Steve Hersey
Steve Hersey said. "We mude things more fun and said "Chuck E. Cheese's is an arcade that serves food.
family-inviting."
Ye're a restaurant first:
Both father and son can often be seen at the resfood itself is superb, covered with fresh ingretaurant interacting with customers.
dients and made with thc finest crust. Shakey's has
"I live here: manager Nick licricy said. "Ve both truly mastered the art of pizza. The Mojo potatoes
live here:
and Shakey's Special Pizza are a couple of the most
*Steve Hersey, who has worked for Shakey's for popular itcms, and all at a very reasonable price. Piz36 ycars, made the decision about two years ago to zas come in 7", 8", 12" or 15" sizes.
start a branch in Spokane. The father and son moved
here from southern California. Already thc branch
Contae
r kciadson at hcatherkennison@
has had about six or seven regular customers, Nick whitworthian.com

he

Mot,» 17 huh 01,17/Whituvr1hisn

ABOVE LEFT:The Mojo potatoes and Shakey's Special Pizza are two popular items on the menu at Shakey's Pizza Parlor.

ABOVE:The staff of Shakey's watch as owner Steve Hersey cuts a ribbon at
the grand opening on Wednesday, Oct. 21.

Hypnotist to
visit campus
Hannah Neill
Staff Itrriter

Comedian hypnotist Daniel James will be performing
in the Hixson Union Building Multipurpose Room on
Tuesday, Oct. 27, at 8 p.m.
James has been performing since he started his career
in 1980 when he joined National Assemblies, according
to his Web site. National Assemblies is an entertainment
bureau based out of Hollywood. Calif.
He performs in more than 400 schools and universities each year. Three of his biggest venues are Baker University, Georgetown College and the University of South
Carolina, all of whom have quotes on his Web site. Baker
and Georgetown are smaller, religious schools and USC
is a large public school.
Along with schools, James is a featured entertainer
aboard the Royal Caribbean, Carnival, Commodore and
Royal Viking Cruise Lines, some of today's top cruise
lines.
He also performs in nightclubs from Hollywood and
Reno to San Juan, Puerto Rico, Bangkok and Japan. His
fame precedes him around the world, making him one
of the most sought-after hypnotists.
James is even coveted by major corporations, including Coca-Cola. Kodak, the American Hcart Association, Sysco Food Services, Compaq and many more use
James' Hypnotic Revue regularly.
When he performs at Whitworth, James will use student volunteers from the audience to participate in the
show. James likes having his audience know ahead of
time to expect to be asked to volunteer.
Talking up the show beforehand and letting students
know ahead of time gives the audience time to decide
if they want to volunteer, says James' letter to all of his
clients. This allows the show to have momentum and go
smoothly.

FULLER
THEOLOGICAL SEMINARY-.

-

Theology Psychology Intercultural Studies
Contact Hannah Mill at hannakticill@whitworthian.
co,,'.
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Bues upset Bruins

fall to L&C

Peter Landgren
Staff Writer
In a mixed weekend for 'Whitworth volleyball, the Pirates beat George Fox University on
Friday, Oct. 23, but fell on Saturday to Lewis &
Clark College. The two home games featured
many lessons for the Pirates as they head into
the final stretch of thc regular season, and also
showed how good they can be when they play
together.
Friday's match at home
2-ranked
No.
against
George Fox Bruins, showcased just how potent the
Pirates can be. In a reverse performance of their
previous Friday game, the
Pirates pummeled George
Fox to win in three sets.
SCHWADA
In the first game, thc Pirates controlled the tempo
down thc stretch; and while
never holding a commanding lead, they never trailed.
The Bruins dosed the gap
to one late in it% set, but
the Pirates respondCd and
finished the game on a run
to dose it 25-20.
The second game startOBERT
ed out in much the same
fashion as the first, but
changed quickly as the set
progressed. The Bruins were able to jump to a
three-point lead, but the Pirates responded and
pulled ahead 19-17. However, the Bruins answered in turn, leading to a score of22-24 and a
few very tense plays for the Pirates. Despite the
pressure, the Bucs stayed confident and went on
a four-point streak to dose the match 26-24.
The third and final game stayed close until
thc halfway point, when the Pirates went on
an 11-4 run. Sophomore outsidc hitter Kalpo
Rocha finished the garne with three straight
kills to cnd the match.
The second match of the weekend, played on
Saturday, was also held at home in the Fieldhouse. In the first game, the Pirates jumped out
to an early lead over the visiting Lewis & Clark
Pioneers, in what was beginning to look like a
repeat of their performance the previous evening. However, the Pioneers battled back, going on an 8-2 run to bring the score within two
points. The momentum continued to swing in

NORTHWEST CONFERENCE

STANDINGS

4-0

7-0

WILLAMETTE

3-1

6-2

MENLO

2-1

3-4
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2-1

2-4

;

i

03

1-5

NEXT PIRATE GAME:
Whitworth vs.
Lutheran
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Saturday, O(t...1101pm.
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8-4

15-5.
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8-4

12-9

WILLAMETTE

5-7

8-12

45;17IITWÓRTH

S-7

GEORGE FOX
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1144-81110;.(ar;

Sen1/4r
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Senior outside hitter Tracy Schwada had 12 kills and a .323 hitting percentage In Saturday's game.

thc Pirates favor, and they closed out thc match
25-19.
The second game started out much like thc
first had ended with Lewis & Clarkcontrolling
the tempo for the opening strctch. However,
the Bucs battled back and retook the lead. The
scorc remained close for thc rcst of thc game,
and the two teams switched leads several times
down the strctch. In the end, thc Pirates were
able to end the game, winning by two on a kill
by sophomore striker Bree Riddle.
The fortune did not continue for the Pirates,

and Lewis & Clark closed out the next two sets
with solid offensive play to win thc match. lhe
Pioneers won the third and fourth matches 25and 25-7, respectively.
The win and loss give the Pirates a record of
5-7 in conference and 9-14 overall. The Bucs
will facc Puget Sound and Pacific Lutheran next
weekend on thc road.

OAKES

DRUFFEL

2-10

WHITMAN

1:11

7-13

7,-414.

NEXT PIRATE GAME:
Whitworth vs. UPS
&Oa); Oct. 30 P 7 p.m.

MEN'S SOCCER
ALL

NWC

Contact Peter Lamigren at peterlasidgresie
whitworthiameotti.

BERGSTR OM

Lindsey Oakes said.
"We came out really strong as a team and
demonstrated excellent perseverance: Oakes
said. Our defense played exceptionally well.
Miranda Cosand, Anisa Babar, and Carly Shilperoort did exceptionally well and helped keep
us in both of the games (this weekend]."
Coming off Saturday's win with confidence,
the Pirates took the field against the Pacific
Boxers. After an unfortunate turn of events,

PACIFIC

19

Staff Writer

"We had several dose shots on goal. As a
team, we played the better game, and we definitely deserved the win: senior midfielder

LINFIELD

L&C

Danielle Douvikas

day.

ALL

iTORTIC.-13-41

Women's soccer snags fifth OT win
The Pirates fought to continue their
four-game winning streak this weekend
on the road against the George Fox Bruins
and the Pacific University Boxers.
On Saturday, Oct. 24, the women's
soccer team clenchid a 1-0 victory over
George Fox University in the Northwest
Conference. At the end of regulation play
the game was tied at zero.
The Pirates entered overtime with confidence and within three minutes, sophomore
forward Corey Druffel had scored the winning
goal and the Pirates' streak was safe another

NWC

and a couple unfortunate bounces, the
game seemed to be playing to thc Boxers' advantage.
The Pirates entered thc second half
trailing thcir opponcntrby two.
With thcir winning streak in grave
danger thc Pirates took the field for
the second half, hoping to turn things
around and with utter determination*

they did just that.
Senior forward Jenny Kryzmowski
and freshman defender Kelsey Griswald capitalizedon two integral opportunities thanks to
assists from sophomore midfielder Allic Smith
and junior forward Elizabeth Manila, respectively. This was enough to tie the score, for the
time being.
With the score tied, for the second time that
weekend, thc Pirates prepared for overtime

See WOMEN'S SOCCER, page 18
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Coach plunges into
Sports writer David Rurik interviews Warren Friedrichs,lo was recently appointed
interim athletic director.

interim position

ails/die director, correct?

Well when they asked if I would'consider being the athletic director I really didn't
want tu givr up the golf program, because I
David Iturik: flow did you get to where had put so much time and effort into getting
it started.
you are today?
Warren Friedrichs: in high school and
The interim position usually indicates
college I played a lot of baseball, basketball months, but for this position, we're looking
and two years ofgolf. I had gone to seminary at two or three years to make that transition.
but decided that I wanted
It gives people options in
to get into coaching and
tcrms of some of the big
athletics, so I ¡nade the
decisions to be made.
"We have a number of young
career shift, got my eduathletes that will be having a
cation credits and started
What do the next few
large impact over the next few
years look like for the
teaching in Lutheran West,
years, and I'm excited about
a high school in Detroit,
athletic department?
working with our coaches:'
We're looking at
!Aids. I was coaching basmaking
progress with
ketball, football and tennis
Warren Friedrichs,
the facilities as much as
there.
Interim Athletic Director
Before long I zeroed in
possible. We don't want
on basketball, coaching
to drop the ball on that
about five years in Detroit until I got a call every time you stand still someone else is
from Concordia College (now Concordia adding/improving. So %yell continue to look
University], in Portland, Ore. So, I went to at improving our facilities.
Portland in 1976 and was the basketball
How would you describe your colcoach there for fivc years. I went back to
get my doctorate at the University of Or- leagues?
Our staff is a very veteran group of coachegon, then I returned (to Concordia] and
the president had changed while I was gone es that have been in place for years and have
and a couple of positions had opened up so I had succcss with a lot of our teams. I want to
came up Isere (Whitworth] and interviewed. be able to continue with staff development
wherever we can to help them and improve
I moved up Isere in the fall of 1985.
our teams wlsen possible.
What has been your history here at
On a holistic scale, what is exciting
Whitworth?
about the department at this time?
I coached basketball for 16 years here at
Whitworth has won the all-sports trophy
Whitworth; that's really what brought me
hem. I've taught in the department Isere for two of thc last three ycars, and it's a focus
thc cntirc time and have served as depart- of our department to have excellence across
ment chair several times. I've' always liked the board.
the teaching aspect. I had taken a break for
As Bill Robinson steps down following
a year to watch my son play in high school,
and during that time discussion rosc about this school year, what will you remember
adding a golf team here at Whitworth. They him for specifically in relation to the athadded mcn's and women's golf and started letic department?
both of those programs. We're now in our
I think athletics is a great window into
seventh year. So that has been a great segue the university and the community. Bill unfor me to still be able to coach and have con- dcrstands the value of athletics; he was a
nection with the young people. I like thc former college athlete himself. He supports
competitions, it's less stressful than basket- programs across the campus, but he does
ball. It's long days especially on the road but scc the value of athletics and what it can
what a great place to be.
do for community outreach. Spokane's a
big city and it's a great way for them to sec
Your ncwcst position is as the interim what Whitworth is about. He's been a great
1

.

Courtesy ofthe Whitsvorth athletics 151+ site

After a long career of coaching basketball and golf at Whitworth, Warren Friedrichs steps In as
Interim Athletic Director.

support for athletics and he has given thc
studcnt body something to follow after, he's
cnthusiastic and he knows the athletes. I've
been very happy that many of my years have
coincided %Yids his years here.

In what capacity is the athletic department going to be involved in the search for
the new president?
We had a number of names submitted but
none of thcm svere chosen to be among thc
highly-qualified scarch committee. My hope
is that wc will at least have the chance to ask
presidential candidates what thcir stancc on
athletics is.
Do thiy believe athletics to be integral or
is it a sidc part of thc community? So we're
concerned. as we've had such a great support in Bill Robinson that we're curious to
sec where we're going to go with the new
president as a departmeni

What excites you about athletics at
Whitworth and why now specifically?
It's an exciting time to be thCathletic di-

rector here at Whitworth. The campus environment is a great place to be on a whole.
We have a number of young athletes that
%sill be having a large impact over the next
few years, and l'in excited about working
with our coadscs. We need some improvements in tcrms of facilities, but its going to
be a great, new challenge.
When I started here we would have to
generate enthusiasm every year for our basketball team. Now onc of five students is a
varsity athlete. Athletics have become an integrated part of the community; it permeates
thc school. We are able to generate sizeable
crowds and a ton of energy and enthusiasm.
What are you workhig on right now?
We've put in bids to host some of the playoffs because it's a chance for our communit)'
and our athletes to play at home. We had
huge crmvds hem a few years back for the
somc of the big post-season matches.
Contact David Rurik at david.rurik@whitworthiasi.corn.

Men's soccer 8-1-2 in NWC
Overtime tie leaves Bucs
sharing top spot in NWC
with Pacific University

A thlebicis
with Sports Events Coordinator
Colin Gibbs
-

Friday, Oct. 30 will mark a break In the action for all
students as they enjoy the much-needed Fall Break at
Whitworth. This luxury, however, will not be extended
to the fall sport athletes.
. .
:
Both the men's and women's soccer teams will be on
the,Oregiiii-Trail to take on the Linfield Wildcats and
the Willamette Bearcats. During the matches at home,
the .Viihitworth worfien:earried consictitive 1-0 victories. The men, put 'awaY Willariettc."early, but 'shaved
away a 3-2 victory over Linfield. Going into the weekend, both 'teams will battle to rnaintain their conference re6;3rds and keep their playoff aspirations alive:
Volleyball will go on the road to Pacific Lutheran
and the University of Puget Sound. Thii time, they
will talce their redemption with them. Both PLU and
UPS defeated the Bucs 3-0 at home. However, lately
:the team has found momenttim and won four out.of
their last five matches. This will be their final road trip
before returning to Whitworth for their final matches
of the season.
For those Vasring to stay put at Whitworth fUr 'Fall
Break, do not Miss the Pirate football team as they host
the PLU Lutes. This rivalry is ahrays action packed
aild competitive. While every game is always close, the
Bucs haven't hist in the series*since 2003,- At that time,:
- this 'year's graduating.dass were sophomores in high
schooL Don't miss the actiodis the Mies itini to con.;
*tinue their
series dumination.
.

Julia Bechtold
Staff Itrriter

.

r

;

-

;

but just barely missed.

*

In the last 30 seconds of the game there was su-

-

.

Senttconnninti to edittirtaihitworthiait.ioni:

The Whitworth Pirates traveled to Morse Field Saturday, Oct. 25 at George Fox University in Newberg,
Ore., and secured a conference win against the Bruins
in overtime. The final score was 1-0 and the win put
the Pirates 8-1-1 in conference play. The win over the
Bruins also set the Pirates up beautifully in their chase for the conference title.
The score was 0-0 throughout the game although there were
many opportunities on the Pirate's
end for goals.
Sophomore Justin Meyer, who
transferred from George Fox and
was an honorable mention all conference player there his freshman
SHERPE
year, was one who nearly scored

*.

perfluous intensity on both sides when it seemed as
if the Bruins would score. But much to Pirate avail,
they were no more capable of finishing than the Pirates themselves and at the end of regulation, the score
remained tied.
Entering overtime, something the Pirates have
grown accustomed to, the Pirates kept their cool.
Five minutes into overtime, sophomore midfielder
Taylor Willi sealed the deal for the Pirates with a shot
turned assist to senior forward Keith Kirsch.

Whitworth was offensively in control nearly the entire game. They outshot the Bruins 10-1 in the first
half and then 13-4 in the second half.
The Pirates had seven corner kick opportunities
throughout the game compared to the Bruins, who
had none, proving that both teams performed well defensively despite the lack of completion on the offensive ends of the field.
Sunday the men battled the Pacific University Boxers, the team with whom they share the conference
lead.
Neither team could finish what they started Sunday
but the defense on both sides proved integral.
NVhile the Boxer defense kept the Pirates without a
shcit in the first half, Whitworthsephomore goalkeeper Brian Sherpe was kept on his toes.
Sherpe successfully deflected all four of the Boxers'
first half attempts, two of which came from sophomore
midfielder Patrick Murray, a shot from the end line in
the 31st minute and another spectacular save on the
part of Sherpe, a diving header by forward midfielder
Jorge Mandujano in the 32nd minute.
Both teams scoreless going into the second half, the
Pirates were well aware that they had their work cut
out for them.
The Boxers were unable to turn shots into goals in
the first half, but the Pirates knew that the most dangerous offense in the league wouldn't quit at halftime.
The Boxers outshot the Pirates 20-7. But while the
stats may appear monotonous, the match consisted
of extremely physical play throughout regulation and
both overtime periods. Resulting in 43 fouls called and
six yellow cards issued between the two sides.
The Boxer defense appeared to do all the work
Sunday but Boxer junior keeper Andrew Stevermer
watched, from the open net, his current scoreless streak
rise to 864 minutes. Stevermer has not been scored on

See

MEN'S SOCCER,
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Buc football pilfered by visiting Menlo
With 10 seconds left in the first half
and a 7-0 Pirate lead, senior kicker
Andy Largcnt hammered a 36-yard attempt through the uprights to send the
Me
ihe
1- Colley bilik
Visiting
game front Whitworth on Saturday, Pirates into the locker room with a 10-0
Oct. 24, at the Pine Bowl to capture the halftime advantage.
The Pirates cante out confident for
14-10 victory for the Oaks and move to
the
start of the second haIL But despite
in
the
Northa winning record (2-1)
Pirate confidence, it didn't take long for
west Conference.
The loss sets the Pirates back once visiting Menlo to respond.
Castillo found sophomore wide reagain, to 3-5 overall and 1-3 in the
ceiver Erik Rasmussen in the end zone
NWC.
Menlo faced tough competition after and completed a 16 yard pass to put the
Oaks on the board and narrow the Buc's
falling to Whitworth last season 36-34.
Frcshman quarterback Taylor Eg- lead to 10-7.
Stottlemyer's second pick of the game
Ices second start for the Pirates was less
fruitful than the first. The QB complet- came at a crucial time for the l'irates.
ed 20 of 35 passes, totaling 172 yards But despite its defensive benefits, it was
with onc touchdown and one intercep- rendered offensively useless after Lartion. Last weekend Eglet led the Pirates gent failed to convert a 39-yard field
to a 24-15 victory over the University of goal attempt.
Shortly after, Menlo took thc ball 78
Puget Sound Loggers by completing 10
of 16 passes for 104 yards to yield three yards in six plays to find the cnd zone
on a one-yard carry and gave the Oaks
touchdowns with no interceptions.
Junior defensive back Derek Sto- the 14-10 lead.
In the remaining six minutes the Pittlemyer lcd the defensive effort for the
Bucs aftcr intercepting the Oaks' fresh- rates were unable to retaliate and thus
man quarterback Cruz Castillo on two handed the Menlo Oaks thcir first sictory over thc Pirates since 1999.
occasions.
Next week Whitworth will host PaStottlemyer's first pick was returned
50 yards to set up senior wide receiver ciñe Lutheran in its final home game of
the 2009 season.
Kyle Scroggins' three-yard touchdown
Contact Danika Heatherly at danika.
and put the Bucs on thc board in the
heatherlyewhitworthian.cont.
second quarter.

Danika Heatherly
Sports Editor

AutuliVhstrorthian

Pirates fall short to the visiting Menlo Oaks In Saturday's game at the Pine Bowl. The Pirates boasted
MO lead at the half, but surrendered their lead to the Oaks' offense late In the fourth quarter. The
loss moves the Pirates to 3-5 overall and 1-3 in the NWC.
a

a_

WOMEN'S SOCCER
continued from page 16

wi

ntramural Coordinator
Stephen Baranowski

'ream Pup and Suds has set the bar for the
rest of the Frisbee world with a 6-0 record to
start the season. The new Intramural team is
mainly comprised of male and female upperclassmen, most of who also compete on thc
club Frisbee team here at Whitworth.
Though this may be the biggest reason for
their success, team members believe that their
success this season has much more to do with
their name: Team Pup and Suds.
Our name ss'as inspired by thc movie
"BRINK!", a Disney classic," said senior Carl
Chan, member of Pup and Suds.
'There is one quote from the movie that really motivates our team on game days. 'When
you woke up this morning, did you say to
yourself 'Today, I'm gonna talk: or 'Today, I'm
gonna skate?' Well today were gonna huck,
bid, pillage and burn," Chan said.
Their name has even inspired them to create
a mascot. Senior Craig Harris, team captain,
found the head of a dog costume which has
been put on display at every team match.
Team Pup and Suds has quickly become the
team to beat in thantramural power league in
Frisbee this fall.
Even with all the winning, Pup and Suds'
game plan is not changing.
Not only do we run a zone coverage, which
is uncommon in intramurals, but our team is
awesome because we play with three, sometimes four girls on the field at one time. A lot
of the intramural teams don't use girls on their
teams very much but that's one of our biggest
emphases and assets," Chan said.
Talk of all the winning is getting around, but
the team has not become enamored by it.
When asked if a championship was on the
horizon, Chan chose to downplay the team's
success.
"We don't know, we don't care, we're just in
it to have a hell ola good time," Chan said.
Send comments to editor@whitworthian.com.

once more. And once again the ball
bounced in Whitworth's favor.
With the game under control and
their composure regained, the Pirates
finished what they starlet].
In the 93rd minute of play, Oakes,
otrof Manila's second successful cross

of the afternoon, gave the Pirates the
edge they needed to finish the game

Next week the l'irates will go on
the road to take on Willamette and

on top.
"This weekend proves that with
good effort, anything is possible:
Oakes said.
lhe Pirates learned the value of

Linfield College.
Kara Heatherly also contributed to
this report.

teamwork firsthand this weekend
and they hope that such lessons will
make them even stronger in their
pursuit ola conference title.

Contact 1)anielle notivikas at clanielle.dotivikasgivhitworthian.com.
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sports talk with colin zatewski

Where did all
the Olympic
athletes go?

Andrea Clown /WhiNvrthian

Senior defender Bryan Olson leads the defensive effort for the Pirates and the Northwest Conference in minutes played .

Olson key in '09 season
on a four-game winning streak, placing thcm at the top of
the standings for that week.
Along with Northwest Confcrcncc games, the Bucs played
Some people gct schooled; others do the schooling. This several non-conference games at the beginning of Septemseason, men's soccer is teaching other Northwest Confer- ber to prepare for the scason. They faced off against teams
ence teams a thing or two %vith senior defender Bryan Olson frotn states across the U.S., including Minnesota and a Divileading by example and showing that the I3ucs %von't make it sion III team from Ohio.
easy for anyone to get past them.
Olson said the non-conference play gave them a chance to
Starting at the early age of 5, Olson has spent his time on sec where they stand with other schools and test the waters
the field, first with YMCA, followed by
to see how they compared.
club soccer and then playing for Senti"It helped us prepare for thc regular seanel High School in Montana. Yet Olson
and definitely helped us get to where we
son
"You can't lose sight of the
has proven that it was time %veil spent game, but that's just it-it's just arc now," Olson said. "Overall it was pretty.
with four years of college play under his
even across the board': the teams were preta game."
belt and several recognitions to throw
ty comparable, but it showed us what we're
Bryan Olson,
around, including second tcam all-NWC
capable oE"
Defender
his junior year.
Touting around a 8-1-2 record in conIn an August 2009 press release, coach
ference and a 10-2-3 record overall for this
Sean Bushey stated that he believed 01season; Olson has not allowed the success
son "might be his best defensive player ever at Whitworth."
of the team to go to his head, nor has he forgotten the imporOlson's stats have proven Bushey wasn't just speculating. tance of the game itself. .
For the 2009 season, Olson has made himself known in the
"You can't lose sight of thc game, but that's just it-it's just
NWC, leading the team in minutes played, racking up a to- a game," Olson said. "At the end of the day we all have things
tal of 1136 minutes on the field so far. To date he has also that take precedence and that's important to remember."
Olson also points out that focus is key if they want to see
played in every Pirate game of the season.
Fighting to finish first in conference, the Pimtes have per- another championship. Currently the Bucs are making waves
formed well this year with a team consisting of mostly un- in the competition pool, edging closer to that goal. The Bucs
derclassmen players. Yet despite their youth, Olson has no have won the NWC title back-to-back in 2007 and 2008, and
four of the last five years. They hope to lay their hands on
doubt they will continue to shinc in the coming ycars.
"We have good coaching and good players, Olson said. their third-straight championship within a few weeks.
we can just go out and have fun then the best team
"As long as they stick together their future looks bright:'
Olson said it takes more than just one person stepping up should win and that's us:'
Olson and the Bucs attempt to capitalize on that statement
and carrying the team. It requires a total team effort to get
when they travel down to Oregon to face off against Linfield
the job done.
Coach Bushey's leadership on the field has not gone un- College on Oct. 31, and Willamette University on Nov. 1,
notrced and Olson attributes the tcams success this year, in this weekend in NWC play.
The Bucs then return home for their final regular season
large part, to his coaching.
"It's just great coaching. He gets the best out of everyone, game against Whitman College on Nov. 7.
even the guys %vho don't play," Olson said. "Everyone works
at practice and it's something that definitely gives us an adJessica Valencia
Copy Chief

Whitworth will return to Oregon
next weekend to face Willamette on
Saturday*at 1:30 p.m. and Linfield on
Sunday also at 1:30 p.m.
The men conclude the their pursuit of the NWC conference lead for
two more weeks and end with a game
at home on Nov. 7 against 'Whitman
College at 1:30 p.m.

on some European beach volleyball team when
they switched the action to fencing. After waking
up and %viping the drool off the remote, I switched
the channel.
Figure Skating: Bring Christy Yamaguchi and
Todd Hamilton because we all could care less about
whoever' is skating it up these days for the home
team. I don't care how many triple sow cows you
can do; unless Todd's out there busting out backflips in a tuxedo unitard, I'm going to go %vatch
paint dry for relief of the boredom.
Ribbon Twirling: You've got to be kidding me.
If the whole world were to vote one sport off the
sporting world island it would be ribbon twirling.
In an "event" (I am having trouble actually classifying it as a sport) where the goal is to mesmerize
the judges with neon colored ribbons and rhinestone-covered clothing, I think the world championships were held in a junior high wrestling gym
in Maine.
Shuffleboard: This is where it all goes down on
retirement cruises. Geezers slide it to the death
(two grandmas enter, one grandma leaves!) in
a game where your agility, physical strength and
eyesight are none of the necessary keys to winning.
The only intimidation factor is who can get their
pants to ride the highest. Last year's World Championship team was basically wearing their pants as
necklaces (accessorize!).
So, why should we care about any of these sports?
Well, that is debatable, but in the end it comes down
to personal preference of viewing and watching. If
you have the choice of watching the Yankees play
the Red Sox or watching Leif from Montreal show
off his curling skills, it is a no-brainer as to which
you will choose.
On the other hand, we need to support the obscure athletes of the world. As long as they're passionate about what they do and how they do it,
more power to 'cm. So here's to you, athletes of obscure sports; keep doing stuff we don't care about.

Contact Julia Bechtold atjulia.bechtold@whitworthian.com.

com.

if

vantage:*

And an advantage they have gained. Prior to the tie
against.University of Puget Sound on Oct. 18, the Bucs were

MEN'S SOCCER
continuedfrom page 17
since the Boxer's game against 'Whitman on Sept. 20.
This match against Whitworth was

Stevermer's ninth shutout of the season, which put him in a tie for the Pacific single season record set in 1985
by Norm Rothwell.
Pacific also finishes the season
with an undefeated home record and

Contact Jessica Valencia at jessica.valencia@whitworthian.
com.

ties the single season record of consecutive matches without a loss set by
their 1996 alumni.
And while they continue to 'share
the conference lead, the Mitworth
Pirates and the Pacific University
Boxers will go their separate directions next weekend only to reunite
soon enough.
The Boxers travel to Tacoma next
weekend where they will play thirdplace Pacific Lutheran on Saturday
and fourth-place Puget Sound on

Have you ever noticed how many people claim
to know Olympic athletes? I mean seriously, there
is a designated Olympic athlete from every small
town in America. Now %vhy is that, and why have
we never heard of these athletes others claim to
know?
With the 2010 Winter Olympics quickly approaching, it got me thinking about how many
proud Americans represent the red, white and blue
and %ve never know it because thcir events are not
shown on TV..These are the obscurely gifted athletes. They are the athletes that belong on ESPN's
The Ocho." Basically, they are the world-chss athletes of sports nobody cares about.
Now with such an audacious statement in mind,
just for kicks and giggles let's take a look not at the
%vide world of sports, but at the really %vide %vorld
of sports, so some of those less than notable sports
may gain a little attention. (Oh, and B-T-Dub, .1
did start out thrs article like a Jerry Scinfeld joke...
something I've always wanted to do.)
For thc sake of this article, a sport no one cares
about is generally defined by one's inability to
name a single athlete in the sport, one's %villingness
to change the channel if it came on the tube and
the general lack of athleticism necessary to play the
sport. Here are some sports nobody carcs about:
Curling: The Canadians have officially done it;
they've created the most boring sport in thc history of physical exercise. I am not sure of the full
origins of the sport, but it would not surprise me
if some Eskimo housewives got tired of sweeping
their ice floor after their husbands kept tracking in
snow so they "curled" stones at them. Regardless
of its history, curling has done the impossible; it
has made friction more boring than scientists ever
thought possible.
Fencing: A lot of skill is involved in being a
fencer. Unfortunately, zero entertainment value
is involved; thus, nobody cares about- the sport.
During the last Summer Olympics I was watching
Misty May Treanor and Kerni Walsh doing work

Sunday.

Contact Colin Zalewski at editor@whitworthian.
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Ethnic Fest was a fundraiser held in support of Kelvin Garner, an
international student from Ghana who is an extended care facility
after an accident in tyllich he nearly drowned. 1Iw SI entrance fee
included dinner and admittance to the various musical anti dance
performances. Campus clubs set up booths in I.ied Square to help
raise money for the event. Ethnic Fest was hosted by laquette Easterlin, ASWU cultural events coordinator, and Financial Vice President Carl Citan. lhe festival took place on Oct. 23, from 1-8 pin
in the Ilixson Union Building Multipurpose Room.

t

"

ss

*

TOP: Junior Miracle Lawyer directs the Whitworth Gospel Choir.

TOP LEFT: Sophomore Alison Gonzalez, representative of the Blood
Water Mission club, spins cotton candy.

,-

TOP MIDDLE: Junior John Hawkins and freshman Jill Rankin, officers

in the Lindy Hop Dance club, swing dance.
TOP RIGHT: Esther Louie, assistant dean of intercultural affairs,
and Lulu Gonzalez, coordinator of international affairs, laugh while

t.

"."'

serving Ghanaian food which was prepared with the help of Kelvin
Garner's mother, Delall Garner.
ABOVE: The African drum and dance group's rhythmic performance

draws riotous applause.
Alvt, rhetot

Alba I oulahl./Whittyrshwn

't*

ABOVE RIGHT: Sophomore Miantsa Harris, junior Jarvis Lunalo,
senior Jordan Kamikawa, sophom. ore Sarah Lackenbauer and junior

Peter Labberton play reggae music.
RIGHT: From left, freshman Kirsten Huisingh, sophomore
^:

Manisa

Harris, senior Christine Barker, international student Marine Melin,
junior Lindy Tep, freshman Christine Cabudol, freshman Charisse
Muasau and freshman KathrineTadeo pose for the camera.
Aboe photos f Panne Map iscl hilt thwn
4%

CHECK OUT THE"THIS WEEK IN PHOTOS"SLIDESHOW AT WHITWORTHIAN.COM.
_

Want la submit your photos? E-mail us at photos@whitworthian.cont.
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BIKE MENACE

HOMELESSNESS

LION KING

Spokane's winter weather
can destroy bikes if they're

A look at homeless teens

Tony Award-winning
musical visits Spokane's

not properly maintaina

in Spokane and the social
programs available to them.
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of 2008 Veterans.Meniorial honors
Whitworth alumni who have fallen in the line of duty
7he Class

Candace Pontoni

gift they would fund.
"A lot of people in

News Editor

ør class knew Forrest Ewens,"

Johnson said.
As a show of appreciation for Whitworth students
who have been killed %vhile scrving in the armed services, the Class of 2(X)8 Veterans Memorial was dedicated on Nov. I I, during Whitworth's I8th annual Veterans Day ceremony.
Four plaques bearing the names of NVItitworth
alumni who have fallen in service are embedded in the
stone memorial, which was funded primarily through
a gift from members of the 2008 graduating class.
Alumna Rachel Johnson, who served as senior coordinator for the class of 2008, said much support was
shown by members of her class for the proposal to
fund the memorial as a class gift.
"The war is still going on, so we felt it was important to honor veterans at Whitworth," Johnson said.
' "I think that is the main reason [the memorial) was
voted in. We wanted to honor people who have sacri-

e

ficed their lives:*

memorial was designed by the 2008 senior class
committee, Johnson said.
Vhitworth alumni Forrest Ewens had been recently
killed at the time members of the class of 2008 chose a

Ewens, a 2004 Whitworth alum, was killed on June
16, 2006, while serving in Afghanistan.
At the ceremony Dale Soden, vice president for

planning. spoke about Ewen's life and the impact of
his death on the Whitworth community. Suden also
spoke about fallen veterans I iarry Olson, class of NI 8,
Frank Tiffany, who attended Vhitworth in the 1920s,
and Tom I lap, class of 1947.
"If they were here, they would speak about standing
on the side of hope over fear," Suden said.
Presently. names of four veterans killed in WWI,
WNVI1 and Afghanistan arc engraved on the memorial.
More infinmation is being sought for seven people believed to be fallen Vhitworth alumni; said Tad
%Visenor, campaign director in institutional advancement. Additional names will be added to the memorial
once research has been completed, he said.
Two benches %vill also be installed at the memorial
site.

Ta)ior ZajtcalWhitororthiJn

TOP: Students, faculty, alumni and veterans from the Whitworth community observe the U.S. Air Force Honor Guard enact the presentation

of colors while the Whitworth Men's Quintet sing the National Anthem.
ABOVE: Vietnam veteran Dan Nevdahl, a worker for the custodial services department at Whitworth, takes one last look at the monument
as the crowd disperses after the dedication ceremony.

See MEMORIAL page 4

Request for climbing wall funds put on hold
Candace Pontoni

Nes Editor

ASWU members have decided to postpone discussion of a requisition for funds
to purchase a rock climbing wall until further notice.
lhc ASIVU finance committee moved
to approve 60 percent of the $27,000 requisition presented by Jeff l'odmayer, outdoor recreation coordinator, in a meeting
held Nov. 3. ASSVU members voted to put
the requisition on hold during their Nov.
4 meeting because they felt more research
should be conducted before approval of the
funding could be considered, said Jaquette
Easterlin, cultural events coordinator and
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finance committee member.
A petition of signatures from 520 stu"In the (Nov. 41 meeting, ASWU mem- dents who have expressed interest in havbers asked questions about whether a rock- ing a rock climbing wall on campus was
wall could be placed in
not presented by PodGraves, and who would
maycr to either the
clean it," Easterlin said.
finance committee or
"Po dmayer has been working
ASNVU members also
the ASWU assembly.
to answer questions asked by
asked whether Podmayer
'1hc signatures vere
had considered outside
ASWU."
recently gathered by
donors for funding.
Podmayer, sophomore
hquetteEasterlin,
"There vere holes that
Josh Klute, freshman
Cultural fvents Coordinator,
Jacob Allen and freshneeded to be filled," EastFinance Committee member
crlin said, speaking of
man Scott Walker.
Podmayer's presentation
Podmayer is curof the requisition. "Podrently seeking approval
maycr has been %vorking to answer ques- from the athletic department to place a
tions asked by ASWU."
rock climbing %vall in Graves Gym.

Breaking Ground. PAGE 3

The prospect of placing a climbing wall
in Graves Gym was presented to Warren
Friedrichs, interim athletic director, by
Podmayer, President of ASWU Michael
!lard, Financial N'icc President Carl Chan,

and Dayna Coleman, assistant dean of students on Nov. 9.
On the same day, Podmayer accompanied Friedrichs and Travis Howell, director of athletic facilities and intramurals, to
Graves Gym to evaluate possible placement
of a rock climbing %van.
Friedrichs said while he likes the concept
of having a rock climbing Nvall available
for students, it has not been determined

See

CLIMBING WALL,

VISIT WHII1VORTHIAN.COM DAILY FOR BREAKING
NEWS, BLOGS, MULTIMEDIA AND SPORTS UPDATES.
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Whitworth is currently in the process of
buying three houscs near campus owned
by Bill and Pat Freeman, leaders of a small
religious group.
"(The purchase agreement] will probably close sometime this month," said Brian
Benzel, vice president for finance and administration. "Ve will probably have full
ownership in December."
The houses are located at 114 W. Hawthorne Road, 118 W. Hawthorne Road and
205 W Hawthorne Road.
THE PROPERTY

Discussions about Whitworth buying
thc Frcemans' houses first began in September, Benzel said. The purchase details
were reviewed with the Board of Trustees
during their visit in October, he said. Since
the purchase agreement is not yct closed:
details of thc purchase are still unavailable.

Aussie btu irt/111ur uvresian
Owning thc houses is viewed as a "strategic acquisition" for the university, Ben- Cars sit In the driveway of 118W. Hawthorne Road. All three of the houses purchased from the
zel said.
Freemans are located on Hawthorne Road.
"It will bring good options and opportuto contact the university with concerns saying the Freemans were ministers of
nities in the long term." he said.
about thc Freemans. That prompted thc God's word. One longtime friend of the
There are no solid plans for use of thc
university to send out an all-campus e- Freemans said that Bill Freeman, a Fuller
properties at this point, although it is pos- mail in February 2005
informing students Seminary graduate, was "one of the greatsible some of the houscs may be used as
of
the concerns adminest Bible teachers I have
theme houses, Benzel said.
istrators had heard, acever hcard. He inspired
"There arc no plans to use them in othcr cording thc
article in
people."
than their present state he said.
The
Whitworthian.
In a November 2008
go
"It
will
bring
od
options
and
A spokeswoman for the Freemans said
In a series of articles opportunities in the long term.!' interview with Thc Whitthey were too busy packing to be interin The Whitworthian
worthian, Pat Freeman
viewed by
iYhitworthian:- However,'
Brian Benxi,
that year, several sourcsaid
their group has no
she did say Pat Freeman said, This has
es claimed the Frcemans Vi(e President of limnre and Administration formal affiliation with
been a wonderful place to live."
Were manipulative and
any church.
controlling. One source
"Whoever wants to
THE FREEMANS
said in an e-mail, "Many
hcar the Gospel can hear
The Freemans purchased the .houses in will confirm that the
*it: she said in thc Inter2004, according to a Feb. 15, 2005, article in Freemans have caused more damage and view. "We're just Christian people, loving
Thc Whitworthian. They have since spent destruction to innocent Christians and thc Lord and wc want some part of Christ
a lot of time renovating and refurbishing innocent children than any other church to be teitified:
them, Benzel said.
leaders thcy have ever known:
Thcir arrival in Spokane caused many
Contact ltforgan Feddes at morgan.fedHowever, other followers of the Freeformer members of their religious group mans' ministry denied those accusations, dcs@whitworthian.com.
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Leader shares life experience
to help thosc in need and the
opportunity to understand
thcir plight, Stearns said.
Christians do not currently
Richard Stcarns, president
of the U.S. offices of World Vi- give to their full capacity, he
sion, focuscd on the thcmcs said.
Stearns quoted statistics to
in his ncw book, The Holc in
Our Gospel," in a lecture given illustrate his point.
"Christians give just about
on Nov. 14.
The book sheds light on the 2.5 perccnt of our income to thc
work of our
subjcct
of
how
and
church
little
emphasis
the
churches
"God didn't call me to be
the modern
about
give
successful.
He called me to be
church puts
2 percent of
obedient!'
on helping
that to interthose
less
national misRichard Steams,
fortunate President ofthe World Vision US. offices sions: Stcarns
than
oursaid.
selves.
He said one
"You are
needs awaregoing-to have to figure out what ness and access in order to help
to do in and about our world," the poor.
Stearns said.
Awareness of the plight of
He spoke about the impli- the world is at an all-time high,
cations of Christ's message of due in large part to modern
salvation.
media, Stearns said.
"Inside my bubble things
In modern times, those with
were safe: Stearns said at one the desire to help people in
point. "My faith had become need have a greater opportuthat bubble. I had forgotten the nity to do so, he said.
truth that God loved the world
The good news of the gospel,
so much that he sent his son. Stcarns said, was more than
What did God expect of me? just a private transaction beGod expected everything."
tween us and God.
To Stearns, the "everything"
"He expects more of us than
expected from him by God in- just believing the right things,"
cludes his money, time and re- Stearns said. "He wants us to
sources, he said.
go to those who have less than
This generation is the first us and reach out to them."
with both the financial means
Stcarns spoke about his exIra McIntosh
Assistant News Editor

L411/171 Rush

l'hisstuvrthi.us

Richard Steams spoke about lessons from his life and expanded upon
themes In his new book.

perience of finding his life calling.
He mentioned the phone call
that caused him to acccpt the
job at World Vision. The man
he was conversing with asked
him if he was willing to be
open to God's will for his life.
That became Stearns' charge

to those in the audience.
"God didn't call me to be
succes'sful," he said. "I-le called
me to be obedient:

Contact Ira McIntosh at ira.
nt cintosh@wh t worthian.cont.
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Student teams
show skills in
programming
Ira McIntosh
Assistant News Editor

Peter labtrrtott/ Whitworthian

Representative Cathy McMorris Rodgers and Whitworth administrators break ground at the
construction site of the new science center.

Breaking ground
Construction of the new science center will
put money into the economy and provide
jobs for local workers
Rachel Bair
Staff It'riter

building is ventilation. Lab enrollment will
not be limited by the ventilation system;
said Steve Thompson, director of capital
The start of construction d'n the futurc projects.
science center was celebrated at a groundThe ceiling height in labs will be about
breaking ceremony held Thursday Nov. 14 feet compared to only 10 feet in the Eric
12.
Johnson Science Center. Raymond Pcy' Michael Le Roy:vice president of acaron, assistant director Of facilities services
demic affairs, stated that the new biology and engineering. and systems, iald that the
and chemistry building, still to be named, systcm of the current science building is
will be LEED certified at the silver level. over-capacitated. He explained why the
While the LEED certification will not be systcm of thc new science building will be
finalized until the building is completed. much safer.
administrators arc planThe new systcm has
ning construction to
air quirty which will
ensure the certificahelp individual labs to
tion will be awarded. Ibis building is significant to all always maintain proper
The ncw building will
pressure," Pcyron said.
of Spokane."
qualify for LEED certiAlso, he explained
Tad Wisenor,
fication because it will
that
the building will
Campaign Director in institutional
use less energy, and it4
have
heat recovery on
Advancement
will be constructed with
the exhaust system.
building materials that
"It's a once-through
are less damaging to the
building: he said. "We
environment. Deanna Ojennus, proles- don't return any of the air because it is all
sor of chemistry and member of the de- exhausted:
He said thc significance of heat recovery
sign committee, said that in trying to gain
LEED certification, Whitworth will try to is that heat or chill will be taken out of the
air that is thrown away, depending on the
buy building materials locally.
The cost of the project is estimated at weather. This will reuse energy and save
$32 million, and will put $20 million back money on heating and cooling costs.
Energy is also being saved through
into thc economy, said Brian Benzel. vice
president of finance and administration. lighting. Peyron and Wisenor said a large
The project is providing and will continue skylight will maximize day lighting by
to provide local construction jobs, Benzel helping to illuminate the first, second and
third floors. These are also factors in the
said.
"It is a real celebration at a time like building's LEED certification and examthis. This building is significant to all of ples of thc building's improved technolSpokane," said Tad Visenor, campaign di- ogy.
Freshman Jack Dunbar expressed exrector in Institutional Advancement.
Rep. Cathy McMorris Rodgers joined in citement for the building after the certhe celebration of the ceremony and con- emony finished.
"It will be great for the community as
gratulated those who were involved.
"This is a symbol of exciting times for a whole, and we pray that improvements'
will continue to progress and attract new
Whitworth," Rodgers said.
The new biology and chemistry building students:Dunbar said.
Wiienor said classes will be held in the
won't bc just for science students. Wisenor
said plans include a large common arca new building beginning fall 2011.
1-le also encouraged those who are inand a cafe on the first floor.
"ibis will be the most important indoor terested in the' new building to follow
gathering space apart from thc Hixson the science initaitive link on Whitworth's
Union Building; Wisenor said.
homepage. 'The Web site includes views of
In addition, the new saence building the building by floor, lectures about differwill have a few general use classrooms ent aspects of the building from faculty,
that will be used for more than just sci- and plans for the remodeling of the Eric
ence classes. However, the ventilation sys- Johnston Science Center.
tem is specialized to meet the needs of lab
students.
Contact Rachel Bair at racheLbair@whit"The biggest difference between the
Eric Johnston Science Center and the new worthian.com.

Nine Whitworth students participated in thc
34th annual IBM-sponsored Association for
Computing Machinery International Collegiate
Programming Contest held at the University of
Idaho on Saturday, Nov. 7.
Senior Timothy Bull, freshman Eric Fode, senior Jason Heide, senior David Jackson, senior
Joshua Pereyda, senior Nathan Sargent, senior
Josh Simmons, junior Ian Thompson and junior
Cole Wardell participated in the contest.
The contest might seem nerdy, and it probably is, but it's a lot of fun," Percyda said in an
e-mail interview.
The contest, which usually lasts for five hours,
requires a lot of concentration.
Amanda Carl, on behalf of the ACM International Collegiate Programming Contest, wrote
in an e-mail sent prior to the contest that solving
the problems presented to participant is equivalent to completing a semester's worth of computer programming in one afternoon.
Referring to the conference, Carl wrote, "Students will be challenged to use thcir programming skills and rely on their mental endurance
to solve complex, real world problems:*
Percyda focused on positive aspects of thc
challenge.
"The fun is in figuring out a solution for challenging questions; Pereyda said.
As exciting as it is for some, Thompson was
worried.
"It involves waking up early, spending my en.
tire day away from home and my mountain of
homework, and lots and lots of coding," Thompson wrote prior to the conteit in an e-mail in-

"teryiew.

'However, Thimipoii said he has 'done this
kind of competition befdre and has thoroughly
enjoyed himself.
"The complicated part is that you cannot sec
the test data or your program's output for that

data; Thompson said.
The competition is sprcad between different
zones across the contincnt.
"There are five different zones, all competing
at the samc time," said Kent Jones, professor of
mathematics and computer science.
This year's regional competitions are expected
to draw thousands of students from universities
from approximately 90 countries on six continents with the winner going on to the world
championships Feb. 1-6, 2010 in Harbin, China.
"It's not really a spectator sport. If you want
to watch a competition, all you'll see is a bunch
of people typing with occasional discussing,
and maybe even a white board drawing or two,
Pereyda said.
Out of 80 teams at the competition, the Whitworth teams placed 18th, 32nd and 66th.
"They were right up there with the schools
from Canada and Stanford and other schools
svith large computer science departments; Jones
said.
Teams from the University of British Columbia and University of Victoria have been on the
top of the list for many years.
"I think that the standings say a lot about the
top-notch caliber of student that Whitworth
University attracts; Jones said.
He went on to say how proud he was of the
students this year.
"Not only were they ranked pretty highly
overall, but one of the teams was ranked second
at their particular site; Jones said.
One of the things Jones was particularly proud
of was the fact that the Whitworth competitors
had only had on& practice competition before
the real thing whereas many of the larger schools
have around one or two practices a week.
"It's great for their resume because when companies see how svell a student has done in this
competition, it gives them an extra edge; Jones
said.

'Contact Ira McIntosh at ira.mcintosh@whitworthian.corn.

aitA
Ethics Bowl Team

takes third place
in annual contest
The Whitworth Ethics
Bowl team advanced to the
semifinals of the Northwest
Regional Ethics Bowl held
in Seattle this past weekend.
The team, comprised of
senior Dan Herve, junior
Jared Lollar, sophomore
JaJa Quarless, senior Mary
Rupert and sophomore Michella Sutherland took third
place overall in the competition and was undefeated
in three preliminary rounds
of competition for a third
straight year. The Whitworth team defeated teams
from Central Washington
University and Montana
State University.

Variety of food;

entertainment to
be part of feast
Whitworth's annual International Banquet will take
place Friday at 5 p.m. in the
dining hall.
The theme of the banquet
will be "Airport: Where the
cultures meet:
A multi-cultural variety of food will be served
at the banquei Entertainment will include an international fashion show that
will feature both Whitworth
students and Spokane community groups.
There will be Hawaiian
and African dancing, French
singing and a performance
by the Whitworth Exceptional Praise Gospel Choir.
Tickets for the banquet
are $15 general admission,
$12 for students and children and free for children
five and under.

Diversity survey

findings shared
with assembly
Esther Louie, assistant
dean of intercultural student affairs, and Doug Sugano, professor of English,
attended thc Wednesday,
Nov. 11, ASWU meeting to
share findings of the Diversity White Paper with the
assembly.
The campus-wide surve)' focuses on determining openness of students
to other cultures and backgrounds. Sugano said findings from the survey show
that Whitworth is about 20
years behind other institutions in terms of diversity.
Compiled by Gindace Pontoni and
Ira AfrIntosh
.
Sourres: Whitworth.du

CORRECTIONS &
CLARIFICATIONS
The Vatimorthian is committed to providing
the Whitworth community with the most accurate information possible. The Whitworthi-

an never knowingly publishes inaccuracies. If
you have a comment question about the
Labe% or accuracy of a story, send an e-mail
to editorqwhitworthian.com.
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Community invited to share a meal
Haley Atkinson

Obama will focus
on major issues

during Asia tour
President Barack Obama
will speak with local officials

in Shanghai, hold a discussion centering on U.S. values with Chinese university
students and meet svith the
Dali Lama during his weeklong tour of Asia.
Thc Associated Press
rcportcd that it is not ex-.
petted Obama will raise
controversial issues relating
to human rights abuses and
green house gas cmissions
in public settings while in
China, to avoid angering
his hosts.
White House aides, however, said Obama would
raise human rights issues
privately with Chinese officials.
Obama did not mention
human rights concerns
in his speech given from
Toyko on Saturday, but
said the Unitcd States is not
seeking to contain China.
"On the contrary, the
rise of a strong. prosperous
China can be a sourcc of
strength for the community
of nations," Obama said.

Prisoners at U.S.
naval base will
receive hearings
Dozens of Guantanamo
Bay prisoners are pleading
for their release in trials that
have begun in Washington
as a result of a Suprcmc
Court ruling last year.
Fifteen federal judges are
hearing the prisoners' cases.
The judges have ordered the
release of 30 detainees after
finding a lack of evidence

against them.
Typically, each hearing
lasts one to two days. A secure video link to Guantanamo has been established
so that prisoners who are
required to stay on the U.S.
naval base during their trials can testify via video.
The hearings are expected
to continue until next year,
as currently 215 detainees
are still held in Guantanamo Bay awaiting trial.

Man accused of
recent shooting
possibly unstable
President Obama has
ordered a probe into how
Army intelligence handled
information about Nlaj.
Nidal Malik Hasan who
has been accused of killing
13 people at the Fort Hood
army base near Killeen.
Texas.

Hasan was said to have
been unhappy about a possible deployment to Iraq.
The shootings took place
on Nov. 5, at Fort Hood's
Soldiers Readiness Processing Center, where troops get
medical check-ups before
being deployed.

Staff writer
The third annual Food for Thought community dinner will take place at Central United
Methodist Church on 'Thursday, Nov. 19 from
5-7 p.m. A free meal svill be provided to the
community of Spokane, along with thc op,
portunity to meet new people from varied life
experiences and gain an appreciation for their
stories.
According to the Food for Thought mission
statement, the purpose of the community dinner is to proside a meal for community members during which they can share their lives,
stories, and opinions with others.
This year, thc community dinner will be a
part of homelessness awareness week for the
first time. Thc dinner 1,411 be more svidely
publicized as a result of being inc.luded in the
awareness week agenda. Including the dinner
in awareness week marks an exciting change for
the event, said Rhosetta Rhodes, director of service learning and community engagement.
More guests are expected as a result of thc increased publicity.
"We are expecting a larger turnout this year,
from around 160 to more than 200. " said David Whitehead, event planner for Food for
Thought.

It has been a goal of planners of the event to
include more guests, Rhodes said.
"There is no way to improve upon what happens, but we can always include more people in
the conversation," Rhodes said.
Those working behind the scenes for the
event are eager to sce the effects of a larger and
more varied group.
This year I am most excited to partner with
the Spokane Homeless Coalition, and the expansion of all those involved, the business peopie of middle dass Spokane," Whitehead said.
Rhodes has attended the event the past two
years. and is enthusiastic for this year as well,
she said.
"I'm looking fonvard to new people, people
I wouldn't otherwise have the opportunity to
is a conversaconverse with," Rhodes said.
tion for the entire Spokane community."
The annual community dinner began three
years ago when Katie Pctitt, then a freshman at
Whitworth, and David 1Vhitchead, a freshman
at Gonzaga, partnered to carry out the vision of
homeless community member Mike Rowels.
"It's an event where we invite the whole city
of Spokane, the homeless, professors, 'students
and city representatives to share a meal:There is
no program or agenda," Pctitt said. is an opportunity for people to interact with those thcy
wouldn't be able to, and to begin thc process of

it
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whether Graves Gym would be an appropriate location
for a climbing wall.
'We're just exploring the possibilities as this point:
Friedrichs said. 'No concrete decisions have been
made."
The proposal is tentatively on the agenda of thé Dec. 8
athletic department meeting for discussion.
Originally, both the Ficldhouse and Graves Gym wcrc
proposed by Podmayer as possible locations for a rock
climbing wall.
Friedrichs said during thc last athletic department
meeting roaches determined thc Fiehihouse would not
be an ideal location for a climbing w-all because students
accessing the wall could distract athletes using the gym
for athletic practice.
Limited space in the Fieldhouse was also considered.
Because ASWU has shown support for the proposal, Friedrichs does not want to put this issue on a back
burner, he said.
"I would think there will be real intcrcst, and that
something like this will be well received," Friedrichs
said. "A lot of other campuses arc implementing facilities like this:*
Podmayer said he will not re-present his requisition
to ASWU until athletic coaches have reached an agreement.
"IASIVUI can't give it a green light until the Dec. 8
athletic department meeting: Podmaycr said.
The requisition for funding should come to a student
wide vote if it is not passed by ASWU, Podmayer said,
because ofthe large number of students who have shown
support for the purchasc of a rock climbing wall.
Eastcrlin said she feels many students would use a
rock climbing wall if one is purchased.
"If it was there, people would say, 'Let's use this bouldering wall" Eastcrlin said.
Student use may rise during the winter due to a drop
in the number of outdoor sports students can take part
in on campus, Easterlin said.
No sports Ion campus) really exist in the winter for
people who have_outdoor recreation as a passion," Easterlin said. "I'd definitely like to see something for students who are passionate about rock climbing.
The weighty financial commitment of funding the
purchase of a rock climbing wall is a major reason
ASWU members decided to table the requisition until
more research has been done, Easterlin said.
Bouldering walls of the size and type Podmayer has
been considering cost roughly $27,000 to 830,000.
Podmayer said that if he had requested $20,000 from
the finance committee, members may have only recommended he be given two-thirds of that amount.
As he was not expecting the finance committee to recommend ASWU pass the requisition in full, Podmayer
has considered other routes of funding for a bouldering
wall.
"I feel like there are donors out there who don't want
to give money to the science building necessarily, but
might be svilling to give funds for this, Podmayer said.
They might say, 'I love that sport, and want other peopie to get into it:

Smarts: Alward...n:1 Press, BBC CNN
Compiled 17 Candace Poniard and Ira
Afelmosh

it

Contact Candace Pontoni at candace.pontoni@whitworthian.com.

1

in-caking down stereotypes."
A hope for the event is that it will provide an
opportunity for the people of Spokane to connect over a meal, and that through this shared

experience a greater understanding of those
who come from a drastically different background can be achieved. For Petitt and Whitehead, the most natural way to facilitate these
conversations was to provide a meal.
Rhodes said that as Pctitt and Whitehead arc
both graduating, Whitworth's Center for Service Learning and Community Engagement is
looking into baying the Bonner leaders filling
in the planning role for Whitworth, partnering
with Gonzaga.
"It's an amazing event, the support they've
received from thc community is incredible,"
Rhodes said.
Specifically looking to this year's dinner, Pctitt said, "Each year is different, I'm excited to
see how this year shapes up. My favorite part is
hearing the story that comes after the dinner."
After last year's dinner, Mitt heard from
men who had ncvcr interacted with the homeless before that the event. They said the dinner
had changed their perspective on the homeless,
as for the first time %vac able to recognize the
homeless as individuals with stories.
Contact Haley Atkinson at haley.atkinson@
whitworthiatt.cont

tcrs have been sent to people who have
already contributed to the memorial:
Wiscnor said thc Institutional Advancement department is also reaching
out to veterans who are Vhinvorth alumni or connected to the Whitworth community for contributions.
Siemieniec said people she has spoken
with about the memorial fccl pleased with
the tribute, she said.
They tlAnk it is good Whitworth is
honoring veterans in such a visual way,"
Siemieniec said.

"The memorial is intended to be a contemplative location." Wiscnor said.
At this time, the installed portion of
the memorial has not been completely
funded.
Delynn Siemieniec, annual giving spc&dig, said $5,000 is needed before fundraising for the memorial will be complete.
An additional $5,000 is nettled for the
benches that will be installed at the memorial site.
"We're looking primarily to the class of
Contact Candace Pontani at candacc.
2008 for funding," Sicrnicnicc said. "Let- pontoni@whitworthiatt.com.

Sheriann Wirkkala, MAcc Alumnus, Staff Auditor at KPMG Federal Practice,
Recipient of the Elijah Watts Sells Award, 2003

90% First-Time CPA Passage Rate
100% Job Placement Rate
NEW Expanded Tax Specialty

Exceptional Faculty
AACSB Accredited
Learn more at www.gonzaga.edu/MAcc
or contact Gary Weber, Program Director
800.986.9585 ext 7044
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Whitworth should better
observe Veterans Day
Veterans Day came and went unnoticed
for many students on campus. Because
Whitworth does not observe this holiday
by cancelling school, even studcnts who do
take note of this national day of remembrance have a hard time doing anything to
make it unique.
ibis year, however, a special event marked
the day. The graduating class of 2008 donated money that went towards the installation of a monument dedicated to Whitworth students who have served and died
in our nation's armed forces. On Vctcrans
Day, Nov. 11, a ccrcmony wos held to cut
thc proverbial tape for the monument.
Unfortunately, what should have bccn a
campus-wide event came and went largely
unnoticed. Columnist Jacquelyn Wheeler
has written an editorial commenting on
this lack of notice (page 6). As classes were
not canceled during the memorial dedication ceremony, not all students were given
the opportunity to honor and remember
their. fellow Whitworthians who gave the
last full measure of devotion. This column
will attempt to make up for this unfortunate
oversight.
Forrest Ewcns, class of 2004, fallen in
Afghanistan; Toni Ilaji and Frank Tiffany,
veterans ofWorld War II; Harry Olson, veteran of World War I; and the seven other
names, currently being researched, thank
you for your sacrifice. Thank you for your
contributions, both to Whitworth and to
your country.
To the students and alumni currently
serving in our armed forces, thank you for
your service. We recognize the hard work
and dedication it takes to serve as a soldier
and protect our country. Thank you for
your days, months and years of service. It
is thanks to you that we can appreciate thc
freedoms of our country.
Words cannot and should not fully express the debt we owc to our veterans, both
those living and those fallen on the battlefield. Wterans Day is not a day that should
pass by unnoticed or unobserved. Whitworth should enable students to honor this
day bY canceling classes. State schools across
the nation observe this holiday-shouldn't
Whitworth, a Christian school, have even
more reason to follow suit?
The editorial board realizes there are
many faccts to the issue of giving students
another day off. However, we also fcel that
this is an important enough day to recognize that it should be given serious consideration. Perhaps a day could be taken
off of another holiday, such as Fall Break.
Wouldn't it be better to have a day off with
purpose, like Veterans Day, than a day off
for no real rcason other than just to relax?
But we must also recognize the need to
reMember our soldiers throughout the year,
not just during one day in November. In
this time of war, all of us must be praying
for the safety of our fellow Whitworthians
serving on the front lines. If you see a soldier, thank them for their service. Let them
know you recognize their commitments to
our country and its citizens. It's the least we
can do.
Veterans, both those from Whitworth
and otherwise, have made sacrifices unimaginable to most of us in order that we
might have the privilege of attending a private Christian university in the beautiful
Pacific Northwest. It is the least we can do
to take one day out of the year to remember
those sacrifices and render them the honor
they are due.
Editorials in the "lit the Loop" section reflect
the majority opinion of the Editorial Board,
which is made up offire editors.

Does WhiiWort s horneleisness challenge actually benefit
those lii;ihg -on the streets? Two columnists weigh in.

For those of you %vho mock the "houseless; marketing/business majors walking around in The North Face jackets pretending to be humble and profound, I am here to shame you. Well,
not really, but I beg you to withhold judgment upon the simulation until the last sentence of this article.
The terms wc arc throwing around must be defined. It is not
a homeless challenge, but a houseless challenge. The word
"homeless" implies that an individual has no source of community, connections or stability in their life that allows them
to provide for themselves. This is obviously not the case at
Whitworth. Duh, we have friends withmeal plans. We are
going to eat. We couldn't avoid the sense and need of community at this school even if wc tried. We are going to stay
warm using thc $200 jacket that we bought, (though for perhaps cheaper), at the REI Scratch and Dent sale. The simulation is not claiming to be something it couldn't be.
Now that thc distinction between homeless and housdess
has been clarified, so must the intcntion of this program. The
point is not so much a political statement as it is a chance to
exercise the spiritual and physical realities of being income*nienced. What would happen Wive didn't have cell phones,
computers or even a bcd at our beckoning call? For thosc of
us with recyclable grocery bags and 1 heart Africa" stickers
on our cars-to what point arc we willing to practically live
in relation to our righteous claims? When will we allow our
convictions to have real consequences on our lives? Having
fewer resources forces us to figure out what is actually important to have and what gets in the %%ray. Perhaps dirty or
clean laundry clutter up more than just your floor. Maybe
these messes arc signs that you are unable to separate yourself from needing stuff. That is food for thought.
The con-side to this exercise is an easy way out. It allows you
to ridicule other people without any expense to yourself. In
fact, it can even make you feel better about yourself that you
are able to analyze the "true" motives of others in their silly
Whitworth stereotype endeavors of rich kids trying to see
and pretend what its like to be poor. Well, until you have
walked in the shoes of another, says the great Atticus Finch,
you cannot understand what their life is like. And at the end
of the day, all you who mock the participants have done is
puff up your own pride rather than try to learn something
by challenging yourself.
You could be right that some of thc participants are just trying to prove that they are righteous. Whatever, that shouldn't
be any concern of yours. Worry about your own decisions
and commitments and whether or not they aid or hinder
our global community. Let them learn it the hard way. What
a better way to do that then leave them stranded outside of
East Hall with no lunch?
This challenge is an outlet in which people can experience
the purpose of what a liberal arts school is designed to accomplish. It forces us to ask the tough questions. Such as,
"what is truly important in my life?' ; "What am I grateful
for?"; "What are the things that I take for granted?"; "Are
there ways that we could provide those basic necessities for
those who need them in the community?" Take responsibility for your education.

If you still don't want to do the houseless challenge, or think

it's stupid, that is fine. Regardless of your stance, be respectful of

thosc who are choosing to be good stewards of their education
by taking advantage of a learning opportunity.
DUGAS is a senior majoring in English. Comments can be sent to annie.dugas&rhitworthian.com.

Poverty is a deeply complex and multifaceted issue. As a college student learning about the woes of the world within the
safe confines of my classroom, I am completely qualified to tell
everyone, especially poor people, what is best for them.
I am not referring to those families that struggle to feed their
children while trying to pay rent and utilitiei by working six
jobs. Those people are not poor enough. They do not sit on the
streets with a hat out and drink High Gravities out of paper
bags. By "poor people; I mean homeless people. Even then, I
mean a very specific kind oía homeless person.
Last ycar, I volunteered for the city of Spokane counting
homeless people. Mide from all the problems and potential ill-natured joles I can derive from the phrase "counting homeless
people; I learned quite a few things.
First, there are several kinds of homeless people: those who
live in cheap hotels, and those that live on the streets. Second,
none of them appreciate the fact that a middle dass college student is trying to coerce them into filling out paperwork:In my
head, counting them was the best thing for them. In their heads.
I was Just another spoiled twit trying to feel good about myself

by helping poor people.
So when I talk about po arpeople no I mean a homeless person that lives in the streets, not in hotels. Technically, they are
without a home, but those people are still not pitiable enough.
After all, they harca "home" ofsorts.
Now that I have clarified exactly what kind of poor person
I need to impose my rudimentary knowledge of poverty on, I
need to let the rest of the student body know. After all, what is
the point of knowing all this elementary knowledge about how
to fix the world if I cannot lord it over people? I just want to help
all the poor people out there.
As a deeply sensitive human being, I think that the best way
to raise awareness about an issue such as homelessness on
Whitworth's campus is to make it a cause. Causes are cool. The
best way to raise awareness about 15 percent of homeless people
in Spokane is to live like them for a week! Not showering and
stealing. food from the cafeteria for a week while sleeping outside is the best way to improve the lives of those on the street.
I obviously have many deep seated issues with the homelessness challenge at Whitworth. First, the homelessness challenge
serves to perpetuate ingrained stereotypes about the homeless
population, many of which are not true. Not all homeless people sleep outside. Not all homeless people neglect their hygiene.
Not all homeless people need to steal food from unpleasant
sources.
People like to refer to this image because these homeless peopie are the most visible; it fits more comfortably within our predefined notions of what homeless individuals should look like.
We do not iv-ant to see the homeless woman who works but does
not make enough to afford a permanent house because it is too
close for comfort and challenges our idea of a social safety nei
More importantly, the homelessness challenge does not actually help the homeless population. In the end, the students
participating will return to their rooms and resume their middle dass routine. Students are delusional if they truly believe
that sleeping outside in their expensive sleeping bags will even
give them an inkling of what an actual homeless person goes
through. Would it not be more effective to go out and help these
people?
Poverty is a deeply complex and multifaceted issue. There is
no one way to effectively minister to the problem. I do not claim
to have answers. I am just a lowly person with no real comictions. But I know for a fact that pretending to be homeless is not
going to help.
WU is a junior maiming in political science. Comments can be sent to his.wugwhitwor-

thian.com.
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Sustaining the luxur
student accommodations. What will people think if
I try to cut down the length of my twice-daily showers? The consequences are mind boggling.
Next, I will havc to attend Prime Time presentations. I believe I speak for most of the student body,
including some people who actually have to suffer
through Prime Time when I say that it is lackluster
Are you a proponent of 'social itnpact theory?"
at best. Ntonday will be about recycling, cvcn though
Does your life follow an "integrated materiality ini- the trash man never takes our recycling
for some
tiative?" Does your workplace fulfill its "ethical cor- mysterious reason. Tuesday, I have to learn about
porate capability?" Are you "going green?" Do you eating local or seasonal food. Wednesday, I have
wish you could come up with buzzword phrases' as to learn about energy consumption, even though
well as I can? Do you wish you knew what these
Whitworth could stand to learn a few things about
phrases actually mean? Me too. Let me introduce turning off lights that are notin use. After Wednesyou to the sustainabifity buzzword generator. a nice day, I can't even begin to contemplate another three
little machine that pulls buzzwords out of three days worth of sustainability re-education.
columns to forrn ecologically friendly phrases that
Aside from my pctty concerns over whether or
make one's company appear
not sustainability is "cool" or not,
green-ish.
the program's fundamental probIt used to be fashionable to
"Taking shorter and cooler
lem is that it fails to internalize
be green, although now, that
ecologically friendly living habshowers? Excuse me, but has
phase has largely passed. Being
its and patterns of consumption
eco-friendly is so last season. the aeator of this pledge every within students. The progranis
Fall 2009 is all about decadence lived in a theme house? The hot messages do not emphasize long
and luxury. No longer is econo- showers are the only good and
term changes, but instead, and to
mizing individual water use in functioning part of my student the detriment of the cause, provogue. Thermostats set at 75 or
mote the cause as a week-long
accommodationsf
80 degrees all day long reek of
contest.
decadence. Leaving lights on and
In Sodexo's defense, it recogprolonging needless energy use is
nizes this problem and has tried
the ultimate touch ofluxury. Consumption is all thc to address it, says Meredith Dewy, resident director
rage. Consume, consume, consume.
of Arend Hall. Sodexo's Prime Time activities are
In light of the dramatic change in trends, it is un- meant to promote awareness and teach students to
derstandably alarming, to me at least, that Sodexo change their routines.
is again starting its week-long sustainability chalBut if this sustainability program wishcs to enact
lenge. For one whole week, I have to try and be an change within consumption patterns of students,
nvironmentally friendly person. I'm not friendly.
it needs to first address these changes as lifestyle
First, I have to take the "Whitworth sustainability changes, not temporary changes that will help thcm
pledge" As a future lawyer, I am extremely hesitant svin a prize. After all, sustainability without a comto agree to so binding a contract. Signing the pledge prehensive overhaul of thc way people see the issue
would contractually force me to make enormous is ultimately as shallow as my love of hot showers.
changes in my lifestyle. Take shorter and cooler
showers? Excuse me, but has the creator of this
pledge ever lived in a theme house? The hot show- WU ita junior majoring in political uience. Comments can be sent to iris.
ers are the only good and functioning part of my wu@vitotwonhianiom.

lure, and for this reason I feel that
it is especially important that stuJACOUELYN
dents are at least made fully aware
WHEELER
of the significance of this memo(ClOiv11
rial, if not strongly encouraged to
attend the dedication ceremony.
All of (hese alumni llave
The significance of the dedicahelped
make Whitworth what it
tion ceremony for the newly conare still a part of our
they
is
and
structed veterans memorial this
It svould have been
community.
have
past Wednesday ought to
have students and
to
wonderful
and
recbetter
emphasized
been
alumni participating in the event
ognized by students and faculty.
because I think it's easy for us to
I spoke to a student who was a
little disgruntled that classes were be disconnected from those who
not canceled at least during that carne before us and this memotime, if not for Veterans Day alto- rial, if properly recognized by stugether. She left her class to make dents, has the ability to make us
more intimately connected with
it to the ceremony.
lhe only notification for the our past.
Those
doing
the
notifying
are
dedication ceremony was sent
not
the
only
ones
responsible
for
12 minutes before the ceremony
lack
of
attendance,
the
however.
I
day
later
that
occurred. Perhaps
many of you received the e-mail know a lot of us would llave used
the extra half
entitled "Vethour off of class
erans Day Certo go take a nap
emony is now."
"The only notification for the
or
something.
While 1 apdedication ceremony was sent
I
know
I was
the
preciate
last-min u t c 12 minutes before the ceremony tempted when
effort. I would occurred... I would be surprised I realized I had
thirty
extra
to hear that this really gave
be surprised
minutcs.
to hear that
anyone enough warning to
So, first. WC
this really gave
be present."
ought
to care
anyoncenough
more what is
warning to be
happening in
The
present.
only reason that I knew about thc our community, even if Whitceremony 'as when my particu- worth doesn't have the time to tell
lar class suddenly ended a half an us that veterans are a big deal.
And second, students need to
hour early, because my teacher
be more aware of what is hapwas planning to be prcscnt.
The implications of this lack of pcning-not just by reading their
information led to many confused emails, but by keeping up with
students inquiring as thcy walked thc newsletter and looking at the
past the ceremony. "Vhat is this? online events calendar.
I urge you, if you were not at
Did someone die or something?"
For those of you who just heard the ceremony; on Wednesday, to
three gunshots around 11:20 a.m. walk out to thc memorial in the
and wondered what was going on. Loop by Cowles Auditorium.
those three gunshots marked the Read the names of the four SVIiitend of thc ceremony honoring worth alumni who have giren
Vhitworth veterans, particularly their lives for our freedom. Think
those who have giren their lives about how short lifc is. Think
for our continued freedom over about all of our soldiers overseas
right now. Pray for them. Pray for
thc years.
our
broken world that required
If you read this month's Mind
their
service. Understand that the
8c Heart, then you might have
Vhitsvorth
community is someknown what was going on, but I
don't know many students who thing bigger than Prime Times,
do, at least in a timely fashion. In programs and concerts.
The Whitworth community
this montlis newsletter. President
has
a connection with ovcr 119
Bill Robinson described the meyears
of history-history worth
morial as an important gatherknowing,
svorth respecting and
ing place for years to come and a
worth
remembering.
wonderful testimony to all alumni. faculty and staff who have
served in the armed forces"
WHEELER is a sophomore majoring in English.
I agree that this will be an imComments un be sent to jacquelyn.whetlerp
portant gathering place in the fu- whitworthian.com.

Don't be afraid to take difficult dasses
ANNIE

DUGAS
COLUASI

Yesterday I spent two class periods discussing the various views of Augustine, Origin and Barth on salvation, what the definition of 'hell' could be, and the strengths
and weaknesses of functional and eschatological predestination. Then I dragged
my tired brain to an English class where
we discussed how existentialist thinkers,
such as Derrida and Nietzsche, compare in
ideas with the ren6wn American poet, Walt
Whitman. At the end of the day I wanted
two things. A beer and a math class.
I am deeply interested in all of the is-

sues and thinkers that I addressed yesterday. I was, after all, the one who decided
to participate in these classes. I am grateful for the chance to be able to learn about
them. However, it would be nice, just once,
to not end a conversation feeling like I just
watdied the play "Waiting for Godot, or
simply admitting, "I don't know" It would
be so refreshing to me to sec a mathematical problem with a bunch of letters and
numbers, do some order of operations and
come to a concrete, universal solution (I am
talking basic stuff here, math gurus don't
make fun). I'm going to take Descartes' side
today. If you want to know truth, a math
class is the way to go.
I am going to propose a challenge to you.
As you are all well aware, registration time is
upon us. I'm sure you have already blocked
out specific classes you need to take, but I

want you to revise. See if you can give yourself the chance to sign up for an unexpected
or perhaps uncomfortable class.
Yes, yes, wc are required to take a variety
of classes to fulfill the general education requirements so you have to do that anyway
even if you don't want to.- I am going to
make a point that will remind you of one
of those starry, glittery posters found in a
middle school classroom with students of
different ethnic backgrounds smiling at
you, so bear with me: If you go into something with an open mind, you might be able
to take more away from the experience than
you imagined. That includes Core 350.
If you are worried about how this "elective challenge" could negatively impact
your grades. I understand, but I also don't.
Grades are important. [Living good grades
is essential for maintaining scholarships as

well as expanding possibilities for Graduate school. Let me throw another idea into
the mix. Lct us think about grades for just a
moment. Isn't it sorta funny that we expect

20/20 on an assignment? 'We are often put
out if we got 18/20. 20/20 implies perfection. Nothing sve do is ever entirely perfect.
Doesn't that send out a false sense of ability? In France last year my professor pulled
all the American students aside from everyone else and explained to us how thc
grading system works. A 16/20 is actually
a good grade. Perfection is rarely, if ever,
achieved. Funny how that is.
Worst case scenario dear friends, take it
pass/fail. You'll be glad you did.
DUGAS is a senior majoring in English. Comments can be sent

to annie.dugasawhitworthian.com.
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A COLUMN BY JEROD JAR VIS

*Iconic to lhe Muse, where you can come $slwn youir not sure
what exactly you :yam out of your newspaper reading experience.
Each week, I'll deliver something off the wall/unexpected/totally
bankers up fiw your reading pleasure, and you can then write inc
scathing letters about Iww lit: contributing to the death of serious
journalism.
When I first carne to Whitworth University, I %vas impressed by
its academic standards. The students vere smart, the faculty factual, the studying studious and the alliterations atrocious.
I lows:yen as the years have flown by the scams have started to
show. Where once there was harmony, the seedy underbelly of
melody has revealed itself. Where once there was knowledge, the
crafty misuse of terminology has grown dominant.
In one of the more disturbing and unsettling examples of this, it
has come to my attention that there is a disagreement-nay, worse,
a full-fledged debate-over the difference between the terms "Nerd"

and "Geek."
There is a grievous schistn over the very epistemology of these
terms. And thus, it has fallen to me to set the record straight.
I must makc one important caveat: I am only addressing the
male species in tisis column. I briefly considered talking about thc
female analogues to these two categories, but then I realized that
it would inevitably bt sexist and probably put my life in jeopardy.
Sincc I ant but a man, I will not attenspt to understand the confusing mess that is female social grouping.
We shall start with the more distasteful of the two: the Nerd.
The Nerd is fortunately less common on college campuses than
he is in the halls of high school, but he still may be obsen.cd if onc
is diligent. The Nerd wears glasses-this is non-negotiable. These
glasses must be disturbingly thick and arc probably held together
by duct tape. Quite oftcn thc Nerd is dressed in clothing of a single
color, perhaps with stripes, and has hair that could pass convincingly for the nest of a Suasion bird of prey.
The Nerd rarely, if ever, engages in hygienic activities, preferring
instead to spend shower time lawling the hours away in front of
World of Warcrack or perhaps painting a royal insignia on thc
power shield of a Space Marine Terminator captain.
For that is onc of the defining duracteristics of the Nerd: he is
nerdy about something. It can be anything. You can have a tabletop
game nerd; a video game nerd; a photography nerd; a collector-ofirritating-I lawaiian-shirts nerd. Nerds come in every shape and
size, but thcy arc all incredibly ovcr-informcd about somc subjcct
that a normal human being would never nccd to know about.
Normal humans have no desire to become ncrds because of the
second defining characteristic of thc Nerd: he is socially awkward
and oftcn downright repugnant. No one wants to be seen with the
Nerd; the Nerd, however, is OK with that because everyone clsc is
basically a bottom-feeding plebe with no lifc, unable to rattle off
the stats of a level 80 warlock from memory.
Standing in contrast to this pariah of humanity is the Geck.
The Geek shares somc things in common with the Nerd-they arc
both over-informed about some subject or other. There arc math
gccks, programming geeks, geeks who are really into cooking
and nunchucks... the list goes on. The key difference between thc
Nerd and the Geek, however, is that women will voluntarily talk
to them. Gecks may break into a sweat over the latest "Star Trek"
comic book release, but they have the ability to hold a conversation
about the weather without it turning into a commentary on the
effects of storm douds on zombies.
If you ever just sit around campus people watching, you casi
pick these people out. Most of thc individuals you'll sec are just
straipt up normals. You'll know the Nerds and Gccks when you
see them.
The Nerds will be wearing their glasses, be dressed in solid
brown, or perhaps yellow, somehow moving down the hello walk
in a fetal position. There will be a wide bubble void of life surrounding them, as even squirrels don't want to be seen with a
Nerd. Hide behind your newspaper, because if this person comes
up to you and starts talking you'll be stuck in a never-ending conversation about the strengths and weaknesses of Jean-Luc Picard
as a leader of men.
The Geeks, on the other hand, will be walking quickly, dressed
in trendy fashion, typing away on their geek-device of choice (a
Palm Pre or iPhonc, probably) while holding a conversation with
a beautiful girl.
Ultimately, it is the overarching goal of both the Nerd and the
Geck to live life happily ever after with an attractive woman. It can
be theorized, therefore, that Geeks are merely hieser on the social
evolutionary scale than Nerds, having risen above the level of female anathema that is Nerd-ness to something that chicks dig, like
NIichael Cera or Jim from "The Office." Geeks know that it's cool to
be over-informed as long as they take showers now and again.
So, to you Nerds out there, take note. Comb your hair, get contacts, and try a deodorant other than Essence of Ork. It'll do wonders for your social life, and you'll have to carry about a +20 Stick
of Warding at all times to keep back the waves of women begging
you for a date.
At least, that's what the Gecks keep promising me...
JARViSisaivnior majoring in journalism. Commenu can be sent to jerocijarvist?whitworthian.com.
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A better bike solution
mantled and destroyed several machines in my time.
My bike would be saved from rusting, but I don't
JULIANNE
think it would be much of a bike afterward.
LUCKS
If you happen to be as skilled as I am, or your
ccumint
roommate simply refuses to allow your bike to be
in your dorm room, there is this invention I have
recently discovered called a bicyde cover. The averSo, it snows it Spokanc, in case you haven't no- age price for one of these beauties is about $30. Now,
ticed. Last ycar, wc even got a record amount-sei- for college students, $30 can be a bit much, but if you
eral feet of burying beauty. I remember taking three consider the length of time you're going to be using
solid hours to find my car after Christmas break No, the cover, $30 really isn't that expensive.
I knew thc location; I just couldn't find my car bcAlso, I have a brillian* t idea about storing bikes ftsncath the fcct of snow piled on top of it. Thank you, side each dorm: a room could be set aside just for
Mother Nature, for thc damage donc to my car.
students' bikes. Ifyou're in Boppell, you have a wonNow, let's say you don't just have a car, you also derful storage room for your bike. The rest of us, I
have a bicycle. Imagine that bicycle bcncath nearly have decided, should be able to manage without a
eight feet of snow.
game room.
I recognize the fact that Whitworth is in the mid"In East, I feel like wc already don't have a game
dle of several building projccts, and that finances are room. All we really have is a pool table; sophomore
stretched tightly. However, I have .
Alaina Thompson said. In order
been researching ways to protect
to play pool, we have to find an
bicycles all winter long, mostly
RA first, and that is very inconveal have a brilliant idea about
because a rusted bike gets us nonient if you want to play at 3 a.m.
where.
storing bikes inside each dorm: and no RA is awake:'
One idea is to get to know a room could be set aside just for
We don't need a game room in
someone living in Spokane that
the winter. We have friends, movstudents'
bikes!'
has an actual garage. Not only
ies, snowshoeing, snowboarding
should said person have a garage,
and all the othcr winter activities
but he or she should be willing to
that don't have to involve a pool
allow you to storc your bike there during the snowy table.
seasois. If this someone won't allow you to protect
Even if the game room idea is rejected, there's got
your bike via garage stdrage, feel free to make a new to be something we can do to accommodate stufriend.
dents. I would venture to say that thefts might ocIf this fails to work, even though you've exhausted cur less frequently if an enclosed indoor area were
your social network to its fullest extent, try doing as reserved for students year round, at least during the
junior Benjamin Everett did last winter:
nights and winter. Whether this means building or
"I had to dismantle my bike and put it in my room setting up a storage shed, reserving a spare room or
in Duvall to kccp the snow and ice from destroy- allowing students to store their bikes under stairing my bike. It would have rusted to shreds; Everett wells, something needs to be done to protect bicycles
said.
However, not everyone is skilled in the art of dismantling machines. In fact, I have successfully dis-

LUCKS is a senior majoring in English. Comments can be sent to julianne.

lucksewhitworthian.com.
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A reputation

of -excellence
The Whitworth Choir receives a great amount of support frotn the Vs'hitworth facult» as many have participated in the choir themselves.
"1 have always felt that the choir has been very oved and supported," said
Debbie Hansen, head of the music department.
Rick Hornor, professor of theatre at Whitworth and member of thc choir
from '66 to '70, also thinks that there is a significant amount of support for
thc choir on campus.
1 feel supported and I'm convinced that administration highly regards
the arts in general and specifically the programs here at Whitworth," i for-

nor said.
I lowever, there have been concerns about the fact that the choir has no
place to rehearse on campus.
"I sure wish they'd be more proactive in making a choir rooni," !tumor
said.
he choir's tradition of excellence has been acknowledged in many different ways over the years outside of Whitworth.
One such distinction was an invitation to the American Choral Directors
Association regional convention in February 2008.
Some of our growth has been recognized by being invited to events such
as the ACDA convention; and to sing at one of their conferences, one must
go through a rather vigorous audition process and thcn at the cnd of that be
invited to sing," said Marc Hafso, director of the Whitworth Choir.
The choir also was able to go on tour to Argentina and Uruguay this past
May, thc first international tour for thc choir in more than .I0 years.
"It connected our students to other communities and Cultural experiences, which also gave us the opportunity to present the sante program multiple
times in different venues, and that is a grrat educational experience: Hafso
saki.
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worth Choir, the group has continued t
ways and through many venues.
In the past the choir has performed "1
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director at Vhitworth.
Professor of music Marc I lafst) is the
Whitworth Choir and has been at Whit
for seven years.
"IVItat I like about the choir is that it z
of students from across campus:. I lafso
Debbie I Jansen, chair of the IMISiC
the choir and its success.
"lhe students have always loved it,"
evident by the fact that they are willing
hour for it."
One of the reasons students give for
many tours the choir has gone, includin!
Festival Tour to Seattle.
"Ibis tradition ola Christmas season
with a performance of Ilandefs "Messia
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Beyond making music, the Viiitworth Choir makes sure there is an emphasis on interpersonal relationships.
The way to building those relationships, said Marc Hafso, director of thc choir, is through learning one another's stories.
"We are not just singing songs; we arc singing stories," liafso said.
Some people involved with the choir scc it as a lifc-changing experience and are never the sail% after participating in it.
One such member is Rick I lornor, professor of theatre at Whitworth and member of the choit irom '66 to '70.
"I just loved it," I lornor said.
'Mc impact on l'ornor was greater than hc could haw ever imagined.
"There are certain songs that still stick with me," Hornor said.
For instance, he said that he still gets choked up when he hears "Amazing Grace."
Debbie I iansen, head of the music department also said that many former students consider the choir to be one of the
most significant experiences during their time at Whitworth.
All of the directors of the choir have worked hard to connect with the students and if you liare people who are talented
musicians and have a heart for thc students, that has power," Hansen said.
Hornor has some vcry strong convictions about the choir's role on the Whitworth campus.
think the c.hoir is critically important to the campus community," Hornor said.
:'. Hafso secs thc choir as a good representation of the campus community, spanning almost every major Whitworth di..

fat

'"Ihc choir is Whitworth at its best; Halso said.

ABOVE:Members of the Whitworth choir take a break during
their tour of Argentina and Uruguay during May of last year.
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LEFT:Marc Hafso leads the Whitworth choir in warm-ups durinta recent rehearsal.
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On

the streets: teen homelessness

Yong Kim
Online Editor

,

It's 2 a.m., and while most teenagers are in their beds fast
asleep, Kristine Wood is sitting in a back booth of Shari's
restaurant trying to escape the cold.
Wood orders her usual plate of frcnch fries and coffee.
Lots of cream and lots of sugar. Shc writes poetry to kill
the time, until an employee eventually kicks hcr out after
several hours.
At one point in time Wood was part of Spokane's homeless youth.
At the age of 16, Wood was kicked out of thc house by
her mother after she canse out as lesbian.
14.
Afterward Wood started couch surfing, rotating through
five of her friends' homes from Rogers High School where
she attended. But after awhile, the parents of Wood's fricnds
asked hcr to stop staying at thcir homcs.
For the first time, Wood was homeless and it wasn't until
two years later that she would be able to get off the streets.
"It was survival of the fittest: Wood said.
Numbers on teen homelessness in Spokane vary. Determining a perfectly accurate numbcr of homeless youth can
r
be difficult, especially sincc homelessness can be temporary, and many experience it on and off over time.
In the city of Spokane, approximately I,500 teenagers have bccn reported as runaways and missing peoples,
according to a 2009 report from the Spokane Police De4
partment. However, not all tccn runaways arc considered
homeless.
The Spokane City Human Services identified 368 homeYong rms/11'hitwof thian
less teens in a one-day count of all homeless people in the
Two homeless teens pose on the street In Spokane. Homeless teenagers often become Ilke family to each other.
City of Spokane and thc county in early 2009.
Organizations that provide services for homeless teens
more than 100 students attending arc considered homeless
such as Volunteers of America's Crosswallc, daim to serve normal life, Underwood said.
Courtney Dcymonaz, 22, experienced homelessness for by Spokane Public School's Homeless Education and Re;
an average of 1,000 youths in a year in Spokane while Cup
several months when she was 17. Though Dcymonaz slept source Team Program.
of Cool Water served 497 street teens in 2008.
The HEART program considers any unaccompanied
A 10-yrar plan has been implemented In a joint initiative on the streets only on two occasions when homeless, she
youth also as homeless teens. Unaccompanied youth are
of the city of Spokane and Spokane County in an attempt hasn't had a stable housing situation tnost of her lifc.
There are enough resources in Spokane for homeless considered teens who are not in physical custody of a parto end homelessness in thc region by the year 2015.
Nationally, an estimated 3.5 million people, 1.35 million teens to get out of their situation, but there is a general ent or legal guardian.
%Vood, who is now 30 years old, lives in Portland and is
of them children, are likely to experience homelessness distrust towards institutions and the system," Dcymonaz
in thc process of finishing her bachelor's degree at Portland
in a given year, according to a study done in 2007 by thc said.
Spokane has about 14 meal-providing State University.
National Law Center on Homelessness
services on a typical weekday and drops to
and Poverty.
Wood has bccn a tireless advocate for helping homearound
half
during
weekends,
along
Many homeless teens live on the
with
less
youth and received the Presidential Volunteer Service
it's interesting to me how
counseling and housing services, accord- Award in 2008 as a result of her work and volunteerism
streets for various reasons. Famquiddy people can treat you
ily, housing and economic problems
ing to the Feed Spokane Coalition.
with New Avenues for Youth, an organization for homeless
differently.
Most people have
are prominent causes for most youth
By the end of Wood's two years of being teens in Portland.
misunderstandings of why
homelessness.
homeless, she was on the brinie of drop"I think I'm an exception: Wood said. "Often I think of
For Wood, the option of staying or
ping out of school, and getting involved where I would be right now if Barb didn't come into my
people are homeless.'"
leaving home was not a choice.
with drugs, crimc and prostitution-a life."
Kristine Wood
Wood eventually resorted to squatcommon route for many homeless youth.
Wood experienced the difference in how she was treated
ting in places such as the announcer's
It wouldn't be until Barb Silvcy, interwhen shc became homeless. She was a high school athlete
boxes at both Gonzaga Prep and Rogers
vcntion counselor for Rogers I ligh School and involved in theatre engaged and active likc many other
High School baseball stadiums, and various places down- who decided to take Wood into hcr home, that things students.
town. Within a year of being on the streets, shc met a group started to turn around.
"It's interesting to me how quickly people can treat you
of other homeless youths who became what shc called her
Not only docs Silvey work with homeless students, she differently," Wood said. "Most people have misunderstandstreet family.
has adopted many of them. In thc span of 10 years, Silvcy ings of why people are homeless."
Sid Underwood and Leonard Costa, both 19 years old, has had 19 foster kids. Wood fell right in the middle of that
For somc homeless teens, thc reality of living on the
have been homeless since they were 13.1hey met each oth- number.
streets is a mix of both pride and nsodesty.
er on the streets of Spokane.
"I didn't go find [homeless] kids, they just kind of came
"Street kids may not be book smart but we're not dumb:
They both said homeless teens have close relationships to me," Silvey said.
Underwood said. "We know how to survive without monwith one another.
Silvey has worked for 29 ycars as both an official and un- ey:
Being homeless has become easier than trying to live a official advocate for at-risk teens at Rogers, a school where
Contact Yong Kim al yong.kiin@whitivorthian.corn.

in this case, try not to stare too hard
WRITER'S REVIEW

Ryan Graves
Staff IVriter
There are certain films you watch that
demand you to suspend your disbeliefjust
a little bit more than others. "The Men
Who Stare At Goats" forces this upon you
with its opcning scene of a veteran U.S.
Army general flat out running straight
into a wall.
The film's preface states "More of this
is true than you would believe," an essential warning to those about to experience
the film. This is a rather absurd film, but
you probably realized that by the time you
read the film's title.
The story is about a small town Amencan reporter, Bob Wilton, played by Ewan
McGregor, who still can't nail an Amencan accent. Why do Hollywood producers

have faith in his portrayal of Americans?
He couldn't do it in "Big Fish," and he can't
do it here.
Bob 'Wilton, embracing the call to adventure after the divorce from his wife,
sets out to be a war correspondent in Iraq
in 2002. On his journey he meets Lyn Cassady (George Clooney), a former soldier
of the top secret division of the U.S. Army
titled the New Earth Army, a special force
specializing in peacekeeping through psychic powers. They could spy with only
their minds, and kill with only an undistracted focused stare. They are a force of
deadly psychic soldiers, but they prefer
the term Jedi Masters. And it's right about
here when the film starts to get very weird.
But in this case, I like weird.
Through flashbacks we learn the history
of the New Earth Army, how the famous
Bill Django (Jeff Bridges) discovered the

power of the mind during his tour of duty
in Vietnam. %Ye see the embrace of hippy
culture in the army, and it's during these
scenes we get the funniest bits. The image
of Jeff 13ridges frolicking in a grassy knoll
has been frozen in my mind sincc seeing it. It flashes back and forth from the
history of the New Earth Army, and the
current mission of Bob and Lyn who find
themselves compelled to fulfill a mission
in the Middle East.
Throughout the whole film I caught
myself asking many times: "What's true
here, and what's not?" The film blurs thc
line between truth and fiction but what it
is really doing is taking an absurd plot and
absurd charactcrs and throwing them into
a melting pot. Did any of this really happen? Well, I guess it really doesn't matter;
it's only a movie.
The joy ola movie like this is the fact that

you can't predict where it is going, because
almost everything in the film is ridiculous.
From car crashes caused by mental cloud
separating and goat liberation missions by
use of L.S.D., the film is able to really get
away with whatever it wants.
In its absurd and bizarre story it also
has room to ruminate on thc subjcct of
mythology. It doesn't really explain why
it cares so much about the archetypal
themes of destiny and adventure, the call
of the hero and the theme of redemption.
Maybe I missed something, or maybe it's
just trying to keep up the Star %Vars references.
Is thc film complete stupid fun? Not
quite; I think there's a fine line between
absurd and stupid, but I don't think I'm
one to judge that here.
Contact Ryan Graves at ryan.graves@
whitworthian.cont.
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Competition encourages excellence
Katie Palmer
Staff Writer

The National Association of Teachers of Singing (NATS) competition was hosted on campus Friday, Nov. 13, and Saturday, Nov. 14.
The event takes place every fall at one of the universities in the Inland Empire Chapter, which includes Whitworth University, Whitman
College, Eastern University, Washington State University, University of
Idaho, Central Washington University, Gonzaga University and d few
regional community colleges.
NATS is "an organization that not all but, many, many voice teachers
belong to, said Scott /stiller, assistant professor and organizer of the
event.
NATS is essentially a singing competition with six divisions based
upon age. Friday night, the musical theater and high school divisions
sang. Saturday, beginning at 8 a.m. were the remaining auditions. Finals were held later on Saturday.
"We try to de-emphasize the competitive aspect of it but there are
awards given," Miller said. "It's kind of neat to just get together with
other singers from other schools and hear them, and kind of hear what
the competition out in the world is like."
Mollie McConib, a senior majoring in music and theater, has participated in NATS the past three ycars and has been preparing all semester
for this year's competition.
Each student prepares three pieces for each division. and since McComb is competing in musical theater and the classical division, she
had six pieces.
"One thing I'm really looking forward to is that, this year, its on campus. Ifs nice to be on home turf and there's no excuse not to do it."
N1cComb said.
Quite a few non-music majors participate as Ivell; whether they are
theater students or taking voice lessons on the side, its a good experience for everyone, NIcComb said.
One may ask, if this is a completely voluntary competition, what motivates students to compete?
"The educational and valuable aspect of it is the educational and performance part, in terms of students getting ready three or four picccs
and dressing up in performance attire, having the pressure of performing and the pressure of being evaluated," Niiller said.
About 30 Whitworth students competed, with 165 participants total.
Three faculty pianists had prepared alongside thc 30 students. Each
pianist had about 30 songs to perform.
"We are really fortunate that wc have three fantastic pianists that are
playing for all of the Whitworth students," Miller said.
Miller spoke highly of the student participants' motivation.
"I honestly think they're motivated because thcy want to be excellent and this is a good test," Miller said. "It's valuable to gct other input

Orchestra's Fall
Concert to take
place Saturday

1,7

The Whitworth Symphony Orchestra Fall Concert
will be on Saturday, Nov. 2,
at 3 p.m. in Cowles Auditorium.
General tickets are 55
and free for students and
seniors.
For more informations,
contact Loree Swegle at
(509) 777- 3280 or !wegle@whitworth.edu.

Two-person
Christmas play
starts Nov. 20
.#40*;

_
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Senior Hannah Quamme smiles during her performance In the National Association of Teachers of Singing on Saturday, Nov 14.

and criticism and also encouragement from professors from different
schools."

McComb was hoping to do well this year.
"I did well last year and in years past. I'm not gonna say anything's
guaranteed, but it'd be nice todo well and especially since it's hcrc, it'd
be nicc to represent Whitworth well," she said.
Contact Katie Palmer at katie.paltner@whitworthian.com.

'Tuna Christmas'" a tvoperson comedy, will be performed on Nov. 20-22, Nov.
27-29, Dec. 4-6, Dec. 11-13
and Dec. 18-19 at 7:30 p.m.
in the Spokane Civic Theatre.
General Tickets are $21,
$19 for seniors, $14 for students.
For more informations,
go to www.spokanecivictheatre.com or call (509) 3251413.

Compiled by loolim lim
Source:Whitworth campus crews

A space epic

worth playing
mminzrampumimmum
Jerod Jarvis
Opinions Editor
Ah, the games of yesteryear: Those games of ground-

breaking innovation and glorious storytelling. Those
games which required more imagination than videocard. Those games which inspire gratuitous amounts of
nostalgia in those who played them.
Of course, some of those games arc more deserving
of nostalgia than others. Games like "System Shock,"
"Starcraft," "Deus Ex" and "Final Fantasy VII" (if JRPGs
are what you're into...shudder*) all earned their places
in the history books through their.respective arcas of
excellence.
"Homcworld" is one of those games, though not all
of you will have heard of it. One of the first that I ever
owned and played, it is forever seated in my memory as
one of the greatest games ever made.
"Homeworld" is a real-time strategy space epic telling
the story ola people exiled from their home planet by
a devastatingly powerful empire. Millennia ha.ve passed
since the exile, however, and knowledge of their origins
has faded to nothing but the foggiest memories and legends. When an ancient map is found in the husk of a prehistoric starship that details a path through space back
to their home, however, disparate tribes are united in an
effort to take the stars and travel back to their home.
The journey is long and marked with innumerable battles against overwhehning odds. The story is
told mostly through pre- and post-mission cut scenes,
vhich, despite the lack of recognizable characters, manage to be engaging and emotionally involving in a way
that few RTS games are.
Homeworld originally shipped with a 50ish-page
mok providing ridiculous amounts of detail into the
back-story of the game-a classy touch that is rarely, if
.ver, seen today. The game play itself was groundbreakng for the time, the first game to feature fully three dinensional combat-a system which has never really been

See EPIC, page 12

At Fuller, Dr, Glen Stassen's
research into biblically-faithfid
just peacemaking practices is one
of the many exciting areas being
explored. If you feel called to
deeper Christian service, we .
invite you to join us in one of
our many programs designed to
impact global society.
THEOLOGY,
PSYCHOLOGY
INTERCULTURAL STUDIES
Pasadena
Colorado
Southwest California Coast
Northern California Texas
Northwest Online

www.fuller.edu
1-800-2FULLER

.com/fullerseillitla
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Check out the top
grossing nui vies of the
past weekend.
DISNEY'S A CHRISTMAS
CAROL

$31,000,000

MICHAEL JACKSON'STHIS
IS IT
$13,000,000
THE MEN WHO STARE AT
GOATS

$13,309,000
THE FOURTH KIND

$12,521,000
PARANORMAL READING
$8,600,000
THE BOX

$7,855,000
COUPLES RETREAT

$6,428,000

WHITWORTH.FM

TOP 15
These are the top 15 albums from 1Vhitivorth.

fin. For more information go to whitworth.
fm.
1

PASSION PIT

`The Lion King' comes to Spokane
Hannah Neill
Staff Writer
"The Lion King" musical made its debut in
Spokane on On Wednesday, Nov. 1 L. Based
on the 1994 Disney movie, The Lion King,"
the musical has been on 13roadway sincc its
debut in July 1997 in Minneapolis and moved
to the New Amsterdam Theater in October
1997. It debuted in London in 1999.
"The Lion King" is 13roadway's ninth longest-running show behind "Phantom of the
Opera: "Cats," "Beauty and the Beast: "Rent"
and ''Chicago: It has been produced in thc
U.S., Mexico, the United Kingdom, Francc,
Spain, Taiwan, China, Korea, South Africa,
Australia and thc Netherlands.
Elton John wrote the music of The Lion
King," with lyrics by Tim Rice. The rest of the
score was composed by Hans Zimmer, who
worked on the soundtracks of "The Prince of
Egypt" and "Batman Begins," along with many
other movics and musicals.
Over the years, "The Lion King" has bccn
nominated for 11 Tony Awards, which arc
the highest honors offered by Broadway. Its
nominations inclae Best Scenic Design for a
Musical, Best Costumc Design for a Musical,
Best Choreography, Best Original Score, Best
Performance by a Featured Actor in a Musical
and many more. It has won six Tony Awards.
The musical takes all of the original components of the Disney movie and adds ncw
songs and twists in the storyline. The character Rafiki is now portrayed by a woman, to
up the number of leading women roles. Also
present is a new sccnc between Niufasa and
Zazu, where Zazu commcnts on Mufasa's parenting.
One major addition to the storylinc is when
Scar attempts to take Nala as his mate. She refuses and announces that she is leaving. She
receives the blessings of the lionesses during
the new song. "Shadowland:' The newest section of thc production, the Lioness Huni. involves a particularly complicated dance scene,
made more demanding due to the large head-

kale 0/1fIllestonwthun

One of the masks used in "The Uon King" sits on display at the Davenport Hotel.

blown away," Corwin said of hcr experience.
Shc doesn't have a favorite part, but she remembers being amazing by thc sets, staging
and costumes.
As a music major, Corwin's interest in musicals starts with the music, but it goes beyond
that.
"I'm literally obsessed with musicals. I don't
know if that goes with being a music major,
but it doesn't matter. I love them anyways,"
Corwin said.
It is showing at the !NB Performing Arts
Center in the Spokane Public Facilities District. The show will run through Sunday, Dec.
6, showing every night of the week cxccpt for
Mondays, with both matinees and regular
shows on specific dates.

dresses worn by thc actresses.
Almost all of the animals portrayed in the
musical require the actors to use tools to movc
various parts of their costumcs. The actors who
play the giraffes are on stilts, and the costumes
of Scar and Mufasa incorporate mechanical
headpieces. Actors in life-size puppets portray the hyenas, Zazu, Timon and Pumba.
The characters that require puppct costumcs
demand a lot from the actors. The puppet costumes put a lot of strain on the necks, backs
and arms, making them the most demanding
parts physically.
Freshman music major Kristen Corwin is
attending "The Lion King" with fellow freshman Kalli Watson, and sophomorcs Alison
Gonzalez and Tori Sullivan. Corwin first saw
"The Lion King" in eighth grade.
"I absolutely loved it! I honestly can't remember it that much, but I remember being

Contact Hannah Neill at hannah.neill@whitworthian.com.

"Manners Frenchkiss'

2

BUILT TO SPILL

°There Is No Enemy"

3

NOAH AND THE WHALE

"The First Days Of Spring"

4

MUSE

"The Resistance"

5

PHOENIX

"Wolfgang Amadeus
Phoenix"

6BRAND

NEW

`Daisy'
7

AH HOLLY FAM'LY

"Reservoir"
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bettered, in my opinion, even by such recent cfforts
as "Sins of a Solar Empire."
"Homcworld" is still available online, through the
likes.of Amazon and cBay (the Gamc of thc Year
edition, which includes the aforementioned handbook, is also available on Amazon), and I highly recommend it to any fan of science fiction or strategy
games. The sequel, "Homeworld: Cataclysm" is also
excellent, though the "true" sequel, "Homeworld
2," was a disappointment (truthfully the only disappointing game I can think of that the developer,
Relic, has released).
I've waited long years for a game to be released that
holds the same magic for me that "Homeworld" did,
and though some games have come close, no other
strategy game since then has really done it. Find it,
buy it, play it. If you love it, congratulations, you have
good taste. If you hate it, cut this article out, light it
on fire and stuff it up your left nostril.
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Contact ferod Jarvis at jerodjarvis@wititworthian.
COM.
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Soccer on NCAA tournament run
David Rurik
Staff 1Vritcr
NORTHWEST CONFERENCE

STANDINGS

Kara Heatherly
Assistant Sports Editor
Aftcr winning the Northwest Conference, the
Whitworth mcn's soccer team faced a daunting
week of NCAA tournament play and a chance
to make history.
This Saturday, Nov. 14, they rose to the diallenge presented by Chapman University, defeating them 2-0 in the first round of the tournament. The Bucs record went to 14-2-3 for the
season, and Chapman finished the 2009 season

FOOTBALL
NWC ALL

LINFIELD

9-0

5-1

8-2

WILLAMETTE

MENLO

The Pirates took quick scoring advantage in
both halves.
The first goal for the Pirates came in the seventh minute of the match from senior forward
Keith Kirsch, his fifth of the season, with an assist by sophomore midfielder Dion Coxc.
Five minutes into thc second half another
opportunity arose as freshman fonvard Kckoa
Mountcastle Ivas fouled inside the penalty arca,
lining up senior forward Elly Bulega for the penalty kick. Ihe shot was saved by Chapman goalkeeper '1.1cr I ladzinsky.
Eight minutes later sophomoie midfielder
Justin Meyer found sophomore midfielder Cameron Bushey who's touch placed the ball in the
net on the far post, giving Bushey his third goal
of the season.
SVIiitworth was outshot by Chapman 12-9,
however the I3ucs lcd 5-3 in shots on goal.
Sophomore goalkeeper Brian Shape was.able
to handle all three 'saves in Saturday's game, raising his shutout total to eight games.
The Pirates went on Sunday to play the Clareniont Mudd-Scripps Stags in the second round

A/

di
4111

penetration.
he score remained 1-0 in Pirate favor untu l after halftime, when, in the 51st minute, the
Stags' freshman forward Jered Bernstein scored
off ofan assist from his teammate, freshman forward David Taylor.
Vith thc score tied, the Pirates kicked into
high gear in an attempt to regain control.
Seven minutes remained in regulation. Soph-
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of tournament play.
Kirsch capitalized early on Sunday for the
Pirates with a header off of a corner kick from
Bushey.
Aftcr Whitworth's early lead, the Stags picked
up the play defensively to ward off thc Pirate's

1

3-3. -

¡WHITWORTH

at 11-5-2.

WHITMAN

Photo courtesy e Afatt Stuakk

Freshman fonvard Kekoa Mountcastle goes up for header against Chapman In Saturday's playoff game
In Califomla.The Pirates won 2-0 and will play again next weekend against Hardin-Simmons.

omore midfielder Natc Spangler gained possession of the ball ncar the middle of the field,
broke free from his defender, dodged the rcst of
the Stag defense that posed a threat and fcd the
ball to Bulcga. Bulega finished the shot from 12
yards out to give the Pirates the edge they were
looking for.
The Pirates held the Stags for the few remaining minutes and ended the game on top.

Bucs hope to hook

fourth NCAA trip

David Rurik
Staff Writer

Brandon I kmming/Whitworthian

The Whitworth men's basketball
team comes in to the 2009-2010 season
ranked 16th nationally in Division III.
As a well-balanced team full of talent
that spans from freshmen to seniors,
the Bucs look to make their way into
the NCAA tourn. ament for the fourth
season in a row. Looking to better last
year's performance of 23-6 overall and
RILEY
BEAL
12-4 in conference play, the Bucs have
their work cut out for them. This season
they look to be strong at home as well.
The NCAA Division III rankings place Whitworth in a position they are familiar with. Three years ago the team was ranked sixth in the nation .
"I've been really pleased with the character this team has shown and their desire to get better every day and Ivork hard, said nine-year head coach Jim Hayford.
"They've set really high expectations for themselves, and they're on their vay to
realizing those expectations:'
The team's first pair of games come next weekend, Nov. 20 and 21, against two
solid opponents at the Puget Sound Tip-Off Classic.
Friday's game is against the No. 10 University of Wisconsin-Stevens Point.
will probably be the best game in the whole country," Hayford said.

Sophomore Michael Taylor competes In the slam dunk contest during Midnight Madness Thursday night in the Fieldhouse.

See BASKETBALL page 14
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The Pirates will move into the round of 16
in thc NCAA tournament for the third time in
school history.
Next weekend the Pirates %vill face off against

Hardin-Simmons for the second round of play.
Contact David Rurik at david.rurik@whitworthian.com.
Contact Kara Heatherly at Icara.hcatherly@
whitworthian.com.
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Seven athletes given football honors
Peter Landgren
Staff Writer
This past week seven IVIlitworth football players were

named to thc prestigious 2009 ESPN Magazine COSIDA Academic All-District VIII College Division football team. The
team is a collection of thc best student football athletes, and
NVhitworth players filled seven of the team's 23 spots, showcasing the multifaceted nature of the 2009 football team.
The offensive selections for the COSIDA tearn feature junior offensive lineman Emilio Sulpizio, senior offensive lineman Michael Nahl, sophomore quarterback Andrew Durant
and sophomore offensive lineman Zak Richardson.
The offensive honorees feature many different majors and
interests, but all the players are excellent students. Sulpizio is
majoring in biochemistry, and has a 3.82 GPA. He is a starter
for the offensive line along %%ith Nahl and Richardson. Richardson is an accounting major with a 3.97 GPA, and Durant
is a health fitness and physical eduotion major with a GPA
0E3.67.
Nahl, the lone senior out of the group, is a kinesiology
major. He has maintained a 339 GPA throughout his time
at Whitworth and following graduation he aims to go into
a graduate assistance-ship, a program that will allow him to
coach at a college level while also earning his masters in exercise science or education.
"Time management is key," Nahl said regarding his succcss
over the last four years. "I have to set aside time every day to
do homework. just two or three hours where I can focus and
get something done:
Nahl eventually hopcs to become a college football co`ach
or possibly a professor.
There were three selections from Whitworth for thc defensive COSIDA team. Sophomore defensive back Derck
Stottlemeyer is the youngest of the group, and is an engineering physics major with a 3.81 GPA. Junior defensive lineman
Travis
-id junior dcfcasivc back Roben Schaefer round
out the COSIDA selection.s. Niles has a 3.98 G PA as a theology
major, while Schaefer is a biophysics major with a 3.56 GPA.
'These selections just go to show that you can be a college
athlete and do well in school: Niles said. One doesn't have to

Intr
with

mural Coordinator
phen Baranowski

After bringing home two challenge soccer
league championships, Team Aspen made the
jump to the big times this year by joining the
power league. The season has started well for
Team Aspen who has won more than half of
their iames to date. The team has been together
for three years under various aliases.
all started in the fall of 2007 with the
freshmen and sophomores in Stewart Hall Our
first semester we were the Slug Bugs, then Team
Matt Brown because he has awesome facial hair
and came to every game as our mascot, then we
were The Big Green and now Aspen; said senior Dan Lewis, member ofTeam Aspen.
The team is well rounded and gets contributions from every player.
"%Ve all have our different strengths. [Senior]
Ryan Chute is our wall of a goalie. although the
defense, led by junior roommates Chris Dorn
and Erik Lawson help Ryan keep the scoring
low. [Senior] Janelle Zych is always charging
the ball and either taking possession or forcing
the other team to pass and (freshman) Bekah
Daniels always gets open. We can always count
on her to get the ball down," Lewis said.
"[Freshman] Chip (George) Goodrich is a
beast of a player charging everyone and bringing in excitemeni We also haVe the Dill siblings on our team allowing us to be a team
made up of love. Junior Kenny Dill has a bullet
of a shot and is always able to pull us through
somehow. His sister, sophomore Caitlin Dill
has the speed to attack the ball, accurate passes
and like her brother Kenny, has a great shot;
Lewis said. 'And I am the forward trying to set
up good shots for my teammates and get a few

it

quick shots off myself:
With solid play all around. Team Aspen is
looking to win their first powei championship
come December.
"So far we have rocked it in Power and we are
expecting to win the championship this semesLewis said.
Send comments to editor@whitworthian.coin.
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From Left senior Michael Nahl, junior Emilio Sulplzio, sophomore Andrew Durant, junior Travis Niles, sophomore Zak Richardson (not pictured: juniors Derek Stottlemyer and Robert Schaefer) eamed Academic All-District honors In 2009.

come at the expense of the other:*
Niles, a two time COSIDA honoree along with Emilio
Sulpizio, also stressed thc importance of time management
in his success. Niles hopes to take a year off after college to
travel and work in German); and then continue his education
in pursuit of a doctorate.
The seven COSIDA selections are an animation of the
overall academic strength of the %Vhitworth football team.
"It's just a great team and a great group of guys: Nahl said.

"Most all of the players are very intelligent. %Vhitworth is a
h.ud school to get into and everyone is pretty academically
focused."
Six of the seven honorees arc slated to return next year, and
the team is looking fonv-ard to a great season both on and off
the field.

Contact Peter Landgren at peterdatidgrenewhitworthian.
COOS.

BASKETBALL

continuedfrom page 13
7he team's schedule begins on the road through the rnd of
November and into December. The team's first home game
is on Dec. 11 against University of California Santa Cruz
followed by a home match up during thc week of Dec. 14
against North Central (Minn.), and a trio of games during
winter break. all at 7p.m.
The team is counting on the Pirate student body to carry thcm through thc season especially during the games
through finals week and thc winter break.
We love when the student body gets involved; when they
get painted up-that's thc good college sports atmosphere,"
athletic director Warren Frcidrichs said. "I'd encourage any
students that arc on campus to come and take a look. %Ve
need to raise thc roof in the Fieldhousc."

Conference play will begin Jan. 2, at Willamette.
"There have bccn a lot of high expectations about thc
team this ycar and we haven't proven anything yet till we
play a game, but the team is coming together; junior guard
Clay Gebbers said. "Wc always have a great group of guys
here and we're excited to sec what wc can do. Hopefully we
can go farther than ever this year in the NCAA tournament.
It will be a lot of tough games but a big part of our team is
how close we are."
The Pirates have a challenging scason ahead of them but
are hopeful that their hyped-up crowds and deep talent will
pull them through.
Contact David Rurik at ilavid.rurik@whitworthian.com.

Women's soccer finished
Pirates' season ends abruptly
without a bid to the NCAA
Division III tournament
Kara Heatherly
Assistant Sports Editor
After repeated success throughout the season, the Whitworth women's soccer team was disappointed last Monday
to find out that, once again, the bid for the NCAA division
III women's soccer championship was not theirs to claim.
Our season was really awesome; senior midfielder Lindsey Oakes Said. "We had a lot of fun, we v-rorked hard and we
won lots of close games."
The Whitworth Pirates had an overall record this season
of 17-3, 14-2 in conference play. Their Northwest Conference rivals, the University of Puget Sound Loggers, took the
Northwest Conference and vere thus automatically given a
spot in the NCAA tournament.
"I feel like we did well and did all we could do but just
didn't get rewarded in the end," senior midfielder Molly
Moore said.
The Loggers had an overall season record of 18-1-0 and a
conference record of 15-1. Their only loss this seasón came
from the l'irates in mid-October.
"We match up against UPS, player for player; all around I
think we're a better team," Oakes said. "We have better skills,
they're just a very big, athletic team with girls that can score
a lot."
The NCA.A tournament is compiled of 60 teams. Thirty of

those teams are conference champions and the rest arc determined by a group of NCAA officials based on such things
as preseason matches, rankings and consistent records. Historically, the teams who receive those 30 bids have been predominantly East Coast teams.
ibis feeling is all too familiar for the returning Pirates.
Last year tensions were high as they awaited the news to see
who would continue in thc NCAA Division 111 tournament,
and once again, the Pirates fell short.
'1 think W C did all that we could do; I think the NCAA
bids are very political," Oakes said. We played our hearts
out all season and we couldn't have done anything more;
even if we had beaten Whitman, I don't know that we would
have gotten the bid:
Determination could be the kcy to success for the Pirate
women. After two years of disappointment, the women are
inspired to Ivork that much harder next year to claim what
they feel they deserve.
1 think the girls will be a very strong team ncxt year, and
could win conference. We only lose two starters while UPS
and other tcams in the league are losing big time players;
Oakes said. "The coach is new this year but has whipped the
team into shape. Most of them are cotning back next year."
Despite an early and disappointing cnd to the 2009 season.
the Pirate's record speaks for itself. Bid or no bid, the Pirate's
have had one of the greatest seasons in women's soccer history, and in their frustration they reminisce of the matches
%von and the lasting friendships made.

Contacting Kara Heatherly at kara.heatherly whitworthiati.coni.
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Coach offers expertise, talent
Julia Bechtold
Staff Writer
Tell me about your experience as a basketball player and
what somc of your favorite memories are of that time.
I played basketball at East Anchorage High School in
Alaska.. We won the state championship my senior year.
beating Wasilla High School, which is one of my favorite memories. After high school I played at University of
Oregon. We made it to the national tournament three out
of my four ycars. Some of my favorite memories from college are playing USC, Texas and Georgia, all of whom wcrc
ranked no one the season we played them. While we didn't
beat any of those teams, all the games were dose and it was
great playing against some of the greatest players in women's
basketball: Cheryl Miller, Cynthia Cooperand Teresa Edwards. My favorite memories though are just playing with
my teammates. I am still friends with a number of my teammates and the quality of the people with whom I played is
amazing. I learned so much from them.
Could you tell mc about your favorite coadi (one you had or
a famous one) and how they influence your coadiing style?
I think the people that influence my coaching style the
most arc the two coaches I was an assistant coach under. The
first one was Ntike Petersen; he was an assistant at Oregon
when I played and then I worked with him at Gonzaga for
two years. I le influenced me because he had a good balance
between focus, competitiveness and humor. My nature is to
be humorous and competitive which can turn into sarcasm
when mixed so, learning how to balance that has been helpful. I also learned a bunch about the X's and O's of coaching
from Mike. llic other influence was Elaine Elliott, the head
coach at Utah. I worked with Elaine for fivc ycars at Utah,
and learned how to get the most out of players. I believe shc
is one of the basketball minds in the country
Why did you dedde to coach here?
Long story short, I felt it svas time to move on to something different from my assistant coaching position at University of Utah. I had applied for both teaching and coaching jobs, and had an Interview at a number of schools in the
Northwesi I felt that I was going to end up in the Spokane
arca. I felt God was calling me here, and thcn I didn't get
any of the jobs. Then thc Whitworth job opened. I was done
looking forjobs and was content to stay at Utah another year
when Whitworth called me about the position as someone
had recommended me for the job. In less than six wedcs I
had moved here and started the job.
What Is your favorite thing about coaching here?
I love the people. We get to coach well-rounded individuals who have a desire to be successful in all arcas. I love
the people of the communitythe support for each other at
Whitworth is obvious, especially in our department.
What is the best memory you have of coaching here?
On the court, would beating George Fox on thc final day
of the regular season in 2002. We had never won at GFU,

*bey Bacorillillitinytthian
Women's basketball coach Helen Higgs looks on during a
November practice in the Fieldhouse.

and we had to win to make it to the conference playoffs. We
won on a rebound putback with around four seconds left.
And wc went in as the second seed in our tournameni I
can still sec the celebration of the game in my head. It was
really fun. The other memories arc going to players' weddings, celebrating a big moment in their lives and having the
opportunity to see how Whitworth influenced the women
they have become.
What is your favorite thing about this yean' girls and what
Is a goal rou have for them?
I love this teams' competitiveness and passion. They work
really hard at what they do, and thcy have fun together too.
My goal for them is to live up to what is written on the back
of their t-shirts: All Out, All the Time, All Season. I know if
wc do that great things are in store for this team.
Contact Julia Bechtold atjulin.bechtold@whitworthian.com.

Danielle Douvikas
On Nov. 14, at the NCAA West Regionals, the women's
team placed first out of 17 teams while the men's team
placed fourth out of 16 teams.
The women's team top finisher for the 6K race svas
sophomore Dana Ntisterek who placed third with a time
of 22:10.74. Freshman Joy Shufcldt took sixth place with a.
time of 22:29.25. Thirdly, sophomore Tonya Turner placed
eighth with a time of 22:44.29. Junior Kathryn Williams
placed 13th with a time of 23:03.28. Senior Jo E Ntayer
placed 21st with a time of 23:41.36. These five women lead
the women's team to their first-place victory.
Seven runncrs from the women's team will be leaving
for nationals next Thursday including Misterek. Williams,
Turner, Shufeldt, Mayer, senior Kaitlin Hildebrand and
senior Emily Morehouse. At nationals, these women will
compete against the top Division III schools in the country.
"We are really excited about going to nationals," Mister& said. This is a huge achievement for us as a team:'

The only other time the Whitworth women won their
region WM back in 2002.
We pushed ourselves to the max," Shufeldt said. "We
knew in order to win, we would have to give our best efforts, all the training we did all year paid oft'
For the men's team, sophomore Aaron Jenkins placed
1 lth in the 8K race with a time of 26:09.04. Junior Nick
Gallagher placed 12th with a time 26:15.19. Sophomore
Tyler Dudley placed 17th with a time of 26:23.00. Senior
Collin Stewart placed 27th with a time of 26:52.96. Senior
Trevor Berrian placed 33rd with a time of 27:04.68.
Contact Danielle Douvakis at daniellealourakis@whitworthian.com.
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sports talk with colin zalewski

'At least I won't
get Gatorade
dumped on me'

Runners take
NCAA region
Sports itrritcr

fri

. with Sports Events Coordinator

Collin Gibbs
The miles of terrain ran by the Whitwoith women's
cross-country team now leads them to the Division III
Championships. Last weekend the womcn blew away
the competition, scoring 57 points lower than secondplace Whitman College. Led by sophomore Dana
Misterek, the Bucs will compete in Cleveland, Ohio .
for a chance to claim a championship.
For the men, their hopes to reclaim their regional
title fell short. The men finishcd fourth overall, but
both sophomore Aaron jenkins and junior Nick Gallagher secured spots to run at the national meet next
weekend. The team must wait for the announcement
on whether they will receive an at-large bid to the
championships.
This weekend will mark the return ofboth men's and
women's basketball. The Whitworth men enter the
2009-2010 season ranked 16th in the nation. However,
their claim to remain ranked among the nation's best
will be continually tested in the coming weeks. On
Friday, the Pirates open up with the University of Wisconsin-Stevens Point at the University of Puget Sound.
Look for junior forward David Riley and senior point
guard Nate Montgomery to lead the charge.
The women enter the season tooling to finish at the
top of the Northwest Conference standings. An early
preseason victory over Big Bend Community College
gives the women momentum as they travel to Walla
Walla to take on NAIA powerhouse Lewis-Clark State
College and Macalester.

There had to have been a point a few Saturdays ago
when University of Southern California head football
coach Pete Carroll said, "I have no idea svhat to do:'
Old Pete was having a nightmare on the sidelines of
Autzcn Stadium in Eugene. Ore., as he could do little
more than watch the demise of his team's season in
front of his cycs. The USC football powerhouse was
being trounced by the highflying Oregon Ducks. And
the cheesy pun I just used was not without reason as
the Ducks outran, out jumped and out-muscled USC
on both sides of the ball.
With a final score of 47-20, it was the most points
allowed by USC under Carroll, and the utter domination by the Ducks was exemplified by their 613 yards
of total offense. If thc U.S. is looking for a threat to
Usain Bolt, it should look to LaNtichael James who
ran for 183 of those yards for the Ducks.
You know the funniest thing about this thumping? Oregon lost the next weekend to a 5-3 Stanford
squad. Just a wed; aftcr giving a smack-down John
Cena would have been proud of, the Ducks go out
and lay an cgg. On the other side the Trojans beat
Arizona State to follow up their blowout loss.
Blowouts can make for monumental events. They
can make for events one side never will forget, and
ones the other side will always try to forget. They're
like a train wreck; the worse they are, the more you
want to look away, but you just can't.
A good beating can make a season for one team
and send the other team home crying to their mom-.
mies. It can cost a coach a job while securing another's. What do you think is going through coaches'
minds in the midst of such a game?
"At least I don't have to worry about getting the Gatorade dumpcd on me."
"I am totally giving the othcr coach a 'dead fish'
handshake when this thing finally gets over."
"I picked a bad day for Little Johnny's first game:
If none of these, you'd have to think the coach's
mind is not exactly focused on the game. \Yhen you
look up at the scoreboard and realize you need a
miracle comparable to Jesus parting the Red Sea in
order to win, your mind might just drift a little. Especially if you're getting beat by the New England Patriots, shaking hands with Bill Bclichick in his cut-off
sleeves after the game is just adding insult to injury.
Now, I have picked on USC a couple times this
year, including when the University of Washington
miraculously beat them. So, I must admit to never
being much of a Trojan fan, but I respect Pete Carroll, and he always puts forward such great teams, it is
hard not to call attention to a rare Trojans loss.
On a side note: I wonder who would win between
the Trojans and the NFL team the Oakland Raiders...
my money's on USC.
So, in honor of the Ducks' dismantling of So-Cal's
dream team, here is a brief run-down of some of the
worst blowouts of all time:
The 1940 NFL championship game (not
yet the Super Bowl) was not exactly one for the ages.
The Chicago Bears gave the Washington Redskins a
shellacking they're still trying to forget with a.73-0
win on the Skins' home turf. Thank God it was not a
metaphor for WWII, in the nation's capital.
In 1989 the World Series was a Bay-area battle between the San Francisco Giants and the Oakland Athletics. Oakland pulverized the Giants with
a sweeping 4-0 series. Barry Bonds was still playing
for Pittsburgh, but he wasn't on steroids yet and his
neck was still the size of a regular human being's, so
he wouldn't have been much help.
The 1990 NCAA men's basketball final vras
not exactly a memorable day for Duke. The Blue Devils fell hard to University of Nevada Las Vegas, i'vho
became the first team to score over 100 points in a
final as they went on to win 103-73.
Looking baek, we can all recollect times when we
have been on the winning side of those blowouts.
They feel good for awhile. We've also been on the
losing side, where the embarrassment resonates until
we vindicate ourselves on another opponent in the
next game. When it comes to blowouts, no matter
where you stand, they make for some unforgettable
memories.

Send comments to editor@whitworthian.com.
Send comments to editor@whitworthian.com.
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for a photograph In front of the
Big Dipper in downtown Spokane on Thursday, Nov.
12. The ßi g Dipper Is a concert venue which allows the
"Campus Kitchens"' homeless outreach to utilize their
space in order to serve food and hand out clothing.
TOP: Five men pose
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ABOVE: Sophomore Jordan Call and freshman Chase
Ramey from the basketball team pass out pizzas to

cheering audience of underclassmen at the end of
Midnight Madness, Nov. 12.
a
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ABOVE RIGHT: Al Staggs portrays the 20th century

pastor and theologian Dietrich Bonhoeffer in a
one-person play in the Robinson Teaching Theatre on
Nov. 10. Bonhoeffer was incarcerated and executed in
Nazi Germany for his role in the German resistance
movement.
Ta)lor
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RIGHT: Sophomore Sarah Trax, freshman Chris

MUM, freshman Kirsten Huisingh, sophomore Molly
Wendell, and freshmen Janine Loo and Kelsey
Fitzgerald gather around senior magician David
Kuraya during the Up Till Dawn event on Nov. 13.
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CHECK OUT THE MULTIMEDIA PAGE AT WHITWORTHIAN.COM FOR FOUR NEW AUDIO SLIDESHOWS:

tlw Spokane Humane Society, A feti Chorus, and more
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MEN'S SOCCER

Registration ispainful
enough without Whitnet
being unreasonably slow
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Comedian Tony Deyo
creates an opportunity to
slwwcase student talent.

The men's soccer team's
season ends with a trip
to Division III Elite 8.
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nreturned
Jan erm fee
use unclear
Candace Pontoni
News Editor
Last year, 89 students who were enrolled

nrm study abroad tours forfeited the
"Early Bird Special," an incentive program that
allots $100 to students who make timely payments toward fees required to participate in
overseas programs, said 'Michael Le Roy, vice
president of academic affairs.
'that means that roughly S8,900 worth of accrued funds was left over after money had been
credited to students who qualifted for the program.
Money not returned to students who forfeit
the program each year is available for allocation
to other international off-campus program initiatives, said Darla Freeborn, student accounting services manager.
A portion of the unused funds were used to
absorb 51,500 in losses resulting from the cancellation oían overseas study program to Japan
scheduled for summer 2009, said Michael Le
Ro» vice president of academic affairs.
Students who had paid for the tour had their
money refunded completely.
"Access to those funds enabled its to give the
students a full refund," Le Roy said.
Allocation of left.over funds from the account of the Early Bird special is approved each
year by Le Roy.
At press time, Le Roy had not provided information about the allocation of the remainder of the excess funds from last year's incentive
account. Information about the total amount
accrued in prior academic years and specific
programs to which the funds have been allotted has also not been shared at this time.
Le Roy said funds accrued from students
who forfeit the incentive special are put toward
programs that unexpectedly rise in cost due to
the devaluing of the dollar, programs that may
exceed expected costs or are cancelled for reasons beyond 11'hitworth's control, and international education initiatives to expand study
abroad opportunities for 'Whitworth students.
development of the Costa Rica Campus
is an example of an education initiative that
might meet the criteria for allotment of excess
funds, I.e Roy wrote in a recent e-mail.
Access to leftover funds from the Early Bird
incentive program has given administrators a
new option for handling a case in which the
cost of a program unexpectedly increases.
In the past, if the value of the dollar dropped
in a certain country to which a Whitworth
study abroad tour seas planned, administrators
had to either cancel the program, ask StUdellt5
to make additional payments or pull funds
from existing budgets, Le Roy said.
"We used to take funding out of the general
operating budget to cover extra expenses:. he
said.
'the Early Ilird Special WaS established because administrators working with overseas
in Jan
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ABOVE:Flags rest on the stage at the International Banquet Friday.
RIGHT:Junior Hillary Chun dances the Hula during the banquet.
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Professor's book 'controversial'
Natalie Johnson

"'Me major theories on the development of the gospels since
the Enlightenment are based on interna) evidence among the
gospels alone, vhile largely rejecting what the early church had
to say about the formation of the gospel tradition," he said. "Nly
proposal has the advantage of interacting constructively with
both internal evidence in the gospels and the testimony of the

Production Ala fiager

In his new book. "The I lebrew Gospel & the Development of
the Synoptic Tradition," professor of theology lames Edwards
challenges long-held assumptions about the Bible and sheds
new light on the controversial theory (if a fifth gospel.
early fathers."
Edwards' book is the culmination of 12 years of intensive
Edwards said the I lebrew Gospel has remained largely unstudy of the gospels and early Christian writings and research studied in the theological world and, in his opinion, has been
in monasteries and libraries around the world.
scandalously overlooked.
In his book, which was released in October,
"Most scholars don't know much about the
Edwards presents evidence for the existence
I lebrew gospel and many deny that it existof the I lebrew Gospel, an early account of Jeed," he said.
"If this book gets traction, it
sus' life that he says was written in I febrew by
Throughout history, Edwards said, Chriswill cause a significant change tians have been hesitant to accept a I lebrew
the apostle Nlatthew and preceded the synoptic gospels of Nlatthew. Mark and Luke.
in how early Christianity
ancestor to the gospels. The theory of the I lethis book gets traction, it %vill cause a
brew Gospel is still unpopular with many in
is understood."
significant change in how early Christianity
the theological world.
James Edwards,
is understood," he said.
"hough no copies of the I lebrew Gospel
Professor of Theology
Edwards refutes in his book the increasare known to exist, Fahvards' research and
ingly popular theory oían early gospel called
study of ancient manuscripts has convinced
Q, saying there simply isrit evidence lo suphim to believe unwaveringly that it once did.
port it.
"We know libe I lehrew Gospel) did exist because it was re"I wrote ithis book) to redirect study of the gospels in a more
ferred to about 100 times in the first nine centuries of Christ ianfruitful way than Q has taken us," Edsvards said.
ity," he said.
Instead, Edwards says the gospel of Luke was based in part on
In addition, some .10 quotations from the 1 lebrew Gospel exthe I lebrew Gospel.
ist in the first four centuries of Christian history., Edwards said.
"I am giving a SICW explanation for the source of. the gospel
Although the I lebrew Gospel was never considered canonical,
°Clarke," he said.
it vas considered authentic and held in very high regard by
Edwards said that half of Luke is full of Semitisms, Greek early church leaders.
ords and phrases that indicate they are translations from I le"From our perspective, the Hebrew Gospel appears to be
brew, which strongly suggests that they derive from an early
Ilebrew source.
See GOSPEL, page 3
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the semifinals.
The team is coached by professor of communication studies Michael Ingram and associate professor of philosophy Keith Wyma.
The team is made up of five Whitworth students: senior Dan I lerve,
junior Jared Lollar, sophomore Benjameen Quarless, senior Mary
Rupert and sophomore Michella Sutherland.
"Every team is different. Some, [members are] new students,
some arc returning: Wyma said in a phone interview. "Every team
brings different personalities, skills, majors and backgrounds. Each
student is unique in what they do, how thcy present, and the views
they have."
According to a Whitworth press release, the competitions are
structured around a moderator who presents questions to teams.
The questions are based on ethical concerns from a myriad of topics. Prior to the competition, the teams are given a set of ethical
issues from which their questions will be drawn. For every round
thc team is asked a question by a panel of judges, and is given time
to formulate an answer through reasoning, application of ethical theories and cognent-policy analysis. The team then presents
their formal answer and answers subsequent questions from the
panel. The answers presented by thc team are critiqued by a panel
of judges, who rate the team in the areas of intelligibility, focus on
ethically relevant considerations, avoidance of ethical irrelevance
and deliberative thoughtfulness.
"One of the things most exciting about this ycar, especially for
the students, was thc preliminary rounds. We stood 3-0, all of the
teams were from state schools, and we triumphed," Wyma said.
Questions asked to the Whitworth team during thc competition pertained to the creation of synthetic meat. policies in which
women pay higher rates than men for comparable health carc and
whcthcr Kenya should manage national parks and resources in

!CS.-.130V

November 19, 2009 in Seattke, WA

British Columbia

Central Washington

Whitworth
Arowite farna/Mutuvothi.vw

cases of severe food shortages, according to the press release.
As the Ethics Bowl team will not be going on to the national
competition, their season is over.
Wyma is eagerly awaiting next year, and hopes some of thc students from this team will return.
"We've been going strong for six years; our tcams have always
been competitive. At nationals last year wc beat teams from state
schools, and elect private East Coast schools. Our students are

well-educated, they can compete with anyone. and hold their own:
Wyma said.
Contact Hale)' Atkinson at haleyatkinson@whitworthian.cont.
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Scene Editor
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Whitworth's Ethics Bowl team placed third in the Northwest
Regional competition on Nov. 14. The Whitworth team defeated
challengers from Central Washington University and Nlontana
State University to reach the semifinals, but was narrowly beaten
by a second team from Central Washington University in the semi-

Slight drop seen in SAT scores
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finals.
This is the eighth year in a row the IVIsitworth team has ¡nade

GENERAL INFORMATION
The print

Ethics team takes third place
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Hid Martin, Ennne Montoya. Stuart
Lione, Hannah Holt knh Olsby, Katie Palmer,Anne
Roth, David Runk, Lauren Rush, Ryan Sutherland, Tara

Joanne Maguire,

Sadartan, Sophie Seto*, Andy Son% Caleb Skyne,

Jacquelyn%%Met Ins Wu. Sara Wysodf.

Um blew*

555 compared to 546 last year.
Staff Writer
Pfursich said IVIiitworth offered admis.;
sion to a larger number of students because
The average SAT score for critical read- competition for high achievement students
ing and math for this year's incoming class is greater during the economic recession.
dipped below 1200 for the first time since
"Competition for students is even more
2006, according to 'Whitworth University's difficult because some students looking at
admission and enrollment
Whitworth may choose
data.
not to come here because
The average SX1* score
of the higher costs: Pfur"When you offer admission to
for critical reading and
sich said. "It is more chalmath was 1199 for this
lenging for families to afa larger number of students,
year's incoming class, there is typically a slight drop in ford private universities,
while the averages for the
and somc are looking at
average SAT ScOteSf
incoming classes of 2007
lower-cost options."
Fred Pfunich,
and 2008 were 1214 and
Pfursich also added
rice Preskient ofAdmissions
1213 respectively. The avthat in light of SAT scorerage score of thc freshing. the 15-point drop
man class of 2006 was
from 2008's SAT average
1197.
to this year's is not that significant.
Fred Pfursich, vice president of admis"In reality, a 10 or 12 point difference
sions and financial aid, explained that the is not a huge difference on the SAT. That
higher number of students in this year's in- would be like getting a 600 on each (critical
coming class is partially why the SAT aver- reading and math section] versus a 604 or
age has droppcd.
605: Pfursich said.
"When you offer admission to a larger
In addition, the SAT now has three comnumbcr of students, there is typically a ponents. Pfursich said admissions considslight drop in average SAT scores: Pfursich ers the writing section as well as the math
said. This happens because you are admit- and critical reading sections.
ting so many students that may not have
According to the College Board's Web
been admitted the previous year. We want- site, the cssay section was added to the
ed to make sure the incoming class was at SAT in March 2005. The average critical
the right size."
reading and math score for the incoming
The number of students offered admis- class of 2005 increased from 1164 in 2004
sion increased from 2,086 in 2008 to 3,128 to 1204. Since then, Pfursich said the score
in 2009. This is different than the number has stayed within the 1200 range.
of students who chose to attend WhitHowever, Pfursich also said there is a
worth and enroll. The number of students variety of different ways the quality of the
enrolled in the incoming class of 2009 was incoming class is measured.

One way is whether students enter with
itoriois; Pfursich said that means students
haVe at least an 1870 overall SAT score.
"'Mat translates to about a 1 250 math
and critical reading score. ibis year, the
number of incoming freshmen entering
with honors is 10 percent higher than last
year", Pfursich said.
Pfursich also added that students with
honors have a GPA of 3.75 or higher.
'The average GPA hasn't varied at all
during years where the average math and
critical reading SAT is a little up and down:
Pfursich said.
Doug Sugano, professor of English,
agreed GPA is another way to judge the
quality of students apart from SAT scores.
Sugano said it is optional for applicants
to submit SAT scores if students agree to
an interview, and SAT scores are more ola
sociocconomic gauge.
"ISAT scores] don't necessarily directly
correlate to the quality or preparedness of
students. In fact, most research now shows
thc bcst correlation with SAT scorcs is the
grandparents' income," Susano said.
Pfursich said that Whitworth monitors
the quality of students in many ways besides SAT scores.
"We always monitor and arc always aware
that we want students to be high quality':
Pfursich said. "Academic quality is certainly important to us, and we don't think this
kind of difference is significant unless we
scc a downward trend:
Contact Rachel Bair at rachetbair@whitworthian.com.
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New class
will focus
on culture
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Students have begun registering for a new class
designed to explore Latino culture in the United
111. 110
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Professor of theology James Edwards talks about his new book, which argues in support of
the existence of the Hebrew Gospel.

GOSPEL:

Book explores possible source of Luke

the Synoptic Tradition" has been his main
project during his time here.
"When I came to Whitworth in 1997, I
an unknown or even phantom source," he
said.."It was actually widely known in the had this in my head; he said. "I didn't have
a solution but I was well on my way."
early church:*
Professor of theology Jerry Sittscr read
Over the past decade, Edwards' research
has taken him to some of the oldest libraries and critiqued Edwards' book before publiand monasteries in Europe and the Middle cation.
Sittscr said Edwards integrated facts into
East. He has researched and studied ancient
manuscripts in Germany., 'flukey, Austria, a holistic theory that explains the origins
of the synoptic gospels
Israel, Egypt and Greece,
in a way that no previous searching for pieces of
scholar
has.
and clues about the 11e"It's going to be controversial
"It's a very convincing
brew Gospel.
because it's challenging the
argument; he said.
In all of his work, no
Q hypothesis, which has been
Sittscr believes thc
actual copy of the Hearound for 175 years:'
book will be especially
brew Gospel turned up.
controversial because ' it
as Edwards had hoped it
Jerry Sittser,
challenges more prevamight.
Professorof theology
lent theological ideas.
"It may be forever lost
"It's going to be conor destroyed," he said.
"But it is still possible that it may surface troversial because it's challenging the Q
hypothesis, which has been around for 175
somewhere at some time:
In 2007, Edwards was invited to conduct years: he said.
Edwards said he won't gct feedback from
research for his book at The Ccntcr oflheological Inquiry in Princeton, a prestigious scholarly reviews until 2011 at thc earliest,
program that selects 12 research scholars but hopes his book will transform how thc
each year to pursue their inquires ai argu- gospels arc studied and taught.
"Until now, if thc average person asked
ably one of the bcst theological libraries in
the world. Edwards said the six months he how did we get the gospels, the best answer
spent there tirovided him optimum oppor- has been, We don't really know: There is
my
tunities for research, writing and thcologi: a great deal of ignorance," he said.
proposal is followed, we'll be able to say
cal exchange with other members.
Though he has written three other books much more about that:
and numerous articles since coming to
Contact Nahilie Johnson at natalie.john%Vhitworth in 1997, Edwards said "The
continuedfrom page
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Hebrew Gospel and the Development of

EARLY BIRD:

sosi@whitivorthian.COM.

Forfeited program funds accrued

continuedfrom page I
study programs saw a need
for an incentive to motivate
students to make payments
on time. One hundred dollars was added to the cost
each student pays to participate in an overseas study
program so that a monetary
incentive could be given.
The special started in
2006, wrote Sue Jackson, international education center
director, in an e-mail.
As overseas study programs arc funded entirely by
student payments, components of the programs cannot be paid for until student
fees are collected.
"We can't buy airline tickets until money is given to
those programs; Freeborn
said.

Hotels are also reserved in
advance with student fees.
"If there was no incentive,
a lot of students wouldn't
pay on time: said Charles
Tappa, assistant director
of off-campus programs.
"%Ve would spend countless
hours tracking down people
to get them to pa'
Even with the incentive
program in place, Tappa
spends hours trying to get
students to pay.
"Every time they are late
with a payment, I have to
send them an e-mail saying, 'Hey, you missed a payment,- Tappa said.
If a student misses a second payment and still has
not paid the previous payment, a drop warning is sent
to the student along with a
deadline for catching up on

payments, Tappa said.
Students who make every
payment on time and return
required papenvork by an
established deadline %vill
receive $100 back through
the incentive program in
December.
"My goal is to have a $100
credit allocated to every student," Tappa said.
Last year, I 1 I students
met payment deadline requirements, Le Roy said.
The incentive program
has reduced the number of
late payments made by students, Freeborn said.
We had a real serious
problem," Freeborn said.
has been reduced."

it

Contact &ndace Pontoni
candace.pontoni@whitworthian.cons.

at

States.
The class, Latinos in the U.S., was added to the
course offerings for spring last week due to the efforts of interested students and modern language
professor Lindy Scott.
The idea to have a course like this has been
around since 1)1-ore 2005 but a number of factors
needed to fall into place before it could be offered,
Scott said. Student demand had to be high enough,
funding had to be available, a professor was needed
to teach the course, and a place it could fit within
the curriculum had to be determined.
seems that the time is right for %Vhitworth to
move ahead in this direction," Scott said.
The course, which will be taught in Spanish, %vill
cover both the history of Latinos in the U.S. and
the themes of acculturation, education, employment, family, immigration and religion, according

it

to the course description on Whitnet.
Scott has taught the class at Wheaton College,
and found it to have two main impacts on studcnts.
"The students who have taken the course have
been almost universally amazed by the history
of.Hispanics in the U.S.; he said. They become
aware of the important, positive contributions of
Latinos and more appreciative of them:
Scott describes the Hispanic-American culture
as a culture that has not been studied enough and
therefore tends to gct put down or ignored.
Thc other impact Scott has seen is a development in Hispanic Amcrican students of more
pridc in their culture.
"Not only do Hispanic-Americans recover
some of their history of who they are, where thcy
are coming from and where they arc going, but
thosc who arc not Hispanic-Americans also say,
should study my Norwegian or Irish-American
background more,'" he said.
Senior Marco Garcia, who recently chartered
the Latino Student Union, would like to see more
classes such as this.
"I definitely fccl that as a Latino student knowing about the impact that my culture has on the
U.S. would bp imperative to really understanding
myself and the U.S. as a whole; Garcia said.
He also mentioned that some Latino students
at Whitworth who are interested in learning more
about their cultural background had been disappointed with the scarcity of opportunities to do
SO.

This is especially important in light of the growing number of Hispanic-Americans in the U.S., senior Gillian Goodrich said.
"Knowing Spanish and understanding IlexicanAmerican culture will become increasingly useful
to anybody in the U.S.," she said.
Visiting communications faculty member Joseph Vigil will be teaching a class on U.S. Latino/a
film that will highlight the importance of communicating well with people of different cultures.
"It's a very diverse society and it's increasing in
diversity, so communication competency is so important: Vigil said. "To be able to create an environment academically where students can engage
in different ways related to cultural awareness
does a lot in terms of our service to studefits:
Scott said that the growing importance of courses such as this one is highlighted by the number of
Spanish double majors. But relating to Hispanics
effectively can go beyond learning Spanish.
"To truly know Hispanic-Americans whether
they're first, second, third or 10th generation, we
need to know their language but also their background," he said.
Senior Corey Newman, a student majoring in
Spanish and political science, supports the idea of
courses such as this one.
"I think that Whitworth on a whole has been
trying to make a moVe toward more multicultural
classes and I think that fits our goal; Ne%vman
said. "The Latino voice is a very important voice
in the American culture and we should make an
effort to understand it:
Contact Evanne Montoya at evanneationtoya@
whitworthian.corn.

Campus

BRIEFS
Faculty Concerns
are addressed in
recent assembly
Myths about online student evaluations were dispelled by Brett Edstrom,
associate professor of music, who spoke on behalf of
the faculty promotion and
tenure committee during
the faculty assembly meeting held on Monday, Nov.
16.

Edstrom said there is
no difference between the
consideration given to online student evaluations
currently being utilized
and the paper evaluations
used in previous years.
Faculty have expressed
concern that more weight
is put on student online
evaluations by the committee. The fact that all
courscs are now evaluated
has also been a concern for
some professors. In previous years, professors could
choose which course they
would solicit student evaluations from.

Sex trafficking

-

to be discussed
at coming event
The International Justice
Mission will hold an event
to raise awareness about sex
trafficking around the %torld

and promote discussion of
the subjeci A movie will be
shown and discussion will
be led by a professor. The
event will be held in Robinson Teaching Theatre on
Dec. 4. Questions should be
directed to Elizabeth Lewis
at 509-777-3276.

Club returns to

Whitworth, will
focus on service
The Circle K Club was
approved by ASWU on
Wednesday, Nov. 18. Circle
K is a collegiate program
of Kiwanis International,
an organization dedicated
to serving children around
the world. Kiwanis operates as Key club in high
schools.
Circle K is one of the biggest international college
service clubs with about
500 clubs in 17 countries.
The club has been at Whitworth before. The goal of
club leadership is to saw
the greater Spokane area.

Compiled by Candace Pontoni
and Rachel Bair
Sources:

Whitwortkedu
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EDITORIAL: IN THE LOOP

--111E Folz

More transparency needed
with use of Early Birdfunds
For the past few years, students particrpating in Jan Tcrm study abroad trips have been
able to receive $100 back if they submit their
payments and paperwork on time.
In order to have this Early Bird Special.
$100 has been tacked onto the price of each
Jan Term program. If the student does not
make thcir payments on time, they're out an
extra $100. But where does that money go?
Finding out exactly what the administration is doing with this cash has been a little
tricky. It seems logical that it %mold go back
into a fund for Jan Term trips, but that doesn't
appear to be what is happening.
Administrators intersiewed for a story
featured in thc news section this week said
the main reason the incentive program was
initially implemented svas because students
were not making payments on time. This
subsequently crippled thcir ability to reserve
hotels and pie-purchase travel tickets.
Wc recognize the importance of meeting
payment deadlines, and believe an incentive
program may be necessary to motivate students to make payments on time. NIorcover,
it can be argued that students who make payments and turn in papcnvork on time have
nothing to lose through thc program. In
December, one month before thcy depart on
their study tour, students who qualify for the
incentive receive back thc extra $100 they
contributed.
The amount of students who do not qualify for the incentive program, however, is sizable. During the 2008 fall semester, 89 studentrdid not meet payment and papcnvork
deadlines and subsequently forfeited their
refund. That leaves $8,900 lying on thc table-S8,900 that the administration has been
reluctant to be accountable for. The $100 of
each student who forfeits the program is held
in an account for purposes determined by
administrators. Quite honestly, this seems a
bit underhanded.
Michael Le Roy, vice president of academic affairs, has stated excess Early Bird funds
are put toward overseas programs that rise
unexpectedly in cost, or international education initiatives. Specific programs that have
benefited from the excess funds have not
been revealed by Le Roy, with the exception
of the auxeled summer tour to Japan. Be.
cause thii yearly fund is comprised solely of
moneY collected through student fees, more
transparency must be employed in its use.
The money that students put toward
Jan Term prograrns should be used for Jan
Term prograins. Moreover, the student body
should have the opportunity to know where
money they provide is being used. Admittedly, this particular fund is created by those
who forfeit a refund through tardiness, but
that doesn't exempt them from the right to at
least know where their dollars are going.
Students who participate in Jan Term
programs should question the destination of
the money they contribute. We think it is important that students are made aware of what
programs are utilizing the extra money.
I'Ve suggest that funds collected through
the incentive program but not given badc to
students be kept in the budget for each individual overseas program. A student may not
earn the extra S100 by turning payrnents and
paperwork in on time. But in this way, the
$100 each student contributes will directly
benefit the program in which he or she is
participating. With the amount of money
we are spending to attend this university', it
is important to us that we know where that
money is going, and it is incumbent upon the
administration to be transparent with us on
the subject.

Editorials in tl:e "In the Loop" section reflect
the majority opinion of the Editorial Board,
$vhich is made up offive editors.
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Whitnet needs overhaul
"every man for himself" philosophy.
We should be grateful, however, that ve don't have to stand
ANNIE
in line for hours waiting to talk to someone so they can register
DUGAS
us. At least we have an Internet-based system that causes little
(c.41
inconveniences in regards to saving time. Sort of. Sometimes not
getting in the right classes because we clicked thc submit button
just a fraction of a second too late requires that we run around
It was 10 p.m. in France and I was soaking wet from running begging for professors to let us into their classes, praying for a
three miles to the nearest McDonalds. I passed a few homeless signature on the yellow add/drop form.
French men mumbling creepy Frcnch words that I couldn't deThis gets old really fast. Not only for us, but for profescipher (thank God). I moved through the crowded McD's and sors who have to reject students, and for the Registrar's
frantically opened up my computer. I moved around the room, Office that receives a sea of yellow paper within the first few
or at least as much as my laptop cord would allow searching for weeks of the semester.
the strongest WiFi spot-or as the French say, "weefec."
A fcw things should change. I am no technological guru, but it
What was I trying to accomplish? I was tryseems possible to design Whitnet in a way so
ing to register for classes-specifically a good
it can handle all of the people that are permitCore 350 discussion group so that I could
ted to register at one time. Why would anyone
graduate on time and not go crazy in thc pro- "The truth of the matter is that allow too many people to access a program
cess. We have all had problems with Whitnct. Whitnet Is slow and frustrating.
whcn thc program isn't strong enough? it rePressing that "submit" button and then watchEspedally when you have that
minds me of airlines. A fcw years ago on my
ing the little thinking arrow turn and turn and
way home from Denver, my flight ended up
one dass you have to take in
turn just to find out that you didn't succeed
overbooked. lhe innocent bystanders whose
order
to
graduate,
but
you
are
and your "time session has expired" is just anspot had been taken were out of luck. I was
neck-and-neck with 20 other
other joy of being a Whitworth student.
one of them. A111 got for compensation was a
The best is Baldwin-Jenkins around regispeople in the same boat!'
wing pin. Clearl), I am not still bitter.
tration time. Everyone with zero to 12 credPerhaps more divisions of credits would
its is pulling hair out, cussing out computer
be helpful to avoid clogging up thc systcm. A
screens, while secretly competing with their roommate for the closer examination
of how many people arc registering per time
last spot in the nearly unattainable class, World Religions.
slot could be helpful to access the actual possibility of allowing
How could Whitnct be improved? What about Whitnct Facach person to gct into thc classes they need. Seniority should
cebook style? Everyone can pick out their cute little face profile still get
priority over others. It is obviously more pertinent that
and it will pop up when you log on. There can be a "walr for they get
into their required dasscs. Eventually everyone will recomments. All you have to do is request a class to be your friend ceive
the benefit of being the top dog.
and you're good to go! What a great way to view dasses in a comThere will still be unfortunate cases-Whitnet cannot and
munity-style atmosphere. Professors could have a "like" and a should
not hold all of the blame for the misfortuncs of schedul"dislike button in regards to who is registered for their classes.
ing. Not everyone who wants to take Russian Literature can enThey could be honest about how they feel about us students:
roll in the class. Adjusting class options and reworking original
"Oh, not that kid, he talks all the time without saying anything
plans comes with the benefit of having smaller class sizes.
meaningful, and that girl is so lazy, she decided to bake a cake for
The best solution, really, whether we want to admit it or not, is
her final project instead of doing any actual work"
a jousting tournament. Whoever wins gets to sign up first. Let's
I may or many not have been that girl.
bring in the cutthroat ways of the good ol' days. Well:until we
Okay, excuse the pun, but the Facebook idea is off the wall.
come to our medieval senses, someone has got to be at the botThe truth of the matter is that WItitnet is slow and frustrating.
tom. Sorry Baldwin-JenIcins; I was there too once upon a time.
Especially when you have that one class you have to take in order
to graduate, but you are neck-and-neck with 20 other people in
the same boat. Whitnet seems to be the onc thing that makes OUGAS is a senior majoring in Engtish. Comments can be sent to annieslugas@whitworeven the nice, conflict-avoiding Whitworth student take on the thian.com.
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"Twilight" of sanity

The year of the ox

Female pastors?

The Muse is online this
week. Edward Cullen's

Why are professors grading so much harder this
year? Columnist Iris Wu
has a theory.

Should women be
allowed to become
senior pastors? Read
one columnist's opinion.

lineage will be traced to
Tinkerbelle. Don't miss it:

THE WHITWORTHlAti

OPINIONS
'The, daunt terminology e. meal.
heipeel, Itte, as,k. her out:°

a humor column by Nic Vargus

k"--°

Something -winter
this way cometh

The Whitworth Dating Terminology
e-mall can help! Never be rejected
again because of incompatible
definitions! Because really, you
know, incompatible definitions were
the only thing keeping you from

In the years that I've svritten the
humor column for 'Ilse Whitworthian, I have convinced my cditors
that it is important for me to write
all my articles the last day, even the
last hour possible for it to still appear in the print edition. I've used

Ilse thing is, I know guys probably do something like this that bugs
all the ladies too, but I'm unsure of
what it is, and I'm sure it's not equal
in scope. If all the guys at Vhitworth
stopped shaving from November to
April, didn't shower and replaced our
words like "current events" to justify arms with chainsaws, for instance,
my procrastination. But sometimes it then maybe you'd know how we feel.
pays off, like toda) (which is Sunday)
Dress attire isn't the only thing that
as I start my column (which was due winter changes. Me snow also turns
on 1Vednesclay) and can look out- our humble professors into ruthless
side and see snow (which is svisite). graders. Like if the "Ilulk" version of
Eric liana mixed
II someone else
writes about snow
with that one longtisis week its probfaced actress from
"Last week I stacked two
"Freedom Writers,"
ably because they
unwed papers together, lita
(lid "research" or
that's our teachers
candle and put on Barry
once it gets cold.
some other snobManilow for them. When I got
by journalist typeWhich means it's
the paper back, the scarlet
already
started,
thing. But that's
and I know you all
really neither here
letter on top was not an Ar
have seen it. Nonor there, because
body's getting good
there is snow outside. And everyone knows what the grades anymore.
I've tried just about everything to
snow brings: sweats.
Dear freshman male, every beauti- get good grades too, but thus far it's
ful girl you've seen at Whitworth is all been futile. Last week I stacked
going to disappear itsto baggy cotton two unwed papers together, lit a
fabrics. I ler cute blouses (whatever candle and put on Barry Manilow for
those arc) are going to be replaced them. %illicit I got the paper back, the
with "Property of Old Navy" gray scarlet letter on top was not an
It's hard to understand the reasons
sweatshirts. u Ier well-fitting jean
pants will soon take thc form of loud for tisis shift in our teachers, but algreenbr blue or pink sweats. And she low me a speculation. I would muster
will wear UGG replicas every single a guesstimate that they might be upday of every single week. And then. set they have to wear fancypants outshe'll walk around campus complain- fits everyday and the students don't.
ing about how Whitworth boys are Perhaps they associate sweats with
too cowardly to ask girls on dates. sweatshops and subsequently strucAleanwhile she's growing enough ture their grading and courscwork
hair on her legs to make Zach Gall- around sweatshop ideology. Maybe
they just want students to feel in their
fianakis blush.
'Ibis isn't a joke, dear freshman element.
President Bill Robinson recentmale. It's just the way of thc world.
ly
spoke about what he called the
Even as a cynical senior, I still never ccasc to be amazed by the event. "Cotton Catastrophe" and how it
It's likc "March of the Penguins,' only has foried him to leave Whitworth
way less cutc. I mean, we're talking to pursue what he called a "Denim
about a vast majority of the female Dcstiny" elsewhere. I'm prctty sure I
population that just suddenly starts didn't just make that up.
Either way, I feel it's plain to see
wearing sweats. It's almost like a conspiracy. Like a club or something. Or that everythingbad that cvcr hapmaybe it's an office place holiday, like pcns at Whitworth is a direct result
"wear pajamas to work day," except of sweats and Dave Matthews Band.
Another bad thing is "Twilight:'
instead of work it's tise cntirc season of winter. Which isn't really fair.
Holidays aren't supposed to go on for VARGUS is a senior majoring in Engtish. Comments
more than a day. That's cheating.
can be sent to nic.vargustawhitwonhian.com.

'And look where we are now! "

coupledomlil

r<euik

fAol-

kypict,i
Aiken Benson/Whitworthiare

Shun the dating e-mail
less sacrosanct than me.
The e-mail assumcs that there is a highly
IRIS

gendered and rigid dating norm at Whitworth to which students arc expected to
adhere. By telling the Whitworth males that
they must "man up," the e-mail is implying
that the male, and only the male, is supposed
I am sure the entire student body received
to ask thc female out. The phrase "man up"
the same highly presumptuous c-mail about also implies that it is the male in the burgeondating terminology on Nov. 9. I am also sure ing relationship svho is ultimately in control.
that the entire student body was just as be- "Alan up" then takes on ominous underpinmused as I was. I also think my IQ dropped nings and implications for the poor abused
several points alter I wasted 30 seconds of males that do not "man up" and ask a female
my life reading it.
out on a date. For one, the female will probAt first glance, it is an innocent, seem- ably write an e-mail which tries to explicitly
ingly innocuous e-mail about the perceived define dating terminology and send it out to
dating norms at 'Whitworth. But wait. What the entire school.
is tills? According to this c-mail, casually
I prefer to take a more enlightened view
dating multiple people does not make me a and argue that women and men are essen"whore."
tially alike. Statistically, we think similarly,
Readers, I may be incorrcct in my as- wc make decisions in much the same ways,
sumptions, and I may just be reading too along with a host of other sfmilarities. Men
much into the e-mail that was sent without and women are inherently equal. I do not
any apparent purpose; but I think ASWU is subscribe to thc view that women are suballowing me to use the word "whore" to de- servient or complementary to mcn. Presbyscribe other females. I have been socialized terian Jesus may say that I was created from
to believe that thc word "whore" should not Adam's ribs, but we all know he's wrong. My
be uscd to describe othcr women. Its usage sole function in life is not as a baby machine
simply allows others to continue their mock- who cooks and cleans on thc side. As a feery of women. But if ASWU is allowed to male, I am not more inclined or predisposed
call people whores, docs it mean it is OK for to certain activities or preferences by nature.
me? I do believe so. My day just got infinitely But all the e-mail does is charge the students
better and my vocabulary has just been sanc- of Whitworth to fall back into antiquated notioncd by the student government. Alleluia, tions regarding courtship. As a mouthpiece
for Episcopalian Jesus has finally answered of the school; shouldn't ASWU be encourmy prayers.
aging gender equality on campus instead of
Obviously, my logic is highly flawed. But encouraging us to revert to gender roles?
equally clear is the problem in this e-mail.
I want to challenge Whitworth's fundaWhile the e-mail explicitly states that going mental assumptions about dating. Dating
on multiple dates does not make an individ- does not always need to be a male-initiated
ual a whore, I still takc issue with the usage of rite or game that females play and maniputhe word. Even though the word "whore" has late to win their ring by spring. Episcopaevolved in our vernacular to take on a harm-. lian Jesus would not be happy, and everyone
less meaning, it is still inappropriate for use knows that Episcopalian Jesus is more right
in an official e-mail. If I think something is than Presbyterian Jesus.
inappropriate, it probably is. Using the word
"whore" in an official ASSVU e-mail tarnishes the image of the student institution and WU is a junior majoring in political science. Comments can be
condones the usage of the word by people sent to iris.wuttwhitworthian.com.
WU

Impact the world around you here and now
of his desire for people to undcrstand and react responsibly
to the tragedies in the world, as well as a genuine belief in
ANNIE
his world-wide ministry.
DUGAS
Stearns took the time to make sure he understood what
te.was,
it was the speaker was asking. He then addressed the question specifically. That alone says a lot about this man and
his passion for helping people. He addresses even the little,
In my experience attending guest lectures, I have often insignificant details, simply trying to understand the quesbeen disappointed at the end. Usually they start out the tions of another. He was also well informed and was able to
evening cracking some joke, fill their lecture with intel- answer the questions with precise information. I mean, if
ligent, inspiring jargon and condude with some pressing you wanted information on the political dimate of Zimba"call to action" proclamation. I have no qualms with any of bwe was, this guy knows what is going on.
He mentioned that most of their employees overseas are
that. The disappointing point comes during question and
native inhabitants of the area. That is the goal. It's the "don't
answer time.
The speaker usually cuts into the time allotted for au- just give a man a fish, but teach them how to fish" phidience/speaker conversation to urge students to buy his losophy. I think that's extremely important for Whitworth
or her book. As thcir eyes gaze at the dock, the speaker students to hear. We spend our days learning a vast amount
quicldy acknowledges a few questions. Unfortunately, the of information, leaving class inspired to go into the world
watered down responses trail off, leaving the inquirer en- and educate, enlighten, and challenge others. We do have
a responsibility to use our education for globally edifying
tirely 'disappointed.
Richard Stearns, the president of World Vision, was not purposes, but what docs that mean on a practical scale?
lhe only objection against Stearns' lecture would be in
onc of these people. The fact that Stearns handled the Q&A
session better than any speaker I have heard is an example regards to his disconnect with students. When Stearns de-

cided to become passionate about saving the world he was
already a CEO of a company. His sacrifice was leaving a
brand new dream house he had just built; yet the ears who
were listening to him were filled with thoughts of college
debt, paying for rent and finding a job. Here we are, filled
with desire and passion, and then he tells us truthfully that
it would be better for us not to go and serve internationally.
Well, now what?
I think I'll take a stab at my own question. Why is it
that "going into the world" means spending over a SI,000
on a plane ticket somewhere far away, removed from the
comforts of the United States? Is that an appropriate re-sponse to reducing poverty and evil in the world? What
about the poverty in north-central Spokane? Perhaps we
should evaluate how much we want to help other with how
much exploring we want to do. Both of these desires aren't
bad. Question your motives for making a difference in the
world. Do you want an exciting life by saving lives in Africa, or do you genuinely want to do the right thing just
because it is the right thing to do?
DUGAS is a senior majming in English. Comments can be sent to annie.dugas@

whitworthian.com.
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Junior Hillary Chun and members of the Hawaiian Club dance the Hula to a popular Hawaiian love song at the International Banquet.

Heather Kennison

.

Assistant Scene Editor

Junior Miracle Lawyer's voice breaking out into "He's
'Able" with the 'Whitworth Gospd Choir gave meaning
to the contemporary saying "She's burninl" as Cultural

"I sometimes wonder if I could go somewhere and get
an education what I would become; onc little girl living
in Calcutta's Red Light District said.
Photographer Zana Briski gave the children .cameras so the documentarrcoUld show the world as seen
-

through their ces.

The 'flukey Trot held on Saturday was a fundraiscr for
Awareness Week (CAW) came to a dose with the Inter:
Kids With Destiny, a charity that gives these kids a secnational ilaaiquet.
The week started with Hawaiian Spam rnusubis served ond chance.
Lawyer and senior Yolande Johnson lectured Thursday
in the Hixson Union Building and slam poetry with renight on The Birth of Gospel:* With videos and Powernowned slam poet Shihan.
The musubis were made svith Spam fried with teriyaki Point slides, the pair showed the audience the evoliition
of gospel music. Viewers also learned contemporary
sauce and rice padced with seaweed.
Senior Hawaiian Club president Shea Nalcasone said phrases and sayings, such as "She's burninr and 1.guess
that some aspects of Hawaiian culture are different than after that song that's all.you need to do;
The International Banquet condudwhat people see on television, and
cd the week with performances from
CASV vas a good way to get the mesdifferent cultures around thc world.
sage across.
really nice w hen they can
The banquet was put on _by the In"It helps became it gives us anothshare their customs and
ternational Club with the help of othcr
er opportunity to showcase different
traditionswith Whitworth
dubs on campus. The International
cultures at Vhitwortli," Nalcasone
students
and fa culty, and also Banquet usually gets around '300 peosaid.
the Spokane communityf
pie, senior Vitaliia Vasylenko, presiThe Hawaiian Club, which has existed for over 40 years açWhitworth,
dent of the International Club, said.
*aka,
Vitaliia Vas
usually has about 50 members with
Vasylenko came to SVhitworth two
President of !area;atlenol Cub'
the minority being native Hawaiians,
years ago from Ukraine.
Nakasone said.
."It's really nice when they can sham
Slam poet Shihan gave students an idea of African- their customs and traditions with Whitworth students
American culture and stereotypes in his poetry:.
and faculty, and also the Spokane community," Vasylen"This Negro comes complete with crucifix, Shihan ko said.
said. "Your Negro will always look good being late...7his
From Irish and French songs about work and love,
Negro talks loud in movie theatres land] libraries."
to "Amazing Grace" performed by sophomore Kristoff
Shihan's poem "The Negro Auction Network-" criti- Decker on the bagpipes, to frcshman Annick Foyen's
cized stereotypes of African-Americans. African-Amer- performance of the Psalms on a NOrwegian saw,. the auicans need to be more responsible for the kind of mes- dience experienced a wide variety of entertainment.
sage they put out there, Shihan said.
"Everyone is so talented; Vasylenko said. "It WaS really
Wednesday continued the week of events with a docu- rewarding to see everyone so happy and participating;
mentary called "Born into Brothels: Calcutta's Red Light
Kids:* The central message was to show outsiders about
the abuse and deprivation shown to children of prostiContact Heather Kennison at heatherkettnison@whitworthian.corn.
tutes in Calcutta, India.
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ABOyE: Slam poet Shihan reads his poems during his Monday night performance.

Freshman Annick Foyen proudly carries the Norwegian flag up to the stage at the
International Banquet.
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Film shows
struggles to
find freedom
Becca Cuniff
stilif Writer

Mew Grnu`i%hitryt:luan

Senior Jeff Murray performs during a comedy show on Saturday, Nov. 14. Headliner Tony Deyo gave students the chance
to perform alter him, with the audience choosing the winner.

Students try hand at comedy
Becca Cuniff
Staff Writer
Tony Deyo, a comedian from New York City, entertained students on Saturday, Nov. 14, in the I lixson Union
Building Multipurpose Room. But he was not the only onc
performing. Three students also had the chance to perform
thcir comedy routines in front of their peers.
"I started this competition at a college a year ago, and it
was a lot of fun," Dcyo said. "I used to be a teacher, and I
thought it was a fun way to combine the two. I get to help
students with information about a career in comedy:.
Dcyo has been a comedian for the past eight years, but
was always interested in the career.
"1 knew if I didn't try it when I did, I never would," he
said.
In the past year, he has hosted this competition at several different colleges, induding Linfield College in McMinnville, Ore., and Towson University in Baltimore, Md.
The students who performed were seniors Alex Bistrevsk-y, Jeff Murray and Dmitrious Bistrevsky. Alex Bistrevsky went first, and started off his bit with a joke about
the battle between Facebook and N lySpace. To demonstrate
for the crowd, he had an argument with himself about the
pros and cons of each social networking site. He also used
his body language and voice inflections as a part of his routine more than the other student performers.

Dmitrious Bistrevsky was a last-minute entry in the
competition and performed second. i k started off his
routine by joking about his height. which is 6'67 Ile complained about how people always tell tall people that they
are tall, and how being tall is actually a disadvantage in
various places, such as dance dubs.
Both Alex Bistrevskyand Dmitrious Bistrevsky received
somc laughs during their routines, but the audience was
more entertained by the final comedian. Nlurray's routine
was longer and provoked more ola reaction from the audience. He started by joking about thc current statc of the
economy, and roughly transitioncd into a story of him getting pulled over. Although his jokes didn't smoothly flow
from one to the othcr, it seemed as if he used the awkward
jump between them as part of his mutinc and it worked.
He transitioncd from his story about getting pulled over
into the intensity of tennis matches, and thcn into his experience with water aerobics.
The audience chose thc winner by voting via tcxt message, and Murray was chosen as the winner. Althoug,h he
enjoys comedy, it is not something he wants to pursue as
a career.
"I'd be too bitter as a comedian." he said. "I'm a theology
major, so I think I'll opcn up a pub or something. or maybe
help my friend plant a church, who knows?"

Contact Becca Cuniffat becca.cuniffewhititorthian.cont.

Nlore than 10,000 tvomen and children live and tvork as
prostitutes in Calcutta, India. according to the Kids with
Cameras Web site.
In 1997. NeW ork-based photographer Zatia Itriski decided to live among the prostitutes of the Red Light District to photograph them and give others a glimpse into
their lives. During that time. she developed a relationship
ith their children, and eventually created a documentary
called "Born into Brothels: svhich was shown in the Robinson Teaching 'llicatre on 1Vednesday, Nov. 18. Nit:tubers of
Vomen in Society Everywhere (VISE) organized the event.
"WISE is about furthering gender freedom and equality,"
club president junior Carrisa Pawell said. 11te movie is relevant to %%ISE% mission because it demonstrates that it is
possible to break the cycle of prostitution:
'Throughout the course of Ilriski's relationship with the
children, she begins to teach them basic photography principles through weekly workshops with them.
As they begin to look at and record their multi through
new eyes, the kids awaken to their own talents and sense of
worth," Pasvell said. "Illriskil is able to send a few of these
kids to school, as Iva as garner an international awareness
of the situation children born in the red-light district face.
Ilriski felt the need to share the storics of those children,
SO she joined forces with filmmaker Ross Kauffman to document their daily lives. The documentary "Born into Brothels" was shown at the Sundance Film Festival in 200-1 and
has won more than 25 major awards, including the 2005
Academy Award for Best Documentary Feature. The documentary focuses on the issue of prostitution, and the pressure children face to join their mothers in prostitution.
As a result of Briski's svork. the organization Kids with
Cameras was formed. According to the Web site, the goal is
to teach the art of photography to marginalized children in
communities around the world. Kitls with Cameras use photography to capture the imagination of children, to empower
them, and to build confidence, self-esteem and hope.
We decided to show it because we liked the idea of enabling these kids to tell their storics themselves and be cm'powered by their own actions," l'awell said. "'Hie event went
well. We had about 20 people come, and I heard some good
discussion as people left the theatre:.
NVISE's mission as a club is to create gender freedom and
equality, and also empower women to pursue their goals.
"%Ve seek to support the growth of women intellectually
and spiritually, and improve the lives of women on the Whitworth campus:. Pawl! said. We aim to bring gender issues
to the forefront of Whitworth's attention, and generate discussion about aspects of our culture that are often ignored."

Contact Baca Ciiniff at becca.cuniff@whitworthian.com.

All the vvorld's a stage for this eco-drama
stay green. This means no toilet paper, no
garbage of any kind, no power use (exRyan Graves
cept for his precious laptop that keeps
Staff Writer
him connected to his fans and hatcrs who
Let's face it; the "Green" trend is the hip comment daily on his blog) and much,
new thing for people. Whether it is the much more.
The film is rife with irony. While yes, he
more energy-efficient washing machine or
organic food in the grocery store, every- does a good job of living a sustainable lifeone is quickly jumping on the train. But style, he can't avoid it all. The film opens
one man doesn't see just replacing your with his narration of the dread he has for
appliances as enough. This man went all all the trees that get cut down for such suout, and for an entire year he became the perfluous things such as T.P. Immediately
No Impact Nlan" and a documentary of following this statement, he claims that he
the same name is here to show us his ad- is doing this experiment so that he may
write a book about it. Does he remember
mirable lifestyle.
I'm not entirely sure if this film is all a that books take trees? Either way, Beavan
part of Colin Beavan's AKA the No Impact and his family try very hard and have some
Man's plan. In accordance with the film, great successes but also a few failures.
The premise of his experiment is a bit
Beavan also wrote a book (which was his
only original plan) and started a Web blog misleading. The family doesn't go the
journaling his daily struggle. The docu- whole year of living a completely sustainmentary simply follows Beavan, his wife able lifestyle; instead they slowly phase
and his young toddier as they struggle to things out. They didn't cut the power out
WRITER'S REVIEW

-

until six months into the year. One could
argue a defense for him though; it's not an
easy lifestyle to live. Think about it-could
you stop using toilet paper tonight?
Behind all of No Impact Man hype thc
Beavans were dealing with, the film is also
a portrait of thc 21st ccntury American
family. In this documentary we get a reallife drama of a husband and wife who are
trying to make their marriage work in the
midst of everything that is happening. We
see the process of compromise throughout the film. All Beavan wants is his wife's
support. All she really wants is that cup of
St arbucks coffee.
This film is much more than a how-to
guide. It didn't go into the melodrama of
the dying world. No archival footage of
razed rainforests or garbage dumps (although one does make a cameo) If anything, the film is inspiring. While at first
it made me feel guilty for not being green
enough, I could learn a.thing or.two-from

the Bcavan's example.
While I had a positive reaction to the No
Impact Man experience, the film showed
many of the negative reactions people had
to the experiment. Much of the movie
shows how Beat= has to deal with the
harsh criticism he gets from an alienated
and guilt-ridden audience. I wouldn't be
surprised if those who watch the film have
a similar experience.
Was I challenged by thc film to go out
into the world and make a difference? No,
not entirely and I don't think the documentary wants to communicate that to us.
Simply put, it's a story of a man that wants
to do good, and wants to do it right. The
surprise is that there's more. to life than
just worrying about what's in your trash
can.
Contact Ryan Graves at ryan.graves@
whitworthian.corn.
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Rue

Stephen Rue has been a lecturer in the art department since
2006 and teaches design, dratving, and seminar classes. When
Rue isn't teaching art, he's creating it. His art flues his
psychological struggles with powerful biblical themes.
Check out the audio slideshow on Stephen Rue at

whitworthian.com
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The debut full-length album from Los Angeles electro-rockers Letting Up Despite Great Faults
sounds as autumnal as anything else you're likely
to hear this fall. It's almost hard to believe that this
four-piece band, fitting snugly into a musical niche
between The Postal Service and Snow Patrol, is from
somewhere other than the Northwest or Europe. And
there are songs on the group's new self-titled LP that
stand up strongly alongside
such big-name.artists.
With bands like Passion
music
Pit and Phocnix releasREVIEW
ing albums to such wide
LETTING UP DESPITE
acclaim, 2009 has been
something of a golden year
GREAT FAULTS
for music. While "Letting
Up Despite Great Faults"
Album: 'Letting Up
draws on the success of this
Despite Great Faults'
broader genre, its music isn't
Record Label: Selfdance-y. It always sounds a
released by the band
bit like Passion Pit (in fact,
the band did a cool remix of
"Little Secrets" earlier this year), but the mood comes
filtered through Kings of Convenience.
"In Steps; the record's first song and single, is definitely the high point. The shocgazer guitar part and
long droning synths are perfectly offset by the sweetbut-not-too-sweet reverb-y melody; it all works well
enough that we don't expect anything else on thc album to be quite as good, so it's OK when it's not.
But make no mistake-these other songs are still
quite good. The instrumental emphasis shifts from
song to song, preventing monotony and suggesting
that there's more to the composition of these songs
than just pretty sound. The rhythm guitar that's so
frantic and heavy in the verses of "Pause" is totally
absent from its chorus, so when the song ends in a
quick fade we hear the same fade that has appeared
twice already, and the end conics easily.
Credit for such fcats as this belongs to thc producer, who did a really excellent job piecing the album
together. It stands in the face of thc growing trend
(sincc the '80s) of over-production, because instead
of sanding offall the interesting parts the production
here actually amplifies the character and uniqueness
of the band's songs.
On balance though, it's not a perfect album. The
second-to-last song makes the mistake of trying to
incorporate an acoustic guitar part, and not only is
the poor wooden thing acutely out of place among
the host of instrumcnts that plug in, but the recording is garbled, like it was played under water.
And while the vocals aren't bad, they're far from
special; the singer constantly sounds like he's about
to fall asleep. It's understandable too; these are easy
songs to fall asleep to.
But that doesn't at all mean they're boring: there
arc plenty of chill artists that command our attention
even as they put us to sleep, and Letting Up Despite
Great Faults is making itself at home among them.

Contact lot: Fox atjon.fox@whitworthiau.com.
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$26,500,000
PLANET 51
$12,600,000
DISNEY'S A CHRISTMAS
CAROL

$12,230,000
PRECIOUS

$11,008,000
THE MEN WHO STARE AT
GOATS

$2,773,000

WHITWORTH.FM

TOP 15
These are the top 15 al-

bums from Itihitworth.
fin. For more information go to whitworth.
fin.
PASSION PIT

"Manners Frenchkiss"

BUILTTO SPILL
"There Is No Enemy"

3

NOAH AND THE WHALE

"The Arst Days Of Spring"

4MUSE
"The Resistance"
PHOENIX

"Wolfgang Amadeus
Phoenix"

6BRAND NEW
"Daisy"

AH HOLLY FAMsLY

"Reservoir

9

DODOS

"Time To Die"

10LE LOUP

Poetry and Pie:student readings
English students, as well as faculty, read
poems they wrote at Poetry and Pie. A
variety of styles were featured.

90% First-Time CPA Passage Rate
100% Job Placement Rate
NEW Expanded Tax Specialty

$34,510,000

"The Ruminant Band"

THIS WEEK ONLINE

Masters of Accountancy

THE BLIND SIDE

FRUIT BATS

Sherionn Wirkkala, MAcc Alumnus, Staff Auditor at KPMG Federal Practice, Washington D.C.
Recipient of the Elijah Watts Sells Award, 2008

GONZAGA MACC

$140,700,000

"Family"

11WE WERE PROMISED
JETPACKS
"These Four Walls"

Porn sparks discussion

Whitworth graduates spoke about their
experiences with porn and how they view
it now

TWO

Exceptional Faculty
AACSB Accredited

,

Learn more at www.gonzaga.edu/MAcc
or contact Gary Weber, Program Director
800.986.9585 ext 7044

12 REGINA SPEKTOR
"Far

13ANNUALS
"Such Fun"

14 HOCKEY

drd

"Mind Chaos"
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15ANDREW BIRD
"Noble Beast"
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Bucs' season ends with Elite 8 loss
After pulling off a win
in the round of 16, men's
soccerfaced Dominican
University in the Elite 8

a.............oraini01111111

David Rurik
Staff 1Vriter

(

An own-goal on behalf of Hardin-Simmons University's defense was the lone goal
that put the Pirates on top of the Cowboys
and sent Whitworth into the next round of
the NCAA Division Ill tournament.
The Whitworth men. ranked 15th in the
nation. defeated Hardin-Simmons University 1-0 on Satuniay in Iowa.
The 64th-minute goal came off the head
of an HSU defender who was attempting
to dear a cross scnt in by sophomore midfielder Cameron Bushey.
Over the next 26 minutes Whitwonh
faced pressure from thc attacking HSU offense.
HSU was issued two yellow cards in the
27th and 78th minutes.
Stats for the game only slightly favored
HSU. Shots were 13-7 in favor of the Cowboys. Shots on goal were equal for the two
teams at three apiece. Comer kicks also favored HSU 6-3. HSU was whistled 13 times
for fouls to the Bucs' five times.
The match was sophomore goalkeeper
Brian Sherpe's 10th shutout of the season,
with three recorded saves on the nighi
This win placed the Pirates at 16-2-3 on

Aoto Country of ALat Stuatle

minican's goals camc just 10 minutes apart
early in thc second half.
Dominican threw the ball in close to
Sherpc's goal. Sherpe blocked the first shot
but the Stars were able to regain possession
without losing much ground.
Junior, midfielder Michael Kapifsta
scored the firsi goal of thc game, his ninth
of thc season, and in doing so gave the Stars
a crucial lead.
Ten minutes later in the 63rd minute,
freshman forward Ryan Roberts scored
again for Dominican. his eighth of the season.
4-1 on
Dominican outshot the Bucs
goal. Whitworth was whistled for 15 fouls
to Dominican's 11. Only two cards were issued, both yellows to Whitworth.
This tournamcnt run was the second in
school history to go this far. In 2005 Vhitworth defeated Trinity to make it to the Final Four. The Bucs cnd their season 9-4-2.
Overall season statistics played out as
follows:

Sophomore goalkeeper Brian Sherpe led the Pirate defense In Satunlay's playoff game
agairut Hardin-Simmons University. Sharpe added three saves during Saturday's game to up
his season total to 57.

the season. It was the ninth win for Whitvtorth in NCAA tournament play.
Sunday, the men took the field against
Dominican University. Dominican won
the match Saturday in the 100tb minute of
overtime to get thcm to Sunday's matchup
against the Pirates.
Whitworth lost the match to fifthranked Dominican University in the Elite
8, thus ending their 2009 season.

Although Whitworth controlled most of
the first half, maintaining posscssion nearly
75 percent of thc time, the Stars were able
to pull out the sccond half win.
From the start of the game, the Pirates
struggled to get their footing but held their
own during the first 45 minutes. Going into
the second half the game was scoreless.
But it didn't take long for Dominican to
gct the edge on the Piratcs. Both of Do-

Goal leaders: all tied with six apiece
were scniors Elly Bulega and Keith Kirsch,
sophomores Cameron Bushey and Justin
Meyer, and freshtnan Kelcoa Mountcastle.
Assist leaders: Bushey led with eight
followed by Bulega with six.
Goalkeepers: sophomore Brian Sherpc had 57 saves on the season, while sophomore Kyle Novak had eight.

Contact David Rurik at david.rurik@
whitworthian.com.

Pirates get ball bouncing
Peter Landgren

'*4

-

Staff Writer

ntramural Coordinator
Stephen Baranowsid

Ibis past weekend demonstrated the enthusiasm
for Ultimate Frisbee at Whitworth. After a week of
playoff games in the sun, rain and snow, the Ultimate
Frisbee Championships were finally here.
The two different divisions each had their contenders. For the challenge league it was a battle of the
Freebird. Both the original Freebirds team and the
Freebirds B team took the field to see who earned fall
season bragging rights. Neither team had an easy road
to the game. The Freebirds barely squealced out a win
against Shred the Gnar In the semi-finals. However,
the Freebirds were crowned their second consecutive challenge championship after enduring a grueling
second half that included a 19-minute point that gave
them a secure three-point lead.
'Our team played well all season; Freebirds' captain
sophomore Drew Fuller said. "We're stoked to be able
to bring home back-to-back titles."
The power championship between Team Pup and
Suds and Team Awesome could go down as the dosest-played championship in Whitworth Intramurals
history. After coming out strong and taking a threepoint lead, Team Awesome began to lose its grip and
relinquished the lead with only minutes left to play.
With a tie game and only 24 seconds left on the clock,
Team Pup and Suds' sophomore Barret Anderson intercepted a pass in their own end zone for a 'Callahan"
for the one-point advantage heading into an untimed
hard cap. In the hard cap Team Awesome drove down
the field tying the game and bringing it to a golden
goal overtime. The teams continued to battle until
sophOmore Peter Hapke completed the winning pass
to senior Danny' Matthews to give Team' Pup and Suds
their first power championship.
From what I could see from my perch .on White
Pass our. team played a strong zone and I am real
proud of the comebadc they made; said Team Pup
and Sud's captain senior Craig Harris. "It feels great
to get this championship and be such a key part of the
winning effort:
Send continents to editor@whitworthian.com.

7077.

This past weekend marked the official start of the women's '09'10
basketball season and featured two
tough opening games for thc Pirates.
The team lost its first game against
thc highly ranked Lewis-Clark State
Warriors on Friday. Nov. 20, but
bounced back on Saturday to defeat
Macalester College. Both games
were played at Whitman College in
Walla Walla. Wash., as part of the
Kim Evanger Raney Memorial Classic.
In the first game on Friday, thc

highly ranked Warriors jumped out
to a quick lead over the Bucs.
After this initial spurt, the Pirates
were able to control the run and start
to chip away at the Warriors's lead.
At halftime the lead was 36-25 in
Lewis-Clark's favor.
In the second half thc Bucs cut
the lead down even further, coming
within six points approximately midway through the sccond half. However, the Warriors responded and
pulled the lead back out to double
digits once again.
The second game of the weekend,
played against Macalester College
from SL Paul, Minn., started out in
much the same way as the game the
previous night.
The Macalester Scots jumped out
to an early lead, and held the lead all
the way up until halftime.
In the second half, the Scots came
out strong and were able to stay one
step ahead of the Pirates, barely hanging on to a tenuous single-digit lead.
However, midway though thc second half the Bucs hit their stride and
started chipping away at the scoring
deficit. Whitworth was finally able
to break ahead in the final minutes,
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Senior guard Kim Bluff and freshman forward Emily Travis contend for the ball
during practice last Thursday.

winning by a score of 67-61.
Several Whitworth players played
well over thc two games. Senior
guard Cassie Pilkinton led the team
with a combined 25 points in the
tv;o games, followed by senior guard
Heather Burke with 18.
On the defensive end, Pilkinton
led the team with four steals, while

freshman forward Katie Delaney
pulled down nine total rebounds.
The win and loss give the Pirates
a 1-1 record, and next weekend they
look to improve at the Colorado College Thanksgiving Classic.
Contact Peter Landgren at peter.

landgren@whitworthian.com.
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Newcomers join winning tradition
Julia Bechtold
Staff Writer
In 2010 the Whitworth men's swim
team will attempt to turn their success
into an eighth consecutive Northwest
Conference title. ibe women's team
will seek their first, after last year's close
second to l'uget Sound. The tcanis past
success leaves a load of pressure on new.-nmers in the 2009-2ln season.
This year, 10 freshman join Whitwortlis team, each with a unique story.
Freshman Nathan Ranno swims the
50, 100 and the 200 freestyle and the 100
backstroke. Ile is planning on majoring
in physics and chose %Vhitworth because
of the great atmosphere, he said.
Ranno loves the intensity of the workouts he gets and attributes that to why his
times just keep dmpping.
The college level training is so much
more intense then what I'm used to,"
eninJon nenuninewhirroniam
Ranno said. 1-lis goals are to keep swimming fastcr times.
The new triembers of Whitworth's swim team pose for a picture after practice last week.
"I hope I can add depth to this alreadyfrom doing so well in conference and na- cause of the academic atmosphere, availphenomenal team," Ranno said.
The other freshman on thc men's tcam tional levels seeped to all of us freshman able skiing in the Spokane area, and to
is Midrael Locatell from Sierra Madre, as soon as we started practicing," Locate!! be dose to his brother, junior Quinton
Darling.
Calif. Locatell swims the 200 butterfly said.
"%Ve work really hard, but we have
Kalen Darling is a
and distance/mid-disa great time singing in the shower:*
swimsuch
transfer
junior
tancc freestyle events,
Kalen Darling said. "I love the family vibe
first
year
ming
his
and plans to major in
"We woric really hard, but we
for the Pirates. He of thc team, not to mention the fact that
health sciences with
have such a great time singing
transferred from thc the extensive training allows me to cat as
a minor in physiol.
in
the
shower!"
University of Hawaii much -as I want."
ogy. Locatell chose
No mattcr where they came from or
and is majoring in
Whitworth because
Kalen Darling,
health science and what their story is, cach joined WhitJunior
of the swim team,
taking courscs in the worth's record-breaking swim team with
the school's great acapre-med track Kalcn thc intcntion of becoming a part ofa windemic reputation and
Darling swims the ning tradition in the pool at Whitworth.
because he liked the
idea of a change of weather from Cali- 500 freestyle, 400 individual medie); 200
Contact Julia Bechtold at julia.bechbackstroke and 1600 freestyle.
fornia.
Kalen Darling chose to transfer be- told@whitworthian.com.
"The confidence that the team has

Cross-country sixth at nationals
Finishing with a time of 24:58.3, senior Etnily Morehouse placed 225th
with a time of 24:58.3, roughly 1:30 behind her teammates.
Senior Kaitlin Hildebrand rounded
out the team with a 272nd place finish.
Her final time was 26:07.5, more than
two minutes behind Ntorchousc.

Danielle Douvikas
Staff IVritcr
Jessica Valencia
Copy Chief

he Whitworth women's cross-country team finished sixth on Saturday at
the NCAA Division III Championships
in Cleveland, Ohio. The team's sixthplace finish marks the farthest they
have gone in a national competition.
This marks the 16th year since the Bucs
have made an appearance in the top 15,
placing Ilth back in 1993.
Four Whitworth runners placed in
thc top 200.
The first of the Bucs to cross the finish line was frcshman Joy Shufeldt, who
finished 23rd with a time of 22:38.40.

SIIINELDT

MISTEREIC

Junior Dana Mister& followed shortly
after with a time of 22:39.40, placing
26th in the field.
Junior Tonya Turner placed 76th
with a time of 23:24.1 followed by junior Katie 1Villiams who placed 89th
in 23:31.6. Senior Jo E. Mayer was
Whitworth's final scorer in the top 200,
crossing the line 198th with a time of
24:33.1.

rims* c
Athletic's Forecast

NWC

The team received several awards
and coach Toby Schwarz was the recipient of the Women's NCAA Division III
1Vest Region Coach of the Year.
Both Shufeldt and Ntisterck earned
All-American Awards for placing ih
the top 35 at the competition.

Contact Danielle Douvikas at danielle.
douvikas@whitworthion.com.

Contact Jessica Valencia at jessica.valencia@whitworthian.cont.

domination

Men and- women's swim teams
gain advantage at IVWC invite
with several individual victories

with Sports Events Coordinator..
Collin Gibbs"

"

-

The athletics scene pies largely. dormant:duiing
Thanksgiving. Both thc Pirate swim teams and ihe
men's basketball tmm are out 'of action for the holiday. However, women's basketball will hit the road
to -"The Centennial State" to compete in the Coloradci College Thanksgiving Claisic. On Saturday the
Bucs will face the hint, Colorado Collige. The following day they will take on Morningside Mustangs
from Sioux City, Iowa. This game may. be the most
difficult challenge the Bucs face all season. The Mustangs are the defending NAIA Division 11. National
C.hampions. Seniors Cassie Pilkinton and Natalie
(Null vrill lead the attack in Colorado Springs this
weekend.

Jessica Valencia
Copy Chief

The first day of the Northwest Invitational left the men in first,
points ahead of the Univergity of Puget Sound while the women remained solidly in second, 114 points behind UPS.
"%Ve got a litde more rest since the competition is spaced out
over two days," senior Kris Asleson said. "At the same time everyone is pretty tired because of the training."
Fatigue or no fatigue, the men's swim team managed to showcase their talent well, snagging a first place finish in eight events,
including three relays.
The women left the competition in their wake 1%ith a first place
finish by senior Natalie 'Rimer in the 500 freestyle with a time of
5:06.19, more than 10 seconds ahead of the pack.
.14

-

Contact Jessica Valencia atjessica.valencia@whitworthian.com.
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sports talk with colin zalewski

Heckling: a
how-to guide
Ofall the sins to commit, heckling has got to be
one of the most fun. Tearing down someone else
while building yourself up-who knew it could be
so fun?
We all know who they are and try to conceal
our laughter at their antics and maintain a straight
face for fcar of our girlfriend's judgment, but we
really just want to join them. Every decent team's
got one, and every visiting team hates them; they
are the infamous hecklers.
Now, as a heckler, you serve multiple purposes.
The first and most important is to distract the
other team and affect their play. Next is to be of
help to your own team, and thirdly, you have got
to have some good quips for the entertainment of
the crowd around you.
Regardless of whether you support bedding,
there is no doubting its effectiveness. There are
few better ways to take a key player from the opposing team out of a game mentally than by making "yo mama" jokes from the sideline.
So, for those of you interested in taldng up the
art, or those current hecklers looking for a few
new tips, here is a basic coursc in heckling; let's
call it Heckling 101, it's a new class offered in the
speech communications department.
Heckling 101 Course Overview:

Pidc one: On every tcam there is one guy who
thinks he is the hot 'S'-word. He'll probably be
wearing a hcadband, gold or chrome shoes, have
an earring, a sterling silver cross necklace, or have
a ridiculous haircut, or maybe even a combination these. Pick him and never let him go. Often
times he may be able to back up his flash with
some pretty good skills, but that is why you've got
to tcar down the opponent's poster-boy. If you get
him, you'll be in good shape. He's a leader, but
he's also a hothead with thin skin you can easily
get under. Make surc to just pick on him throughout thc game.
Judge him at face value. identify him by his
number if you must, but even better would be to
reference him by one of his silly flashy accessories
as aforementioned in the "Pick one" stage. Either
of these options will work well, but if you can get
your hands on a visiting team roster, 4nd call him
by his first name, you've hit the jackpot. The more
personal, the better when it comes to heckling.
' Choose your attack method. Once you've
picked out your target and acquired his name, it's
time to step it up a notch. It is at this point you
need to make a crucial decision to be a solo heckler or to get the crowd involved. The first option
allows for more creative license, but the second
allows for the full cheering section to get on your
target athlete. If you go with The crowd involvement option, it is important you keep your chants
to a strict three-count for a crisp message [i.e.
You got swatted! Clap-clap, clap-clap-clap (x3)].
Get personal. This portion deals with the actual content of your hurled insults. In general, the
most penetrating things to shout involve public
embarrassment. Shouts of, "-lave a little class!"
and "You're an embarrassment!" are generally
two of the cruelest (yet most effective) messages
utilized by hecklers.

Background Research. For established hecklers, often times they may expand their options
by utilizing other sources of information for
trash talldng. While an EBSCO search may be a
little extensive, a brief Google search could pay
dividends. It may take you to their Facebook or
NlySpace page. If they actually have a NlySpace
it offers a great opportunity to hate on their poor
choice of social networking sites and obvious
obsession with Tila Tequila. Is this a bit stalkerlike? Yes, but who's going to be pointing the finger
when you yell at them on the field about their "it's
complicated" relationship status.
When it comes to hec.kling, it is hard to say
what is OK and what takes it too far. As a whole, it
may not be the most moral way to take in a sporting event, but there will always be hecklers in any
crowd. So, love them or hate them, they're just
trying to play their negativist role for the team
they support by verbally tearing down the other
team.
Contact Colin Zalewski at editor@whitworthian.com.
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usual quiet of Riverside State l'ark was broken on Sunday, Nov. 8, by the rattling of gunfire
and the deafening engines of military helicopters. Over 60 members of the Gonzaga ROTC Battalion
gatheied for their annual Fall Field Training Exercises (171.X)-an event which puts cadets through
a rigorous weekend, preparing them for the Leadership Development Assessment Course and ultimately for positions as officers in the U.S. Army. The cxcrciscs included training in land navigation,
rcconaissance missions, ambushes and full-scale attacks. 'Throughout Frx, instructors observed the
cadets and assessed their communication, confidence, field knowledge and overall leadership abilities.
The grand finale of the three-day training scssion was the arrival of Blackhawk helicopters from
Fairchild Airforce Base. The helicopters transported the cadets back to Gonzaga, adding an additional level of realism to FTX and providing the cadets with the opportunity to familiarize themselves
with some of the Army's most important machinery.
award-winning Gonzaga Bulldog ROTC Battalion, comprised of students from Gonzaga.
Whitworth and the Intercollegiate College of Nursing, and has ranked in the nation's top 15 percent
of Ram programs since 2001.

e

TOP LEFT: A group of ROTC cadets loads onto a Blackhawk helicopter before being

shuttled to Gonzaga's campus for weapons cleaning.
ABOVE: Gonzaga's Josh Brown loads cartridges into the magazine of his M16 rifle. Blank
cartridges were used to simulate real-life battle during training missions.
LEFT: A cadet hoists a "wounded" enemy onto his back after a brief firefight.
BELOW: Cadet Uppinghouse helps set up a line of defense while his squad leader is
briefed for their next mission.
BOTTOM LEFT: A squad of cadets watches the descent of a Blackhawk helicopter in the
final hours of FTX.
BOTTOM RIGHT: Lieutenant Colonel Gregory K.Jacobson, professor of military science
at Gonzaga, addresses a squad of cadets. After each mission, leaders go over the squad's
performance and list areas for improvement.
7..04rilivhoworthiJn
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FOR THE FULL STORY AND MORE PHOTOS, VISIT THE MULTIMEDIA PAGE AT WHITWORTHIAN.COM AND CHECK OUT THE ROTC AUDIO SLIDESHOW
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Faculty question
evaluation system
Haley Atkinson
Staff Writer
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Two years ago Whitworth transitioned its course evaluation system
from In-class writcs to an online format. With this transition every class
is now evaluated on the students' own time.
Faculty members are concerned the evaluations taken in an uncontrolled environment will have negative ramifications for tenure and promotion.
Prior to the transition there was a voluntary pilot run.
Keith Beebe, associate professor of theology, said to his knowledge faculty were not involved in the decision to switch to online evaluations.
A concern somc faculty members have with the transition from inclass evaluations to online evaluations is thc disconnect between the information dcsircd and the information received.
With in-class writes, the professor can present what is being evaluated and what is not. With online evaluations this is not thc case," Beebe
said.
The primary concern for Beebe with the transition to online evaluations is the unsupervised situation.
"Thc online evaluation Is taken in an uncontrolled environment. It can
be taken at a IWI-Fi bar and grill; after a fcw beers, with friends:* Beebe
said. "Many faculty members sec it is important for thc evaluation to be
taken in the dassroom envirotunent."
He emphasized the potential for studcnt collaboration as a potential
issue with the online evaluations.
'Especially when a student is dissatisfied, and wants to be particularly
mean and nasty, they will tend to do so more in an online context than in
dass," Beebe said. "We have found studcnts making very personal attacks
at the faculty members. In Core, these responses are often [received) together. While collaboration cannot be proven, it is suspicious:'
Beebe is also concerned with the declining return rates for evaluations.
For the theology department the rcturn rates for online evaluations are
as low as 58 percent in some classes. Other dasses have return ratcs in
thc 62-68 percent range, and some up into the 70-80 percent range. In
the classroom thc return rates were much doser to the 100 percent goal.
As thc numbcr of returned evaluations have decreased across the
board, Beebe fears the students in thc middle range arc lost.
"Those responding are the far cnds of the spectrum, not the middle.

See EVALUATIONS, page 2

New science center will feature cadaver lab
Kellen Oetgen
Guat Writcr

better understand the workings of the human body, he said.
It is important for science students to have a space dedicated to further thcir understanding of the human body and
Students attending 'Whitworth in the fall of 2011 will have it is one reason why the new health sciences department is
the opportunity to learn from thc dead, literally.
needed, Tsuchida said.
The new science building, which is currently under conStarting in 2009, students could major in health sciences,
struction, will have a human cadaver lab. The lab, located on which, upon completion of the new science building, will
the second floor, will allow biology and health science stu- utilize the study of cadavers in anatomy and physiology. The
addition ola cadaver lab will also help the
dents in anatomy and physiology dasses to
study human bodies, said Craig Tsuchida,
pre-med program by allowing students
associate pmfessor and chair of the biolto gain experience working with human
"We are trying to maintain and
ogy department.
bodies, said John Larkin, a representative
exceed the experiences students
from the building committee and associ"If sve do it really well, we can explore
can have here:
some of the issues surrounding the body
ate professor of physics.
and explore respect and sanctity while still
"If you want a healthy pre-med prolohn Larkin,
gram, you have to allow students access to
being able to engage in the dissection ola
Associate Professor of Physics
cadaver labs," Larkin said.
human body," said Michael Sardinia, assoMichael Le Roy, vice president of acaciate professor of biology.
demic affairs, stmngly advocated for the
Previously, the anatomy and physiology classes have examined cats, which are similar to humans, cadaver lab so that Whitworth can be competitive with other
Sardinia said. Cats have the same organ placement and bones institutions, Larkin said.
as humans, but there are differences in the musculoskeletal
IN:eighboring institutions such as Eastern 11'ashington Unisystem, Sardinia said.
versity have access to cadavers, which can help in attracting
The introduction ola huntan cadaver lab will help students potential students, Tsuchida said.
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"It's a good recruiting tool," Tsuchida said. With reganl to
Whitworth's position relative to competitive institutions, he
also added "'e're a bit playing catch-up."
The University of Puget Sound recently built a new science
facility to attract potential new students and raise enrollment
in science course, according to the University of Puget Sound
Web site.
The addition of thc new science center to Whitworth is intended to have a similar effect.
According to a Nov. 9 press release, one reason for the construction of the science center is to better accommodate the
recent increase in enrollment for science programs.
"To be competitive, we need to provide similar access to
cadaver labs," Larkin said. "We are trying to maintain and excee-d the experiences students can have here:'
cadaver storage room will be located adjacent to the
anatomy and physiology lab room, according to recent building blueprints. Unlike with other lab rooms, there svill not be
windows that view inside from the hallway, Larkin said.
In the design, additional safety precautions vere taken to
ensure the protection of the bodies, Larkin said. The storage
room will have a card-lock and be inaccessible when not in

e

See LAB, page 2
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Fundsfrom fast to aid Ethiopians
Andy Song
Staff itrriter
Students of the Whitworth community
went on strike last week.
In the I3ucs for Books program planned
by Leadership Studies 350, students had thc
opportunity to raise money through a hunger strike which began on Dec. I and lasted
until Dec. 3.
711c purpose of the hunger strike was to
allow participants the opportunity to gain
a better understanding of how children in
Ethiopia %vith limited food resources feel,
and raise moncy that will go toward books
for two new schools.
At the end of the fast thc students had
raised a total of $5,552. It is expected more
donations will arrive throughout this weck.
During the three-day hunger strike, each
of the program's 43 participants ate only one
bowl of rice a day %sith the goal of raising
$200 from people sympathetic to their plight
of hunger. The students held a collective goal
of raising $10,000. said junior Brian Row,
program director of Bucs for Books.
Individual students who reached their
fundraising goal before the thrcc days were
completed were allowed to break their fast
at that time.
"We are excited about the potential of
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Onc may be motivated to respond if they have
significant problems with the class and want
an opportunity to share. And those who loved
thc class will also often respond, however those
with more neutral feelings have little motivation," Beebe said. "I think it is important that
wc have as many voices as possible.
Other faculty members are satisfied with thc
ncw evaluation system.
Brent Edstrom, associate professor of music,
sees several benefits with thc ncw systcm.
The main change in the online system is
that all courses are evaluated now," Edstrom
said. "I really appreciate the immediate feedback on all of my courses. From my perspective I don't sec a drawback:
Prior to the transition to the online system
professors would select which classes thcy gave
the evaluation to.
Edstrom, a member of the faculty promotion and tenure committee, discussed how
online evaluations factor into the committee's
decision of whether a professor is qualified
tenure.
"Evaluations arc one of a number of tools
that are used to evaluate faculty performance
and we look carefully at all of the data. The faculty promotion and tenure committee would
like to continue with the new system," Edstrom
said. "From our perspective, the move to online evaluations has bccn beneficial."
Jack Burns, professor of thc School of Global
Commerce & Management, also noted that the
online evaluations were only a part of thc information looked at by the tenure committee.
"Its just one piece of the information pie,"
Burns said.
Bums however provides subsequent evaluations for his classes.
"I do my own evaluations for my courses,
aslcing questions pertaining ta the course to
improve the course," Burns said. "I look at the
data from the online evaluations, but it is not
as usefuL"
For students the online evaluations are more
convenient.
"I personally like the online evaluations better. Students can fill them out on their own
time, talcing as much time as they need, and
they are more anonymous," senior Daniel Repsold said. "I fill out the evaluation for every
dass. I have some that are not necessary, but I
still fill them out:
Repsold noted each student determines how
thoughtful he or she is When filling out evaluations.
"There is a difference between filling it out,
and taking it seriously; Repsold said.

don't:
Last year the LS 350 class started the first
hunger strilce and was able to raise $20,000
to help build two ncw schools in Ethiopia.
On Dec. 3, there was a closing rally in thc
HUB to congratulate those who were able
to contribute their time in helping this program.

Contact Andy Song at snub:sot:geld:itworthian.cont.

Science building will include cadavers

EVALUATIONS
1

shirts with a print of Africa to illustrate what
their cause for raising money was for.
Many methods of fundraising were employed throughout the fast. Students visited
neighborhoods in Spokane, made requests
to family members and spoke with people
in the IVIiltworth conununity in attempts to
raise funds.
Fisher and freshman Esther Williams rose
over $200 by Dec. 2. Both chose to continue
to fundraisc.
Williams said the program was a big eye
opener and helped her realize %vhat luxury
we have in the United States.
"A two-day fast (won't] .necessarily let us
know exactly how starving children in Africa feel, but it definitely made me see how
much I take my food for granted," Williams
said. "As hungry as I was dier onc day, I still
had a fall back opporturtity but thosc kids

this program to drastically impact the lives
of both Whitworth students as well as individuals in Ethiopia," Rcaser said.
Books donated to Ethiopian students
should last for about live ycars, Reaser said.
Students from the class and volunteers
signed up in the Hixson Union Building
Nov. 22 to participate in the hunger strike.
Those who participated wcrc split up into
groups and met with their selected advisors
from the LS 350 class every day to report
their standings on meeting thc quota and
what they were doing to raise the money.
Sophomore Lily Fisher cante close to raising the full amount before the cnd of the
hunger strike with a total of SI 14.
Fisher said she had a tough time figuring
out how to ask people for donations, but after a few trials of figuring out the right line it
appeared to be very rewarding.
1 was scared at first but. after knowing
what to say, it was easy to get excited about
thc cause; Fisher said.
Sophotnorc Andrew Unterreiner participated in the Bucs for Books program and
described his experience during thc three
days.
"This was the first time
daydreamed
about food," he said.
Students represented thc program
throughout campus by wearing bright green

1

use, Tsuchida said.
"It Is all about respect;
Lirkin said. "'We always try
to treat a human body with

respect"
ist) bodies %vill be located on wheeled carts and
hooked to ventilation hoses
in their protective boxes,
and locked up when not in
use, Tsuchida said, adding

that during lab times thc cadavers will be wheeled out
to the anatomy and physiology lab room.
The ventilation system
in the room also will work
to dispel odors emanating
from thc human bodies,
Sardinia said.
"The new ventilation
system in the anatomy and

physiology Llb Is far superior to any we have nos,"
Sardinia said.
The lab will not be limited to working with human
cadawrs, but can include
othcr animals for other
physiology classes as well,
Sardinia saitL
Semi commrtsts to rditore
sslsitsstwthiatt.com.
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Sheriann Wirkkala, MAcc Alumnus, Staff Auditor at KPMG Federal Practice, Washington D.C.
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Latino club
will center
on diversity
Evanne Montoya

Staff Writer

;IN

The Latino Student Union was chartered
by ASWU on Nov. 18. Club members including LSU president, senior Marco Garcia, presented their proposal to the assembly which voted in favor of including the
club.
"(The club puts a( large emphasis on being inclusive and diverse in many ways including culture, religion and gender," said
Carl Chan, ASWU Financial Vice President. "ASWU definitely feels that it will
be beneficial to have the Latino minority
represented through an ASWU-sponsored
L.

club."

The union's vice president, junior Luis
Flores, said the LSU's charter will give the
Motu courtesy of hant Muir

Stephy Nobles-Beans stands in the Dress for Success closet of the Fields of Diamonds House of Blessings transition home. Women who struggle financially and need professional clothing are invited to
choose clothing from the closet free of charge.

Home gives new hope
Michella Sutherland

on track and provide thent with structure," she

Guest Writer

said.

Stcphy Nobles-Beans, ministry and multicultural affairs coordinator at Vhitworth and
founder and president of the Fields of Dia-

monds House ofillessings transition home.
has been serving victims of domestic violence
and sexual assault for two ycars in Spokane.
Nobles-Beans has dreamed about opening a
home for women and their children who arc
leaving abusive relationships for more than
l0 years. Her passion comes from counseling
women from military bases who %vac in violent relationships.
"I didn't want a shelter or a house for these
women to come to; I wanted them to have a
home: Nobles-licans said.
According to the Fields of Diamonds missino statement, the goal of the house is to
provide a transitional Christian heme, facilitate education. job training, parenting skills, as
well as making available other support systems
for women and children who desire to become
self-sufficient:
The transition home has been in operation since October 2007. After hearing that
Nobles-Beans' passion was to help women and
children, a philanthropist donated the house
to Nobles-Beans under the condition that his
action would remain anonymous and that he
would receive a monthly newsletter about the
house.
Nobles-Beans and her supporters conducted
a project called "Adopt-a-Room," in order to
furnish the house. The project called members
of the Spokane community to fully furnish
rooms in the house. Fred's Appliance was their
largest donor, providing a freezer and washer,
Nobles-Beans said.
Paula McKee, president of Spokane Aglow
International, a worldwide Christian women's
organization, and other Aglow members, adopted the master bedroom and supplied paint,

curtains and furniture.
"We had women from the age of 22 to 80
help create that room. It took us about a month
to put it all together," McKee said.
Spokane Aglow International donates a
ministry basket once a month to Fields of Diamonds House of Blessings filled with household itcms for the women, McKee said.
Nobles-Beans receives at least three to five
calls a week requesting a room from Abuse Recovery Ministry Services, the community and
abused women. However, all of her moms are
currently occupied. Denying someone a room
.is the. hardest part of her job, Nobles-Beans

:saa

.

"They are wonderful women of God who
have fallen into hard times and have lost their
%%ray. Ihey are mothers withdignity:and.pride
who arc looking for someone to put them back

...00.0711.

While Nobles-Bcans lives in thc house, thc
women guests are completely selfsufficient
and cook, clean and do laundry. They are also
responsible for disciplining their children, Nobles-Beans said.
.Currently, eight people live in the houic: two
mothers and their children ranging from 2 to
18. The women living in the house currently
will be the first graduates from Fields of Diamonds House of Blessings in May nr June of
2010.
To become a member of Fields of Diamonds
House of Blessings, a woman must attend an
interview and sign a contract stating she will
stay for at least 30 days and wOrk through the
program. The program teaches participants
about healthy boundaries in relationships and
requires them to form prayer groups and attend
church services at the Church of lierachah.
"They don't move into the house and sit and
cat for free," Nobles-Beans said. "They must be
in school or hold a job either part time or full
time."

After 16 months in the program the women
move out of the program and into their own
housing. Nobles-Beans said.
The women who live in thc house pay a
monthly program service fee of WO, but don't
pay for utilities, rent or the food they consume.
Nobles-Beans pays about 52,000 monthly to
keep the house running; the community helps
to support the house as does the Church of Bcrachah.
Nobles-Beans and the women in the house
run a program called."Dress for Success" from
their garage, which provides clothing for needy
women and children for free. They open their
closet to the community c%ery third Saturday
of every month.
"We have been blessed to receive and therefore we want to bless others and give: NoblesBeans said.
Nobles-Beans has been described by Pat
Ledlow, executive director and pastor of the
Church of Berachah, as a tenderhearted, talented, humble, people-loving person.
"Fields of Diamonds House of Blessings has
been a blessing to women and their children. I
ask myself: 'Where would they be without this
house?" Ledlow said.
By 2012, Nobles-Beans hopes to open another house for women and children.
Fields of Diamonds House of Blessings'
motto speaks of its dedication to transforming
lives for kingdom living and equipping lives for
kingdom building, Nobles-Beans said.
"It is more of a blessing to give than it is to
receive: Nobles-Beans said. 'They are a blessing in my life. They are my diamonds."
Send comments to . editor@whitworthian.
com.

group motivation.
"It'll definitely give us a boost of confidence in knowing that we have support
not only from the student body but also
the ASWU: Flores said.
The club is meant to bring about awareness of both social and political issues that
directly or indirectly impact the Latino
community, Flores said. Garcia also described thc goal as addressing those issues,
but added that the group %vould also be
trying to increase understanding of the Latino culture and encourage self-awareness
and political activism in its members.
Garcia, along with friends such as Flores,
started a similar club in their high school
in Tacoma. Thcy began trying to form the
club last year but ivcre not able to pull it
together until this year..
"I feel that as a senior I nccd to step
up my game and make an impact on this
campus and also encourage somc of thc
younger students totke the baton a nd
run with it," Garcia said.
Chau feels the impact the LSU %vill have
on Whitworth depends, as with any club,
on how involved it is with the campus
community.
"I feel that the LSU has a strong leadership team and hopefully they will be active
and reach out: he said.
Garcia hopes to arrange the visits of
speakers such as Rodolfo Arevalo, president of Eastern Washington University,
and Father Greg Boyle, founder of Homeboy Industries, an organization geared
toward helping at-risk and formerly ganginvolved youth. He also has plans to hold
an open discussion of the DREAM Act,
proposed legislation that would address
the education of alien minors.
The club, which currently has around
15 members, will meet twice a month
and work towards organizing events. The
group's faculty advisor, modern language
professor Lindy Scott, 'thinks the group
has potential, but anticipates that it may
encounter some mixed reactions.
"Some people when they see the presence of a group based on ethnic interest
lines (ask( 'Is that going to accentuate the
differences to the point of breaking apart
our unity on campus or will it facilitate
community" Scott said.
He later said that he personally thinks
the group will enrich the Whitworth community.
Although the majority of the current
members are Latino at this point, Garcia
said they are looking to actively invite everyone to join. Flores describes the LSU as
an open club that is trying to expand and
invite in other people.
"We have support from different people
with different backgrounds, and that's what
makes this club great," Flores said. "I think
our club will bring in diverse perspectives,
and it can only get better that way."

International

BRIEFS
Jury finds Knox,
Sollecito guilty

of 2007 murder
On the final day of a trial
that spanned more than
11 months, an Italian jurx
found Amanda Knox, an
American student from Seattle, and her Italian boyfriend Ratraele Sollecito
guilty of murdering and
committing sexual violence against British student Meredith Kerchcr in
November 2007. Knox and
Sollecito were sentenced to
26 and 25 years in prison,
respectively, on Dec. 3.

During the trial prosecutors alleged Sollecito and
Ivory Coast resident Rudy
Guede, convicted in a separate trial, held Kercher's
arms and sexually assaulted
hcr while Knox teased her
with a knife and eventually
slashed her throat.

Russian club fire
started by faulty

fireworks display
One hundred and seven
club-goers were killed and
130 were injured in Perm,
Russia, when the ceiling of
the Lame Horse nightclub
caught fire on Saturday.
A faulty fireworks display
ignited plastic sheeting
and twigs hung on the
ceiling for decoration, and
guests .%vere subsequently
trampled as thosc in the
club rushed to leave via the
single exit.
Three club owners were
arrested hours after the fire
for failure to comply with
fire code regulations.
Club managers had
been warned repeatedly
to change the interior and
were fined on two occasions in the past for not
meeting regulations.

Afghan army will
increase to meet
goal for growth
As a complement to the
planned surge of Amencan troops in Afghanistan.
Afghan defense forces will
be bolstered in upcoming
months.
Afghan Defense Minister Gen. Abdul Rahim
Wardak told the Associated
Press in a recent interview
that recruitment levels are
increasing.
It is estimated that Afghan troops will swell from
85,000 to 134,000 by 2011.
Compiled by Candace Pontoni
Sources:
CNN, 71te Observer.
Associated Press
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EDITORIAL: IN THE LOOP

Online class evaluations
beneficialfor students
Two years ago Vhitworth changed its
course evaluation method. Students are now
able to complete course evaluations online.
rather than in dass as in prmious years. This
change has been tested for the last two years,
and is now making the shift to becoming
permanCnt policy.
There has been a mild faculty uproar over
the switch. Some professors seem to be worried that since the evaluations will be completed in an uncontrolled erwironment students will handle them poorly.
Concerns that students will "gang up" on
professors are not entirely unfounded. Unfortunately, when a group of people starts
discussing a single individual, more often
than not the discussion focuses on that individual faults. It's not something we like to
admit, but that doesn't mean it's not true.
But the idea that studcnts will suddenly
rise up to carry out some kind of coup on
their professors Nia course evaluations seems
a bit far-fetched.
Ve realize there arc benefits to having
evaluations during a dass period. The main
advantage is focus; sincc students arc in their
typial dassroom emironment, they're able
to better focus on their analysis of thc class.
In addition, draracter attacks arc less likely
to occur with in-class evaluation.s. Some indass evaluations are carried out in group
discUssion style. Boundaries are pie-defined
by staff members overseeing the evaluation,
and sttidents provide constructive criticism.
In this way, professors are able to gather specific feedback on the curse and their performance.
Nevertheliss, we feel the benefits ofonline
evaluations ounveigh the benefits of in-class
evaluations. Being able to take your time
with an evaluation is quite important. Inclass evaluations are necessarily short, and
oftcn students aren't able to anicWate anything other than very general feelings on the
class. If professors arc truly interested in thc
feedback they receive from their students,
shouldn't they want feedback that has been
thought through and thoroughly articulated?
'fa student has a problem svith thc class, isn't
a detailed explanation of the issue more helpful to a professor than a one- or two-sentence
complaint?
In regards to the concern that response
rates will drop, we recognize this is true. A
certain percentage of students will not complete the evaluations unless forced to do so in
a dassroom setting. Somc of these studcnts
simply forget to fill out the evaluations and
their feedback, good or bad, is lost.
On the other hand, many students don't
provide feedback because they don't have
a strong opinion about a das. Is feedback
from that type of student really valuable
given that context? If a student has nothing
to say, forcing that student to say something
won't provide helpful feedback. At best, it
will be a meaningless response at worst, the
feedback might be misleading to the faculty
and administration.
If faculty are afraid of students being able
to complete the evaluations on their own
outside of the dassroom, perhaps those faculty should consider that honesty thrives
greatest on trust.
Students should take responsibility for
completing dass evaluations, especially if
they have a positive or negative opinion about
the class. Faculty, however, should trust students to provide honest feedback and strive
to conduct their dasses in ways that will inspire their students to give that feedback.

Editorials in the "In the Loop" section reflect
the majority opinion of the Editorial Board,
which is made up offive editors.
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Life after Whitworth will mean juggling career and
family, and it pays to plan ahead.
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becoming a CEO or CEO
which just aren't practical
JACQUELYN
pursuits for a woman who
WHEELER
wants to be married and
(m.s,
have children. because you
can rarely do both well.
Especially at Whitworth.
The other day I had dinner with
where so many peOple arc
onc of my favorite families. It was
getting married right after
. .
super-yummy; everything was mide
schciol, it is hispcirtant to"cimfrom scratch. Afterwurd, they baked
sidcr how family plans inight
and ate cookies and then sat down
impede careir plans:
around the firc to read an Advent story.
ibis summer I began to think
Before the kids went
ready for bed,
about these things. While my
the family prayed together. Four rambuncsingleness makes marriage feel a
tious kids around the fire. It's chaos, but it's
long way off, chances are it won't
lovely too.
be that long after graduation before
I imagine that many of us would love to imagI am married. At that point, I will
ine our future family lifc in this way. But at the
have to give up some of my expectations
same time we like to picture a separate calling or cafor the future. It will be beneficial to start understanding the nareer, stemming from our current studies, to which we will devote
ture of these sacrifices now.
our lives and change the world. We have been trained throughAs we think about the futurc, we ought to consider and begin
out our lives to have some grand aspiration as to what we will
pursuing
the skills wc vill need to manage a household. We need
be when we grow up. Somehow, while we imagine both of these
to think about how we will plan meals. how we will raise our
things, these two visions are rarely synthesized.
kids, how we will make decisions with our futUre spouse, ho%v
Unfortunately, while people can have a carccr and a family at
our studies will apply in a family environment and even how we
the same time, having both parents absorbed in full-fledged cawill continue to pursue Christ and share him with our children.
reers usually leads to somc unaccounted for give and take.
Start praying about these things, and you will
The family I described is so blessed on acbe more prepared to face them and discern
count ola great many sacrifices from both parthe way God is calling you to approach these
cnts, but particularly from thc mother.
As we pursue the perfect
things.
The mother- of the house is a Whitworth
relationship
and
the
Unless you are a woman who plans on stayperfect
grad and stay-at-home mom, who homeing
single, you need to think about the implicareer
while
we
are
in
college,
schools all of her children. Mile she doesn't
cations of being a wife and mother on your
daim that homeschooling one's children is alwe fail to cultivate the skills
ways the best option, she knows that it is how we will likely need not too long plans for the future. If we start holding our
academic vision of the future more lightly,
God has called her to raise her cnvn children. It
after graduationf
we might better prepare ourselves to pursue
makes life crazy. Everything has to be in order
wifehood and motherhood.
or things fall apart pretty easily. This is not the
As we women pursue our respective discilife she imagined for herself when she WaS in
of
plines
study,
we
ought
to consider it in the context of a broadschool at Whitworth several years ago, but it is a good life that
er
future,
with
all
its
implications.
If I want to be a mother, and
she is glad to be living.
She said that when she was first married, she pretty much only I want to be there for my children. then I need to think of partknew how to cook nachos. Her husband chuckled as he recalled time or work-from-home applications for my English major, so
those awful nachos. She said that many women these days don't that my studies are not just abandoned when I am married, nor
understand how to do motherhood well because many people are thc they the only thing I know how to focus on. What we can
had mothers who worked a lot, which compromised the atten- do while we're here is to keep our studies and careers in proportion with the rest of our lives, and consider how our very acation they put into their parenting.
As we pursue the perfect relationship and the perfect career demic modes of thinlcing will serve us when wc leave the college
while we are in college, we fail to cultivate the sldlls we will likely forum.
need not too long after graduation.
Over Thanksgiving dinner, I spoke to a newlywed womanno children yet-about this same issue. She agreed. As a business WHEELER h a sophomore majoring in English. Comments can be sent to Jacquelyn.
major, she said that in grad school there is so much focus on wheekr@whitworthian.com.
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Fall

ofjournalism

News editor Candace
Fontoni tackles the
implications of declining
American journalism.

Save your job now

Secrets, secrets

Annie Dugas has some
advice on how to avoid
some of the pitfalls of

The Muse is online this
week. Log into Whitworthian.com check out The
Muse:Surprise Edition.

graduating.
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OPINIONS
a humor column by Nic Vargus

Happy birthday,
Jesus, I got a Wii
Jesus got so ripped off.
just a little too Amber Alert.
Seriously. Think about it. What
Christmas songs kind of suck,
if your birthday was celebrated on too. Seriously, think about it. Once a
the wrong day each year, there was year, for at least a month, wc repeat
never birthday cake, and everyone the same handful of songs (recent
else got presents instead of you? As research indicates there are exactly
if that wasn't bad enough, imagine eleven) over and over, trying to whip
the one time you had a birthday ourselves into a Christmas fervor.
party the only people who showed For those of you slow at math, that
up were old mcn you didn't know equates to 1/12 of the year. The surwho brought you frankincense and prising thing is that some people acmyrrh. For the record, that's diled tually dig it. It's completely baffling
tree sap. l'ns sure baby Jesus would why someone would joyously (be.
cause once a year people have to prehave liked an iPod.
tend they know how to be "joyous")
I mean we don't even call our
holiday "Jesus' birthday," which is get to stand outsidc in subfreezing
all we're celebrating even if there's weather and sing songs about freakno chance he was born in Decem- show reindeer who not only fly but
ber. Even worse, lots of people don't have some sort of hemorrhagic rash
even say "Christmas" anymore. We that turns them into valuable aiscts
shortened it to "X-mas" which ap- fo.r thc little sweatshop up north.
parently makes Jesus' b-day more But wait, lots of times there's moredgy and shorter, even though it's als involved! Unfortunately, those
exactly the same amount of syllables morals are usually undermined by
and makes our savior seem like he creepy undertones about how Santa,
should be fighting crime with Wol- the 300 pound harbinger of doom,
verine. It's almost as if somconc said Is watching you sleep to assert final
"Oh Christina Aguilera did it, why judgment on how naughty you are.
"But wait, Nic," I can hear you murcan't Jesus?" And what about other
religions? We try and tone down our muring under your breath, 'there
Christian Awesome Day'rm by saying are paintings, and songs and movies
"happy holidays." But then what's all about Jesus' birth, too." Which is
an atheist to think? They don't have true, and It's nice to remember when
start tò think the true Christmas
holy days. They just have normal - . you
.
was that some spastic talksacrifice
days, that they celebrate. And thin:
what about Jehovah's 'Witnesses? ' ing snoyiniari Melted io deith in the
They don't celebrate any days. It's just name of childhood friendship. It's
so complicated that we had to make a nice wakc-up call. The problem
up something universal wc could all is, baby Jesus always has that glimmer of Swedish Jesus and is white
agree not to believe in.
enough
to be Edward Cullen's child
That decision manifested itself in
instead
of Middle Eastern. I'm not
Santa Claus. It's hard to believe that
really
sure
which hereditary traits
during the whole "invent a hero who
was less controversial than a paci- Mary passed down, if any at all, but
fist" decision-making process, no it's pretty safe to assume she wasn't
one asked why an old, obese glutton Swedish. Or a vampire.
Anything else we can do to mess
shoving his way down your house's
up
his legacy?
orifices so he can eat your cookies
Oh
right, Black Friday. What betand drop off Furbics and canoes and
way to celebrate a man's lifc who
ter
other crap you know he just doesn't

want any more was a good thing.
Thanks, Santa, I really wanted another toy train. Plus, there's the whole
part about him living in the middle
of nowhere, where nobody could
ever find him, amongst a large group
of children who never age (or short,
bearded men by some accounts) that
makes his alternative lifestyle seem

spent most of his time talking about
how you should give all your money to thc poor then by trampling
strangers to death to buy a Swiffer at
half price?
Well, happy birthday, Jesus. See
you next year.
VARGUS is a senior majoring in EngEish. Comments

can be sent to nicrargustrwhitworthlan.com.
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Church, state and perdition
ers who make faith-based decisions for me
is unsettling. Granted, there is an overarchIRIS
ing societal norm for behavior. But when it
WU
comes to stereotypically polarizing yuppie
(ce...st
issues such as gay rights and abortion, why
must the basic civil rights of some individuals be circumscribed and curtailed by the
Next spring, I will be participating in the moral
mandates of another?
American Studics Program sponsored by the
No one cares if you or the person sitting
Council of Christian Colleges and Universi- next to you in church thinks homosexuality
ties. The purposc of this program? To groom is a sin or not because in the grand scheme
impressionable young people like myself to of things, sins are not acceptable evidence
further Presbyterian Jesus' agenda In gov- in a court of law. (If all of humanity's crimes
ernment. As a political science major, I au- were to be tried based upon whether or not
tomatically feel entitled to tell people how to it was a sin by Presbyterian or-Baptist Jesus'
think about politics because, let's admit it, we standards, wc would all be stuck in perdition
political science majors are usually right.
until, well, eternity.)
But this issue is dearly problematic. I now
The interference of a religious group in
have to ask myself the dreaded question of government dearly represents a minority
whether or not the din rdl should play any group exerting more sway and influence than
part in government. It's a hairier subject than Is prescribed to IL John Locke argued the
originally anticipated when I. decided. tc government should not have any authority
Write this.
over an individual's conscience. Francis BaI have grown up in thc church. I am encon argued for a separation between church
rolled and attending a Presbyterian uni- and state. Isaac Newton did too, and the guy
versity with a faith-based mission. I will practically invented gravity. 'Therefore, he
be participating in a faith-based program must be right.
which directly confronts and argues against
Former president George W. Bush's faiththe separation of dsurch and state. I have a based initiatives are a good example of why
mother that continually tells me to pray to political science majors have it right when
Baptist Jesus and to go to church on Sun- it comes to separation of church and state.
days and sing loudly othenvise my blessings I'm probably not at the right school when I
will be forcibly removed from my life and say that many of us wouldn't be comfortable
given to a more deserving Baptist. Rationally with taxpayer money being given to religious
speaking, I should have been socialized from organizations because many of you probably
childhood to be in favor of church in state. contribute to religious organizations willingly.
But I am noL
I am no intellectual and as such, can offer
More and more, I have-come to believe
no
lofty arguments against church in state,
that the integration of religion in governnor will I ever be able to. There is, however,
ment should not be encouraged.
At the most simplistic level, my rcasoning a historical precedence for separation. If the
is very basic. Each person's individual beliefs father of gravity says it should be separated, I
are unique. For one belief to prevail over the think we lower beings should quietly acquiesce.
beliefs of others would not be fair.
On a more personal level, I am simply not
comfortable with other people's moral codes WU is a junior majcwing in political sdence. Commentscan be
pmscribing my behavior. To have lawmak- sent to irisavuovhitworthlan.m.

Feminism still an important campus issue
JULIANNE

LUCKS

Bra-burning, man-hating females still exist in America.
Overall, however, their cry for female superiority is less aggressive than it has been in previous decades. Nonetheless,
their historical legacy remains at the forefront of the feminism label. This last Wednesday, Whitworth hosted a feminism panel, appropriately called "The F Word," which took
part in discussing feminism as a whole, revealing many
aspects of feminism that have nothing to do with burning
bras or hating men. As the evening's motto suggests, "you
don't have to be anti-man to be pro-woman."
Why be pro-woman in this day and age? American women have the right to vote, the right to drive, and the right
to an education and career-which is more than women in
some other countries can boast. Nevertheless, according to
the U.S. Census Bureau, women still are paid only 77 cents
for each dollar a man makes. That means a Nvoman will
make an average of S2 million less than a man will during
lifetime, despite a wonsan's education or career position.
"Feminism is a human rights issue. It is a movement

towards the equal rights of women in a political and economic sense, said F Word panelist Kirk Westre, professor
of kinesiology and athletics.
American society itself is a perpetrator in holding women back. White men of good social standing in America
have had thc right to vote since this country's founding,
depending On their status in society. By 1860, all white men
were allowed to vote. Ten years later, all men, regardless of
their color or position in lifeovere granted the right.
NVomen weren't allowed the right to vote until 1920, half
a century afier the inclusion of all men. This pattern has
been repeated recently in the American presidential elections. White men, and now a black man of Arabic descent,
have been thc president of the United States. When will
women get their chance?
"Regardless of your political opinion of her, Hillary Clinton's ability to get as far as she did in the presidential race is
a great stcp for women," senior Anthony Priest said.
Panelists also examined sexism here on campus.
"There are certain professors that will call on male students predominately more than females, and there are certain professors that will call on female students more than
male students; Priest said.
This realization should encourage professors and students alike to reflect and see if they have been unintentionally unjust toward a specific gender in the classroom

or anywhere on campus. Sexism needs to come to a drastic halt, and men and women need to work together; only
then will women and men achieve true equality.
The panel continued to discuss the issue of men and
women working together toward equality. This idea may
sound foreign to some people, because feminism generally
is considered a subject for women.
"The feminist movement would be stronger if men
would step up and help," Priest said.
'Amy women will listen better to other women, just as
many men Nvill listen better to other men. So, if men inform each other of the need for women to be recognized
and have Nvorth, more men are likely to respond positively.
If men and women are on the same team, then the push for
equality finally will succeed.
"The God that I believe in doesn't discriminate," said
panelist Marisha Hamm, manager ofenvironmental health,
safety and security.
As Christians, the call for male and female equality is
even stronger. God doesn't discriminate; he created men
and women to be equal. It's about time people started treating each other that way.
LUCKS is a senior majoring in English. Comments can be sent to juliarinducksP
whinvonhian.com.
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MAC: SARAH BERENTSON,
SOPHOMORE

'I think that for Macs the biggest

tum-off Is trying to leam the bells
and whistles of the system. Once
you have It figured out its hard to
go back to a PC."

1r

MAC: RAEANN HUTSON,
FRESHMAN

'My computer is a beautiful piece
of machinery that is amplest,/
compatible with its software.
Apple as a company has some
Issues, but I love my fAac."

Survey says...

Junior Jaryd Madlena uses a 2007
MacBook Pro laptop.

Whitworth students responded to a campus-wide survey
aboutpersonal computerpreferences and usage.

Students use their computers for...

Students own...
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When choosing a computer, consum- shi
ers take several factors into account. The
increase in popularity for Apple's Ntac er
computers has given rise to thc debate on tht
whether Ntac or PC is worth thc price.
be
There are some major differences be- M.
tween a Ntac and a PC, many of which us- get
ers are not aw-arc of before they make the
switch. While PCs come in a wide variety idc
cal
of brands, only Apple. Inc. makes Ntacs.
"With Ntac, Apple controls the whole las
Inf
uscr experience:* said junior jarysi
na. a business management and economics
major. "It definitely has a more controlled fro
wit
fccl. Minor details are thought out more."
However, the level of control that Apple
has over the computer
experience has raised
somc arguments from
"A lot of people say
pro-PC users. Freshman
are
more user-frien
DI Smith said that about
are so basil
70 percent of the programs he's seen are not
CI Smith,
compatible with Ntacs.
freshman
"A lot of people say
that hiacs arc more userfriendly, but PCs are so
basic," Smith said, who works at thc Whit- anc
worth technology center. "It's just a hassle poi
having to switch lbadc to a PCI just lo run to s
can
a different program:'
Apple made steps to alleviate this problcm by having an optional second prom. .ina,
it h
sor by Intel, Ntadlena said.
Ma
"1 think you need Windowsand that's
C
what Mac is saying. I just think it's funny:'
ve)
Smith said in response to this change.
owl
But there are also some technical ditfi
cultics with PCs. Most lower- to mid-range 601
PCs use RAM called DDR2, but it is slower a h'
than thc Macs, which use DDR3, Madlena ano
S
said.
PCs also have a shorter battery life than abo
Res
Ntacs, Smith said.
"Macs are a better choice for students be- moi
Mag
cause they can do all the samc things but it
"1
actually more intuitive," Madlena said. It
doesn't feel like I'm fighting my computer Seic
CVC1
to make it work."
As far as price range goes, Ntacs tend to and
be a lot more expensive, Madlena said The abo
most common form of MacBook starts at
C
about SI000. However, thc professionallevel Macs are often cheaper than Dell kern

Other

Students wl

4
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luters and PC
computers of the same level, Madlena said.
"They have made a pod name for themselves but I just think they're overpriced,
UMshiny stuff:Smith said.
'The Mactlooks, Madlena argues, are genThe
fac erally a better built quality than PCs and
on thc total cost of owncrship is lower. This is
because there are currently no viruses for
bc- Mac computcrs and the computers last Ion.
us- ger, Madlena said.
thc
-1 think people are getting used to the
iety idea of not getting the cheapest thing they
can find. They want something that can
iolc
last and that they won't have to kccp fighting," Madlcna said.
Iics
Madlena still owns his Mac computer
Iltd
from 2007 and has not had any problems
with it.
More software companies arc realizing
,pie
the benefits of working
on more than onc platform, Madlena said. As
!ople say that Macs
Apple has seen a record
ser-friendly but PCs
market even in this bad
eso basic."
economy, more programs
arc being re-formatted
tl Smith,
for Macs, Madlena said.
Freshman
The general conscnsus
is that while PCs have a
wider variety of brands
lit- and have most of thc market share, Mac
.sle
popularity is growing steadily. People tend
un to sec Macs more than PCs around college
campuses. Madlena said.
"Macs are about at 10 percent of thc U.S.
)bes- .market share right now and I guess we'll sec
it hit 20 percent in the next couple of years:*
Madlena said.
at's
iy,"
Of 173 responses to an all-student survey, 51.4 percent of the 'Whitworth students
Ifiown a PC and 49.6 percent a Mac. Nearly
60 percent said that thcy would rather own
Ige
er a Mac, 38.4 percent a PC and 1.7 perccnt
na another typc of computer.
Students also responded to questions
in about what they use their computers for.
Results from the survey indicated that a lot
)emore people using computcrs for art used
it
Macs as opposed to PCs.
it "I love my PC' said sophomorc Michael
ter Seidel in his response to the survey. "It does
everything I want it to and when I go out
to and buy software, I don't have to worry
he about it not working with Windows:*
at
alell

Contact Heather Kennison at heather.
kennison@whitworthian.com

PC: PAM MURPHY,

SOPHOMORE
"I have no problem with PCs. My
family has had a PC my whole life.

Macs weren't even an option In
my town until a year ago. Macs are
cool but I'm not a PC basher7

PC: SPENCER JOICE,

FRESHMAN

it can play any computer game

known to man. Online gaming Is
spectacular.-

Sophomore Micheal Seidel
uses an Asus 2008 GSOV
laptop.

71tt stulent samplefor online polh %Au 173 responden= This surtry WO not rrriettrd by the ¡AB.
and does not claim to be scientifically acetinste. The results do not necessarily reflect the views of 7he
Whitworthiart. Whitworth University or dte Associstal Students of Whitivorth University.

nts would

rather own...

Students in Core 250 use their computers during class. About half of the students who partldpated in the survey use
Macs and about half use PCs.
Potos by raytor /*stk. kid= Glom litadirs Knotisonand Kelsty &Mt
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Adventurous fox
inds his identity
INIMMININICIMEUTIMENSEMINI
Ryan Graves
Staff Itrritcr

There is a moment in "Fantastic Mr. Fox" when the hero, Mr.
Fox, stands in front of a stunning waterfall in a very poignant
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bactIhia Kay
-

Adjunct professor Ludnda Kay attends to a student in Jamaica during Great Shape! Inc.'s SuperKlds project. SuperlUds provides asrriculum for students In Jamaica through art, music and sports.

Professor ignites change
the end of November.
"When volunteers and Jamaicans partner together
for the good of others it provides me with a renewed
Theres more to Lucinda ICay than her multi-colored sense of patience, gratitude and provides a picture of
is so easy to have an
hair. Many have found a way to saw others but fcw what God looks like," Kay said.
have adopted a One Love philosophy that leads them impact when you reach out your hand. Once you have
the opportunity to see that in action, you can't stop:"
to serve a Third Nsforld Caribbean nation since 1988.
It is that attitude, coupled with her faith, that promptA former television anchor and now an adjunct professor, Kay has a heart for all people but her passion is ed her decision to start a public relations, communications coaching and video production company called
serving those in Jamaica.
Kay subscribes to the phrase: "Out of many, we are "Let It Shine Media." This company provides public reone," and asserts that Jamaica's One Love" spirit is .a lations free of charge for Great Shape! Inc. and allows
true, tangible thing.
her to return each year to Jamaica with the intention
Nonprofit. Great Shape! Inc. was started in 1988 by to share the love she's received with the Jamaican chilKay's mom, known as "Mama G and her friend to dren and their families.
-God has given me a calling to help all people ignite
bring relief to Jamaica after a derastating hurricane.
Twenty-one years later, Great Shape! facilitates the his glorious light from inside. The skill and intuition
world's largest international, humanitarian dental that he has blessed me with makes that possible:* Kay
project; "1000 Smiles" volunteers provide exams, ex- said.
tractions and cleanings from inside temporary dental
Through her work at "Let It Shine" and with Great
dinics.
Shape! Inc. ICay has combined her passion for people
Recently, Great Shape! has started a program called with her ability to inspire others and considers it her
"SuperKids" to empower the nation's children through responsibility to invoice change.
literacy, computers, art, music and sports by the provi"I know that with so many others doing great things
sion of curriculum and resources. This fall's pilot proj- and counting on me to do the same, I have to show up
ect, "I Care; served Jamaicans by providing eye exams every single day. Realizing that is what keeps me going," Kay said.
and glasses for improved vision.
Contact Danika Heatherly at danika.heatherly@
Great Shape! Inc. served more than 30,000 Jamaicans
through the three projects from September through whitworthian.com.

Danika Heatherly

Sports Editor

it

and emotional scene. I caught myself saying "how beautiful"
out loud and quickly reminded myself what it took to make the
waterfall flow. Writer-director Wes Anderson's stop-motion film
proves itself to be a triumphant piece of art with every meticulous detail demanding to be noticed, especially that lovely waterfall.
The film follows Mr. Fox (George Clooney), a fox who once
upon a time lived a life of excitement and danger but now has
settled down to support his wife. Mrs. Fox (Nleryl Streep) and
their young son Ash (Jason Schwartzman). Mr. Fox is bored and
needs to commit one last big heist for old time's sake. Unfortunately for Mr. Fox, he makes his victims the farmers Boggis,
Bunce and Bean, maliciously evil farmers who will not allow
msthe elves to be via imi7ed by a wily fox.
The plot, adapted from the children's book by Roald Dahl, is
surprisingly simple. But the film doesn't waste any time exploring deep into the human condition (or fox condition?). Anderson doesn't dumb down this film. He, along with writer Noalt
Baumbach, writes interchanges such as this:
Mr. Fox: (sighs! Who am 1...Why a fox? Why not a horse, or
a beetle, or a bald eagle? I'm saying this more as, like, existentialism, you know? Who am 1? And how can a fox ever be happy
without, you'll forgive the expression, a chicken in its teeth?"
I don't remember the last time I heard a fox lament about an
identity crisis. But that's why this film works. It doesn't care about
whether children are ping to get completely what is being said.
Everyone is going to gct the struggle accepting who you are. _
With the setting of this heist drama, we have at the forefront
the drama of the relationships that are aggravated by the actions
of Mr. Fox. We have the young son Ash who is jealous of his
cousin Kristoffcrson, the golden boy at school, on the field and
at home with his uncle. We have Mr. Fox, who is deceptive with
his wife about his criminal aspirations, and who struggles to
show his son that he really cares about him. For such a simple
plot, the film's story is more vast than one may realize.
The film can be appreciated by an audience of all ages for just
the look of thc film. It is a stop-motion film shot at 12 frames
per second, as opposed to the standard 24, making for an obviously choppy look that gives the film a distinct feel. Each shot is
framed masterfully because Anderson has full control over everything in the shot.
This film further proves the status of Yes Anderson as an
auteur. It feels like a Wes Andcrson film. With its dry wit and
playful humor, Anderson shows his consistency as a film-maker.
Even the coloring of the film looks so Andersonian, borrowing
from the same palette of yellow from The Life Aquatic with
Steve Zissou" and The Darjeeling Limited:* The film's beauty
is sure to astound audiences and the struggle of Mr. Fox and his
furry counterparts is one to be appreciated by any age.
Contact Ryan Graves at ryan.graves@whitworthian.com.

Hello Walk: Senior uses job to mentor students
enjoy that. It's one of my great passions in life. It's pretty
sweet.

Becca Curiiff
Staff IVritir
,

Senior Curtis Powell, a peace studies major from Lynden, Wash., is currently an RA in McMillan Hall. ibis is
his third year as an RA. He spe.nt one year in Schumacher
Hall and this is his second year in Mac. Reporter Becca
Cuniff sat down with Powell to find out
more about his experiences on leader-

What do you like about living in Mac?
When you get some guys who have thc opportunity
to live a few feet away from some girls and they choose
to live together with other guys, I think there is something special about that. I feel like Mac's
a unique community. For one, there's a
ship.
lot of tradition. It feels like you're a part
CLIC
of something bigger than yourself, and
Read the rest of the Hello Walk interview
Becca Cuniff: 'What are some of your
you're ushered into a community that
with Curtis Powell at
favorite things about being an RA?
really builds you up. When you enter
whitwort hian.com
Curtis Powell: For me, I really have a
here, you're around a bunch of guys that
0o
strong desire to be invested in any comhold you to a higher standard. And two,
munity that I go in, and I saw the RA position as a great it's just a cool building. I enjoy having Ballard Hall over
way to be invested in people. As a leader, I love to be an there and Mac over here. We're kind of set apart from
L.
incarnate leader. I look to Jesus and I saw that he dwelt campus, and that has its pluses and minuses, but you
with people and led through hanging out with people. I really see some great relationships being developed. It
really love that style. It's a great avenue for personal for- kind of takes the pressure off, not having girls around.
mation; you get to be mentored by your RD, and then You get a little bit more of a unique and vulnerable atyou go and mentor other individuais in the dorm. It's mosphere and then you also got some great community
Tara StIt im4n./Whstsvrthian
super relation41. That's what I love about it. You get to with your sistcr dorm. I love it.
live with guys, and I get paid to hang out with people
Senior Curtis Powell has been an RA for three years; two years in
and juA help facilitate a great year for them, and I really..
Contact.Becca.Cuniff at becca.cuniff@whitworthian.com. McMillan Hall and one year In Schumacher Hall.
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Best of the decade
Jon Fox
Staff Writer
Popular music has witnessed some amazing developments over the last decade. But if
advances in genre conventions and recording quality hadn't translated into a whole lot
of brilliantly composed records, nobody would care. Sure, Napster and iTunes and radio
stations killed the CD just like CDs killed vinyl, but we're witnesses to how stubbornly the
album has stuck around at its own funeral. So here are my favorite from the last 10 years:

""Allyt

10. Andrew Bird -"Arnichair Apocrypha" (2007)
The vocal melodies on Andrew Bird's greatest album arc whistled as
often as they're sung. The singer-songwriter hides a smile while he utters surprisingly eloquent philosophical musings peppered with history and theology, and the folk-rock instrumentals arc relentlessly chill.
9. Death Cab for Cutie -"Transatlanticism" (2001)
Death Cab is "Transatlanticism." This is a defining album, against which all the band's subsequent efforts have been
measured:That's because the album has it all: obvious radio favorites
like "Title and Registration" and along with less catchy but equally
compelling tracks like "The New Year" and "Tiny Vessels," and the understated ballad "Transatlanticism." The bar is set high.

Jordan Brauckmplitlamvrthian

Freshman David Hochstatter plays trumpet during a Whitworth Jazz Ensemble II concert on
Tuesday, Dec. 1.The Whitworth Concert Band also played.

Jazz concert energetic

8. Modest Mouse - "WeiVcre Dead Before the Ship Even Sank" (2007)

Unlike almost everyone, I think Modest Mouse gets better with every album. Their newest still has some of the rough edges that set their
old material apart, but its got smooth parts too. If you ask me, that's
what makes songs like "Florida: "Spitting Wnom" and "Little Motel"
so compelling.

7.1be Arcade Fire- "Funeral" (2004)
"Funeral" has been so persistently imitated sinCe its release six years
ago that it's casy to forget how utterly original it was. So remember
back to those days, svhen you had no idea what "orchestral indicpop"
meant because nobody had invented it yet, and listen to "Funeral" with
virgin cars. It's way better than all the pretenders riding its coattails.
.

6. Brand New - "The Devil and God Are Raging Inside Me" (2006)
.
The music rises and falls like a vessel in troubled water as Brand
New's Jesse Lacey struggles hetsveen belief and doubt, hope and despair. it's intense at times, beautiful at othcrs. And it's brilliant. After
the linc about the crucifixion in thc bridge of -Jesus Christ: there's a
three-measure pause before the song picks back up. Enough said.

5. Sigur Ros -"Takk" (2005)
There might be other music as beautiful as the songs on "Takk: But
I

doubt it.

Katie Palmer
Staff Writer

indeed "youthfully inspiring: The piece
featured an impressive drum solo by junior
Peter Labbcrton.
"I enjoyed the percussion," freshman Jeff
Campbell said about thc concert.
The jazz ensemble has been working with
swing quite a bit this year.
"My group has been working hard this semester, Parkin said. "They recently played
for the Whitworth ballroom dance class,
performing a variety of big band hits from
the swing cra7
The second group to perform was the
Whitworth Concert Band.
They took up a considerable amount of
room on the stage, compared to the jazz ensemble.

The Whitworth Jazz Ensemble II and
Whitworth Concert Band delivered an entertaining and energetic performance.
Asa person who does not normally enjoy
jazz concerts, I will admit, my hopes were
not incredibly high for an evening of entertainment.
However, on Thesday, Dec. 1, thc conccrt,
"Youthful Inspirations" proved to be an energetic and passionate performance.
The concert opened with the Whitworth
Jazz Ensemble II consisting of 16 members,
a majority of them freshman. Lead by jazz
ensemble director Christopher Parkin, the
ensemble played four pieces; "Basically
Bluesr"Wave," "In a Sentimental Mood"
and the famous "Sing, Sing, Sing."
All pieces were played svell, but "Sing.
Sing, Sing" possessed an energy that was

To read the reit of Palme
article, visit
whitworthiatt.com.
Contact Katie Palmer at katie.palmer@
Ithitworthian.com.

4. Radiohcad "Kid A" (2000)
Remember the Y2K scare? Ridiculous, sure, but
there was something about that fear of the new mil-

lennium that tapped into a deeper anxiety; a fearfulness ofwhat the digital age svill mean for privacy and individuality. Radiohead got it, and listening to "Kid A" is like reading a dystopia novel.
The journey from "Everything in Its Right Place" to "Morning Heir is
a deeply complex talc of alienation from oneself and others:Me album
led a revolution in electro-rock, pioneering new instrumentation and unconventional
song-structures, and breathed new life into a tired genre. It's also completely listenable
from beginning to end.

I

t

I

.

I.
II

41

3. mcwithoutYou - "Brother Sister" (2006)
This concept-album about turning to God after a breakup is probably the greatest lyrical triumph on the list. Frontman Aaron Weiss
effortlessly condenses complicated existential theology to indelible
metaphors and effortless aphorisms. The complex instrumentals layered behind Weis.s's distinct vocals give mcwithoutYou its own unmistakable sound.

4.t:

2. Bon ¡ver - "For Emma, Forever Ago" (2008)
Justin Vernon's 2008 opus is at least as good as the story behind it.

I

He spent the winter o12007 in the woods in Wisconsin, trying to work
thmugh the break-up of his band and his last relationship. When he
emerged he'd recorded the nine tracks he would title "For Emma, Forever Ago7 The record's sound varies more than it gets credit for. There
are typical folk tunes, but the four-on-the-floor beat in "Lump Sum"
and "Blindsided" steps beyond the genre, and experimental touches
lilce thc auto-tuning in The Wolves" make us wonder if we're really in familiar territory.
The one constant of the album is Vernon's haunting and totally unique voice, a well of
unabating emotion throughout. The result is a minimalistic album as elusive as it is spare,
and it's just about perfect.

I. Sufjan Stevens - "Illinois" (2005)
Thc second installment in Stevens' attempt at orchestral indic-folk
albums for cacfi of the 50 states looks like it will be his last, as the
songwriter pursues projects other than writing songs. I think that's
okay; "Illinois" delivers so completely on Stevens' goals for the whole
project that episodes like "Kansas" and "South Dakota" would just be
redundant. In the tradition of Sherwood Anderson's novel "Winesburg, Ohio," the album is a series of disparate anecdotes with little in
common but geography, masterfully crafted into a thematic progression that transcends
those gaps. From lyrical folk-ballads like "Casimir Pulaski Da)'" and "John Wayne Gacy,
Jr:' to instrumental tracks like "Out of Egypt, Into the Great Laugh of Mankind," the
songs are packed not just with beautiful melodies but with meaning. There are references
to Stevens' own childhood and to Abraham Lincoln; it's at once personal and universal.
Stevens has put his finger on what it is to be an American, and he does it so subtly and
intangibly that the album offers hope for a generation of Americans disenchanted for the
most part svith their country. Listening to "Illinois" somehow makes being American
mean something good, and that's no small feat.
Contact Ion Fox at jonfimeithitworthian.ctim:
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Bucs rebound
Peter Landgren
Staff Writer
The Whitworth women's basketball team
went one and onc on the road last weekend.
The women los to the University of Redlands on Friday, Dec. 4. but regained their
composure to defeat Claremont-MuddScripps on Saturday, Dec. 5. Both games
were a part of the UC Santa Cruz Classic.
The games vere polar opposites of each
other, featuring the largest margin of defeat
and victory respectively in the Pirates season thus far.
The game against the Redlands Bulldogs started out slowly for the Pirates, who
jumped to a nine-point lead early in thc
first half. However, the Bucs were able to
settle down and responded to the Redlands
run with one of their own. This helped thc
Bucs jump ahead by six-points midway
through the first half.
Despite the Bucs momentum, thc Bulldogs made a 9-0 run to close out thc half.
leading by a three-point margin.
The Pirates encountered rough seas in
the second half. The Bulldogs wcrc
continue their run from thc closing minutes of the first half, quickly extending thc
lead to double digits.
The Bucs never posed a threat for the rest
.of the half, going on to lose 81-57, the Pirates worst defeat of the season to date.
Shooting percentage played a large role
in the second half and in the game as a
whole. The Pirates shot a poor 27.3 percent
from thc field, including a 63.6 percent performance from the free throw line.

On thc opposing side the Bulldogs finished with a 47 percent shooting average
for the game. Redlands also shot well from
behind thc arc, going six for nine.
In the second game, played against thc
Claremont-Mudd-Scripps Athenas, the Piratcs came out swinging in what would be
their most dominant performance of the
season thus far.
Whitworth got off to a strong start in the
first half, but the Athenas %vat able to close
the lead to four midway though the second

period.
The Pirates then went on a 23-9 run, led
by senior guard Kim Bluff with nine points.
The run gave the Pirates an 18-point lead
heading into the half.
The Pirate run continued on through the
second half, leading to a secure 30-point
!cad with approximately 13 minutes left to
play. Whitworth controlled the game for
the rcst of regulation. winning 81-57.
Senior guard/forward Cassie l'ilkinton
led the Pirates with 21 points in the latter
game, followed by Bluff with 15.
lite team also liad a combined 20 assists,
led by senior guard Leah Pomante.
On the 'defensive end, Pomante also
lcd the team with three steals. while both
Pilkinton and senior post Liz Horiatis led
the Piratcs with six rebounds.
The win and loss advance the Pirates to
an even record for the season. 3-3.
The Buts look to improve next weekend
at the first home game of the season agaisnt
College of Idaho. The game will be played
Friday, Dec. 5 at 5 p.m. in the_Fieldhouse.
Contact Pcter Lindgren at peter.
landgrengsvhitworthian.coni:

and Black
with Sports Events Coordinator
Collin Gibbs
On Friday, Dec. 11, both men's and women's
basketball teams will host their first home games
of the season.
The women's game will begin at 5 p.m. against
the College of Idaho. Following that will be the
men's game against UC Santa Cruz at 7 p.m.
The Lady .Bucs ,enter Friday's contest with a
current non-conference record of 3-3. They will
take on the Coyotes from the College of Idaho, an
NAIA school that leads the Evergreen Conference
with a record of 5-3.
Following Friday's game, the Piratcs will tip-off
on Saturday against Walla Walla University at 7

'

For the men's team, the grueling non-conference
schedule. continues when the Pirates host UC Santa Cruz on Friday night. The Bahana Slugs will
look to upset the Bucs on their home floor.
The Pirates are coming off an impressive defeat
of McKendree Univesity at last.weekends Lopita
Classic in St. Louis, Mo.
Along with the games there will also be a canned
food drive on Friday night to aid the Westminster
Food Bank. Boxes to collect the cans will be provided at the Fieldhouse.
Also, the theme for Friday's games is -Christmas Sweater Night!' All students are encouraged
to dress up in their most ridiculous Christmas at-

"

tire.
Membeis of the Pirate's Booty Club also have the
special opportunity to fill up their punch cards.
The first 50 members to wear a Christmas sweater
and bring five cans of food will have their punch
cards filled. There will also be a drawing for three
$100 gift cards that nighi
Contad editor@whitworthian.COM

for second day of tournament
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Senior Natalie Orrell plays tight defense against senior teammate Leah Pomante, with strong
back up from senior Lix Horiatis and freshman Katie Delaney, Int eve.,:!: in T.-oak..

Pirates fight to the buzzer
David Rurik
Staff Writer
The Whitworth men's basketball split a pair of games
this weekend in Si. Louis, Nlo., at the Lopata Classic held at
Washington University.
Friday evening's game against Pomona-Pitzer College
saw major swings in momentum throughout the game,
which ended up as the second loss for the Bucs.
Despite the fact that the l'iratcs camc out strong, the
Sagehens were able to regain composure throughout thc
game and gained enough momcntum to finish on top.
Senior guard Eric Beal got off on the right foot for Whitworth. draining two thrcc-point shots in the first fcw minutes of play.
This pattern of threes did not continue for the Bucs however, as thcy shot a total of five for 31 from beyond the
arc.
Beal showed up again as thc teams neared the halftime
break, however the five points he scored in the last minute
were not enough as the score had swung in the Sagefiens
direction, 33-28.
Whitworth's scoring struggles remained into the second
half. They obtained the lead only once at 45-42.
The Sagehens came right back with a trio of threes that
put them back in the lead.
The Bucs came within one point svith only seconds remaining.
Beal was given the final opportunity for a shot that
bounced off the rim, then the glass and back off the rim,
before finally falling out.
The final score was 55-54.
At 30.5 percent shooting on the night, thc Pirates have
only had a worse shooting average once during the nineyear tenure with head coach Jim Hayford, coming in the
opening game of the 2004-2005 season at 26 percent.
Saturday night the Bucs took the court against NicKendree University.
Although the score of 72-69 does not speak much in Pirate favor, the stats read much stronger on the Pirate end
of things.
Sophomore guard Jordan Callorne off the bench to lead
the team with 16 points, his oreer high.
The Pirates never gave McKendree control of the game
and only gave them the pleasure of a tie once in the second
half...
Foul trouble was an issue for Whitworth as they svere

Cakb Slyttelt'hat.vrthi4n

Senior Nate Montgomery does a layup during practice last
week in the Fieldhouse.

whistled 33 times.
Call's 16 points were closely followed by junior forward
David Riley's 15 points and Beal's 12.
The Pirates are now 2-2 on the season.
The men play next at home against UC Santa Cruz on
Dec. 11, at 7 p.m. in the Fieldhouse.

.

Contact David Rurik at david.rurik@whitworthian.COM.
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sports talk with coliO zalawski

Grapple Cup:
Sometimes, some teams
just can't pull it together

Brandon 11.entott&WIVItttworthian

,

Junior Colin Zalewski plays defense against sophornoreEll Smith In an intramural game last weeic. Both teams
fought for a chance to partake In the Intramund Champlonships.The championships were played Sunday in
Graves Gym. The Scorch Muffins defeated the Long Shanks 4-3 to take home the Challenge title and the Ninjas
defeated theJalapotatoes 6-3 to finish off their successful Pcnver season.

-_

Coach inspired by close community
Julia Bechtold
Staff Writer
Going into his I 1th season at Whitworth, men's basketball head coach Jim
Hayford is ready for another great year
He arrived here in 1999. Since then
the team has appeared four times in the
NCAA tournament, won three Northwest Conference titles and Hayford himself has won three NWC Coach of the
Year awards.
He chose Income to Whitworth because he wanted to coadi at an academically strong school; he also loved the
Christian aspect of education, be said.
"For mc there is no better school.
(Vhitworth] allows me that freedom of
expressing my faith with the players and
it has such a strong commitment to academics," Hayford said.
Before he was head coadi here, Hayford was thc head coach at the University
of Siowc Falls. Before that he was an assistant coach at Azusa Pacific University
in California.
Hayford graduated from Azusa Pacific in 1989 with a degree in social science and then went on to earn his M.A.
of Education from Claremont Graduate
University in 1991.
When he is not coaching, he loves
spending time with his famil). He has a

.

daughter who is in college and a son who
is in sixth grade. He and his wife love to
golf in Spokane, he said.
Being a basketball coach is a huge passion of I ayfo rd's.
"I feel like you have an opportunity to
not just teach but mentor, and really get
to know a small group of students and
give them an experience that will propd
them into success; Hayford said.
1-lis favorite part about being a coadi at
Whitworth is being able to go to the weddings of former players and to see them
grow up and become fathers. His favorite
memory of coaching is whcn Whitworth
got its first NCAA win in 2007.
The biggest influence on his coaching
style has been former Whitworth athletic
director Scott McQuilkin, Hayford said.
"Ile was really helpful in showing the
balance between the competitive side
and the developmental side of coaching,"
Ilayford said.
Hay-ford uses that philosophy when
coaching the Pirates. This year he has
high hopes for his team.
"We have a very good team but wc
have a lot of ncw pieces and putting it together so it will be a successful team and
compete for a division diampionship is
thc challenge," he said.
His goal for the individual players is
for them to be the best that they can be

Photo tototety of =Welk, Web site

Men's basketball coeds Jim Hayford
intently watches from the sidelines.

and reach their potentiaL
The Pirates' first home game of thc season will be on Friday, Dec. 11 at 7 p.m. in
the Ficldhouse against UC Santa Cruz.

at julia.bech-

Contact Julia Bechtold
told@whitworthian.COM.

Intr
Intramural coordirsator
Stephen Baranowski

`

The Intramural Soccer Champions for both divisions
were crowned this past Sunday in Graves Gym.
The tournament's No. 1 seed, The Scorch Muffins, led
by team capuin Breanna Hartliep, got into the championship after defeating The Disney Princesses and ECNARONGI in earlier rnunds. The Long Shanks made
their way up from the bottom of the bracket, detailing
a favored Team 'Elisiurn and BJ Re-mited in the process. The championship game itself was a nail-biter as
the game remained tied viith under four Minutes to go
svheri senior Ethan Smith finished it off for the Scorch
.

.

CHECK OUT THE FALL

SPORTS WRAP-UP

featuring seniors from

,

soccer, cross-country,

The pnwer bracket played out With relitiicly
The Jakipotatoes prepared tn face the Ninjas.
As the game got under' way it quiddY became a very
physical match.' Bnth teainXplayed hard with the Jalapotatoes taking a one-goal lead going into the lastIO
utei Of the game. The Ninjas retaliated With
swered
, three Corniiiiin the list thiee minutes..
.

"set&
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football and volleyball
Read it on Friday at...

whitworthian.com
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Oh those poor Cougs.
Being raised a Washington Huskies fan, it takes
a lot for me to have sympathy for a rival school's
athletic program, but the Washington State Cougars truly pulled at my heartstrings during the
annual Apple Cup match between the two Washington schools on Saturday, Nov. 28.
I feel for you Cougar fans; it wasn't long ago
when the Huskies were pretty terrible themselves,
but the Cougs have got to be one of the most inept Division I football teams I've seen in a while.
No matter how good or bad of a season WSU
is having, they always seem to put out a good
showing against rival UW in the Apple Cup, but
even the sub-par Huskies were overwhelming for
them this year.
A 30-0 thumping by the Dawgs was an explanation of the Cougar's season in a nutshell.
However, while the Cougars have had a rough
season, believe it or not they aren't the only team
struggling. In fact. one NBA team has had a harder time than WSU.
The New Jersey Nets won their first game of the
season last Friday after losing 18 straight to start
the season. After 16 straight losses, original head
coach Lawrence Frank lost his job.
The 0-18 start is the worst start to a season in
NBA history.
With their first win on Friday, Dec. 6, it was a
big sigh of relief for Nets players and supporters,
while the horrcndous start of the season brought
a bit of celebration around the league for a team
that's most likely a lost cause less than 20 games
into the season.
When it comes to sports, whether it is NCAA
football or NBA basketball, there will always be
good teams, them will always be bad teams and
sadly there will always be terrible teams.
Inspired by the teams above, let's take a look at
some of the worst teams of all time in hopes the
Cougs and Nets don't let themselves become part
of this conversation in the future.
So, without further adieu, here is a list of some
of the worst teams of all time:

Card-Pitt (NFL)- In 1944, the war causcd
NFL teams to merge. The combination of the
Chicago Cardinals and the Pittsburg Steelers
("Card-Pitt") went 0-10. Now, many teams
have gotten the full season bagel, but what sets
the Card-Pitt apart is the fact that three players were fined after one game for "inept playing; One of the quarterbacks, John McCarthy,
threw 13 interceptions and zero touchdowns;
I bet he used something bigger than the broad
side ola barn for target practice.
Boston Braves (MLB)- The Boston Braves have
the third worst baseball record of all time at
38-115, but what makes them the worst is Babe
Ruth was on the team and they still stunk. In
fact, he susn't much help to the cause as 40year-old Ruth batted .181 in his 72 at-bats before retiring midseason. My guess is by that
age the Babe's beer belly had gotten so big he
couldn't even swing the bat any-more.
Philadelphia 76ers (NBA)- The 1972-73 Philadelphia 76ers had a season so bad it is astounding. Three quarters of the way through
the season they were 4-58 while riding a 21game losing streak. After going through a
"hot" streak late in the season, they finished
the season with 13 straight losses and a record
of 9-73. If Allen Iverson was on the team, there
is no way he would be showing up to practice.
While we never like to see teams do extremely
poorly, it is a reality in sports that some teams will

just be terrible.
When it's the team we root for, despite the fact
that we're afraid to watch SportsCenter to see
what Stuart Scott has to say about our team's latest defeat, we find comfort in next season's aspirations.
But in this light, sports can teach us one very
valuable lesson: when all else is down and nothing
seems to be going right, we always have hope.
God bless you Cougar and Nets fans.

Contact Colin Zalewsld at editor@whitworthi411.00111.
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This week's WhitPics is a compilation of details from around campus. From
mixed media art pieces to Graves Gym power conduits, sometimes the smallest
things are the most striking.
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FOR MORE DETAIL PHOTOS, VISIT THE MULTIMEDIA PAGE AT WHITWORTHIAN.COM. WHILE YOU'RE THERE, CHECK OUT THE AUDIO SLIDESHOWS.

Men continue winning
streak to maintain lead
in Northwest Conference.

Students jet-set to 'Thailand,
Turkey, England and China
during Jan Thrin.

Replacing Frisbee with
parcheesi will benefit
liThitworth as a whole.
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JAN TERM TRIPS

FRISBEE HATERS
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trategic plan
will focus on
evelopment
Ira McIntosh
Assistant News Editor
f

Ihe presidential planning committee is close to revealing time new strategic plan.
Consisting of 30 faculty members, administrators
and one student, the committee has been reassessin
goals and taking a closer L-1- at the needs of students
and the institution.
"We are interested in strengthening the way in which
students receive a global education and reinforcing the
commitment to the liberal arts and how they can help
students in time professional %writ!: saitl Dale Suden,
vice president for planning and a committee member.

t.

committee is proud of how, Vhitworth is becoming a more inclusive community and is interested in
finding new tvays to further this goal, he said.
According to time October draft of the 2010-2015
strategic plan, "On campus, construction of a state-ofthe-art science building will be followed by new facilities for time performing arts, and for fitness and recreation activities:
lime draft also mentions recent developments of
Costa Rica satellite campus and the possibility of expanding programs in East Africa and other parts of
time world. According to a draft of the strategic plan.
"Whitworth has chosen to lean into, rather than avoid
engagement of the broader culture:
On a local note, Whitworth continues to advance its
involvement tvith the immediate community by opening a satellite campus in downtown Spokane.
"We may look at sites in other cities such as the TriCities and other places like that. Nothing on the West
Sitie at the moment," Suden said.
Another subject the plan viil address is Whitworth's
financial situation.
The draft states that "Whitworth finds itself in a
challenging competitive position, requiring significant
new resources to build and maintain first-rate facilities
in the sciences, performing arts and athletics:
It goes on to outline plans to build a new performing
arts facility and a new gym once the science building
on the north side of campus is completed.
"Our biggest source of new givers is in the form of
parents of new students," Suden said.
Suden also saitl that the committee does not tvant
responsibility for fundraising to be vested entirely in
Whitworth's trustees, executive president. OT the vice
president of advancement.
It's all about making Whitworth stronger and ive
need the students to help form the relationships ivith
potential donors," Soden said.
Soden backs up the draft's claim that "we aspire to be
a courageous community that svelcomes divers(' voices
and challenging questions that help us to engage in
critical thinking, civil discourse ami effective action to
honor God, follow Christ and serve Ilumanity:'
Os'erall, the strategic plan %sill focus on improving
the Vhitworth education and experience.
,.\r
interested in improving the community's vitality and all that's associated with making this a more
vibrant intellectual experience for students:' Suden
lime

Ta)/'r Zajica. /Whit uorthian
Stephy Nobles.Beans, coordinator of ministry and multicultural affairs, and Terry McGonigal, dean of spiritual life, provide bread and
wine during communion at the Feb.11 chapel service. Whitworth's relief effort for the Haiti crisis was introduced by Rhosetta Rhodes,
director of service learning and community engagement, during the chapel service.

School continues relief effort
Whitworth students and community members continue
their e orts to raise funds for Haitians affected by the
Jan-uary earthqualce.
Rachel Bair
Stall tVriter
Since the 7.0 magnitude earthquake
hit Ilaiti on Jan. 12, Vhitworth University has worked to raise funds for *Iiiree.
Angels Children's Relief Organization
in Port au Prince.
So far more than S.1,500 has been
raised for the organization, which operates an orphanage. medical clinic and
school. All the facilities ofThree Angels
svere damaged in the earthquake.
"lhe Center for Service Learning has

coordinated or helped to coordinate
most fundraising effOrts at Vhitworth.
"All events have been under one umbrella," said senior Katie Petitt, Bonner
Leader student coordinator.
Penn said donation boxes have been
placed in the Ilixson Un ion Building
and an online option for donating has
also been set up on NVhitwortlis Web
site. "Ilie Center for Service Learning
:Ind the Athletic Advisory Council
accepted donations at the men's and
svoinen's basketball games Jan. 22.
'lhat effort alone raised $2,189, said

Rhosetta Rhodes, director of servicelearning and community engagement.

Sodexo also got involved in the
fundraising efforts. General Manager
Jim O'Brien said for two weeks near the
end of January, sign-up sheets vere put
Out near Sodexo cash registers allowing students to donate Flex Dollars and
meal plans to Three Angels.
.we were thrilled with the getterps.
ity of the sttuients," O'Brien said. "Alter
block meals ss'ere converted to a dollar
figure, $2,532.70 was raised."
le also noted that Sodexo %yams
to give more opportunities to donate
later this spring as the semester winds
down.
Student clubs have also been involved in the fundraising effort. Senior Elizabeth Moreno, co-president of
said about one week
Common
after the earthquake. Common l'able, a
community development club on C.1111pus, %vent door to (loor in the dorms
handing out information and collecting
donations. "I he Black Student Union
also hosted the Soul Food Dinner Feb.
12 and donated mll proceeds to *Ihree
Angels.
Rhodes said a total of more than
$3,000 has been raised svithout counting (lonation boxes and the Soul Food
1

1)inner, but that this is just the begin-

ning.
Nlitchell Flinn, graduate assistant to
the Center for Service Learning, said
the Ihree Angels Relief Organization
runs Angel's !louse orphanage, 'three
Angels Christian Academy and a medical clinic in llaiti. Flinn was able to see
those facilities when he traveled to ilaiti during the suinmer of 2007.
11te school Sell'eS children in the
neighborhood who otherwise %void('
not be able to have education," Flinn
said. le added that the inedic.al clinic
provides health care for children of the
school, their families, children in the
orphanage and any existing family they
1

mas' have.
"I he Jan. 12 earthquake left the three
facilities severely damaged. Flinn said
the Angers 1 louse orphanage suffered
structural damage, cracks to the cement walls and damage to the tile. Also,
a press telease from threeangelshaiti.
org s.iid that almost all of their staff has
been displaced_
hey have purchased tents for nos'
lç buil:lings are not safe to sleep in -
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position that opened late last fall.
"I really enjoyed working with ASWU
this semester: Kurap said. "I will miss beOff-campus students saw a change in ing senator."
Kuraya was approached about applying
their ASWU leadership this winter as senior
David Kuraya, former off-campus senator, for the RA position after a member of the
resigned from his position and senior Gil- Warren RA leadership team announced
lian Goodrich, the new off-campus repre- plans to study abroad during spring teim.
the)' did pursue me, but WM very caresentative. was added to the team.
Senior Dan Lewis, who served as off- ful about it. not wanting to step on anyone's
campus representative last fall, has taken feet: Kuraya said. "I was very hesitant to take
Kuraya's place as scnator for spring term. the job because I already had a position."
Among the first people to learn that
Goodrich has been appointed to fill Lewis'
Kuraya was considering applying to the
position.
Although Kuraya resigned from his sena- position in Warren were Dayna Coleman
tor position last December, ASWU mem- Jones. assistant dean of students, and Tyler
bers were not officially informed of the res- Hamilton, ASWU Executive Vice President.
Once he notified Coleman Jones and
ignation until thcir Feb. 3 assimbly. During
thc same meeting. Lewis and Goodrich Were Hamilton of his plan to apply to the open
RA position in Warren, plans were made to
introduced in thcir new positions.
Goodrich said she feels included by other select a replacement for thc off-campus post
ASWU members despite the fact that site is that Kuraya would possibly vacate.
Holding an election for the position was
stepping into her position midway through
not considered a viable option by Coleman
the year.
"So far I've felt really welcome on ASWLI: Jones and Hamilton, as they knew Kuraya
would not be informed of his acceptance
Goodrich said.
Unlike Goodrich, who is serving on until late December.
"There have been IASWU members) who
ASWU for thc firit time, Lewis has had additional experience besides his role as repre- have left their positions in thc past," Colesentative to prepare him for his current posi- man Jones said. "If we know they're !caving
by October, then we can hold another election. Last year, he was Stewart Hall senator.
The fact that he has more constituents as tion before spring term begins."
The situation called for a consultation of
off-campus senator will be one challenge of
the ASWU Bylaws.
his ncw role, Lewis said.
"We found 1in thc Bylaws) that when a
"Before I had a little over 100 (constituposition is vacant, we can just appoint anents); Lewis said.
An additional difference between his other person," Coleman Jones said.
Hamilton and Coleman Jones then concurrcnt and former roles is thc method by
which a weekly newsletter is disbursed. A templated thc appointment of Lcwis as a renewsletter for off-campus students is posted placement if Kuraya accepted. .
each week on OtTCampusPirates.com, a Wcb
It was decided that Lewis was ,the more
site designed by Kuraya and Lewis in the logical choice for the position over Chrisfall. Lewis no longer follows the tradition of tine ,Dellaven, theme house representative,
dorm senators when sharing his newsletters as Lewis was :elected to his position by a
by posting them in bathrooms.
wider base of off-campus students.
"Dan (Lewis) was elected by the entire
Kuraya will serve out his last semester
at Whitworth as a RA in Warren. His tics to off-campus constituency, and Christine
the residence hall led him to apply for a RA Del-laven was elected by theme house rcsi-
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Senior David Kuraya, former off-campus senator, now serves as an RA In Warren Hall.

dents," Ilamilton said.
With Lewis in linc as a possible successor
to Kuraya's position, Hamilton and Coleman
Jones addressed the nccd to secure a replacement for the off-campus representative.
"Gillian (Goodrich) was our first choice,"

Hamilton said.
Because thc last session of ASWU had
already taken place by the time Kuraya was
hircd, ASWU members were not officially
notified of Kuraya's decision, Lewis' ncw po.sition and the addition of Goodrich to the
off-campus team until the first Assembly
meeting of spring semester.
Kuraya said he feels Lewis is prepared
to take on his former position, as Lewis
served as Stewart senator last Year and was a
member of the off-campus leaderihip team
throughoùt fall semester..1 le finds hùmor in
his own circumstance.
"It's a really funny situation; that I'm a
rookie'RA in the last scmcstcr of my senior
year Kuraya said.
Contact Candace Pontoni at candace.pontoni whit worthian.cons.
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side," Rhodes said. "The earthquake has kit over 2
million homeless."
Rhodcs said thc 44 orphans that were under the
care of Three Angels are now with thcir adopted
families in the United States, but there are thousands
of newly orphaned children with no place to go. According to the Web sitc, Three Angels is working to
assist other orphanages in their efforts to place children in a safe environment. The %Vet) site also states

they arc working to support other organizations that
specialize in immediate medical care.
Rhodes said Whitworth has decided to assist Three
Angels because this organization is established in the
community it serves.
"Ve were thinking how Whitworth can best help
in the long term," Rhodes said. "They (Three Angels] have been in Haiti for seven years, and they will
continuc to be there long after the last /ARE (Meal,
Ready to Eat] has been distributee
Flinn and Rhodes also said Whitworth has chosen to assist Three Angels because Whitworth has
already established a connection with them.
"We wan t to build our relationship with them, and
send students to help when thc time is right," Rhodes
said."We are basing our response on their articulated
needs, not what we think they need."
Flinn said money raised recently svill go toward
general construction and medical supplies.
"Disaster relief is not immediate. The first phase is
fundraising." Rhodes said.
Rhodes went on to describe fundraising efforts
that are still in the planning process. She said senior
David Kuraya is worldng with ASWU to host a night
of magic, tentatively scheduled for April 30.
"More are invited to come up with ideas: Petitt
said.
was hard kicking off fundraising during Jan
Term because of the lack of students, but we are raising more awareness of opportunities now."
Flinn said anyone interested in doing any kind of
event to fundraisc should contact Service Learning.
"We can help students gct their ideas off the
ground," Flinn said.
Contact Radie! Bair at radieLbair@wintworthian.
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Speaker gives Iraqi view on war
Haley Atkinson
Staff i Wiser

IVhitworth's Great Dccisions series began
this year with a lecture from I lussam Al-Khalidy, titled "A Life Struggle in Iraq; I lis lecture
presented the Iraqi experience, a side of the
story seldom heard in America.
Al-Klialidy spoke last Thursday about the
general confusion among the Iraqi people with
the currcnt occupation of Coalition Forces.
Even up to the day before the forces arrived.
many Iraqis didn't believe the occupation would
take place.
"I remember [the night of the occupation],"
Al-Khalidy said. "We didn't believe it was happening. People fled from Baghdad."
At first, Al-Khalitly chose to stay. Ile was in
the process of preparing to interview for an accounting position when the Coalition Forces
arrived, he said. Furthermore, he simply didn't
want to go.
"I was uncomfortable leaving my house. so I
stayed," Al-Klialidy said.
I lowever he did not stay in Baghdad long. He
said he didn't believe the troops would bomb
his neighborhood.
"But, I was wrong," Al-Khalidy said.
Ile went on to explain the mood of the Iraqi
people towards the war.
"All Iraqis have goals to fight for our country,
culture and religion," Al-Khalidy said.
Most Iraqis aren't clear about the motivations
behind Washington's decision to send troops to
Iraq.
"We don't know the rcasons behind the invasion," Al-Khalidy said. "If they jtist wantcd to
remove Saddam Hussein, why didn't they do it
in 1990?"
Al-Kha.lidy further questioned the American
government's decision to invade Iraq after a
search for weapons of mass destruction proved
fruitless. He also noted that no clear exit strategy was developed prior to the occupation.
"There was no post-invasion plan," Al-Khalidy said.
AI-Khalidy said that in general Iraqis are a
peaceful people. The conflict between thc Shia
and the Sunni, he explained, was exacerbated
by the presence of the Coalition Forces.
Prior to the war, however, there were not
strong anti-American sentiments in Iraq, he
said. It was after the occupation that those came
into the country.
"All the people against America came to
Iraq. We attracted all the terrorists," Al- Khalidy
said.
Those who entered Iraq are the force which
make up thc militias actively fighting the Coalition Forces.
%%Mile in Iraq. Al-Khalidy worked with Enfant de Mode, a humanitarian organization
committed to working for the well-being of

Lecture series to
focus on ministry
in Asian nations
Talks in the N1atteo Ricci
lecture series, scheduled
to take place this %week at
Gonzaga and Whitworth
universities, will focus on

contemporary and historic
Christian missions in China. and Japan.
Speakers from five universities will present six lectures throughout the series,
%vhich will begin on Thursday, Feb. 18, and. end on
Saturday, Feb. 20. The lectures on Thursday and Saturday, beginning at 5 p.m.
and 10 a.m. respectively,
will be held at Gonzaga
Taylor Zafictilltrarthian

During his lecture lastThursday, Great Dedsions speaker Al-Khalidy highlighted the attitudes Iraqis
hold toward the Coalition Force occupation.

children. He did this because he wanted to give
aid to victims of the war in Iraq, he said.
"I chose to work with Enfant de Mode because I wanted to go into the places (the war
had struck( to see the destruction: Al-Khalidy
said. "It was a' good time for me. I had little
training, but learned quickly."
He described an experience he had working in a shelter with young girls who had been
raped and abused by the militias. It was through
experiences such as these that Al-Khalidy confronted the war most intimately, he said.
He described in detail an instance in which
he arrived at a site that had been bombed and
observed victims of the bombing.
"I saw a little child crying with no leg. She
was just looking for her brother," AI-Khalidy
said. "She didn't feel the pain."
He spoke about seeing people on firc after
bombs had been detonated.
"I saw a woman carrying her baby, and they
were burning," Al-Khalidy said.
At onc point Al-Khalidy served as an interrogator at Camp Bucca, which he described as
a place of great fear.
"All thc people there [want to run away," AlKhalidy said. "It's a horrible place."
Al-Khalidy questioned prisoners at the camp
to determine whether or not they were involved
in the insurgency.
"II questioned] all the criminals, leaders, militia, Al Qaeda," Al-Khalidy said. "I was to analyze thcir personality to assess them, to find the
innocent:'

Eventually he began to feel it was no longer
safe for him to remain in Iraq. He applied for
relocation to the U.S., and in June 2005 he was
relocated to Spokane.
Prior to coming to Spolcane he hadn't left
Iraq. He was surprised to see how small Spokane was, and how few people live in the city.
"When I send pictures home to my family,
they ask where all the people are: he said.
Sophomore Jill Abendroth noted the view
presented by Al-Khalidy was very different
from the beliefs about the war held by Americans.
"His perspedivc of humanity and the way the
Iraqi people view the Value of human life is very
different from the rest of the world," Abendroth
said»Comiti from [this] perspective it seems
so violent," shc said, referencing the war.
For some it raiscd new questions.
"I knew a lot about the situation from (professor of sociology) Raja Tana? Sociology of
Middle Eastern Society, but it was interesting
to hear (Al-Khalidy's( experience: Abendroth
said. "I left struggling with how to approach
and react to this violence:
Freshman Michael Schmidt said he felt the
lecture gave valuable insight into the violence
experienced every day by Iraqi citizens.
"I think 'Whitworth needs that kind of perspective: Schmidt said. "%Ve are closed behind
the pinecone curtain, and it is good for us to be
forced outsidc of that:
Contact Hale)' Atkinson at haleyatkinson@
whitworthian.com.

Course sheds li ht on siee in and dreams
Candace Pontoni
News Editor

Studcnts who took the course
Sleep and Dreams this Jan Term
studied their own sleep patterns to
test common ideas about the state
in which humans spend one-third
of their lives.
During thc class, students were
taught how sleep works in general
and were shown aspects of their
own sleep, said course instructor
Noel Wescombe, associate prolessor of psychology.
Wescombe had students measure their sleep by wearing headgear that transmitted wirclessly to
a Zeo, a device that resembles an
alarm clock and is designed to sit
beside a user's bed.
"The Zeo machines track forehead. muscle movement and the
movement of muscles in our eye
lids," senior Libby Schmit said.
A graph generated by each Zeo
showed students what stages of
sleep they experienced at various times of the night. Rapid eye
movement (RENO, light and deep
stages of sleep vere represented.
After examining the graphs the

students saw that true to theory
examined in class, a sleeping individual receives more REM sleep as
morning draws nearer.
Students learned it is because of
this that an individuars REN1 sleep
is the first to go if he or she skips
out on some hours of sleep.
"If a student is only getting four
hours orsleep, they'll likely be
getting [deep] sleep but may be
missing out on some FtEM sleep;
Wescombe said.
This relates to the college habit
of pulling all-nighters.
"If a student pulls an all-nighter
before a test, he or she will struggle
to put logic together but will probably do OK with facts; Wescombe
said.
Students discovered that the
stage of sleep one wakes up from
afreets one's ability to remember
dreams.
"If woken from RENI sleep, we'll
report a dream about 80 percent
of the awakenings; Wcscombe
said. "If woken from other parts of
sleep, we'll usually report a dream
10 percent øf the time, or less often.
Throughout the class, the stu-

dents utilized the Hall Van de
Castle system for describing their
dreams.
"This system allows you to look
at specific people and places in
dreams, and identify characters.
Often a dream will start out in a
familiar place, and morph into different places; Wescombe said.
Sophomore Danny N1cCaffery
said recording his dreams helped
him to remember them.
"I started remembering my
dreams while taking this class,
NtcCaffery said.
A portion of the course focused
on the differing qualities of dreams
that occur during REN1 and nonRENI sleep.

"Non-REN1 dreams are shorter, never aggressive and always
friendly," Wescombe said. "These

dreams are often logical and like
waking thoughts:"
Dreams that occur during REN1
sleep are more likely to be aggressive, vivid and to not follow a certain path, Wescombe said.
Students presented their research at various locations around
campus during the final week of.
class.

"One problem with Americans is

that they say they don't get enough
sleep," sophomore Jeff Sodestrom
said after giving a presentation in
Baldwin-Jenkins Hall. "In reality,
people do get enough sleep."
According to a handout given
to audience members by the students, the average adult needs
about seven to eight hours of sleep
per night. The handout also states
that one should create a regular,
relaxing bedtime routine sUch as
listening to music to get better
sleep.
"Anxiety prevents good sleep;
Sodestrom said.
Schmit said she appreciated the
research dynamic of the class.
"I think it ivas great to use our
data that we collected ourselves,"
Schmit said.
Wescombe said he would like
to continue leading students in research on the subject of sleep.
"Sleep is something we spend a
third of our life doing, but we don't
know much about it," Wescombe
said.

Contact Candace Ponioni at candace.ponkmi@whitivorthian.coni

University's Jepson 1Volff
Auditorium. Lectures on
Friday will begin at 5 p.m.
in Whitworth's Eric John-

ston Auditorium.
Discussions will be held
after the Friday and Saturday lectures. The event is
sponsored by Whitworth
and Gonzaga universities and Gonzaga Catholic
Studies.

Film festival will
include studentmade indie films
The Leonard Oaldand
Film Festival will be pre-

sented In February as part

of Whitworth's Heritage
Month. The festival will be.
gin on Feb. 18 and end on
Feb. 20.
Films to be presented will

include Ari.Folman's "Waltz
with Bashir; Nina Paley's
"Sita Sings the Blues" and
the documentary, "A Portrait of Leonard Oakland."
The festival will conclude
on Saturday night with the
winners of a student-made
short-film contest. The festival will take place in the
Robinson Teaching Theatre and begins at 7 p.m. on
Thursday.

Winter Olympics
to be shown this
week in the HUB
Whitworth students will
have the opportunity to
watch the Winter Olympics through the upcoming
weeks in the Hixson Union
Building. Showings will take
place in the HUB multipurpose room on Feb. 17,
20, 24 and 25. Free food will
be provided at many of the
showings. Questions should
be directed to the HUB Info
Desk staff, at hubinfodesk@
whitworth.edu.
Compiled fy Ira Aktnrosh and
Can.Lice Ponwni

CORRECTIONS&
CLARIFICATIONS
The Whitworthian is committed to providing
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EDITORIAL: IN THE LOOP

Support for Haiti must
continue long-term
In the wake of the Haiti crisis, the world
has responded with a level of unified compassion rarely seen in our day and age.
Whitworth has joined in this effort wholeheartedly.
More than S4,500 has been raised already
through .student efforts, said the Center
for Service Learning and Sodcxo. Students
have sacrificed spare change, Flex Dollars
and meals for the cause. Clubs and other organizations on campus have donated time
by hosting dinners, going door-to-door and
asking for donations at basketball games to
raise money. More events arc being planned
to continue raising money through the end
of the semester.
Whitworth has opted to give all funds to
the Three Angels Relief Organization, located in Port au Prince, Haiti. The organization's facilities, which include an orphanage,
medical clinic and an academy, were severely damaged by the earthquake. The Center
for Service Learning chose Three Angels
because it has made and will continue to
make a lasting difference in the community
around it, said Rhosetta Rhodes, director of
senice-learning and community engagement.
We admire the Whitworth community
for its dedication in helping out the victims
of the I laiti earthquakes. While it is (Ammon for college students to be notoriously
strapped for cash, students did not hesitate
in donating what pocket change they had to
help those in Port au Prince. Students, faculty and staff alike have given their time and
talent to promotc fundraising and aivareness of the situation.
We urge the community to continue in its
support of Haiti. Ibis is not a crisis solved
in a day. The recoveryeffort is going to continue in the years, perhaps even decades to
come. It's an ongoing process, but because
it's happening so far from Spokane, it's easy
to lose sight of it. With all that goes on in
our day-to-day lives, there's a tendency to
allow the crisis to slip to the back of our
minds as the semester gets busier. Contributing further to this is that the buu about
thc crisis has died down over the past week.
News about Haiti is no longer featured on
the front page of the New York Times every da) As news events happen elsewhere.
Haiti's plight has already begun to fade into
the background.
As a Christian university, we must continue to keep our support strong. 'While
world-wide donations and loans have aided
the Haitians on their path to recovery, there
are many who remain in need of help. Opportunities are still available for Vaitworth
community members to give aid. Whitworth students who can't help financially
can encourage parents and family membcrs
to give.
Continuing our support will show that
the Haiti crisis is more than a passing charity
case to us. It is particularly critical for those
who call themselves followers of Christ,
and those who resonate with the mission
statement of this university. Christ calls us
to support those in need-not just when its
trendy or on the front page. Whether you
choose to show support by donating to
Whitworth's fund for the Three Angels organization or decide to give aid in another
way, remember that this effort needs to be
long-term. Don't forget about the Haitians
in their time of crisis.

Editorials in the "hi the Loop" section reflect
the majority opinion of the Editorial Board!,
which is made up Wire editors.

Join discussions, keep up to date on the latest news and

moreall on whitworthian.com
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The Pirates who don't love Frisbee
know that nobody else gives a rip. Having played on an Intramural Ultimate Frisbee tcam, I was able to walk freely amongst
ANDREW
thcm and to observe their curious habits. They tend to be an
GJEFLE
interesting
bunch, fully convinced that theirs is a legitimate
ta.st
sport; thcy even have their own odd language7-using, for example, thc word "sky" as a verb. They also use a strangely contrived honor system, even though everyone knows that in real
Here at Whitworth, we tend to base our identity around a sports, referees are needed to keep people honest.
few things: the Core program, that little "Mind & !kart" phrase
Another common trait is a bizarrc denial of the fact that noand a fanatical devotion to 180-gram plastic discs. Yes, it seems body apart from other Frisbcc players carcs about the sport.
that the university is run just as much by Frisbee as it is by our However, the fact cannot be ignored. During my investigation.
beloved Bill Robinson. Its control over us is obvious, too; we I noticed a dearth of spectators at matchessurely a subconshove discs into the hands of pre-frosh, almost every dorm has scious sore point which adds to the players' surly attitude toits own traditional Folf course and we even built an cntirc field ward other opinions.
devoted to playing Ultimate (sorry soccer, but you were an afApart from fostering an understandably prickly defensiveterthought). In short, we worship the Frisbee.
ness attic game. Frisbee has othcr defects. Just look at the lifeSkirting the fringes of Whitworth society, though, is a shy style of Frisbee players: I heard that Whitworth's Ultimate Frisand unacknowledged group, often fearful
bee club team recently visited Las Veas for
of exposure. They know that if they express
a tournament. As if that alone doesn t send
themselves, they will immediately be ostraup enough red flags. I also was informed
"ASWU should remove its
cized and ridiculed. They are the ones who
that thc team was rained out of most of their
endorsement
of
the
Whitworth
don't like Frisbee, and their lot is to constantgames. When I asked a member of the team,
ly be recipients of sidelong glares and mutUltimate Frisbee Club and
who wishes to remain unnamed, what they
tered judgments.
replace it with an activity that
did with all their extra time, he said that they
How do I know this happens? I know bedoesn't disaiminate against
"just hung out on the Strip." This hedonism is
cause it has happened to me. Once in conappalling; I heard they even went clubbing.
versation, I mentioned my dissatisfaction people with weak wrists. I think
ro counteract this horrible influence, I
Parcheesi would be a worthy
with the game of Ultimate Frisbee and how I
propose that all Frisbees sold by Whitworth
thought its merits were overrated.
substitute!'
immediately be stamped with Bible verses
Immediately, my companions, some of
hand-picked by associate professor of Adam
whom played club Frisbee, became irked and
Nedcr. Also, ASWU should remove its eneven offended that I would speak so disredorsement of the Whitworth Ultimate Frisbee Club and replace
spectfully of their precious pastime. They sullenly turned me it with an
activity that doesn't discriminate against people with
away from the conversation. Naturally, nobody at Whitworth weak
wrists. I think Parcheesi would be a worthy substitute; as
(or anywhere else that I can think of) wants to undergo this the royal game of India,
it would generate at Whitworth an aptype of treatment, and those opposed to Frisbee activities tend
preciation for cultural diversity, not to mention the indispensto stay silent.
able skill of strategic pawn movement.
I was naturally upsct, and decided to investigate the matter
Given this overwhelming evidence of the heathen nature of
further. What I found was shocking: the sport of Frisbee is de- Frisbee, I say to those on the
outside: It's OK not to like the
structive to the core of the Whitworth community itself! It is a game! Go ahead
and speak out! Play croquet on Omache!
dangerous and unstable game, compromising the very souls of
Those First Amendment rights are yours for the taking, so be
those who participate in it. It is more addictive than nicotine, the
person that pipes up and takes a stand for what is right
and its players will blindly deferid it with the ferocity oía thoubecause that's what being an American is all about.
sand hungry velociraptors. This dependence on the game leads
to defensive narrow-mindedness toward differing opinionsdirectly contradicting Whitworth's tolerant and disinterested
approach to most issues.
GJEFLE h a junior majoring in English and biology. Comments can be sent to andrew.
I have a theory on why Frisbee players become this way: they
gjeflei?whitworthian.com.
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A COLUMN BYJEROD JARVIS

Valentine's Day is over. You can all breathe a sigh of
relief. Singles no longer have to wear blindfolds in the
Loop to avoid eye contact with couples trying out for
the U.S. Olympic PD, team. Couples can stop dragging their starved wallets into Hallmark stores. And
those poor souls occupying that weird and shapeless
void betivecn dating and single can go back to editing
their profiles on el larniony.
But wait! What's this appearing in my inbox? Vhitmatch? A Whitworth matchmaking service? How
could this be? Perhaps Cupid strafed the computer sci.ence department; perhaps a lonely junior high teacher
hacked into our e-mail system. Whatever the case, the
time for rejoicing is now. Valentine's Day may be over,
but love is still in the air.
Caution is warranted, however. This is not your ordinary matchmaking service. ibis is not a Web site where
you can upload a picture
McGraw as your avatar and type in a sexy French accent. To the uninitiated,
the inquiries might seem innocuous, even inane.
Stay your mouse hand, you poor naive fool! These
questions are not as random as the Richard Simmonscsque color scheme might imply.
Luckily, you have me. Man, if I had a dollar for every
time ibis been the case...
I will now guide you through the most perilous of
the VhitMatch questions. 1,Vith this walkthrough, you
will be well on your way to a fulfilling relationship of
sweet pirate love.
g I: What is your ideal date? Whatever you do, avoid
your first instinct. %%Tien it comes to romance, your
first instinct is always wrong. Following your first in- ,
stincts leads to things like open communication and
long walks on the beach, two things that pirates arc
completely against. Let your sense of self-consciousness and selfish ambition take over. Tempted to click
"Ditmeraiftl a movie?" Where do you think that will
lead, exactly? A romantic evening filled with sappy eye
contact? A pirate craves not these things.
#3: What is your sPirit animal? One might be forgiven for thinking this question was a gimme. After all,
everyone knows how central spirit animals are to a relationship. But look at the options.
Dragon-do you really want to date the girl with scaly
skin or the guy whose breath will singe your sense of
what is good and right in the world?
Tiger-they're big cats; cats cat mice; mice scare elephants; elephants have long memories and will never
let you forget the time you forgot their name or their

This new brand is more

environmentaly friendly.

ifs Ihe fulvre of coffee!

°flint

birthday or...whatercr.
Eagle-they can spot a fish from thousands of feet in
the air. I'm not surc how this tics into relationships, but
there's no way it could be positive.
Walrus-I don't even want to think about that.
#9: How religious arc you? Careful how you answer
here. If you answer not religious," thc Presbyterian Police will hunt you down and expel you. If you answer
"very religious, you may be paired with Whitworth's
lone, reclusive nun.
#13: What would you do during the zombie apocalypse? The corrcct answer's not even one of the choices!
Clearly the best option is to find the nearest v-ampire
and puncture your jugular with his fangs. Within a day
or two your entire body will be so sparkly that no selfrespecting zombie will come anywhere ncar you.
#17: What is your favorite TV show? You arc asked
to choose between The Bachelor; "Big Bang Theory,"
"CSI" and "Grey's Anatomy."
"Those are the only options?" you may ask. Understandable-you're probably a sane, mature person of
good taste who likes to watch quality shows. But while
thc truth is you'd rather watch something that won't
melt some portion of your brain into grey putty, what
you don't know is that each of those shows represents a
deer and vital character trait and if you answer wrong
you re lying so horrifically that thercs no hope of finding someone who will love you for who you are.
That was a long and convoluted sentence. But not as
long and convoluted as your emotional turmoil will be
when you're matched with someone who doesn't like
"CSI:
'
#23: What song arc you? With oetions like the Scorpions' "Rock You Like a Hurricane and Michael Jackson's "Thriller," there isn't an option that isn't incredibly
awkward in some way. Don't answer this question.
#24: What kind of computer do you have? Whatever you choose, make sure you mark this answer as
"very important: You do not want to be the PC person
hooked up with a Mac lover. The Bible warns about unequal yokings.
The other questions are easier to navigate if you follow the basic principles laid out here. Whatever you
do, however, do not go pick up your answers. Instead,
Google that picture of Tim McGraw and fire up cHarmany, because nobody's gonna date you if they know
you took the WhitMatch exam. Seriously, get a life.
JARVIS is a junior majoring in journalism. Comments can be sent to ierod.

larvisgwhinvorthian.com.
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Mind & Hearth changes its brew
MOLIY

FERREE
att,i1+41

For those of you who, like me, have
slight addiction to the delicious,
rich, warm goodness that is a morning cup of coffee, you probably noticed a change at the Mind & Hearth
during last semester. If you have yct to
discover this change, it s time to quite
literally wake up and smell the coffee.
It smells different.
At the beginning of last semester.
Whitworth students arrived on campus to find that our beloved Thomas
Hammer brand was no longer being
served. I spent most of thc summer
wishing I could have a tasty cup of
inexpensive coffee, only to be disappointed when I realized thc flavor
wasn't what I remembered. I thought
I must have idealized the succulent
roast and my taste buds were reminiscing flavor that was non-existent.
Rather than questioning it, however,
I went on my merry svay and continued to drink my slightly bleak white
chocolate mocha.
Days later I discovered that if I
would have just opened my cycs and
paid attention even to the cup my
drink was in, I would have seen difference. Gone were the orange labels and
white hammers. Instead, our coffee
house sported a sign that said DOMA
Coffee Roasting Company.
Does anyone remember the afternoon during the 2009 spring semester when there was a coffee fair in the
Ilixson Union Building Multipurpose
room? There were maybe five different
vendors set up, peddling their wares
to unsuspecting, caffeine-deprived
students. Well, maybe not quite peddling, but calling out to students to
a

THIS WEEK

participate in a tastc test. I willingly offering.
participated in the event and sampled
DOMA partners with the United
more straight black coffee than I think States Agency for International Demy stomach could handle.
velopment (USAID) which provides
Some sips revolted my taste buds global economic and humanitarwith the stark bitterness of the brew, ian assistance. Together they visit thc
but I was eventually able to distin- producers to help them increase their
guish the subtle smoky or spicy hints growing capacity while aiming to
in the different brands I tried. My produce the best coffee possible and
preferred brand turned out to be the still providing fair wages. In the long
one we already had in the Mind and run this partnership benefits both thc
Hearth, Thomas Hammer. Until that growers and thc company.
day I never believed I could drink a
With this in mind, the picture bewhole eup without cream sugar, but comes clearer to nic. Whitworth, beThomas Hammer's light roast made a ing full of students brimming with
believer out of mc. My vote for the fair passion for green energy and suswas an easy decision.
tainability, would undoubtedly be
The purposc of this fair was to give drawn to an organization with such
different coffee companies an oppor- principles. DOMA also had quality
tunity to gain different opinions on
customer
service
the favorite roasts
when working with
of Whitworth stuSodexo and mardents while vying
"Ifs time to lit erally wake up
keted their product
to become the ncxt
and smell the coffee. lt smells
well. Thus, my felsupplier for the
low students, we
differ
ent."
Mind and Hearth.
were
given DOMA
According to Socoffee.
dexo General ManEven though I think DOMA is
ager Jim O'Brien, a similar fair was
good, I wish I could have my smooth
held three years earlier after the coffee house was remodeled. The criteria and vibrant yummy goodness in that
for deciding who won was based on little orange cup again. I am not alone
in this longing, either. Judging from
taste, customer service, price, sustainability and marketing. At that time, the talk I've heard, I am willing to venThomas Hammer was selected to be ture a guess that the vast majority of
Whitworth's coffee provider. In the coffee drinkers miss list year's brand
too. During the fall semester I became
latest contest, however, DOMA won
accustomed
DOMAs' brand, árid can
the favor of the students and Sodexo
understand now why we switched
managers.
DOMA is known for offering cer- suppliers. But given the choice, I
tified organic, fair trade and direct would still picklhomas Hammer over
relationship coffees. In this direct re- DOMA. Call me crazy, but I think I
lationship the company buys straight might even choose it over Starbucks.
from the farmers which allows them
to establish long-term relationships
with those farming communities.
Their Web site offers an in-depth look FERREE is a sophomore majoring in journalism and
into the organization's roasting pro- marieting. Comments can be sent to mollyierree@
cess, sustainability stance and product
whitworthiansom.
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Under the knife

A snowless winter
Whitworth was prepared, but the snow
never showed. What
did we miss out on?

Powerpoint perils

Bill Clinton found

ONLINE

or,

himself hospitalized.
One columnist found
herself inspired.

One columnist lists
some of the worst
Powerpoint faux pas
seen on campus.

Updated daily with breaking news, updates,
blogs, features, sports and commentary
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During January, nine grou4
faculty traveled around thF
subjects such as history, sok
philosophy, music and theil
represent a small part of
four of the groups.
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A statue overlooks the
grounds of the Grand
Palace in Bangkok,
Thailand.
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Students from the Thailand Study Program toss water onto an elephant at the Elephant Nature Park outside Chiang Mal,Thalland.
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In famous

for its villages carved into natural rock formations.
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Ceur:csy Lau 1.2.h:en
Senior Tyler Hamilton stands on Table-Top Mountain, overlooking CapeTown, South Africa on the first day of the
Contemporary South Africa trip.

Below: The Early Christian Sites in Turkey group tours the Ecumenical Patriarchate of Constantinople in Istanbul. Turkey.
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Book brings author, randdau h er o ether
Stephanie Jordan-Thompson
Staff 1Vritcr
Students and professors gathered in the Robinson Teaching Theatre on Friday to
hear Linda Hogan, Whitworth's 2010 Simpson-Duvall Endowed Reader. Hogan treated
the audience to readings from her book, "Solar Storms," which is a collection of stories
based on her life and experiences, containing both unpublished and published poems.
At the center of Hogan's work is her love of ecology. She volunteered in a wildlife rehabilitation for a total of eight years, two of which were spent at a veterinary school with
the other six devoted to working at the Birds of Prey Rehabilitation center. Her love of
nature shapes her stories, as seen in her novels "Solar Storms" and "Power."
In "Solar Storms," thc four women around whom the book is bascd act as a medium to
describe the connection bctwcen people and thc land thcy live with. The women struggle against thc impending hOroclectric dam project that threatens where they live.
The strong tie between humans and the environment is also sccn in "Power." Omishto, the hcroinc of Hogan's novel, is forced to consider her own connection with the
world in which shc lives when she witncsscs thc killing of a Florida panther, an endangered species. Her tribulations force her to make hard decisions, sometimes adversely
affecting her own life for the sake of thc Florida panther.
Currently, Hogan is focused on her three-year position as Writer in Residence for the
Chickasaw Nation in Oklahoma. She has undertaken thc task of compiling information
on thc tribe, including its history, prehistory and culture. Shc works from hcr nation's
capital, Tishomingo, meaning "medicine/peace chief:
Hogan dedicated her book "Solar Storms" to Danielle Marie. hcr granddaughter.
"I wrote this book partly thinking someday my gränddaughter, maybe she'll read this
book and see it WaS for her: I logan said.
"About eight years later I got to work one day and I got a telephone call from a woman.
She said 'You dolft know inc but I just finished your book and I wanted you to know that
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gender issues in
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Simpson-Duvall Endowed Reader Unda Hogan reads her poems In the Robinson Teaching
'Theatre on Friday. Her poems are Influenced by her love of ecology and her experience working in an animal rehabilitation center.

G nzaga University School of Professional Studies
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.

ee'.1417;

have Danielle NIaric.'"
I logan reconnected with hcr granddaughter and said, "Ve still had that bond after all
those years. It was incredible:*
As for tips on writing. Hogan said, "If someone is going to be a writer, they'll be a
writer no matter what they do"
If writing is not something that comes naturally, move onto something clsc because
"there are so many things to lovo doing," Hogan said.
As for her own techniques, Hogan said, "i'll just start writing and soon it becomes
something:*
I

Contact Stephanie lordan-71:ompson at stephaniejordanthompson@whitworthian.
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Does Whitworth do dating well? Should college students be in committed relationships? What does it mean to be married to Jesus? Do
women have to get married? What if I don't want what my parents want
for me? How should I deal with insecurity? Who am I?
All of those vere questions answered by the Women of Visdom discussions on Sat., Feb. 13. The six-hour event had panels dealing with all
different facets that arc part of the lifc of a woman.
Nicole Boymook associate director of residence lifc, helped coordinate thc day's events with the rcst of thc Women of Wisdom committee.
They started by brainstorming together and asking what topics were relevant to thc female students at Whitworth, and then who would do well
speaking about those topics.
Boymook said she was most excited by what others took from the experience and was very pleased with thc turnout. She suspects about 100
people carne throughout thc day, passing in and out.

ecture
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ular culture"
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The relationship panel helped to acknowledge how men and women
are different in the hopes that women would be more aware of what to
prepare for in a new relationship.
Ilowever, after pointing out their differences, senior Alex Schilperoort
used his expertise as an engaged college student to illuminate some similarities between men and women.
"Try not to pigeonhole men and IVOITICH into different categories,"
Schilperoort said. "We have many similarities as well as differences. But
in your relationship, you should ask what it is about this person that
makes them unique.
Advice came throughout the entire discussion from every member of
the group. Diversity was carefully considered while choosing the members of the panel.
Independence was encouraged by the women of the identity paneL
To read the rest ofthe story, go to whitworthian.com.

Contact Sophie Sestero at sophie.sestcro@whilworthian.com.
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Wolfgang AMusade Phoenix

The .sylitcr/directoroQ.0115:s "BriCkw li now me wiiter/
directoilbf the best conmanititvieOtice,,The,Sting.ifthe
characiels, played by AdrianHrody,17sliticAtiffaltilka Rachel \%1;, are well-drawn and uniqii-e, Ibleplgis more
complicated than expected on first viewing. and the dialogue is clever. Most importantly, though, it's just entertaining. Ihe film deftly evokes the full spcctrum of human emotion, at turns hilarious, thrilling, sad and uplifting. And it

never forccs those feelings on thc audience; it earns them.

lnglourious Basterds
Its p,iitsh-perfect in representing German, French and
Americart4VW11 culture, and it has the year's best social
commentary in any medium. Tarantino skewers the Allies
for their unforgiving wrath, and the Germans for all the obvious stuff. It's a revenge thriller that identifies the revenge
impulse as cinematic. So even as the film's conclusion lets
cinema win out over history, it pauses to recognize that
all this vengeance ¡nade demons of the film's heroes. The
characters are hilarious, at once lovable and loathsome, and
they're believable too.

Fantastic Mr. Fox
1VcrAtiderson gives Roald Dahl's weird fable the "The
Royal Tehénbaums" treatment. Mr. Fox is the ex-con looking for on last big score and struggling to love his wife and
son, to consider the welfare of his neighbors, and generally to do anything selfless. It's stylistic, lyrical and hilarious. Occasionally it reminded nte of "Wallace and Gromit."
but that's not so bad. And if this movie ushers the svord
"clustercuss" into American vernacular. I will be thankful
unto death.

Avatar
I most! agree with the criticisms leveled at the movie.
"Avatar-idi enough things right to be worth seeing. isiost
of the staytelling happens visually, so even though the
dialogue is sparse and second-rate, the protagonists and
their relationships arc all surprisingly well-developed:Mc
story's pacing is painstaking and virtuosic, smoothing over
a fcw crippling plot issues. As a polemic though, "Avatar is
so conspicuously unfair to its villains that the epic stor-y is
scalcd-down to a naive jab at American imperialism.

FT-Where The Wild Things Are
Theirflaring thing about Spike Jonze's 100-minute adaptationiat Maurice Scndak's 40-page picture-book is how
littléhe-actually invented to expand thc story. All but a
very few characters and plot-devices draw directly from
the themes of juvenile disobedience, domestic angst and
dubious parenting 'already present in thc book. The filnis
only weak elements are those that seem farthest from the
text. The director's respect for the source material is wholly
transparent.

To read the rest ofThe

(PC, Xbox 3

kench quartevh431 pirfected power-pop; the
monument to that perfeCtieat,iisits fourth album. "Wolfgang Amadeus Pitoen' jusreotild9'eget any better.
"1901" and "Lisztörninianire undoubtedly the year's
catchiest songsr..716V4 Lifa'fl,Surisei" waxes experimental till our attéritiiirt'li'Aihl tircaking point before the
guitars start ih'ivitb 4609'ifbest latg under a minute.
In fact, all the .i.ony,:s-are gdo7dnd the album earns my
top best-of-the-yeflihtinoriWthre unabating joy it still
gives me from start tolinish
*

Recipient of the Legend'
Game of the Year
award, 'idIeveloper Rockste
on Batman is an
unparalleled success. Capt ring, e feel of the latest
two movies perfectly, combined with the geek appeal of
the extensive comic book lore and an incredible combat system, this game transports you into the world of
the Caped Crusader and won't let you out until every
last supervillian is back behind bars.

7.1-:-.ADragon Age: Origins
(PC, Xbox 360, PS3)

Daisy
Brand New

BraidNew's latest effort may not rival "The Devil
and 'dflifrXre Raging Inside Me' but it certainly recalls
everything that album did right. Complex, intense instntmentation: check; brilliant, genuinely poetic lyrics:
check; synthesis of these elements basically unparalleled
by any other band: check. The decision to foreground
the hardcore influences.was definitely the right call too,
and the metallic intensity of "Daisy more than makes
up for its weak, seemingly flippant title.

,

Manners
Passion Pit

I used to hate dance music. That was before I heard
PassibirPit. "Moth's Wings" was my gateway drug, but
"Little Secrets" and "Let Your Love Grow Tall" arc just as
satisfying. I don't sce what thc big deal is with "Sleepyhead" or "The Recline but who cares? "61anners" is
musically complex and lyrically just inscrutable enough
to be intriguing. Two thumbs way up in the air.

The First Days of Spring
v [i Noah and the Whale
If fi-ifikhothing else, this would be a great breakup
album. Fr'irraman Charlie Fink's girlfriend left him when
site left the band. It's a recipe for an album about the experience of feeling sad. But the marvel here is the vast
range of emotion the album conveys. The band's artistic
advancement with its sophomore record is inexplicable.
It's like Fink did four years at Julliard in the year separating the band's albums.

Veckatimest

lum

4ps

A sprawling fantasy epic that gives Tolkien a run for
his rtioney7vith its depth and complete world, "Dragon
Age" tells a sweeping story of good VCISUS CIA!, love
versus hate and loyalty versus betrayal. Complete with
battles against dragons, characters you actually care
about and excellent role-playing mechanics, no gamer's collection is complete without this box of Biowarc
love.

)

ET4,

Assasin's Creed

11

(Xbox 360, P53)

Notá game for the faint of heart, this brilliant followup irisproves on its predecessor in almost every way.
Gamcplay is faster, missions are awesomer and you gct
to fire a wrist cannon. A. Wrist. Cannon. Eat hot lead
justicc, Venetian criminals. Your time has come.

Left 4 Dead 2
(PC, Xbox 360)

Itst.detractors said that it felt too much like the first
"Left 4 D6d." And they're right. But the truth is, when
you find a formula that works as svell as Valve's zombie co-op shooter does, messing svith it is a bad idea.
Grab three friends, or three Al controlled teammates if
you're a social recluse, and get busy pumping shotgun
rounds into the vengeful undcad.

Warhammer 40,000:
Dawn of Warll
(PC)

Grizzly Bear

At lasUlhe relentlessly intellectual Brooldyn band
has figured out exactly how catchy its songs should be.
"Veckatimest" is generally subdued, but at times the
instruments converge in a welcome crescendo. These
swells are like rare conversational input from a smart,
quiet friend: just as genuine, and just as much a treat.

Burn the heretic. Kill the mutant. Purge the unclean.
Play *Dan 6f War IV Not necessarily in that order.
The Warhammer 40,000 universe is classic dark sci-fi,
a gothic viesv of the future that sets the scene for unrivaled tactical real-time strategy action. Command a
group of Space Marines as they fight to hold back the
velociraptor-like Tyranids from taking over the galaxy.

Whitworthian's Best of2009 lists, go to whitworthian.com.

Students' trip use talents in various ways
Max Nelsen
Staff ittriter
Fresh from East Africa, a group of Whitworth students gathered in the Robinson
Teaching Theatre on Thursday, Feb. 11, to
share their experiences from thc Jan Term
course entitled, "Poverty, Hope & Altruism
in Tanzania." The group of seven students,
led by associate professor of psychology Patricia Bruininks and Randy Nlichaelis, chair
of undergraduate teacher education, journeyed to Bagamoyo, Tanzania.
The team primarily worked with The Baobah !Ionic. Founded in 2004, the home is
dedicated to helping orphaned infants and
children as well as homeless street boys.
One of the students' primary tasks was to
plant a garden for use on the home's 15-acre
farm. Additionally, the team was able to
spend tkine with the children at the home.
"Just seeing their joy was amazing," said
senior 111arissa Thomas.
In preparation for the trip, students completed a two-credit preparatory course,
studied Swahili and gathered donated goods
which they took with them for the orphanage. The trip incorporated aspects of service
learning, ministry., history and tourism. In

addition to working for the homc, students
had the opportunity to visit primary and
secondary schools, a malaria ward for children and go on safari.
In addition to sharing some of their experiences, each student briefly addressed one
aspect of the trip, including the effects of the
HIV/AIDS epidemic, education, the experience of working with street boys, the history of Bagamoyo and The Baobab Home,
and service learning.
The fact that the team worked with many
of the sante people for the entirety of the
trip allowed the team to develop meaningful relationships. Instead of merely passing
through, "wc vere able to meet people and
get to know them," Bruininks said.
Each student was clearly influenced by
their experiences. Sophomore Sarah Trax
explained how the trip caused her to realize the relative comfort in which Americans
live. While site said site realized that this is
not possible to change, site posed the challenging question, "how do WC use the blessings we have to help others?" Questions
such as this will likely continue to confront
these students long after the trip itself.
Contact Max Nelsen at max.ncisca@
whitworthian.com.

Lwrai Rusk/Whauvrthian

Associate professor of psychology Patricia Bruininks talks about the trip she led to Tanzania
over Jan Term. Seven students worked at The Baobab House, which helps orphaned children.
The students also had the opportunity to visit a malaria ward for children and go on safari.
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Pirates advance tally to 20 straight victories
Briana Moser
Staff %%Wier
The Bucs moved to an undefeated 13-0 Northwest Conference lead on Friday night in the Fieldhouse.
Coming into the game the Loggers were determined to
do everything to make the Bucs' road to a conference title
a challenging one on Saturday night. The Loggers quickly
took a 7-2 lead in the first three minutes of the first half with
a three-point ace by senior forward Bryce Levin. 1Vith nearly seven minutes left in the first half the Loggers stretched
their lead into double digits over the Bucs, moving to 2132.
Even though the Pirates trailed the entire first half of the
game, senior fonvard Ro Gregg helped keep the team going
by contributing four three-pointers and 14 of his 22 points
in the first period. As thc first half came to a close, junior
guard Clay Gcbbers closed the gap by making a layup to
bring the score Isithin five points, to 34-39.
In the second half the Bucs brought the heat and went on
a 19-2 run over the coursc of eight minutes to grab thc lead
from Puget Sound. Senior point guard Nate Montgomery
gave the Bucs their first lead and scored 23 points in the
half, making 6-11 from the floor and 11-14 from the free
throw line.
lbe Loggers refused to give up easily and stuck close to
the Bucs for the rest of the game. Witl. just h24 left on the
dock the Pirates were only up 72-62 but, were able to pull
away, making nine of 10 free throws in the final minute
of the game and condude with a %in of 82-71 sealing the
Pirates' Northwest Conference title and an amazing comefrom-behind sictory.
Saturday thc Bucs hosted the Pacific Lutheran University
Lutes and played a game that sealed their 20th consecutive
ssin which brought their record to 14-0, the highest record
yet at Whitworth. The Pirates dominated the competition,
outscoring their opponents 97-55.
"Every game we go into we have a chance to svin, so I
think that's thc way to look at it: senior guard Eric Beal
said.
The Lutes started out with a brief lead but then the Bucs
scorched the nets for an 11-2 run and never trailed again.

JunLri Beauchamp., Whstmtrthlan

Freshman guard Wade Gabbers takers the ball past a Padfic Lutheran defender on Saturday, Feb. 13.

During the first half the Lutes stayed within double-digits
until Montgomery scored to give Whitworth a 29-18 advantage.
Eric Real had a huge garne with stats that included fivc
assists, four rebounds and four steals. Beal led the second
half, hitting 19 of his game-high 28 points. He finished 7-10
of his three-point shots. Other players that were on fire included sophomore post Felix Frcidt who came off the bench

contributing 18 points and Montgomery who finished with
a game-high nine rebounds.
"This season wc came in with high hopes," sophomore
fonvard David Riley said. "We obsiously wanted to win the
conference championship but our goal the whole season has
been to get into thc final four:*
The Bucs will play next Tuesday night at Whitman.
Contact ilriana ¿toser at editorewhilworthiatt.com.

Swimming soaks Northwest
Conference competition
David Rurik
Staff Writer
Both the Whitworth men and women
swimmers were poised to take top honors
at this weekends 2010 Northwest Conference Championship in Federal Way, Wash.,
afier a strong 2009-2010 season.
Through three days of swimming, strong
finishes for many Pirate swimmers made
the wins reality.
Saturday's result sheet looked good for
the favored Pirates. Freshman Abby Pavelko
won the 400-yard individual medley with a
time of 4:40.24.
Junior Ashley Lecoq qualified with an
NCAA provisional qualifying time of 56.55
in the 100-yard butterfly.
Senior Natalie Turner won her fourth
NWC title in the 200-yard freestyle with a
time of 1:51.48, followed by junior Christine DeHaven in second.
The 800-yard freestyle relay team of
Lecoq. DeHaven, junior Devon Tursick and

Turner qualified with an NCAA provisional
time of 7:42.49.
Finishing in second place, sophomore
Jennifer Benson swam an NCAA provisional qualifying time of 59.29 in thc 100yard backstroke.
For the men, junior Kalen Darling secured his second win of the weekend on
Saturday with a 4:00.90 (NCAA "B" cut)
in the 400-IM, ahead of his brother, senior
Quinton Darling's, second-place finish.
Quinton won his first title in the 100
breaststroke, with a time of 58.00.
Junior Michael Woodward won the 200
freestyle with an NCAA qualifying time of
1:41.22, for the third year in a row.
Again the Pirates clinched the 800 freestyle, this time for the men, with a time of
6:55.42. The Darling brothers, sophomore
Rory Buck and Woodward made up this
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Choose Social

Work at EWU

relay.

Contact David
whitworthia mcom.

Social Work is a career

Pura at

david.rurik@

ennis toäking fot NIIVÇ whiiépeak
experience more at....

whitworthian.com

for those who care about
advancing the cause of social justice and promoting the
ideals of a humane society. Social workers are professionals
who work to empower individuals, relieve suffering and
effect change. If you want a career with meaning, diversity
and an abundance of options, social work is for you!

Social Work Programs

G.

Bachelor of Social Work
contact Diane Someday, MSW 509359.6482

Brand.ot

Aim

Senior Rachel Bums retums the ball in
her match this weekend. The Pirates
defeated visiting PLU and UPS 9-0.

Full-time Master of Social Work
Part-time Master of Social Work
contact Patricia Was, MSW, PhD 509359.6772

.114,60.

EASTERN'
WASHINGTON UNIVERSITY

start something big

www.ewu.edu/socialwork
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NASCAR career on fast track
David Rurik
Staff Writer
Waiting until he was 13 was not easy for freshman Travis
Motley. as he waited for his parents permission to begin his
driving career. Following in the footsteps of his father ivho
participated in offroad racing before Motley was born, and
growing up with the tradition of watching NASCAR races
as a family, it was only a matter of time before he got behind
the wheel.
When Motley filially turned 13, his racing career took
the green flag. He started as most young drivers in the local
sprint kart leagues, which for him was in 13akersfield, Calif.
Over the course of the next three years, Nlotley's skills developed as well as his mind for racing. He began to drive at a variety of different tracks in other arcas of California, Arizona
and Nevada. Nlotley and his father, along with support from
the rest of his family, maintained and kept their two carts
driving. Motley drove in four of the many divisions of sprint
kart racing. meaning the family got good at changing out the
small engines in each cart for the various raccs.
The highest division Motley raced in consisted of the 340
pound kart (including driver) and a highly tuned 26 horsepower engine, capable of propelling it to speeds of about 90
miles per hour on the straightaways. These karts have the
same power-to-weight ratio as the full-blown Formula 1
cars.
Aftcr three years of karting, people began to notice Motley. Mc next stcp in his racing career developed when he
transitioned into late model stock cars at age 16. ibis move
proved to be difficult as most drivers would have taken an intermediate driving coUrse or league before stepping straight
"from the 340 pound kart to a full-blown 2900 pound racecar with 400 horsepower," Motley said.
For the first two ycars of Nlotley's late model stock car racing career, the Motley family worked with what cvcr help they
could get to keep the car and driver racing. Motley claimed
that thosc years %vac a great time to gct to know other people in the stock car racing world where he was involved. One
of those people was veteran driver Tim Iluddleston. After
becoming acquainted by racing against Huddleston, Motley
became 'a part of I luddleston's driver development program.
Ever sincc, hfotley has been a part of a strong group of four
drivers including I luddleston, who drive thc program's four
cars.
Each stock car season that Motley participates in consists
of approxim'atcly 20 races between April and November. The
league consists of rácCri of all ages, however NtotIcy clainis
he is close to the youngest. Last season was quite successful
for Motley as he had six finishes this year in the top five.

Enough alteady
Please, no more about
the same old superstars
Let's face it, as sports fans we're all a little bit
impatient. We hate it when timeouts are called,
and we DVR games (or record on VHS if your
old school) so we can fast forward through commercials. The fact is, we like our sports to be
fresh, relevant and current.
For most sports enthusiasts, ESPN is thcir best
friend, but I am making a call against God's TV
(or boob-tube if you're Jack Johnson) station gift.
But it doesn't stop there; I'm talking about the
entire sports media world. We graciously take in
your materialized coverage and disgusting GoDaddy commercials, but this is where I take a
stand on behalf of sports fans everywhere.

Dear sports media world,
Stop telling us about athletes we are sick of.
Sincerely,
Colin Zalewski
/satin ltrnsill$7:itivrthian

for freshman Travis Motley. The
racer finished in fourth place at the Fall Classic In Las Vegas.
NASCAR is a family tradition

_

This season ended with a final race in Las Vegas during the
middle of November called the Fall Classic, the biggest short
track race on the west coast. This final race was also the most
disappointing for Motley.
The beginning of the race started with Motley's car being
spun out and his being sent to the rear of the pack. This hapncncd again near the cnd of the race forcing Motley to fight
his way back from last place. He fought through various issues ivith his car, and finished in fourth place.
Driving into the future, Motley plans to continuc his racing career as long as he can find sponsors. For more information, visit Motley's Web site at travismotleyracing.com/

Contact David Rurik at david.rurik@whitworthian.cotn.

Rebounding weekend for Bucs
Peter Landgren
Staff %%Wier
Thc Whitworth women's basketball
team went oneand-one this past weekend, falling on Friday to the University
of Puget Sound, but defeating ,Pacific
I.utheran on Saturday. Both games were
played at home in the Fieldhouse:'
In the first game on Friday, the Puget
Sound Loggers junipcd out to a quick
lead in the first half thanks to consistent shooting and solid overall play,
including five three-pointers. The score
remained tight for most of the first half,
but the Loggers managed to extend the
lead ,to 11, after which Whitworth responded to bring. the score to 45-37
I.oggers at halftime.
The Pirates came out firing on all cylinders after halftime, and quickly cut
the I.ogger lead down to three points.
The score remained very close for the
next several minutes, but the Loggers
managed to stay on top. Puget Sound
was able to pull asvay with about 10
minutes left on the back of freshman
guard Kelsey McKinnis, who sunk two
three pointers.
The Puget Sound run continued,
peaking with a 15-point lead late in
the half. The Pirates were able to cut
the lead back down, but could not pull
ahead. The final score was 81-74 Log-

Lutes, started out in much thc samc
way as the previous game. Aftcr a quick
Whitworth lead, the Lutes took thc
lead and managed to stay ahead of the
Pirates for the entire first half. However, the Lutes led by a mire single point
at the break, setting the itagc for what
would be an electrifying' second half.
After halftime, the Lunes scored a
quick three to put them up four, but
Pilkinton led a Pirate airneback, scoring five straight rioints tn give the Pirates their first lead. since the game
started:111C score. reinained close for
most of the remaining time in the half,
with the lead switching back and forth
'several dines....
Folkiwing a PLU rim. the Lutes
gained a four-point lead, their largest
of the second half, with several minutes
left to play. However, the Pirates re-

spondcd with a remarkable final three
minutes of play, ending the game with
an 11-2 run to win 62-57.
Pilkinton was once again one of the
game's stars, posting 16 points, many
of which came at crucial moments. Senior post Liz Horiatis also contributes
greatly to the Pirate win with a doubledouble.
he win boosts the Pirate's record to
12-11 overall, 8-6 in 'conference. The
Pirates remain in good standing to
make the Northwest Conference Tournament, and can clinch their spot next
week with a win against the Whitnian
College Nlissionaries on the road.

Who arc these folks? They're athletes that
were at onc time all we askedfor. Tell us a new
story. Tell us more about up-and-comers and
less about Brett Favre's "retirement plans." Here
are some particular athletes who I would love
hearing or reading about in any sports section...
if it were 2003:

Charles Barldey-Sir Charles has been littering the media with not so politically correct
quotes sincc bcforc I can remember. You've got
to hand it to him; he was quite a basketball player in his time. NOW he is doing NBA commentary for TNT and trying to be as cool as Dwaync
Wade in T-Mobile advertisements. The point is
America has gotten more than its full dosage of
Barldcy and his mispronunciation of the word
terrible (not "turrrrible" Charles, it's "terrible").
Perhaps the only thing keeping him around
these days is the amount of impressionists that
target his boisterous personality. (Note: Barkley
authored a book called, "Sir Charles: Wit and
Wisdom of Charles Barkley." It is available in
hardback on Amazon for $.01).
Brett Favre-I feel bad for him; I do. After all
the attention milking and media loving he has
done in the NFL off-season the past couple of
years, I was hoping he would win a ring this
year and call it quits for real this time. If you
were watching ESPN about this time last year or
the year before, it was about the equivalent of
watching Panda Watch. The way they monitored
his drama I was surprised Brian Fantana wasn't
on the scene. He tried to get an interview with
Favre, but they said, "He is a live silver fox and
he will literally rip your face off." Fantana or no
Fantana, let's rnove past the Favre drama.

Shaquille O'Neal-This one's too easy. All
have to say is Kazaam and you get the point
(which, bt-dub, was given a rating just higher
than "Gigli," commonly considered one of the
worst movies ever). But this is too easy so I'll
keep going. When it comes to Shaq, every time
I want to stop being sick of him, he reminds me
how arrogant he is, and reminds me why I've had
enough. He can't get enough of himielf though.
Including his TV show, "Shag Vs.," where he
embarrasses himself by taking on other athletes
in their own sports. Even if you're a Shag fan
you must agree, we've had a little bit too much
of the big man.
I

Contact Peter Landgren at peter.
landgren@whitworthian.coni.

At the end of the day, it's nothing personal. If
ESPN was shoving a camera in my face all the
time I'd liave a hard time telling them to stop
giving me national recognition. This is more
about the media than a personal vendetta against
any athlete. I ask the sports media world to give
us what Ive want; we are the audience after all.
Give us something new; give us something we
will care about; and stop giving us the same old
athletes and the same old stories. Stick with the
fundamentals. Give us stories that are fresh, rel-

gers.

Despite the loss, the main story of the
night was the remarkable performance
of senior guard and forward Cassie
Pilkinton. Pilkinton carried the Pirates
with a career high of 27 points. She also
led the team with five rebounds and
seven assists.
The second game of the weekend,
played against thc Pacific Lutheran

sports talk with colin zalewski

loni4n Beauchamptit'hitworthian

Senior guard and forward Cassie Plikinton dribbles past a Pacific Lutheran defender on
Saturday night In the Fieldhouse.

evant and current.
Contact Colin Zalewski at editor@whitworthian.coni.
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TOP: Gospel choir members sing during the Gospel Explosion, Feb. 5 in Cowles Auditorium.

;t

The event, hosted by Stephy NoblesBeans, coordinator of ministry and cultural affairs. featured three hours of performances in order to raise money for Kelvin Garner.
ABOVE: Freshman Anthony Calabro takes photos on a field

trip to downtown Spokane for

Digital Photography I on Thursday, Feb.11.
104,:ne

habwriluan

during the Soul Food Dinner Feb. 12. The dinner was
sponsored by the Black Student Union, and raised funds for the Whitworth University Haiti
RIGHT: Junior Sara Holman performs
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MISS SPOKANE

WOMEN'S TENNIS

Students ma)' be missing the
point when considering what
to give up for Lent.

Sophomore '<pee Deneven,
the 2010 Miss Spokane, will
go on lo Miss itrashington.

favor as junior M),a Towne
plays a four-hour match.
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'Collaboration'
is focus of new
student center
Haley Atkinson
Staff Writer
An intercultural ccntcr recently opened on Whitwortlis campus, providing the Whitworth community with a space to come together and build relationships across racial and cultural divides.
The Intercultural Center, located in Hendrick
Ilan, opened on Jan. 26.
The primary objective of the center is to provide
a building for students and faculty to come together,
and address issues of diversity on Whitworth's campus.
"The center is for the entire campus, for any student, faculty or staff with a passion for diversity,"
said Lawrence Burnley, assistant vice president for

Davit Doutit/ WhstavrthLin

Senior Pamela Anderson mixes chemicals In a laboratory in the Eric Johnston Sdence Center. The National Sdence Foundation
grant, recently awarded to Whitworth, will provide $4,000 scholarships to 12 freshmen of underrepresented groups In sodety who
are majoring in the areas of sdence and math.

School awarded national grant
Evanne Montoya
Staff Writer

for any student enrolled in the class. Director of sponsored
programs Lynn Noland, who helped write thc grant proposal,
said Supplemental Instruction is a program that has worked
Whitworth recently received a 5587,-16-1 grant from the well at other universities that use it.
"(Supplemental Instruction] is a program that many colNational Science Foundation (NSF) to fund scholarships for
students who are underrepresented in the math and sciences leges have, and it's pretty successful in its outcome," Noland
and the development of support service
said.
The Scholarships in Science, Technology, Engineering and
Furthermore, research showed that the grades of students
Mathematics grant, also called S-STEM, will enable Whit- who regularly attended supplemental sessions generally inworth to give a 5.1,000 scholarship each year to 12 incoming creased by one letter grade, Noland said.
freshmen from minority backgrounds who will be in those
Students receiving the scholarship will take freshinan semdepartments. Twelve new freshmen tvill be chosen cach year inar together, and also be required to take a career explorafor the four ycars that the grant will be in
tion course second semester.
place.
Nationall), a large number of students
Biology professor Finn Poni, the prin- 1Suppiementai instruction] is a are icaving the sciences, Noland said. The
ciple investigator for the grant, said the program that has worked well at career course should help students sec the
NSF grant interested Whitworth because it
variety of career options they can have as
other universities that use it."
complemented the university's goals.
science, math and computer science maLynn Noland,
"Several years ago as a science faculty
jors. Other aspects of the grant may help
Director ol Sponsored Programs
we identified certain arcas we would like to
as well.
develop and one was to broaden the diver"We arc hoping the increase in tutors
sity of students we were bringing in: Pond
and supplemental instruction will help a
said.
higher percentage of students stay in sciIle added that the grant would impact the campus' diver- ence," Noland said.
sity as a whole as well.
Professors representing each major area of study affected
The grant was created by the NSF due to the concern that by the grant reviewed the final version of the grant and will
there weren't enough math, technology, engineering and serve as co-directors during its implementation. ¿long with
mathematics majors being produced nationahy, Pond said.
Pond, the professors were Kerry Breno, assistant professor of
"They instituted the program to bring more students into chemistry; Kamesh Sankaran, associate professor of physics;
the sciences, especially underrepresented students such as and Peter Tucker, associate professor of math and computer
first-gencration college students, minorities and women," he science. lhey were not the only ones who helped, however.
"A pretty wide spectrum of the campus is involved in it,"
said.
The program itself will have multiple aspects. Along with Noland said.
Members of tlte admissions and financial aid departments,
the scholarship, existing programs supporting students, such
as tutoring, will be increased, and new programs %yin be put communications professor Ginny Whitehouse, and Esther
Louie, assistant dean of intercultural student affairs were also
into place.
One program that will be put into place is Supplemental involved, Noland said.
Contact Ermine Montoya at ci'anstc.n:onloya@whihi'orInstruction. lhis means that for each of thc 100-level science
classes an extra class run by a peer facilitator will be available lhian.coni.
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intercultural relations.
According to the 2005-2010 strategic plan. thc
purpose of tile center is to create a space for underrepresented racial groups with thc hope of cultivating a community of intercultural competency.
So far the center has hosted several Spanish classes, reunions for Jan Tcrm trips, a Super Bowl party
and a viewing for thc opening ceremonies of thc
Winter Olympics.
"We've had great events so far, and a lot of food as
well," said Esther Louie, assistant dean for intercultural student affairs. "These events have brought people together. Sharing in cach other's borne-cooked
meals fosters a different level of engagement:*
The international students coming in for spring
semester were welcomed to Whitworth in the new
center.
It was my first experience in America," said senior Eugenio Berrios, an international student from
Chile. "I have felt welcomed on Whitworth's campus.
Many students are willing to get to know me:
Burnley said a goal of Whitworth faculty has been
to increase intercultural interactions on campus.
"The center is an effort to bring under one roof
students from various backgrounds, and to increase
program collaboration," Burnley said. "An additional goal is to provide international students and
students front under-represented racial groups with
a space to talk and share common issues and concerns."

Currently the center is open Monday through
Wednesday until 9 p.m., and Thursdays until 8 p.m.
Louie hopes that there will be more open hours in
fall 2010. In the evenings the center is run by cultural diversity advocates as a place for students to
study, prepare food, watch TV and relax.
"I'm really excited for all the building has to offer,
that it is a space for new activities and that it is open
to the whole campus: said junior Lindy Tep, CDA
for Warren Hall. "I am looking forward to seeing
how the center expands over the next few years."
lhe center is currently in the beginning stages,
but both Burnley and Louie see great potential for
the future of the center and the effects it will have on
the campus as a tvhole.
"kIbe center has the potential to create a space for
learning and to generate change for the community,"
Burnley said. "I think having a center to concentrate
the main issues relating to diversity makes sense,
because it will foster collaboration and communication."
See CENTER, page 3
VISIT WHITWORTHIAN.COM DAILYFOR BREAKING

NEWS, BLOGS, MULTIMEDIA AND SPORTS UPDATES.

Comments? Let us know:

editoritwonhian.com
or 509-777-3248
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ASWU
executive candidates made
campaign
promises
last spring before being elected. After a
student election. Michael Harri was elect-

pening in committees.

"Making that happen was not a functional task," Hamilton said. "I didn't
entirely
recognize
the dynamics that
went into finding
committees,
and
there wasn't a ton

as President of
ASWU, Tyler Hamilton as Executive Vice
President and Carl
CHAN
HARR!
11AAHLTON
Chan as Financial
Vice President.
of support from IT
Each of the executo creating a whole
would
watch
cante
people
that
when
it
number
of
services
small
he
the
way
has been satisfied with
tives said
ASWU members have worked with cach would not justify the amount of mon- other Web page."
While both Harri and I lamilton had opother this year, and each agreed that thcy ey spent on equipment and production.
the
students
at
to
see
more
to run against. Chan was the only
The
desire
ponents
have worked well together.
to
Harri's
decision
who ran for FVP.
also
affected
candidate
meetings
of
our
We have a great understanding
not stream each meeting live as originally
Chan described his position as thc execroles and where we fit: Harri said.
intended.
utive who oversees how money is allocated
Each of thcir roles has
We want people there and who is spending money.
different responsibilities.
in person because %ve want
In an interview with the Whitworthian
Harri described the pres"When I came into office, I
to scc the faces of the stu- last spring. Chan said he would provide
ident as the chairperson
an opportunity for clubs to raisc money by
of the whole organiza- realized there was a lot more to dents." liarri said.
Hamilton also said hosting an event in the fall similar to Spring
tion, making decisions
the jobf
he wanted to sce mori Fcst.
and telling the senators.
Michael Hat
students at thc ASWU
That presented itself as the Ethnic Festirepresentatives and coorASWUPresident
tho fall' Chart caiii "That wachT PT.
meetings. In an interview val
dinators what they =v.! with
Whitworthian
the
actly
my
vision for Fall Fest, but that's how
to do. He said the job delast spring, Hamilton said
it worked out:'
scription of the president
he would work with the
In the interview, Chan also stated that
of AS%VU is not as specific as the descripRAs to make attending an ASWU meethe would hold clubs accountable for both
tions of the other executive positions.
"When I came into office. I realized there ing a hall activity. Aftcr discussing the idea moncy and activities on campus, making
sure they are trying to serve the student
was a lot more to the job," Harri said. To get with Dayna Coleman Jones, assistant dean
of students, he said thcy came to the con- body. Chan said he has been working dosea firm grasp, you need to be in the role."
Harri said that his understanding ofsome clusion that it was not that functional of an ly with various dubs, but he still wants to
improve in this area this semester.
of the campaign promises he made changed event..
Hamilton. als.o said he would have sena"Some 'dubs have not been as active as I
after coming into office and receiving adtors invite residents to attend.
..vould want:
a IA
ice from people experienced in AWL!.
"At the beginning of the year, we chalAdditional goals Chan has held Co.:- his
In March 2009, Hard laid out some of
those Promises on his Web site he created . lenged the senators to be actiirely trying to- position are.to.1* approachable; available
biing peoplito crime with'them to ASWU and easy io work with.
for the campaign.
"I feel I've done this to the best of my
"In order to maintain a higher level of ac- meetings: Hamilton said.
He noted this has not been as successful ability," Chan said.
countability, I am passionate about a weekly
To the greatest extend possible, Chan has
update from the student body president to as he hoped. Hamilton said that in each of
thc student body about what thc govern- his four years in ASWU, few people have presented requisitions to ASWU in an unment is doing. through either a biog. You- come to meetings who have not been re- biased manner. he said. Chan said he was
worried that his first fcw
Tube account, newsletter, etc in order for quired to be there.
In the Whitworthian
presentations came off
thc students to truly hear from their elected
leaders about what they're doing," Harri interview, Hamilton also "Learning how to encourage and too strongly, but that was
said he would emphasize
not his intention. He also
wrote.
challenge has been a great
said it was challenging to
Harri said that after coming into office, accountability in ASWU.
function of this job."
get thc honest opinions of
he realized that a weekly update was too He felt he has been sucTyler Hamilton,
ASWU as far as requisimuch. Instead, Harri decided it was more cessful in holding senaASIVUExecuthr VimPresident
tions during fall semesrealisiic to produce the First Friday videos tors and representatives
accountable, but before
ter.
as a monthly ASWU update.
Over last month, the
Harri also wanted to come up with a new coming into office, he
honest
type of forum meeting he described on his said he held a much more
feedback and
rigid view of the rules.
opinions have been better," Chan said. "Ve
Web site.
"I've learned a lot through this experi- fASWUJ are more comfortable with each
"I intend on also conducting a 'Town
Hall' style Meeting open to all students with ence and also a lot through meeting with other:*
the executive members of the government Dayna Coleman about what it means to be
Hamilton said that during his frcshman
(President, EVP, FVP) to ensure a coher- lenient: Hamilton said. "Learning how to year, disagreement would escalate to thc
ent transition from this year to next," iiarri encourage and challenge has been a great point of yelling at meetings. He said that
function of this job."
wrote.
has not happened this year.
Harri said individuals who have been in- . Hamilton said he also created a photo di- . "We have a great group," Hamilton said.
volved with ASWU for years told him that, rectory of dorm residents to help senatOrs
We lcnow how to respectfully work:
unless there was a controversial issue, not better know their constituents.
"In our one-on-ones, I encouraged sena-.
many people would attend.
His idea of streaming meetings live also tors to be actively meeting with everyone
Contact Rachel Bair at rachabair@whiton that list," Hamilton said.
encountered similar problems. He said the
worthian.cons.
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Financial aid offerings will continue

International

BRIEFS

Morgan Feddes

Sudan reaches an

Editor-in-Chief
Despite the recent increases to tuition and
the struggling cconom» Whitworth will continue to do what it can to help students with
financial needs, said Wendy Olson, director of
financial aid.
The financial aid office has trigd its best to
recognize and help with additional financial
needs students have encountered, Olson said.
Yhitworth is trying to keep a Whitworth
education affordable for its itudents; she said.
On Friday, Brian Bend, vice president for
finance and administration, sent out letters to
students and their parents notifying thcm of
the updated tuition priccs for the 2010-11 academic year.
lhe combined total of tuition and fees for undergraduate students next year will be $30,204,
a 5.42 percent increase from thc current tuition
ratcs. The overall percentage increase for studcnts living on campus with a mcal plan is 5.12
percent.
In the letter, Henze' encouraged studcnts and
parcnts to contact the financial aid staff and
student accounting services for assistance in
developing payment options.
"Whitworth has devoted significant institutional resources lo student financial aid," he
said in the letter. "Ibis commitment is being
expanded in the 2010-11 school year;
Last ycar thc financial aid office went over its
budget to provide aid for students whose families had suffered during the economic crisis,
Olson said. The university has tried to adjust
for that additional spending in other ways, shc
said, adding that the 2010-11 budget will be
crafted to accommodate the anticipated need.
However, onc potential source of aid for sindents may be lost next year because of budget

agreement with
main rebel group

Academic Year
Annette Farr& 11.7ntworthian

cuts in the Washington state legislature. The
state is projected to have a 82.6 billion deficit in
2010-11, according to the budget page on Gov.
Chris Gregoire's Web site.
Gregoire's proposed 2010 budget features
cuts in funding to many statewide programs,
including funding for thc state work-study program, according to the Web site.
At the ASWU meeting Feb. 3, Kathy Storm,
vice president for student life, said about 150
Whitworth students receive some money from
the state work-study program.
Since Whitworth is a private religiously affiliated institution, it c.annot receive state funding
for on-campus jobs, Olson said. Any government funding for on-campus jobs comes from
federal funding, she said.
While campus funding will not be directly
affect by cutting state aid, thcrc will still be an
impact on thc students, she said.

"Other campuses will be losing state workstudy funds spent for wages on campus; here
the students lose off-campus opportunities;
Olson said.
If the funding is cut, it is possible that many
students working offcampus will lose their jobs
because businesses will not have the funds to
pay for them, Storm said at the meeting. IVhitworth would probably not be able to pay for the
lost funds, Olson said.
Students should let the statc legislature know
the importance of the funding, Olson said.
"It would be great if Washington students
would write Congress to let thcm know how
important it is to have state funding," she said.
Those who are interested in contacting the
legislature can visit www.savestudentaid.org for
more information.
Contact Morgan &tides at morgan.feddes@
whitworth.com.

Climbing wall proposal rejected
Evanne Montoya
Staff Writer

Graves Gym will no longer be
considered as a possible location
for a bouldcring climbing wall
after it was declared structurally
unsuitable for a climbing wall last
month.
Suppbrters of thc wall have begun discussing new options.
Bringing a dimbing wall to
Whitworth is nota new idea, but
it received renewed attention this
year as sophomore Jeff Podmayer,
ASSVU's outdoor recreation coordinator, sought to get one installed.
"I lcnow there's been other
attempts," Podmaycr said. "I
thought I'd just pick it up and run
with it."
Graves wa.s not the first location
he considered. Originally Podmayer looked at the Ficldhouse
as a possible location. However,
Podmayer found that there wasn't

the company he had planned
on using, information about its
tive.
structure.
was probably not thc bcst
"They came to the concluplace, but it was
sion that wood
the only place,"
framing wasn't
good enough to
Podmaycr said.
Podmayc r 'The rock wall idea is still there, hold a climbing
presented the but it's not going to happen this wall," he said.
year:'
Idea to ASWU
"It has to be on
but it was taa concrete floor
Jeff Podmayer,
bled.
and cinderblock
AMU Outdoor Rearation Coonlinator
wall."
They needed
more informaPodmayer
tion before they
contacted Briwould consider
an Benzel, vice
passing it; Podmayer said.
president of finance and adminisASWU requested additional in- tration, and Edward Kelly, direcformation about the costs, where tor of facilities services, to discuss
the monry above what they were this information. Dayna Coleman
giving would come from and Jones, assistant dean of students,
whether Graves was structurally was also involved in discussion
sound enough to support a climb- about the dimbing wall.
"Based on reservations I and
ing wall.
Podmayer looked at the blue- my assistant director [Raymond
prints and design of Graves, and Peyronl had, we [Kelly, Benzel,
sent Eldorado Climbing Walls, Coleman Jones, and Podmayer]
enough unuscd spacc there, so he
turned to Graves as an alterna-

it
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The Intercultural Center is located inside Hendrick Hall.

Louie sees the center as being a
point of attraction for incoming
freshmen.
"I believe the center adds an important element to our campus for
prospective students, and that the
center will support our efforts for
recruiting a diverse and international student body," Louie said.
The creators of the center put
great emphasis on providing a place
for Whitworth students who are not
of the dominant culture.
"Students from underrepresented racial groups have very unique
experiences," Burnley said. "They
are dealing with a number of racerelated stresses that come as a result
of navigating a predominately Euro-American community, and the
students have to find their niche:

decided to look other places;
Kelly said.
Podmaycr and 'other supportcrs arc looking into a new option
now.

"The rock wall idea is still there,
but it's not going to happen this
year," Podmayer said. "There isn't
a place to put a rock wall on campus as it is now."
Podmayer and other ASWU
members are now brainstorming
about possibly building a new recreation center for students.
"I want a place for the students
to be able to go and do an activity
without feeling like they're interfering with athletics; he said.
Kelly said that both he and others such as Coleman Jones are
very interested in supporting athletics and student recreation.
"The university is committed to
working hard on it; he said.
Contact Evantte Montoya at
evanne.montoya@whitworthian.
corn.

Students from underrepresented
racial backgrounds see the opening
of the center as a positive step for
increasing diversity on campus.
"I totally appreciate it," said
freshman international student Sergio Jara Arrayos. "It allows students
from different backgrounds to explore Whitworth from a safe environment and learn to adapt to the
new culture."
While the presence of the center
may not have an immediate impact
on campus diversity, it is recognized
as a significant step.
"This is just the beginning to increasing diversity on Whitworth's
campus; said -freshman international student Macy Olivas. "It is
one stepping stone to integration of
many different cultures within the
Whitworth community."
Contact Haley Atkinson at haley.
atkinson@whitworthian.conr.

-

The government of Sudan has reached a peace
agreement with one of Sudan's most prominent rebel
groups, the Justice and
Equality Movement (JEM).
The agreement, signed on
Saturday, includes groundwork for further talks and
allows for the repeal of
death sentences of 100 imprisoned JEM fighters.
Talks between the two
parties may take place as
early as this week, but no
formal date has been determined. Discussion 'during
the peace talks will center
on thc return of internally
displaced people and sharing of wealth and power
within the nation, all of
which are issues of contention between the rebels and
the Sudanese government.
A cease fire is currently in
place between the two parties.

Recent floods in

Maderia result in
damage, deaths
Floods and mudslides on
Portugal's Madeira Island
killed at least 32 people and
causesevere damage on Feb.
20. Portugal has sent search
and rescue tearns and two
ships with helicopters and
medical supplies.
Relief teams in Funchal,
thc regional capitol and
one of the arcas hardest hit
by the floods, have been
slowed by fallen trees and
washed-out roads. The
Portuguese Interior Minister Rui Pereira has said
Portugal is considering the
option of declaring a state
of emergency and seeking
help from the European
Union.

Niger's president
ousted in recent

military takeover
President of Niger Mamadou Ta.ndja was overthrown by a military group
calling themselves the Supreme Council for the Restoration of Democracy on
Thursday, Feb. 18. The coup
leaders announced their
plans to suspend the constitution and dissolve all state
institutions. A representative of the group has said
a new constitution will be
drafted and elections will be
held, but a specific time for
the completion of either of
these goals was not given.
Complied 17 Candace Pontoni
Sourrc BBC

CORRECTIONS&
CLARIFICATIONS
The Whitwurthian is committed to providing
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EDITORIAL: IN THE LOOP

ASWU execs, Assembly need to keep
momentum going in the new semester
Each year, the Editorial Board reviews the past semester to highlight
arcas where ASWU executives and the Assembly have succeeded and
where thcy can improve in the spring. We look at interviews with each
executive and compare thcir performance to student expectations and
to their own campaign promises during thc elections last spring.
President:Michael Hard
Senior lislichael Hurt admits he cante into the position of ASWU
president a little unprepared for the demands of the position, but he is
beginning to understand what comes with the job description. He had
high hopes of holding town hall-style meetings with large attendance.
Ile says he feels that he now understands that attendance to Assembly
meetings is only high when there is a controversy.
Harri has also tried hard to be communicative with the Whitworth
community through videos and podcasts; unfortunately, it would
seem that students just don't care enough to be receptive. The editorial boa:d collectively agrees ssith Harri that the videos could be improved, though we appreciate the idea and etTort put into them.
NVith President Bill Robinson's announcement that he would be
leaving Whitworth after this year, Harri undertook a position on thc
presidential search committee. Communicating the search committee's goals to everyone was a huge task that he has done efficiently.
Overall. we fccl Harri has performed admirably as president. We
suggest he continue working toward making ASWU transparent and
appealing to 1,Vhitworth students as a whole, and commend him for
his performance in his unexpected roles.
Executive Vice President: Tyler Hamilton
In spite of senior Tyler Hamilton's behindthe-scenes position, he
has made great efforts toward basing a public face. Ile has been very
intentional in working svith everyone on ASWU and making sure they
are doing their jobs to the best of their abilities, as well as connecting
with students around campus. He has also encouraged collaboration
among ASWU members as a way to cut back on tlic numbcr of events
and improve the events overall.
We also appreciate Hamilton's efforts to improve ASWU's efficiency
in addressing studcnt needs. He was a driving force behind the etc.._
ation of a retreat coordinator position. We applaud him for this accomplishment, as it is a position we feel has a lot of potential.
However, wc are concerned that I lamilton spreads himself too thin.
tVe feel he would be more effective at his position if hc focused his energ) on a smaller number of tasks. We suggest that fewer tasks accomplished with a higher level of quality is of more value than a myriad of
tasks finished with less polish.
Financial Vice President: Carl Chan
7hc financial vice president has huge responsibilities, but senior
Carl Chan has handled them in admirable fashion.
Chan's plan to have clubs host an event similar to Spring Fest in
the fall was a great idea, but he admits the Ethnic Fest didn't go quite
the way he envisioned it. The other performances and dinners going
on at the time drew attention away from the clubs. It was an excellent
idea-one we feel needs some reworking if it is to happen again in the
future.
Probably the greatest challenge Chan self-identified was the comfort level of ASWU members discussing financial proposals. Through
effort on his part this has improved, and monetary grants are now
discussed more critically in ASWU meetings. The FVP position has a
lot of influence on the Assembly's financial decisions; sve urge Chan to
continue to keep the students in mind as he uses that influence.
ASWU Assembly
ASWU has done a great job this year of hosting programs around
campus. We appreciate their efforts to reach out to students, and we
urge them to continue this in the spring.
As part of this ongoing effort, ASWU should continue to strive for
transparency. While the efforts made so far are appreciated, there is
still room for improvement. We recognize that this is a challenging issue, but with the talent available on the executive team, and the entire
ASWU team in general, we believe that it is possible to tackle it.
We feel ASWU needs to have more professionalism in its e-mails,
particularly in the area of misleadini subject lines. Titles like "Want
to learn how to poop in the woods? and "Live group sex therapy!"
are little more than shock marketing-crude, unprofessional and deceptive. This is not the kind of communication we expect from our

student government.
We understand that ASWU is compelled to send out a high volume
of e-mail to the student body. However, we expect e-mail content and
subject lines to be professional, clear and edited so that students are
able to sort through them efficiently. If our government representatives want us to take them seriously, they must realize that campus
e-mails are the primary exposure we have to them, and they must
present themselves in a serious, professional way through them.
Finally, it is important that the executives and everyone else on
ASWU continue to fulfill their job duties to the best of their abilities.
As the year comes to a close, it is easy for students to slack off this has
also happened to ASWU in the past. We encourage ASWU to finish
the year out strong by staying connected with students and ensuring a
smooth transition for next year's team. We applaud the work ASWU
has done so far, and we want to finish the semester feeling the same.
Editorials in the "In the Loop" section reflect the majority opinion of
the Editorial Board, whidt is made up offive editors.

Luca' MAIWItstwewthiJn

Rethink your sacrifice
MOLLY

FERREE
m..vs?

Forty days of Lenten fasting is
staring me in the face as I sit surrounded by heart-shaped boxes
and pink candy wrappers. Who
in their right mind placed 1.cnt so
close to ralentine's Day this year?
!low am I supposed to bettér myself and focus my mind on Jesus'
suffering when there is so much
chocolate in front of me?
Last year at this time I was
dedicated. Having an unhealthy
weakness for sweets of any kind,
especially mclt-in-your mouth
truffles, I decided to participate in
the scason of Lent by giving up my
all-time favorite food...anything
chocolate. I had dreams about the
stuff I missed it so much. At meal
times 1 would sit with my mouth
watering; quite honestly I was
salivating and think bitter, hateful thoughts at my friends eating
double chip brownies.
After somewhat successfully
achieving my goal, I celebrated
Easter by tearing into the care
package my family had sent me,
relishing in the Reese's eggs I'd
been longing for. And what did
my fasting teach me? Answer: I
love chocolate.
This is why I don't really get
Lent. I'm Presbyterian and my
home church never instituted a
mandatory fast or penance for the
season, so maybe I am missing
some key concept. My problem,
however, lies within the fact that I
think much of society completely
misses the reason why people take
part in it in the first place.
lhe biblical purpose of Lent is
to prepare oneself for Holy Week
and for the observation of the
death and resurrection of Christ.

while being goaded by my lunch
table to just take a bite really isn't
my forte. So this year, I think rill
going to try something different.
I plan to try and add something
to my life insteatl of going without it, and hopefully
develop
are supposed to be representa- a pattern that I will want to con- .
tive of the 40 days Jesus spent in tinue. While doing a bit of Interthe wilderness under temptation. net research I came across some
I think that my 40 days without
inspiration. I read about soincone
chocolate just aren't the same type decided to choose five people site
of suffering.
cared about to share her feelings
I listorically, the church folwith. She wrote each one a movlowed the practice of not eating ing letter filled with things she
meat, or any rich products like never had the guts to tell them
milk and eggs, and eating only before.
one meal a day'. 'Ihroughout the
Noss', I'm not 100 percent posiages those practices evolved into tive I'll be doing that exactly, but
one meal and some snacks to I like the idea of giving a part of
keep you going
myself to the
and eventually
people I love
adding fish octhe most. Isn't
celebrated
Easter by tearing
casionally
in
that what the
my
into
the
care
package
family
the diet. Later
Easter star)' is
had sent me, relishing in the
people adapted
really about?
the fasting fur- Reese's eggs I'd been longing for.
'For God so
thcr to only And what did my fasting teadi
loved
the world
cutting meat
me? Answer: I love chocolate'
that
he
gave his
out of their di-

Iltat's the Sunday school answer
at least. In the Western Church,
the .10 days before Easter, exclutling Sundays, are days to focus on
penance, almsgiving, prayer and
self-denial. If I remember my Bible lessons correctly, the 40 days

ets on Fridays.
It seems that
somehow this meaningful way to
honor God was adapted to meet
our needs and careless whims. I
get thc idea that people use Lcnt
asan excuse to try and make thcm
feel better about themselves.
It's almost like a New Year's resolution, but based in religion so it
feels holier. This way, if I want to
lose weight I can say I'm giving up
cheeseburgers for Jesus. The idea
is great because I'm saying goodbye to something I love for an
even better cause, but who am I
kidding? I wouldn't be doing this
for God; I'd be doing it for me.
My props go out to all of those
people who are able to complete
their fasting with a pure heart and
an easy conscience. Being able to
pray for the betterment of others

only son:

John 3:16 is
about as basic as it gets. Jesus died
because of the love he held for us,
regardless of our sins, and regardless of our fast food addictions.
No, I don't think what I will do
equals Jesus' gift any more than
my giving up chocolate equals his
suffering. In my mind, however,
I'm at least partaking in Lent for a
better reason. I want to do something that is hard for me, in order
to make someone else's life a little
more enjoyable.
And if I can't do anything else, I
can just share my chocolate.

sophomore majoring In journalism
and marketing. Comments an be sent to molly.
FERREE is a

ferreegwhitworthianam.
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A COLUMN BYJEROD JARVIS

We interrupt this issuc oflhe Whitworthian to bring
you a special report. I have recently been informed oía
glaring oversight in our efforts to go green.
Green, as all you alert and environmentallyconscious tyi)es are aware, is no longer merely a color, a
sickly mixture of blue and yellow, or the pallid shade of
Mr. Yuk's face. Nay-green has risen from obscurity like
an army of furious forest elves to the forefront of our
current political and moral attentions.
And rightly so. After all, our planet's been around for
a while now and it's about time somebody startcd making sure it wasn't broken. Imagine if you let your car go
for thousands of years without a tuneup. Would it still
be so willing to sit neglected in the Fieldhouse parking
lot? I think not. It just goes to show how lucky we are
that old Mother Nature is still spinning after so long
without somebody telling us not to use hairspray.
But we arc pushing our luck. We are asking too much.
We are begging for a Captain Planet bcatdown.
It seems that in the midst of our tray-tossing, hybriddriving. DOMA-drinking efforts, we have forgotten
something, something that millions of people use and
abuse every day. A vast landscape of overpopulation,

svaste and trash.

The Internet.
Think about it. %Ye have regulations and laws about
where we toss our 100 percent recycled napkins when
Weve finished wiping our greasy lips with them, but no
such laws exists to protect the poor denizens of Facebook. No one stands up for the rights'of those living in
"World of Warcraft." And the ozone is, in stark honesty,
a small issuc compared to the sheer weight of the trash
onc can find clicking through the blogosphere.
It's a tra4edy, fellow students. A bloody digital tragedy. And it s time to step up and do the right thing. It's
time for cyberspace to go green.
The first step is simple: cybcr resources must be used
more responsibly. Do you keep a blog? Is it contributing
to the good of humanity and saving the lives of helpless
Nonvegian orphans? Or is it just suckin4 down broadband like a IslySpacc I lumina? And don t gct mc started on Facebook. You narcissistic snakes in the grass out
there %vim update your status cvcry five minutes? In a
just world, you would be burned alive on a pyre of CRT
monitors. Same goes for you, Twitter addicts. [lave you
no shame? llave you no respect for the horrendous
conditions computers are kept in on the server farms
that host your 140 characters of sclf-gratification? They .
never even sec the sun! You monster.
As you can scc, I'm not holding myself above you
here. Inn part of this problem. The difference between
me and you is I feel bad about it. On purpose. Every
weekend 1 chop down a helpless trcc and burn it, just to
make myself %veep inside over the travesties I commit.
If Whitworth, and the Unitcd States in general. is really so concerned about protecting the environment,
then this must be their next initiative. Stop the inhumane treatment of servers. Cleanse the radiated wasteland of MySpace. Pass several hundred irritating little
laws that make life harder for those just trying to go
about their business. If wc can band together on this,
we can change the world. Perhaps not for the better, but
certainly for thc greener.

JARVIS is a junior majoring in journalism. GsnimentS can be sent to jerod.
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Secure the playing field
ANDREW

GJEFLE
rclutuesr

We're way too uptight these days. National sccurity is
tight, parents don't let their kids play in the strccts and we
cat organically-grown food because we don't trust chemists. We act as if America suddenly became thc most dangerous Place in the world and even our neighbors are out
to do us wrong. This infectious paranoia has apparently
spread to Whitworth, and it has unfortunately tainted one
of our more carefree institutions.
In a recent email, intramurals coordinator Stcphcn
Baranowski informed the student body that changes will
be made this spring semester to the intramural program.
Specificall), there is now a clause in the intramural policy
that states an individual cannot play on multiple teams
within one sport. This rule will be instituted in hopes of
increasing parity within thc leagues, as well as decreasing
the number of teams, leading to an increased numbcr of
games cach team is able to play. While this policy is not
terribly objectionable in and of itself, and it is obviously
made with good intcnt, I do take issue with the way in
which this policy is to be enforced.
In order to make sure that players are honest, the referees at each intramural game will require that players show
their Whitworth ID cards before each game; these IDs will
be checked against the teanis submitted roster.
I think this is fairly ridiculous. Are we wound so tight
that we can't trust people to say who they really are? Are
intramural sports suclt a nucleus of espionage that we
must require everyone to idcntify themselves? If that's
the case, then what's next? A tollbooth in front of Duvall?
Metal detectors in Sodcxo?
I admit, it is not much of an inconvenience to show
the referee an ID card. The principle behind the measure,
though, is a little offensive. Although I cannot say everybody, most people follow the rules, and though there ex-

ists a minority that breaks them, it tcnds not to affect the
whole systcm too much. What we have now is a paranoid
system that does not show the players any trust or respect.
Plus, those ID cards are easier to lose track of than a squirrel in a piranha tank.
I wonder what is going to happen next if the new rule
is judged to be effective. Are they going to institutc urine
tests for steroids? Will there be security guards with German shepherds at the entrance to playoff games? Will

students be put under such scrutiny that intramurals are
eventually outlawed completely, leaving them to be played
in empty warehouses and loading docks of shady businesses? It looks pretty bleak; I asked these questions to the
Magic Eight Ball which I consult before writing all of my
articles, and was simply answcrcd with a chilling "Yes:'
Now it's true that some people take intramurals svay
too seriously. Sometimes even I do. But I'm not going
to sneak my way onto a Challenge League team in the
middle of thc playoffs just to win a stupid shirt. Maybe a
better mcthod of keeping tcams honest would be to just
count the number of players present for each game; like
I said, people aren't going to give up their spots or take
on another's identity. Unless thc team is shorthanded, in
which case I completely condone having players outside
the roster, but that's a different issue that I don't want to
deal with right now. The point is, intramural coordinators
are being more paranoid than my parents were when thcy
told me I'd get cancer from burnt toast. I just think thcir
energies could be used in better ways.
I might be overreacting, but that's just because the
whole policy itself is an overreaction. Perhaps the issue
that should be addressed is how overly competitive people
tend to be with intramurals. I think the rule change addresses that problem to a certain. extent, but the enforcement measures are completely unnecessary. We should
learn to trust people again.

GJEFLE is a junior majoring in English and biology. Gamments can be sent to

andrew.gjefle@whitworthian.com.

Entertainment production department needed
JEROD

JAR VIS
(QM'S!

If

I

were to walk out into the middle

of The Loop and scream at the top of my
lungs that Whitworth offers an excellent
and competitive liberal arts education, I
probably wouldn't get much argument. A
lot of weird looks from the people trying to
watch Frisbee, maybe, but most Whitworth
students will agree that sve get a prctty marvelous bit of information dumping while
we're here.
There is, however, one glaring arca where
Whitworth is not competitive: entertainment production. And by that I mean we
don't have good classes, let alone majors, in
the fields of film production or video game
design.

Whitworth's stated goal is to train the tion-requires top-notch facilities in which
mind and heart, and to shape leaders who to tcach them, and those aren't cheap. It
will affect our culture in powerful ways. would be a significant investment.
But I believe it would be a profitable
And in many ways, it achieves that goal.
But the lack of an entertainment produc- investment, both for Whitsvorth and its
students. This is one of those cases s.vhere
tion department is a major oversight.
if you build it, they will
No one will deny the
come. I myself would
incredible impact film
has had on our nation, "Entertainment has a powerful probably have been a
film convert were such a
and video games are
effect on culture, and Whitmajor offered here.
shaping up to have simiworth should be on the foreIt wouldn't be a major
lar effect over the coming
front of the effort to engage
revolution on campus.
decades. But Whitworth
that culture for the better."
A film production deis strangely aloof on this
partment could effecissue. We have a smattertively be tacked onto our
ing of classes on TV production, and some computer science classes excellent theater program. Game design is
touch on game design. But overall, if you're a natural evolution of computer science.
And while money is certainly a concern,
looking for a place to launch a Christ-centered career in the entertainment industry, Whitworth has the means to raise money
for important additions to campus. A new
Whitworth isn't the place to do that.
Admittedly, to have effective programs science building is going up; we'll see a
in those areas-particularly film produc- new gym and theatre building in the corn-

ing years. A powerful argument can easily
be made for the importance of these programs, and if presented correctly I have a
hard time believing the money wouldn't
come in.
As Whitworth is developing a new strategic plan and looking to the future, determining how to best equip students for
impacting our world, it is critical that all
methods of cultural change are considered.
Film production and video game design
would be brilliant additions to Whitworth's
curriculum, and would attract a whole new
student demographic. It has been said that
to change the world, one only has to write
its songs-entertainment has a powerful effect on culture, and Whitworth should be
on the forefront of the effort to engage that
culture for the better.
JARVIS is a junior majoring in journalism. Comments can be

sent to jernd.jarvis@whitworthian.com.
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Sophomore wins Miss Spokane Pageant
Becca Cuniff
Staff Writer
Sophomore Kylee Deneven won thc Miss Spokane Pageant on Sunday, Feb. 21. Junior Emerald Armstrong also
participated The Miss Spokane Pageant is a preliminary
qualifier for Miss Washington. The Ivinner of Miss Washington will then go onto Miss America.
goal of the Miss American Organization is to provide
scholarships as well as personal and professional opportunities to young women natiom%ide. According to its Vikb site,
it gives out approximately S-15 million %vorth of scholarships
to young women nationwide every year.
There is much more to being Miss Spokane than simply
competing in the Miss Washington Pageant.
"If you receive the title, it really is like a job; it is a huge
time commitment," Arnistrong said. "There are a lot of appearancts at different events around the community:
Just being a contestant has proven to be a rather large time
commitment, Armstmng said. Contestants are required to
raise a certain amount of money for the Children's Miracle
Network a non-profit organization that raises money for
more than 170 children's hospitals, as well as make many
different appearances.
"It's a huge time commitment and we don't even have the
title yet," Armstrong said.
Although it is a massive time commitment, the things the
contestants gct to be involved with are still fun.
"We got to hand out awanii at the United States Figure
Skating competition, and we got to meet several of the figure skaters," Deneven said. -We also got to hang out %%ith
the band Parachute, who performed before the competition.
which was awesome:
The format of the pageant is exactly the same as thc Miss
America Pageant. The contestants go through a business interview, a physical fitness competition, on-stagc questioning
and a talent competition.
"I'm really nervous for this weekend, especially thc interview portion because they can asl . you anything from
your favorite color to how do you feel about thc situation
in Iraq:. Deneven said in an interview on Thursday, Feb. 18.
You have to be on your toes about all the current issues and
what's going on in your community. So staying on top of that
can be challenging."
Both students have been involved in pageants before this.
Amutrong participated in Junior Miss and was Miss Kitsap.
Deneven was a Spokane Lilac Princess last year. Although
both were involved in different competitions, a major reason
for both of them to join was because of the scholarships.

he

ai

Tara Sranufil

Junior Emerald Armstrong and sophomore Kyles Deneven were both contestants in the Miss Spokane Pageant. which is a
preliminary qualifier for Miss America. Deneven won the pageant.
"I really enjoy the scholarship part of it. It's helping me get
a better education," Deneven said. "It's also a great way to

meet new friends and other people who are involved in the
same things you are."
Another reason Armstrong has enjoyed participating in
these pageants is because of the life skills it teaches participants.
"The page-ant process ¿caches you a lot of valuable life
skills that pu might not get if you just fill out an application for somc scholarship and send it in: Armstrong said. "It
teaches you people skills, interview skills, that type of thing.
It's been really beneficial in that regard."
An issue both girls have faced is stereotyping of people
who compete in pageants. Although thcrc are some movies where the pageant contestants are more accurately por-

trayed, such as "Miss Congeniality." most of them are incorrect.
"They make the contestants appear to be much more
high-maintenance," Dcnevcn said. "A lot of the contestants
are much more down to earth and arc really about giving
back to our community."
While it can be frustrating to dcal %sith stereotypes, both
girls arc glad they participate in pageants. All the difficulties,
such as the time commitment and preparation, are worth it.
"It really isn't just a beauty competition." Armstrong said.
"Miss America is very focused on scholarships for young
women and helping them become successful in whatever
they do."

Contact Baca Cuniffat beccactiniff@ultitworthiatt.com.

Production uses puppets
to address serious subjects
WRITER'S REVIEW

Sophie Sestero
Staff Writer
Children can learn a great deal from notorious characters such as Barney, the purple
dinosaur who sings about loving your neighbor. On. "Sesame Street," fuzzy friends like
Elmo help to teach the value of vegetables or
saying "please" and "thank you." However, as
children grow into adults, the need for these
creatures diminishes.
LuckilY, "Avenue Q" has brought these
notorious puppets back for adults with new
questions about grown-up life.
The play begins by introducing the characters who are excited to be starting their lives.
We meet Princeton, a recent college graduate
who has bills to pay, no job and a degree in
English. His neighbors are all in the 20 something group themselves and are learning to
balance their own lives. Each character has a
personal struggle of their own; Kate Monster,
a girl learning to overcome discrimination,
Rod, the closeted homosexual and the unforgettable, Trekkie Monster, the pervert neighbor from upstairs.
"Avenue Q" is able to approach serious subjects like racism, porn and sex because it uses
puppets to do so. Songs such as "The Internet
is for PornEveryone's a Little Bit Racist" or
"If You Were Gay help the stage come to life.
Even though there are actors singing on stage

luti.vrthian

while operating the puppets, all attention is
focused on the puppets and the extra people
on stage with them are soon overlooked.
Throughout the entire play Princeton is
trying to find out what his purpose is in life.
Conflicts arise when Princeton meets thc
cheerful, yet mischievous Bad Idea Bears.
But ultimately, he is determined to overcome
all obstacles and find meaning in his life.
The cast sings about how much they miss
college. They used to get frustrated with mcssy
. roommates, but now they'd kill for something
like that. They miss their cafeteria meal plans
or spending time in the quad. By the end, the
group realizes that everything in life is temporary, but they should work to enjoy what
they have.
One reason the play has been so popular
is its ability to speak to different generations
about growing up and finding your own way.
While a 20-something college crowd would
be the most obvious audience for the play
about recent college graduates, the audience
was filled with men and women in their later
40s up to 70s.
The fairly full theater exited with smiles
streaming out from the aisles and couples of
all ages humming, "It Sucks to be Me:
For more information about "Avenue Q,"
visit www.avenueq.com.
Contact Sophie Sestero at sophie.sestero@
whitworthian.corn.
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Festival adds student films to line-up
Max Nelsen
Staff Writer
As part of Heritage Month, Whitworth University recently held the second annual Leonard Oakland Film
three-day festival began Thursday and conFestival.
cluded Saturday.
Each day of the festival featured several short films and
a full-length feature film. Each of the short films was produced by Whitworth alumni. The feature films included
"Waltz with Bashir," "Sita Sings the Blues" and "The Visi-

e

tor."
At the festival's opening on

-

lhursday night, professor
of English Leonard Oakland explained that his interest in
film began during his college years when movies were not
allowed on campus. Consequently, he became a dedicated
movie-goer after leaving the college.
"I got involved in going to the movies because it was
forbidden," he said.
Oakland first had the 'opportunity to teach film when
Whitworth switched to the four-one-four system, resulting in the creation of Jan Term.
'Those first Jan Terms were supposed to be investigative, experimental even," Oakland said.
Photo courtny of Kyle Kim
'These initial courses ultimately resulted in a series of
JuniorJerod Jarvis reads a book ins'Closer,"a short film made by junior Kyle Kim.°Closer" won first place in the student film
film courses at Whitworth.
An important part of the festival was the student film contest during the Leonard Oakland Film Festival last weekend.
competition. The films of seven finalists were shown on
Oakland has been teaching at Whitworth since 1966
Saturday prior to the feature. Junior Kyle Kim took first make a film: he said.
The festival's film contest provided an opportunity for and has been teaching film since 1970. He currently
place with his film "Clciser: junior Ryan Graves took secteaches part-time. An endowment in his name has been
ond with his film "%Valcmunc," senior Garret Young fin- students to have somc of their work shown.
"It's fun to be creative and have people see your creative established to further film studies at Mitworth.
ished third with his film "The Severed Hooves Of Roquath"
Film classes currently being taught at Whitworth inand the film "Super Mo-Mo Saves the Day" by sophomore works. It feels rewarding to be recognized," Graves said.
At the same time, Charles Andrews, assistant professor clude Asian American Film, American Film, Classic Films
Jacquelyn Wheeler won the audience vote.
Fred Johnson, assistant professor of English, explained of English, said the event is a truc film festival that allows and U.S. Latino/a Films.
that film courses at Whitworth have resulted in more stu- students to learn more about film.
"It's a real scrious film festival with a focus on student
dent-produced films.
Contact Itfax Nelsen at max.ndsen@whitworthian.com.
"We re in a time when more and more students want to work as well," Andrews said.

Professor teaches culture through experience
Sophie Sestero
Staff Writer .

of the pioneering post-

Amowi Phillips is an adjunct profCssor of English. She has led an enchanted
childhood, experienced many different
cultures, traveled around the world and
has welcomed new experiences around every turn in her life.
Phillips came to 1Vhitworth after meeting John Yoder, professor of political science. Africa was an arca of common interest and Yoder was able to convince Phillips
to come teach a course about African life
and culture.
"(Yoder] wanted somebody who could
come and fill out what he was doing with
an authentic contemporary African perspective," Phillips said.
Phillips said the two classes that have
probably had the most significant impact
are African Life and Culture and her occasionally offered Francophone Literature and Film. Within each of her classes,
though, Phillips tries to give students thc
most whole experience she can. She has
brought guest presenters from Ghana,
Iran, Liberia and India into her Women
Writers classes.
"%Ve can be very creative; I basically
approach it as, if I can't take students to
an African country, what is the next best
thing: Phillips said. "As much as possible,
information is presented and prócessed
experientially. We play music, we dance,
we cat and we give [the students) as many
different ways of experiencing the continent as possible:
Despite the obvious constraints of being
in Spokane, Phillips said she also finds audiovisuals online to use in her classes.
Phillips grew up in Ghana and had some
of the greatest intellectual and artistic
minds of the time visit her homc in the
capital, Accra.

independence
African
writers. I grew up in a
very literary environment
around many of the bestknown African writers of
today," Phillips said.
Langston
I lughes,
Martin Luther King, Julius Nyerere, Pete Seeger,
%Vole Soyink and Ama
Ata Aidoo were all guests
of her parents at some
point.
"It wasn't at all unusual
to find my mother holding court on her verandah
with cabinet ministers,
diplomats, activists and
international celebrities
from all over the world,"
Phillips said.
After her life in Ghana
she was able to travel all
over the world.
"Everywhere I've been
Joanne Maguire/Whitworthian
has had something about
it that has been truly ex- Adjunct professor of English Amowi Phillips sits In her office. Phillips grew up in Ghana and currently teaches
ceptional," Phillips .said. African Life and Culture and Women Writers.
"Jamaica has been one
of the more interesting
ing- people over for far-rariging intellec- them portals into a new world. She considplaces that I've lived in. It's got this inter- tual discussions with people from diverse ers her classes to be not just about the theesting combination of African, Eastern backgrounds and cultures. It was common or)? and literature but also a way of helping
and Western cultural influences. That was when she lived in Ghana for people to just students understand something beyond
fascinating for me:
show up and stay to talk.
their own experiences. She considers her
She also said women were noticeably
Phillips lived in Ghana at the same time classes lessons for life.
empowered professionally and education- as Maya Angelou, who was a close friend
"When students can take a class content
ally there.
of Phillips' mother.
from a completely different cultural con"It was great to raise my children-espe"(Angeloul used to babysit us, me and text and apply it to their own lives, it is the
cially my daughter-in that kind of place. my siblings," Phillips said. "She was the best: Phillips said.
lhere is nothing they can't do; when they first person to make me American-style
want to do something they really go for it," pancakes and sing me spirituals. She was
Phillips said.
like an aunt to us:
Contact Sophie Sestero at sophie.sestero@
In her free time, Phillips enjoys havPhillips enjoys her classes and considers is.hitworthian.com.

"My mother was one
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Women's tennis rallies to defeat Whitman
At No. 4 singles, sophomore Erica Bosnian
pulled out a win in two sets, while in No.

David Rurik
Staff Writer

the Missionaries Emily Rolston
Katie Staudingcr the first
handed
junior
Whitworth womcris tennis faced off
against the Whitman Missionaries in singles loss in her NWC career. Stauclingtheir third inatch of the season. lhe Bucs er is now 31-1 in conference matches. At
No. 6 singles, freshman Megan
pulled off a close tcam victory,
Wingfield won in strong fashion
five matches to four, that camc
6-4, 6-0, tying both teams at four
down to the third set of sophomatches apiece.
more Mya Towne's No. 3 singles
Towne and Dame's match
match.
a full three sets, Dame
lasted
All fell silent in the Scotford
taking the first at 7-5, while
Tennis Center as Towne fought
Towne battled back to take the
through a 6-5 set point. Towne
second 7-6 (2) and 6-5 in thc
broke serve against opponent
third. lhe match was hard fought
Hadley DeBree, winning the
TO1V NE
and included several contromatch, and found herself surversial calls resulting in Dellree
rounded by teammates as a roar
requesting a line judge for the
went up frorn the crowd awaitthird set.
match
cnd
of
the
longest
ing the
"We knew Whitman would
of the day at nearly four hours.
be tough, it has kind of been the
The three doubles matches,
word around that we'd be thc top
played first, gave a team advantwo teams: said head coach of
tage to 'Whitman at two matches
26 years, Jo Wagstaff. "It's hard
to one.
to tell what this match means as
Following the doubles matcha team as it is the beginning of
es were the top thrcc singles
the season:
matches. Senior Rachel Burns
WING FIELD
Wagstaff expressed great
faced off against three-year rival
Elise Otto in thc No. 1 singles
pride in the way her team played
match. Having never beaten Otto, Burns throughout thc entirety of the match.
"Rachel Burns played the match of her
came into the match fighting hard. Shc
life. She has played that girl three years
pulled out a victory in two sets, 6-4, 6-1.
'She's one of the top players in thc con- and never beaten her," Wagstaff said. "Reference for sure," Burns said. was one of ally they all played well; and freshman
thosc matches that could have gone either Megan Wingfield at No. 6 singles was a
way at any time, I didn't feel safe at 5-0 lin pleasant surprise. I wasn't surc how she
the second set):
would play under pressureand she really
Burns was elated to finally beat Otto, played tough. Erica beat a tough player toand was congratulated by coaches, family day who's been winning all her matches. I
thought it'd be a lot closer."
and friends.
"I'm really really happy and ecstatic
Whitworth will face Pacific University
because I've never beat her," Burns said. and Linficld College at home next week"I think next time wc play could be even end. The games are Friday at 3 p.m. and
Saturday at 10 a.m, respectively.
more even':
Contact David Rurik at david.rurik@
Burns' win put the Bucs within reach of
the Missionaries at two matches to thrcc. whitworthiatt.com.
5 singles

it
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Senior Rachel Bums serves the ball Sunday In the match against Whitman's Elise Otto. In four
years of college play, thls Is the first time Bums has defeated Otto In a singles match.

Undefeated Bucs aim to take first round win in NWC
Alex Blade
Staff Writer

lhe Whitworth mr.;::: basketball tearn has extended the
nation's longest winning streak to 22 games. After dinching the conference championship last week, the Bucs,
ranked seventh in the nation by D3Hoops.com, went on
the road to win their final two league games, finishing
the season with an undefeated 16-0 record in Northwest
Conference play.
"We've just got a really talented group of guys and we
have the best team chemistry of any team I've ever played
on," junior forward David Riley said.
On Tuesday, Feb. 16, the Pirates headed to Whitman
College to take on the Missionaries and came away with
a 70-57 victory.
Freshman guard Wade Gebbers led Whitworth with a
career-high 20 points, and senior post Nate Montgom-

ery turned in a double-double with 12 points and 13 rebounds.
Whitworth started the game shooting 1-11 from the
field, and trailed multiple times in the early going. But a
score of 10-9 would be the last time Whitman would hold
the lead, and the Pirates caught fire and headed to the
locker room at halftime up 39-26. Whitman got within
nine points in the second half, but the Bucs held on for
the victory.
On Saturday, the Pirates made the trek to McMinnville,
Ore., to take on Linfield College in the final conference
game for both teams.
This time it was senior guard Eric Beal who led Whitworth to victory. His game-high 18 points led a group of
five Pirates, including Montgomery, Riley, sophomore
fonvard Jack Lootburrow and senior forward Ro Gregg,
who all scored in double figures to secure the 77-53 win.
Three-point shooting turned out to be the big differ-

ence in the game, with Whitworth shooting 42 percent,
lcnocking down 11 of their 26 attempts.
Meanwhile, the Pirates held the Wildcats to a dismal 3
for 20 from behind thc arc, a 15 percent shooting effort
that ruined any chance Linfield had of keeping pace.
"It's a pretty cool deal to have (the nation's longest winning streak) but we try to not think about it too much,"
Riley said.
Whitworth will put their nation-leading winning streak
on the line this Thursday, when they host Lewis & Clark
College in one of two semi-final games in the Northwest
Conference Tournament.
The winner of that game will advance to play the winner of Linfield and George Fox on Saturday in the tournament championship game.
Contact Alex Blade at editor@whitworthiatt.com.
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- Junior Colin Zalewski returns the ball to his opponent In 5unda-0 game
against the Univeisity of Idaho in the Stotford Tennis Bubble.
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Senior starter tells his story
Briana Moser
7his is an excerpt from lin interview conducted with senior
post Nine Montgomery To read the complete interview visit
whitworthian.com.
Many of you know him as No. 44 on the Whitworth Basketball team, superstar, slam-dunk phenomenon by night.
But by day. who is this mystery man that towers over all?
We are here to unveil the secret life of senior post Nathan
Montgomery and give you a little insight to the man behind
the mask.

away from the mic
Professional athletes are gifted in ways most

of us cannot even fathom. Whether it's making a
one-handed catch in the end zone, pointing out
where they're going to hit a homerun or bringing
a gun to a basketball game (Why Gilbert Arenas?

Why?), athletes never cease to amaze us. And
that's why we love them. We are drawn by their
inexplicable, at times seemingly inhuman, abilities on the field or court.
But this article is not about tooting the horns of
the world's best athletes. In fact, it's about athletes
tooting horns, literally. You see, there is a reason
why we like our athletes on the field or court, not

Briana Moser:Tell us about your family.
Natc Montgomery: My mom and dad, Don and Sue, have
been married for over 30 ycars. I have an older brother,
Timothy, and a sistcr, Hannah. My dad is a civil engineer
group manager working for a property and building insurancc company. Growing up, my mom was a homemaker; she
now teaches chapel at a preschool and works for a nonprofit
Christian organization coming up with curriculum for young
kids. I grew up in Sammamish, Wasli.-same home sike I
was 2 years old. My favorite childhood memories were playing various night games outside with my brother, sister and
the neighborhood kids.
When you were younger, what did you want to be when you
grew up?
For quite awhile, I wanted to be a cowboy or a farmer.
iYho do you look up to the most? Do you have a mentor or
someone you go to far advice?
I look up to my dad the most-he is a source of wisdom
and integrity. He is always teaching me "life sldlls" -whether
I want to hear thcm or not. If not my dad. Mike Tyson.

What are some of your general "favorite" things?
Favorite vacation spots: Growing up, I loved visiting my
Grandpa's farm in Vale, Ore. I also love going to Sunriver,.
Ore. and Napili Bay in Maui. Favorite foods: my Grandma's homegrown frozen blueberries and her party mix.
TV Shows: "How It's Made," "Sportscenter," "History
Channel War Documentaries" The Office" and "24"
Books:.`The Count of Monte Cristo." "Mere Christianity,"
"The Hobbit" and "Chronicles of Narnia"
Movie: Disney's 'Robin Hood"
Drcam: To fly
Dislikes: malls and shopping in general, stuffy airplanes.

Krisey Baconillautworthian

Senior post Nate Montgomery Is o third year starter for the
Whitworth Pirates and been an Integral part of the team's success this year.

Did you play any other sports in high school other than basketball? Did you do any other clubs or activities in high school,
like choir, band, ASB? Anything like that?
I played baseball my entire life up until college. I didn't do
anything else meaningful at my high school
Do you have any pets?
I used to have a dog and cat. Today, I just have a miniature
horse named Sir Winston.

Read more at whitworthian.cont.
Contact Briatta Moser at briatta.moser@whitworthian.
com.

Bucs seeded 3rd in NWC tourney
Km Heatherly
Sports Editor

The Pirati women defeated Linfield
65-56 at Linfield College on Saturday. This win gave thc women a 14-11
overall record and 10-6 in Northwest
Conference and they have dinched the
third sccd in the upcoming NWC tour:

offensive momentum and %vent nearly
three minutes without a basket. The Pirates took advantage and, rolling off a
9-0 run, took a 28-21 lead. They managed 'to hold on just long enough to
leave the half on top.
Soon aftcr the start of the second
half, the Pirate offense found their
rhythm and extended the lead to 49-38.
A 16 and seven run for the Pirates culminated with a basket from freshman
Katie Delany with 7:53 remaining in the
.
second half.
The Wildcats didn't give up, and during a minor scarc late in the second half,
seniors Leah Pomante and Pilkinton
took charge. Between the two of them,
thcy managed to score Whitworth's next

thrcc-pointer to seal the deal. Pilkinton finished with 17 points on 5-of-10
shooting.
The Pirates held their lead through
the final two minutes to &feat the
Wildcats 65-56. Pomante finished with
a team-high of 20 points.
The Whitworth win at Linfield, combined with Lewis & Clark's loss at the
University of Puget Sound, moved the
Pirates into a third-place Northwest
Conference tie with Lewis & Clark.
Because the Pirates swept fifth-place
Whitman, they have the tiebreaker advantage over Lewis & Clark and thus
will play second-place Puget Sound on
Thursday, Feb. 25, in the NWC semi-

nament.
The game proved to be a battle for the
Pirates and at halftime the %vomen held
on by three points.
Early in the game the Pirates took advantage of senior guard Cassie Pilkinton's three point success, and it paid'
dividends with an early 12-5 lead. But
finals.
the Wildcats turned it around and, with
five minutes left in the first half, were 12 points.
The Pirates lead 60-52 with 1:53 left
leading 21-19.
Contact Kara Heatherly at kara.heathBut Linfield couldn't maintain their on the dock. Pilkinton buried a deep _erly@whitworthiatt.com.

Pirates post NCAA qualifying marks
Staff Writer
The Whitworth Track and
Field team competed. this
past weekend at the University of Idaho Vandal Collegiate
Track tnect in Moscow, Idaho. The meet was held Friday, t
Feb. 20, and featured many
impressive pertbrmances by
Whitworth athletes.
For the Pirate men, senior
Cody Stelzer had an excellent
Performance in the pentathlon. Ibis weekend was the
first time Stelzer had competed in the event, but he
still finished third with 3,470

sports talk with colin zalewski

Pro Athletes: Step

Staff Writer

Peter Landgren

uo®

points, well above the.provision0 NCAA mark.
Senior Jeff Kintner contributed with another strong
showing in the shot put,
winning the event and coming within an inch of thc
automatic NCAA cut. Kintnees throw of 54 ft. 10.5 in.
cleared the nearest competitor, sophomore Joe Bartlett
of Washington State, by over
four inches.
"We didn't have a meet
last week so it gave me some
time to work on some things
that I needed to and also rest
ti:' Kintner said regarding
his good performance. "The

meet also had a really good
atmosphere with good competition. That alsvays just
drives you to step up and
throw farther."
Kintnees goal is to reach
the automatic NCAA qualifying mark, and says that he
hopes to also break 17 meters
in the process.
In addition to Kintner,
Whitworth senior Emmanuel
Bofa also carne very close to

making the automatic NCAA
cut in the 800. Bofa finished
in third place with a time of
1:52.13.

For the Whitworth women, junior Tonya Turner

placed %veil in the mile run,
finishing second in 5:17.40.
Turner also finished third
in the 3,000 meter run later
on in the dayosith a time of
10:40.29.

in the recording booth.
Last Friday I went downtown to the Empyrean
to see Stockholm (hooray Whitworth), Noah
Gunderscn (hooray Seattle) and La Bamba (Portland in all its v-neck and flannel strangeness). It
was an excellent show; ask anyone who was there.
But what does this have to do with our love for
athletes on the field and our dislike of them in the
recording booth?
Recently, identical twins Bob and Mike Bryan,
one of the top tennis doubles teams in the world,
released an album. The album, titled "Let it Rip,"
indudes a rap about signing autographs featuring
Novak Djokovic and Andy Murray, two of the top
singles players in the world.
I didn't tlink much of it before when athletes
put out albums, but I draw the line here. I just got
done watching some quality live music at the Empyrean with bands working hard to make something of themselves, and then I turn around and
Bob and Mike are putting out a big album, What
these bands are working so hard toward.
Life isn't fair, and that's a fact. But as a sports
enthusiast and a lover of music, it is saddening for
real bands who work hard to achieve their dream
whilst wealthy tennis players drop an album In
their spare time. Ies unjust I tell you.
I don't want to put an the heat on Bob and Mike
though. They are just somc of the most recent in a
long line of athletes using their financial power to
dip their toe in the waters of the musical world.
Big mouth Deion Sanders, boxing sensation
Oscar de la Hoya (got to love that Latin "flava"),
NBA bad-boy Ron Artest and Mr. three-in-thekey Shaquille O'Neal (I know, two weeks in a
row, but it's too easy with Shag Daddy) have all
released albums.
So what have we learned? Athletes are better
where they belong, on the field or court. Also,
the hard work of musicians is worth noting. Especially with wannabe athletes always intruding
on their space. You don't see Taylor Swift strapping on a helmet and hitting the gridiron.
Musicians, we love you. Keep up the good
'work. Athletes, we love you too. Just don't get
carried away with your musical dreams. The
band's not going to make it.
Contact Colin Zalewski at editor@whitworthian.com.

Athlatias Forecast
with Sports Events Coordinator
Collin Gibbs
At the Fiddhouse Thursday, Feb. 25, the
men's basketball team %vill host Lewis &
Clark in the NWC tournament. Everyone
needs to be in attendance on Thursday to

hdp Whitworth send the Pioneers pack-

The Vandal Collegiate meet
was the final major meet of
the indoor track season for
the Pirates. Any athletes who
are close to the NCAA qualifying cut are scheduled to
compete in two weeks at the
University of Washington.

ing on the Oregon Trail back to Portland.
Game tips off at 7 p.m. With a victory the
Pirates would then host a second round
game at the Fieldhouse against the victor of
the George Fox-Linfield game. .
Women's tennis will be at home against
Pacific this Friday with matches beginning
at 3 p.m. and Linfield on Saturday.at 10
a.m.

Contact Peter Landgren at
peterlandgren@whitworthi,

Contact Collin Gibbs at editor@whitworthian.com.
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TOP: A construction worker drives on the site of the new science building. The science building is scheduled for completion in 4112011.

ABOVE LEFT: Freshman Tim Angel plays his violin during Instrument Prime Time In Warren.
AIVI thotoi try Itriul louLthi,Wharonhun
ABOVE: Junior Jared Lollar visits the"Christian Missions in China and Japan" photography
exhibition in the Lied Center for the Visual Arts, on Friday, Feb.19. The gallery was opened in
connection with the Ricci Lecture series hosted by Whitworth and Gonzaga University. The
exhibition closes on Feb. 22.
Whovvrthl.sn
Tat lor ?Jilt

Junior RA James Mitsuyasu shows off his attire during the week prior to the Leadership fair, held on Friday, Feb. 19.
FAR LEFT:

LEFT: Men's head tennis coach Mike Shanks watches

the men's singles matches in the Whit-

worth Scotford Tennis Center on Saturday, Feb.21.
th.,:oi

An

I truian'iCh.t.vrthun

BELOW: Sophomore Amber Todd slacklines outside of Warren on Friday, Feb. 19.
Cz!d

str 'WhItuvishun

Best Cheesesteaks
West of

Philadelphia!
Sign up now...And we will send you Free discount
coupons via your cell phone text messaging...Just
bring in your phone with the message to redeem!
To enroll, text:
es37 bruehis (with the space) to 368638
You will quickly receive a text back. Reply to that
text and you are now into the savings!
Offer Valid Only at your Whitworth Bruchi's!
CHECK OUT THE "THIS WEEK IN PHOTOS"SLIDESHOW AT WHITWORTNIAN.COM.

Want to submit your plzotos? E-mail us al photos@whitworthian.com.

UNINSPIRED

VANCOUVER 2010

ART + TEXT

'Whitworth inspirational
events do little to Lifect real
change in our communit):

Whitworth students visit
the Olympic games and
watch downhill skiing.

Brian Olivergallery brings
together 16 artists with
Christian messages.
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Ghanaian student remains in comatose state
Garner is currently undergoing hyperbaric oxygen therapy, which is intended to
help heal the side of his brain that is damGhanaian exchange student Kelvin Gar- aged.
This type of therapy involves Garner
ner continues treatment to increase brain
activity after a near-drowning incident in being placed in a hyperbaric chamber to
breathe in pure oxygen.
June 2009.
"We are hoping that thc pure oxygen
The accident left Garner in a coma. lie
will help bring back
has been undergoing treatas much brain activment at St. Joseph Care
ity as possible: NoCenter, said Ilarry Daniels°There is a need of raising
Schatz, assistant director of $37,000 for his current medical bles-Beans said. "ilc
still has 166 treatinternational admissions.
treatment:
ments to go."
Though Garner periStephy Nobles-Beans,
Nobles-Bcans said
odically opens his eyes, his
Coordinator ofAfinistry and Afultkulturol
this treatment was
brain does not seem to be
Affairs
put on hold after
recording, Daniels-Schatz
Garner contracted a
said.
kidney infection and
Stephy
Nobles-Beans,
coordinator of ministry and multicultural pneumonia about a month ago.
Daniels-Schatz said Garner was moved
affairs, said Garner is still semicomatose.
The brain damage makes for a long pro- to Providence Sacred Heart Medical Center & Children's hospital to receive treatcess of recovery, she said.
Rachel Bair
Staff Writer
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mcnt for the infection.
Garner has responded to treatment for
the infection and was released to return
to St. Joseph Care Center Feb. 24, NoblesBeans said.
Nobles-Beans also said Garner will have
a pump surgically inserted into his spine
aftcr his rcturn to St. Joseph Care Center.
She said a type of medication will be delivered by the pump to keep Garner's body
from having spasms.
"This is a very dangerous procedure,"
Nobles-Beans said. -An expert will do thc
surgery. We are praying the medicine will
help him be more relaxed."
Daniels-Schatz said this treatment will
also help fight against atrophy, and will
help tn kccp Garner's bones from curving.
Nobles-Beans saitl Garner's medical
bills are in the hundreds of thousands of
dollars.
"There is a need of raising S37,000 for

Robinson gives keynote speech.

his current medical treatment," NoblesBeans said.
Kelvin Garner Recovery Account
has been set up with %Veils Fargo bank to
help pay for his medical expenses.
In the future a Web site will also be created, providing opportunities for online
donations, Nobles-Beans said.
Additional fundraising for Garner occurred with Gospel Explosion. NoblesBeans also said the community event, held
Feb. 5, raised over $3,300 for Garner's recovery account.
Nobles-Beans said Garner's mother,
Dclali Dogbé, attended the event. Dogbé
came to the United States shortly after
Garner's accident, Nobles-Beans said.
"Everyday Delali tells me, 'Mama, it is
%yell with my soul, and it is %yell with my
son Kelvin:" Nobles-Beans said.

he

Contact Rachel Bair at rachel.bair whitworthian.com.
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ABOUT US

The 15/Utworthhn has wed as the main source of
news ad sports coverage for the Whitivath community
unce 1905. The Whrtworthian is an organization composed entirety by students which producesThe Whitwor-

Semester sees a
drop in students

OUR MISSION

accurate and relevant information in in innovative
manner. Our goal is to be ¡mumble %ilk informing,
entertng and providing a forum kit expressing the
nterests of the Whitworth community.
GENERAL INFORMATION
The print edition of The Whitworthian is published
%verity, except during lancuiy

The

aid student vautions

=ten h generated entirety by students. The al-

lee administration does

not review the ncenpaper's
content. Opinions arxf ideas ripmssed In The Whitworthian are those of the indual artists, writers
atd student editors, ard 63 not necessanty reflect the
views of the Associated Students of Mitwerth Universiry (OYU), the unitenity, its riministrarion, faulty/
staff or advertisers. The Whitwxthian is paid for through
advertising ird subsaiption retenue
by student activity fees as budgeted by AMU.
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The Wthworthian staff is dedicated to presenting

Fall & Spring Undergrad Enrollment

Evanne Montoya

said.

Staff Writer

The larger number of students
who didn't return this spring may
be related to the current economic climate.
"When the reasons are tabulated for why students don't return,
finance is the most common:.
Whisenand said.
Some of the 59 students who
graduated before spring semester
of this year may also have done so
for financial reasons.
"The primary incentive (for
graduating early) is to not
have another semester of bills,"
Whiscnand said, adding that students also are able to begin working earlier.
vhisenand said he would advise students experiencing difficulties financially to contact the
financial aid or look into loans
and other opportunities therr.
"We always want to encourage
people to stay the whole time;
Whisenand said. "We don't want
them to be irresponsible financially, but we want them to develop completdy."
Contact Etunnc Monto»: at

Them are 141 fewer students
at Vhitworth this spring than
there were in the fall. according
lo statistics provided by Gary
Whisenand, director of institutional research. Although a decrease in enrollment from fall to
spring is expected, the drop was
slightly larger this year.
"It happens at many schools,"
'Whisenand said. "This year is a
little bit more than we would like,
but it's not a surprise that there
are fewer (students) in spring
than in fall."
Over the 17 years Vhisenand
has been at Whitworth, spring
enrollment has usually been
about 95 perccnt of fall, he said.
Ihis year it is 93 percent. The
drop was planned for in the budget, and shouldn't have any adverse financial affects.
Ibe decrease that occurs eadt
year is caused by a numbcr of
factors, including the numbcr of
students who transfer or drop
out, the number that graduate
early and the number of incoming transfer students, Whisenand

2006

1991

1927

1861

1865

1819

1400

1204

Fall 2007 Spring 2008 Fa11228 Spring 2009 1a112010 Spring 2010

Semester

Number of students who graduatedbefore spring
2007-2010

evanne.montoya@whitworthiatt.
com.
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Spring trip will center on service

Assistant Copy Moe
ifick Martin
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Neon Editor
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Assistant News

Rachel Bair
Staff Writer

East

ka McIntosh

Twelve Vihitworth students will travel to
Lake Charles, La., this Spring Break to participate in service projects, partnering with
Presbyterian Disaster Assistance.
Landon Crecelius, RD of Stewart, the Village and Boppell, said three or four days will
be spent on a job site working disaster relief
projects. Crecelius said he and the students
will also spend a couple of days learning
about Bayou culture. Ile said they will go to
several churches and organizations to learn
about homelessness.
"There will also be additional learning
about Vocal) culture and disaster relief; Cmcelius said.
Crecelins said Whitworth has chosen to
travel to Lake Charles because NVItitworth
students and faculty have gone there before.
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Photo Editor
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Advertising Manager
Tobin Eyestort

vice trip to Jamaica during Spring Break.
"I thought it would be great to pmvidc
more opportunities for students to have some
significant service experience where they
Ile explained that building relationships might find some meaning." Crecelius said.
I le said goals of thc trip arc
with whom Whitworth
partners is onc of the
to include a learning compogoals of Whitworth
'We don't want to just go from ncnt in the process and pro.
vide opportunities for interUniversity's Alternative
place to place, but we want to
Break Initiative.
national, national, regional
try to establish relationships." and local experiences.
The mission statement
of the alternative break
"Each year we're trying to
Landon Cnidius,
program is to provide
RD ofStnvort, 8oppell
build in anothcr (trip): Cmand the Village
students with opporcclius said. "I'm passionate
tunities during univerabout seeing Whitworth stusity breaks to critically
dcnts have opportunities and
engage in issues of poverty, racism, hunger, developing a culture where there arc these ophomelemness and thc environment.
portunities ycar after year:'
Crecelius said the idea of providing more
senice-oriented trips to students started last
Contact Radtel Bair at ruchetbairewhityear after he participated in a 1Vhitwonh ser- sivrthian.cont.
" We are looking to re-establish that connection." Crecelius said. "We don't want to
just go from place to place, but we want to try
to establish relationships."
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Suspects identified
in investigation of
recent assassination
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Staff members
Haley Atlins' on, Rachel Bak Kelsey Bacon, Jordan

Beauchamp, Jura Bechtold, Meen Bensch, Berra
Culliff, DiDeittliS. Danielle Darnitas, Dan Dubois,
Moth/ Ferree, Jon Fox, Maros Garcia, Mdrew Gjefle,

Ryan Gums, Emily Hanson, Brandon Hemming, Chaise

Hensky, Lucas Kok, Justin itymas, Pettf labbertin
Peses Lindgren, David LindaN, Joanne Maguire,

lid

Martin, Hollie McCrea, Evanne Mang Stuart Woe,
Max Nelsen, Josh Obby, Katie Paltrier, Anne Roth, Ovid
Runk, Lauren Rush, Tan Sadanan, Sophie Sestero. Caleb
Sire, Stephanie Jordan-Thompson, Modekne West,
Jacquelyn Wheeler.
OPINIONS POUCY

Columns, ednorial cartoons and reviews are the opinions of their individual atators and not necessarity the
opinion of The Whitworthian, its editors or its staff.
PUBUC FORUM
The Whitworthian is a public forum that believes in
freedom of speech and expression as guaranteed in
the First Amendment to the Constitution of the United

States.

Contact us
Whitwath
300W. Hawthorne Rd.
Spolune, WA 99251

Investigations into the Ian.
20 assassination of top Hamas

en into and out of DubaL
Though Israeli officials have
neither confirmed nor denied
Israel's involvement in the assassination, they have commended
the killing.

commander Mahmoud al-Mabhouh have revealed that members of the hit squad involved in
the killing used European and
Australian passports. It is widely
believed that the hit squad was
comprised of members from the

Toyota apologizes
for safety issues in
certain vehicles

Israeli Secret Service. Police officers from the UK arrived in
Israel earlier this month to investigate allegations that British
passports were talcen from British-Israeli nationals and used by
members of the hit squad.
Af this point the Dubai police
have identified 22 suspects. in
connection with the killing, and
have released pictures of each
suspect, along with the name
and nationality that each was
traveling under and the flights
that
each Is believed to have tak,

Congress on Feb. 24 and apologized for the safety problems in
certain Toyota models that have
led to the recall of 83 million
vehicles in the U.S., Europe and
China.
"I am deeply sorry for any accident that Toyota drivers haveexperienced," Toyoda said in his
address. "I will do everything in
my power to ensure that such a
tragcdy never happens again."
Nearly 40 U.S. deaths have
been caused by incidents of
unintended _ acceleration in

Aldo Toyoda, the president

of Toyota, addressed the

U.S.

Toyota vehicles. Investigations
into these incidents have been
launched by three U.S. Congressional panels. Toyota is also
facing charges from European
courts and criticism from Chinese officials.
The safety problems in some
of Toyota's vehicles may have
been manifested due to the rapid expansion of his company in
the past fcw years, he said.
"We at Toyota are at a crossroads," Toyoda said during a
speech given to Toyota employees following his address to the
U.S. Congress. "We need to rc-

think everything about operations."

Quake strikes Chile,

damages region and
causes Pacific waves
An 8.8 magnitude earthqualce
hit the coast of Chile early on the
morning of Feb. 27. The death
toll has reached 708, according

to Chilean president Michelle
Bachelct.
The quake caused tsunamis to
hit 1-law.tii, the west coast of the
continental U.S., Japan and Vancouver Island. Waves topped six
feet in Hawaii and three feet in
Japan. while places such as the
Pacific Northwcst barely registered a heightened tide.
Looting had begun in Chile
as food supplies were running
out. Authorities were having to
use tear gas and water canons
against thc looters. The regions
of Concepcion and Manic wcrc
enforcing 9 p.m. curfews to control the looting.
Aid was coming to the country, but the president-elect will
have to deal with the bulk of the
rebuilding effort as he takes office in two weeks.

Compikd by Ira AkIntosh and
Candace Pontoni.
Sources: BBC King S News.
The ;Van Street Journal. Yahoo rom
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Femminight and Mancation. As these roles
change on a regular basis, the new holders
of these positions may not share the same
desire to plan rctrcats. By having a central
figure to carry out a consistent vision the
retreat programs will have the support
needed to become annual events.
"We want a more permanent position
to make these events possible," Hamilton
said.
Haley Atkinson
The creation of the position was subject
Staff tVriter
to much consideration and deliberation.
The position was first proposed by senior
ASWU has created a new position, thc Dustin Benac, an ItA in Boppell. His vision
campus retreat coordinator. Hiring for the was to create a position which would facilinew position will take place this spiing tate programs for men on campus.,
with the hiring for other coordinator posi"This person would work to continue to
tions.
provide support for gender programming
The primary role of
on campus: Bcnac said.
the coordinator will be
"I have been a part of
to support students,
Mancat ion, and the
faculty and staff in the "My biggest hope would be that position would provide
creation and preparathis position will be filled by
support for programs
tion of retreats. Addi- someone who has the ability to like that:
tionally, the coordinator come alongside those who have
As ' Hamilton !non
will chair a committee
reviewing
the position
a strong desire for a spedfic
with a member from
with the support of
retreat."
the cupe!, student life,
Michael Harri, ASWU
academic affairs, ASWU
Tyler Hamilton
President,
Mindy
and the general student
ASIVU Erecutwe Kee President
Smith, campus pastor,
population, to explore
Terry McGonigal, dean
new campus retreat opof spiritual life, Kathy
tions. With the creation of this new posi- Storm, vice president for student life and
tion ASWU is seeking to better reach the Dick Mandeville, associate dean of stucampus as a %vhole.
dents, the role evolved into the campus co"My biggest hope would be that this po- ordinator position.
sition %%ill be filled by someone who has
Initially the new position received mixed
the ability to conic alongside those who reviews from ASWU, but as the details of
have a strong desire for a specific retreat, the position %me finalized, including comhelping with the technical aspects, actively mitments and anticipations for the posiencouraging throughout the process," said tion, the recommendation for the position
Tyler Hamilton, ASWU Executive Vice was passed.
President.
"The position will be on trial during the
Currently no central figure on campus upcoming sdlool ycar, to sec if this is a job
to facilitates the creation and planning of that benefits 'the Whitworth community
retreats.
the past rctrcats have been put Well," Hamilton said.
on by separate groups.
Often ItAs and ItDs have served as a
Contact Ihiley Atkinson at hakyatkincoordinator for campus retreats, such as sonewhitworthian.COM.

Coordinator
to focus on
retreat plans

Choose Social
Work at EWU

50,14e.04e.

Social Work is a career for those

,

who care about advancing
the cause of social justice
and promoting the ideals of

a humane society. Social workers are professionals who work to

Robinson calls
for grace, truth
in state leaders
Morgan Feddes
Editor-in-Chief
If thc public leaders in Washington and the United
States want to overcome the partisanship in politics:
and work together, they need to lead with grace and
truth, President Bill Robinson said Friday during the
2010 Governor's Prayer Breakfast in Olympia, Wash.
"We need leaders with the courage to put the good
of the people above all," he said.
The purpose of the prayer breakfast is to encourage
leaders to talk with each other and find solutions to
society's problems, according to the praycr breakfast
program.
More than 400 people, including statc legislators,

businesspeople
and student leaders, attended the
"There's no hope for civil
breakfast. Many of
the students were discourse if we think people
present for the
aaoss the aisle are the
event as part of the
enemy."

Washington State
Bill Robinson,
Leadership Forum,
President
a faith-based program that brought
student
leaders
from across the state together to discuss what it means
to be a Christian leader.
At the beginning of his speech, Robinson, who was
the keynote speaker, stressed thc importance of supporting those in public office.
'Those who aren't [in office] need to stop thinking
of elected officials as 'other' but (instead] as 1us," he
said.
Earlier in the program, Gov. Christine Gregoire
said those in public office have the common goal of
improving their communities. By uniting together and
making decisions, they can reach out to those communitics and bless them, she said.
"Politics and public policy arc always messy, but
when we come together, the results are clear," she said.
Robinson also emphasized the need for civil discourse, citing the rift between the two main politic-al
parties and the lack of bipartisanship between them.
"Do we find ourselves applauding when the other
party has an accomplishment?" he asked. "There's no
hope for civil discourse if we think people across the
aisle arc thc enemy:
Robinson said this lack of chil discourse in Amencan society is a main reason why there arc so many
laws in effect today.
"We create laws because we can't work things out:
he said.
One of the reasons why Americans are so divided
is because of the influence of cynicism and skepticism
in U.S. culture, he said. Those who lead with grace and
truth will be leading Isith the opposites of these traits,
he said.
"Grace gives us a different view to see the good [in
something]," Robinson said. "Truth eliminates the
need for skepticism:
Robinson said he believes skepticism has become
prevalent in American society partially because of the
way leaders and citizens argue uith each other. He said
people take facts, mix them with personal experiences
and opinions and package thcm together as truth.
"We need to base discourse on understanding instead of attacking each other," he said.
Ifleaders want to overcome the division %vithin politics, they need to see the benefits of unit), Robinson
said.
American society hopes to overcome polarization that has us fighting instead of helping each other,
we need leaders who can show us that uniting is better," he said.
Contact Morgan Feddes at morgan.feddes@whitworthian.com.
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Bachelor of Social Work
contact Diane Somerday, MSW 509359.6482

Full-time Master of Social Work
Part-time Master of Social Work
contact Patricia Valdés, MSW, PhD 509359.6772
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Students were informed

of thc intrusion of a magazine solicitor on campus on
Thursday, Feb. 25. An e-mail
describing the solicitor as a
19-20 year old white male,
5'8" tall, 140-150 pounds
with dark hair and tattoos
on both forearms was sent
to all students and staff by
Mark McFall, supervisor of
security services.
In the e-mail McFall
stated that thc solicitor had
made contact with a student in Baldwin-Jenkins
Hall, and added that while
onc solicitor had been seen,
it was likely that more than
one was in the arca as soliciting operations usually
include several people. McFall reminded students to
not allow people they do
not know into dorms.

Campus grieves

over unexpected
death of alumnus
Late last week Lee Stover,
a 2009 I'Vhitworth graduate, died unexpectedly.
More information on
Stover's death will be printed in a future issue of The
Whitworthian.

Students to vote
on fee at time of
primary elections
During this spring's
ASWU primary elections,
students will have the option to vote on whether
to fund the construction
of a new recreation center
through student fees. The
decision to put the issue to
a student vote was made by
AMU after a constituency
report was released in early
February soliciting student
opinion on the assessment
of a student fee to fund the
center.
In a Feb. 10 ASWU meeting, Brian Henze!, vice president of finance and administration, stated 2012 is the
earliest the recreation center could be completed and
opened, and that it would
take a minimum of 18 to 24
months to complete.
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empower individuals, relieve suffering and effect change. lf you want
a career with meaning, diversity and an abundance of options, social
work is for you!

Social Work Programs

Solicitor sighted
in campus dorm;
students warned

EASTERN

In the Feb. 23 issue of
the Whitworthian, students
Macy Olivas and Sergio Jara
Arroyos were incorrectly
identified as international
students in the article Collaboration' is focus of new
student center:

start something big

The Whitworthian is committed to provichng

WASHINGTON UNIVERSITY

experience more at....
wWw.ewu.edu/socialwork

whitworthian.com

the Whitworth community with the most accurate infoorution possible. The Whitworthi-

never knowingly publishes inaccuracies If
you have a comment Ix question about the
an

fairness or accuracy of a story, send an e-mail

to editorAthitworthian.com.
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Sex therapy?
Two columnists give their
opinions on Daniel Packard's recent performance.

loveology
Guest columnist Tyler
Whitney chimes in on

theLoveology'event.

WM THIS WEEKPostmodernism
Its our world(view).
What does it mean for
our lives now?

Discernment needed in
selecting campus acts
Last week, Whitworth hosted Daniel
Packard, a self-labeled sex therapist and
comedian. This event is discussed in more
detail elsewhere on Whitworthian.com. In
this column, the editorial board would like
to take a broader vicsv of what this event
means for Whitworth.
This board recognizes that Whitworth is
not a typical Christian school-and sve appreciate that. Whitworth is a place where
conflicting svorldviews can meet on level
ground. This board is supportive of Whitworth hosting a vide variety of events,
Christian-based and othensise.
Ho%vever, we feel that a line has been
crossid with this event, and we suggest that
ASWU, our campus events coordinators
and all others involved with bringing acts to
campus reevaluate the standards by %vhich
those performers arc choscn.
There are several issues here. Vhitworth
is a Christian school, and sve believe that
should affect thc kind of events it hosts. We
should not be afraid to allow those antagonistic toward the Christian faith to speak
here-if Christianity has proven anything, it
is that it holds up under criticism. Areas that
haven't are areas that have cithcr improved
because of criticism or been eliminated for
a good reason. But a line must be drawn between real debate and open mockery.
Acts like Paciard's group sex therapy
cross the line of decency and responsibility.
We are not suggesting he be censored-his
right to his opinion is as sacred as anyone
else's. But that does not mean we must allow
him to speak that opinion on our campus.
In the ASWU manual. there is a section that includes guidance for sponsoring
the programmer
such activities. It says,
feels that the overall act has enough quality to risk thc possible fallout that will come
when students disagree with the act's content, and the programmer is ready to acccpt
the criticism, then he/she can bring the ace
We agree with this. We assume that ASWU
leaders are responsible enough to know
when an event's questionable content is
something studcnts need to see and whcn
that content is not worth the controversy it
will cause.
One easy solution is to use the disclaimer
mentioned in thc manual. By notifying students of content issues in e-mails and at the
start of shows, it better informs students of
what thcy will be witnessing if they attend
the eveni
However, it is also important for AS'WU
to carefully consider the location and display of such content. Whitworth's campus is
open to many visitòrs throughout the year.
These visitors don't have access to the sanie
e-mails students have, and if they wander
in part way through a show, they will have
missed the warning at the beginning.
While we don't feel that ASWU should
hide the fact that it sponsors these events,
we do think it is important to have the interests of everyone in mind, whether they're
students or visitors. Simply closing the
doors to the Cafe and taping a notice on
them would be a big step in letting visitors
know what an event will contain.
ASWU is doing an excellent job of bringing a wide variety of speakers and performers to campus, and they should continue this
trend. flowever, sve feel that more thought,
research and wisdom should go into these
choices in order to uphold Whitworth's
mission.

if

Editorials in the "In the Loop" section ;Vied
the majority opinion ofthe Editorial Board,
which is made up offive editors.

nspirational events uninspirinin
lku

do people really have to fast? It's not like thc money disappears
if people cat elsewhere. I ate out while participating in such a
ANDREW
fast and my conscience is still intact. A short fast is not real
GJEFLE
hunger, and I'm not going to deceive myself by thinking that 30
ciourst
hours of a grumbling stomach is going to give me any insight
whatsoever into the life of the starving. I say people could do
plenty more good things on top of their donation by staying
I think it's safe to say that there's no shortage of inspiraenergized from eating.
tion here at Whitworth. Students have done an admirable job
Instead, people moan about hunger, and that makes me
of raising funds for good causes, whether they're donating So- question whether their hearts are in the right place. Perhaps
dexo meals, stoically selling merchandise for the Blood:Water 1m cynical, but whenever I hear students saying, "Oh, I'm so
Mission or giving time to organizations like En Christo or Cup hungry," or "Oh, I'm so cold and dirty," all I hear is, "Oh, look
of Cool Water. Its encouraging to sec that students care and are how righteous I am:' Don't gct me wrong-1 love that people
willing to donate their time and money to making this svorld arc willing to give up thcir food to help others; I just could do
a better place.
without all thc attention mongering.
Lately, however, I have noticed a rather unsettling tendency.
Worse than both of these, though, are the inspirational
An alarmingly large numbcr of people take part in activities speeches and programs that occasionally come through. The
and programs that are mostly fruitless. They take thc inspira- Women of Wisdom and Real Men of Genius programs arc estion that could otherwise be put to good use and instead use pecially nettlesome to me, as they claim to carry important init to achieve a sense of personal edification. I hear phrases like formation and wisdom for young people, but once again lead
"new perspective" and "raising awareness"
to nothing. It s just talkworthsvhile and
tossed around, but to what cnd? It sccms that
knowledgeable talk, but unlikely to be rea lot of time and energy are put into things
taincd.
"This makes no sense to me. It
that don't make any difference.
For example, I don't even remember what
almost
seems
like
they
are
For example, I know that for a while now,
any of thc speakers said at Real Men of Getaking advantage of other
people have taken part in the Houselcss
nius during my freshman ycar; I can hardly
Challenge, where they live outside their dorm
people's situations to help kids imagine any one of us 20 years down the
rooms for several days, denying themselves
road saying, "Thank God I %vent to that event
become better people."
conveniences like showers, use of thcir meal
and heard that speaker! It really changed me,
plans and a bed to sleep in. By the time the cxgiving what was necessary to become %vim I
periment is finished, the participants emerge
am today."
as haggard, thoughtful and distinctively humbled people.
Maybe my problem with a lot of these things is their oneBut what happens after the Houscless Challenge? People talk and-done nature. I don't believe that an hour-long speech or a
about how much they learned and how thcy klt they got to week of experience can lead to real change for thc same reason
really experience what it is like to be homeless. I don't think that it's incredibly difficult to have a good relationship with a
they do. flow can someone who attends an affluent school person by talking or hanging out only once or twice a year. Hulike Whitworth possibly replicate an entire life of poverty in a mans need practice; it's not enough to ride an emotional high
week? Most of them don't know how it feelsnot because thcy for a little while, then fall back into the status quo. If someone
are bad people or anything, but because it's impossible.
wants to change, emotion is not sufficient; it takes work.
What really boils my blood, though, is the fact that this
Of course, if these programs emphasized action and practichallenge doesn't effect any real change. Apparently, it is not cal application, rather than generalized personal
experience. I
such a worldview-altering experience that people arc ready to would be all for it. There need to be
opportunities
to follow
go out and help the poor afterwardeven though they think up on the experience. As it is, I don't see
that they have much
they know how the homeless live. This makes no sense to me. power to cause any change beyond the individual's feelings.
It ahnost seems like thcy are taking advantage dottier people's
To be fair, all the things leve talked about are very inspirasituations to help kids become better people. Wouldn't thcy tional, and that's a ver' good thing. And I'm not saying its inbe better off making a sandwich for a homeless person with spiration gone bad, because there is nothing wrong with it. I
the resources they already have in their generally middle-class would, however, venture to say that it could be
called "inspiralives? The whole thing is experiential, not practical, and I fail tion gone useless." People need to examine themselves
before
to see the point. As far as I'm concerned, it is just an excuse to they participate in something; do sve participate to help others
make people feel good, like they actually can relate to those in a or to edify ourselves? As it is, it just seems like a wasteand
less fortunate situation. I think they are sadly mistaken.
that's a real shame.
Another example of feel-good service is fasting. People give
up their meals for a set period of time while Sodcxo donates
the nioney from those meals to some charity that provides food GJIllt is a junior majoring in English and biology. Comments can be sent to andrew.
for undernourished people elsewhere. Fine. That's all good. But gjeflegwhitworthian.com.
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Next year's best Jan Term trips
MOLLY

A COLUMN BYJEROD JARVIS

Canada, this is the last stiaw.
I mean seriously. I low long do you expect us to put up
with your shenanigans? You walk around up there feeling
all northier than us, gnawing on your bacon which is actually ham, laughing in Frenchish acccnts about how Americans don't have as many beavers as you. It's just insulting.
Now, however, you ve gone too far. Now you've beaten
us at hockey.
What's that you say? Hockey is your sport? Apparently
you weren't paying attention when wc stole it from under
your nose, just like we took pizza from the Italians and pro
wrestling from the cavemen. We're also taking free speech
from the Christians, but that's a work in progress.
The point is that hockey is ours now and you have no
right to take back what we ve rightfully stolen.
Now. I'm a gracious guy. To be honest, I'm a fan of Canada. So I'm going to let you in on what my best friend in
the Secret Service told me. I lc made me swear a terrible
oath to never tell, but I like you guys, and I think the idea
of being struck by lightning is kind of interesting anyway.
The United States is no longer happy with your performance as our hat. What, you weren t aware that you were
our hat? You are. Grab a world map and take a look.
For the past couple hundred years you've done all right,
but times arc changing. As everyone knows. America has
so much moncy that part of the $700 billion stimulus
package is going toward creating landfills just to store the
piles and piles of hundred dollar bills we aren't using at the
moment.
In light of this fact, we're looking to spruce up our image. !Jockey was part of that plan, but sincc you ve told us
what you think of that plan, we're having to move ahcad
with plan B.
America is going to annex Canada and paint it gold.
Metallic gold. The entire country. Including thc moose.
Before you freak out and start launching missiles, think
about thc positivc side here for a second.
What color is Canada now? %Veil, on most maps it's a
nasty brownish red. Salmon, almost. Hardly representative of your masculine beaver-saving, logger-dude culture.
I mean, come on. You guys won curling this year, top. You
deserve a bcttcr color.
...1f.we. painted:you gold.your rnap 'presence' wotiidt;e
imProved by several huridred percent. This has many benefits. Picture the family trying to decide where to go for
their annual vacation:
"How about Hawaii, honey? I hear it's nice..."
No way, baby. We're going to this gold place right
here."

"What place is that?"
"How should I know, but come on, it's freaking gold!"
Also, with a bright shiny surface, you would be the most
noticeable nation when sccn from space. You will be thc
first nation the aliens notice when they arrive. If they come
in peace, Canada could end up as the new capital of the
universe. Alternatively they could decide to nuke you first,
but hey, a place in thc history books is a place in the history books, eh?
This is happening, Canada. I'm giving you the heads up
so that you'll have time to lay down some painter's tape if
there something you really don't want splattered. But I'm
powerless to stop it.
And if you don't like it, tvell, you shoulda thought about
that before you beat us in overtime. Scumbuckcts.
JARVIS is a junior majoring in journalism. Comments can be sent to jetodiards@

whitworthian.com.
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For thc last couple weeks since
the Jan Tenn study abroad studcnts
returned from their trips, all anyone
could talk about vas how amazing
his or her experience was. Finallt
the "Check out this sweet picture!
stories are fading, thank the Lord,
and the rest of us can stop thinking about how our January paled in
comparison.
But don't get too comfortable! The
Jan Term applications for next year
are already up online and are being accepted. If you found yourself
feeling a little jealous ofyour fricnds
who got to see the Coliseum or who
came badc with a rosy tan from Hawaii, it time to start applying.
I applied last week, so any faculty trip leaders out there reading
this: pick me, pick me! But if you
haven't quite decided if you want
to leave Spokane's chilling winter or
you don't know where you'd wish to
travel, here are my five favorite trip
options for 2011 Jan Term.
I. Media Impart in the Contemporary U.S. For any communications
major out thcrc, this trip is the one
to go on. It offers exposure to the
most pressing media-related issues
the hardships thrust upon it after
affecting today's society and gives stu- the Korean War would be inspiring
dents the opportunity to meet with because it has become an economic
some of the top media leaders in both model for developing countries.
New York City and Washington D.C.
Cultural Anthropology in HawalL
I know this may qualify me as
It's Hawaii, I don't really have to say
a communications nerd, but there more. Being fmm the Niidwest, I've
would be so much to learn from going never experienced anything more
on this trip and meeting with these tropical than a family vacation to
media professionalsyou get.to expeand I don't think that really
rience, first hand, the innerlyrorkingi . .Florida,
comparesto the paradise.-typc picture
of the journalism-m.1dd!
- 'I have in my head of HawaiL Oh, the
Although some may question why beach, the sun, the fresh fruit... and
I would want to stay in thc U.S., there
learning, of course.
arc advantages I see in taking this trip.
Actually, the subject of the Hawaii
First ola!!, the cost is significantly less trip holds just as much appeal to me
expensive than my sccond option. But as the setting. I enjoy learning about
beyond that, I think it is just as impor- human culture and studying the ditant to learn about one's own culture verse environment others live in. I
as it to learn about international cul- also would love to get the chance to
ture. Also, can you imagine the free be a little touristy and learn about Hatime possibilities? Historical muse- waiian traditions.
ums, Broadway shows, the city that
Christianity in Britain. This spot
doesn't sleep...
'as a tough one. I almost chose the
2. International Business Abroad in Power and Politics trip, but I think I
Korea. My second passion, as far as would get more personal benefit from
schoohvork goes, is marketing. Titus, studying Christianity instead of art.
option two is thc business trip.
As a Christian college student, I
One of the goals of study abroad think it is beneficial to have a base
trips is to experience and exchange understanding of the history behind
cultural identities. I can't imagine the expansion of Christianity. The
a trip that could give me more of a Church played such an important hischance to grow in understanding of torical role in the sculpting of British
thc world around us. To see how the society and government that this subSouth Korean cconomy has overcome ject warrants great exploration. The

Madeline West/Whitworthian

.

extra draw I have to this trip is the
chance to see the various palaces .and
monumental buildings of England
and Scotland.
5. Costa Rica Center: Jan Term Program for Frestunan Honors Students.
I would have loved the opportunity
to go on this trip my freshman year.
If you haverit looked at the flyers or
postcards for Whitworth's new Costa
Rica Center, you should.
All in all, NYhitworth provides us
with some sweet possibilities to learn
in different cultures and environments. Some students may be apprehensive about the prospect of leaving
their comfort zones for something
likc a semester abroad trip. This is
why we are so lucky to be at a school
that gives us an out and lets us do it
for only three weeks!
Besides, all of the other obvious
perks to being on onc of these trips,
going abroad over Jan Term is almost
like the most amazing family vacation
you've ever been on, except it's with
your friends. And once spring semester starts again, it's your turn to be the
one with all the stories and pictures to
share.
FERREE is a sophomore majoringin journalism and
marketing. Comments can be sent to molly.ferree@
whitworthian.com.

What to do about fadina small arous
JACQUELYN

WHEELER

Some changes need to be made to our campus small group
program. The program is strong, and in many ways accomplishes its goals, but there is room for improvement We can
encourage these improvements by rcframing the mission
and expecting more out of our small groups.
Whitworth small groups are ood for developing scripture-centered relationships. That s why most people sign up.
For many people in campus ministry, creating those relationships is the final goal. The first semester of life together
in a small group is the honeymoon stage, but real growth
can happen in the second semester if we set bigger goals for
our groups. The real goal ought to be using the relationships
we are building to push one another into deeper relationships with Jesus Christ
I wanted to join a small group to get closer to others and
to God," freshman Heidi Hendrickson said. "A small group
is a good way to be open and comfortable about sharing the
things that God is showing me."
In most groups we are successfully getting doser to one
another, but we don't use those relationships to push one another closer to God.

One of the masons this happens is that leaders are either
impatient for a deep community, and so relationships and
disclosure don't develop, or our groups are outliving their
purpose because that purpose is too smalL
"Small groups are more important in the first semester
because you are helping incorporate freshmen into dorm
life because you are giving them a place to meet people; said
small group leader Caitlin Richardson. "Once they start having lives of their own they kind of fall away anywayr
Other groups have trouble for the opposite reasons. They
expect depth and discipleship before the relationships have
developed. This makes for awkward group time that rarely
goes where the leaders hope.
Part of the problem is people not showing up. Even groups
that are going strong can be discouraged by non-committal
members. Effective communities are formed between members who always go for the sake of the whole group.
Group time is only important when the whole group is
willing to acknowledge its importance. Sometimes as a leader, it means holding members accountable for attendance.
It's important to make sure that members know how their
lack of attendance affects everyone.
We can't expect to fully live out our mission in our weekly
meetings, though. The time that small groups meet ought to
be a time of commissioning. The job ola small group leader
is to equip members to gospel-centered lives, to push them
to take responsibility for their own gromh and for one another's growth.

To solve this, we need to modify and clearly communicate

our vision. That vision includes an understanding of that fact
that small groups are not just for the sake of those who are in
them, but also for those who will be affected by the growth
that happens there. Our small groups need to take the community that they have built and the growth that comes fmm
it and use it to build up other people on this campus.
Just like SGCs are training small group leaders, SGLs need
to understand the capacity for leadership in their members
and start challenging them to practice using the skills God
has given them This is why I started giving my group members opportunities to lead the group. If they wanted help
planning, I met with them before to talk about it The times
they have led have been at least as good as the times I have
led. It's because it forces them to invest in the group. It becomes less about what I do, and more about what we are
creating together.
"People support what they believe they are a part of creating," said professor of commmications Ron Pyle on the first
day of Small Group Ministry class last spring.
The small group program accomplishes the j)urpose of
founding relationships on scripture, but we will do a lot better as soon as SGCs, SGLs and group members come to understand that small groups are about more than just making
friends. They are about discipleship.
WHEILER is a sophomore majoring in English. Comments
wheelerctwhitworthian.com.
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Junior Kenneth Dili poses In his USA shirt near an image of the Canadian flag at the Olympics in Vancouver;Canada.

Students, faculty get the_chance-to
watch the Olym p icsinncouver
Bean Cuniff
Staff Writer
01 pies are an exciting time
for thveildents of approximately 200
coutiiiies that cheer on their athletes
Tt compete in thc games. For the 2010
Olympic Winter Gaines in Vancouver,
Canada, several students and faculty had
the opportunity to attend and watch some
events. Most believed that the most exciting thing about being in Vancouver was
thc excitement surrounding the city.
"It was exciting. The neatest thing was
walking down the streets and feeling the
energy of all the people around us who
were there to watch the games," said Kari
Dykhousc, the assistant director of parent
and alumni relations. "%Ve ran into the
friendliest people. It was a neat environment7
Dykhouse and her husband attended a
hockey game between Gcrmany and Finland, and although neither of thcm are
die-hard fans of either team, it was still
very exciting.
"My favorite part was just being in the
_city with everyone else. It was packed, but
iv was fun7 she said.

Juniors Jocelyn Swaim and Aaron
Newby were also able to attend the Olympic Games. They watched the women's
moguls freestyle skiing competition.
"It was pretty amazing. The atmosphere
was a lot different then I expected," Swaim
said. The fans were all really friendly and
it was really a uniting experience."
Although the weather was less than
Ideal, Ne%vby and Swaim still enjoyed
themselves.
"The coolest part for me was seeing
how even the Canadians were cheering
really loudly for everyone," Newby said.
"Even though it was cold and rainy it
was still really fun. It was so busy and so
packed, there were so many people there
but it was still really fun7
Swaim and Newby were both ludcy
enough to attend an event where an
American won the gold.
"The last skier was an American, and at
the moment there was a Canadian in the
gold medal and an American in silver;
Newby said. "The final American won the
gold, and that was extremely exciting seeing America win gold."
Contact Becca Cuniff at becca.cuniff@
whitworthian.cont.

Aaron Newby
Junior
"The coolest partfor

me was seeing how
even the Canadians
were cheering1 really
loudly for everyone.
Even though it was
cold and rainy it was
still reallyfun."
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Exhibit has a variety of Christian messages
Max Nelsen
Staff itrritcr

Lturm AlaWitlutworthian

Sophomore C.asey Armstrong looks at one of the pieces in the 'Art +Text: Images, Concepts and
Insights' exhibit, whid: will be in the Bryan Oliver Gallery until April 1.

Beginning Monday, Feb. 22, Vhitworth opened the art exhibit. -Art +
Tcxt: Images, Concepts and Insights,"
for a five-week viewing period. The display is a traveling exhibit from Christians in the Visual Arts (CIVA).
The 43-piece exhibit "brings together
16 North American artists who employ
cultural language to address concerns
of Christian spirituality," said CIVA
staff member Teresia Bush, in a pamphlet describing the exhibit.
Avant-garde in style, the exhibit encompasses a vast array of artistic mediums, including photography, video,
graphics and sculpture. One feature
displayed on a screen even involves thc
viewer by using a camera to project the
viewer into the artwork.
Since the works were all produced
by Christian artists, religious themes
can be spotted throughout the exhibit. Somc pieces openly communicate
Christian ideas, suclt as the depiction of
a sound wave on which the words "His
love endures forever" arc inscribed.
Other pieces do not appear to contain
clear Christian themes.
is important to keep in mind that
biblical references may or tnay not be
obvious or even present, but viewers
may look for clues to determine if they

It

cxist and if they do, fccl free to decipher
what they mean," Bush wrote.
To a viewer unfamiliar with art, the
exhibit can be slightly overwhelming.
Though it admittedly has a far different
meaning, a piece featuring a white Rem-

ington typewriter and entitled, "What if
it all mcans something?" can sum up the
feelings of the bewildered viewer.
However, Scott Kolbo, assistant prolessor of art. warns against trying too hard to
comprehend the meaning behind the art.
Instead of going into the exhibit with the
goal of understanding all of the art, he advised viewers to simply relax and cnjoy the
art for what it is.
To those unsure of thcir intcrcst in art,
Kolbo posed the question, "Why not go
look and experience something that's ncw
or different?"
The experience is certain to vary from
one individual to another.
"Art + Text offers the individual viewer,
regardless of one's point of view or persuasion, an opportunity to interact with the
work on a personal level," Bush wrote.
Students still have time to view thc exhibit, which is currently on display in thc
Bryan Oliver Gallery in the Lied Center for
the Visual Arts. The exhibit will remain on
display at Whitworth through April 1.
Contact Max Nelsen at max.nelsen@
whitworthian.com.

Co-op store provides local alternative produce
Stephanie Jordan-Thompson

store's goal is to create an ever-increasing presence of lo-

Staff Writer

cal:

The next time you're downtown and in need of a snack,
consider stopping in at the Main Market Co-op at 44 W
Main. You will be greeted by Jo, or one of the many other
volunteers who believe in Main Market's mission.
Not only is it the only grocery store in downtown Spokane, but it's also one of the few grocery stores that provides a wide selection of local and organic seasonal produce, bulk foods, baked goods, personal care itcms, pet
supplies and take-out items prepared by in-house chef,
Bryan McDirmid.
Main Market Co-op opened its doors to the public on
Jan. 21. The grand opening was held on Feb. 16 with an
entire week of events following the opening. Poet Joy
Harjo read at the store's ribbon-cutting, where the community table near the deli is carved with her poem "Perhaps the World Ends Here:
The marlcet is houscd in the old Goodyear Tire building on Main and Browne. It is built with energy-efficiency
in mind: the hot water tank is heated by tubes collecting
heat created by the refrigerators and freezers. Rainwater
is caught by gutters to nourish the produce growing on
the store's rooftop garden. NVhen checking out at the register, the cashier aslcs if you would like to recycle or keep

"A co-operative is an autonomous association of persons united voluntarily to meet thcir common economic,
social and cultural needs and aspirations through a jointly-owned and democratically-controlled enterprise," according to thc International Co-operative Alliance Web
site.
Instead of focusing on making money, Co-ops focus
on making surc their customers and members arc pleased
with the business.
The storc is open seven days a week. from 10 a.m. until
7 p.m. If you would like to become a member of Main
Market Co-op, there are several membership options,
including a reduced annual fee for students of 530 per
year.
"If you're a member, you're an owner and you want the
co-op to succeed," Hall said.
By becoming a member, shoppers can contribute to
the finances of the store, by providing capital so that the
store doesn't have to rely on moneyborrowed from banlcs,
which they would have to pay interest on. Members can
be involved in decision making, including policy votes.
Members will also receive money back through a fixed interest percentage and get discounts on certain storc products, according to the Main Market Co-op Web site.

your receipt.
Although the store emphasizes local produce, organic
and natural brands are incorporated into the mix, including brands such as Kashi and Newman's Own. Jennifer
Hall, the co-ops community food builder, said that their
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Caitlin Richmond also contributed to this article.

Contact Stephanie fordatt-Thompson at stephanie.jordanthompson@whitworthiatt.com.
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A shopper scans the produce aisle in the new Main Market
Co-op, which opened in January.The Co-op sells local and
organic produce as well as bulk food.

GRAPEVINE HUMOR: REASONS WHY GRADUATING EARLY
-

7

IYou might just end up living at home.

IBagels will no longer be available 24/7.

ICo-habbing won't make you feel like a
free-spirited rebel anymore.

IThere is no real world alternative to the
Hello Walk. Guess what? Being overly
friendly isn't seen as a positive trait.

IStudent loans give you something to live
for after college.

ICommunity! And diversity...or some-

INo more French dip Fridays.

IResponsibility. Enough said.

IYou might miss the implementation of
Core 450!

Iles even more twistcd to hit on high

IThe zodiac thinks it will be a mistake
for your love life.

I Because soon after you'll find your-

thing.

ILong boards aren't compatible with long
commutes to work.
IThat "B-Rob is my homeboy" T-shirt
you made will become a dirty little secret.

ITerrorism! Al-Quaeda! The IRS!

IThe animistic god which inhabits the
campanile will remove his blessing over
your life.

IS BAD

IGoing to class for three to five hours
a day is way easier than working eight
hours a day.

school girls.

self in a rut--broke, balding and going through a custody battle with your
second wife.

ISooner, rather than later, you'll have to
learn something useful.
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Slam poet uses unconventional means
"If I can't swear or go left wing. I've probably got

WRITER'S REVIEW ."

t.

15 words," Lau said.

Heather Kennison
Assistant Scene Editor

!laving cultural diversity doesn't just mean inviting other
races to campus, but other svorldviews as well. Siam poet Alvin Lau, who performed Wednesday in the Hixson Union
Building, represented a svorldview that may be shocking to
traditionalists.
But it is his job to make people uncomfortable, Lau said.
Sometimes after ltis performances, students ask themselves
"Am I offended by that?" Lau said.
Lau opened the performance with a poem about a phone
call to the devil. Lau equated people to spiritually anorexic
boys and girls living and dying in a dying world.
"The devil hasn't been to earth in six centuries," Lau said.
"The cartlis the way it is 'cause people want it to be."
et probably the most controversial poem he recited that
night was "Full Moon:. The poem svas about a marriage between two girls in Canada, who return to the U.S. knowing
that their marriage will not be recognize&
"I pray that everyone who hears this poem realizes that
marriage is about love and nothing else matters," Lau said.
lhe poet recounted what he called the worst performance
°fins life, at Utah State University. What began as a night of
poetry and board games among 300 young adults ended in
a deserted room and no paycheck. The Mormon leaders of
the university had asked him if he could keep swearing and
politics to a minimum, Lau said.

[lis inspiration comes from a variety of things,
from his despised fifth-grade math teacher to the
golf channel, Lau said.
But if his topics were unconventional, so were
his methods, such as popping a couple of Nyquil on
stage and removing his shoes.
At one point during the performance he asked
the audience if it was OK if he recited some haiku.
When a few students mumbled an agreement, Lau
said "Everyone else is like 'I hate Japanese things
and 17 syllables.'"
Lau originally got into slam poetry because of
a prank. Liu said. He actually used to have terrible stage fright, to the point of vomiting, but he
and his partner Dan Sullivan have sincc won many
awards. Lau travels with his agent Travis Watkins
and partner Sullivan, who wasn't with him at this
performance. On the side they frequently tease each
other.
Lau came to Whitworth as part of a three-week
tour, he said. According to his biography on YouTube, Lau is the only poet to have ranked in the
country's top seven poets for four years in a row.
Additionally, he is a two-time Chicago Youth Pocuy slam champion and two-time slam champion
of the national competition "Brave NeW Voices.
Contact Heather Kennison at heatherkennison@
whitworthian.com.

Tara Saciman/1$7titrorthian

Slam Poet Alvin Lau performed Wednesday Feb.24 in the Hixson
Union Building Multipurpose Room.

`S.T.A.L.K.E.R. radiates atmosphere, danger
WRITER'S REVIEW

Jerod Jarvis
Opinions Editor

he

S.T.A.LK.E.R." games have always
held a particularly special place in my heart.
I discovered the original some time after it
was released and was instantly swept up in
its apocalyptic world.
The atmosphere was complete: after a few

minutcs trekldng around the ruined Chernobyl landscape, I began to feel as though I
was really there. The scnsc of being part of
something bigger than mysdf %QS intoxicating.
The second game, a prequel to the first,
was a major disappointment. It madc me
weep bitter tears of anguish. I shall speak of
it no further.
"Call of Pripyat" is the final chapter of the
"S.T.A.LK.E.R." series (this seems as good
a place as any to make the obligatory joke
about excessive punctuation ... 1 shall type
"Stalker" from now on), and I wasn't sure
what to expect. The first was genius; thc second was tragedy. The third could have gone
either way.
%Yell, gather a herd of small goats and
slaughter them on the altar of thankfulness,
because this game is freaking awesome.
For the uninitiated, thc "Stalker" games
are set in the Zone around the Chernobyl
nuclear power plant. As we all know, exploding nuclear power plants create radiation;
radiation, of course, is a lot like pixie dust.
Sprinkle a little on an otherwise normal person and 13Aist! there's Johnny Storm.

The world of "Stalker" was fortunate back; and most importantly, the sense of beenough to receive more than a sprinkle; mu- ing in a complete world with its own politics
tated bcasties whose diet primarily consists and unwritten rules is very much back.
of unprepared explorers roam thc darkness.
That's not to say that thc third game is a
In "Call of Pripyat," you play as an un- complete repeat of the first, although it may
dercover Russian agent trying to determine look that way at first glance. The game has
what happened to a squadron of helicopters bccn tightened down and improved across
thc military scnt into the Zone. The chop- the board, most notably in the side quest depers all met with horrible fates at the hands partment. Gone arc the generic MMO-ish
of gravity, and you %vat just lucky enough to "pick 16 daffodils and
give you a lolly"
get the job of wading through hostile radiat- quests. Almost without exception, each side
ed territory to find each crash site and piccc quest has a well-written plot, and will often
together what happened to their crews.
lead to more quests.
The story is more cohesive and scnsiCombat is an absolute joy. Vhile your
cal than either of the two
weapons are curiously
previous offerings, though
quiet (enemy gunshots
some knowledge of them
from across thc room
"Well, gather a small herd of
is helpful in understandwill sound louder than
ing the overall tale. It is goats and slaughter them on the the gun you hold in
also a lot more fun to play
alter of thankfulness, because your own hands; mods
thmugh. One set piece in this game is freaking awesome." are available to fix this),
particular has you making
they are balanced, reyour my through a masalistic and upgradable.
sivc underground passageDefeating enemies, often
way with a team of allies while fending off in groups that attack with intelligent tactics,
mutants and mysterious Monolith soldiers. requires real skill and is quite rewarding.
It's intense, challenging and memorably imOf course, it's not perfeci Probably the
mcrsive.
biggest complaint is the mass recycling in
Conclusively, "Stalker" is back in glorious the graphics departmeni It wouldn't surfashion. Wide open world to explore with prise me to find out the developers just fired
rewarding results? Check Creative level- the art team after the first game; almost eving system that gives a sense of progression erything is recognizable from earlier games,
without actual levels? Check. Freakish en- albeit in higher resolution. The game is
emies that want to devour your soul? Triple poorly optimized in this respect, as well. I
check
liad to tone some settings down to get an acThe intensely freaky survival/horror sec- ceptable frame rate something I shouldn't
tions arc back; the king-of-the-wasteland have had to do svith my rig's specs. Some elfeeling you get as you master challenges is ements look fantastic; others, namely trees

HAVE YOU BEEN
INJURED FROM THE
USE OF
YAZIYASMIN/OCELLA?
Injuries include blood clots, stroke, heart attack,
pulmonary embolism, gallbladder disease, deep
vein thrombosis (DVT) or death . Contact the
attorneys at James, Vernon and Weeks, P.A. at
the toll free number (888) 667-0683, or visit our
website: www.jvwlaw.net for information
concerning your legal rights.
James, Vcrnon & Weeks, P.A.
Attorneys Helping People Solve Problems ®,
in Idaho. Washington and Montana
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and fauna, look terrible.
There are a few other quirks that are
mostly due to the series' historical disdain
for polish: weather behaves oddly at times;
some character animations are stiff and
unnatural; and dialogue often suffers from
unintentionally funny translation issues.
But these are easily forgiven in light of the
incredible way the game sucks you into its
experience.
Content issues are prctty typical for an Mrated game. Language pops up with some
frequency. I don't remember any f-bombs
being dropped, but s-words and the like
pepper dialogue. Violence is central to the
experience, but it's never gory or over the
top. The biggest warning is that this game is
just scary it gets in your head, and when
an electrical anomaly detonates right next
to you without warning, or a Chimera soars
out of the darkness to munch on your arteries, it's straight up, fall-out-of-your-chair
terrifying.
Personally, I love this. It means the game
is effectively drawing the player in. But it's
not suitable for younger audiences or those
without an extra pair of pants handy.
Huge props to GSC Game 1Vorld for this
incredible comeback performance. "Stalker:
Call of Pripyat" is the best "Stalker" game by
far, and is not an experience to be missed by
any fan of open world games, first person
shooters or awesome games in general.

Contact lerod famis at jcrod.jan'is@wlzitworthian.com.

Slideshows
Check out some
recently updated
slideshows of Take
the Sky, a student
band and women's
touch football on
The Whitworthian's
inultimedia page.

experience more at....
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Pirates streak past first round competition
Peter Landgren

ing percentage, in addition to three steals
and two assists. Montgontery also had a
strong night, putting up 19 points as well
The Whitworth Pirates men's basketball as 11 rebounds.
-Energy really made the difference in
team seized the Northwest Conference
Championship this past week, becoming the Lewis & Clark game," junior guard
thc only team to finish league play with a Clay Gebbers said. "Once we picked up
perfect 17-0 record. In two decisive victo- our energy we took the game to a whole
ries, the Pirates beat Lewis & Clark Col- new level."
The NWC Championship game against
lege on Thursday in the NWC semifinal,
and then Ivent on to defeat George Fox the George Fox Bruins started off in much
University in the league final on Saturday. thc same fashion as the previous semiThe championship carns 'Whitworth a spot final game, with consistent scoring on
in the NCAA Division III tournament and both sides of the court and several lead
secures thcir ranking as one of the top Di- changes. Both teams shot well, and three
vision III teams in the country.
pointers played a large role in ¡he opening
Thursday's semifinal game against the minutes.
"Our defense got off to a slow start, we
Lewis & Clark Pioneers started off with
aggressive play and quick scoring for both were just trading buckets," NIontgomery
teams. The score stayed very close for the said following the game. "We picked it
majority of the first half, with numerous up though, and Clay in particular was relead changes. Shooting and turnovers ally big on defense. He had a lot of hustle
played a major role, with several runs tak- plays.
ing place as a result of big three pointer's
About halfway through the first half,
for both tcams.
Whitworth began to pull away and quickly
However, the tide turned for Whitworth had a double-digit lead, eventually stretchwhen junior forward David Riley sunk a ing the lead to 21 with three minutes left
quick two to kill a turnover-fueled run by to play off a three by Gebbers.
the Pioneers. Riley's two gave Whitworth
The flues carried their momentum and
the lead with 6:30 to play in the half. The strong play into the second half, controlPirates continued to capitalize on this op- ling the game's tempo and limiting the
portunity, quickly advancing the lead to scoring opportunities for the Bruins.
double digits with a 9-0 run. The half end- George Fox made several small runs to
ed with Whitworth on an 18-2 run and a bring thc lead within 15 points, but never
score of 42-28.
seriously contested. However, the half was
We camc out soft in the beginning on still hard-fought, including an intentional
defense, but then we really picked it up," foul by George Fox guard Jack Martin on
senior post Nate Montgomery said. "We Gebbers, as ivell as an intentional foul by
had a nice balanced attack and it was nice Pirate sophomore forward Jack Loofburto get the bench in the game."
row off an attempted Bruin alley-cop.
The second half started off well for the
Outside shooting was a major factor in
Pirates, as they slowly extended their lead the high-scoring 97-75 win, featuring 17
to a ccimfortablc margin. The largest lead total three-pointers by the Pirates, tying
of the night, 78-52, came with 5:48 left to the school record, and a remarkable 55
play in the half, and the Pioneers never percent shooting percentage from behind
tame within 16 points of thc 13ucs for the the arc.
rest of the game. The game ended with a
The game featured many strong perfinal score of 89-65, easily advancing the formances by Whitworth players, includPirates to thc NWC final.
ing five players in double-digits. Gregg
Several Whitworth players did well in once again led the team with 21 points,
the semifinal game, most notably senior followed by senior guard Eric Real with
forward Ro Gregg, who led the team with 19. Gebbcrs, Montgomery and freshman
21 points. Gregg was consistent all night guard %Yule Gebbers also all contributed
long, finishing with an 80 percent shoot- at least 14 points apiece.

Staff Writer
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Senior post Nate Montgomery contends with the opponets at the basket during a weekend
game In the Fieldhouse.

"Going inside and outside offensively
really made a difference for us this ganie:
Gcbbcrs said. "Ve wcrc able to hit them
with two different punches and that really
opened up a lot of opportunities for us:
The win sccurcs the Pirates' spot as the

regarding the teanis mind set going forward.
would be really great to have a
home game but whatever team wc play,
svhcrever we go, we'll be ready."
The playing time and location were not
available at time of press.

top team in the Northwest Conference and
carns them an automatic bid to the NCAA
Division Ill tournament.
"We're playing confident right now, but
we respect everyone," Montgomery said

Contact Peter Landgren
hrtufgren@whitworthian.com.
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Tennis 1-1 in Oregon
Kara Heatherly
Sports Editor

was not enough once Linfield won the
top two singles matches in three-set

contests.
On Friday, Feb. 26, the Whitworth
Williams earned Whitworth's first sinmen defeated Pacific University, 8-1. gles point with a 7-6 (6), 6-4 win at No. 3
Saturday followed with a disappointing and senior Kellen Octgen picked up the
5-4 loss to Linfield College.
Bud fourth and final point of the match
Friday's match proved a test in perse- at No. 6.
verance for the Pirates as
Williams won all four
three of the Whitworth
matches in which he complayers came back from "Ifs a bit upsetting that peted over the weekend.
first set losses to pull out
Despite the Pirate's early
we did not manage to
singles victories.
lead, the Wildcats took
Senior Michael Shelton win against Linfield...we control of the match just
had a 6-2, 2-6, 6-1 win are very exdted to have in time to edge thc Pirates
over Michael Okada at the opportunity to play 5-4.
No. 1 singles. Junior Co"Overall,
the game
them againf
lin Zalewski rallied for a
against Linfield went really
Cameron William
4-6, 6-4, 6-4 win at No. 2,
well. Everyone had great
freshman
while freshman Cameron
matches: Williams said.
Williams came from be"It is a bit upsetting that
hind to win 4-6, 6-2, 6-2
we did not manage to win
at No. 3 singles.
against Linfield, but we still
On Saturday, Whitworth had a 4-1 get to play them another time this sealead over Linfield before the Wildcats son and we are very excited to have the
took control of the singles portion of the opportunity to play them again:
match.
The Pirates will play again Friday,
The Pirates started strong with two March 5. Friday's match against Wildoubles victories. Shelton and Zalewski lamette will be the Pirates' first home
pulled out a tough 9-7 win after Wil- NWC match of the season.
liams and junior Joe Wales won 8-5 at
Contact Kara Heatherly at kara.heathNo. 2 doubles. However the Pirate lead erly@whitworthian.com.

Bring your Whitwoth ID and get
50% OFF your 2nd Lunch or Dinneri
Wu EN YOU

,

BUY A LUNCH OR DINNER & 2 DRINKS
EACH TABLE MUST SHOW ONE COPY OF TH IS COUPON
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Seniors share a love of the game
Briana Moser
Staff Writer

The ever-changing

lltis is an excerpt of the full article,
Odds can be viewed online at whitwor-

seasons of sports

thian.com.

Sports are an ever-present, ever-changing part
of our world. Each and every game brings about
the potential for something memorable. NVith the
recent move into a new decade (yes I know it's the
beginning of March), this is an opportune time to
take a look back at what the past 10 years in sports

What could be stronger than a bond
formed over four years between six women playing the sport they love? When you
play on a team with the same people for
a long period of time, they become like
a ncw family. And the senior women on
the Whitworth basketball team will testify to that statement.
The first senior Pirate woman is No.
32 Cassie Pilkinton. She originates from
Chelan, Wash., and will graduate with a
degree in elementary education.
"I have been playing basketball since I
was 5 years old," Pillcinton said. "I have
always loved it so much that I never considered the idea of not playing in collordan Beauchantp/Whitwortitian

lege."

The second senior is No. 22 Natalie Orrell from Wenatchee, Wash. Hcr
freshman year she started all 25 games
and then went on in her sophomore year
to become an Honorable Mention player,
All-NWC and second on the team in
scoring. Hcr successes have continued.
"I've made great connections with
many of my teammates throughout the
ycars and they've taught me to never give
up and that hard work pays
Orrell
said.
Kim Bluff, No. 24 from Cusick. Wash.,
is the third senior. As a junior, Bluff played
in all 25 games and this year was fourth
on the team in rebounds, free throws and

or

Senior basketball players pose during practice last week. From left to right Heather
Burke, Kim Bluff, Cassie Pilkinton, Leah Pomante, Natalie Orrell, and Liz Horiatis.

points scored.
Leah Pomantc, No. 2, is the Pirate's
fourth senior. Pomante is from Colbert,
Wash. This year Pomantc was the third
leading scorer for thc Pirates, second in
free throws and team leader in assists and
steals.

The fifth Pirate senior is No. 33 Heather
Burke from Cheney, Wash. Burke transferred to SVhitworth and she will graduate with a degree in psychology.
The final senior is No. 44 Liz Horiatis from Woodinville, Wash. Horiatis

transferred to Vhitworth from Western
Washington University. Hcr junior year
Horiatis started 22 games for the pirates
and this year she started all 26 games.
She was leader in blocked shots, and had
the second highest number of rebounds
and points on the (earn.
NVithin this team there is a lot of heart
and these seniors have worked hard to
build it's success and become leaders to
their other teammates and to each other.
Contact Briana Afoser at editor@whitworthian.cont.

Pirates pilfer Wildcats once again
'Kara Heatherly

¡tired to face the visiting Linfield Wild-

Sports Editor

The Pirate women continued their quest for a repeat Northwest Conference
championship Friday in
the Scotford Tennis Center
against thc visiting Pacific
University. Boxers.

The Pirates defeated the
Boxers 8-1.
The %vomen took all three doubles
matches and thus an early
lead against the Boxers.
The Boxers' only victory came from sophomore
Yoshimoto who defeated
Whitworth sophomore Mil
Marshall in No. 2 singles
0-6, 6-1, 7-6 (0).

Whitworth

sports talk with colin zalewski

sophomore

Erica Boman (No. 4), junior
Katie Staudinger (No. 5) and
freshman Megan Wingfield
(No. 6) took thcir singles
matches in straight sets.

Saturday the Pirates pre-

cat S.
After a seven-year

drought, the Pirates
have finally regained
the
upper hand
against the Wildcats.
Saturday gave thc
Pirates their fourth
straight victory ovcr
their opponents. Although the Pirates
dominated most of
the afternoon's play,
the Wildcats were
able to steal No. 2
doubles from WhitBramion flemming/WhiNvrthi3n
worth sophomores
Sophomore Aill Marshall serves the ball In her doubles match Fdday
lk.tya Towne and Bosagainst Pacific as her partner, Senior Rachel Bums, looks on.
nian.
But despite the vicStaudingcr and Wingfield ence play on the road next
tory., the Pirates remained put the match away for thc weekend against 'Willamette
strong and carried their lead Bucs and left the Wildcats in and Lewis & Clark.
through singles play, only thc dust.
giving up one match (No. 2)
The Pirates defeated the
Contact Kara Heatherly
to their opponents.
Wildcats 7-2.
at kara.heatherly@whitworOnce again Bosman,
They will continue confer- thian.com.

Women reflect on season success
Pomante had 11.
But the top three players for Puget
Sound put on an even more impressive
display, scoring a combined 52 points.
The Pirates' 14 turnovers proved to be

Alex Blade
Staff Writer

A strong showing from the seniors on
the Whitworth women's basketball team
costly.
was not enough to keep
"We could never
the Bucs from falling to
get
into rhythm bethe University of Puget
in
the
skills
feel very confident
cause
every time we
Sound in the Northof the girls returning. There is
made a mistake, UPS
west Conference touran obvious sense of trust with
was able to capitalize
nament semifinal game
this group:'
and convert our turnon Thursday.
overs into points,"
The Pirates fell beKeilah Fanene
said junior fonvard
hind early to the sevjunior forward
Keilah Fanene.
enth-ranked Loggers,
The Loggers used
and couldn't recover.
a strong first half efWhitworth had three
players that scored in double-figures. fort that inc.luded a 12-2 run to take a 29Senior forward Cassie Pilkinton led the 18 lead ink; halftime.
A flurry of three pointers from both
tearn with 13 points, senior post Liz
Horiatis had 12 and senior guard Leah tcams made the second half interesting,
ul

but Puget Sound had an answer for everything the Pirates threw at them and
never allowed their lead to get below 14
points.
Six seniors ended their playing careers
for Whitworth on Thursday. Along with
Pilkinton, Horiatis and Pomante, guard
Heather Burke, guard Kim Bluff and forward Natalie Orrell all played their final
game against UPS.
Dcspite losing these key players, thc
younger members of the tearn have a
positive outlook for the future.
"I feel very confident in the skills of the
girls returning," Fanene said. "There is an
obvious sense of trust with this group,
and I know next year will be a building
year for us, but there will be a lot of true
team basketball:'
Contact Alex Blade at editor@whitworthian.com.

have given us.
The media has been filled with "best of decade"
features on all sorts of topics: best music videos
(supposedly Beyonce had one of the best music
videos of all time), top 10 reality TV moments,
best home runs and the list goes on and on. However, for the sake of well-roundedness, let's take
a look at the sports world from a different %iew.
The past decade has been filled with record setting
and mindblowing events, but what about all those
weird things that happened?
Plenty of strange things have happened, and it's
about time they receive some attention, at least for
the sake of a good laugh. I'm talking about those
strange things that happen in the middle of a garne,
uncalled for, unpredictable and quite simply make
you furrow your brow and say, "SVhat?"
Here are the top three of the oddest things that
have happened in the sports world since 2000:
3. Butt-headed Zidane head-butts: Zidane's
home country of France took on Italy. The match
went into extra time, partially thanlcs to his goal
early in the game, but he just couldn't keep his
cool as the game neared its end. After a little trash
talk from Italian player Marco Materazzi, Zidane
couldn't take it anymore and took out his anger
in dassic French fashion. He could've used his
fist, his elbow, maybe even his foot (he is a soccer player after all), but instcad he chose to use his
forehead as he reared back and head-butted the
Italian in the chest. Zidane and his bald head were
red-carded off the field.
2. Randy Johnson "flips" the bird: During a
spring training game in 2001, former Mariner
pitcher, shoc-in, Hall of Earner, and Arizona Diamondback at the time, Randy Johnson annihilated
a bird flying by while he was pitching. As he was
releasing one of his blazing lefty fastballs a dove
happened to fly by.. Thc heater and the bird met
in the air. What occurred next was an explosion
of feathers and the dropping of the jaws of everyone in the stadium. I'm no mathematician, but the
odds of that happening have to be incredibly small.
Randy Johnson, bird hunter extraordinaire.
1. The Holy Trinity helps the Tigers to victo¡7: If you don't believe in miracles, you are about
to have a personal revelation. In the Division III
football national championship game, the Trinity
Tigers won the game with no time remaining after
completing a 15-lateral play (yeah that's right, 15!).
In a play that seemingly lasted forever, the Tigers
covered more than 50 yards and probably ran four
miles in the process. Back and forth, up and bac.k,
they worked. Fifteen laterals later they were in the
endzone celebrating possibly the most.miraculous
victory in football history.
It has been quite a decade in sports, filled with all
kinds of wacky events. Some that are awe-inspiring, some that bring us to our feet and some that
make us pee a little (everyone reacts differently).
Here's to another great decade of sports, hopefully
packed with more wild and unexpected events.

Contact Colin Zalewski at colin.zalewski@whitworthian.com.
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Visit whitworthian.comfor extended
coverage of the past season.
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WHITPICS

ABOVE: Senior RA Jordan Michelson levitates in the DJ lounge

during ninja photo Prime Time.
raster Lam

WhalsvstkiJi

RIGHT: Senior Kelsey Wakefield runs towards the end zone dur-

ing the touch football match with the Seiwa College Capricious
Angels on Saturday.
Gad' Si 1 (If!

tart:II/Lin

Junior Sean Tyson, bass player for Rock the Sky,
performs on Friday. The band opened for Roman Holiday.
FAR RIGHT:

Ged tteiltlutwvsthun
BELOW: Junior Andrew Gjefle does homework under a pile of

plastic flamingos and ducks.
Taster 7..pulL'Whst.vrthun

BELOW RIGHT: Freshman Jordan Saribay poses

for the camera

during the International Club ice skating event.
1.urtne
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The graduate business programs at APU
offer a relevant, marketable education at

an affordable price. Taught with a Christian

perspective, our programs equip students
to effectively navigate the business world.

Master of Business Administration (MBA)
38-unit traditional business degree
18-24 month average completion time
Classes

1

night per week during 9--wftk terms

Offered at our Azusa campus

am more at an

ormati;On:Iu0

20;1#

Master of Arts in Management (MAM)
36-unit qualitative management degree
18-24 month average completion time
No GRE or GMAT rtkquired

Offered online and at our Azusa and Los Angeles locations
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The Whitworth community celebrates the life of 2008
alumnus Lee Stover, who died unexpectedly last month
Haley Atkinson
Shqf tVriter
Friends and family members of Lee Stoer, a 2008 %VII it wo rth graduate, are mourning his recent and unexpected death. Stover
died in late February.
On Vednesday, Nlarch 3, a memorial
service honoring the life of Stover %vas held

on campus.
Opening the service President Bill Robinson said, " NVe will be celebrating his life
and grieving his loss. Mostly we will be celebrating time power of the resurrection, and
the hope we, as followers of Christ have in

During the service friends and mentors

of Stover spoke about

he had on
their lives. 'they brought laughs and tears
front those assembled as they shared their
stories of Stover.
"I le so easily left a lasting legacy, wherever he went," said April NIcGonigal, assistant
director of summer conferences and former
Dttvall RD. Stover served as an RA under
April McGonigal from 2007-2008.
April IsIcGonigal shared a phone call she
had several months ago with a woman who
was part of a search committee considering hiring Stover. She said that though she
was able to share several of Stover's positive
piusE <,,Ny
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qualities with the inquirer, there were some was having a hard time protecting herself
from the shots of the other players. Stover
elements of Stover's character that she %vas
pulled her over to a log, and shoved her in it,
not able to put ¡writs too'.
"lhere was more to Lee I felt I needed to then took her gun, and stood guard over her
hiding place with both his gun and hers.
express: April McGonigal said. "I reali7ed
"I le wanted to protect; to give of himself:
then that Lee is like Nit.. Clean. Ile knocks
out dirt svith one hand and leaves shine
to be a servant to everyone he was around,"
Ewing said."' have never felt safer than with
svith nother. I le always leaves a sparkling
Lee:
shine, wherever he goes."
April McGonigal said
Ewing said Stover Was
that site fondly rementfull of love.
hers Lee and cherishes
"You saw God in him:
"He confidently lived out God's
Ewing said. "Ile was a
memories of the time
vocation for his life. While his
site had with him,
great, great man, he liad a
"We feel cheated. It's
great life and I miss him."
life was short, not a moment
Senior Kevin Weiser
difficult to understand
was wastecr
why God seemed to cut
recalled memories of
Amber Kraft,
times he had spent with
his life so devastatingly
Whinsorth graduate
Stover.
short," April NIcGonigal
said. "Yet it is clear his
"I lis attitude characredemptive purpose on
terized in one svord would
be hallelujah," Veiser said. "Ile was always
earth is complete:
Senior Rachel Esving, a childhood friend conscious of GOA love fOr him and the
of Stover's, also shared her memories of fallen world around him. i he praised God
in the good and bad times, dedicating every
him.
"I le loved God just as much svhen he was breath to serving God and others. I lis life
was one big hallelujah:
little," Ewing said.
Ewing said she went on mission trips,
'Whitworth graduate Amber Kraft, who
is currently in Bolivia, sent a letter to be
sang in a choir, attended Bible studies, and
played paintball with Lee. Site described a read by senior Amanda Carlson at the sergame of paintball with Stover in which site vice. Kraft, a close friend of Stover's while
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VIS1I

at

Whitworth, had been exchanging letters

with Stover throughout her time in liolivia.
"While in high school Lee received a
calling from the Lord to serve in full-time
incantational ministry," Kraft wrote. "He
confidently lived out God's vocation for his
life. While his life was short, not a moment
was wasted:
In her letter Kraft included a line from
one of the last notes site received from Stover.
"Jesus embraced the brokenness, find-

ing joy in the midst of sorrow," Kraft wrote.
God gave me hope: Lee said. While the
dirty and broken still exist God's grace covers us."

Mark McIraith, Whitworth Presbyterian
pastor and a friend and mentor to Stover,
shared memories of Stover. Ile told the
group about Stover's senior year in high
school, when he was trying to determine
where to go to school. Mclraith urged Stover to go to Vhitworth, because he was
moving to Spokane to pastor at Whitworth
Presbyterian. Ile remembers telling Stover
that he would be there when Stover arrived
for school.
"Lee is now saying to us I'm going to be
there when you show up. With Christ we
have that hope," Mclraith said. "Heaven
See STOVER, page 3
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Transport to
be improved
by new road
Evanne Montoya
Staff Writer
The Washington State Department of
Transportation has completed the drivable
segment of US 395 North Spokane Corridor.
The road will impact how some Vhitworth
students, faculty and stafrget to thc school.
The construction project will start changing access points to Vhitworth, said Brian
Berm!, vice president of finance and administration and chair of thc North Spolane advisor)' group.
The university is beginning to prepare
for a major entrance from the northeast off
of 1Vhitworth driver Benzel said. He added
that earlier thcrc had been thoughts of vacating that street.
Graduate and continuing studies stu:!-nts,
faculty and staff will likely be affected most,
Benzel said.
"Essentially what it will do is put Mitworth a lot 'closer' to thc valley than it's ever
been," he said.

losh Ohlry/

A

completed section of the North Spokane Corridor Is open for the public to drive on.

Along with possibly impacting the dirrcdon Whitworth will be approached from,
thc new corridor could impact traffic around
Whitworth, especially on North Dhision
Street. Benzel said. This is onc of the benefits
of the road that the WSDOT anticipates.
"Fewer trucks will be on the local arterials, because thcy will be using the freeway for
north and south destinations points," according to thc WSDOT Web site.
The idea to build thc corridor is not new
according to a WSDOT publication. The idea
was actually conceived in 1946, although the

first construction project did not begin until
August 2001.1he project still has a long way
to go.
'(Completion] ofthe project is still 20 to 30
years away; Benzd said.
However, schobl officials are already considering its effects as they write Whitworth's

long-term plan.
"It's beneficial to begin to develop a link to
the project because it affects us in a number of
wa)'s," Henze! said.
Contact Evanne Afontoya at crattne.montoya ewhitworthiatt.cotn.
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Whitworth ranked 39th on Kiplinger's
2009-2010 list of 50 best values for private
universities in the U.S.
Kiplinger's Web sitc states the organization ranks each school according to academic
quality and affordability. The Veb site states
academic quality counts for two-thirds of thc
total.
"It's always great to be recognized by any
national publication:* said Fred Pfursich, vice
president of admissions and financial aid. "It
is recognizing our commitment to being thc
best value'
Kiplinger, a personal finance magazine, begins with data on more than 600 universities
from Peterson's, a leading search provider of
colleges and universities.
The SVeb site states the organization then
use the Carnegie clarsification system to establish each category. This arranges institutions based on the highest level and amount
of degrees they offer.
Factors Kiplinger consider whcn deterrnin-
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Ing the rank ola school include the admission
rate, the percentage of freshmen that score
600 or higher on the verbal math SATs or 24
or higher on the ACT, the average number of

Whitworth Stacks Up

students per instructor and the graduation
ratc, according to Kiplingcr's Web site.
The total cost for the academic school year
induding tuition, mandatory fees, room and
board and estimated expenses for books is
considered with need-based and non-needbased aid. the Web site states.
Ihe Web site adds the average debt at graduation is also considered.
The California Institute of Technology
comes first on Kiplingcr's top 50 private universities. lt is followed by Princeton, Yale,
Rice and I larvard.
The University of Southern California is
ranked just before Whitworth at 33, and Gonzaga ranks at 50.
Pfursich said Whitworth is always striving
to improve, but admissions does not spend
too much time talking about rankings.
Contact Rachel Bair at racheLbair@whitstorthian.cotn.
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Spokane, WA 99251

In Iraq, polling' stations
opened on Sunday, March 7 for
19 million eligible voters to elect
325 members of parliament.
Security problems were anticipated, and 500,000 security
personnel were placed around
polling stations throughout the
natiim. In spite of this, mortar threats to advance their derounds were fired and bombs mocracy: Obania was quoted
as saying by the BBC.
WCIC detonated in Baghdad and
other cities. At least 35 people
were killed and two polling stations were temporarily dosed Togo opposition
as a result of the violence.
claims
Iraqi Prime Minister Nouri
Maliki issued statements en- vote was a
couraging Iraqis to vote on
Sunday, saying that the future
The current president of
democracy of the nation was in Togo, Faure Gnassingbe, has
their hands.
been re-elected in a vote that
It is estimated that 800,000 opposition leaders are saying
people cast votes in the elec- was rigged.
tion, which was a higher turnOf the total 2 million votes
out than expected. The BBC cast in the election, Gnassingbe
reported that the elections are won 1.2 million.
seen as a crucial step toward
His rival, Jean Pierre Fabric,

party

-

.

the shared goal of Iraqi and
American leaders to secure sta. bility in Iraq and subsequently
move fonvard with the U.S.
troop withdrawal scheme.
U.S.
President
Baradc
Obama, spealcing from Washington on Sunday, stated that
Iraqis had chosen to shape
their future by voting.
'We mourn the tragic loss of
life today, and honor the courage and resilience of the Iraqi
people who once again defied

recent
fraud

692,589.
Fabre, who Is' also claiming victory in the election, has
stated Togo's vote counting
system has irregularities. He
has darned the votes are not
properly validated and that the
count was illegal.
have never wanted to
use violence, but if I am stolen from, I will not give up the
fight," Fabre WaS quoted as saying by Al Jazcera. "Mre are going to stage protests, we are not
going to take this lying down:
Though the electoral commission has studc by the evidence produced by the votes
and announced that Gnassingbe is the victor of the election,
some electoral officials have
stated they feel the vote was
false. .Gnassingbe's win must
still be approved by Togo's constitutional court
Gnassingbe, whose family
hss been- in power for 40 years,
is the son of a deceased dictator.
In anticipation of opposition
protests, riot police were dispersed at the time the election
results wert announced.

Nethedands, U.K.
call for Iceland to
repay 2008 loan
British and Dutch leaders recently called on Iceland to repay
the 3.8 billion euro loan given
by the Netherlands' and the
U.K. to customers of Icesave,
`an online Icelandic bank that
folded in 2008. That demand
is not popular among Icelandic
citizens, who have said the demand is an attempt to enforce
debt slavery. On March 6; 95
percent of Iceland voters rejected a referendum introduced by
the Reykjavik government to
repay the loan.
Iceland Foreign Minister Os.
sur Skarphethinsson has said
negotiations between Iceland,
the U.K. and the Netherlands
tvill continue in spite of this.
Talks between the nations
took place on March 5, but no
formal agreement was reached
Cornpra by Candace Poniard
Sources: Al aurns. Bre
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Credit laws benefit consumers
Morgan Feddes

Credit Union arc based on a customer's
credit score, adding that each fristitution
has its own scale.
Students looking to acquire a credit
Before the new laws, an increase in the
card in the near future should be aware of interest rates affected a customer's entire
changes in the application process and in- credit balance, l'icrson said. Now, a hike
terest rate policies.
in the interest rate will only be applied
Recently enacted credit card laws have to purchases made after the increase, he
created several big changes in the indus- said.
try, said Dan Pierson, an accountant at
I lowever, decreases in interest rates are
Northland Credit Union in Spokane.
applicable to the entire credit balance, he
One of the biggest changes in the law is said.
the requirement that a person interested
As a result of the changes, a student
with one credit card
in a credit card must be
may have two different
able to show proof of
balances accruing inincome, Pierson said.
'Basically, [the law supports]
terest at different rates.
Most credit unions like
anything that benefits the
Pierson said.
Northland had already
"Now' any payment
required proof of in- consumer. It's not written [in the
come before the new law] but that's what is impliedf paid above the minimum payment goes to
laws carne into effect
Dan Pierson,
thc account with the
Feb. 22. while larger
Northland
&edit
Union
Accountant
highest (interest( rate:
banks did not, he said.
he said.
As a result of the new
In addition, credit
law, anyone under 21
years of age interested in having a credit card companies must mail statements 21
card must either show proof of income or days before the due date, Pierson said.
have a co-signer on the new card, l'icrson These statements must indicate how long
said.
it will take to pay off a balance ¡fa customCredit card companies are now also er only makes the minimum payments
limited in their marketing strategics to each month.
MI of the new laws are geared toward
young adults as %Yell, he said.
Companies must now stay a minimum helping customers with their credit card
of 1,000 feet from college campuses if they debts, he said.
"Basically, (the law supports( anything
are offering free gifts as an incentive for
students to sign up for a card, according that benefits the consumer," Pierson said.
"It's not written (in the law) but that's what
to creditcards.com.
"(Before( there was a lot of predatory is implied:
l'ierson added that it is important to
lending," Pierson said.
Students are often unaware of interest make as much payment on an account as
rates when they have a credit card, he said, possible.
"If you are paying a 2 percent payment
adding that it is important to check these
on an account with 24 percent interest, it
rates when signing up for a credit card.
"Don't base [your credit card choice( will take a long time (to gct out of debt],"
just on minimum payments; look at the he said.
interest rate," Pierson said. "Otherwise,
that CD player that cost S100 will end up
Contact Morgan !Wiles at morgamfedcosting 5100 (after paying interest):
Pierson said the rates at Northland dcs@whitworthian.cont.
Editor-in-chief

Picking a credit card:
Why knowing what
APR means matters
Morgan Feddes
Editor-in-Chief
You have decided you're interested in applying for a credit card. How do you choose?
Dan Pierson, an accountant at Northland
Credit Union, said one thing students should
pay close attention to is the interest rates of a
card. These yearly rates are known as the annual percentage rate (APR).
The APR oía card varies from company to
company. APR is also determined by a customer's creditworthiness and the Prime Rate.
Creditworthiness is the creditor's measure
of an individual's ability to pay off their debt
obligations, according to investorwords.com.
The Prime Rate is the rate banks charge their
most creditworthy customers.
For example, say you are interested in signing up for a card with an APR of 13.24 percent, which translates to about 1.10 percent
per month. If you have a balance of S1,000 on
this card, you will be charged $IO in interest
for that month.
However, If a minimum payment is missed
or a customer goes over the credit limit, the
APR jumps significantly, often above 27 percent. If your card's APR jumps to 29.99 percent (about 2.50 percent a month) because
you missed a payment, a $1,000 charge will
incur $25 in interest
This is why paying attention to interest
rates is better than minimum payment rates,
Pierson said. It is also Important to know how
much you can spend, he said.
"(Choosing a credit card( depends on what
you can afford," Pierson said. "You need to
understand your interest rates and how much
you're paying."
- Contact Morgan Fcddes at morganfeddes@

whitworthian.com.

STOVER: Death
continuedfrom page

Complete your master's degree in...
School Counseling (M.Ed.)
includes elemental), & secondary school certification
You can make a difference in students' lives
Provides academic excellence

Community-Agency Counseling (M.Ed. or M.A.)
Prepares you for a wide range of positions
Coursework tailored to meet present-day challenges
Prepares you for privare or public practice

Administrative Leadership (M.Ed.)
Leadership training for public or private employment
Learn administrative and instructional practices in
higher education
Real-world instructors

Contact:
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Dixon Hall

net with grief

1

grows more and more dear to me in times like these:
Senior Kat Williamson served with Lee as an RA in
Duvall. In an interview after thc service, Williamson
recalled making cookies, going to Grecnbluff as a part
of a hall activity and doing Prime limes with Stover.
"Lee had a heart of gold; he really did," Williamson
said. 'ï-le loved people and was very intentional with
friendships, his residents loved him:
Williamson added that Stover was bubbly and outgoing.
"It was fun being on Prime Times with him," Williamson said. "He talked to everyone who came
through. He had a really big personality:
Whitworth alumna Heather Stevens recalled a conversation she shared with Stover.
'On a road trip we discussed our future deaths," Stevens said. "Lee said, 'People should cry, because I will
miss them, but they should celebrate, because I'm ssith

Jesusr
Stevens said Stover had a great love for life, and often expressed his love by dancing.
"He celebrated life through dance, whether'in the
aisles of Winco, on the patio or in the kitchen," Stevens
said.
Stevens said Stover taught her how to celebrate life.
"He taught us so many things. He is teadsing us now
to grieve with hope; Stevens said. "He reminds us and
calls us to dance through life, because we are the Lord's
and WC are each others:
Terry McGonigal, dean of spiritual life, encouraged
the gathering to question, to weep, to grieve but above
all to hope.
"We're free to ask all the hard questions, to weep, to
grieve, yet unbearable grief does not have the final say,"
Terry NIcGonigal said. "We gather here tonight in Jesus' promise: I am the resurrection and the life. Death
no longer has the final word in our lives:
Terry NIcGonigal said Stover loved the Lord and
others.
"Ile gave each of us the greatest of human gifts:
he loved each and every one of us," Terry McGonigal
said. "Lee had the limitless capacity for human love,
because his heart first loved God."
Contact Haley Atkinson at haley.atkistson@whitworthian.com.

Lecture series to
continue with a
talk about Russia
The 53rd annual Great
Decision lecture series
will continue on 'Thursday
with the delivery of a lecture titled "Russia and the
'Near-Abroad; by Christopher Marsh, director of
the J.M. Dawson Institute
of Church-Statc studies and
a professor of political science and church-state studies at Baylor University.
In his lecture, Nlarsh will
focus on thi contemporary
relationship between Unitcd States and Russia. Marsh
is thc second speaker in a
series featuring talks from
five experts on currcnt political topics relevant in the
international realm.
The lecture will take place
at 7:30 p.m. in the Robinson
Teaching Theatre. Questions should be directed to
Barbara Brodrick at (509)
777-3270.

Refugee to speak
on contemporary
situation of Tibet
Geshelbutgen Phelgye, a
Tibctan refugee now living
in India, will give a lecture
titled "Religious Harmony
and the Situation of Tibet"
on Tuesday, March 16, at
11:45 a.m. in the Seeley G.
Mudd ChapeL
Phelgye is currently serving his second term as a
representative of the Gelugpa order in the Tibetan Parliament in Exile. His duties
as a parliament member include conducting negotiations between the Tibetan
Parliament in Exile and the
government of the People's
Republic of China.
Phelgye has served as a
diplomat for the government of Tibet to various
other nations, as %Yell.

Invisible Children
films to be shown
early next month
A series of Invisible Children documentaries are
scheduled to be screened at
Gonzaga in early April.
Complini

Canalre Arnim;

Source: Whitworth edu

CORRECTIONS&
CLARIFICATIONS
The campus briefs sections of last week's issue
incorrectly stated a 2009
Whitworth alumnus had
died. The graduate was Lee
Stover, who graduated in
2008.

On page 12 of last week's
issue of The 'Whitworthian,
the musical group Take the
Sky was incorrectly labeled
as Rock the Sky.
The Whitrathin is committed to providing

the Mitworth community with the most accurate information possible. The Vihitworthian never knowingly publishes inacairacies. If
you hare a comment or quesbon about the
faimess ci acturary of a story, send an e-mail
to edaorjvi hitworthian.com.
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EDITORIAL: IN THE LOOP

1Visdoin needed when

choosittg charities
the recent earthquakes in Chile
and Haiti. students have raised money to be
sent to aid the victims during these difficult
times. Whitworth's response to these crises
is admirable; $4,500 was raised for Haiti as
of Feb. 16, as reported in an earlier issue of
the Whitworthian. However, it is important
to be discerning as to which organizations
we support with our funds.
Recently the BBC unearthed evidence
that suggests only a small percentage of the
billions of dollars in aid scnt to Ethiopia
during its famine in the early 1980s actually
%vent toward securing food for Ethiopian
citizens. The majority of the money was
put toward weapons purchases, the report
%Vitt'

claims.
BBC trporter NIartin Plaut vras in Ethiopia at thc time of the famine, and reported
on the mass amounts of aid funneled into
the nation through aid campaigns sponsorcd by Irish pop star Bob Geldof and
charity supergroup Band Aid.
Last year, however, Plaut was contacted
by Ethiopians who told him the bulk of the
aid money had been used by rebel groups
to purchase arms. It appears that members
of the Tigrayan People's Liberation Front,
a prominent rebel gmup with ambitions
to overthrow thc Ethiopian government.
posed as mcrchants during the famine to
gain access to aid money. They subsequently spent thc funds to purchase arms.
Much of thc aid that was given to Ethiopia
during the famine came from Americans.
Sadly, most Americans who gave aid during thc famine probably would not have
been able to locate Ethiopia on a map. It's
likely that the majority of them were not
k..nowledgeable about the political dimate
in the nation. It should be commended that
thcy gave when calieii to do so by Gcldof
and other pop stars, but the truth is that it
doesn't appear the fundraisers for the famine were knowledgeable about the situation
themselves.
Admitted!» there is debate over thc validity of thc report. Geldof and some Ethiopian officials insist that the money did arrive at its intended destination.
Regardless of this, however, we feel this
story holds a valuable lesson: know before
you give. This situation constitutes a case in
which we gave carelessly of something we
have in abundance. But we should always
keep in mind that unstable nations are full
of social elements who will not miss an opportunity to get a hold of funds.
The BBC has called this discovery "a disturbing allegation that few would choose to
confront." We agree with this. But WC also
believe that Westerners should confront issues such as this to ensure that future aid
endeavors are not wasted.
Whitworth students are known for their
support of charitable ministries, be we must
be wise when choosing which charities to
give to. There are several services available
which investigate non-profits to examine
how they manage the money and resources
donated to them. Students should make use
of these resources when selecting a ministry
to support.
An education of the heart is part of Whitworth's mission and giving of our resources
to charity is certainly an element of that.
However, Whitworth students are also receiving an education of the mind. It is important to remember that giving from the
heart should not be done in absence of a
critical examination by the mind.

Editorials in the "Its the Loop" section reflect
the majority opinion of the Editorial Board,
which is made up offlve editors.
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Don't ask, don't tell?
Molly Ferree examines

the effort to change the
military's debated policy.
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Kitchen wars

Pirate music
Many startup bands

Jacquelyn Wheeler looks
into dorm kitchens with
an eye for community.
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ANDREW

GJEFLE

My room looks like a dragon's lair. Except instead of a pile
of golden, twinkling treasure, there are mounds of clothing.
newspapers, textbooks and various foodstuffs. My bed is hardly visible, ind there are shoulder-high piles of papers on my
desk. The walls are covered with an assortment of posters, records, stuffed otters and other odds and ends. I keep my door
open to try to be friendly, but mothers hide their children and
tour guides rush pre-frosh past as soon as thcy catch sight of
the room. Believe it or not, these conditions are a good thing.
Yes indeed, I think that a mcssy room might be the best
thing that's happened to me lately. I have found that living in
squalor is incredibly conducive to studying. It's also liberating,
ironically leading to a better quality of lifc through stress reduction and academic succcss. Therefore, everybody wanting
to improve thcir study habits and happiness in general ought
to immediately put all cleaning habits on hold. There are several good reasons for this.
First, maintaining a roorn's cleanliness is hard. Vacuuming
floors, folding clean clothes, filing papers and shelving books
all take up a lot of time-time which could be better spent
studying. Or playing Atari. As long as thc inhabitant knows
where everything is placed, he or shc is set! There's no need for
organization and thc time saved from the lack of cleaning can
be used for more productive academic pursuits.
Also, thc dearth of visitors to a dirty room causes thc room
to become an unparalleled haven for study. A mess is less
distracting to a studcnt because it hides all of thc interesting
things he or she owns. If I can't look across the room and scc
my guitar from my desk, I svon't be tempted to play it. Filth is
focus. I've also found that if you throw rabbit feed on the floor,
you never want to walk around and therefore don't want to
leave your desk. The resulting productivity is incredible.
Furthermore, messes reduce stress. By removing the hassle
and pressure of having to maintain a clean environment, the
inhabitant automatically simplifies his or her situation. It usually takes a very laid-back kind of person to live in a mcssy
environment, and self-inflicted untidiness instills this type of
attitude. It might be difficult at first, but adjusting to a more
carefree mindsct leads to a happicr existence. Once a person

7he Whitworthian is on Facebook
and Twitter-look trs trp!
Join discussions, keep-up-to date on the latest

news and

kte
.4 deem

can get over a mess, other issues that may have irked hint or
her before become less bothersome. The small things cease to
be a bottler. Perspective emerges. I've found that those people
who live in fetid situations often are incredibly wise and philosophical.
Sometimes, however, the drawbacks of a messy room become evident. It might be hard to believe, but there are costs:
estrangement and judgment from others, lost socks, colonies
of sparrows nesting on the bedposts and an odd odor now and
then. There's also a feeling of guilt-the impression that somehow your isolation gives you an exclusive corner on the "I'm
the Best Studier on Campus" market (because everyone wants
that, right?), though others should be able to share it. But it's
all worthwhile when improved grades help you gct ahead in
the world. lust be surc to borrow an iron bcforc your interview.
Of course this lifestyle isn't for everybody. There will remain
those steadfast individuals who are able to study in the library,
content with organization and bright lights. For the rest of us,
though, pushing through our leftover coffee cups, and sleeping
with our fcct under assorted flannel shirts and athletic shorts,
a mess is the bcst. Just don't feed the birds when you visit us.

GJEFLE is a junior majoring in English and biology. Comments

an be sent to andrew.

gjeflegwhitworthi3n.com

ONLINE NOW...
Andrew Gjefle has an opinion on Sodexo's dish re:Hera tactics. Read tire entire column at:

moreall on whitworthian.com

MP:

itertion!Whitmw Own

whitworthian.com
Boy, I sure didn't see this one coming. Last week. a sign appeared at the entrance to Sodexo that read, "Wanted: Sodexo
Dishes. Please return our china! We lose $20,000 per year in lost
dishes. If you return the dishes we can sers.e more milkshakes,
steak dinners, seafood, calzones and more!" I admit, I had to
chuckle when I saw this; how did they get those numbers and
do they really expect anyone to believe thcy will follow through
on their claims?
Sodexo has been on a roll lately, disappointing students left
and right. First they turn our French dip Fridays into something
pedestrian by giving them to us every week, then they take away
our trays (and consequently one of the Little Three) and finally
thcy become distrustful of students who forget their ID cards.
Oh yeah, and they sneak mushrooms into the sandwiches. I'm
sure out. Now they're trying to tantalize us to return whatever
dishes might have been taken out with "more" of these really
good types of food.
However, what sve actually receive seems like a far cry from
thcir assertions. The way the sign is worded, it sounds like we
already receive these things from time to time. But the only one
I've personally seen is the steak dinner. Admittedly, they put out
milkshakes the other night, but I think they were just covering
their tracks. But calzones? I'll believe it svhen I see it.
Read the rest of "I krc are your dishes, now where's the beef?" at

whitworthiatt.com.
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Sometimes, late at night, when I'm alone in my room
and no one is looking, I lay my hcad on my desk and sob
openly.
Occasionally this is because of some paper on Estonian
photography that I forgot was duc the next morning. More
often, however, it's because I made the mistake of opening
a campus c-mail.
I'll admit it-this has been talked about before. The layout and design train wreck that are a large percentage of
campus e-mails have been the subjcct of several columns
in this paper. Some might say that well enough should be
left alone. Some might say that dead horses are beaten
enough in this fallen world.
On thc other hand, some people said the moon was
made of provolone. Just because some people say something doesn't make it right, intelligent or nearly as awesome as anything that I say.
I will also admit that this issuc has gotten better over the
past few years. But every time I dick open my inbox to be
greeted by subject lines with six exclamation points and
messages that contain text that looks like it was writtcn by
Roy G. Biv himself, I'm reminded that I still have work to
do in this world.
So listen up, c-mail scribcs. I'm about to give yoti a crash
course in not causing copy editors to commit suicide.
E-mail has been around for a long time. The first e-mails
were scnt by cavemen, who worked in groups to pound
chunks of iron into meaningful shapes, heat thcm up in
fircs and then stab mastodons with them in the hopcs that
the beast would takc off running in the general dircction
of the recipient. While relatively effective, this method
understandably limited thc length of messages. Cavemen
knew the value of keeping their words short and to the
point. Mastodons are slippery beasts, as everyone knows.
Long messages meant more hot iron and higher chances
the mastodon would just say "Screw this!" and trample
the caveman into primordial soup. This, by the vay, is the
original meaning of the phrase "don't kill the messenger."
Another thing thc cavemen did well was conservatism.
I'm not referring to the fact that nonc of them voted for
Obama-the point is that they wcrc economical with their
c-mails. After all, mastodnns don't just grow magically
from cyberspace. A caveman couldn't just write "SENIOR
NIGHT" on thc back of every.mastodon around and let
loose the hoard. Everyone would hate him for using all the
freaking mastodons. This method, known as a mastodon
blast, was heavily discouraged in cave culture.
The use of color was also done tastefully by cavemen
In general. It's not because colors weren't readily available
in the cave world. Take a look at any book with dinosaurs
in it, and you'll see that most of them were bright green,
purple and taupe. All a caveman had to do was run up and
scrape some off real quick and slap it on his mastodon for
the desired effect.
This rarely went over well with readers, however. The
image of a rainbow-hued mastodon charging over the
horizon toward your cave would be disturbing on several
levels. Cavemen realized that just because dinosaurs were
colorful didn't mean their e-mails had to be colorful, too.
NVords to live by.
Finally, cavemen never wrote e-mails about dating. Because frankly nobody wants to hcar about that rigmarole.
The point of all that is writing e-mails tastefully is so
easy, even a caveman could do it.
Ha ... I'm so punny.
AIMS h a Junior majoring

in journalism. Comments can be sent tojerodjanristi

whitworthlan.com.
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An application of consideration
JACQUELYN

WHEELER
=mist

If you listen closely these days, all
over campus you will hear edioes of
people asking, "Are you applying for
leadership?" iVe need to be careful,
because this process cause competition between those who are.
The problem is that if everyone
keeps asking who is applying, we
can begin to view others as competition. Considering the duration of this
process, it can do a lot of damage In
our hearts to let a competitive spirit
against such a huge portion of students fester for over a month.
The competitive spirit comes from
the anxiousness to know if they will
get to be the leaders that they think
they could be. There's nothing wrong
with that. It makes sense that one
would be anxious. The problem is that
whcn they get anxious, they try to figure out their chances, which means
that people start ranking themselves
against their peers. As people talk
about their RA positions in particular,
they start talking about who would or
wouldn't make a good RA.
Although I've tried not to say too
much or spend too much time thinking about leadership stuff, I know that
these types of judgment have come
out of my mouth.
Trying to find out who would be
better or worse at the job is pronouncing judgment, which is a bad idea be-

cause Jcsus says, "Judge not, and be
not judged. For with the judgment
you pronounce you will be judged,
and with the measure you use it will
be measured to you," (Matthew 7:1). I
have found it to be true that our judgment is later weighed against us in
equal measure. In your self-conscious
moment, when you wonder if you are
cut out for leadership, you'll start to
see in yourself the same things you
judged others for.
When we judge, wc also construct
a sort of RA frame, the proverbial RAtype of person, which is probably the
one who is most likc that counselor at
summer camp who's cabin everyone
wanted to be in. There is no such type.
Think of all the people you know in
any kind of leadership position. They
are all different To arate a team, we
need all of those different people with
completely different strengths.
I tend to get pegged as an SGC-type
of person. While I think I could de) a
good job, I get frustrated with being
put in a box. Different people know
entirely different sets of strengths
and weaknesses in me. A person
who knows me differently could say I
would be good at something else, like
RA for instance. NVho knows? Take
on a heart of humility by understanding that those ofyou applying have no
idea how anyone would do at the job.
When it all comes down to it, the ones
who care the most, and persevere in
caring throughout a whole year will
probably be the best Do wc have the
capacity to see someone's capacity for
perseverance beforehand? Rarely.
All the anxious hype surrounding

the process makes the day we all find
out who's hired a hard one for those
who didn't get it, and a great one for
thosc who ditl. It's a difficult contrast
to have. The judgment that happens
throughout the process comes back to
make the situation that much harder.
Ifyou've been judging, this is the time
where that judgment is measured and
heaped on you.
My biggest caution, though, is that
we need to be careful how wc react to
those who didn't get positions. The
thing is, most people understand that
not everyone can get hired and it's not
a reflection of them. They just did not
fit onto someone's team, that's fine.
Instead of offering them our pity, understand that they re probably fine; so
don't place sadness on them that isn't
when I didn't get SGC, I
wasn't that disappointed, but the pity
that I. felt from some people became
frustrating and upsetting over the
course of the day. I didn't want people
to look at me like that just because I
applied and didtit get it I applied on a
whim anyway.
If any of what I described is true of
you, stop thinking about the positions
and enjoy the process, find things to
talk about that don't alienate non-applicants, be excited to get to see your
peers grow in their leadership abilities
next year, whoever they are and more
than anything, stop pitying those who
don't make it.
expita.sessed.
t year,

WHEELER is a sophomore majoring in English.

Comments can be sent tojacquelyn.wheeler@
whitworthian.ccm.

Dieting can be an unhealthy obsession
MOLLY

FERREE

In the teen flid( "Mean Girls," thrre high school girls
known as The Plastics" have a ritual of lining up in front
of thc mirror and picking out characteristics that thcy hate
about their bodies. The sad fact about this is that such occurrences don't only h:Ippen in the movies. For many girls
it's a daily habit.
According to the National Eating Disorders Association,
in the U.S. alone there are more than 10 million females and
one million males battling with eating disorders like anorexia or bulimia. Of this amount, only 33 percent of people
with anorexia and 6 percent of those with bulimia receive
any kind of mental help or support. This in itself is a travesty
because there are many more cases that probably go unnoticed or unreported.
The issue I have with society is the emphasis placed on
perfection. NVe're so caught up in thinking we need to look
perfect that self-starvation is seen as acceptable, and even
admitting we mig,ht have a problem shows weakness. Although its ridiculous that ive judge ourselves based upon
the standard of body image, statistics will show that 80 percent of American women are dissatisfied with what they see

reflected in the mirror.
I must admit, however, that I fall into that category as well.
No, I don't stare at myself for hours wishing I was thinner,
but I would say that at least once a day I will find something
in my figure I wish w-as a little different. At 5'10", weighing in
at around a buck-fifty, I am far from having a petite figure,
and when I step on the scale I find myself wishing I were the
same weight that my driver's license shows.
But my license has the same information on it from when
I was 16. It's unrealistic for me to want to be that size! It is
also unrealistic for other women to want to see themselves at
a size their body was never made for. I am sure that basically
everyone has read or heard "Love the body you Were given
stories, but I question how many people really listen.
On the NEDA Web site, there are numerous links to selfhelp information or statistics. There are also very interesting
tips on how to lose the three D's: Dieting, Drive for thinness,
and body Dissatisfaction. I am a firm advocate of eating
healthy, especially when the obesity rate in America is rising,
but is it necessary to count calories at every meal?
Last week I had to check myself when bemoaning to a
friend for eating a cupcake after dinner because I had already had fattening foods earlier in the day and didn't go
to the gym. The look he gave me as he told me I couldn't be
serious shocked me back to reality. If I can feel guilty about
eating extra on a day off from working out, I'm letting my
enjoyment of being active tum into a drive to be skinny.
There is a fine line between needing to lose weight for

your health's sake and battling a constant mental image of
what your body needs to be in order to be happy. Happiness,
my friends, should not lie in your caloric intake for the day.
The psychological factors that parallel with this lead to depression, anxietyand low self-esteem. The drive to be "thin"
should not consume your mind.
NVho really gets to define thin in the first place? It should
be based on the every day worldng woman with children
who still manages to look great in that little black dress, be
it size 8 or 18. The average dress size in the U.S. is a 14, but
women rarely take that into consideration when seeing their
own size.
Marilyn Monroe is still seen as a gorgeous sex icon, but
at 5'5" and a dress size of 12, her coveted curves would put
her in the category of a plus size model in today's fashion
world.
There is nothing worse than bringing down your self-esteem because you are dissatisfied with how you look. If you
want to live a healthier life style, or be more in shape, then
by all means head to the gym and stop buying fast food. I
jump on that bandwagon about every other week, and really appreciate seeing and feeling the results. But please,
don't be so insecure that the desire to fit into a pair of jeans
two sizes smaller becomes your sole purpose in life. If you've
seen "Mean Girls,* you'll remember that being a Barbie-doll
shaped "Plastic" brings little happiness.
majoring in journalism and marketing. Comments can be
sent to molly.ferree4Vhilworthialunnt
FERREE is a sophomore
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ABOVE:Junior Nick Kemner, who plays the villain Bastian Andre, prepares for rehearsal.
BELOW:Senior Danny Mathews clutches onto senior Ben Bonnema during a dress rehearsal.
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Caitlin RIch'Mond
Scene Editor
Generally, when you go to a !lay, the audience
may laugh a little during the show and then clap
at the end. but there isn't much feedback from the
audience until the play is over.
I Iowever, it's a different story with "is le Dead?"
the current play being performed by the Vhitsvorth
'Theatre Department. It opened Friday, March 5.
lhe premise of the play is about an artist named
Jean-Francois Millet who is forced into poverty by
Bastian Andre, the villain of the play. Millet stages
his own death with the help of his friends so that
the price of his art will go up.
"A big thing is that it's a melodrama," sophomore
Kyle Allison said. "It's the style of play, so it's not a
faux pas to do so. It makes the show more funny."
When Mark Tvvain wrote this play, melodrama
was a popular type of play, which is something the
audience should know before they come, said senior Mark Frazier in an c-mail interview.
"Anyone who comes to see this show should feel
free to interact with us by laughing, dapping, booing and hissing," Frazier said. "It just makes the
show really fun for everyone, even us actors, when
we have that kind of interaction. Especially in our
culture where we like to pretend we aren't really
there watching at all."
lhe set also added to the melodrama feel of the
play.

1 thought the set was beautiful, and I thought
it was stylistically a great set-up for melodrama:'
sophomore Isabel Nelson said.
The set is interactive, providing elements for
the actors to use in order to further enhance the
story. Two doors on stage provided an entertaining
way for characters to move in and out of scenes,
the cpuch became a meeting point and the many
paintings were moved, displayed and exchanged
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ration for opening night.
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TOP RIGHT:Freshman Kyle Bohigian waits to have hl s costume inspected in Stage II of Cowie', '
i
i3
.
Auditorium.
I 1 1I r I
MIDDLE RIGHT:Senior Katie Dolan tightens senior Giselle Stone's corset.
t,
BOTTOM RIGHT:Junior Andrew Coopman and senior Becky Davis perforrn during a dress
rehearsal on Thursday, March 4.
BELOW:Technical Director Jennifer Read makes adjustments to senior Mark Frazier's cost
during tech week.
ABOVE: Sophomore Reid Tennis and freshman Kristina Hess
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Alumna creates costumes for every era
Sophie Sestero
Staff it'riter
Jan Wanless is an example of the adage "if
you love what you do. you'll never work a
day in your life." She describes her costume
designer job at the Spokane Civic 'Theatre
as going in to play every day. I ler cheerful
tlisposition and perpetual ability to find the
positive in svhat site does makes her life in
the theater business an adventure each day.
Wanless graduated from Whitworth in
1983 with a major in British literature. theater and history. She 'vas able to manipulate
her own major and tailor it to her own interests in hopes shc would get into a school to
study library sciences.
Vankss appreciated Whitworth professors such as Al Gunderson. Bruce Murphy
and Leonard Oakland, who vere all very inspirational to her.
"They were all positive influences, encouraging of my going otf in my own direction," Wanless said. "I hadn't expected that
svhen I hit college. I had friends off tu big
universities where you didlit even get
meet your professors. '11) have teachers that
cared enough to learn your name and about

you was great:
She also appreciated that %Olen her focus
changed after graduation. Wanless enjoys
that site has never had to interview for a job.
Before continuing onto library sciences,
Wanless svent to svork at a fabric store site
frequented during her time at scliool when
she designed costumes for the Whitworth
theater program. It was there she vas introduced to the costumer for the Spokane Civic
Theatre.
She asked if I could come into volunteer
some time: Wanless said. "*The first day
I came in site offered me a job. Fve been

1Vanless partner. Dee Finan, and her othercolleagues have helped to recreate a Whitworth-like life for Wanless at the theater.
"'Hie small tight-knit group I have at the
theatre is like the small tight-knit group I
had at Whitworth. It's a lot of the same atmosphere at work, but outside the pinecone
curtain," Wanless said. "It's the same style of
looking out for each other and the same camaraderie we had at Vititworth."
%%Unless had advice for current Whitworth students. Since site was headed out
to a school for library sciences, site felt very
lucky site woke up one day and realized she
already loved what site (lid.
"Dtin't give up on what you %vain to do:
Vanless said. "But, don't be so locked in that
you miss other opportunities:
I ler job takes that into careful consideration with each show she designs for.
"You can prepare as much as you sum
ahead of tinte, but ultimately you have to
just go with the flosv." Wanless said.
When designing costumes. Wanless described it as a hurry-up-and-wait process.
They'll have seven weeks to build the show,
and three weeks to build costumes after the
cast list has been posted. Even if site has
most of the designing done ahead of time.
last-minute changes can throw off the whole
show. For instance. if an understudy has to
take over for the night, costumes may not
look the same on everyone or lit all body
types.
I ler designs must take into consideration
the differerit shapes and sizes ofall of the different actors. Even hair color can make a difference to the costumes. litc costumers have
to have back-up plans for every character on
stage as to who can perform and who can fit
into their costumes.

working there ever since:

See ALUMNA,

page 9
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83 alumna Jan Wanless sits In her office in the Spokane CivicTheatre, where she designs
costumes. Wanless advises students to keep seeking out things they love, but to also keep
an open mind to other opportunities.

Student band works collaboratively
Becca Cuniff
Staff Writer

"Happy hardcore" is how the
members of new student band
Take the Sky describes their unique
music style.
"it's hardcorc music with happier sounding chortis," said junior
Sean Tyson, the band's bass player.
Seniors Nic Vargus and Kris
Mayhew, and juniors Tyson, Justin Catlett, Steven Cutter anti Tyler Kruse officially formed 'Like
the Sky several months ago. After
playing together, they decided it
was time tu form their music into
songs.
After discussing more than 200
possible names inCluding I lot Lava
and In Red Letters, they finally settled on Take the Sky.
way we developed our
name is kind of how wc develop
our songs; it's a really critical
process and it takes a lot longer
than most traditional bands," said
11slayhew, the band's lead guitar-

lhe

loam fiexult.vr"httmothun
From left to right:Senior Nic Vargus, juniorJustin Catlett, junior Steven Cutter, junior Tyler Kruse, senior Kris
Mayhew, and junior Sean Tyson are all members of Take the Sky, a new band at Whitworth.

ist. "We're kind of proud of that,
because it makes sure were all OK
with the finished product:
'the fitcus of their songs deal
predominantly with issues that
Christians today wrestle with and
have to go through.
"While they aren't all explicitly
Christian, they are aii tlealing with
issues that either we have gone
through or we understand as an
emotional experience that everyone goes through." said N'argus, the
rhythmic guitarist.
!he first song they ever mote
together is called "A Time to
Keep: It's about how when life gets
difficult, people tend to stay busy
and try not to think about it. But
not reflecting on their problems
doesn't fix them; it often makes
them worse.
"We have a really ironic chonts
that says, Veil be fine if we never
take our time. Well be fine if We
never slow down.' In reality that

See TAKETHESKY, page 9
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Band focused 011 writing songs

is completely paradoxical to what we think
%ve should do, %ve just know that we do that,"
N'argus said.
1 heir music is written through the sane
kind of process they used tu come up with

their name; it is a collaborative effort.
"'Me final product is like the band name,
it's all of us coining together and fully agree-

r.Lin /Wu,

hvrthun

Junior Steven Cutter of Take the Sky plays the drums during a show on Friday, Feb. 26.The
band opened for Roman Holiday.

ing on something, that way we'll all enjoy
what were doing," Tyson said.
Each contributes with his own instrument
and work to revise and perfect what each
member brings to the table.
When they began writing their first few
songs, each member had different pieces
of songs that they all thought would make
great music, but after collaborating with the
rest of the band the pieces would end up getting cut or saved for a different song.
"It would get so frustrating to bring something that you think is so cool and have the
guys say, 'Vell, this doesn't really fit: But
then at the end, what yo u have are these really cohesive songs that I think are ultimately
a lot better because WC were able to cut our
losses and take stuff out that just didn't fit
right," Vargus said.
Take the Sky played at Whit%vorth Unplugged last ihursday and placed second
despite the fact that Kruse, their lead vocalist, %vas sick and couldn't perform.
One thing they all agree on is that they
love to perform.
"lb see your friends and even strangers
singing words that we wrote, to guitar that

we %vrote, is surreal," Vargus said.
Another thing they all seem to enjoy is
hanging out together and playing music.
Although listeners may not appreciate the
harder edge to their music, Catlett, who
plays keyboard, enjoys playing music that
they all love.
"It's the music we like and we can do
%vhatever sve %vant. I like having total creative
freedom and self-expression": he said. "Plus
I like being different and bringing a different
element to NN'hitworth."

Although they would like to play more
shows, now they are more focused on writing songs.
"It's important to have a lot of songs in
your repertoire so you can put on a good set
that people will enjoy," Tyson said. "Right
now that's one of our main focuses, and
hopefully we can play some shows here and
there if the opportunity arises."
'fake the Sky's long term plans are pretty
ambiguous, because none of them know
what the future holds for them. Aside from
writing songs and trying to record a CD,
they want to have fun playing together.
"Obviously we don't know what's coming up next in life, so we'll just see where
it takes us," Tyson said. "If that's on a tour.,
that's awesome, if that leaves us with a sixsong CD that WC get to show our grandkids
that we were in a band one time, that's cool
too. Right now were just having a lot of fun
and learning a ton about music and being in
a band."

Contact &cat alfalfa: bccca.cunifildtitworthian.com.

ALUMNA
continuedfront page. S
Each day she gets to %vork with new actors, new histories,
costumes and new age periods.
"It's just a series of projects. I'm not good at doing the
same thing over and over again," Wanless said.
During a typical day, everyone is %vorking on different
projects. Wanless is very good at multi-tasking. She must
read all of the scripts for the upcoming season and put together a budget while she designs and creates costumes for
the present season.
Wanless loves her design %vork. She looks at her fabric sene%v

e
a

lections for a show to be like putting together a quilt; the colors must match, the costumes must be historically accurate,
she must take requests from directors and casts, she then
niust make a color scheme, and then finally must go to the
fabric store to start piecing it together.
Wanless attributes her ability to research %vell, and her
kno%vledge of history to her time at Whitworth and considers it to be an asset to her career now.
"We do so many historical shows %vhere you ahvays have
to start %vith the time period. It really helps if you know the
history, besides just the fashion," Wanless said. "Know the
period; know who the big%vigs were; know %vhat politics were
going on. It helps you design the fashion for the show:*
A few years ago, "Assassins" played at the Civic Theatre. It
highlights the notorious assassins throughout history.
"We worked so hard to give enough flavor of the period so
that before the chorus came out to sing, the audience could
say, that is from 1963," Wanless said.
Wanless said there is a costume in every show that generally gives them grief. She's learned sometimes she just needs
to let go of her original plans and start again.
As soon as a performance has run its course, Wanless'
%vorks of art are not lost but are preserved in the theater's costume shop. Those costumes are then made available to the
public who can rent out various outfits for different events.
The past few weeks, Wanless and Final% have worked to
clean out some of the older costumes.
"There are things we built 27 years ago that still go on
stage," \\Tailless said. "Dang! We build to last."
Halloween and Christmas are busv times of the year for
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Fans crowd the Fieldhouse Saturday as Whitworth hosts the second-round game of the NCAA tournament against Chapman University. Fourth-ranked Whitworth will play again Friday Mar. 12
in Greensboro. N.C. against tenth-rankee Eastern Mennonite.

Hoops hooks way into Sweet 16
DanIka Heatherly
Online at:ti Sports Editor

In a record-breaking year for the Pirates, Saturday's secondround NCAA tournament match-up against Chapman University
was no exception. The Bucs extended their winning streak to 25,
the longest active streak for any men's NCAA basketball team, alter destroying thc Panthers 77-56 in the Fieldhousc on March 6.
"Ve were definitely pretty pumped. It was a great environment: senior post Nate Montgomery said. "Chapman's the bcst
rebounding team in thc country and only had one Division III
loss all ycar, so we knew we were going to have to play our bcst
game of the season:
Not only did the crimson and black find themselves atop the
Northwest Conference after a 97-75 victory over George Fox University to take the NWC title, thcy have now moved one stcp closer to the NCAA Division Ill crown after Saturday's win, and have
held the position atop the conference leaderboard all season.
As a team, the Bucs finished the season leading the NWC in
scoring offense, scoring defense, free throw and field goal percentages, assists, deknsive rebounds and three-point field goal
percentage.
But at 26-2 for the season, No. 4-ranked Whitworth will now
face fiercer competition than the NWC has been able to provide.
The Bucs will battle Eastern Mennonite in the sectional semifinals
next weekend, and a win in the Sweet 16 game would be yet another step into uncharted territory.

As expected, the Panthers couldn't stop Montgomery, who was
7-9 from the field and 9-11 from the free t/trow line, posting 23
total points and 14 rebounds.
The Pirates jumped ahead 21-6 early on in an effort led by the
NWC of the Year. Not uncommonly, Nfontgomery looked strong
in warm-ups and came out fighting for the Pirates, contributing
10 points early on to set the pace for the remainder of the matchup. lhat included a rim-rattling dunk that brought a deafening
cheer from the massive crowd.
"1 had a lot of energy to start the game; Felix and I wanted to
establish some toughness inside." Montgomery said. "That dunk
was made to make a statement early."
Although Whitworth never trailed, a record crowd in thc Fieldhouse kept the Pirates alive after dipping to a slight 32-26 advantage over the Panthers at thc half.
With just over eight minutes to play, senior guard Eric Beal and
junior forward David Riley nailed back-to-back shots from behind the arc to put the Pirates safely out of striking distance.
The Eastern Mennonite Royals are ranked No. 10 overall and
are second in thc NCAA Division III in points per game, compared to Whitwortlis No. 8 ranking in that category.
The Pirates, however, outrank EMU in field goal and three-point
percentage, as well as rebound margin and assists per game.
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Contact Danika Heatherly at danika.heatherlygwhitworthiatt.
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Golf team is on par for second half of season play
Alex Blade
Staff Writer
The Whitworth golf team had a strong
start to the second half of their season on
Saturday, with both men and women taking first in their game against North Idaho College and Whitman in Moses Lake,
Wash., on Saturday.
The one day, one round invitational at
The Links at Moses Pointe golf course does
not count toward the
Northwest Con feren ce standings, but
was a good opportunity for the golfers
to get accustomed to
competition as they
begin their season.
The women's team
was led by a firstMARTIN
place finish by sophomore Liz Nlartin,
who shot a 79.
Also placing for the Pirates were seniors
Mariesa Stombaugh (83), Krystal Pitkonen
(84) and Rachel Dubes (87).

"Liz, Krystal and 1 all live in the golf
theme house and set personal and team
goals this week: Stombaugh said. "We
mct all of them, so we're excited about

that:
The men's victory over North Idaho
College came by only two strokes, led by
rounds of 74 by both junior Cameron
Whittle and freshman Christian Boudreau. The other top finishers for the Pirates were sophomore Jeff Aly (77) and
junior Ryan Young (79).
"The mild winter really helped us because we got in a lot more practice than in
previous years," Young said. "Practice has
been going really well. and we're hoping to
use it to get us to nationals:
That goes for the women's team as well.
"Our goal is nationals, but we're trying
to take it one step at a time: Stombaugh
said.

Contact Alex Blade at alex.blade@whitworthian.com.

The women's golf team tees off at practice in the Fieldhouse.

l:ourtesy of ALIfiCS4 Stombaugh
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Buc women sweep, men split
Peter Landgren
Staff itfriter
women's
Whitworth
tennis continued league
dominance this past weekend on the road, extending their winning streak to
eight matches and Maintaining a perfect NWC record. Friday's win came at
the hands of Willamette in
Salem, Ore. The tcam faced
Lewis & Clark College and
George Fox University on
Saturday.
The first match Willamette won as senior Rachel Burns and sophomore
Alli Marshall fell 8-3 in No.
I doubles.
The Pirates shot back in
the No. 2 and No. 3 doubles,
winning both matches.
The match finished with
a 7-2 Whitworth victory.
The next match of the
weekend, against L&C,
went equally well for thc
Pirates. The Hues cruised
to a 6-3 victory over the
Pioneers, dropping them
to 3-1 overall and 3-1 in
conference.
he match against
George Fox, the third and
final one of the weekend,
ended well for the l'irates
and was a good cap to a
successful road trip. The
visiting Bucs rolled over
the Bruins, winning 7-0.
11e three wins secure
the Pirate women's standing as the top team in the
NWC. The team will go on
to play against Pacific Lutheran University and the
University of l'uget Sound
on the road ncxt Saturday.

Dava Funk/ Whits.arthixt

Freshman Cameron Williams serves the ball In his match
against Willamette on Friday.

The Whitworth men's
tennis team %vent I-1 this
weekend, first falling in
a 4-5 match against Willamette on Friday, March 5
in theScotford Tennis Center. Vic Pirates rebounded
on Saturday., coming out
and smashing Lewis &
Clark in a 9.0 victory.
The Lewis Sc Clark
match staried out %veil
for the Pirates, %vith two
wins in thc three doubles
matches. Junior Colin Zalewski and senior Michael

Shelton knocked off their
opponents 8-5 in No. 1
doubles, follo%ved by another 8-5 victory at No. 2
doubles by freshman Cameron Williams and junior
Joe Wales.
The Pirates went 1-2
in the next three singles

matches, tying the score
and setting thc stage for
a nail-biting finish. Shelton managed to pull out a
comeback victory over the
Bcarcat's Michael Baumgartner at thc No. 1 spot,

but Zalewski and Cameron
Williams fell at the No. 2
and 3 spots, respectively.
"It was a really great victory for Michael," junior
Kellen Oetgen said. "Seeing him come out so strong
after the fh.st set was really
impressive:
In the final sets of the
match, Octgen won in
straight sets over his opponent. However, Henry
Williams and Wales lost in
the final two matches, giving the Bcarcats the victory
by one point.
"There were a few
matches that could have
gone either way. We're
very excited to play them
again," Oetgen said after
the match.
The Bucs will face Willamette again in thc final
weeks of the season.
The second match of
the weekend was played
outsidc on the Whitworth
outdoor courts. The Pirates
swept through the doubles
matches, giving up a meager two points in the three
matches.
The singles matches also
went very well for the Pirates, who swept all six.
games in straight sets. The
loss drops Lewis 8c Clark
to 0-10 overall and 0-8 in
conference.
The weekend advances
the Pirates record to 3-7
overall and 3-3 in the
NWC. Men's tennis will
face UPS and PLU next
weekend at home.
Contact Peter Latulgren
at peterlandgren@whitworthian.com.

Men head for season swinging
David Rurik
Staff Writer
Whitworth baseball split one game
ap`icce with the Menlo Oaks Saturday

in a double header, and %von their afternoon game on Sunday.
The day game Saturday was won
as a pitcher's duel with the final score
2-l. Junior pitcher Ben George threw
five strong innings for the Bucs followed by relief from freshman pitcher
Jake Hanley and sophomore third
baseman and pitcher Landon Scott.
George gave up one on four hits in five
innings of work, while Hanley gave up
only two hits in his three innings of
work. Scott picked up his first save in
the season in the ninth.
George gave up solo home run
in the first inning, giving Menlo the

GEORGE

KRUSTANGEL

0-1 lead. Whitworth answered in the

third inning with a solo shot of their
own oir the bat of freshman shortstop
Greg Hata.
in the fourth Whitworth took the
lead on back to back doubles by Scott
and senior designated hitter Kyle
Krustangel.
The Bucs fell to Menlo in the night
game 7-1. The game was tied 1-1 in

the fourth when the Oaks took the
lead by scoring four and then tacking
on two more in the fifth.
Menlo scored three unearned runs
on thc day as Whitworth made three
errors and threw two wild pitches in
the fifth. Junior pitcher Liam ZengcrO'Brien picked up the loss.
Whitworth looked strong in Sunday's game winning 8-4. Krustangel
and senior right fielder Dan Bela had
strong games. Krustangel had three
hits, three runs and two RBIs, while
Met had three hits, one run and two

sports talk with colin zalewski

Whiteout: Left. Right.
Left. Right. Sit down!

.

The Chapman Panthers were dismantled, dismayed
and utterly disgruntled by the Whitworth %vhiteout at
thc basketball game Saturday night. First of all, what a
performance by the Bucs! They took control early and
were relentless throughout. There is another article to
the left of this one all about the performance on the
court, but I want to take a minute to tip my hat to the
sixth man.
On Thursday evening, my roommate, Michael Taylor (basketball player and secondary school mascot),
came in and asked for some help with some boxes in
his car. We proceeded to move 225 white Whitworth
NCAA tournament t-shirts (holy basketballs that was
a lot of tees) into our room. The basketball team had
ordered 1,000 of these t-shirts for their whiteout campaign. Seemed ambitious to me, but sure enough when
I walked into the Fieldhouse on game night everyone
and their grandma was wearing one of these white tees.
The only person not wearing a white tee was a bearded
wannabe artist from the Chapman side (anyone can
draw a dcad smiley face, buddy).
It was not just about the t-shirts though. The sixth
man brought their %vhites and they brought their fire
as well. A relentless barrage of cheers and jeers camc
from the stands for all 40 minutes. Two notable things
should be mentioned from the crowd support on Saturday night.
First, there is the undeniable impact they had on the
game. The Whitworth players thrived on their supporter's enthusiasm. With every two-hand slam by big
Natc (do that more often Nate, it's a high percentage
shot) and every Alan Iverson-esque cross-over by Beal,
thc crowd just continued to amp up the Bucs and drive
thcm toward victory.
Whitworth cro%vd was also able to get under
thc skin of the Panthers. With relentless chants of -air
ball" and giving players %vho fouled out a chain-gang
cxit of -left, right, left, right," the fans not only did the
thcir job of supporting their side, but ,also got inside
thc heads of thc opponents.
The second notable aspect of Saturday's cheering
section was thc class it had throughout the game. Surc,
there were a few crude or uncalled for gestures from
time-totime, but that is to be expected. Overall, they
were respectful of Chapman, and their rambunctious
supporters (all four of them vere rather spirited with
their recycled paper signs). In stich a high-tension
game with so much riding on every bounce of the ball,
a toast to the fans in regards to their general conduct,
representing our school well.
So, congrats to the basketball team on taking another undefeated stcp toward a national championship.
Congrats to the whiteout Whitworth crowd who valiantly supported their side. And the btggest congrats
to the entire Whitworth community on a school win.
The players are the ones putting in all the work everyday, but Pirate fans pulled their weight in the way
they showed up for their team when they needed them
most. What a way to show their appreciation for the
remarkable season the team is having? Chalk this one
up as a win for the home team. Neato gang.
Contact Colin Zalewski at colin.zalewski@whitworthian.corn.
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RBIs.

Whitworth plays at the University .
of Puget Sound on March 13 and 14.
Contact David Rurik at davhl.rurik@whitworthian.com.
,
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Left Sciphoitiore
ferward Felix 'I
Friedidrivis to the
hoop.
Center:Fans in tile

Ileldheise cheer

during Saturday's
playoff game.
,

.

Right:Senior.
-gUard Erie Beal
-

Photos 1.), Dark! Rwil/Whttworthlan

tears apart the
defense as he goes
In for a layup.

After 25 consecutive wins, the nien's basketballtea.m needs only two more victories to punch
their ticket tri the NCAA Division III Final Four.
The Rues %sill now be pitted agaInst Easteni Mennotiite University in the Sweet 16.
With a conference mark of 373 the men's tennis
team continues its long home stand With matches against UPS and PLU The women's team will
put it's unbeaten NIVC record to the test when it
travels to those same schools respectively.
In the comfort of mild temperatures in the
Banana Belt, both men's and women's golf teams
will travel to Clarkston, Wash., to compete in the
Lewis-Clark State College invitationaL
For the fifth time in six weeks the baseball
team will hit the road. Conference play begins
this weekend against UPS.
The softball team hosts Linfield this weekend.
Double-headers on both Saturday and Sunday
begin at noon. Contact Colin Gibbs at editor@whitworthian.
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:BOVE: Freshman Ethan .Vatt

and senior Aaron Hanson tram
with the Gonzaga Bulldog Battalion on March 4.

466-3626

;.,
TOP RIGHT: Sophomores Jordan

Beauchamp and Lars Nelson
dance on stage during the Friday
Night Sounds dance at the Knitting Factory on March 5.
d
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ABOVE RIGHT: Junior Tobin

Eyestone sells bracelets in the
Warren lounge to raise funds for
Threads of Hope, an organization which gives the proceeds to
under-developed nations such as

Mexican Grill

the Philippines.
bruLzh1,1%*hrtk

Skr h.m.t Br.tulton./ Whit.vrthtan

RIGHT: Students study on the

second floor cf Harriet Cheney
Cowles Memorial Library on a
clear night.
T.z.blor 7.-rIt.r1111'hgtworthun

OFF!

12628 N. Division, Spokane, Wa 99208
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ABOVE FAR RIGHT: Freshman Jo-

seph Lawyer drives to the hoop
during an intramural basketball
game on March 3.

50%

I
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Bring your Whitwoth ID and get
50% OFF your 2nd Lunch or Dinner
WHEN YOU BUY A LUNCH OR DINNER & 2 DRINKS
EACH TABLE MUST SHOW ONE COPY OF THIS COUPON

Costco will be in the HUB
Tuesday, March 9 and Wednesday, March 10
10am - 2pm
Special gifts for those who sign up for a membership

Come find out how you can start saving money today!

STUDENT BAND

RIVALRIES

NOTHING BUT NET
lint Hayford leads

Columnist believes bringing
rivalries back to 11'hitworth
will benefit sttuktits.

Sophomore Kent Ueland
focuses on issues with God
and religion in his band.

mind and heart.
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Recreation proposal will go to student vote
Rachel Bair
Staff Writer

Student interest in the construction of a recreation facility will be gauged by a student vote April I during primary elections.
Alter student interest is measured, the Strategic Planning Committee will present a five-year plan to be approved by the Board of Trustees in April that will include
the possibility of building a recreation facility, said Rich:.
ard Schatz, member of the Strategic Planning Committee.

Administrators are looking for a strong expressed student desire to build the facility, as well as a way to fund
it.

Vint is going to the Board is a report on student interest in the buil(ling," said l)ale Soden, chair of the strategic

planning committee.
'Ille ballot for the AS%VU primary elections will include
an option to support the addition ola student fee of up to
$100 per semester for the next 30 years to fund the facility, said l'yler I lamilton, ASNVU Executive Vice President.

'Ihe ballot will also note that this comes %vial the expectation that construction of the student recreation center
would occur within six months of financing approval.
The description on the ballot will state that Vhitvorth
would have the ability to sell bonds and build the building
with the implementation of a student fee. 'the description
will state that if the vote does not go through for the recreation center, another ftmding source %vill be necessary.
Suden said there is no set plan for funding at this time,
and no design of the building.
Suden and Schatz said that a student recreation center
wouki not take priority over the new science building or
the performing arts center.
"We arc not proposing trustees put it ahead of the science building," Sotlen said.
I lowever, Soden and Schatz said there is a recognized
need for a student recreation facility.
"It's clearly understood by Whitworth administration
that we have a big need for a recreation center," Schatz
said. "No one disagrees. We know how overstretched the
facilities are. It's not controversial:
'Hie description on the ASWU ballot will state that stu-

dent activities such as open gym and Intramurals would
take priority over varsity athletics for use of the center.
"I think a vast majority of students %you'd use it,"
ilton said.
Schatz said the question is how and Ivhen Whitworth
can finance construction.
According to the ASWU ballot, the size and variety of
the facility Nvill depend on the amount of a student Ice
and the amount of funding that is available from outside
sources.
"We might be able to raise money from a donor within
the next two to three years: Schatz said.
Schatz also said that the possibility of building a larger
recreation facility has been discussed.
"The recreation center would be an interim solution to
the recreational facilities needed," Schatz said. "A big recreation center would cost 510 to $20 million, and this is
not possible within the next tive years."
Soden also said the large recreational complex that has
been discussed for years has not been designed and is still
several years away.
Contact Rachel Bair at rachel.bairjwhitworthian.com.
.....
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Harassment victims given resource
Haley Atkinson
Staff Writer

"I think it goes both ways," Rcpsold said.
immune:
predominately male to female, but it
"It's
for
student
said Kathy Storm, vice president
is with this understanding that we can go the other way, too:*
life.
Rcpsold said harassment is predomihave developed the policies in place:
Both Humiston and Storm encouraged nantly observed in passing comments made
students to tnake themselves aware about by students. 'Though some who haven't obsexual harassment and to report incidents served harassment taking place may be
tempted to feel it is not a very important
if they occur.
Student leaders play a significant role in issue, it should not be ignored, he said.
"It would be beneficial for
Whitworth's policy to
the community as a whole
minimize sexual hato become more aware of
rassment. Sexual ha"I would say no community is
the issue," Repsold said.
rassment
avoidance
this
It
is
with
underimmune.
Last year Whitworth
training that leadership
Jasntine Linabary
alumna
members go through
standing that we have develwrote
a
series
for the Whitserves a two-fold puroped the polides in place!'
worthian entitled "The
pose.
Leaders
arc
Kathy Storm,
Women." Within the contrained to handle haVice President for Snxient life
text of the series she invesrassmcnt when it arises,
tigated the issue of sexual
and are taught to avoid
harassment on %Vhitsvorth's
engaging in harassment
campus. She discussed the issuc with Storm,
themselves.
More than other educational institu- who was quoted saying the administration
tions we have great student leaders on the would look into having a consultant come
front line who are accessible, able to pro- to campus over the summer to determine
vide support, and able to respond," Storm whether changes to the policy needed to be
said.
is my hope that thcy would uphold made.
Over the summer Whitworth hired a
the values of thc university. This is one arca
victim advocate consultant. While at WhitI value student leadership most:*
While the issue of sexual harassment on worth, the consultant reviewed the policies
Whitworth's campus is not always apparent, in place to bcst handle sexual injury. Addiit is always present.
tionally thc consultant offered training for
"I think sexual harassment is around. the staff and RAs.
Saying it's not here would be naive: Warren
Hall medic Daniel Rcpsold said.
Neither gender is safe from harassment,
Contact Hale)' Atkinson at haley.atkinRepsold said.
son@whitworthian.com.
"I would say no community is

it

Whitworth administrators and leaders
seek to establish a safe environment for students and faculty. The sexual harassment
policy currently in place was developed in
attempt to do this by providing a clear and
flexible procedure. The currcnt Whitworth University sexual
harassment policy was put in place in 2007.
The policy was developed by a board with
the help of a consultant. The policy was
approved by the trustees, and has stood as
Whitworth's policy since then.
The policy developed is intentionally
flexible, allowing a person reporting sexual
harassment to address the issue formally
or informally. The freedom within Whitworth's policy is intended to encourage
thosc who experience sexual harassment to
report the incident.
"I think our procedures are good: said
human resource director Dolores Humiston. "%Ve have the freedom to tailor the process to each individual situation. It is not a
one-size-fits all type of (policy)."
The main aspect of the procedure is
preemptive education. Whitworth faculty
undergo sexual harassment training on
a regular basis. This process is filled with
definitions and examples from case law to
inform the participant of the full extent
of the issue. It is the hope that a well-in- s
formed faculty will be able to prevent most
incidents of this naturc from happening at
%Vhitworth.
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lidias begun to talk with leadPrime minister's
ers from other parties about
coalition holds vote forming a new government coalition. Iraqiya representatives
lead in Iraq election have claimed the State of Law
Partial results from Iraq's
Parliamentary election on Sun.
day, March 14, showed Nouri
MAW; prime minister of Iraq,
was in thc lead for votes received. Maliki an,' -ther politicians b^!onging ty the State of
Law Coalition had the lead in
seven of the 18 provinces from
which votes had been tallied.
The State of LaW Coalition won
a majority of the vote in Babil
and Najaf despite opposition
against Maliki in those provinces' by hard-line Mille religious leaders.
Iraqiya, the secular Shia' Sunni coalition led by formcr
prime minister Iyad Allawi,
had received a majority of the
votes in five provinces including IGrkuk. an oil-rich province
expected to show more support
for Kurdish parties.
The Shiá-led Iraqi National
Alliance is ahead in Misan and
Qadisiya, and the Kurdistan
Alliance canied the vote in Irbil and Dahuk.
The BBC reported that Ma-

cned security and issued a. four attacks.11he BBC reported,
statement that it would not step that roughly 35 people viere
down. Thousands of riot police killed and 57 were injured in
were placed ardund the capital. the blasts. Civilians and police
but on Sunday few clashes be- officers arc among the dead.
Coalition has cheated through tween the protesters and police
, vote COUM fabrications.
were observed.
A BBC ctirrespondent re- China refutes claim
ported this may be the last
yuan is
Demonstrators in
chance for opposition leaders
to motivate a change in govern- properly valued
Thailand call for a
ment, as the participants in the
movement are likely tiring and
new government
At the dose of China's 2010
funds are running low.
parliamentary session, Chinese
Roughly 100,000 demonstraPremier Wen Jiabao refuted
tors in Bangkok demanded on
claim that the Chinese govTaliban
recent the
Sunday, March 14 that the Thai
ernment is purposely lceeping
government stcp down and attacks were meant China's currency undervalued
that ncw elections be held. The
In ortleTto increase exports.
protestors stated they would to serve as warning
U.S. lawmakers and business
step up their campaign efforts
owners allege that the yuan is
and rally against thc capital if
A Taliban representative currently valued at 40 percent
their derr.e.ntLwas not mct by has said suicide bomb attacks below the value it should hold
Mardi 15.
on Kanadahar, Afghanistan, against the U.S. dollar.
Most of the demonstrators, on March 13 were intended
Wen stated the Chinese govwho are1ed by thc United Front to serve as a teaming to U.S. ernment is opposed to nations
for Democrac-y Against Dicta- and NATO forces. The Taliban making accusing statements
torship and have been deemed were recently made aware of about currency valuing in oththe "red shirts" because of their U.S. plans to launch a heavy of- er nations, and opposes nations
red apparel, are supporters of fensive against militants in the who attempt to force other naformer prime minister. Thak- region and the attacks were a tions to revalue currency.
sin Shinawatra, who was forced pre-emptive retaliation, the
out of office in 2006 by a mili- spolcesman said.
tary coup.
K,andahar's largest prison
In response to the protests, and the city's police headquarComp:1M by °mists Ponta's'
the Thai government height- ters were targeted in two of the
Smarm BBC
.
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Chaise Hemley, Lucas Kok, Justin ifyinas, Peter
landgren, David Wahl, Joanne Maguire, Nick
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THIS WEEK ONLINE

Madeline West
OPINIONS POUCC
Columns, editorul cartoons and reviews are the opinions of their individual creators and not necossarily the
opinion of The Whiuvorthian, its editors or its staff.

3/16- Continuing Studies expands downtown operation

As the downtown brand; of the Continuing Studies department fills,
options for purchasing more classroom space in the U-District arc
explored.

PUB UC FORUM
The Whitworthian is a public forum
-

tlut believes in
freedom of speech and expression as guaranteed in
the First Amendment to the C.onstitution of the United
States.
Contact tu
Whitworth University
300 W. Hawthorne Rd.
Spokane, WA 99251

experience more at....

whitworthian.com

3/18-Student satisfaction survey draws to a dose
Administrators will utilize results from a recent survey given to selected
students to gauge studentfeeling on certain issues as the 2010-2015
Strategic Plan is developed.
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Security's goal is to
educate about safet
Evanne Montoya
Staff Writer
While Whitworth is a relatively safe campus

C+1'

kb SA) Uri WhitworthiJn

Security officers Bill Davis and Gregory Ewing log
daily events in the security office.

when compared to other Washington schools,
the security supervisor urges students not to
take the safety for granted.
"Don't be lulled into a sense of complacency
by the pinecone curtain," security supervisor
Mark McFall said.
Senior Krystle Steele, a student who transferred to Whitworth from Spokane Falls Community College, said she feels safer at Whitworth than she did at hcr previous school.
"I feel like I can trust the people on campus a
little more than I could at the Falls," she said.
There might be a little too much trust, McFall said.
"Whitworth works hard to build a sense of
community and kinship among everyone here

which is nice, but it causes a lower (attentiveness) to security," McFall said.
There were 21 recorded burglaries on Whitworth's campus in 2008, compared to 28 at
Gonzaga, seven at Eastern Washington and 27
at Washington state, according to reports provided by the schools Web sites in compliance
with the Clery Campus Security Act.
N1cFall suggests students make themselves
harder targets by locking the doors to their
rooms, putting valuables away or keeping theni
with you and locking bikes, preferably with UBolt locks.

"Part of security's mission is to educate students as far as how to best protect themselves
and their valuables; he said. "We can't be everywhere at once;
Contact Evanne Montoya at cram:ex:ontoya@whitworthian.com.

Quake wrecks Chilean student's home
Rachel Bair
Staff tVrifer
An 8.8 magnitude earthquake
and a subsequent tsunami hit
Chile Feb. 27, wrecking homes and
displacing millions.
A tsunami caused by the earthquake reached Chiles western
shore shortly after the earthquake,
increasing devastation.
The earthquake and tsunami destroyed the home of senior Caro.
lina Broemeling's family in the
coastal town of ¡'cuco, 60 kilometers from the epicenter, Broemeling
said. She said she has been gathering supplies to send to her family
since the earthquake, and thc Intercultural Center and School of
Global Commerce has assisted in
hcr efforts.
Brocmcling wasn't able to speak
with hcr parents tintil Monday,
Feb. 29. When she spoke with
them she learned what they had
been through over the weekend.

When the earthquake struck
at about 3:35 a.m. on Saturday,
Broemeling's father, mother and
18.year-old brother did not want
to leave their house, she said. Brocmcling's mother, who is eight
months pregnant, especially did
not want to flee, Brocincling said.
Broemcling's family told her the
earthquake lasted for five minutcs,
and that during the quake objects
in their house fell and glass broke.
After Broemeling's uncle heard
a tsunami would come and told
thc family, they decided to evacuate to a hill close lo their house. It
was dark at the time thcy ilcd as
thcrc was no longer any electricity.
They left their house with nothing
but a flashlight and what they were
wearing, Broemcling said.
She said they spent the rest of
the night and all day Saturday on a
hill that is close to their house.
The tsunami struck late on Saturday and flooded Penco six blocks
inland, Broemeling said.

The police officers said there
wasn't going to be a tsunami, and
that it was OK to go back to the
house," Brocmcling said.
Hcr family told her a fisherman
said otherwise, and thcy did not
try to go see the datriage until after
thc tsunami hit.
The tsunami carried a lot of
trash and things; Brocmcling said.
"Everything was covered with rubble, seaweed and sand. I saw some
videos of the tsunami online."
Brocmcling said hcr parents
wcnt down to see the effects of the

tsunami.

-

"They said they had never seen
thc tide so far out; Broemeling
said.
She said thcy did not want to
leave thc house, fearing looters.
She also said they did not have

any communication until thcy
drove about two hours to hcr
grandparents' house, which did
not suffer any damage.
Brocmcling said she received a

short phone call from them during class on Monday', but the call
was cut off. After two hours trying
to reach them in the Intercultural
Center, Brocmeling said she was
able to speak with them that afternoon.
Since then, she said her brother
has been e-mailing her and she has
been able to call her family.
Shc said there have been over 120
aftershocks since the initial quake.
Broemeling said aftershocks have
come about every half hour, with
some reaching a magnitude of 6.2.
Because of those aftershocks.
clean up etTorts have been limited,
Broemeling said.
The Brocmcling family has been
able to run water a couple hours a
day, and has had periodic electricity and Internet access. She also
said representatives from city hall
went door to door delivering grocenes.
Contact Rachel Bair at racha
bairezwhitworthian.com.

is counting on you.
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Lecture will focus
on financial crisis
impact on Iceland
The 53rd annual Great
Decision lecture series
will continue on Thursday,
March 18, with the delivery
ola lecture titled "Iceland in
the Global Financial Crisis,"
by Hjalmar W Hannesson,
Iceland's ambassador to the
United States and former
,ice president of the United
Nations general assembly.
The lecture will take place
at 7:30 p.m. in the Robinson
Teaching Theatre. Questions should be directed to
Barbara Brodrick at (509)
777-3270.

Refugee to speak
on contemporary

situation of Tibet
Gcshe Thutgen Phelgye,
a Tibetan refugee now liv-

ing in India, will give a lecture titled "Religious Harmony and the Situation of
Tibet" on Tuesday at 11:45
a.m. in the Seeley G. Mudd
Chapel.
Phelgye is currently serving his second term as a
representative of the Gclugpa order in the Tibetan Parliament in Exile.

Laureate society
will face changes
in upcoming year
Administrators may reform the membership qualifications of the Laureate
Society to require deeper
engagement in courses. The
current system encourages
qualifying students to take
a lot of credits, but doesn't
emphasize engagement in
those courses, said Michael
LeRoy, vice president for
academic affairs, during the
Nlarch 10 ASWU meeting.
A common result of the
allowance for Laureate
Society members to take
overload credits is that
students feel more stress
and earn a lower GPA. Le
Roy presented to student
leaders the idea of reforming the honors program so
that students are required
to conduct more research
prpjects and participate in
internships, rather than
being encouraged to take
more courses.
A desired result of the
reform would be that more
Laureate Society students,
upon graduating, would
find jobs in their areas of
study and retain their positions.

apphcahon fee waived for anyone attending this event

Complied by Camiu-e Pontoni
Source: Wham:Inked:,
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The Vihitworthian is committed to providing
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EDITORIAL: IN THE LOOP

Proposed recreation center
would benefit students
In the upcoming ASWU primary elections April 1, students will have the opportunity to vote on whether thcy favor
construction of a student recreation center.
The center would be used primarily for Intramurals, but could also host concerts and
other student events.
There is a string attachcd to an affirmative vote. As no donor source has yct bccn
secured for the estimated $2 million needed for the center, a fee of up to 5100 will be
assessed to future students every semester
for 30 years.
Under the anticipated time linc, current upperclassmen would not be affected
by the fee. The only current students who
could possibly be assessed the fee are freshmen. The class o12013 would likely also be
the only class paying the fee who would not
benefit from use of the facility. The recreation center won't be rcady for student use
until summer 2013 at the earliest.
We hope that upperclassmen voting cm
the proposal will be considerate enough to
put themselves in the position of currcnt
freshmen and future classes at Whitworth.
With an affirmative vote, we are handing
future students a fee that they might not
have asked for.
Still, with the exception of thc class of
2013, those who pay will benefit. However,
even though upperclassmen won't be paying the kes themselves, they still need to
Consider the validity of requiring futurc
students to pay such a fee. Is a studcnt recreation center needed right now?
From our perspective, it is. Graves Gym
and the Fieldhouse are barely adequate for
the space demands of varsity athletics and
Intramurals. Even with multiple varsity
teams practicing at the samc time, there is
still little time opcn for the rest of the studcnts to use. With roughly 50 percent of
students involved in Intramurals, gym time
becomes even more limited. Open gym
time is almost nonexistent.
The proposed student recreation center would ease a lot of these problems.
This building will be dedicated primarily
for student use, giving students their own
place to play while simultaneously freeing
up Graves and the Fieldhouse for the athletic teams.
It is possible that the recreation center
can even benefit students who don't participate in sports. %Ve think the building
design should allow for student concerts
and other events to be hosted in the space.
There will certainly be a small percentage
of students iyho never use the building, but
with a proposal such as this, the greater
good should be taken into account.
Voting "yes" for this proposal does not
guarantee the center will be built. 'There is
no firm time line in place, the building has
not yet been designed and the realities of
our volatile economy make any long-term
financial plans tentative at besi But that
doesn't mean this vote is not important. If
the proposal passes, it will show the administration we feel such a centcr is necessary
for the majority of the student body and we
would likc to see them address the issue in
the near future.
Students must consider those who will
follow in their footsteps. Nobody likes
more fees, but this board feels that the benefits of this project outweigh the costs, and
we therefore endorse this proposal.

Koktil1Iiticathi4re

Brownies for the win

"I think its something about the northwest that wc just want
our ooey-goocy chocolate; it's like our mud puddles," she said.
JACQUELYN
That might be it ... but let's just stick with easy.
WHEELER
At least some of us get creative with our brownies. A guy in
Mac sometimes makes brownies for the Ballard babes, but he
bakes them with peanut butter swirled in, which is delicious.
Let's change up the routine a bit; make brownies classy, like
%Vhen I asked my sistcr how her weekend was a few weeks the originals. The first brownies were served with an apricot
ago, all she could say was "too many brownies," as she patted glaze. I bet they weren't nade from a box.
her girth regretfully.
In general, Whitworth is lacking in the savory. Our meals,
It was this comment that suddenly opened my cycs to the while they are decent and we appreciate them, usually don't
astonishing quantity of brownies that show up all over %Vhit- have the kind of flavor that one wants to sit, contemplate and
worth. Or maybe it's all over Spokane as a whole, because we delight in. And our sweets are usually about as simple as sugjust had brownies at a church small group gathering as well.
ar can get. Even fruity desserts taste more like syrup. In this
Sodcxo usually has brownies in the dining hall, small groups
context, it is no wonder that brownies get' so
might choose to have brownies as a snack,
much of our attention.
people make brownies for no reason, just to
Anyway, we all love us some brownies, so
"Let's change up the routine a
hand out to people or leave on the table with
what's wrong with that? Nothing. Although
a sign saying "take one." And, since we just
bit; make brownies dassy, like I'm not thc biggest fan, I still love to cat the
can't get enough brownies, people also buy
the originals. The first brownedges because they are chevy. lhe only probhuge brownies in the coffee shop. Sometimes ies were served with an apricot lem 1 scc is when we have visitors not yct acwe even make brownies for someone to say
customed to the typical %Vhitworth brownie
glaze. I bet they weren't made
thank you to them.
intake and they leave svith a tummy-ache,
from a box:'
I wonder, why brownies, anyway? %Vhy not
because it's the only thing that we equate
ginger spice cake, or something more sophiswith "refreshments." Even if you likc brownticated? The answer is the same as the answer
ies, thcy certainly aren't refreshing.
to "Why Top Ramen?" Because it's easy. You just buy a box, add
Even though I don't like how many we have, it's still fine that
water and bake. Maybe you add other things, I don't know, I'm we have them. As long as we still like them, we can all keep
not one of those brownie fiends.
making them and eating them until our skin turns gooey and
Ease is the same reason I almost never make brownies. %Vhen brown. What we need to be careful of, though, is
letting that be
you have to labor for something, or become aware of the differ- the only thing wc repetitively offer our guests. We need to show
ent components, .you enjoy the complexity of each bite. Eating thcm that we can be a little more sophisticated than that. But
brownies is about as sophisticated as eating frosting out of a then again, who likes false advertising?
can, which is sometimes what we do while we cat our brown-

ies.

My roommate, sophomore Aileen Moore, had another potential explanation for the extreme prevalence of brownies:

00

Editorials in the "In the Loop" section reflect
¡he majority opinion ofthe Editorial Board,
which is made up offive editors.

WHEELER is a sophomore majoring In English. Comments can be sent to Jacquelyn.

wheeter@xhitworthian.com.
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Bring back the rivalries
ANDREW

GJEFLE

A COLUMN BY JEROD JAR VIS

extivsnr

Once again, fellow students, it is my sad, tragic, doleful
duty to inform you of something-happeninFon-campusthat-you-won't-like. Unless, of course, you re a sick. depraved individual with no soul who hates squirrels.
Yes. As odd, horrific, and ridiculous as it sounds, Whitworth security has recently uncovered an underground
squirrel fighting ring.
Let that sink in for a minute.
Ridiculous, you say? Preposterous, you say? Wdl, take a
look at the front page of thc March 10 USA Today: "Finches fight to death in blood sport:"
Yes, gentle readers. Blood sport. Finches. Fighting. Admittedly, finches are not squirrels. But both are smallish
creatures that one would not normally expect to be mixed
up in something so heinous.
USA Today s story is an in-depth five or six paragraphs
of frightening expose. But what s more frightening still is
the travesty recently uncovered by Whitworth security.
Apparently, a group of depraved students have formed
squirrel-catching gangs. The poor creatures are grabbed
by the tail, thrown into a bag and trained lo kill.
Many squirrels are subjected to illegal modifications.
"There arc a great many ways you can ... enhance your
ordinary squirrel," said an official looking man in a lab
coat. "Razors glued to the tccth, rodent 'roids, small firearms duct taped to their little paws ... macabre, to be surc,
but among aficionados it's a way to express creativity and
even affection:*
Campus correspondent and occasional photo editor
Taylor Zajicek recently had the opportunity to join NVhitworth sccurity on one of their busts. According to Zajicck,
the scene was "like a fiesta. A fiesta of terror."
Seven students were led away in handcuffs. Zajicck was
able to pull one aside for a quick chat.
"It's not even that big of a dear the despicable villain
said. "I missed the deadline for scholarship applications
a fella's gotta pay for this place somehow!
It's true. Reports are popping up all over campus that
thc steadily rising cost of tuition is forcing students to take
drastic mcasurcs to make financial ends mcct.
There are even rcports that the recently relaxed rules regarding keeping fish in dorm rooms has fueled a terrifying
comeback in illegal fish fighting rings.
Signs of squirrel fighting were first discovered by campus maintenance staff when thc discarded corpses wcrc
found to be the cause of several lawn mower jams.
"I thought they wcrc pincconcs at first," said a member of the staff who asked to remain anonymous. "They
crunched just like pineconcs. Bony little critters:'
Staff have mixed feelings on the squirrel fighting incidents. While most agree that violence is bad and squirrel
fighting is the problem, somc admit to sccrct gratitude.
"Freaking sluirrels wcrc always eating my trail mix,"
said one man. How's a fella supposed to do his job without trail mix?"
A chilling question.
After maintenance staff reported the appearance of excessive squirrel cadavers on campus, authorities followed
moncy trails back to perpetrators lairs. Most of the violence appears to have occurred in thc basement of Warren
Hall, referred to by some as the Fungcon, by others as that
one ghetto place we have on campus:*
Sadly, it appears that the violence will not be over anytimc soon. As they were dragged away to Whitwortlis
prison in the Back 40, several of the guilty students were
heard to say that they would "not cease our blood sporttng until administrators promise to stop bleeding us dry, 5
percent increases at a time."
From Whitworth University, I'm Jcrod Jarvis, and this
was fun to write.
JARV1Shajunior majoring in journalism. Comments can be sent to jetod.jarvis@
whitworthian.corn.

HAVE AN OPINION
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squelched.
However, I'm not entirely sure this is a good thing.
While I admit that the pranking between Mac and Baldwin-Jcnkins went too far, even to the inexcusable act of
damaging campus property. I think dorm rivalries are
a unique part of the college experience and that they
actually can help build community.
Young people growing up in our very pluralistic culture these days arc desperately in need of something to
believe in, to unitc them. Rivalries do exactly that. When
frcshmcn get together at the beginning of the year, thcy
arc forced to live in close contact with complete strangersilf they have something likc a dorm identity they can
express through mischievous activities, meted against
a specific enemy, they will be more likely to come together to form a strong communal identity. Like Henry
Rollins said, "Nothing brings people together more than
mutual hatred." It's a lot of fun.
The beautiful thing about our current situation is that
wc can have all thc fun without thc hatred! Whitworth's
admirable efforts, though they killed a little bit of fun,
have managed to rid thc campus of intcr-dorm animosity! I'm sure that if some Mac Men let a family of flamingoes loose in B.J., the rcsidcnts would just laugh, slap
their knees, say "Aw, shucks," and roll their cycs goodnaturcdly.
From a purely objective standpoint, the presence
of rivalries actually benefits the university as a whole.
Most prankcrs are fairly inept and caught relatively easily. Whitworth, in ordcr to decrease the spiked tuition
prices, could benefit from the extra income from fines
as well as the community service doled out as punishment to perps. A rivalry would also give RAs something
to do to break the monotony of their sleep schedules.
But the greatest benefit is the enhanced sense of community people liare within their dorms, as well as a jesting icebreaker to start conversations with new people:
"Someone turned all the water in your toilets into Jell0? That was ME, LOL!!!"

.

For never was a story
that was more sad
Than this oía Bj girl
and her Mac man.
Aiken Renion/WhitsvorthiJn

Therefore, I think it's in the university's best interests
to allow a new, mild form of the Mac-B.J. rivalry and
to start another one between Duvall and East as both
a supplementary source of income and a means of encouraging friendship. It would bring about creativity
in action and a sense of belonging among the students.
It would also keep people alert, on their toes, aware of
campus news and goings-on. Perhaps most importantly,
though, it would round out the slightly deficient college
experience that Whitworth offers at present.
Disclaimer: This all, of course, is facetious, wishful
thinking. I know that rivalries have an almost invariable tendency to escalate. But sometimes I do think that
they constitute a part of the unique, albeit stereotypical
college experience. Wouldn't it be cool, though, ifeveryone took everything well enough that sve could get away
with stuff like that?
EFLE is a junior majoring in English and biology. Comments can be sent to
andrew.gjefle@whitworthian.com.

Stand up for tuition rights
MOLLY

FERREE
counitast

We're all aware of it. We've seen
it on the news. We saw the dreaded
statements in the mail. College tuition
across the country is going up and no
one is happy about it.
think I died a little bit on the inside when I opened up the letter and
saw that 5.54 percent increase. Shouts

of outrage and painful groans could

ABOUT AN OPINION?

1

Uh-oh, I've got that feeling Tin. It's a strange
feeling, a very unsettling feeling. Its the feeling that
I'm missing out on something-that somehow my college experience isn't living up to its full potential I feel
tamed, a bit suppressed. I think I know why.
Whitworth has done a really good job of putting the
clamp on inter-dorm pranks and rivalries. I spent my
first two years at Whitworth living in McMillan Hall
and the ItAs were always stressing things like, "Don't
mess with 13.J. and "It's not worth it!" Some mild pranking occurred (with the exception of one serious incident involving rotten milk in Mac's hallways) my freshman year, but nothing big has happened ever since. I
would venture to say that the rivalry has been effectively

Romeo, Romeo,
Wherefore art thou, Romeo?
Deny thy dorm,
and rehise thy namd

be heard from the students whenever anyone mentioned that we have a
raise, yet again, in yearly tuition.
How was it not expected, though?
Each year our tuition, mom and
board and student fees are raised, regardless of our dismay and feeble protests. The process isn't going to ever
change unless someone stands up and
says enough is enough.
That's exactly what college students
across America are doing. In response
to the cuts in education funding for
many st at e governments, coupled with
the increased tuition for both state
and private universities, students are
staging sittings, organizing protests,
and forming picket lines. On March 4
more than 30 states had planned protests regarding those issues.
1Vhitworth students aren't the type
to get up and solk, in unison, out of
class. We just don't have the guts.

I'm not advocating that student life
organize a protest; I don't think our
circumstances are nearly dire enough
for that. I do believe, however, that
more students should make it known
to their financial aid officer that they
are not happy with the tuition increase without at least some sort of
retribution from the other side. Even
getting a 5 percent increase in scholarships would show that the school is
trying to work with us.
There are multiple factors feeding
into struggles with education costs,
and I can't even pretend to know them.
Any school financial official can explain the umpteen reasons why costs
for the school have to be distributed
to the students in order to maintain
a high quality of education. That isn't
what I dfink most students are seeing
or focusing on at this point. The message that I see universities sending to
their students: fight or flight.
One choice we have is to enter flight

mode and call it a day, dropping out of
Whitworth in order to go to a community college or state school. It would be
sending a message bad: to school administrators and I would hope cause
them to question how many students
lost are worth an increase in revenue.
The problem remains, though, that
many state schools are crippling their
students financially, even more so
than private schools.
The only other option WC have is to
stand up against the proverbial "Man"
and fight for what is ours, or fight to

keep at least some of our money. As
I said earlier, we should go talk to
Financial Aid and see if they can do
anything. It's worth reevaluating your
FAFSA to make a case for yourself.
Don't, however, just accept another
loan and be done with it. Sometimes
taking out loans is the only feasible
option to pay for school, but in the
long run college administrators can't
expect someone who wants to be a
teacher to pay off $100,000 in loans.
You would be better off working for
minimum wage than dealing with
that type of interest.
The next step is using our legislative
system to its full potential and writing
to our congressmen. Tell them to support President Obama in his plan to
provide more affordable education.
Or tell them to come up with a plan
that affords more grants to middle
dass families and to private Christian
colleges.
No, one person writingalone might
not make an impact But if every one
of you took the time you spent grumbling about costs and applied it to contacting your senator, I know, without
a doubt, that you will institute change.
After all, the whole point'of going to
college and being smothered in these
tuition bills is to learn how stand up,
take charge and become leaders who
make a difference.
FERREE is a sophomore majoring in joumalism and

marketing. Comments can be sent to molly.ferree@
whitworthian.com.
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In 2010, the student section-whites out the stands during the last home game.

In 1968, the crowd cheers on the Pirates.

Season reflects
a Pirate legacy
Success proves to be familiar territory
for Whitworth men's basketball team
Doula I leathrtirilOutinxtitian

The Pirates utilize the offense In a game against Chapman on Saturday, March 6.

Peter Landgren
Sports Writer

Over the last decade, the Whitworth
men's basketball team has had an amazing

run. The current era of Whitworth basketball began in the 2001-2002 season with
the hiring of current head coach Jim Hayford. He quickly got to work, taking the
team to the NCAA Dhision HI tournament and winning his first NWC Coach of
the Year award in only his second season.
Over his last nine seasons as head coach.
Hayford has led the team to four Northwest Conference Titles and five NCAA
appearances.
The Pirates capturcd the league title,
while going undefeated in conference,
something that had never been done in
the NAVC before. The team's only two
losses came early in the season in outofleague play in invitational tournaments.
"This is the most balanced team that
1Vhitworth has had," Hayford said regarding his current squad of players. You got
to look at that through three dimensions.

Thc first dimension is just their emo- and recruiting has rental* fairly static
tional, mental balance; thcy don't take as well.
thc highs too high or the lows too low.
"Ye know the recipe works so we're not
The second dimension is our balance in gonna mess with it: Hayford said in rescoring. in that we frequently will have gards to the evolution of his team's style.
four or five players in
However, thc Hues'
double figures. Then
winning strategy and
the third dimension is
game plan have oftcn
'The culture of Whitworh
that [they have nights
had to adapt to dibasketball that has led to the
where the primary
verse situations. Over
scoring happens at success that we've had is open and the past nine ycars,
different positions]. honest communication, hard work thc Pirate tcam has a
Out of that balance
total of five different
and love for one anothee
it's made it the most
conference
players
lim Hayford,
successful team in the
of the year at all five
Head Coach
history of the school."
positions including
Consistency is one
this year's senior Nate
major aspect that sets
Montgomery.
the Whitworth basketball program apart,
"We adjust to the strengths of the team,"
and this is very evident in thc Bucs' re- Hayford said. "I think this shows the vercord. Over the last nine ycars, Whitworth satility of our program, that we've had five
has amassed the most conference game different guys named best player in the
wins by any team in the NWC, and also conference and they've played five differhad the highest winning percentage of any ent positions."
Division III team west of the Mississippi,
Even though the team makeup and dyIlayford said. His strategy in game play namics can vary from season to season,

one Aspect that remains constant is..thc
culture.
The culture of Whitworth basketball
that has led to thc success that we've had
is open and honest communication. hard
work and love for one another; Hayford
said. Importantly, this encompassing etltic goes on to effect on-court competition
as well, leading to a robust and mentally
ready tcam, I layford said.
"Now what tour basketball culture]
looks like on thc court is that we've traditionally been one of the nation's bcst field
goal shooting teams and thc (good] execution of our offense," I layford said. "It's
kind of complex, and there arc many variations, but once a player gets a handle on
it, it usually results in people getting high
percentage shots:*
(gibe 14 players on thc team currently,
five arc seniors who will be expected to
graduate in May. Ilowever, if the past is
any indication. thc program will continuc
to succeed despite thc losses.
Contact Peter Latulgren at peter.
latulgren@whitworthian.com.

A HISTORY OF PIRATE BASIC
1506:: The first basketball
team is a student dub that
. calls itself the Zephyrs. Af: ter having found a place
in the YMCA for the team
to practice, the Zephyrs
. lost ail of Its games.
"We have lost all our
games, yet we feel that ft
is not a bad showing for
the first year and that we
are just so much stronger
for next year:according to
an arlicle In The Whitworthian.

1920: Asa flu epidemic
spread throughout campus, the team was forced
to withdraviafter only two
games

Mutt° courtesy of Natkilsi

1924: WAA Group Photo

1924: The Women's Athletic Association, or WAA,
forrns and includes basketball in the club's schedule.

1926:

1935: A successful year
led by Coach Stannard,
praised as the best basketball team in the history
of the college." Among
other victories, the quintet
beat the Lewiston Normal
Ave with a score of 35-34.

1950: Nota great year for
basketball, the team won
10 of its 31 games.
1958:

sport In the yearbook...

Formally called

the 'Presbyterians" or the

'Preachers' or just plain
"Whitworth" the mascot

becomes the 'Pirates: Basketball team jerseys are
changed to black stripes
with a pirate head on the
frónt.

Women's basket-

ball is listed as a varsity

Photo courtay of Natsild

1942: Grdnn poses
for a yearbook photo.
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Photo couttely of Mouhi

George Elliott drives the key during a game against Central Washington University in 1966.

The yearbook's

group photo
illustration for
the basketball
team of 1929.

Akre photos courtesy of the Nouih.i

KETBALL
1968: Whitworth beats
Gonzaga 80-71, its first
win over the team in eleven years. It won 18 of 26
games that year.

Photo courfroy of Nalsihi

1968:The team carries Coach
Kamm after finishing the
season.

A Whitworth player jumps to perform a lay up in a 1968 game.

Timeline by Heather Ketinisoli

1989:

Coach Warren
Friedrichs praised the varsity men's basketball team:
'The unity of this year's
team was really good. We
were like a big family. Everyone played and gave
100 percent effortr

Losing to Albert-.
son College, the Men finished one game short of
the national title. Still, four
players brought home AllTournament Team honors for individual performances. Coach Friedrichs
was named NAIA Coach
of the Year. With a record
of 26-5, this was the highest number of wins yet for
Whitworth basketball in
one season.
President Bill Robinson
canceled classes so stu-

1996:

dents could support the
team. The Natsihi quoted
him saying, 'There isn't
anyone here who will forget This is a once-in-alifetime experience!'

it

2003:-.A close gameWith 2010:' The Bucs make it
the Unh,ersity òfPuget 'to the second round of
SouniViin Feb. 8 was de- the NCAA after defeating
clared .!'in .instant. clas- Chapman University 77sic' with 73-72 win and 56 at home.
an overall record of 23-4.
The Whitworth Men's basketball team received its
first ever invitation to the
NCAA Division Ill National
Toumament and wins its
first Northwest Conference title. Bryan Depew
was named NWC Player of
the Year and Jim Hayford
walked away with NWC
Coach of the Year.
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Soviet past in Russia still has influence today
Max Nelsen
Staff Writer
In a presentation Thursday, Christopher
Marsh, a Eurasian expert and political science profesor from Baylor University,
shared a survey of the major issues facing
Russia and its neighbors, as %veil as the factors influencing currcnt U.S.-Russia relations.
Nlarsh noted the Obama administration's attempts at resetting U.S.-Russia relations. However, the currcnt situation in
Russia is the result of a long process. For
instance, currcnt U.S.-Russia relations can
be traced back to the U.S. intervention in
the Russian Civil War in 191S.
"Everything that is going on today
in Rus:ian foreign policy and relations
among the formcr Soviet states is not taking place in a vacuum. It has a long context," Marsh sàid.
Additionally. many kcy individuals who
worked in government and industry during the Cold Urar era still play key roles
today, further complicating any attempt to
reset relations, Nlarsh said.
"It's not so easy to reset when you have
personnel, established relationships and
social networks that continue to permeate through these different organizations,"
Marsh said.
To better understand thc context in
which Russia's foreign relations now operate, Marsh examined the rough transition which took place after thc collapse of
the Soviet Union and played a significant
role in Russia's failure to operate as a fully
democratic society.
Because of the difficulties involved in
transitioning from an economy based

on centralized planning to one based
off market principles, the Russians experienced overwhelming economic
distress, Marsh explained. That led to
the election of many communist candidates, as the Russian people desired
to return to the less chaotic days before
the collapse.
The situation began to change in 2000
with the increase of oil and gas prices.
"Russia's economic wealth, based on
oil, is the centerpiece of its foreign policy," Marsh said.
However, despite Russia's vast oil
reserves it is common for a family to
spend 60 percent of their income to
pay their utility bill each month. Marsh
said.
Such high prices have a huge impact
on the lives of Russian citizcns and have
lcd to widespread. coordinated protests
across Russia.
"As strong as (Vladimir) Putin and
IDmitryl Nledvedev are, there is dissent," Nlarsh said.
An important issue for Russia is the
perceived NATO encroachment into
Russia's periphery. Up to a point, Russia
did not oppose NATO's expansion.
"Admission of Ukraine and Georgia is
qualitatively different in terms of the admissions of, say. Poland, or the Czech Republic, or Hungary, or even the Bahia,"
Niarsh said.
For instance, Nlarsh cited statistics
which found that 80 percent of Russians
believe that Russia would be threatened by
Ukraine joining NATO.
However. Russia continues to exert
enormous influence in the region despite
NATO expansion.
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Christopher Marsh, a Eurasian expert and political science professor from Baylor University,
lectures about Russia on Thursday. The lecture was part of the Great Dedsions series.

"Ukrainian politics is very much affected by the price of Russian oil and natural
gas being sold in the country, so they havc
to play nice: Marsh said.
Although there arc many dynamics at
work in modern Russia, Marsh concluded
that it is very important to try and understand thc situation as bcst as possible.
"As Americans and our leaders look

towards NATO expansion, look towards
how to formulate foreign policy vis-avis
Russia, and 11 OW to reset our relations,
we need to have a dccp understanding of
how far rooted these different factors arc,"
Marsh said.
Contact Max Nelsen at max.trelsen@
whit worthiatt.cottt.

Professor uses
satire effectively

-

s

WRITER'S REVIEW

Jerod Jarvis
Opinions Editor

of the satires seem to be more of an inside
joke
funny, but seemingly without the
dear purpose of the majority of the book.
Satire is a tricky concept. Sarcasm's cynical
In the introduction, Jackson says that his
cousin, true satire is difficult to create. Taste- goal is to use the satirical format to call atful satire is all but unheard of. But Christian tention to the hypocrisies within our modsatire? 1 mean, who does that?
ern life-is-good, paint-by-numbers church.
Dr. Gordon Jackson of thc Communica- The message is dear: many Christians have
tions department, apparently.
forgotten what it means to be a Christian.
Jackon's latest book, "'Jesus Does Stand- Jadcson points out through his humor that
Up', and Other Satires," is an unusual tome.
those who believe the Christian faith is
Less than 100 pages long, its pages are filled about making everyone happy, or making
with short stories, poems, text pulled from life easy, or going through a few rituals once
imaginary church bulletins and hymnals a week are missing the point.
and a variety of other formats. It's this variThe book's final piece sums up the entire
ety that lceeps the reader moving through the work. A pastor is praying for his church,
book each page holds something fresh.
aslcing God to heal the "failing body." But if
With few exceptions, each piece, whether that isn't possible, the pastor asks God to at
a hymn rewritten for humorous effect or a least give him a new heart.
memo between two employees at Bibles "R"
That's the thrust of this little book of huUs, tackles a specific issue within the con- morous rib-jabs: the Christian faith isn't
temporary churdt. Hypocrisy, materialism, about rules, money and nice dothes once a
Sunday-only Christians, the prosperity Gos- week; it's about people. And if the church is
pel and busyness are just a few of the prob- to be healed, the change must start internallems with the modern dsurch that Jackson ly. The book implies it won't start with others
identifies through these satirical pieces.
it must start with the reader.
For the most part, the point of each piece
Jackson's book is well worth a readis dear and humorous.
through. It's easy to pick up and chuckle over
A to-do list that describes an affluent a few pages before tossing it back on the cofwoman's spending habits, including making fee table for later. But the real genius of this
reservations at a thousand-dollar-a-plate work is that in-between chuckles, chances
restaurant and taking the BN1W in for a are high you'll run across one or tsvo things
service: is punctuated by the final item on that will make you stop, think and maybe
the list: mailing in $25 to a charity organiza- find yourselfconvicted on.
tion; elsesvhere in the boiik, a demographic
Good Christian satire will likely and rightreport that looks at Jesus' ministry as if it fully remain rare, but Jackson proves that it
can be done and done with excellence.
svere a political carnpaign (the Savior does
%yell in the criminal demographics, but not
Contact lerod Jarvis at jerod.jarvis@whitso much in affluent groups).
A fesv pieces are harder to decipher. A few worthiatt.com.
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Complete your master's degree in...
School Counseling (M.Ed.)
includes elementary & secondary school certification
You can make a difference in students' lives
Provides academic excellence

Community-Agency Counseling (M.Ed. or M.A.)
Prepares you for a wide mnge of positions
Coursework tailored to meet present-day challenges
Prepares you for private or public practice

Administmtive Leadership (M.Ed.)
Leadership tmining for public or private employment
Learn administrative and instructional practices in
higher education
Real-world instructors

Contact:
Vemice Hunnicutt

vhunnictittewhitwonh.edu

509.777.4398
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Music program pays off for student
Sophie Sestero

actually got up on stage; Everett said. "It is
usually what happens to me. It was nervewracking; the whole orchestra depends on

Staff Itrritcr
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Freshman Laura Everett was one of four winners, and the only pianist to win the Whitworth
Symphony Orchestra Concerto Competition.

Laura Everett may seem like any other you."
Everett said her main inspiration came
Whitworth freshtnan. She enjoys watching late night movie marathons, going ice from her high school piano teacher, Judy
blocking in the laundry room and visit- Baker. She, along with Everett's parents,
ing Taco Bell at 2 a.m. However, under her provided support through long hours of
common exterior, Everett holds a special practice and helped motivate her throughout high school and junior high.
talent: she is an award-winning pianist.
Everett chose to come to Whitworth after
Playing piano is more than just fun for
Everett. She has played in, and won, many spending time here with her brother, junior
Ben Everett, and explormusical
competitions
ing the music program
and recitals.
while still in high school.
Everett's most recent
"It was nerve-wracking; the
"My brother is here, so
competition and recitthat was a big factor; Eval was the Whitworth
whole orchestra is depending
erett said. "I was able to
Orchestra
Symphony
on you."
figure out a lot about the
Concerto Competition.
Laura Everett,
school before I even got
To prepare, Everett
freshman
here. After auditioning
worked on one designatfor the music program
ed concerto for a year, in
and getting sufficient
addition to her four to
scholarships I figured
five other practice pieces. The competition had approximately 15 [Whitworth] was the best place for me:
Everett is a music ministry major. She
students auditioning with accompaniment.
Everett's private instructor played along hopes to someday help lead worship at a
church, though her career is still open for
with her.
"We played for judges from different future possibilities. For now she is just weluniversities; Everett said. They got back coming new lessons from the Whitworth
to us the next day. I was informed I was music program.
"I enjoy the music program; it's not too
going to be able to play with the Whitworth
large, so I can know the people, interact
Orchestra."
Everett was one of four winners. There and learn a lot from my music instructor,"
was one vocalist, two violinists and herself. Everett said.
Luckily, her 12 years of playing helped to
Contact Sopltie Sestero at sophie.sestero@
quell Everett's nerves before the conccrt.
whitworthian.cont.
"I was nemus more before than when I

Band deals with issues of religion in its music
Becca Cuniff
Sttyf Itrriter

wanted to play, but we don't really tie into
any specific genre:
The other members are Whitworth
Last Jul), sophomores Kent Ucland alumni Ryan lirown, who plays the vioand Sarah Berentson were playing on the lin and the melodica, Kris Hafso on the
streets of Portland, Ore., to make some drums. Their friend Ben Leavitt plays the
money.
guitar, banjo and ukulele.
Now they are part ola six-member band
The name Terrible Buttons was inspired
called Terrible Buttons which is preparing by a story that Ucland read. The story was
to release its first ER
about an immigrant that worked-at a fac"People were really generous with what tory sewing buttons on clothes. She never
they gave us," Berentson said, who plays saw the sun because she went to work bethe keyboard and sings. "It was kind of fore the sun came up, and didn't return
funny; this one old lady gave us an entire llame until after sunset.
bag of cornbread, and these kids walked
"As she was %valking home, she vould
by us and tossed a bunch
see Americans in the
of Starbursts into the guidark," Ueland said.
tar case:
"All she saw vere these
"We almost all have gone
After their experience
people as terrible butthrough, orare going through
tons that she had to
in Portland, they decided to continue pursuing the same sort of thing. It seems sew onto clothes. She
like a pretty universal thing."
their music. Terrible Butsaw Americans as tertons officially formed in
rible buttons because
Sarah Berentson,
November 2009.
that is all she saw of
Key6oardist and Vocalist
We got our buddy (juAmerica;
niorl Michael Craviotto
After reading this
to play bass for us and slowly we started story, he decided that Terrible Buttons was
adding members until we got up to six," the perfect name for their band.
Most of their music deals with issues reUcland said, who plays guitar and sings.
"We played our first show at Battle of The garding organized religion and the idea of
Bands when we still only had five mem- God. Ueland writes most of the lyrics and
bers and got second, so SVC figured we said they deal with his personal difficulties
with the concept of God.
could make something out of it."
Their music features many different inAlthough most of the lyrics are about
struments, including a melodica, which Ueland's personal struggles, Berentson
Ueland described as a "piano that you feels that they are still easy to relate to.
play with your mouth; a ukulele and a
"We almost all have gone through, or
harmonica. With all the different instru- are going through the same sort of thing.
ments, their music is difficult to describe. It seems like a pretty universal thing," she
-It's sort of folk meets rock meets indie," said.
Terrible Buttons is a part of a group of
Craviotto said, who plays bass and harmonica. "It's really just what we all kind of Spokane and Seattle musicians called the

-
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Photo courtesy of Kent L'clanJ

From Left:Sophomore Kent Ueland, Ben Leavitt, junior Michael Craviotto and alumnus Kris
Hafso play during Battle of the Bands on Nov.4, 2009.

Squalrus Art Collective. This group includes several Whitworth alumni, including Ueland's sibling Dane Ueland, Rebecca
Snape and Nathaniel Orweiler, %vho performs under the name The Pall.
Thc goal of the group is to promote each
other collectively. Terrible Buttons will
tour over Spring Break with Dane Ueland
and The Pall, which will be the first group
MOW.

Utah, Oregon and ending their tour in Seattle, Wash.
Our plans for the future are to continue lvriting and 4..ork towards getting a
full-length album out in six months or so;
Ueland said. "After our Spring Break tour
we hope to start planning another tour for
mid-summer, this time going down the
NVest Coast. And playing shows, playing
shows, playing shows:

Their Spring Break tour will begin in
Spokane on March 20 at Sunset Junction.
They plan to continue their tour in Colorado, going through Wyoming, possibly

Contact Becca Cuniff at becca.cuniff@
whitworthian.com.

Updated daily with breaking news, updates, blogs,
features, sports and commentary
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BASEBALL

Ihe Whitworth baseball team held an 8-1 lead alter four innings against University of Puget Sound
on Saturdav in their Northwest Conference opener,
but could not hold on for the win, falling to the Log-

r
46.

gers 10-9.
Ihe Pirates rode doubles from sophomore Michael Takemura, junior Kevin Valerio and senior
Kyle Krustangel along with an RBI single by sophomore Landon Scott to a 3-0 lead after the first inning.

three-run third inning included an RBI double by
sophomore JR Jarrell, and RBIs by Krustangel and
Scott in the fourth pushed the Flues' lead to 8-1.
But it was at_that point that Puget Sound began to
take control of the game. Ihe Loggers took advantage of two Whitworth errors in the bottom of the
fourth, and scored three unearned runs. Five more
runs by UPS over the next three innings, including
nvo more unearned runs in thc bottom of the seventh, gave thcm a 9-8 lead over the Pirates.
Whitworth tied the game at r:ne 'runs a piece in
the top of the eighth, but sophomore pitcher James
King gave up the game-winning home run to Puget
Sound's Chaz Kramer in thc bottom half of thc inning.
The loss drops Whitworth to 3-11 on the season.
A

INTRAMURAL SOCCER

Socccr has begun Its season indoors. Teams have
come out strong this season in both the challenge and
power leagues. N1any teams have returned. including
the Ninjas of the power league to defend their title.
If the weather continues to improve, thc season will
hopefully move outdoors in the closing month of the
school year.

TRACK AND FIELD

Senior Jeff Kintner found his way to the sixth spot
in shot put with a throw of 54%8.757 It was his second
career All-American appearance in the shot put.
Senior Cody Stelzer competed in the high jump
putting in a season-high tying mark of 6%8.75". He
placed sixth overall. This jump equaled that of three
other jumpers placing third through sixth; however
Stelzer was placed sixth because of several missed attempts.
This was the fourth MI-American finish in four
years for Stelzer at the indoor track championships.

Compi:e./ Slerhtn lianmowda. David Runk.
ileathrrly an« Aln
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Hundreds of students crowd the Robinson Teaching Theatre to cheer on the Whitwonh basketball team as they play Eastern
Mennonite University on Friday afternoon In Greensboro, N.C.

Basketball loses heartbreaker
Alex Blade
Staff Writer
A late run by the Whitworth men's
basketball team wasn't enough to overcome Eastern Mennonite University as
the Bucs lost in the Sweet 16 on Friday.
Ihe loss ended thc team's school-record
25 game winning streak. as well as their
hopes for a national championship.
' Guilford College's Regan-Brown
Ficldhouse in Greensboro, N.C, is only
a fcw hours away from Eastern Mennonite's campus in Harrisburg. Va., and
the pro-Royals crowd reflected that.
Despite thc environment, Whitworth
lcd for much of thc half. But from that
point on EN1U began to take control,
cutting the Bucs' lead to 39-37 before
thc teams headed to the locker rooms
for halftime.
Ihe Pirates and Royals came out battling to start thc sccond half, with both
teams going on runs that kept the game
close. Eastern Nlennonite snagged their
first lead of thc half on a three-pointer
five minutcs in. Whitworth kept it close
for the next 10 minutes, with a three
from senior fonvard Bo Gregg bringing the Pirates within one point of the
Royals, 62-61. But EN1U responded

But it wasn't enough to overcome a
immediately with one of their own,
and sank four free throws on their next tough second half in which the Pirates
shot only 26 percettt from the field and
two possessions.
With only 1:09 left on the clock. the committed nine turnovers.
Bucs found themselves trailing 71-63,
A loud and passionate Vhitworth
a deficit that seemed insurmountable
crowd gathered in the Robinson Teachto anyone tvatching 'Theatre to
tvatch a live feed
ing the game. But
of the game. lhe
several missed free
cmwd erupted in
throws by EN1U
deafening cheers
kept the door open,
several
times
and the Pirates took
throughout the
advantage. Buckets
game. and even
from Gregg, junior
participated in
forward David Richants and cheers
ley and junior guard
that arc normally
Clay Gcbbers cut
the Royals' lead to
reserved for thc
only one point with
Fieldhouse dur30 seconds to go.
ing Pirate home
A turnover by
games. But the
KJIJ 1eather6/1111,100WIthi4n
Whitworth and two
crowd was left
mude free throws
disappointed
by Eastern Mennowhen the Hues
nite's George Johnson left the Pirates failed to secure the victory.
down three with only seconds left on
Ihe lols to Eastern Mennonite was
the clock. The Hues set up a play, and the first for Whitworth since they fell
- both Gregg and senior post Nate N1ontto Pomona-Pitzer on Dec. 4, a span of
gomery got shots up in an attempt to 98 days.
tic thc game, but both missed and time
Contact Alex Blade at alex.bhule@
expired. leaving the final score 74-71.
stititworthhin.cons.

Tennis singles out Lutes

Peer Landgren
Staff Writer

Ihe Whitworth men's tennis team posted two victories
this weekend, advancing to 5-3 in the Northwest Conference
Ihe first win came against thc University of Puget Sound on
Friday, March 12, followed by a win on Saturday afternoon
versus Pacific Lutheran University.
The match on Friday began poorly for the Pirates, with senior Michael Shelton and junior Colin Zalewski falling in a
close No. 1 doubles match. Ihe Hues responded at the No. 2
doubles spot with junior Joe Wales and freshman Cameron
Williams, who defeated their opponents 8-1. Ihe Bucs fell
in the No. 3 doubles match to give the
Loggers a 2-1 lead.
The Pirates came out tiring in the singles matches, winning all six in straight
sets. Shelton and Zalewski cruised to
victory in the No. 1 and No. 2 matches,
respectively, and the final four matches
%vent equally %veil for the Bucs.
"We're fairly confident in our singles
games," junior Henry Williams said.
snEurON
"We know we can play boldly and hang

with them."
'The second match, against the Pacific Lutheran Lutes,
started out in much the sante way as the previous game.
Shelton and Zalewski fell at No. 1 doubles, as did senior
Kellen Octgen and junior Colin Barrett at the No. 3 spot in
a close match. Cameron Williams and Wales were able to
come through in an 8-6 victory to keep the score close at 2-1,
PLU.
Hues took five of the six singles matches, making
the final score 6-3, Pirates.
Ihe Pirate victory marks the first time Whitworth has
beaten the Ltitcs in 19 years, with the last win coming on
April 13, 1991. Ilic victory meant a great deal to the team.
"It was probably one of the best moments of my life,"
Octgen said regarding the victory.
"Just knowing that we got the win and
knocked PLU off was great."
Ihe ttvo victories also place the Bucs
on a three-game winning streak. The
team will look to continue this momentum as it goes into four big matches in
California over the break.

ZA LEWSKI

Contact Peter Lindgren al peter.
landgrenewIntworthian.com.
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Havford a slam dunk for Bucs
sports talk with colin zalewski

David Rurik
Staff Writer

The ultimate matchup:
Presbyterians meet the
Mennonites in Sweet 16

ibis is all interview with men's head basketball coach Ji,,:
Hayford conducted by staff writer David Rurik.

David Rurik: How did the energy found in the Fieldhouse do for the team this season, specifically for the
game against Chapman University?
Coach Hayford: It really pumped the guys up, because
you play your best basketball when you arc playing for others and for your teammates. In this case, when you can
play for your fellow students and your local community,
and they come out in force to support you, you're pumped.
It's cool to be a college student and to see that people want
tne to do well. We all do our best when we are encouraged,
so the atmosphere against Chapman was really encouraging to the guys.
Was the Chapman game the loudest it's bccn in the
Fieldhouse in the nine years you have been head coach?
Yes, I think so, We've had some great crowds in the past,
but this crowd was really the gold medal winner.

Prior to Dec. 4, the team had not lost a game. What
did that immense win strcak mean in terms of the momentum and the mentality that the team carried into
each game?
Well, wc haven't really concentrated on the winning
streak. What we've concentrated on is getting better every
week. The tcam has found ways to do just that. It's a good
lifc lesson, to not focus on the result, but rather focus on
the process, and the process gives you the result.
What similarities do you see between the 2008 team
that went to the Sweet 16 round of the NCAA tournament and this year's team?
That was a different style team in some ways; they scored
more on the drive and match-up isolation. [Junior David]
Riley, (junior] Clay Gebbcrs, 'senior) Mike Odland and
[senior] Natc Montgomery were on the team in 2008 and
they arc with us this ycar, so that means we had experience
for this time around.

What arc your thoughts on thc seniors on the team
this year?
Bo Gregg is our most versatile player; in any given game
lie could guard all five positions on the other team. I le's

David RuriX/Whitworthian

Coach Jim Hayford enjoys a moment during the game against
Chapman University in the Fieldhouse on March 6.

shooter and he has really improved as a defensive
player and rebounder.
Eric Beal is obviously a great player; he can score off
the drive as well as being a great three-point shooter. He
is physically the strongest point guard we have ever had at
a great

Whitworth.
Odland is the 'emotional heart and soul leader of our
tiam; he's very gifted athletically and he's a great dunker.
He is thc key to us having great practiccs; he is kind of an
unsung hero.
Montgomery is the conference l'AVP but above that he
is a wonderful person, he is a great student and he madc
himself into a great player. When you considcr that his
freshman ycar he hardly got into a game and by senior
year he was the top player in thc conference, it shows his
dedication and discipline. He has shown incredible commitment.
What are your thoughts on thc team as a whole?
is the basketball expression of mind and
heart; they play smart and they play with incredible heart.

ibis team

C011tila DaVid Rurik at davhtrurik@whitworthian.com.

As I'm sure you all know by now, our beloved basketball team was taken down last Friday to end their
season. Some analysts say it is good for college basketball teams to have a tough game or even a disappointing loss before going into tournament play, just
to help them keep things in perspective. Now whether
you buy into that philosophy is for you to decide, but
you must remember our boys had %von 25 games in a
row! Sadly, all great streaks must come to an end. And
who would have guessed some Mennonites would
have knocked off the Presbyterians to end it?
Now, hats off to Eastern Mennonite; we all know it
must have taken a valiant performance on their part
to take down our Bucs, but I have some issues with
the way this game was played. As the No. 4 team in
the country and the No. I team in thcir section of the
bracket, the Pirates were not given the home-court
advantage they deserved. Again, I do not want to discredit those Mennonites, but there is a lot to be said
for home-court advantage in college basketball, and
our guys got the shaft. Even if the game was not at
Whitworth, it should have been somewhere on the
West Coast.
To ask our team, one of if not the favorite to win the
national title, to travel to North Carolina and deal with
a time change and the hassles of traveling is simply a
joke. But wait, it gets worse! Not only did Whit%vorth
have to fly across the country to get to the "neutral"
sitc, the other tcams were brought in on buses. That
means aside from dealing %vith East Coast garbage
and the obvious bias towards East Coast teams (don't
even get me started on the SEC), our guys were playing at a location within driving distance of the other
three schools in their arca of the bracket. Whitworth's
hard-earned home-court advantage (remember those
25 straight wins and that No. 4 ranking?) was given
over to its opponents. You have got to be kidding me!
If you're thc NCAA, you've got to buck up the funds
and fly those Mennonites and the other two schools in
the bracket over to the West Coast. Or, if you %vant to
make it a truly neutral site, play the games somovhere
in the Midwest, a location mutually far away from any
schools involved. That is really poor form in the part
of thc NCAA. Cheap-skating those East Coast schools
into an opportunity to have home-court advantage
while the favorites must play on the road.
What does that say about what about the NCAA's
treatment of its best teams? It sAys, "We don't care how
good you are, just so long as teams in your region are
also good will we reward you with a homc-court atmosphere." Come on NCAA! You're the mother-flippin' NCAA; you're bigger than that.
You all saw (Or "y'all," as they would say in North
Carolina) what kind of atmosphere the Fieldhouse
was against Chapman a week ago. You know how important it is to play at home. How can the NCAA possibly justify our team (the No. I team in the bracket,
might I remind you) having to play in North Carolina
at a site only driving distance from its opponents? It's
simply unbelievable.

Contact Colin Zalcwski at colin.zalewski@whitwothian.corn.

Women's softball bats
1-1 for the weekend
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ABOVE LEFT: Freshman Natalie Evers, senior Lacey Kerr and junior Kelsey Ayers of the softball teams stand facing the American flag on Sunday, March 14.

The softball team played Linfield College.

I)auj
ABOVE RIGHT: Construction workers erect the walls of the new science build-

ing, due for completion by fall 2011.

Surksme fIrJuttonliChiNvrthian

LEFT: Dancers from the Mukogawa Fort Wright Institute perform the Bon
Odori, a traditional Japanese dance for Japan Day Spokane, on Tuesday,

March 9. The event, sponsored by the Japanese Visual Arts Club, featured a
lecture, taiko drumming and a film.

jorlin lie.such.Imprilharrnhun

BOTTOM LEFT: Junior Mike Nelson, senior Elizabeth Lee and sophomore Jack

Fletcher warm up before the Magic:The Gathering tournament on Thursday,
Feb. 25. The event was put on by the Whitworth Gaming Club, which will
sponsor a LAN party on March 20.
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Come in

between 3
and 5 p.m.
with your
Whitworth
ID and get

20% OFF:
12628 N.

DIVISION,_5.POKAN E

WA 99208

OR Ehring this coupon and
get 50% OFF your 2nd

Lunch or Dfumner

WEEN YOU BUY A LUNCH OR
DINNER at 2 DRINKS

Choose Social

Work at EWU
Social Work is a career for those

who care about advancing
the cause of social justice and
promoting the ideals of a humane
society. Social workers are professionals who work to empower
individuals, relieve suffering and effect change. If you want a career
with meaning, diversity and an abundance. of options, social work is
for you!

Social Work Programs
Bachelor of Social Work
contact Done Somerday, MSW 509359.6482

Full-time Master of Social Work
Part-time Master of Social Work
contact Patricia Valdés, MSW, PhD 509359.6772

CENSUS BENEFITS

ELSEWH ERE

CHANGE-UP

Refusing to complete the
census form only hurts
you in the long run.

Original senior project
impresses student
audience as well as faculty

Sport provides balancefor
senior athlete and Marine
officer candidate Dan Belet.
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Unprecedented vote results in re-election
Rachel Bair
Stii.jj1Vriter
Last week's elections resulted
in a tic between candidates lar
ASWU president, and neither
executive vice president candidate gained the majority needed
to bc elected.
Junior 'Jamul% Kinnier decided to withdraw her candidacy for
the position of president after the
tied vote, making her opponent
junior Josh Boyden president
elect by default.
Kinnier is no%v running for executive vice president.
Before dropping her candidacy, Kinnier engaged in behavior
that earned an official reprimand
from the student elections committee.
ihe committee reprimand
came after Kinnier actively encouraged voters via Facebook
messages and text messages to
not vote for either candidate running for the executive vice presi-

awn Rush/Whibtorth:an
Freshman Erica Yoder votes in the Hixson Union Building during the
AS1NU general election held April 7.
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dent position.
A campus-wide e-mail was
sent by the committee on April 9
informing students of their decision to reprimand Kinnier.
"We find this in violation of
proper conduct as candidates
should only be candidating for
themselves, not against other
candidates," the e-mail said. "We
will watch for further campaign
violations from any participants
in the race to come."
Kinnier said she was letting

New business dean hired

position of executive rice president.
Students received an e-mail
April 8 informing them that the
executive 'ice president position
would be up for application as
neither Vance nor Roach gained
the 45 percent majority needed
to win the position. Re-elections
for executive vice president will
be held this week.
Roach chose not to
situation," Hamilrenew her candidacy
ton said.
for executive 'ice presMORE
In a grievance
ident after the results
INSIDE
filed against Kinwere announced.
ELECTION PROMPTS
sophomore
n ier,
Roach will serve on
CHANGE TO BYLAWS
Josh 1,'ance, a canASIVU next year as the
didate for the vice
special events coordiWarren election contras ersy prompts re-definition of
president position
nator.
active campaigning.
during the general
-I'm definitely upset,
election,
stated
but it's been a learning
NEWS, PAGE 3
Kinnier had sent
process," Roach said.
the messages be"In the end it will work
cause she wanted
out for the best."
neither Vance or sophomore BritShe went on to say that she has
tany Roach to receive a majority confidence in whoever ends up
vote, and she wanted to run for getting the job of ENT.
executive vice president herself.
"I think no one will step into
Kinnier said she had been con- office being completely ready,"
sidering whether she may be bet- Roach said. "lhe candidates all
ter suited for the executive vice have potential to be really great."
president position before she sent
Vance and junior Shannon
the text and Facebook messages Eshoff will run lar the position
that earned her the reprimand.
along with Kinnier, Roach said.
"It started after the debates and
The primary election will be
after reading lhe Whitworthian held Wednesday. The two final
endorsement," Kinnier said. "I candidates will debate 'Thursday
thought Josh could do just as night and the general election
good ola job as I could."
will happen on Friday.
She said she thinks her ASWU
C011tad Raellel Bair at rachel.
experience fits better with the bairjwhitworthian.com.
students know that voting "none
of the above" Ivas still a viable option.
Tyler Hatnilton, Executive
Vice President of ASWU, said
the student elections committee
considered the evidence against
Kinnier and concluded that the
best course of action would be to
issue a reprimand.
"We did %vliat ve thought most
appropriate in the
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New business deán hired
dergraduate program in e-business accredited by the Association to Advance Collegiate
Schools of Business.
An aspect of Whitworth most attractive
'Ihe Whitworth community will welcome
Roger Beatty as the new dean of the School to Beatty is the collaboration of faculty and
of Global Commerce and Management in students.
"Whitworth does an extraordinary job
June.
of preparing students for careers in today's
"A number of things initially attracted me
to Vhitworth," Beatty said. "lhe excellent dynamic global environment," Beatty said.
academics, highly engaged students and the 'The dedicated administration, faculty and
staff' are truly conimitted to providing their
university's mission:"
students with a rigorous and rewarding eduBeatty said while
cational experience that
many other institutions
svill prepare them to sucare reluctant to fully
cessfully achieve thcir per"We really wanted someone
integrate faith within
sonal lifelong goals upon
thc intellectual process,
strongly academic, with good
graduation:*
Whitworth does. He
experience and the ability to
"From what ,I know of
appreciates that comlead facultyf
Dr. Beatty, he has experimitment and referenced
Mary Mberts,
ence with marketing in
President Bill Robinson's
Director ofGraduate Stuckes in Business
larger companies," junior
"narrow ridge" when deCallie Chestnut said. "As
scribing the education
a marketing major, I look
Whitworth students reforvtard to what he will bring to-the business
ceive.
According to the March 16 press r"1-ase, school:*
According to the prcss release. Beatty first
Beatty is a highly qualified applicant. He applied for the position because he saw Whit- entered thc work force as a project manager
worth as a place where his personal experi- for the Amerada Hess Corporation. Later
he served as a corporate systems manager
ences and values would align.
"We really wanted someone strongly aca- for the Kellogg Company. He received his
demic, with good experience and thc ability bachelor's degree in computer science from
to lead faculty," said Mary Alberts, director Texas Christian University, followed by a
of graduate studies in business and member master's in computer systems managements
of the search committee charged with find- from Creighton University and a doctorate
-of business administration from Mississippi
ing a ncw dean for the business school.
Beatty fulfilled the requirements sought State University.
by the committee, while bringing more to
Beatty said he appreciates Whitworth's
the table.
forward focus. He said the construction of
"(Beatty) has a very engaging person- the new science building demonstrates that
ality," Alberts said. He fit in well with the the university is committed to providing the
Vhitworth culture; he connected well with best facilities and materials available for its
students and faculty, and we believe he will students.
have the ability to balance the concerns of
He intends to enter the business school
each:'
with open cars and an open mind, he said.
Currently, Beatty is working as the asam coming in with a blank slate," Beatty
sociate professor of information systems in said. "My job as a servant leader is to come
the College of Business at Northern Illinois In asking what we can do to make the uniUniversity. His background in education is versity better. I will also seek to listen, and
extensive, inc.luding launching the first un- move forward as a true partner with the uniHaley Atkinson
Staff Writer
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6
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*
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Counny of ROttr &any

Roger Beatty will begin his position as Dean of
the School of Global Commerce and Management In June of this year.

versity stakeholders:*
Bratty holds a three-part vision for graduates of the business school.
The first part of his vision is that students
will be able to look back on their time at
Whitworth and know without a doubt that
thcy selected the right school for them.
The second part of his vision is that students graduate from Whitworth with confidence despite the challenges brought by the
global recession into the job market.
Beatty's final hope for Whitworth graduates is that they may maintain the Christian
foundation of their education in all aspects
of their life. He hopes graduates enter the
workforce seeking to live out the Christian
roots in which they arc grounded. he said.
am excited to have the opportunity to
join the Whitworth community," Beatty said.
"I am truly blessed to have been lcd here by
God."

Contact Hale)' Atkinson at haley.atkinsone
whitworthian.com.
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Accreditors

aileA

will give

Lecture will focus
on medicine and
nanotechnology

evaluation
after visit

Mehmet Sarikaya, director of the Genetically Engineered Materials Science
and Engineering Center at
the University of Washington, is coming to speak as
a part of the 2010 Science

Evanne Montoya
StqffiVriter

An evaluator from the Northwest Commission on Colleges and Universities (NWCCU), the
regional accreditation body, will come to Whitworth April 12 to evaluate the school's progress in
responding to five recommendations. The NWCCU suggested changes after the school's 2008
full-site visit.
"[Whitworth is] fully accredited by the Northwest Commission; said Barb Sanders, associate
dean of instruction. "The recommendations are
things we need to address in order to remain ac-

Taylor ZajiteU Whitworihian

Hjailmar Hannesson, Iceland's ambassador to the United States was the fourth Great Decisions
lecturer this season. He spoke about Iceland's history and its current financial crisis.

Talk centers on current
Icelandic finance woes

credited;

4

Sanders, as the accreditation liaison for Whitworth, chaired the writing of the Focused Interim
Report. The report explains the steps Whitworth
has taken to address the recommendations.
The recommendation that Sanders said would
influence students most directly suggests that the
school evaluate thc effectiveness of its current effort to meet the needs of international, ethnic minority and non-Christian students.
"We really want to focus our efforts on making surc campus has a welcoming environment."
Sanders said.
Along with conducting surveys in order to study
thc effectiveness of policies already in place, the
school created the assistant vice president for intercultural relations position and hired Lawrence
Burnley to fill it. Administrators also opened the
Intercultural Center.
Freshman Macy Olivas, who will be a Cultural
Diversity Advocate in Baldwin-Jenkins next year,
is excited about the Intercultural Center, both for
its service to students already on campus and its
potential effect on prospective students.
"I think it will be a great pull-in for students of
diverse backgrounds," she said.
Although students may not be aware of it, the
curriculum they arc taught and the assessment
of how well student learning outcomes an: met
have also bccn impacted by Vhitworth's actions
responding to the report, Sanders said.
'Me NWCCU suggested that Vhitsvorth academic programs modify their assessment programs so that they include measurable goals or
outcomes and provide data that can be collected
and analyzed. This could be used as a tool to improve program planning.
- "All academic programs have reviewed their
end-of-program student learning outcomes,
(and' identified assessment measures to evaluate
student attainment of the outcomes," according to
the Focused Interim Report.
Ilw other issues raised by the NWCCU and addressed in the' report were implementing a policy
that requires the Board of Trustccs to complete a
self-evaluation, revising debt policy and revising
methods of inventorying capitol equipment.
Contact Evanne Montoya at eninne.nrontoya@

whit)tortidan.com.

Evanne Montoya

that living in that environment has taught
kelanders to calmly respond to setbacks.
Iceland is on thc road to economic recovIn fall 2008, financial institutions colery in spitc of thc heavy blows it has taken in lapsed in Iceland after a period of rapid
economic depression, said Iceland's ambas- growth.
sador to the United States on Thursday.
"Icelanders have encountered grave conlijilmar Hannesson spoke about Iceland's sequences that have hit almost every famil);
economic state to Whitworth students, fac- Hanncsson said.
ulty and community members at the Great
In 2007, Iceland topped the United NaDecisions Lecture in thc Robinson Teaching tions quality of living list, but it no longer
lbeatre.
holds that place.
"Wc have been taught a very hard lesson,
"Now the living standard has deteriorated,
and suffered the consequences of reckless but not as much as originally feared," Hanbehavior by financiers; he said.
ncsson said.
,
, Unemployment rose from zero percent to
Hannesson began the lecture with a summar), of Iceland's history. explaining that in 8.5 percent. The krona. Iceland's currency,
%vent from 68 krona to SI
Iceland, no matter what
to 128 krona to SI.
they are talking about,
Along with the ecothcy begin with history.
"We have been taught a very
nomic situation, anothcr
"Few nations have as
hard lesson, and suffered the
problem that Iceland is
clear an idea of their origin
consequences of reddess
facing is the repayment of
(as Iceland'," he said.
the Icesave debt. LandsThe settling of Iceland
behavior by finandersf
banki, a bank in Iceland,
began in 874, and in 930
lijknatHannesson,
offered online banking
they liad their first parliakelancli Ambassador to the United States
accounts under the Icement. In 1262 it was ceded
save brand and had many
to the king of Norway, onc
customers in the UK and
of the conditions being that
they receive two seafaring ships in order to Netherlands. After the collapse of Landstrade. Trade has continued to be an integral banki and Iceland's other main banks, Iceland was left with a debt that amounts to 300
part of the Icelandic economy.
"History has shown Icelanders that... percent of Iceland's GDP, Hannesson said.
On the positive end, Iceland has achieved
when trade was in some way hampered the
times svere worst for thc people; Hanncsson a positive balance of trade, according to
said.
Hannesson. The Icelandic recovery program
Fishing, tourism and renewable energy is on track, he said.
"The country is progressing in the right
are also important to Iceland's economic
survival. With the help of geothermal energy direction," Hannesson said.
and use of rivers to produce energy, Iceland
runs on 70 percent renewable energy.
Contact Evanne Afontoya at et-annex:onThe volcanoes, while somesvhat of a draw
for tourism, also at times create an inhospita- toya@whitworthian.cont.

Election prompts change to Bylaws
Heather Kennison
Assistant Scene Editor

The elections for 'Warren senator shed light
on a need for clarification in the ASWU Bylaws
about active campaigning on election day.
Freshman Lauren Davies, one of t'ne two
candidates in the final election, was actively
campaigning via her Facebook grottp on election day. Davies wrote on the group's wall the
day of elections encouraging students to vote.
"I didn't understand that I couldn't tell peopie to Vote period so there was a little misunderstanding there; Davies said.
Executive Vice President Tyler Hamilton
had seen the post around the same time thc
student elections committee vas dealing with
Hannah Kinnier's violation of the rules. Wanting to handle each election misconduct, Hamilton immediately contacted Davies as1dng her
to present to the student elections committee
on 'Thursday.

Asa write-in candidate during the primaries.
Davies explained to the committee that she had
not been able to attend the initial meeting for
candidates. She had spoken with Hamilton
about the rules of campaigning, Davies said.
"I wasn't quite sure if I had been specific
enough on active cmnpaigning," Hamilton
vas my fault she could has:e been consaid.

it

fused;
The laws regarding active aunpaigning are
vague on specifics. Hamilton said. The ASNVU
Bylaws simply state, "Active campaigning shall
cease during voting time."
The student elections committee determined
that the wall post did not playa big enough role
in the number of votes to require a re-election,
Hamilton said. Davies won the election for
IVarren senator by a wide margin.
"It's definitely a good idea to make it as specific as possible so people don't end up breaking the rules without realizing what active campaigning is; Davies said.

cine;
The lecture will take place
in the Robinson Teaching
Theatre at 7:30 p.m. For
more information, call Julie
Shanholtzer at (509) 7774263 or e-mail at jshanholtzer@whitworth.edu.

.ble environment. However, Hannesson said

Staff Writer

.

& Society Lecture Series
at Whitworth on Thursday. He svill be presenting
his lecture "Science at the
Nano-scale: Nanotechnology and Its Implications
for Engineering and Medi-

Both Hamilton a.nd Davies apologized about
thc mix-up to the Warren community in a
dorm-wide e-maiL Hamilton has proposed
that changes be made to the ASWU Bylaws
dearly defining active campaigning. He is currently working with Dayna Coleman-Jones,
assistant dean of students, on these changes
and will bring them to ASIVU for approval on
Wednesday. Active campaigning as a rule has
been defined by the EVP each year.
Davies' opponent in the election, freshman
Caleb Klein, said that in the official meeting the
rules were explained much more in-depth.
In an unrelated incident, Klein found one of
his posters torn Up and placed outside his door.
Klein did not file a grievance, deciding that it
could have been a practical joke.
"I don't think it had anything to do with my
opponent," Klein said. "Sometimes people are
just joking around."
Contact Heather Kennison at heather.kennison@whihvorthian.com.

Fundraiser event
for Haitians will
be held late April
An on-campus dessert
and magic show event intended to raise funds for
Haitians affected by the
recent earthquake will take
place later this month. The
event is tentatively titled "A
Magic Night for Haiti;
The date and time of thc
event, along with information about ticket prices and
menu will be made available
to students shortly. Originally, event planners wanted
dinner to be a part of thc
event, but a requisition for
$3,200 from ASIVU's unallocated budget was tabled
at the assembly's March 17
meeting.

Viewing of"Milk"

will be part of
GSA Week events
A viewing of the 2008
film "Milk" will be presented Wednesday as part of the
Open Conversations: GayStraight Association club's
GSA Week. The film tells
the story of Harvey Milk,
a gay activist who became
California's first openly gay
elected official. The movie
will be shown in the Robinson Teaching Theatre at
7 p.m.
Compiled by Ira fcIntosh and
Candace Pontoni
Sources: Whitworth.edu
1%

CORRECTIONS&
CLARIFICATIONS
A campus news brief in
the March 16 issue of the
Whitworthian incorrectly
stated Hjalmar W. Hannesson's lecture would take
place on March 18. The lecture took place on April 8.
The Whitworthian is committed to prong
the Whitworth communitywith the most ac-

curate information possible. The Whitworthian IleVer knoviing/y publishes inaccuracies_ If

you have a comment a question about the
fairness or accuracyof a story, send an e-mail

to editorovhitworthian.cont
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International
BRIEFS
Poland's president
and military heads
die in plane crash
Polish President Lech Kaczynski died on Saturday, April
10 when his plane crashed in
Russia. All 95 others on board
the plane died as %yell. The
President and his wife. along
%vith renowned Polish historians and top officials of the Polish army and navy, had been
flying to Russia to take part in
a ccrcmony marking the 70th

year sincc thc day on which
over 20,000 Poles were massacred by Soviet forces near
Katyn. Acting Polish President
Bronislaw Komorowski has
declared a week-long mourning period in Poland.
Russian officials say thc
cause for the crash was that
the pilots of the plane were flying too low. A warning issued
to the pilots went unheeded.
thc officials said. Russia Prime
Minister Vladimir Putin visited the crash sitc shortly aftcr
the disaster, and has said he will
oversee an investigation of thc
crash. Russia declared April 12
a national day of mourning.

Sudanese leaders
request election be
extended four days
Multi-party elections held
in Sudan on Sunday. April 11
were the first that the Sudanese
have seen in 24 years. During
thc elections, which were held
as a part of a peace deal that
put a halt to the civil war between North and South Sudan,
voters chose the nation's president, parliament and state assemblies.
The elections have the potential to transform the Sudanese government from an
Islamist military government
run in dictatorship style to a
democracy. Some kcy parties
and politicians are boycotting the election, however,
due to fear of vote fraud. The
Sudanese People's Liberation
Movement (SPLM) has demanded the polls be kept open
for seven days amid signs that
may point to fraud, including
the late opening of some stations and mislocation of ballot
boxes. Unless the request of
the SPLM is granted, Sudan's
16 million registered voters
will have until Tuesday to cast
their votes.

Distrust in UN may
slow progress of
accord, official says
United Nations (UN) climate convention chief Yvo de
Boer has stated that the prospect of member nations reaching an agreement on climate
change by the end of the year
is slim.
Boer stated mistrust between member nations was intensified by the process used to
draw up the Copenhagen Accord at December's UN climate
summit. At this point, 110 UN
member states have endorsed
the accord, while others have
Compiled by Candace Pontoni

Students advised to lock doors
Jerod Jarvis
Opinions and Online Editor

"Everyone knows someone
who has gotten something stolen: senior Nic Vargus said.
Vargus lost roughly $500
worth of stereo equipment from
his car in December.
The Spokane County Sheriff's
Department keeps records of all
crimes in the area, and displays
them on an interactive map
linked from
their
Web

When junior Megan Fraser
walked out to discover that her
car had been broken into one
morning last October, business
as usual quickly devolved into
thc start of a months-long process of dealing with the aftermath of thcft.
Fraser's NisSince
san Maxima had
sitc.
been locked, but "Everyone knows someone who December
has gotten something stolen."
2009 up until
thieves smashed
the rear window
this printing,
NicVargus,
and gained acpolice have
Senior
ccss to her purse.
responded
camera, iPod and
to over 70
other valuables.
crimes withhad to drive back to Mon- in a half-mile of Whitworth's
tana to get a new license: Fraser campus.
said.
Doug Silver, systems coordi.
Fraser lives off-campus about nator for the Spokane County
one-half mile from Whitworth. Sheriff's Department, said that
Crime in the area is understand- one problem spot in particular is
ably a concern for students who the arca around the intersection
opt out of dorm living.
of Highway 395 and Highway 2,

known as the 'Y: North of the 'Y'
and between the two highways,
vehicle prowling and burglary
are relatively common.
However, the arca around
Whitworth remains one of thc
safer neighborhoods in Spokane,
Silver said. For exaniplc, police
have responded to 191 crimes
in the half-mile arca around the
Monroe Street and Sprague Avenue intersection in downtown
Spokane since December of last
year.

Students feel that time arca
around Whitworth is relatively
safe.
"I've always felt it was really safe," Fraser said. "After (the
theft) we just took more precautions."
Vargus has adopted a prag-

matic view since his experience.
"I feel like it's a small chance
that it could happen, but it does
happen: he said.
Silver said that students should
take care not to leave things vis-

ible inside their cars at night.
If something is stolen out of a
vehicle, recovery is often problematic. llurglars don't want to
keep stolen merchandise, Silver
said.
What students can do is report

crimes and suspicious persons as
soo'n as they arc able. The sheriff's
department engages in "intelligence led policing," Silver said,
a method of crime prevention
that seeks to identify arcas where
crime is occurring regularly and
establish a presence there.
"We'll station undercover officers and place cameras in those

areas: Silver said.
If students observe suspicious
behavior, they should report it
immediately.
In the meantime, taking some
advice from Vargus can't hurt:
"Always lock your doors." he
said.

Contact Prod Jarvis at jerod.
jarvis@whitworthian.com.

Master Bike Plan is a 'flexible tool'
Jessica Valencia
Copy Chief

different." lie said. "There's really
no onc best plan but overall I think
it's very well planned compared to
the other progressive cities."
A letter submitted to the city
council in favor of thc plan June
3, 2009, touches on a kcy clement
of most bike plans in major cities:
the "complete streets" philosophy,
which emphasizes access for ev-

Ten months after its introduction, Spokane's Master Bike Plan
is slowly taking shape with construction beginning at several
sites around the city.
Eighty percent of the changes
made to affected roadways have
occurred as originally planned.
eryone.
Currently, they have only been
lime letter submitted by Mike
minor changes, said Spokane
Taylor, director of engineering
Bicycle-Pedestrian
coordinator
services for Spokane, concernGrant Wencd.
ing the Master Bike Plan states.
"In 2009 we put in a mile of
'When plans and policies arc debike lanes and a mile and a half
veloped in this manner (complete
of marked shared lanes," Wencel
streets). bicycling becomes both a
said, adding that it was too early
goal unto itself a means to achievCourtesy Of if01414. Mown Servicn Ikrattrarnt
to say whether changes in cyclist The Master Bike Plan will affect Newport Higtnvay, Hawthorne Road and
ing a grratcr community vision."
traffic are significant due to the Division Street.
According to completestrects.
alterations.
org. thc philosophy is based on
The plan, passed by the Spokane work, such as associate pmfcssor to drive," Van Inwegen said, cit- the notion that "pedestrians, biCity Council on June 15, allows of political science Patrick Van In- ing high-traffic arcas between his cyclists, motorists and transit ridfor changes to be made "with the wegen.
house and the store as a main rea- ers of all ages and abilities must
When we were moving I son for this.
understanding that the network
be able to safely move along and
(proposed bike plan) is a flexible ivanted to find a place that was
Another reason he doesn't an- across a complete street."
tool that can and should be modi- close enough to bike to rand from ticipate cycling to take ofr quickly
Waled and the Bicycle Advified as circumstances dictate," as work)," Van Inwegen said.
in the city is the relatively large sory Board, a city-instated group,
Van Inwegen rides to work as number of shopping centers and are aware of thc push for complet5
stated in the transportation chapmuch as he can. except %vhcn his stores in Spokane.
ter of the Comprehensive Plan.
streets and have begun looking
"The plan was done with a more job warrants the use of a car, he
"You're still going to need a into it more, he said.
high-level view in mind," Wencel said. Although he secs benefits car to go to Bed, Bath 8c Beyond
"The last probably six months
said. "They really didn't dive into in implementing the plan. he also and thcn to Costar," Van Inwegen that topic has been an ongoing discalls attention
detail:*
said.
cussion between elected officials,"
The plan accounts for general to the attitude
Senior Josh- \Vencel said, pointing out further
changes, but doesn't take into con- of Spokane toua Yamaguchi discussion is planned on the topic
"We're pursuing all kinds of
sidcration obstacles such as street ward cyclists as
oftcn uses a through future workshops.
funding opportunities."
parking and narrowing travel a hindrance to
bike to comThe letter Taylor submitted also
Grant Wencel,
the overall tranlanes, he said.
mute to and touches on Spokane's inclusion
Spokane Bicyde-Pedezion Coordinator
"That's kind of the details I'm sition to becomfrom his house as a control group in an ongoing
looking at right now to potentially ing a more bikeand campus on Federal Highway Administration
modify the plan and that's what friendly city.
a regular basis study about communities and the
"If more peothese details would kind of bring
and sees a ben- effectiveness of bicycle facility inpie are biking. thcn more people efit in implementing the changes.
out," Wencel said.
stallation.
According to a letter released by scc it's not weird," Van lnwegen
"There have bccn times when
Waled said it is unlikely the
the city planning commission. on said. The more drivers become I worry about being seen by cars, study will
hinder the inclusion of
April 22, 2009, the need for bicy- aware ofcydists thc easier it would especially svhen I ride late at the bike
plan into upgrades and
de facilities in Spokane has grown be for both groups, he said.
night," he said. "I think something renovations. If anything, the study
"I know those accidents (be- like this will really help in the long will
and without city intervention,
provide information for "new
state funding for those facilities tween cyclists and motorists) do run."
opportunities for Spokane," he
could not be allocated to the city happen, but I feel safe," Van InweBoth Hawthorne Road and said.
gen said.
unless a plan was implemented.
Division Streit are expected to
"We have four components that
He has experienced dose calls, receive changes under the plan,
"Although bicycling facilities
kind of guide us," \Vence! said.
have been planned in Spokane but they typically happen more potentially affecting how students
"What's existing. short term, midfor decades, a lack of funding has often along busier streets. He of- commute to Whitworth.
term and long term:"
long been cited as the reason for ten uses equipment such as blink"I think that taking a look at
%Vencel anticipatcs the plan will
not implementing new facilities," ing lights placed on the front of how students get to class would take
roughly 20 years to complete
bikes and a reflective vest to mice be a step in the right direction,"
the plan states.
if enough funding can be acquired
"We're pursuing all kinds of himself more visible to others who Yamaguchi said. "Especially sincc
to implement bicycle facilities.
funding opportunities," \Vencel use the roads.
parking has become more of a
"Things have to line up perfectsaid, pointing out most are state
Although Van Inwcgen has tak- problem on campus:'
ly," he said. "It doesn't mean there
and federal sources. "Generally en steps to ensure his safety on the
Wined said although each bike won't be changes, but it gives us a
speaking, we're pursuing outside road, high traffic areas in Spokane plan is unique in some way, Spogoal and a plan:
money because local money is still make it difficult to make it a kane's plan is effective when commore prominent and likely form pared to others.
f.carce."
Changes made to roadways of transportation, he said.
"I've looked at probably 10 alt'Even though a grocery store er master bikc plans around the
brought on by the plan will afContact Jessica Valencia at jesfect those who choose to bilce to isn't that far we're. more inclined country and they're all a little bit
sica.vaknda@whitworthian.com.
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EDITORIAL: IN THE LOOP

Should The Whitworthian move to an online-only format?

Elections drama results
in appropriate action

Vote in the poll online at whitworthian.com or e-mail thoughts to editor@whitworthian.com

As many are aware, student elections occurrcd last week. Unfortunately, a few issues arose during the electoral proccss that
need to be defined and addressed.
A campus e-mail was sent out in the'days
following the election. In it, thc studcnt
elections committee formally reprimanded
I Brutal) Kinnicr for actively campaigning
against both candidates for executive vice
president (sophomores Josh Vance and
Brittany Roach). Via Facebook and tcxt
messages, Kinnicr advised her supportcrs
to vote for neither candidate if they were
unsure-an act that was taken by some to be
an attack on the candidates.
Kinnicr said the Facebook message was
not intended to be taken as such. While
we are inclined to believe that this was the
case, this board feels that it was nevertheless an action she should not have taken.
Some have expressed the opinion that
the campus c-mail reprimanding was too
harsh. We do not agree. Kinnier was running for a public office; therefore, she must
be willing to be held publicly accountable
for her behavior.
Rumors eke. ulated that after losing thc
presidential election, Kinnicr intended to
run for EVP, but that the elections committee would be barring her from doing so.
Alter an investigation into the issues surrounding the debate, the studeni elections
committee has decided to allow Kinnier to
run for EVP in the upcoming do-ovcr of
that race.
Josh Vance will also re-run, in addition
to newcomer junior Shannon Eshoff. Previous candidate Roach has opted not to run

Amulte EtrreiltWhitworthksrs

Our president, the baby sitter
cst difficulty President Obama has had
with Karzai, who lately has been dis-

again.

ibis situation has resulted in confusion
among members of ASWU, both current
and hopeful, and among the student body.
Ibis board feels that while mistakes were
made both by the candidates and by the
elections committee, thc end result is thc
best possible solution.
Re-running the EVP election and allowing Kinnicr to re-run gives the student body
the option of making thc decision as to
whether hcr actions were too controversial
for her to hold a position on the executive
team. We encourage her to be opcn about
the issuc-if her intentions were good, she
has nothing to hide.
One lesson that should be taken by everyone involved with the experience is the
need for responsibility and caution with
electronic messaging and social media.
Social media is an easy way to get a message out to a large number of people in a
short amount of time. However, this case
of use and related lack of prior thought is
creating problems.
In a day and age when cmoticons and acronyms are used freqttently, grammar and
proper c-mail etiquette often falls to the
wayside. Appropriate language should always be used when sending a professional
e-mail, and students would be wise to read
the e-mail out loud prior to sending it. The
same principle applies to Facebook and any
other form of electronic communication.
Hopefully, the whole fiasco will result
in smoother elections next year. The elections committee is working on clarifying
the ASWU Bylaws in an attempt to avoid
similar problems in future elections. While
there has been a lot of frustration, we are
glad to see good coming out of this.

ANDREW

GJEFLE
Cat.aveS1

We've all heard it before-two little
kids arguing, reasoning with thcir wonderfully reciprocal convictions of fairness:
You didn't invite me to your birthday
party! Now I'm not going to invite you
to mine!"
Well, I just heard a similar argument
last week, but in an arena that I would
not have particularly expected it. In fact,
it dismays me to see where it was carried out. Afghanistan's president, Hamid
Karzai was recently uninvited by President Obama to a White House visit.
According to Dexter Filkins and Mark
Landler of the New York Times, this
action was taken because Karzai "was
emasculating an independent panel that
had discovered widespread fraud in Mr.
Karzai's re-election last year."
Sounds like a good enough reason to
me.
Karzai, though, didn't seem to think
so. He threw the equivalent oía political tantrurn, inviting everybody's favorite anti-West nutjob, Iranian president
Mahmoud Ahmadinejad, to come and
speak. Ahmadinejad, of course, flew to
Afghanistan and obliged with an angry
anti-American rant. ibis is only the lat-

THIS WEEK
ONLINE

1:Vitorials in the In the Loop" section re.fiect
the majority opinion o the,Editorial Board,
which is made up Offire editors.

some folks already are), but it's hard not
to be ambivalent about something so far
tancing himself from American ideas above most of our heads. This would all
and plans, even though thc American be fine, but it becomes nothing short of
government helped him get elected in maddening when the people who should
the first place. Obama flew over for a know what they're doing and should be
surprise visit a couple days ago and rep- acting responsibly instead choose to berimanded him.
have like children.
When I heard about this, I couldn't deSo now I'm stuck not knowing what
cide whether to laugh
to think of internaaloud or punch a wall.
tional politics. This
Nothing like hurt perisn't the first time a
"I'm nota huge fan of Obama,
sonal feelings to foster
country's premier has
but I think he's ckine a pretty
international tension.
overreacted (Henry
good job here. Itjust kind of
Petty
overreactions
VIII jumps readily
seem to be the new suds seeing his job reduced to
to mind), but it still
way to conduct interbaby sitting"
seems to be the excepnational relations. To
tion rather than the
be clear, I think it was
rule. However, it still
a good idea for Obama
leaves me with a bad
to uninvite Karzai. It sends a message taste in my mouth, and my first impulse
and shows his conviction to stand by is to make fun of it; but that doesn't do
his values, and, let's be honest, there's no
much good. Were I to complain, I would
way he could have expected a reaction be a hypocrite because I'm not involved
like that. Apparently, though, Neverland in these affairs. Then again, this isn't
really does exist and a good number of the sort of thing to idly watch happen. I
our world leaders live there.
suppose, if anything, it helps a relatively
Reading about this situation, I find cynical fellow appreciate what a difficult
myself wondering where that leaves job our President has. I'm not a huge fan
those of us at a place like NVhitworth. of Obama, but I think he's done a pretty
We're voters and intellectuals, yes, but
good job here.
it seems like .tve don't really have much
It just kind of sucks seeing his job recontrol over anything that happens on a duced to baby sitting.
large political scale. We're being educated well, and perhaps we eventually will
be adequately prepared to do something GJEFLE is a junior majoring in English
and biology. Comabout issues like this (and, to be fair, ments can be sent to andrew.gjetle@whitworthian.com.
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Sodexo revealed
Sophie Sestero goes
behind kitchen doors
to talk to the men and
women who keep us fed,
in spite of complaints.

Nuclear debate

ASWU Re-runs
The polls reopen this
week for Executive
Vice President-and The
Whitworthian will be
covering every angle.

President Obama is
making changes to our
nuclear energy policies.
Columnist Molly Ferree
weighs in on the story.
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Apple's iPad doesn't quite measure up
JACQUELYN

WHEELER
CD MUST

it's a computer! It's a giant iPhone! No, it's the iPad!
So what is an iPad anyway? Can it do anything that my
computer and a fancy 3G phone cannot? The iPad, like
any-thing Apple makes, is a high-quality entertainment
device but at this point. I am skeptical; is the idea of a

multimedia entertainment device worth theInvestment?
When I first saw the ads for the iPad I thought it was
stupid. It's like a laptop, but it can't do all the same things.
And it has a massive and exposed screen. Why not just
have smaller computers?
The iPad functions like the iPhonc in its ability to run
all of thc iPhone applications and over 1,000 new apps
specially designed for the iPad. It is a step up from the iPhone-even though it's not a phone-because it uses touch
screen technology to perform many of the functions oía
laptop.
They have thc basic office apps available for $IO each. It
would work great for word processing, too. I have typed
on the iPad pages app and it works remarkably %yell for
touch screen typing. There is also an app for photo editing, which is much closer to a legitimate computer editing program than the iPhone apps. E-mailing photos
from that application is also incredibly simple. The iPad
even functions as a digital picture frame. With a photo
kit accessory, it is easy to move pictures directly from a
camera onto the device.
One special detail about the iPad that helps bring it
to a new level is thc Netffix app, which would allow for
free TV and movie viewing right on the iPad. There are
also deals made with ABC and CBS to have shows made
available. By the end of the month they will likely have

episodes of NBC shows as well. These deals take the iPad you like), which would be a huge step forward.
Another major difference between the iPad and a lapto a whole ncw level, because there has never been such a
portable, high-quality device with acccss to so many dif- top is the Internet options. Ihe iPad can either gain internet access using ViFi, just like a laptop, or one can subferent types of entertainment.
The iBook application almost makes the device us- scribe to the AT&T 3G wireless network. There are also
able instead of the Amazon Kindle. At this point it lacks options for 16GB, 32Gli or 6.1GB of memory. Between
the note-taking features and the book selection that the these two options, it allows for a wide range in cost from
Kindle has. With the addition of note-taking features and $.199 to 5829.111e 3G Internet option starts to set this detextbook availability, it could save students a lot of mon- vice apart from a laptop in other ways. It may be worth
ey. Unfortunately, at this point. the Wad only has 60,000 having in addition to a computer.
books available versus more than 400,000 currently availAt this point, to me, the iPad is not worth having just as
able on the Kindle. I imagine there are more on the way.
a toy. As it is now, it is primarily an entertainment device.
The iPad also has many fun new gaine
It is good for consuming a lot of inforapps. There is a "Rock Band" applicamation. It imports files from Windows
tion. which I tested when I went and
and other devices much better than it
played with one at Best Buy. Unfortu- "When I first saw the ads for the exports. I
am far less excited about a
nately you don't get to hold an instruiPad, I thought it was stupid.
new entertainment toy than I am new
ment-controller and look like a fake It's like a laptop, but it can't do
ways to create content. lf, in the future,
rock star, but 1 imagine there are other all the same things. And it has
the iPad becomes a more useful congame apps where the experience is not
tent creation tool, I might be in, espea
massive,
exposed
screen.
Why
so compromised.
cially
tvith the touch screen.
not
just
have
smaller
Another game application cleverly
If
Apple
applied the use of touch
computersr
utilizes both thc iPad and the iPlione at
screen
technology
to a device that
the sante time. There is a Scrabble app
had the same creative capabilities of a
with a full game board with panning
laptop, it would be revolutionary. This
and zooming features. A corresponding iPhone app allows each player to store their tiles and would allow for more hands-on content creation. Ideally
move them around and flick them wirelessly onto the things like layout design would involve simply moving
iPad game board. So, if nothing else, the iPad is a really items around on the screen with their hands. Like going
analog without the mess and complexity of effectively
great toy.
Unfortunately thc iPad does not replace a laptop ... yet. transferring work between mediums.
The iPad does a lot of things really well. but it doesn't
It lacks a pltysical keyboard, a webcam. USE% ports and
multitasking capabilities. In order to get data off of an ex- really do anything nets% Basically, if you're looking for a
ternal hard drive, for instance, one would have to load it new toy, the iPad's for you.
onto a computer first, and then transfer it to the iPad. It is
possible that the next version of the iPad will have multitasking, so multiple apps can run at the same time (like a WHEELER is a sophomore majoring in English. Comments un be sent to Jacquelyn.
computer where you can have as many windows open as wheelerOvhitworthianlorn.

No simple solutions for immigration reform
IRIS

WU
CAS: COVAMS1

I would likc to think of my following
statements as more of a public service to
the students at Whitworth. In thc past,
there have been many good-natured and
well-meaning efforts to bring awareness to
certain domestic issues which have served
to highlight our student body's ignorance
regarding these things simply due to a
lack of research and study into whatever
particular topic was in vogue at that moment.
Last week, one of The Whitworthian's
columnists brought the issue of immigration reform back to the table, and the
comments that were made regarding the
article on The Whitworthian Web site
were pitifully idiotic. One individual bemoaned his lack of gainful employment
while "illegal schmucks" were taking jobs
from him.
I am sure we can all agree that this is
not the most productive tvay to carry on
a discussion regarding a serious issue and
the reason why this person couldn't find
a job was apparent. Another person raved
that "[The children of illegal immigrants!
are ruining our schools holding back our
English-speaking children because they
don't speak the language." I will not even
dignify this with a comment. judging from
some of the incoherent babble that comes
from many of Whitworth's own students
("Zomg, that was an epic fail,") I will venture a guess and say that our very own are
"holding back English-speaking children
because they don't speak the language."
Before any meaningful discourse can
occur, several misconceptions regarding
immigration must be cleared.
First and foremost, illegal immigrants
are n-.,t taking our jobs. This is a common
argument bandied around which simply is
not true. The majority of us are not aiming to find gainful employment in the service sector for the rest of our lives. Most
of us are vying for white-collar positions
while most illegal immigrants are seeking

blue-collar jobs. I somehow do not think you know, buy stuff, and when they buy
Whitworth graduates arc eager to work at stuff; they pay taxes.
All kidding aside, they also pay federal
Walmatt or on strawberry farms off the
taxes as well as state taxes. They may have
210 freeway anytime soon.
Illegal immigrants also do not receive used a fake Social Security number to gct
any benefits from the American govern- that high-paying job, but even fake Social
ment. Only American citizens receive Security cards nccd to be fed taxes. The
American benefits. Illegal immigrants are maws of Uncle Sam are wide indeed. In
not Americans. Therefore, they are not addition. when they do pay taxes, be it a
getting American benefits. Yes, this means fixed, regressive, sliding, progressive. or
they don't qualify for 111edicaid or Social flat tax, their pockets arc still smarting
Security benefits. Does this make sense more than ours because the marginal valor did 1 lose the Tea Partiers on the way? ue of their income is vastly different than
(Also, for some unknown reason, thc veri- the marginal value of ours. unless you're
fication process that takes place when ap- making below the minimum tvage.
plying for welfare programs is much more
Whether you likc the influx of foreignstringent than employers into this country or
ment checks, so even if
not, whether you care
illegal immigrants do
or not, our current im'There are so many issues
get those elusive jobs regarding immigration which re- migration and visa polithat Whitworth students
quite a nuanced understanding cies are in dire need of
seem to really want, they
comprehensive reform
still will have a difficult of the problems being debated and overhaul. 'Ibis is
time taking our benefits that simply cannot be discussed not a question. The
away from us.)
in terms of black and white."
perpetuation of a failed
These workers are in
system is only serving
all likelihood working in
to hurt Americans and
low-skilled industries which pay next to our country's future prospects in a myriad
nothing. But by refusing to legalize these of ways. Yet, there are some individuals
workers, we are essentially hurting our who arc still obstinate about the prospect
homegrown workers as well. Regardless of of reform. Disregard those people because
the industry, illegal workers are paid less thcy cithcr belong to fringe groups or are
than the minimum wage, which in turn delusional and display a complete lack
drives the overall wage down in the indus- of understanding about the state of our
try, hurting illegal and legal workers.
country's domestic affairs.
Back to the jobs issue. I will concede
The present immigration system will
that illegal workers tend to take jobs from simply not work. It does not adequately
lower-skilled workers, but in an economy respond to our country's cconomic needs
like ours, that percentage is actually quite in an agile manner that supplies necessmall. If we provide some path to legaliza- sary labor. Our economy is increasingly
tion or expand and reform our temporary becoming a lcnowledge-based economy,
worker visa system to be efficient and ef- which means Amcricans are no longer
fective, all these workers can unionize and groomed and educated to work in lowwages will rise (in theory). But hey, as long skill positions. Who seriously is consideras we can still buy cheap stuff, why do any ing working on a farm or in McDonald's
of us care?
for the rest of their lives? This creates a
Illegal immigrants also do pay taxes, shortage of low-skilled workers.
contrary to popular belief. Perhaps this
However, immigration fear mongerers
has slipped our privileged middle-class argue that we need more and more foreign
minds, but in many statcs there's some- STEM (science-technology-engineeringthing called a sales tax that each one of us mathematics) workers to make America
has to pay when we, you know, buy stuff. competitive. While this may be nice and
Even though many of us don't consider il- dandy, we are running out of low-skilled
legal immigrants people, they still need to, workers to fill the basic jobs which keep

,

,

our communities running in the ways we
expect. But instead of changing our visa
policies to allow this pool of labor to come
in, wc are tightening them in response to
xenophobic fears voiced by., well, ignorant
American people.
The proposed "solutions" to our immigration woes are misguided. Some propose the increase of border sccurity along
the U.S.'s Southwest. Increased border
enforcement may stem the flow of illegal
immigrants to a trickle, but is that really
solving the problem? Moreover, a giant
fence is not deterring illegal immigrants;
they are simply risking more and more to
cross over stateside. Human smugglers are
now charging exorbitant fees to get peopie across. Who knows where this money
goes? Some smuggling rings arc connected to drug cartels. If this is true for most
of these smuggling rings, American programmatic aid to Nlexico might as tvell be
flushed down the toilet because our own
immigration policies are fostering this illicit relationship.
There are so many issues regarding
immigration which require a nuanced
understanding of the problems being debated that simply cannot be discussed in
terms of black and white. In the words of
Laurence J. Peter, Some problems are so
complex that you have to be highly intelligent and well informed just to be undecided about them."
This current wave of immigration is
unlike any wage our country has experienced in the past, forcing us to be more
open minded about which step we need to
take next.
There is no question that reform must
take place. This is something that both
Democrats and Republicans agree on, and
after watching the health care debacle in
person in D.C., that is really saying something. I implore Whitworth students to
overcome their biases, coming to terms
with our country's changing composition
in a way that reflects the faith everyone
purports to hold. Just don't pull a Steve
King (R-IA).
WU is a junior majoring in political science. Corrunents can be
sent to editor@whitwonhian.com.
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A COLUMN BYJEILOWARVIS"

-_,IcA-vALEr_JA

Dcar NVItitworth community,
This column is now property of the copy desk.
lewd? Jerod is busy. I may or may not have told
him the creator of "Bioshock" is on campus. He ran
out with a blank disc and a permanent marker about
an hour ago, muttering something about how kids
and marriage will always come in second after this
moment in his life.
You see, I have a mission, Whitworth. One that I
have kept hidden from my fellow editors and peers
until now. But the time has come to reveal what has
been weighing heavy on my heart. There arc problems on the horizon, my friends and it is imperative
that you become aware of them.
The Whitworthian is about to undergo a change in
power; onc that Ivill crack the foundation this publication sits on. The editor-in-chief position has gone
to the man you all swoon over: one Mr. Jarvis. Quiet
your cheers, students and staff. I was one of you at
one point also. I3ut I am here to tell you he is fooling
all of you.The paper you have come to know and love
is about to be defaced.
Do you enjoy the opinions section? limy about a
twelve-page opinions scction? Good, in theory, but
there are only so many opinions about Saga and
ASWU a person can stoma& No one likes the (bad,
or campus-wide emails; okay, we gct it! Vhere's the
scandal? Where's the fluff? I need my fact fa and I
need it now! I want to read definitive information; I
don't carc about what others feel. You can't fact check
feelings.
And I hate to break it to you 'Whitworth, but the
second he puts his natne on that door, my staff and
I can kiss our jobs goodbye. Opinions columns dotit
use quotes from anyone. How am I supposed to
check attributions if there aren't attributions to begin
with? If everything is opinion this and editorial that,
I might as well change my title from copy chicf to
7-Eleven cashier.
I'm a journalist for heaven's sake; no onc wants to
hirc me! My degree is the equivalent of an expensive high school diploma. The only difference is that
when I go to fill the Slurpec machines I wonder if the
company is cutting corners on their tax forms and
whether I can unearth it.
But let's forget about mc for a bit. He will likely off
me right from the gct go. Think about yourselves.
Laughter is detracting from your academic life.
here is no room for happiness on this campus!
Whitworth advertises community, not this humor
crap. In fact, it is frowned upon out in the real world.
Libel! Defamation! Sound familiar? Joke about the
wrong person and student loans won't be the only
thing you will have to pay off. Whitworth better start
budgeting for a bomb shelter bccausc they're going
to be raining down on us for all the finger-pointing
we'll In doing.
Which is why I'm calling for an uprising from the
masses. It is time to put to rcst all of this humor. No
one laughs anymore. It's gone out of style. Everyone's
about having a poker face. Stop singing!
Save yourselves, Whitworth! Is this who you want
to be the face of The Whitworthian? We have an image to uphold as an award-winning publication. Do
you really think your opinions editor, who says "lawl"
and spells it like that can handle this office?
What will happen to me, the single revolutionary,
when he find out his Muse has been hijacked by his
compatriot with the red pen? You already know my
story. It is %vritten in all of the history books:What?
You're not a fan of history? You prfer humor columns instead? Do you hear that, Whitworth? That's
the sound of my mind and heart dying.
VALENCIA is a sophomore majoring in journalism. Comments can be sent

jessica.valencia@whitworthian.com.

Aiken Benson/Whitwarthian

Filling out census benefits you
the Congress:* Answering only ques- counted, can you imagine what that
tion one fulfills its initial purpose.
would do to the balance of represenMOLLY
To think that you can answer only tation on Capitol Hill? That would
FERREE
question one, or refuse to fill out the be like taking California, Texas, New
form altogether, is incredibly naive. I York, Florida and Illinois completely
am astounded that Minnesota Repre- out of the picturc, resulting in 158
sentative Michele Bachmann is actu- seats in the Housc of Representative
Every April, Americans scramble ally encouraging people to fight the being unfilled.
to find their box of receipts, scrounge system and send thc census back perAs for the qualms people hold about
around for unpaid bills and scurry to petually blank. In an interview with the cost ofadvcrtising and promotion,
organize their 1040 E-Z tax forms. Fox Ncws she said she intends to say spending the money now, in order
April 15 looms ever closer for those how many people live in her home, to make people send in their form,
feeling the IRS breathing down thcir and mail the form back to the gov- will save millions of dollars
when it
neck, but that's not the only due date ernment. As a lawmaker, I hope she comes time to go door-to-door. You
on people's mind this April. April
realizes that there is an up to $5,000 may have seen ccnsus workers hand1 was National Ccnsus Day, the day
fine with hcr name on it for refusing ing out information about the census
when every person was supposed to to fill out all, or even part, or the cen- along with
promotions likc hats and
fill out his or hcr census and drop it
t-shirts and wondered what the point
sus.
in the mail.
Under US Code Title 13, it is illegal of it all was, but for every one percent
Why thcn, if that was thc deadline, to
neglect to answer cvcry part of the increase in thc 2010 mail returns, $85
arc wc still seeing advertisements that
questionnaire, yet people still come million will be saved frotn house visencourage us to complete thc form?
up with reasons to refuse. Two of its. If you are worricd that your tax
The "Take 10 Challenge," institutcd
my favorites are the concerns people dollars are being put to waste, then
by the U.S. Census Bureau, is still behave about their personal informa- just go grab a free t-shirt or hat if you
ing used so that wc can meet our goal
tion being shared and the extraneous see them being passed out and it's
as a nation and return our forms fastlike you are getting
er than in 2000. The mcn and women advertising costs
of
your money back!
in
times
ecoworking at the bureau have used thc
struggles.
If
Obviously the
nomic
last decade to shorten the census to
"To think that you can answer
to
do
Census
Bureau
you
bother
10 simple questions, but as of April 7,
only question one, or refuse to
isn't
perfect;
what
some
research,
thc
thc national participation rate stood
is
fill
out
the
form
altogether,
government
orreasons
for
both
at only 62 percent. Almost a week
ganization
is? But
of
these
questions,
is
to
incredibly
naive...it
illegal
after the deadline, the Ccnsus Bureau
and more, are ex- neglect to answer every part of the census has
is missing one-third of their forms.
been taken every
This delay in the return of the plained on the buthe questionnaire."
10 years since 1790
reau's
Web
site.
"mail back" participation can be
U.S.
Census
Buand
its full intent
blamed on a number of things. First
are
and
purpose
reau
workers
is to
of all, a hurried scan of thc daily mail
barred'
from
supplying
information
help
the
American
people,
not
harm
could have resulted in the form being
accidentally tosscd out. The "Census to anyone, induding the IRS, CIA them. If you still have issues answer2010" stamp on the envelope possi- and FBI, and anyone caught disclos- ing every question, go ahead and wait
bly wasn't evident enough for people ing this information is punishable until you have someone knocking at
to notice. For those of you who may by up to $250,000 and five years in your door and enjoy a heated discushave misplaced it, don't worry, you prison. Maybe it's just me, but I don't sion with him or her before you fill
think sharing a person's phone num- it out. My advice, however, is to fill
will be scnt another form.
ber
is worth it. Your number can be out the 10 questions, put it in the preThere are some Americans, however, who blatantly refuse to fill found in thc NVhite Pages anyway, paid envelope, mail the form back in,
out the form, or opt to only answer so you might as well just fill that one and then join a lobbying greap to
question number one. Many people out. The only information shared as fight for a revision of the 2020 Cenbelieve that the only thing the gov- a result of the census are the statistics sus. With .any luck, they'll get it all
right next time.
ernment needs to know about you is gathered from the data.
These
statistics
help
the
governhow many people are living in your
house. The original intent of the cen- ment allocate over 5400 billion in
sus was, according to the U.S. Cen- funding on infrastructure and sersus Bureau, "To count every person vices for the public. They also help
living in the newly created United redefine district lines and the num- FERREE is a sophomore majoring in journalism and
States of America, and to use that ber of seats in Congress a state is marketing. Comments can be sent to molly.ferree@
count to determine representation in given. If one-third of our nation isn't whitymthian.com.
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health care
will help preserve Constitution
OPINI N: Repe ling

Those who

can
insurance but afford
not to buy choose
coverage
may be
forced to buy
coverage

or pay a

penalty.

ta-V

SOUrre: Api?

Student Loans
"Ricked away in more
than 2,400 pages that make
up President Obama's health
care reform bill are measures to change thc way students receive federal loans.
Government control

The student loan reform
will allow the federal government to take control
of student loans.
Now the government
will be offering loans
directly," said Aaron
Korthuis, president of the
Political Activism Club.

easier to expand its authority by simply
altering the meaning of the Constitution
to suit its agenda. Such power destroys
the rule of law and subjects all ConstiOn March 23, President Barad(
tutional freedoms and institutions to
Obama signed into law onc of the largest
governmental "interpretation:* It makes
and most significant pieces of legislation
the country has seen in decades. It is safe overall economy. Health insurance. at one wonder what is in store for the other
to say that this legislation will have some almost one-fifth of our country's GDP, four-fifths of our economy.
Americans have lost sight of thc long
direct affect on almost every American. clearly falls within that authority:*
Essentially, the congressnian is arguing term principles that the Constitution
It is also safe to say that the bill. with
the deceptively simple title, The Patient that the government can force you to do, originally was structured to uphold. InProtection and Affordable Care Act," was or in this case buy, anything, as long as stead, we have become all too willing to
perhaps the most controversial legisla- it enforces its mandates through thc tax sacrifice our principles when we believe
code. If his second con- we will receive somc immediate benefit
tion passed in recent
tention is true, then the from it. Unfortunately, the government
history'.
Indeed, there are
government can regulate gains more power each time we take a
/be passage of this bill raises any industry, business, shortcut around thc Constitution, to the
numerous levels on
an even more important issue, or organization that it point where the government now claims
which this bill can
namely the way in which the
be opposed. Howevdeems important to the the power to tell each individual that
er, due to the sheer Constitution has gradually been economy.
they must buy government approved insizc and complexA
strict
reading
of
the
surance and will be severely punished if
erodedf
ity of the debates
Constitution will reveal thcy refuse.
surrounding
the
no such governmenFortunately, Washington Statc Attorlegislation, I will
tal authority. It is only ney General Rob McKenna is one of 13
not mention its cost ($938 billion) or its through a progressive reinterpreting of state attorneys general who have taken a
length (2409 pages). Furtherniore. I will key portions of the Constitution-the stand on principle and sued the federal
not mention Americans' feelings towards commerce dause in this case-that the government over the constitutionality of
the bill (they oppose it by a 10-15 per- government has beCn able to seize this thc bill. In his words,
Congress can
cent margin), and I most certainly will power.
order you to buy certain kinds of health
not mention the process by which the bill
There arc those who argue that the insurance, what clsc can they order you
was passed, which involved controversial Constitution must be perpetually reinter- to buy? Could they require you to buy
legislative tactics of questionable consti- preted in order to keep up with the times. General Motors vehicles, because the
tutionality, an undetermined number of The writers of the Constitution realized federal government now effectively owns
special deals for agreeable members of this. They also realized that in order for that carmakcr?"
Regardless of whether or not thcy supCongress and a substantial amount of a free society to exist, the country must
be based on the premise that the law is port thc health care bill, Vashingtonians
arm-twisting.
These are all valid topics of discussion. king, not the other way around (a theory should rally around McKenna's effori
However, the passage of this bill raises first argued by a Presbyterian, no less). If we expect our nation to remain the
an even more important issue, namely Their response was thc amendment pro- strong republic that it has been for centhe way in which the Constitution has cess, by which the Constitution could be turies, we must support efforts such as
altered and updated as necessary. In their these to preserve our Constitution.
gradually been eroded.
Ripresen tative Jay Inslec (D-WA) gives wisdom, they mude thc process very difthe government's rationale for the bill's ficult for the government to manipulate.
constitutionality by stating, The Consti- Over the last century, however, the gov- NELSEN is a fresh= mijoring in pobtkal scknce. Comtution provides Congress with the power ernment has determined that it is much ments can be sent to matnelsengwhitIvorthian.com.

Max Nelsen
Staff Writer

of taxation, and essentially the individual
requirement to purchase insurance under this bill is enforced through the tax
code Furthermore, he states, "Congress
has the power to regulate interstate commerce that has a substantial effect on the

if

Counting the cost
The government will be
able to save money that
has been going to thc
private banking industry.
Korthuis said.

Removing banks from the
picture could ultimately
save the government $61
billion over 10 years, according to the Congressional Budget Office.
-A long wait

Current Whitworth
students will not see
any benefits from the

Support for health care

reform varies by party

changes, however. These
measures will not begin
going into effect until July
I. 2014.
Pell grants

One change future students will see are increases to the Pell grant, which
provides "need-based
grants to low-income
undergraduate and certain post-baccalaureate
students to promote
access to post-secondary
education," according to
the U.S. Department of
Education's Web site.
However, even these
changes are slight. The
official plan is to increase
the Pell grant from it's
current amount of $5,350
to $5,975 by 2020-a $625
dollar increase over 10
years.

Democrat

79

9

12

independent

46

45

10

Republican

14

76

10
Source Gallup Poll
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What does the new health care
bill mean for college students
today and in the future?
Candace Pontoni
News Editor

Jerod Jarvis
Opinions Editor

Lit

45%
2009,
19-29
were

yea r

o

olds

insurance until they are 26, regardless of
whether they are enrolled at a university.
If you are attending college and want
to talce a year off of school, right now you
wouldn't be covered by your parent's insurance during your time off; said Glen
Stream, a doctor at Rockwood Clinic.
As most of the new legislation will not
become effective until 2014, however, it's
likely that current studcnts won't be affected by the reform during their time at
Whitworth, Hogue said.
Hogue said many people seem under
the Impression that they won't be able to
keep their current insurance plans. This,
he said, is the most misunderstood part of
the new legislation.
"To quote the Pre.sident, 'Ifyou like your
insurance you can keep itr Hogue said.
Another misconception, Hogue said, is
that the bill is socialized medical reform.
It isn't correct to classify it this way, Hogue
said, as the government won't be playing
the role of an insurance company and providing the same coverage for everyone.
It should instead be considered a system in which the government subsidizes
insurance for some, he said.
Like Hoguc, Ediger said he doesn't feel
the rcform will socialize the health care
systcm.
"I don't think we're heading in that
direction; Ediger said. "This may open
the door to go there, but I don't think it
will. Making health care available to all is

Reactions on Whitworth's campus to
President Obama's recently approved
health care reform bill arc mixed. Students
and faculty came down on both sides of
the fence when asked about the bill.
On March 23, President Obama signed
into action legislation that will, among
other things, allow Americans to purdiase
health care through state-based exchanges.
The vote on Capitol Hill was split nearly
cycn, with 100 percent of Republicans
In both the House and the Senate voting
against the measure, and most Democrats
voting in favor. The measure passcd 219212 in the House.
Aaron Korthuls, political activism club
president, said he has heard both sides of
the debate supported by Whitworth students, but that overall he has heard more
negative than positive comments about
the reform.
"People are less favorable than favorable. There are a lot of people who
would have rather seen it passed another way, Korthuis said.
Andrew Hogue, assistant professor of political science, said he is
hearing far more questions than
comments.
good;
"There has been a lot of misStream said allegations that quality of
understanding about the bill," health care will deteriorate under the reHogue said. "Even the people form are not grounded, as the bill affects
who drafted the key compo- the insurance side of the health care sysnents of the bill, and certain- tem.
ly most everyone who voted
Those who choose to purchase infor it, are unlikely to have surance through state-based exchanges
read the whole thing;
should still be able to obtain high-cost
Mike Ediger, depart- procedures such as organ transplants and
ment of health sciences dialysis, he said.
Some do have concerns about the legischair, said he believes
some students feel the lation, however.
reform won't affect them.
Ediger believes greater government
"Access to health care is a big issue, but presence in the system could result in constudents don't realize it because they're on fusion as to who should dictate the type
thcir parents' health plan; he said.
of care each individual should receive. He
Whitworth graduates who aren't able to feels it is possible that legislative oversight
afford health insurance have come to Edi- may be brought into health care.
gcr asking for health advice, he said.
"When we give our government more
'A lot of them are skipping necessary control of health care, it makes me nermedical procedures because they aren't vous," Ediger said. "FIealth care providers,
able to afford health plans," Ediger said. not congressional committees, should de'Many aren't getting health screenings, termine quality of health care."
are skipping their allergy shots, and they
les important that Americans continue
are more inclined to have a tooth pulled to question who is dictating the care thcy
instead of having the problem with the receive as the reform is implemented, he
said.
tooth fixed."
A concern held by Ediger, Stream and
The new plan will help by giving young
adults the option of remaining on their Korthuis is that there will not be enough
parent's insurance for a longer period of medical health professionals to go around
if all Americans who are currently unintime.
One stipulation of the bill will allow sured take advantage of the chance to obyotmg adults to remain on their parents' tain insurance.

will/tout

insurance

Most of the
bill will
not
kick in
until

2014
s'urre...vaw

if

all of those who are now uninsured
make medical appointments once thcy
are insured, there won't be enough medical practitioners to care for all of the m,"
Stream said.
Korthuis likewise feels that the reform
has the potential to lower the quality of
medical care received by Americans due to
increased demand for health care, though
the bill contains many provisions that seek
to ensure health care quality, he said.
SI think it's going to depend on the way
the medical community responds," Korthuis said.
Ediger said he feels this problem will
likely be addressed through physician assistants and nurse practitioners.
"I believe they will be leaders in primary health care over the next 20 years;
Ediger said.
Hogue said he hopes people are able to
get behind the bill.
"I'm hopeful, but not optimistic, that
people can come on board and hope for
the best with this bill, whether they supported it or not, since it is now the law of
the land," Hogue said.
Stream is looking finther down the
road.
"I hope we can move quicldy beyond the
political fallout," he said. "My hope is that
we use this imperfect piece of legislation
as a starting point to build a new health
care system:'
-

Contact Candace Pontoni at candace.
pontoni@whihvorthian.com.
Contact ferod Jarvis at jerod.jarvis@
whitworthian.com.
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Seniors inspired by a variety of mediums
WRITER'S REVIEW

Sophie Sestero
falling in love. After their first awkwanl kiss,
the two love birds are transported into ElseSeniors Jess Liles, Heather Kirnak and where a mystical, sometimes confused, alRachel Evving collaborated to write, cast. WayS whimsical place.
The play was passionate; full of strong
choreograph and produce their own play for
thcir senior projet-t. At its premiere on Fri- feelings and wisdom within its two-hour
day audiences were thrilled to be taken to a performance. While it had undertones of
fantastical world inspired by the artwork of inspiration from famous works like "Alice in
Gustav Klimpt and the story "Alice in "Won- Wonderland: it made unique and original
themes come alive vsithin it.
dcriancl"
The audience went through total catharsis
During January 2009, Liles, Ewing and
Kirnak went on a Jan Term trip to New York as the play unfolded; belly laughs erupted
City. There they fell in love svith Klimpt's when meeting quirk-y characters like the
painting-The Kiss:' It inspired them to write merchandisers who were coverrd in hats,
mismatched socks and
a play Lbout how a kiss
dozens of neckties. Other
can gct you in all kinds
times, the audience sat in
of trouble. Ewing and
11 thought it was extremely
Kirnak co-wrote the play, powerful and well put togetherf silence, taking in some of
thc more fearful elements
thcn used the aid of Liles
Rick Homor,
°flow, or wept when seeas a choreographer and as
theater Department Chair
ing examples of uncondia third eye to vvatch while
tional care for family.
Ewing acted in the lead
While there are defirole and Kirnak directed.
"This has been a challenge, but also re- nitely heroes and villains in this play, they
warding to meld three different artistic vi- are discreet. The No One, a character who
seemed to be a combination of thc white rabsions," Liles said.
The thrcc seniors would often ask "What bit and the rhyming Cheshire Cat, played by
does the work vvant?" when considering re- freshman Erica Yoder. was onc of thc many
visions or making changes to the script as talented roles of the play. Her feline movements and articulate speaking helped her
rehearsals were underway.
"Sometimes you have to let go; sometimes first appear as a helpful friend, later discovyou have to separate yourself from the work," ered to be a tricky enemy. Her performance
Liles said." We all have a hand in each other's was evocative and convincing it helped pull
specialties, but we've all been able to draw the audience through several emotions in a
from each other as well. There is no sense of single scene.
this is mine and that is yours."
Lilas' choreographed dancers helped
'Through the play, they hoped to explore kccp the play moving as well The dancers
the different types of love and how relation- helped to work as background, set pieces, as
ships can go through. them. One line used encouraging faces or hissing monsters demice in the play was, 'Love is made of many pending on the scene.
things, and only one of them is joy:
Rick Hornor, theater department chair,
Before going on stage. Ewing said she had was impressed with the play's attention to
to learn to let go and let what happened, detail and sv-as proud of his students, though
happen while hoping for the best
he'd had nothing to do svith its writing or
You have to trust that the audience would production.
"I thought it was extremely powerful and
get it, like it and that it would be beautiful,"
Ewing said.
well put together," Hornor said.
The audience is first brought into the story
At the end of the first performance the
of Emma and Micah, a new couple who is
actors and dancers were proud of the end

Staff Writer

Browion Iltruning/Whithwthixt

Freshman Ellie Tappa applies make-up before a production of the senior proJecrElsewhere."
result.
"The audience was surprising with their
reactions," junior Stephanie Wiley said.
made the play come alive
Junior Nick. Kemner, one of the leads in
the play, said that after two and a half months
of three-a-week rehearsals and other preparation, it was a relief to have it turn out so

it

well
"I loved the secrets. It was such a cool
reaction whcn they left thc stage," Kemncr
said. "When the last secret left, I could hcar
a sigh from the audience and it signaled to

me that they totally got it:
He noted that this was thc play's world
premiere. The actors and directors didn't
know exactly what to expect from the cmwd
because it had never bccn seen or played out
before an audience.
"Tonight has made it worth everything.
The audience MS such an Integral part of
the show, and wc really could not have made
it happen without them." Rem= said.
Contact Sophie Sestero at sophie.sestem@
whit Ivor:him:. com.

Lecturer encourages people to
follow their needs, not wants
Max Nelsen
Staff Writer

Joanne Atiguirt/Whstworthisn

Kent Annan discusses his time in Haiti after the earthquake in
January. Annan has been living in Haiti for seven years.

Kent Annan gave a presentation Wednesday. April 7,
regarding his experiences in the aftermath of the devastating earthquake that struck Haiti in January.
Annan is co-director of Haiti Partners, a non-profit organization dedicated to education in Haiti, and has lived
in Haiti for the last seven years.
Annan explained that extreme poverty in Haiti directly
contributed to the high dcath toll.
"We don't have to kid ourselves: Annan said. "Most of
those people died of poverty, not of an earthquake:
Eighty percent of people there lived on less than $2 per
day before the earthquake, Annan said.
Foreigners in places such as Haiti often have too much
power and access to resourCes,, which separates them
from the people, Annan said. Consequently, when Annan
and his wife moved to Haiti, they shared a home without
electricity or running water with a Haitian family.
"It's exhilarating to get to learn and serve and work in
this way, getting our ideals dirty," Annan said.
However, Annan noted that foreigners' influence is
limited to supporting and equipping the people of I laiti
through efforts such as education.
"It's not foreigners who arc going to change Haiti or
make a difference in Haiti, but it's Haitians that are going
to make a difference in Haiti," Annan said.
The substance of Annan's presentation revolved around
three lessons that he has learned in dealing with the tragedy.
First, Annan explained that we must recognize our

limited ability to address catastrophes such as this, yet
also acknowledge our responsibility to take some kind of
action.
"You can only do what you can do, but you also have to
do everything you can do: Annan explained.
Sccond, Annan challenged the audience to realize its
blessings and reconsider its priorities. Ile citcd the biblical story of the rich young ruler and called the audience
to follow Jesus "through the eye of thc needle," though thc
process of doing so varies based on the individual.
The overall lesson he learned was to "shed your wants,
follow your needs: Annan said.
Annan also acknowledged the spiritual struggles that
he has experienced in the quake's aftermath.
"As I think about my wants since the earthquake, I also
want, if I'm honest, a different kind of God than thc one
we get. I want a God who prevents 250,000 people dying
in an instant," Annan said.
Finally, because we are powerless to change God or
prevent the quake, Annan encouraged the audience to realize that God is present in the midst of the suffering.
"I think we have to look for God in the rubble if our
God is going to stand up to reality and truth in this
world: Annan said.
Annan concluded his presentation by admonishing
the audience to "have ideals, stick to them, and then go
test them: he said. "Get them out there in the world and
make a difference for other people:
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Band cites family as part of its success
Becca Cunlff
Staff Writer

Sibling rivalry isn't an issue for senior Brandcn Cate
and freshman Jackson Cate of the band Stockholm. The
brothers enjoy the opportunity to play with each other
and senior Jordan Kamikawa.
"It creates a really cool dynamic. (Jackson] is three
years younger, and is just extremely talented," said Branden Cate, who sings and plays the guitar and keyboard.
"I kind of credit myself to getting him into music. Ile
started playing piano at a very young age like I did, but
his tastes didn't really develop until I started listening to
more rock and roll and pop music and he started listening
to some of my CDs." Jackson sings and plays the bass, and
Kamikawa drums and sings as well.
Both brothers had been in different bands in the arca.
Although their bands played shows together, they didn't
decide to form a band together until almost two years
ago.
"We had a great opportunity for the two of us to play
together, which is something we ahvays wanted to do. I
already knew Jordan, so %ve asked hitn to join us and it all

went from there Branden Cate said.
Describing their music was difficult because it has
many diffe:ent aspects to it, but Branden Cate described
it as piano driven pop rock.
"A lot of bands %vill say, 'Oh, %ve're a rock band: or 'Oh,
we're an indie band: but that doesn't really work for us:
he said. "Our music is very piano-driven; some might
even call it Brit rock:
Stockholas songs deal with many different themes,
and although they avoid the label of a Christian band,
Branden Cate believes a lot of their songs are similar to
what Solomon writes about in Ecclesiastes.
"The lyrics get about as deep as they can %vithout being
unreachable," he said. "Solomon writcs a lot about how
there are a lot of things in this world that are pointless
and things that we are wasting our time on. Ile also writes
about how wc are trying to find hope in the %vrong places,
and those are some of the same themes our songs deal
%vith."

Although Branden Cate %vrites the lyrics, all the band
members get together to arrange the music for the songs.
1Ic said collaborating on the music allo%vs them to make
it their own.
"The lyrics are deep and the musicfits along with them.
We try to kccp it fun and good to listen to, but at the sa-

Caleb 99 tie Whitworthian

Senior Branden Cate, freshman Jackson Cate and senior Jordan Kamikawa make up the band Stockhoim.They recently recorded an EP called "Towers'and plan on sending it to radio stations in the Northwest so the band can get more play.

metime, it makes you think," he said.
Kamikawa agrees that their music is still fun to listen to
and play, especially live.
"One of my favorite parts is being able to convey our
energy live. Our music is really fun to play especially in
front of crowds," he said. "It's cool being the drummer,
because I am not only the time keeper, but I am also a
source of energy for the group. It's fun for me to be able to
let loose on stage and play a high-energy show."
Ilte long-term plans for Stockholm arc try and gct their
novly recorded CD called "Towers Er to radio stations
will play it.
"We are really proud of it, and we want to get it into the
right hands," Branden Cate said. We don't %vant it to end
up %vith the DJ ivhose just going to throw it away; %ve want
to give it to someone who's going to take a second and
%vho

listen to it and maybe do something %vith it."
They plan to send their EP to different independent
and college radio stations, as %vell as some small label
companies in the North%vest and sec what happens from
that. They are all sticking around the area for thc immediate future, and are hoping to start playing shows in places
other than around Spokane.
Even though Jackson and Branden are the only blood
related members, Branden says that family is essential to
the success of Stockholm.
"Both the Cate and the Kamikawa families arc absolutely vital to the band," he said. "We could not do it %vithout them:It's totally a family thing, because now Jordan is
basically our brother, too."
Contact Bccca Cuniff at bccca.cuniffewhituvrthian.
com.
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A liberal arts major with a graduate degree in Business. Unstoppable.
Whitworth's MBA or MBA in International Management provides you an additional foundation on which to build your
career, taking your liberal arts degree a step further. Classes are offered in the evening in a 6-week accelerated
format so you can work while completing your education.

Whitworth.edu/MBA
509.777.4786 or 800.533.4668.
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Behind the scenes:
Caitlin Richmond
Scene Editor
Senior Conor Larkin is spending the evening in the Hixson Union Building Multipurpose Room for the third time this week.
Even though he will have spent more than
nine hours in the HUB he is doing something he says he enjoys: watching the fruits
of his labor entertain the 'Whitworth student
body.
-Show days arc fun because I get to sit
bad: and reflect on the past month or two
months," Larkin said. "F.specially %ith big
shows, where I dance through hoops getting
it to go through7
It generally takes Larkin one to two
months to prepare an event.
As the campus acthities coordinator, Larkin brings performers to campus. Past campus activities coordinators mostly concentrated on bringing solo artists or bands to
campus, but Lirkin has taken the "activities"
part of his title to heart, and has brought several comedians, student-led bands, biggername bands and movies to campus.

Although students might not notice him
at the variety of events on campus, ivithout
the campus activities coordinator, most of
them wouldn't happen.
Larkin considered applying in 2008 to be
the campus activities coordinator for thc
school year of 2008-2009, but ultimately decided to apply for an RA position instead.
"vi [Nguyen) said I should do RA because
the [campus eventsj job had a lot more paperwork than she thought," Larkin said.
Nguyen. an '08 alumna, IVIS the campus
activities coordinator for the 2007-2008
school year. Although shc encouraged Larkin to apply for othcr positions, she thought
he could do a good job as the campus activities coordinator.
He was friends with The Lonely Forest.
and I had a feeling he was passionate about
music and would be good at picking bands
people would like," Nguyen said.
didn't
know a lot about him, but I didn't doubt that
he would do a good job."
'09 alumnus Tyson Motscnbocker, cam-

i

Campus activities coordinator
Conor Larkin takes title to heart

pus activities coordinator for the 2008-2009
"Before I took the job it was very glamorschool ycar, encouraged Larkin to succeed ous looking," Larkin said."But once I stepped
a foot in I sav that it's really 90 percent pahim.
"Tyson and I became pretty good friends, perwork. things like contract negotiations,
and he gave this job the highest praises," Lar- and 10 percent glitz and glam of business:
kin said.
Larkin also said it can be interesting and
Motsenbocker encouraged a couple of sometimes frustrating interacting with the
people to apply because there was a specific performers.
"Certain performers have certain personvision for events on campus that he wanted
to see continue, he said.
alities, and thcy have a chip on their shoul"A lot of what you do is dealing with agents
der because they arc an 'artist.'" Larkin said.
and 'fancy-pants people, and they think you "Dealing with performers can be hard."
can get pushed around just because you are
Being the campus activities coordinator
a college student," Motsenbocker said about
has taught Larkin that the lifc of an entertainer is much difthe position. "Conor is
ferent than the lifc
personable and charming,
of an average Joe.
but he's also strong-uilled.
lot of what you do is dealing with However, that isn't
He is good at getting peoand lancy-pants' people,
agents
the most difficult
ple to like him but he can
and
they
think you can get pushed part of the job for
stand his ground:
Larkin.
Niotsenbocker also gave
around just because you are a
"It's challenging
Larkin a lot of advice that college student. Conor is personable
he has taken to heart.
keeping everything
and diarming, but he's also
organized and on
"Hc told me to kccp
strong-willed."
track of thc budget early
schedule: he said.
on," Larkin said.
Sometimes LarTyson Motsenboder,
The campus activities
Wolumnus
kin has up to three
coordinator has the highevents itt one week,
est budget of anyone on
and sincc each
ASWLT, $47,900 according to the ASWU
show has a different set of deadlines he must
budget. Larkin said when he first saw how manage several different things at once and
much money he had he didn't think it would complete several different steps of the event
be possible to spend it all.
process in the sante da»
Motscnbocker warned hin) that although
Larkin goes through four basic steps to
it seemed this way, if Larkin didn't keep a bring a performer to campus. The first step
close cye on thc budget he might end up requires him to find someone who he thinks
over spending. Motsenbocker also gave Lar- would be well received on campus.
kin some general tips about the job.
"I try to find someone I think would work
"On his last da» he said I should have fun at Whitworth and pmvide the students with
and tnake the job fun," Larkin said. "Getting an entertaining show," Larkin said. "I dotit
caught up in the politics and business of it want them to be too extreme in any way, and
just makes it stressful."
I want thcnt to be far enough off center to
Both Motsenbocker and Nguyen told Lar- surprise people, but they also have to lit in
kin the job would take up a lot of his time, the budget."
and that sometimes he would have to work
Ile gets between 15 and 20 e-mails a day
more hours than what he got paid for. Lar- from performers, so he spends a lot of time
kin said.
listening to music or comedy routines to gct
cEven though Larkin had an idea what the a feel for how thc performer would be on
job would be like, once he stepped into it stage.
there were still a fcw surprises, he said.
lhe second stcp is negotiating, which
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for those who care about
advancing the cause of social justice and promoting the
ideals oía humane society. Social workers are professionals
who work to empower individuals, relieve suffering and
effect change. If you want a career with meaning, diversity
and an abundance of options, social work is for you!

Social Work Programs
Bachelor of Social Work
contact Diane Somerday, MSW 509.359.6482

Full-time Master of Social Work
Part-time Master of Social Work
contact Patricia Valdes, MSW, PhD 509.359.6772
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involves figuring out a price for the pertinnier as Ivell as fine tuning details, things
that Larkin normally does with an agent.
Then either he or the agents writes up a
contract and Larkin requests money front
Whitworth to pay the performer. Finally, he
gets the show set up.
Aftcr Larkin became the campus activities coordinator, he focused on one specific
thing: bringing a wide variety of performers
to campus.
Both Motscnbocker and Nguyen typically
brought smaller-name indic/folk bands to
Whitworth. Motsenbocker focused on the
local music scene around Whitworth and
Spokane, while Nguyen stuck with what she
saw drew crowds to events.
"Tyson did a lot with local music and
helped out ihe small indie scene, which
is great because it's a rising scene," Larkin
said.
Although Larkin appreciated that, his biggest goal as the campus activities coordinator is to provide raricty.
So far, Larkin has brought bigger names
to campus such as Barcelona. as %veil as less
well known bands and student-led bands.
He has also brought several comedians and
a hypnotist, as well as shown movies befOre
they were released on video.
"I think he's done a great job," alumna Katie Goodell said. "I le's made a big effort to
bring a wide variety of events."
Goodell. who graduated at the cnd of
Jan term. said shc went to a lot of shows
while she wcnt to Whitworth, but noticed
that in tile past only certain students came
to events, since most of the events featured
similar performers. Since Larkin started she
said she has seen a wider variety of students,
and most of the events seemed to be %veil received by those who attended.
you only bring one type of event you
will only llave onc type of attendee: Goodell
said. "Conor's events might not be as popular
with one specific group, but they are popular
with more people overall and reach more of
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Tennis brings home NWC crown
Peter Landgren
Staff Writer

he

MEN'S TENNIS
It was a busy weekend for the Whitworth men's

tennis team.
On Friday they traveled to Portland, Ore., to take
on Lewis & Clark College, and swept the Pioneers to
come away with a 9-0 victory. 'Me Bucs rallied behind key wins frotn sophomore Ben Hamming and
freshman Micah Spaun. Then on Saturday the team
took on the Willamette University Bcarcats, with a
third place conference finish on the line for the Pirates. But despite victories from juniors Henry Williams and Colin Barrett in their singles matches, and
taking two out dilute doubles matches, Whitworth
fell 5-4.
The Bucs dropped both games of the double header against first place Whitman, 9-0, 8-1. But despite
winning one of four matches this weekend, the team
has clinched a spot in thc conference tournament,
scheduled for April 16 and 17.

INTRAMURAL VOLLEYBALL TOURNAMENT

his past Sunday, an impressive 44 teams showed

j

up to participate in the 2v2 Volleyball Tournament.
There were a great number of amazing athletes, and
thc effort put out by each team was commendable.
However in the cnd, three teams came out on top
of their brackets. For the men's bracket, junior Will
Bratton and freshman Jouni Alanen took the prize.
Senior Danika Ileatherly and sophomore sister Kara
I leatherly took the women's bracket, and in the Coed bracket, alumnus Taylor Storm and senior Shelly
Ilumphries were the victors.

Whitworth women's tennis
team clinched the Northwest Conference women's tennis title with two
home victories over the weekend.
The Hues first defeated Lewis & Clark
College on Friday and thcn continued on to beat Willamette University
to lock up the title on Saturday. The
two games mark thc end of regular
season women's tennis.
The first game, against the Lewis
& Clark Pioneers, featured a nail-biter at the No. 1 doubles spot, as Whitworth sophomores Mil Marshall and
Erica Bosman battled it out against
Isabelle Borris and Lisa Harunaga.
The match ended with ftlarshall and
Bosman pulling ahead at the cnd to
win 9-8 (13-11).
The other two doubles matches,
at the number No. 2 and No. 3 spots,
went relatively smoothly for the Pirates. Junior Katie Staudingcr and
senior Rachel Burns won 8-2 in
thc No. 2 slot, while freshman Megan Wingfield and sophomore itlya
Towne steamrolled over their opponents 8-1 in thc No. 3 doubles game.
The Whitworth women played
equally well in the singles matches,
going 5-1. Burns, Bosman, Staudingcr and Wingfield all closed out their
matches in two sets, and Marshall also
beat Lewis & Clark's Whitney Depree
in a tense three sets. The only loss
came at the hands of Pioneer Dorris
against Towne. The game ended with
a final score of 8-1, assuring the Pirates a share of the NWC title.
"We knew we needed to win this
weekend, and we came into the match
really strong," Towne said regarding
thc game. "Everyone on (Lewis &
Clark] played really well too, and we
handled it very well."
title-clinching match on Saturday was played against the Willamette Bearcats. The critical match
did not start out tvell, with thc Pirates

he
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Sophomore Erica Bosman hits the ball during warm-ups for this weekend's match.

falling in two of the threc doubles
matches. Both Bosman and Marshall
and Towne and freshman Annika
Westre fell in close games at the No.
1 and No. 3 spots, respectively.
Singles play also started off poorly
for the Pirates, with Burns falling in
two sets at the No. 1 spot. However,
the tcam rebounded, and responded
by winning all five remaining games
in the match in straight sets.
The match ended in a 6-3 Whitworth victory, giving the Pirates the
Northwest Conference title as tvell

1 seed in thc NWC women's
tourney'.
"It was very exciting to win;
Towne said after the match. "I am
very proud of my teammates."
The team will receive a first-round
byc, and will play its first match next

Saturday against either Willamette or
Lewis & Clark.

Contact Peter Landgren at peter.
landgren@whitworthian.com.

and Black

BASEBALL

Whitworth baseball fell twice to Pacific I.utheran
University Saturday in a doubleheader. In thc first
game, Whitworth held close to PLU, 2-1 until the
fifth inning, when the Lutes' scored six times. The
Pirates struggled to fight back through the rest of the
game. Sophomore C.J. Perry took the loss for Whitworth, which puts his record at 2-2.
The afternoon game looked better for the Bucs until they hit a stretch of strong pitching by the Lutes
starting pitcher. PLU also strung together a series of
hits to take the lead out of reach for the Bucs for a
final score of 17-7. Sophotnorc Landon Scott was one
bright spot for the Bucs going 4-5 from the plate with
two home runs. lie scored three times and drove in
five RBIs for Whitworth.
Sunday's game didn't fair much better for Whitworth as they dropped the third game of the series
to PI.U, 18-10.

the No.

TtAtihletias Forecast
Beginning this Friday, both men's and women's tennis teams will travel to Yakima, Wash., to compete in
the Northwest Conference Tournament. Both teams
have a legitimate shot to claim NWC titles. The women's team is hoping to repeat their 2009 tournament
success where they daimed a NWC championship.
Despite a strong team and a NWC that is up for grabs,
the men's team aims to clinch its first ever NWC title.
Matches begin on this Friday, April 16, and continue
into Saturday, April 17.
Both men's and women's golf teams will travel to
Kennewick, Wash., this weekend to compete in matches against Whitman College. The event will tee off at
Canyon Lakes Golf Club and will be the final tune-up
for both teams before the NWC Championship Tournament the following weekend in Portland, Ore.
For a third straight weekend in a row, the Whit-

worth softball team will brave all forms of weather as
they host Pacific University for a four-game series beginning this weekend. These will be the final home
games of the scason at Marks Field before the team hits
the road for the final series of the year at Willamette
University. Be sure to make it down to Marks Field to
support the Bucs at home.
Back from Tacoma, the Whitworth baseball team
welcomes the Boxers from Pacific University to Merkel
Field this weekend. A double header set for Saturday
will begin at noon, followed by Sunday's final game of
the series which also begins at noon. The Bucs will then
host a non-conference game against Central Washington on Thesday, April 20 at 2:30 p.m.
Contact Collin Gibbs at editor@whitworthian.com.

Miss out on this week's sports
action? View the photo
slideshow online now.
Compiksi fry Amoy Whitmore, David Rota.
Alex Blink. Ionian Beauchamp and Lucas McCann

experience more at....

whitworthian.com
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College baseball helps

prepare future Marine
Alex Blade
Staff 1Vriter
Losing seasons; injured players; coaching changes. The
Whitworth baseball team has been through. a lot in the
lait four years, and senior outfielder Dan Bela has been
there through it all.
As a freshman, Belet was unsure of what to expect
from college baseball. He wondered what the competition
would be like, how he would get along with his teammates
and how he would fit in with the team as a whole. But as
the season progressed, he became more comfortable.
It was also that year that he began to develop relationships with his teammates.
"I ended up making lasting friendships with some of my
fellow freshmen as well as a handful of upperclassmen:
&let said. "As I look back on it, my freshmen ycar was one
of growth and education, both on the field and off'
But it was his sccond ycar with the team that turned out
to be a breakout season for Belet. Having a year of experience under his belt instilled him with confidence, and that
made a big difference.
But it was more than just confidence that led to Belet's
improved play.
"In many ways my sophomore year was the most rewarding, in that I felt like I had something to prove and
played with absolute reckless abandon," Belet said. "Playing with the attitude that You've got nothing to lose allows
you to play loose and settle into your own gameand that
type of approach is generally pretty successful in base-

ball:
That attitude allowed for Belet to become more than
just a contributing member of the Whitworth baseball
team that year. He achieved a level of success that he had
never experienced before.
"There were a couple weekends that year where I personally performed far and above anything I had previously thought possible. It's fun to look back on those games in

On April 10, both Whitworth men's and
women's golf teams grabbed the lead aftcr completing the first day at thcir Northwest Conference Spring Tournaments.
The Pirate women led over the University of
Puget Sound by six strokes. Freshman Emily
Travis led Whitworth to victory by firing a 76.
That shot made her the tournament's individual
leader. She was four shots ahead of Linfield's top
shooter.
The Whitworth men held a seven-stroke edge
over Puget Sound after Saturday's first round at
'The Links' at Moses Pointe. They led Linfield by
12 shots.
Concluding the tournament on April 11, the

C140-
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retrospect and think, 'Was that really me?" he said.
But the team as a whote was struggling, and after lielers
second year at Whitworth, a coaching change occurred.
Dan Ramsay, who had just finished his own playing tinte
for the Pirates, was hired to coach the baseball team.
That change, along with being an upperclassman, made
the beginning of his junior year an adjustment period for
Belet.
"In many ways, it felt like I- was a freshman starting
anew," he said.
Bela pointed out that there's a bit of a learning curve
with the sort of change the team faced that year, but a
strong group of hard-working players made the transition
easier.
His junior year is also when the team saw one of its
members suffer a shocking injury.
"I will always remember the second-to-last practice of
the year when junior Kevin Valerio liad a horrific freak
accident that will forever be seared into my head: Bela
said.
But this season has brought Valerio back to the team,
and has also brought several memorable experiences already.
The one that stands out to Beta is winning ovo games
against 'infield College during a three-game weekend series.
"In my previous three ycars of baseball at Whitworth I
was 0-11 against them: he said. "One of my goals for my
last year WaS to beat Linfield; there was no way I was going
to cnd my career with a goosc-cgg against them:
Despite all that Met has experienced on the field during his four years at Whitworth, there is another factor
in his life that many people may not know about. Ile has
already signed a flight contract with the Marine Corp, and
following graduation this year he will be commissioned as
a 2nd Lieutenant and head to flight school. His training

occurs during the summer, meaning he doesn't do much
with the Marines during thc school year. But that doesn't
mean that it doesn't affect hint while hes at Whitworth.

Buc golf on course
Danielle Douvikas
Staff Writer

te

women's team placed second overall.
Ibis spring tournament counts for 25 percent
of the season.
The women also took second place in the fall
that countcd for another 25 percent of their season.
The golf team's last tournament will be on
April 24 and 25.
his tournament will make up thc remaining
50 percent of tcam scores for the season.
"If the women's team can win this tournament, they have a good chance of going to nationals: senior Niariesa Stombaugh said. "We
were happy to take second place in the tournament, but we really v.-anted the win. Hopefully
wc can win the next tournament:
Contact Danielle Douvikas at ilani.dourikase
whitworthian.com.

Come in
between 3
and 5 p.m.
with your
Whitworth
ID and get

Bring this coupon and
get 50% OFF your 2nd
Lunch or Dinner

OR

WHEN YOU BUY A LUNCH OR

DINNER & 2 DRINKS

Phew Colo levy ol 1 iga, AL Cents s

Senior Dan Belet has led the Pirates In atbats during his
sophomore and Junior seasons.
"1'm a man of two worlds of sorts," 'Wet said. "On one
hand, I have tu train, lift and prepare for a -10-game, threemonth long baseball season. One the other hand, I also
have to stay in shape in order to be a competitive and contributing member of my platoon during the summer."
Bela says that the training for the two overlaps to an
extent. but it is different enough that he has to tweak and
change his workout regimens to accommodate both. I le
also points out that the competition he experiences in
baseball helps him to prepare mentally for his summer
training. But while there are aspects of his two worlds that
are similar, they arc mostly different, putting a weight on
lick that sets him apart front the rest of the team.
[)espite all of his experiences on thc baseball team, Bela makes it clear that the relationships he has developed
with his teammates are what are most important to him.
"The friendships I've built with my teammates have
See BRET, page 14

Affordable, Off Campus Housing
Meyer Properties
www.whitworthhousing.com

Now renting for 2010 - 2011 school!
Very nice large duplexes, walking distance to Whitworth
Each unit can house 4-6 students in large, private bedrooms. Lots of off street parking.
Washer and dryer provided. $290/mo per student.

Only three units left!
Available starting June

1

- Aug 15

www.whitworthhousing.com

Call Bill for showing_at 509.991.1212
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run for Buc softball

A home

sports talk with colin zalewski

David Rurik
Staff Iirritcr

closer look at
what makes your
sport a real 'sport'
A

IVIdtworth softball faced off against
Lewis & Clark College this weekend in
a four-game series. Saturday's games
started the Bucs off right with a 10-2
victory. Strong performances by junior
pitcher Jessica Mangis in the first game
and sophomore Sarni Parr in the second
proved essential for the Pirate wins.

Mangis pitched a two-run, six-strike
out complete game that was over in just
five innings, based on the NCAA's eightrun rule. The game was tied 1-1 into the
fourth inning when Whitworth scored
three to take a 4-1 lead. Lewis & Clark
scored once in the top of the fifth, but
SYhitworth came on strong again scoring 6 to stretch the lead to 10-2.
Senior Lacey Kerr, freshman Heather
Hesselgesser, senior Ashley Carey and
Mangis all came away from the first game
with two RBI's, while junior Caty Lieseke
batted three-for-three on the game, with
two doubles.
The second game of the afternoon
showcased solid performances by the entire Whitworth team, as they went up 5-0
early but thcn allowed Lewis & Clark to
take a brief lead in the fifth at 6-5. The
Bucs punched home two more runs and
won the second game 7-6. Parr's perfect
4-4 batting streak proved essential for the
Bucs as she was the only player with more
than one hit. She scored twice.

.

Beauchamp/Whitrvrthian

Freshman Heather Hesselgesser fields a ball during Sunday's game at Merkel Field.

Freshman Jillian Stewart started in the
circle for the Bucs in their second game
and had a good showing, giving up only
three runs in four innings of work
Sunday's games started off with a
strong performance by Hessdgesser
who went 3-3 at thc plate in thc first of
Whitworth's wins. The game took off in
Whitworth's favor from thc beginning
and ended in the sixth inning, 9-1. The
afternoon game started off quickly for
Whitworth again as they took an early

ball players.
The friends I've made on
the team are the guys that I
go see during the summer,
or the guys I chat with over a
good story and the guys that
you end up doing something
stupid with that in thc cnd
brings everyone to laughter
or tears; Bela said.

BELET
continued from page 14
been among thc most lasting and fruitful relationships
I've had here at Whitworth,"
he said.
This can be sccn by the
fact that five of Ildct's six
roommates are fellow base-

It is those relationships,

lead 5-0. Four extra base hits in the first
proved enough to hold off Lewis & Clark
as they fought back to within two. 'Whitworth held on and won 7-5. The Bucs record rose to 9-10 in N'WC play with this
weekends games. They will go on to play
an exhibition game against Eastern on
April 15, then the Bucs will host Pacific
University in a double header on April 17
and again on April 18.
Contact David Rurik at david.rurik@
whitworthian.com.

along with four years worth
of experiences, which allow
Belet to look fondly on his
time spent playing baseball
for Whitworth. It has been
a struggle at times, and is
complicated even further by
his commitments outside of
thc sport. But through it all,
Bclet has endured and succeeded, and enjoyed the ride

along the way.
"My only regret is that I
won't be around in coming
ycars to really sce and be a
part of the ncw face of Whit-

worth baseball and the impact that has on the league:
he said.
Contact Alex Blade at alex.
bladc@whitworthiati.com.
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FULLER
THEOLOGICAL SEMINARY
THEOLOGY

I

Since I began writing this column last fall, it has
opened up the opportunity for a lot of interesting
discussions on sports. Often I am asked about my
opinion on a particular athlete, team or even what's
happening in the sports world. However, in all
these sports pow-wows, the question asked of me
most often is not about a topic in sports, it is about
how I define sport itself.
What constitutes a sport and separates it from
merely a game? Is curling a sport? Is ping-pong a
sport? Or the most common question asked of me,
is golf a sport? I can feel the golf team cringing as
I type at merely the questioning of what they do.
So what do I think? Rather than telling you what I
think or how you should think, it's going to be left
up to you.
In my book there are four mandatory characteristics in order for an event to have "sport" status.
They are all fairly fundamental and may serve as a
basis for you to answer the question of sport or not
for yourself, no matter what activity you are considering. Operating on the fundamental assumption
that a sport must be competitive and have some
sort of scoring system, the rules are as follows:
A sport requires a level of skill and/or talenL
You know baseball is a true sport when you watch
players like Ken Griffey Jr. That sweet swing is the

eighth wonder of the world and is simply unteachable. Or in basketball, think of a player like Lebron
James. The guy takes pull up jtnnpers from halfcourt and drains them. Guys like Griffcy and King
James are proof of the skill and talent necessary to
play their respective sports.

If you have practice, and a coach, a.nd there is
technique and drills involved, you're probably playing a sport. If you can participate in your event in a
mindless manner with minimal coordination and
no practicable skills are involved, you're not playing
a sport. Sorry, all you robotic-arm-game enthusiasts %vho try to retrieve that stuffed Tigger doll under the stuffed Spongcbob at Fred Meyer, your life
calling is not a sport.
A sport requires a level of mental fortitude and
strategy. This aspect of sport is the only way I can
justify Scrabble being shown on ESPN. (Have you
seen that stuff? Makes me %vant to vomit alphabet
soup.) Although sports are so often only viewed as
physical activities, a true athlete will walk off the
field or court mentally drained. Players like Peyton
Manning and Roger Federer are perfect examples
of why sports must involve a mental aspect. In a
similar way to point number one, if you can do it
mindlessly, it's not a sport. In short, if you make a
game plan, you've got a sport on your hands. If it
just happens then the answer is no. Sorry pinball.

4.:

6

Colin Zalewski
Staff Writer

PSYCHOLOGY I ItNITERCULlURAL STUDIES

A sport requires a level. of physical ability,
strength, speed, and endurance. This is where a lot
of "sports come into question. The bottom line is,
a sport requires more than skill and strategy; it also
requires strenuous physical acthity. After all, this is
what we come out to see as spectators. You can see
great strategy in a game of chess (which by the way
is not a sport, no dice on this one Paper and Dice
Club), but you go to a basketball game if you want
to see someone jump from 15 feet away and slam
a ball into a hoop. In fact, it is the physical aspect
that truly entrances us in sports, and it is where
the world's best stand out. Dwight Howard, Alex
Rodriguez and Adrian Peterson constantly show
us why they are the world's best, because they're
too big, too fast and too strong. To break it down,
if you re still not sure about this section, just ask
yourself if you are sweating when you play. If the
answer is yes, 'welcome to sport-dom.
I've given you my thoughts on what classifies a
sport, and remember all those discussions I was
talking about? The interesting thing is that every
discussion has involved each person having their
own definition. So next time you're wondering if
something like curling or ping-pong or golf is a
sport, perhaps these guidelines could be of some

assistance.
Contact Colin Zalewski at colin.zalewski@whitworthian.com.
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ABOVE RIGHT: Shenon Moore paints up prior to

TOP: Sophomore Solomon Walden intimidates the audience

the performance.

during the Maori hake.

RIGHT: For the Lu'au's finale, members of the

TOP RIGHT: A community member attending the Lu'au looks

over merchandise sold before the show.

audience were invited to join the performance
for the last dance.

ABOVE: Freshman Kelsey Fitzgerald dances during Whit-

BOTTOM: President Bill Robinson clasps hands

worth's 40th Lu'au.

with other members of the crowd.

Photography by:
David Rurik
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Thprsday, Apill 15
The Spokane Indians Baseball Club Is
sif;r7;
F.711!

looking for individuals to fill a variety
of game night positions.

SATURDAY, APRIL 17
ANYTIME BETWEEN 10AM-12PM
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Best Cheesesteaks
West of

Philadelphia!
Sign up now...And we will send you Free discount
coupons via your cell phone text messaging...Just
bring in your phone with the message to redeem!
To enroll, text:
es37 bruchis (with the space) to 368638
You will quickly receive a text back. Reply to that
text and you are now into the savings!
Offer Valid Only at your Whitworth Bruchi's!
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ABOUT US

srred as the mint sauce of
and sports coverage for the Minna convnunity since 1905. The Villitworthian is an organization
composed entirely by students which prodats The
Whitworthian weekly newspaper and the whitworThe Whitworthia'n ha

rieWS

thian.com.
OUR MISSION

h dedicated to presenting
accurate and relevant infartution In an innovative
manner. Our goal is to be accounable whde infomiing.
entertaining and providing a bruin for expressing tht
interests of the Whitworth community.
The Whitworthian staff

GENERAL INFORMATION
The print edition of The Whinvoithian

h published

weekly, enept during January and student vacations.
The content is generated er.tircil by students. The college administration does not trriew the newspaper's
content. Opinions and ideas expressed in The Whitworthian are those of the individual aniSt% writers
and student editors and do not neossardy reflect
the views of the Assained Students of Whitworth
University VISWU). the miversity, its administration.
faculty/staff ur icixertk,ers. The Whitworthian is paid

fa through advertising and subsuon avenue and
in part by student activity fets a budgeted by /WU.
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pending background checks on each.
The board appmvcd the appointment of
Linda Cunningham, Michael Keenan and
Bob McConkey to the.trustee class of 2011,
and Brian Kirkpatrick and Scott Dudley to
the trustee class of 2013.
Dave Myers, chair of the academic affairs committee, said he was pleased to annonce that 85 percent of Whitworth classes
have fewer than 33 students. That is differs
from what he and other committee members have observed at different institutions,
he said.
"We're seeing inteisive eyeball-to-eyeball relational learning:* he said.
Ntycrs also said there has been an increasing trend of students graduating early.
More students are graduating early now in
part because of financial hardships brought
by the economy, he said.
Another factor of the increase in the
early-graduation rate is that high school
C.akb Sifittl Itasitievrthisn
students now have more opportunities to
earn college credit prior to attending a uni- Trustee Mark Toone, sedy.ectd from left, asks a question during Friday's plenary session.
versity. There has been an increase in the
popularity of advanced placement courses, the plan until the fall meeting.
Hall. Institutional Advancement is now
which allow high school students to receive
Shupper said a September 2009 campus $2.7 million away from its phase 1 goal of
credit by passing a college-level exam.
ministry audit had provided great clarity the science initiative to raise $8.5 million.
That increasing early-graduation trend about current campus strengths as well as The department hopes to raise the remainhas put a financial strain on the university. areas that could be strengthened. The audit der of thc funds by September of 2011.
Myers said. However, the endowment has identified athletes, off-campus students and
The Whitworth fund is currently shy of
come back halfway from its 20 percent drop international students as populations that $1.5 million gifts, he said.
during the economic crisis, he said.
David Robblce, chair of the building and
don't actively participate in campus chapel
Scott Chandler, chair of the endowment activities.
grounds subcommittee, said the universubcommittee, said there is currently $83
Although housing numbers have re- sity has been working on an casement with
million in total endowment funcis. The mained strong, the school has lost ground Avista Utilities to move thc power lines
Board voted this week to establish a spend- in retention of junior; senior and transfer over Merkel Field to a different location.
ing rate of 4.5 percent of the endowment students, Shupper said. A task force has The power lines' pmximity to the third base
for the 2011 fiscal year, oran estimated $2.7 been reviewing retention plans from other line has caused safety concerns in thc past,
million.
campuses, working on identifying recom- Robblee said.
lbe appointment of new faculty MS mendations for retaining students.
Mista has recently agreed to move the
another subject discussed by the academic
The committee was impressed by the power lines for free as a public service, he
affairs committee. Nlyers said a new nano- number of events planned by ASWU and said. The movement of the lines will open
technolgical physicist and a philosopher other campus organizations, Shupper said. up almost 20 acres of useful land on the
have recently been appointed to staff. Ten The increasing amount of students coupled north end of campus.
others are about to be appointed, he said.
with the high volume of on-campus events,
Robblee said the campus master plan.
In addition, four faculty members were however, has resulted in strain being put on which has been in development over the
promoted and eight received tenure from facilities, she said.
past year, is not quite finished Yet and will
the board. Three more faculty members,
Students have expressed interest in a be presented at the fall meeting.
including President Bill Robinson, received new recreation facility. The committee
The plan, which will serve as a campus
emerittts status.
discussed the recent vote in which half of development guide for about thc next 20
The committee submitted a resolution students elected to approve a student fee years, will analyze what the campus will
to revise the faculty handbook to include in order to fund a new recreation facility, need if there are 2,500 students as well as if
a standardization of a maximum 21-credit Shupper said.
there are 3,000 students.
teaching load per faculty member, which
Shupper said the diversity subcommittee
the Board passed.
of thc student life committee found WhitMyers also said the committee spent time worth has made positive strides in the arca
discussing the 2010-2015 Strategic Plan. of diversity, but that the school still has a
Contact Morgan Feddes at titorgats.fcdHe said Taylor indicated he would likc to long way to go.
des@whitworthiatt.cont.
engage further in the plan's development
Jim Bennett, chair of the institutional
should he be selected as the next president. advancement committee, said $5.8 million
Contact Candace Pontoni at candace.ponThe committee decided to wait to approve has been raised for thc Robinson Science toni@whitworthian.corn.
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Ryan Graves, Emily Hanson, Brandon limning,
Cherise Hensley, Lucas Kok, Justin Urines, Peer
Laridgren, David Undahl, Joanne Maguire, Nick
Martin, Rothe McCrea, Eranne Montoya, Stuart Morse,
Max Neisen, Josh Otsby, Katie Palmer, Arce Roth.
David Rurik, Lauren Rush, Tara Sadman, Sophie

Sestero, Caleb Skytte, Stephanie Jordan-Thanpson,
Madeline West
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Contact us
Whitworth University
300 W. Hawthorne Ittl
Spokane, WA 99251

Building named for Robinsons
Evanne Montoya
Staff Writer
The Board of Trustees announced Thursday that the
new ccience building would be
named the William P. and Bonnie V. Robinson Science Hall in
recognition of their service to
the school.
The announcement, which
took place during the Board's
April 15 plenary session meeting, was followed by a standing
ovation by the Board members
and other attendees of the meeting. The decision was made in
the executive session that took

place during the trustees' fall
visit, said Walt Oliver, Board of
Trustees Chair.
The entire Whitworth community is deeply indebted to
Bill and Bonnie for all the ways
they have served the university,"
Walt Oliver was quoted as saying in a recent Whitworth University press release.
Oliver said that it is appropriate for a building that would
contribute to the mind and
heart mission of Whitworth be
named after two people who did
so much to uphold that mission
in their time at the school.
Bill and Bonnie Robinson

-

received the news for thc first
time at the April 15 meeting.
"It is an immense and ironic
honor," President Bill Robinson
said. In high school, before he
became academically committed, Robinson got kidced out
of biology class for smarting
off and got caught cheating in
chemistry, he said.
The building, which is scheduled to open next fall, will be
used by a variety of students.
This is going to be a building
that serves more students than
any single building on campus:*
Robinson said. "To whatever
extent 1 can be affiliated with

serving stuelents, I am very
honored."
The building also will reflect
on the trustees, President Bill
Robinson said.
"This will be a building that
bears the marlcs of your contributions, service and love," he
said.

Contact Evanne Montoya

at evannemiontoya@whitworthian.cont.
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FCC loses
case on net

International

BRIEFS
Thai officials face
continued protest
by red-shirt group

neutrality

Thailand's top generals
and political leaders are at
odds over how to handle
the red-shirt protest movement after a recent military
crackdown on the protesters resulted in chaos and the
deaths of 21 people, but did
not deter members of the
movement.
The red-shirt protesters
are calling for the current
government to step down
and return power to ousted
Prime Minister Thaksin Shinawatra.
The -commander-in-chief

Jessica Valencia
Copy Chief

In a move that could have ramifications for the
future of broadband Internet, the D.C. Court of Appeals ruled unanimously April 6, against the Federal
Communication Commission to uphold Corneases
right to inhibit the flow of Internet traffic to certain
sites.
The April 6 ruling follows almost two years of deliberation aftcr the FCC filed a commission order on
Aug. 1, 2008, stating, "Comcast has unduly interfered with Internet users' right to access the lawful
Internet content and to use the applications of their
choice."

of I3angkok's armed forces,

Comcast, a top Internet service provider in the
U.S. was accused of selectively blocking connections

to a popular file sharing site, BitTorrent in 2007.
Comcast customers experienced problems with certain Web sites, including the peer-to-peer file sharing site.
After complaints vere filed, an investigation by
the Associated Press came to the conclusion that
Comcast "actively interferes with attempts by some
of its high-speed Internet subscribers to share files

online:
The FCC believes Comcast may have interfered
with up to 75 percent of peer-to-peer connections
in some communities according to an Aug. 1, 2008,
press release by the FCC.
The press release further stated, "The Commission
concluded that Comcast's network management
practices discriminate arnong applications rather
than treating all equally and arc inconsistent with
thc concept oían open and accessible Internet."
The court decision shows the FCC where thc
shortfalls and gray areas are in the current definition
of broadband Internet.
"The FCC is firnily committed to promoting an
open Internet and to policies that will bring the
enormous benefits of broadband to all Americans;
FCC Spokesperson Jen Howard said.
According to a Comcast press release, vice president of government communications, Sena Fitzmaurice said: "Our primary goal was always to clear our
name and reputation. We have always been focused
on serving our customcrs and delivering the quality
open Internet experience consumers want:
Legislation passed in 2006 under the Bush administration redefined how the FCC could control
broadband Internet services. Senator John Kerry
wrote on savetheinternet.com, a Free Press Web site
about the ruling on April 6:
"The details get a little technical, but it basically
boils down to this: back in the Bush Administration,
the FCC classified thc Internet as an 'information
service' rather than a 'communications service: This
limits what thc FCC can do:
Because of that technicality, broadband is not
required to follow "common carrier" obligations,
which make all telecommunications services treat
any traffic to sites equally and not place restrictions
on what a uscr can and cannot access.
The only way the Commission can make lemonade out of this lemon oía decision is to do now what
should have been done ycars ago: treat broadband
as the telecommunications service that it is; FCC
Commissioner Michael Copps said.
The loss will likely spur the FCC to take one of
three options on thc table: They could appeal the
court ruling, restructure the way broadband Internet is defined or ask Congress to give the Commission authority over broadband services.
The Court of Appeals has made clear that, in its
view, the Commission does not have the authority
to enforce its prior framework designed to preserve
an open Internet," FCC Commissioner Mignon Clyburn said. "We now have the kind of guidance that
will enable us to develop the most effective and legally sound rules of the road to preserve Internet

openness:
Comcast stated it intends to continue to work under the FCC's current regulations.
"Comcast remains committed to the FCC's existing open internet principles:. Fitzmaurice said. "I,Ve
will continue to work constructively with this FCC as
it determines how best to increase broadband adoption and preserve an open and vibrant Internet:
Contact Jessica Valencia at jessica.valencia@whitworthiatt.cons.
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Graves Gym recently undenvent repair after a water pipe leak resulted in damage to the floor.

Gym floor is replaced

due to water damage
Julia Bechtold
Staff Writer

"I've been here for nearly 25 years and
I've never seen such a complete and welldone job," Gallagher said.
Graves Gym is used for a tot of intramural games and this spring it was the soccer
tcams who had to have games rescheduled
due to the leak. The games that were originally scheduled to be in Graves were canceled and moved to be played outside the
following week.
"Playing the games outside was way
more fun but lots of my tearnmates couldn't
make it because of the earlier start times;
said freshmen Nathan Rano, a member of

Ori March 17 a track of steam pipes
leaked between the Graves Gym floor and
the basement ceiling. The gym floor began
to buckle between two floor supports causing enough damage that the court could
not be uscd safely. A few Intramural soccer games were canceled and a badminton
class had to be relocated while the repairs
were taking place.
The cause of the leak was the age of the
steam pipes:There was some minor damage
before the buckling began
the Intramural soccer
team "Don't Break Us."
that went unnoticed. The
But in the long run
buckling began to happen
'The new floor is a real
because. thc initial damage improvement, espedally around it was a good thing for
athletes,
occurred in a place that is
Intramural
the wall areas where the old
not often observed, said
said to junior Johnafloor was really slide
Ed Kelly, director of Facilthan Whitmore, the
ity Services.
student Intramural coAlexhxlson,
"The building is very
ordinator.
Sophomore
old; Kelly said.
"It's really nice, a
A contractor was hired
huge improvement for
and at first the plan was to repair only the the Intramural athletes. The old court was
section of the floor that was buckling but slippery all the time and hard to play on.
that was not possible, so all the pipes and This one is a lot more fun," said sophomore
supports underneath the basketball hoop Alex Judson who occasionally plays Intrawere repaired. The steam pipes have new murals in Graves. "The new floor is a real
insulation and the entire court was sanded, improvement, especially around the wall
refinished and had new lines painted. Th'i areas where the old floor was really slick.
total cost of the repairs and the resurfaced This makes it a lot safer for sports. Alfloor was a little undcr $27,000.
though I do think it's interesting, because
The repair took four days and the drying this seems to put to death thoughts of tearof the court surface took another 10. Part of ing down Graves anytime in the very near
the repair was during Spring Break, how- future, as an investment like this would not
ever, so not many activities were disrupted. make sense for the last three weeks of the
Coaches with offices above the stage had semesterif it's getting torn down:
to go into the gym through the back.door
But students aren't the only ones excited
rather than the front to avoid stepping on about the new floor.
the floor, but nothing in the basement was
"I'm so glad there are no more dead
affected by the leak and the weight room spots," said Helen Higgs, head women's
basketball coach.
remained open the entire time.
"The new court surface is a much needShe went on to explain that dead spots
ed facelift Efor Graves Gymr said Claudia are places on old courts where basketballs
Gallagher, athletic secretary and program hit the floor but don't bounce.
Her only concern is that athletes wear
director for Graves Gym. "We're really
glad that it was done. It's really cool to see the proper shoes on the court.
everybody's reaction Ito the new floor)
Graves Gym is not quite done with its
as they come in. It's long overdue; I think; "facelift" painting of the entrance and walls
we definitely get the award for the oldest downstairs, which is scheduled to begin on
building on campus. The only issue is how May 18.
it's going to be paid for."
Right now it is unclear as to whether insurance will cover the leak damage or not.
Contact Julia Bechtold at julia.bechtold@
However, Gallagher said she feels the repairs and new floor were worth it.
whit worthian.com.

General Anupong Paojinda,
feels the best solution is to
comply with the protesters and order a leadershipchange.
Prime Minister Abhisit
Vcjjajiva favors a harsher
crackdown on the pretesters.

Flights canceled
after eruption
causes ash cloud
Aircrafts across much of
Europe have been grounded
as a result of an ash doud
caused by an erupting volcano in Iceland. The eruption
began on Wednesday, April
14, and has forced European
countries to put a halt to all
flights. The eruption also
causcd about 500 people in
sparsely populated areas to
be evacuated.
Airlines are losing some
$200 million a day in the
unprecedented shutdown of
commercial air traveL

Earthquake kills
over a thousand
in Qinghai, China
Four days after a 6.9 magnitude earthquake struck
a plateau in a remote area
of Tibet in China's Qinghai province, victims were
still being pulled out of the
rubble alive. As of Sunday,
April 18, the death toll was
estimated at 1,706 and 256
were believed to be missing,
according to China's Xinhua
news agency.
Officials say surviving
residents of the area struck
by the quake now have basic shelter and access to food
and water.
Ccomplied by Ira AkIntath and

Canasce Pontons

CORRECTIONS&
CLARIFICATIONS
In the 4/13 issue of The
\Vhitworthian, Robert Beatty, the elect dean of the
School of Global Commerce
and Management, was incorrectly identified as "Roger" Beatty in a news section
article.
The
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Taylor seen as a goodfit for
Whitworth community
lhe

WI-IV I'M PAYING FOR WISH

official appointment of President

Bill Robinson's replacement Friday has

stirred up a lot of excitement on campus.
The anticipation of Beck Taylor's arrival on
campus this summer is evident throughout students, faculty and staff.
The upcoming transition time is going
to be both exciting and challenging for
Taylor as well as for the Whitworth community. While there are certainly going to
be many things requiring Taylor's attention within the first year, we believe there
are a few immediate needs that should be
addressed within the first year of Taylor's
tenure as president.
First and foremost is a focus on fundraising. The tuition increases over the past
few years have strained the bank accounts
of the majority of students on campus.
More and more students are cramming in
courses, finishing early or transferring because of the financial burden.
However, we also recognize that these
tuition increases have been necessary in
order to fund many. of thc ongoing projects around campus. Whitworth is an expanding institution; in order ta grow, the
funds need to be available. But the rising
cost of tuition is forcing many students to
miss out on the grossing number of opportunities on campus.
Wc would likc to see Taylor take steps
to increase the amount of outside funds
to case the strain on students. While this
is a tall order considering these cconomic
times, wc believe Taylor has the energy
and thc experience to do it. tic has an impressive track record of securing funds for
worthy causes and-perhaps most importantly-successfully investing those funds.
We hopc to see Taylor bring that successful
energy to Whitworth and continue to help
the university expand while still keeping it
affordable for students.
We also recognize that students will
want a visible president. We have all become accustomed to seeing Robinson
around campus; many refer to him by his
first name or his famous nickname, 11Rob.- We are excited to see that Taylor has
already made an effort to meet with students during his brief stay here on campus.
He visited the ASWU meeting Wednesday,
and students had an opportunity to meet
with him Thursday. While that event was
not as successful as hoped due to Taylor
losing his voice, we still appreciate him
taking the time and effort to meet with the
community.
But as important as a great relationship
with the campus community is, we feel
it is more important for Taylor to focus
on fundraising. If students arc wanting a
Whitworth education, we want to make
sure it's affordable for as many of them as
possible.
Finally, we ac.knowledge that Taylor
comes into his new position facing challenges and adjustments. We svould ask
him to prioritize his responsibilities and to
tackle each zhallenge as he faces them.
We are thrilled that Taylor is a man of
God, and that he is so passionate about
coming to Whitworth. We are optimistic
about the direction that the university will
take under his leadership. With his extensive experience in fundraising, his apparent love of students and college life, and
his track record as an effective leader, we
believe that Taylor will acclimate quickly
to our campus, and we are excited to welcome him here.

Editorials in the "In the Loop" section reflect
the majority opinion of the Editorial Board,
which is made up offive editors.
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Something amazing has happened. Historians have found a
new edition of St. Thomas Aquinas' Summa Theologica, and
it includes a fcw new arguments. Some of this new material
seems eerily applicable to %Vhitworth life, and a selection has
been included here:
On the Merits of Core 350: A list of objections followed by
responses to those objections.
Objection 1: It seems that Core 350 is a superfluous class,
unnecessarily subjecting students to a mandatory curriculum
of irrelevant policy-making. This is because the material covered does not directly apply to many majors or careers, as very
few people actually go into the policy-making process. Therefore, etc.
Objection 2: Further, it seems overly ambitious to assume
that the class' aspects will be applicable wherever students go;
even knowledge of how polict is made doesn't help. It only
serves to provide students with the ability to argue whether or
not they agree with a policy. It does not. however, equip them
with the skills to actually change policy.
Objection 3: Further, it can be said that Core 350 is an unfairly difficult class, subjecting seniors to undue amounts of
stress and work that they would be better off without.
On the contrary, Core 350 is an applicable, integral part of a
Whitworth education.
I answer that, people need to suck it up and deal with it.
Everybody takes classes they don't like: It's not going to change
drastically, and moaning isn't going to tnake things any better.
The same thing applies to Core that applies to every other
class: svhat you put into it affects what you get out of it. 'fa person at least tries to see the material in light of their own lives,
they probably will succeed.
Now, Core 350 is not perfect by any means, but the knowledge gained through the class is important for understanding
how the practical, political and professional world works.
It gives students a glimpse of what goes on behind the scenes,
enabling them to develop a more acute sense of not only what
happens there, but how and why it happens; the benefit of such
knowledge is, most obviously, thc capacity to make betterinformed decisions and to be more responsible in developing
opinions.
Also, people have to remember that the class is still a big ex-

,
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of Core 350
periment. And while I cannot blame people for resenting being
turned into guinea pigs. I also cannot help but approve of the
ideas behind the project.
Lover of learning and logic that I am, I find it worthwhile to
have people participate in an imperfect system that still produces positive resul:s, in order that the system may be made
even better.
And from the recorded prophetic observations and interactions of Ilildegard of Bingen with those who in the future have
previously taken Core 350, it seems that the class has considerably improved since the time of its inception. The Core team
works very hard to make it better for the students; even though
it is not yet how thcy want it to be, it's getting there.
Reply to Objection 1: This class must not be looked at in
a shortsighted fashion. Policy is not necessarily a huge, complicated thing; instead, it is an inevitably encountered part of
daily lifc. For example, if someone asks for a raise, thcy deal
with policy. Core allows people to know this.
Reply to Objection 2: Knowing is always the first step. And
hey., it's really hard to put together a curriculum that will please
200 students.
Reply to Objection 3: Core 350 requires less work than either Core 150 or Core 250. Fewer pages are written, there is
only one exam, and the availability of tliscussion group leaders
is comparable, if not superior.
Oh wow.
Okay, I don't know about you other readers, but I'm amazed.
That was crazy. I have to say, though, 1.agree with what dear
Thomas argues.
The right perspective is important when taking on a class
like Core 350; unfortunately, students at Whitworth have built
up a sort of culture of predisposition to hate the class, even
though in my experience, it hasn't been too bad at all.
In fact, the middle section, where people mcct exclusively
with their discussion groups and get to explore issues more specifically, has been for me the most rewarding part of not only
Core 350, but flu:entire Core program (though for some, that's
probably not saying much). If people would just go into the
class willing to take it with a grain of salt, it probably wouldn't
be so stigmatized.
And that's what I have to say about that.

s a junior majoring in English and biology. Comments can be sent to andrew.
gjefletawhitworthian.corn.
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A COLUMN BYJEROD JARVIS

The othcr day I found myself sitting in my room, as I
am wont to do whenever I'm not feeling like entertaining
the hordes of plebes that call themselves my fans (no offense, plebes). I started thinking. And as I'm sure you're
all aware, when I start thinking, people start listening. I
wish I could get them to kccp listening when I actually
start talking, but that's entirely beside the point.
What's not beside the point in fact, it's so on the
point ies basically standing on it and obscuring it froin
view is the fact that I've been thinking about all the
things that arc dumb in this world.
It's a long list, let me tell you. The thing that's currently on my mind, however, arc unwritten rules and
fine print. What got me thinking about this was a recent
story I found on bit-tech.com.
On Thursday, Gamestation revealed that it legally
owned the souls of 7,500 customers duc to an "Immortal Soul Clause" that it added to its online sale forms on
April 1.
The idea of hiding a clause like that in a form got
me wondering about other hidden rules, a pondering
that was quickly rewarded by scandal right here on thc
Whitworth campus, in the fonn of unwritten rules.
A friend of mine was recently doing a bike tridc on
campus. For the sake of his privacy, I will not tell you
that he was bunny hopping down the stadium steps by
the library.
Unfortunately for him, however, there is apparently a
no stunts" policy on campus. He knows this because he
was told on no uncertain terms by campus security. A
quick perusal of the student handbook reveals that there
is no such role; neither can one be found online. I suppose it's possible that it exists, but it's wdl hidden.
I'm not sure I understand the purpose of this "no
stunts" datase. It's probably something about "safety" or
"lamuits" or some such drivel. If he's dumb enough to
crash his bike and break something, he should be made
to take responsibility for that. Whitworth shouldn't be
liable for such things. The idea that we have a "no stunts"
polic-y implies that if he hurt himself he coWd then sue
Whitworth and actually win moncy, which is so incredibly backwards it makes me want to pummel an attorney
..
with a gavel.
Only in America can someone hurt themselves by
being an idiot and actually makc moncy from it. That
really shouldn't be the way the world works.
I suppose, however, that as long as it is the way the
world works, I might as well make the best of it. I am
staggeringly broke, after all. Hurling myself offof a roof-top and blaming Whitworth for instilling in me a sense
of curiosity about the way the world works would be a
quick way to make bank.
Well, now that I've thought of that, l'm off to collect
on health insurance. And even if it doesn't work, I'll
have a great daim to fame on Youtubc.

s

a Junicl majoring in journalism. Comments can be sent to jerod.
jarvisgvitritwocthian.com.
JARVIS

Airline fees a taxing issue
I KURTH
WHEELER

exia.s1
-

If you have traveled by air in the last couple years, you
have probably noticed that most airlines now have additional fees for checked bags. While airlines should be allowed to do whatever they want in a free market system,
perhaps some regulation would help maintain the quality
of the travel experience and the straightforwardness of
thc price. No one really wants to be nickel-and-dimed
into a more expensive trip than they originally accounted
for.

There are signs that the baggage fee problem may be
getting worsc in the future if something is not done to
help make clearer price points. Spirit, a small Florida airline, is POW charging a carry-on fee. Consumers are upset
about the decision, but right now the only power they
have is to fly with another airline.
Six democratic scnators have proposed that airlines
should be taxed more if they have carry-on fees.
Perhaps Congress could impose a tax on all baggage
fees. Obviously these companies charge the fees because
they want to make more money, but they do have a choice
where they charge the extra money. Should it be for bags,
or should flights be more expensive? If there were to be
a tax imposed on airlines with fees, it would be to the
companies' advantage to just raise fares and skip the fee

so they could make the extra money without thc tax.
The reason it is to an airline's advantage to have an extra fee now is that when the fares of different airlines are
put side-by-side, the fares look less competitive. But in
reality, if the fares actually reflected the price of traveling
with luggage, the comparison would be more accurate.
In some ways it's nice that they charge fees just for
checked bags and don't lump it in, because it provides an
opportunity for those who pack light to save a little monCy. When more people are taking their bags on board, it
decreases the comfort of the flight. Checking bags ought
to be encouraged because it increases the quality of thc
experience not to have to padc in the stuff and have to
deal with carrying and watching over it while in the terminal.
Trying to avoid checking bags also causes problems
when people don't pack light and still don't want to pay
the fee. Sometimes they will get busted at the last moment for having a bag that is too large, in which case they
often get their bag checked at the last moment and don't
have to pay, meanwhile they slow the boarding process
for everyone.
The good thing is that, as consumers in a free market
economy, we have the power to cast our vote for the pricc
package we like best. So, if you really hate fees, whether
Congress imposes a tax or not, you can choose the airlines that won't charge them.

majoring in English. Comments can be sent to Jacquelyn.wheeler&fhitworthian.com.

%VHEELER is a sophomore

Sex abuse scandal needs to be addressed
MOLLY

FERREE

cx.s,

Eadi year thousands of children are subjected to sexual or violent relationships with
their adult counterparts, and yet, many of
these horrific incidents go unreported. I
speak not only of those tragic occurrences
where an unsuspecting minor is taken advantage of by a complete stranger, but more
pointedly of the recurrent cases where a
respected and trusted adult in a child's life
shatters that child's sense of security and
innocence. In no highly revered organization arc such uses more prevalent than
within the hierarchy of the Roman Catholic
Church.
I cannot pretend to be an expert on the
happenings of the Catholic Church, nor do
I even begin to comprehend-some of thcir
ritual proceedings of worship. do, however,
think that any person %vith even the slightest
comprehension of the U.S. Judicial System,
the practices in the Christian faith, or a general value of right and wrong must come to
thc same inherent conclusions I have about
the recent events surrounding yet another
1

wave of allegations about the sexual misconduct of leaders within the Church. It is
despicable that the men charged with caring
for and leading their congregation along a
righteous path are allowed to heinously violate the young boys and girls of their church
without notice or set punishment.
The most recent batch of news reports
about such incidents focus on multiple reports of abuse in European churches in places like Austria, Germany and Ireland. One
widely publicized scandal zeroes in on the
handling of abuse cases in Germany when
Pope Benedict XVI, then Cardinal Ratzinger, headed the Archdiocese of Munich and
Freising. In one particular case, a ptiest was
accused of molestation and instead of being
tried and convicted, he was removed from
his position and transferred to therapy with
the approval of the Benedict who was then

the archbishop. This same priest was later allowed to resume pastoral care only to once
more be accused of abuse.
Although this priest reinstatement w-as
claimed to be sanctioned outside of Benedict's knowledge, this affair is just one of
many occurrences that I fear has become the
norm when dealing with scandal within the
Church. It has caused some to actually question the Pope's credibility. From the outside,
it looks like catholic leaders are more con-

cerned with preserving their upstanding
name and traditions than punishing these
wrong doers for abusing the power they
have over their parish.
I wouldn't go as far as to blame Pope
Benedict XVI or even the previous Pope
John Paul II for this particular abuse case, or
for the countless other cases in the past 30
years, but I do believe that there have been
many missed opportunities to addreIs this
problem, especially in the past decade. Remember when allegations pouredin about
abuse in Boston, Mass. churches in 2002? In
that time of turmoil, church leaders across
the globe should have investigated any accusation within their °wit dioceses.
The U.S. Catholic Clinrch was able
to come out of that time of struggle as a
strengthened, more united entity. and I believe this is largely due to our law enforcement, judicial system and the general public
consensus that no matter who you are, the
sexual and physical abuse of a child is unacceptable. The formation of organizations
such as Survivors' Network of those Abused
by Priests (SNAP) allowed victims to have a
voice and feel like they weren't alone in their
allegations.
In 2002, leaders in the Vatican daimed
that the U.S. media were blowing the situation out of proportion. I wonder what these

same leaders are thinking now in light of the
attention being given to European churches?
NVith thousands of victims calling hot lines
to tell their stories, ies time for someone to
address the issue, take the blame and provide a solution.
If an adult is faced with sexual or physical
abuse, he or she is usually going to be able
to fight back or take legal action against his
or her offender. Chil&en, however, don't
know the options they have. They can often
feel that by telling the truth they are going to
get into tmuble. How are children supposed
to fight for themselves when the one person
theyd think to ask for help is the very person
causing the problem?
Regardless of any protocol or tradition,
the papal leaders must take action to rectify
these cases of abuse. Admitting fault now
and legally punishing perpetrators is the
only course of action. Covering up or downplaying allegations is not only demeaning to
the victims, but it ensures that the cycle will
keep on occurring. Pope Benedict XVI has
worldwide power and should he choose-to
act, his guiding hand could be the voice that
so many helpless dfildren are looking for.
FERREE is a sophomore majoring in journalism and market-

ing. Comments can be sent to molly.ferree4vihitworthian.
com.
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someone whose
family has experienced
childhood cancer,
Relay represents a
celebration for
survivors, a memorial
for victims, and a hope
for the word 'cancer'
becoming obsolete."
"As

Paw

fl I Ir.L2111. it hith or th,an

-Tyler 11'llit1ey, junior

Top Left: Junior Felicity Brigham paints makeup on a particpant of the Mr. Relay contest.

Above: Resident Director Meredith Devey and
senior Kimmy Stokesbary hang out in their
tent along the track.

Left Eastern Washington University student
Megan Wedel of Troubadour plays the trumpet
for Relay participants.

Bottom Left: Contestants pose for the Mr.
Relay contest.
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Heather Kenni son
Assistant Scene Editor

It was a moment of profound emotion as people walked
around the 300 tea lights representing the lives of those who
fought or still fight the battle of cancer.
The luminaria ceremony at Relay for Life was one of many
events targeted to raise awareness for cancer. Whitworths
chapter of Colleges Against Cancer worked with the American
Cancer Society to host the Relay.
'Relay is the major event that our club does each year said
senior Emily Whitney, president of the Colleges Against Cancer chapter at Whitworth.
The ceremony holds a special meaning for Vhitney, who was
diagnosed with leukemia when she was 13.11e cancer has been
in remission for seven years.
"I think, for me as a survivor, it's incredibly important to
have that support present," Whitney said.
his year's theme was "Jungle Survivor:* There were 187 registered participants, with team sizcs ranging from 10 to more
than 20 people, Whitney said.
Not all those who attended were Whitworth students. One
team, called Team Radon, attends several different Relay for
Life events. Some years thc event haslad around 300 participants, Whitney said.
"Everyone's been having a good time while keeping it centered on why we're here," said Luke Manley, a local youth leader
who graduated from the University of California, San Diego.
Manley came to the event with junior Katie Murphy and their
local high school youth group. Murphy is the treasurer for Colleges Against Cancer at Whitworth.
But whether from Whitworth or not, everyone at the Relay was gathered for the purpose of raising both awareness

and funds for the Ameritan Cancer Society. Last year the club
raised $28,000, just $2,000 short of their goal, Murphy said.
As of Friday morning, the club had raised about $15,000,
Whitney said. This year's goal is $20,040. And the fundraising
doesn't stop after the Relay but will continue until thc enrof
thc sdlool year. Whitney said.
"It's a very good cause; Manley said. "That's what's important."
The event began at 6 p.m. Friday, April 16, in the Ficldhouse
with the "survivor" lap-those still fighting the battle of cancer.
Sodas" provided dinner, breakfast and snacks for the walkers.
From 6 p.m. Friday to 9 a.m. Saturday, students continued the
Relay for Life.
"That's to symbolize the fight Against cancer never stops-so
we keep walking; Whitney said.

Entertainment included various bands, dance groups. magic
tricks and even a "hubbleusionist." At midnight students applauded the contestants in the "Mr. Relay" competition, a display that turned heads and issued laughter from viewers.
But of all the events, the luminaria ceremony was the one
that brought tears to everyone.
"That's kind of where a lot of emotions come to the surface;
Whitney said.
Remembering the glow of thc tea lights that honored the
lives of cancer victims, students finished Saturday with a sense
of fulfillment.
"A lot of Relay is being upbeat and celebrating life but it's also
a time of reflection," Whitney said.

Contact Heather Kennison at heatherkennison@whitworthian.com.

Relay For Life began in Tacoma, Wash., and was known as the City of Destiny Classic 24-Hour Run Against Cancer.
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Above: Paper bags filled with sand
and a candle are lined up by the track
for the Luminaria ceremony.

Left: Students clap in front of the
entertainment stage.

lash OIsby/Whitivrthian

In 1986, 19 teams took part in the first team relay event on the track at the Stadium Bowl and raised $33,000.
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deFINE art: 2010 junior

art show

The junior art show prepares students

for life as an artist after graduation
Sophie Sestero
Staff 1Vriter
The Bryan Oliver Gallery was filled on

lltmlay night as the junior show opened
to large audiences who were eager to support their friends. Junior Felicity Brigham
walked around the exhibit, showing off her
art to family and friends. She and hcr classmates have been preparing for this exhibit
for most of the semester.
"IVe have been pushing outselves and

working on these pieces for so long:
Brigham said. feels so good to be done."
The junier exhibit is required ofart majors
in hopes ofpreparing thcm for obstadt1 they
may face in the art world. This year there are
16 students in the exhibit, one of the larger
classes the a.-t department has seen.
To start the semester, each student was
required to submit a written proposal to
professor Scott Kolbo, department diair and
gallery director for the Bryan Oliver Gallery.
Tne proposal describes their work and why
they thought it W3S their best art.
The process, and the entirety of the dass,
is to give art students a taste of what expectations meet them in the art world beyond
college. The publicity and genuine work it
takes to promote an artist's work is stressful
and very time consuming. The dass is designed to prepare students to approach that
task head-on once they graduate.
That is the greatest privileges of being
a teacher; watching students grow and develop as an artist: Kolbo said. "That's what
I'm here for; I shepherd them through the

it

process:

After getting feedback on this process,
they went through an initial critique in their
class to prepare a rough idea of what .they
would be submitting.
Junior Michael 'Woodward submitted several pieces for the gmup to consider. Some
had diaracters carried throughout them,
while othcrs were unrelated.
The jurors asked me to push my idea
further, so I built from scratch." Woodward
said.
About a week before the show, the art students went thmugh a final critique where
they presented their work before an art jury.
The jury was made up of several different members of the art department, but was
headed by instructor Bt-add Skubinna who
teadies contemporary art seminar. He w-as
selected by Kolbo.
"I think ISkubinna) is both knowledgeable in art and also understands the students: Kolbo said.
Skubinna was one of the advisors who
recommended 'Woodward continue to push
his woric. Woodward appreciated the real
world experience that gave his fellow classmates and him.
"These (pieces) were something I created on my own, not for an assignment. As
an artist, you're not going to be told what to
create: Vloodward said. "It's fun for graphic
designers because we feel lilce we're always
Making posters. But no onc wants to put
that up in a fine art gallery. We were able to
see how each of us could talce our medium
of choice and display it among art:
Kolbo and his students were pleased with
how the opening of the exhibition wenL

Professor inspired
by variety of topics
Max Nelsen
Staff Stfriter

Part of that love came from reading frequently. Lamon said that she has always
been an avid reader, noting that, "it opens
up whole worlds."
Though she said that many writers liad
influenced her over the years, Lamon cited
authors Emily Dickinson and Walt Whitman as being particularly influential for
her.
As a professor. Lamon explained that
watching students develop as writers was
the best part of her job.
"Watching young writers come into
their own is exciting," Lamon said.
The audience also quizzed her on her
wridng technique and

Poet and English professor Laurie Lamon shared some of her poetry in a reading on Friday in the Robinson Teaching
Theatre.
Lamon's varied selection of poems
largely came from her two published collections of poetry, "Without Wings" and
"The Fork without Hunger."
Her work has also appeared in a variety
of publications including "The Atlantic
Monthly" and "The New Republic:
Her poems enCompassed a wide range
of topics, including a
commemoration of
practices.
the Holocaust, and
Asked how often she
I'm really drawn to nuance,
seemingly
simple
discarded poems, Lamon
happenings in her because that's where we see the explained that she often
garden, as well as tremendous value and beautyf- takes a significant amount
weddings and love.
of time to write and perfect
Laurie Laman,
Although Limon
her poetry.
English professor
frequently gave her
"I don't give up on popoems a brief introems," Lamon said. "'They're
duction, she noted
part of the journey."
that "some of these
Furthermore, the time
poems don't need anything said about she spends allows her to truly develop the
them," and should just be taken as they details in her poetry.
are.
"I'm really drawn to nuance, because
Lamon took a few minutes after the that's where we see the tremendous value
reading to answer questions, allowing and beauty," Lamon said.
members of the audience to become more
familiar with her style and perspective.
Lamon stated that she had been interested in poetry as long as she could remember.
"I always loved art, I loved writing," she
Contact Max Nelsen at max.nelsen@
said.
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Senior Garrett Young examines a list of ail artwork in the junior art show.The exhibit
opened last Tuesday and will dose April 23.
'Ws cool that people arc coming to see
how hard we work There is this idea that art
majors don't really do anything. It's nice to
have people see our work and realize it's difficult and that we practically live in (the art)
building: Brigham said.
The group of students have worked together in v-arious daises since their freshman year They were excited to see rach other's final pieces. They, like Kolbo, were able
to watch their peers evolve from the initial
proposal to the opening of the exhibit.
"We all have our own distinctive styles

that we've carved out for ourselves, and it
is fun to see how those have developed."
Woodward said.
Eadi of the participants encouraged fellow students to come and see the 10-day
show. The exhibit will dose April 23 in prep.
aration for the senior exhibit.

Contact Sophie Sestero al sophie.sestero@
whitworthian.com.
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p.assist displays skill, talent to win Idol title
Becca Cuniff

Staff Willa.

Thirteen of Whitworth's finest musicians competed for
thc title of Pirate Idol last Monday. The contestants were
judged in the categories of skill, entertainment and crowd
appeal. After it was ovcr, sophomore Noah Peller came
out victorious after an impressive bass performance.
The first song Peller performed was just him playing
his bass:The second song was one that he wrote that involved some more advanced technology.
"I would play a phrase, then add to it, then switch it so
it was playing backwards, then I would add to it more.
Then all that is running through another effects processor
that adds good sounds to it Peller said. lhe audience was
interactive throughout all the performances, but Peller's
second song got the biggest reaction from the crowd.
Pella started playing the upright bass almost 10 years
ago, and started playing the electric bass shortly aftcr
that. He learned some of the technology used for his performance from a friend who plays thc guitar and knows a
lot about electronics.
'1 would just sort of play around with it. I just wanted
to make something really pretty," Peller said.
After putting all the time and effort into learning the
technology and creating bis music, Peller said it's nice to
see thc benefits of that.
"I enjoy that all the time I spent practicing pays off and
it actually benefits other people; he said. "Normally I'm
a pretty reserved person, but there's something really enjoyable about being on stage and getting a bunch of people really excited and just having a good time."
In second place svere freshmen Tim Angel and Emily
Golan playing their violins. lbey had a western theme
and their performance was very entertaining. Not only
were they good violinists, their interactions were quite
engaging. and the audience was very attentive during
their performance.

Third place was given to junior Jesse MacDonald. Prior
to going on stage, his friend scattered rose pedals across
the stage and lit some candles that were immediately
blown out by the judges, while "Let's Get It On" played
in the background. After the entertaining little break, he
started by playing a song he wrote titled "Hold Me," which
he played harmonica and the guitar to. He also sz.ng a '90s
RIO song, which he admitted he didn't know the words

very well, but rocked it anyways.
The first performer was freshman Shannon Winant,
who played his guitar and sang. He performed an acoustic medley of popular rap songs such as "Heartless" and
"Whatcha Say" along with others.
Another performer, junior Sara Jackson-Holman,
started by singing and playing the piano to a song titled
"When You Dream; a song she wrote. She also played
another song she wrote called "I.et Me In;
Two members from the band Take the Sky also performed. Juniors Justin Catlett plays the piano and sings
and Tyler Kruse is thc lead vocalist for thc band. They
performed two of Take the Sky's songs, including "A Time
to Keep; the first song the band wrote together.
The sixth act was seniors Karl Richardson and Ryan
Darbonne. Both played the guitar while Richardson sang
a song he wrote called "Daydreaming; They also performed a cover of "Highway 20 Ride; written by the Zac
brosvn Band.
Another duo that performed was senior Chris Trumbo
and junior Drew Peterson. Peterson played the banjo for
thc first song, while Trumbo sang and played the guitar.
lhe final performer was freshman Lauren Davies, who
started by playing the song "Hallelujah; then performed
a Lady Gaga medley, and ended with an N'Sync song that
got the audience involved and singing along.
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Lauren Rush/ Whitworthian

Sophomore Noah Peller plays bass during Pirate Idol. Pelier
Contact &cat Cuniff at bccca.cuniff@whitworthian. placed first in the competition, which featured all the first
and second finishers from Whitworth Unplugged.
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A liberal arts major with a graduate degree in Business. Unstoppable.
Whitworth's MBA or MBA in International Management provides you an additional foundation on which to build your
career, taking your liberal arts degree a step further. Classes are offered in the evening in a 6-week accelerated
format so you can work while completing your education.

Whitworth.edu/M BA
509.777.4786 or 800.533.4668.
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Softball steals third for weekend
Peter Landgren
s!,yr Writer

GOLF

On April 17, both the women's and the men's golf
teams won their tournament at Whitman. The men's
and %vomen's teams played against Whitman College

and Pacific University.
For the women's team freshman Emily Guthrie
took first place and shot 76. The second place finisher for Whitworth was senior Mariessa Stambaugh
placing fourth overall and shooting 83.
"Winning this game madc us realize that we are
capable of wining our tournament next tveckend:
Stombaugh said.
If thc women's team win their tournament next
weekend, they will get thc opportunity to compete
at nationals as a team.
Our team is doing great in comparison to previous years," Stambaugh said. For the seniors, it is
really exciting to sce that our team the closest it
has ever been at a chance of going to nationals in the
last four years:
Senior Krystal Pitkoncn, placed fifth shooting 84.
"We played really well as a tcam, but I believe we
are capable of pla}ing even better," Pitkoncn said.
"Hopefully we can play what tvc are capable of when
it really matters next weekend."
Freshman Josh Kay led the men's team shooting a
72, while junior Cameron Whittle followed closely
behind, totaling 73 for the round. Whitworth's third
scorer on the mcn's side was sophomore Jeff Aly,
with 1 77 for the day.
The men's team is currently tied for first place In
the conference. If the tncn win next weekend, thcy
will be able to compete at nationals as well.
Contact Danielle Douvikas at danielle.douvikas@
whitworthian.com.

MEN'S TENNIS

The Whitworth Men's tennis team lost in a heartbreaking- NIVC opening round match .an Friday,
April 16. The team fell 5-4 against Pacific Lutheran
University, historically one of Whitworth's toughest
opponents. The game put a somber cap on what was
overall a solid season for the Pirates.
The match started out close, and stayed tight
down the stretch. At the No. 1 singles spot, senior
Michael Shelton and junior Colin Zawelski fell to
the Lutes' Justin Peterson and Joel Trudel in a hotly
contested match that ended 9-8 (7-3). Junior Joe
%Vales and freshman Cameron Williams also lost in
the No. 2 doubles spot.
Thc Pirates responded at the No. 3 doubles spot
however, with a strong performance by juniors Colin Barrett and Henry Williams. Barrett and Williams defeated Kevin Floyd and Taylor Dickey in a
tense match that ended in an 8-6 Pirate win.
In the singles competition, the initial three games
went well for the Pirates. Shelton first defeated Pacific's Trudel, the 2009 NWC player of the year, at
the No. 1 spot in three very close sets. Cameron
Williams also won his game at No. 3 singles in three
sets, but Zawelski lost his game at No. 2. The two
wins tied up the match heading into the final three
games.
In the No. 4 singles slot Wales defeated the Lutes'
Michael Manser in two 6-4 sets, but Barrctt lost in
the No. 6 spot to tie up the score 4-4. The final point
came at the hands of Lute Sheldon Scott against
Henry Williams. The final game went to three close
sets, and was fiercely contested.
The loss marks the end of the men's tennis season,
one which has been quite remarkable. The team
ended with a 9-16 record overall, but finished with
a 9-7 record in the Northwest Conference.
Confrict Peter Landgren
WO rthian.com.

at peterlandgren@whit-

In a long and tough week, the Whitworth softball team played five games
in the span of five days. including two
double-headers against Pacific University. Despite the tiresome schedule.
the teani played tvellovinning three of
their five games.
The first game, an exhibition match
against Eastern Washington, %vent very
smoothly for the Pirates. The Bucs
cruised to a 9-0 victory in the game.
which was held at home on Diane
Marks Field.
The first game of the first doubleheader, played against Pacific, featured
solid defensive and offensive play by
the Bucs. Freshman Heather Hesselgesser posted five RBI's in the game,
Ktitly Bacon/ Whabrimiwn
batting in all five of %Vhitworth's runs.
The first Pirate score came in the first Senior Lacey Kerr takes off for first base during a weekend game at Marks Field.
inning. whcn Hesselgesscr fired off a
home run with the bases loaded, giv- Jamie Brunner, who brought in sopho- the game, allowing her teammates to
more Sami Parr to give Whitworth a stage a comeback. The first Pirate score
ing the Pirates an early 4-0 lead.
came off an RBI by I lesselgesser, and
The fifth and final score also came 1-0 lead.
However. Pacific responded and the game was tied in the fifth inning of
off the bat of Hesselgesser, who hit a
clutch two-out RBI to bring in senior cante out with a strong fifth inning. another RBI by Stuby. The Pirates conLace)' Kerr for the score. This final nut The Boxers first scored off a sacrifice tinued to score onc nm in the seventh
came in thc bottom of the third inning, fly, and then off a go-ahead run from to %sin the game 5-4.
and the score remained at 5-I for the a %sulk. The final dagger came in the
The final game of the two-day series
form ola home run by Ilrooke Fogwell, did not go well for thc Pirates, who
rest of the game.
On thc defensive end, junior Jessica which made the score 6-1. Whitworth were held scoreless. The Boxers tvent
Mangis, who tossed a complete game, only scored once mote off a RBI by on to win 5-0 off two runs in the first,
two runs in the second and one in the
came up big for the Bucs. Mangis al- McKenzie Stuby.
The second double-hcader of the sixth.
lowed only five hits against the strong
Boxer offense, leading to one run weekend was also played against PaThe split games bring the Bucs rescored in the top of the first. She also cific on Diane Marks Field. In thc first cord tu 17-14 overall, and 11-12 In
struck out five hitters.
game, the Pirates got down early after conference. The two double-headers
The evening half of the Pacific dou- a Boxer run in the first inning and two were the final home games of the year,
bleheader started out quietly for the in the second. Mangis had to leave the and thc team will wrap up the season
Pirates and Boxers, as both teams were game due to an injury.
next weekend with two double-headers
held scoreless in the first two innings.
However, freshman relief pitcher at %Villarnette University.
The first score of the game came in the Alyssa Bergquist was able to limit the
Contact Peter Lundgren at peter.
third inning off the bat of freshman Boxers to only one score for the rest of lantigrenewhitworthiatt.com.

Women clinch Conference
Whitworth tennis takes
NWC tournarnent and
proceed to Nationals
Alex Blade
Staff Writer
The Whitworth women's tennis team used a successful
weekend at thc Northwest Conference Tournament in Yakima, %Vash., to vault thcir way into the NCAA Division
III tournament.
The Bucs entered the N%VC conference tournament as
the No. 1 seed, and on Friday, April 16, thc Bucs defeated
the Lewis & Clark Pioneers 5-0 in the semifinals.
The Pirates began the day by sweeping the doubles

matches, with sophomore Ntya Towne and freshman
Megan Wingfield winning the No. 3 match, junior Katie
Staudinger and senior Rachel Burns winning the No. 2
match, and sophomores Erica Bosman and Alli Marshall
taking the No. 1 match in the closet: contest of the day,
9-7.
The Pirates followed the doubles performances up with
victories by Bosman in the No. 4 singles match and Burns
in the No. 1 match. This gave %Vhitworth an insurmountable 5-0 lead, and with victory already in hand thc rcst of
thc matches were not played.
The dominating performance set up a conference
championship against the %Vhitman Missionaries on Saturday, April 17.
The Bites took two of thc three doubles matches, winning the No. 2 and No. 3 matches.
See TENNIS, page 11

Check out the multimedia page at Whitworthiari.com
to see a photo gallery from P.E. classeS across campus.
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Mangis unstoppable from the mound
Alex Blade
Staff Writer
Despite the success that she has
found on the field, it's not wins, ERA
or strikeouts that junior pitcher Jessica
hiangis values most about hcr experience with Whitworth soliball.
Mangis does not hesitate to point
out the relationships that she has developed with her teammates.
"One thing that sticks out to me is
the fact that the team is able to come so
close together no matter who joins or
leaves the team," Mangis said.
But despite her emphasis on relationships with her teammates, hiangis
is Still a softball player who takes her
position as a player on the team very
seriously.
"(She) has an attitudc unlike almost
any person I've ever played with before, junior catcher Caty Lieseke said
of hiangis. "She brings a ncw level of
intensity to our team with the way she
plays
That attitudc didn't keep Mangis
from being a typical nervous freshman
when she first joined the team two
years ago.
"The transition (to college) was not

that bad only because of how much
summer select softball I have played
growing up," Mangis said. But if I had
not gane out and found the help that
I needed to get whcrc I am today it
would have been a completdy different experience."
Despite feeling intimidated at first,
Mangis soon found herself easily fitting in svith the team.
Last year became one of constant
struggle for Mangis. As one of only

sports talk with colin zalewski

Transaction action:

Folks, put down
your hot dogs and
let's talk baseball
Opening day for baseball was just a couple weeks ago
and you know what that means? It's time for everyone's
David Dennit/Whitworthian

JuniorJessIca Mangis led the Pirates in her freshman year with a 2.52 ERA.
two pitchers on the team, she had a
major role to play, but was hampered
by a partial tcar of her posterior crucial
ligament (PCL) in her Icnce.
"Despite being injured, softball was
still fun for me. I loved just ping out
there and trying to put my injuries behind rre to play the game that I loved,"
she said.
Pushing through her injuries is a
constant battle, but in spite of that
Mangis has found success on the field
this year. She is currently on a fivegame winning streak as a starting
pitcher. The junior has also been given
a chance to stcp up to the plate and bat
for the first time.
The Pirates are young this year, but
Mangis is quick to point out the high
level of talent on the team.
There are already several on-field
highlights from this season that stand
out to Mangis. The one that sticks out

the most is the Bucs' 2-1 victory over
defending Northwest Conference
champion, Linfield College.
Despite her role as a leader on the
field, Mangis still focuses on her role as
a teammate.
"I care about everyone on the team
whether they lcnow this or not; she
said "I may be quiet but I feel like
my actions speak way louder than my
voice, and I am completely fine with
that"
It is those relationships that have
helped get Mangis through the struggles she's faced the last two seasons.
"I still go out on the field with everything that I have and know that my
team will be right behind me to back
me up," she said.
Contact Alex Blade at alex.blade@
whitworthian.com.

aseball steps up to the plate
David Huai(
Staff Writer

thc fourth inning. Three
Pacific players accounted
for nearly half of the team's
Whitworth
baseball 21 hits as the Boxers took
went 1-2 this weekend in another away from Whita three-game series against worth, 17-12.
Johnson tacked on three
the visiting Pacific University Boxers. Saturday's in the bottom of the sixth
morning game started off to keep his strong perforin Pacific's favor as they mance going for the day.
went up 9-1 by the third 1-le ended the game with
five
RBIs.
Sophomore
inning.
Whitworth fought back Landon Scott went 4-5
through the rest of the from the plate in the evegame, and had the ty- ning game.
Sunday's game was tight
ing run at thc plate in the
bottom of the ninth when all the way as Whitworth
sophomore Nick Combo struck first, in Ilia bottom
grounded out to end the of the first, to go up 1-0.
Pacific answered in the
game.
Strong performances by fourth going up 3-1. Whitjunior Nathan Johnson, worth was able to respond
sophomore JR Jarrell, se- in the bottom of the inning
nior Nick Ashley and se- by scortng three.
The Boxers scored yet
nior Kyle Kruse:Inge' were
bright spots for the Bucs again and took the lead 6-4
in the first game. Johnson in the sixth, but the Bucs
went 4-4 at the plate, and were right there to answer
Jarrell followed close be- wit_h three of their own.
Whitworth was able to
hind with three hits, while
Ashley had three RBI's and hold the 7-6 lead through
scored twice. Krustangel the final three innings.
went deep for his seventh Whitworth scored two
earned runs and five unhome run of the season.
The
evening
game earned on three Boxer erlooked much better for the rors.
Bucs as they held the BoxSophomoie Tom Banta
ers in to a 4-4 tie through picked up the win and is
-

TENNIS
continuedfrom page 10
Whitworth then started off the
singles matches with two wins, one
each from Towne and Staudinger in
the No. 3 and No. 5 matches, respectively.

Things got interesting when Whitman's Elise Otto defeated Marshall in
the No. 2 match, followed up quickly
with another Missionary victory by
Divneet Kaur, who beat Rosman in

11.17
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Stephanie Bnaciton/Whitworthian

Sophomore CJ. Perry takes *he mound for the Pirates during
the three game series against visiting Pacific Boxers.

now 1-1 while Johnson
picked up the save by pitching a strong final three innings.
Whitworth ended a nine
-game losing streak with
Sunday's win and are now
6-12 in NW Conference

the No. 4 match. That left Whitworth
evith a slim 4-3 lead with only two
matches left in the contest.
But the Pirates secured victory
when Wingfield defeated Kate Kunkle in the decisive No. 6 singles match,
giving Whitworth the 5-3 lead with
only the No. 1 singles match left to
be played.
That last match was left unfinished,
as the outcome of the contest was already determined.
The victory on Saturday means

play. Whitworth will go on

to play Central Washington on Tuesday in a nonconference doubleheader.

Contact David Rurik at
david.rurik@whitworthian.com.

Contact Colin Zalewski at editor@whitworthian.com.

the Bucs head to the national tournament with wins in their last five
competitions.
They have not lost since April 2,
and hold an impressive overall re-

cord of 19-1.
This is the second year in a row that
the women's tennis team has earned a
trip to the NCAA tournament.
Contact Alex Blade
whitworthian.00171.

favorites: hotdogs, garlic fries, steroid controversies
and inflated salaries!
Along with so much of baseball's rich history comes
the modern game's monetary oversaturation and all the
poor decisions that go with it Although baseball has
fallen away from its status of dearly being America's favorite past time, it still rules sports headlines with the
amount of money owners throw around. When you
bring together wealthy bigwigs and a sport full of controversy, you get stupidity. And few teams epitomize
baseball's decision-maldng irrationality more than the
home team, the Seattle Mariners.
The M's have a long history of "questionable" player
transactions. How about losing Alex Rodriguez? Remember that guy? He is the guy that has been dominating Major League Baseball ever since we let him go. (I
don't care how much Texas was offering, you've got to
absorb that Seattle!) Remember Jose Cruz Jr.? He was
one of the most promising recruits of his time, we traded him away for a dime in a heartbeat And how can
we forget Mr. Ken Griffey Jr.? I know he's back where
he belongs now, but he's 10 years older and minus two
healthy hamstrings (those hammies used to be beautiful). The list goes on, but I am more concerned with
how the M's continue to have one of MLB's most incompetent front offices.
Not to bet too historical, but to this point arguably
one of the dumbest moves by any major league team in
history (other than the Red Sox trading Babe Ruth to
the rival Yankees) was three yaws ago in the draft. The
Mariners had stunk it up the year before, so they had a
high pick in the draft. Looking for a pitcher, they had
the opportunity to draft one of the top two pitchers in
the draft, Brandon Morrow or the University of Washington's Tim Lincccum. They thought Lincecum was
too small and unorthodox, so they went with Morrow,
despite the fact that Lincecum was arguably the most
dominant pitcher in college baseball.
If you don't know the rcst of the story to date, we
traded Morrow because of his poor pitching. What has
Lincecum done? He has won two (that's right two) Cy
Young awards in his first three years. The greatest pitchers of all time may be ludcy to win two or three; he has
two already. He has also started for the National League
in the All-Star Game. And what is the worst part about
it? Timmy wanted to pitch in Seattle all along.
This next move is one of my favorites for how ridiculous it is. Mariners fans, do you remember Carlos Silva?
It's OK if you don't. Seattle signed a contract with him
for almost $50 million, and he proceeded to embairass
himself with miserable performances. So, the M's had a
financial Problein.
Now over in Chicago was a player named Milton
Bradley, a good player but famed for his unacceptable
actions on and off the field. Cubs manager and former
Mariners manager, Lou Piniella (famous for ranting at
umpires and throwing bases) suspended him from the
team for his behavior and the rest of the team applauded his suspension. The Cubs had a clubhouse problem.
The Cubs wanted to get rid of him so bad, that he
absorbed Silva's poor pitching and massive contract in
order to dump Milt on the hi's. Since then, Bradley has
been kicked out of two games and flipped off the entire
Texas Rangers crowd. Mat a doozy!
The Mariners aren't the only silly team in the league.
You could do a similar synopsis of any team in the
league, but when it comes to airhead player transactions, it's hard to find less intelligent team than the Seattle hiariners.

at alex.blade@
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Jubilation Dance Nlinistry Club presented its annual s})ring dance
concert Sunday, April 18 in Cowles Auditorium, marking 13 years of
Judy NI:link:vine's leadership since the club's founding in 1997. Over
dancers performed with a %vide variety of dance styles, ranging from
ballet to hip hop. The night included a ceremony to honor NIandeville's
dedication to the V'hitworth sacred dance program, as this is the last
year of her service as club advisor. Jubilation Dance Nlinistry is a Christ
centered group that seeks to worship God and express authentic emotion through dance.

0
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ABOVE: Dancers from the Jubilation ballet class perform to "Only Hope."
TOP RIGHT: This year's show included a ballet dance en pointe.
ABOVE RIGHT: The dancers warm up during the tech rehearsal the day of the performance.
RIGHT: Sophomore Rebeckah Stough utilized fabric as a symbol of God's living water.
BOTTOM: Freshman Cass' Curtis, one of the hip hop dancers, during rehearsal.
T.J1!er 7.,;4r4.11Vhst.t1shian

BOTTOM RIGHT: Alumna Karla Parbon poses with Judy Mandeville after the show. Parini')
will succeed Mandeville as club advisor next year.
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Sophomore Alexander
1)avis sells cassettes and
recordsfrom his dorm room.

to net neutrality has
fin- reaching consequences
for Internet users.
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Whitworth hosts NWC
Championships; Kintner
wins Athlete of the Aleet.
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7he Whitworthian presents
an introductory glimpse
of Whitworth's next president.
Pages 8-9
BELOW LEFT: Julie Taylor addresses students during the Meet and Greet on Thursday, April 15.
BELOW RIGHT:Future president Beck Taylor greets students during the Meet and Grret.
RIGHT: Beck Taylor poses for a portrait.
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Physicist to join science faculty in fall 2010
Haley Atkinson
Staff Writer

Whitworth. Though he did not apply after
graduating, he kept Whitworth in mind.
Otte reason the physics department
has hired another full-time professor is
the exponential growth the department
has experienced over the past 13 years.
In 1997, the department had 11 students,
%slide there are nearly 100 students in the
department today. From 2005 to 2008
alone. thc department increased from .18
students to 98.
Due to that rapid growth, the dcan
nade provisions for the hiring of a visiting professor for two years. The purpose
of the trial hire was to ensure the growth
of the department would be sustained.
At the end ttf the two-year trial, a search
committee was established to determine a
permanent position holder.
The position was announced internationally. Ninety-five applicants responded.
Of those, six vere interviewed via telephone, and two were brought to campus
for a visit. Alter the on-campus visit, it
vas determined Ong was the hest fit for

Dr. Marcus Ong will join the 1Nhitworth
physics department in the fall.
Ong attended I larvey Mudd College for
his undergraduate degree, and received
his master's and doctorate in materials scie7:c ad engineering from Stanford University. Ile has several publications, and
worked on a variety of research projects
through Stanford. Currently, Ong works
for Sandia National Laboratories as senior
member of the technical staff.
Ong first heard of Whitworth through
working with a student on a research project while at Stanford.
"At the time I was considering teaching at a college or university, but I was not
interested in teaching at a major reseach
university," Ong said. "I wanted to be involved in teaching, mentoring and advis-

ing students:.
Ong said the Whitworth student suggested he shoul(I seek a professorship at
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the positon.
Associate professor of physics Kamesh
Sankaran served as the chair of the search
committee.
"lhere was a large committee of people
sorting through the extremely qualified
applications to determine the best fit for
Whitworth," Sankaran said.
One reason the search committee
sought someone with this background
was the high-caliber students within the
department, Sankaran said. Currently the
department has three alumni pursuing
graduate degrees from Harvard, and a senior this year heading to Princeton.
"We have students at this level, therefore we are obligated to provide the kind
of education our students deserve:. Sankaran said.
It has been a challenge to provide students svitli high-caliber scientific teaching as time university tloes not have the
resources to hire top scientists. Yet Vhitworth's mission proves to be attractive.
"I ligh-quality scientists are attracted to

School tests LED standing lanterns PAG E 3

the Christian school:. Sankaran said. "It is
because of his Christian commitment that
he is %villing to walk away from the prestigious postion he currently holds."
Additionally, Sankaran appreciates the
commitment Ong has ¡nade to college and
high school ministry.
"He has been very involved in ministry
to college students in the Ilay Area and he
has a passion for high school outreach,"
Sankaran said. "I am very excited about
Nvhat he can bring to Whitworth."
Ong looks forward to being a part of the
Whitvorth community.
"I would like to be a part of Whit%vorth's
reaching out to the the community," Ong
saitl. "We can hopefully impact students
as they come in, who will in turn impact
their communities as they leave."

CO/Ittlei !tale)* Aiki/150/1
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The chapel ministry program is undergoing some changes to make it more accessible
to students next year.
"Campus worship will look pretty similar next year compared to this year with the
possibility of having regular dorm worship
services that would have to be coordinated
with RDs and RAs," said Tcrry McGonigal,
dean of spiritual life. "This is not to offset
any gtoups that may pop up, but is to say
that we want to be serving in the dorms:'
Campus ministry administrators also
ant to make sure that there is a kind of
quality control in relationship to the kind
of theological themes that are presented in
these smaller services.
We aren't trying to discourage any groups
that pop up, but %ve %vant to make sure that
they line up with Whitworth's
McGonigal said.
Another idea the chapel is looking at is
creating another kind of small group that
be shorter-term. This would allow people with fuller schedules to be involved.
"We're looking to create short-term topical 'faith and values groups,- McGonigal
said. "Some students, by virtue of where they
live or other involvements, can't commit to a
full year but would be interested in a group
like this:*
The chapel program is also interested in
helping students to find a dturch home and
get them involve&
"We have a lot of students that arc deeply
involved in churches off-campus, but there's
a large information gap in how to get to other churches: McGonigal said.
He %vent on to say that they want to help
identify studcnts who regularly attend a
church and who could help coordinate rides
for students without vehicles.
In addition to the changes that will be
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Sophomore Hannah Neill and freshnsen Brittany Fulton and Mary Viducich attend a small group
meeting In East Hall.

made to the chapel ministry program, the
chapel itself %vill be remodeled.
"We're going to change the look of thc
chapel lobby and bring in books about vocation and other such topics and put in ncw
furniture," McGonigal said.
Kathy Storm, vice president for student
lifc, said that chapel administrators are looking at collaborating their efforts with those of
the Intercultural Center in Hendrick I fall.
"We want to see if the Intercultural Center
is a place where %ve can host conversations
about the religious life of students on campus, specifically those who don't sec themselves as part of the mainstream religious
culture," Storm said.
She also said that the chapel is trying to
find new ways to integrate into campus lifc.
"As wc have %vorked on strategic planning
in the chapel arca and listened to outside
sources giving input. wc have begun to ex-

ASWU Bylaws amended
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Chapel seeks to include more students

tan

Candace Pontoni

Sane Editor

ASWU

News Editor

Cadlin Ridunord

amine how %ve can understand the experiences of students on campus that maybe
haven't been as involved with the chapel
program: Storm said.
She also said that thc chapel is trying to
understand more about the experiences ola
wide range of students in regard to the religious atmosphere of the campus.
"We still have a lot more to learn and have
has been a
a lot more to do: Storm said.
center for ministry outreach on campus and
We %vant to continue to nurture and affirm
that and keep it strong."
McGonigal also said that he is excited to
find %vays to reach more students.
"We're trying to provide comprehensive
services for students %vho want spiritual
growth and to exp!ore theology and thoughts
about God." McGonigal said.
Contact Ira McIntosh at iraancintosh
. .
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Amendments to three articles
Bylaws have bccn
put into effect after the ASSVU
assembly's voting members
passed the changes during an
April 14 meeting.
Eleven of the 13 voting members passed a change to the definition of "active campaigning:*
while Jonathan Deal, Duvall Hall
senator, and Beau Limb, Arend
Hall senator, opposed the addition of the new definition. The
members unanimously passed
proposals to add two additional
artides to clarify election procedures.
The Bylaws now hold a specific definition of the term "active campaigning," which in
previous years was determined
by the holder of the executive
vice president position, the person in durge of most aspects of
elections and chair of the student
elections committee. The definition, located in artide 8 of section II, states candidates cannot
remind other students to vote
during elections, and recognizes
the use of social media, induding
Facebook and Twitter, as active
campaigning tools.
*The goal of the new dermition is that candidates are just to
be normal students for the day of
the election," said Tyler Hamilton,
ASWU Executive Vice President,
during an assembly meeting held
on April 14 at which he presented
the changes to ASWU members.
Deal opposed the new definition because he feels candidates
should be allowed to remind
people to vote during elections.
"When I ran for Duvall senator last year, I %vas allowed to say
'remember to vote' on election

Bylaw Amendments

Changes made to Section II:

of the ASWU

Heather Ketutison

Attid*8 now states:
'Attire campaigning shall be definedas ammunlaning la any way to
anyone that they should vote
The atilde extends potential campaigning outlets to:
idea fonns sad as Factbook, tat messaging or Twitter.'
Anide 9, newly added to Section II, states all candidates can only
campaign for themselves, and that they may not: 'Support or oppose
any candidate funning for another office.'

Changes made to Section VII:
ArtideS, nevdy added to Section Vil, states: 'The Student Elections
Committe chairshall sendout an e-tnal pdor to General Elections rating
explaining tooter: the opdon of voting none ofthe above"

The artide also states the option pivoting none °tithe abovewill be
explahted on the ballot.
``

Annette

day," Deal said. "We should

ask

ourselves: at what point are we
getting too controlling?"
Ari additional artide placed in
section II bars candidates from
campaigning on behalf of other

candidates in an either supportive or opposing manner.
"When candidates are campaigning they are supposed to
be campaigning for themselves;
Hamilton said at the meeting.
An article added to section VII
states a campus-wide e-mail will
be sent by the student elections
committee chair prior to general
elections explaining the option
of voting none of the above. The
artide also states the option of
voting none of the above will be
explained briefly on the ballot.
The changes come after the

Flirt& Ilisitwortkian

most recent ASWU election,
during which a write-in candidate running for Warren senator
engaged in active campaigning
on election day via Facebook,
and a candidate for president
wrote to a group of students via
Facebook that when voting for
the executive vice president position they could vote for "none of
the above" rather than voting for
either of the candidates.
In the latter case, a grievance
was filed against the candidate
and a formal reprimand was issued by the student elections
committee. The candidate for
Warren senator was asked to appear before thc committee and
explain her behavior, according
to an April 12 Whitworthian article.

-
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after election
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The Bylaw changes are intended to prevent similar incl.
&ices from occurring in future elections.
"I think the reyisions %vill
make it much dearer to candidates what the rules are: Hamilton said.
Before, vagueness surrounded thc term -active campaigning," and thcrc vras no dear
statement denying candidates
the right to campaign for othcrs, Hamilton said.
It is simpler for members of
the student election committee
to address a candidate's behavior if the Bylaws provide a welldefined rule in regard to that
behavior, he said.
The Bylaw changes were developed by Hamilton and Dayna Coleman-Jones, assistant
dean of studcnt lifc, following a
request by the student elections
committee.
Junior Shannon Eshoff, elect
executive vice prcsidcnt of
ASWU, said she agrees with the
dtanges and is glad the amendments were made this year, immediately following thc controversy surrounding the recent
election.
Eshoff said she feels the changes will help to prevent misunderstandings, but that she still plans
to be very specific with candidates during next year's ASIVU
elections.
The biggest thing will be
goingover the procedures and
rules with candidates before thc
is imelections," Eshoff said.
portant to lay out the rules in a
straight-forward manner."

it

Contaa Candace Pontoni at candace.pontonipwhituvrthian.cont.
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School tests LED standing lanterns
Rachel Bair
Staff Writer

4

Whitworth's spending on electricity increased
by 12 percent from last year, and the three new
standing lanterns temporarily installed along the
Ballard boardwalk are part of plans to decrease
spending on electricity and reduce light pollution, said Ed Kelly, director of facilities services.
"Whitworth will pay $780,000 to S800,000 on
electricity this year," Kelly said.
lie said the lamps, installed about one month
ago, arc part of many initiatives Whitworth is
looking at to decrease energy consumption.
Dale Soden, vice president for planning, said
the three new lamps are all different models as
the facilities planning committee will be evaluating each lamp to determine if one of thc models will be installed in othcr arcas on campus.
Soden said this could include installing one of
the models aroUnd the ncw scicncc building to
add lighting. He said the new lamps are temporary and have been installed for evaluation.
We expect to replace them," Sodcn said.
Two of the lamps feature LED lights, which
use less energy than the currcnt lanterns around
campus. These two lights are also downward
pointing, decreasing energy consumption and
light pollution, said Patrick Van Inwegen, associate professor of political science.
The other lamp is a current standard that has
been rc-lamped to use less energy, Kelly said.
He said the light levels and look of the fixture
heads of the lamps will be ev-aluated.
Sodcn said another reason why Whitworth
is looking at new models is because the current
standard light fixtures used around campus are
no longer made in thc same way.

,

Japanese hold rally
in Okinawa against
US military base

-

Taylor Zajirel/ Whitmorthian

The LED lamps Installed near the chapel emit a lower level of light pollution than lamps installed
elsewhere around campus.

Sodcn said he prefers thc look of the standard
lamps over the two downward pointing models.
"I'm not entirely happy with thc look ofeither
of those; Soden said. "Neither would be my first
choice, but it makes sense to go fonvard with
these as they give energy savings and thc current lights cumot be replaced;
Kelly said the quality of light given off by the
LED lights is much brighter and whiter than thc
current standard lamps installed around campus, which give olla yellow light quality.
Senior Jesse Prichard, senator of McMillan
Hall, said students living in Ballard have expressed their dislike of thc quality of light the
ncw lamps give.
Prichard said that though he likes the efficien-

cy of the LED lights, the quality °flight reminds
him of a doctor's office.
"1 wish they had tint to give them a more
friendly color; Prichard said.
Terry McGonigal, dean of spiritua) life, said
he thinks the LED lights have a more natural
look than the older lights.
"I like the nature of the light thcy put out;
McGonigal said.
He said the contrast of the LED compared to
the standard lights is stark, but if all the lights
were LED, the look would be more natural.

Contact Radtd Bair at rad:Abair@whitworthiati.corn.

Coalition opposes college drug abuse
Haley Atkinson
Staff Writer
In recent years there has been

a rise in the illegal use of prescription drugs among college students,
according to an April 9 pros release from the Washington Health
Foundation (WEIF). In an attempt
to combat that increase, organizations within the state of Washington
are partnering vsith national groups
to form a coalition called "Healthy
Generation; The formation of the
coalition was announced Friday,
April 9.
A recent Washington Health
Foundation press release quoted
Greg Vigdor, President & CEO of
NVIIF, as saying college students today are more likely to find ras-y acccss to prescription

alin. These drugs leave students feeling more relaxed, with the ability to
be more productive.
"I had heard that there have been
people selling stimulants," Janclle
Thayer, director for counseling serices said. "I guess it has been an
ongoing issue on campus for several

years;
Thayer purposefully does not
keep numbers of students who
struggle with these issues. She admits, however, that the issue is larger
than she initially believed, based on
conversations with students.
"1 would say prescription drug
use has increased, while strcct drugs
have gone up and down depending on our Whitworth subcultures
on and off campus," Thayer said.
"I would imagine the Vhitworth
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Roughly 100,000 Japanese
rallied in the village of Yomitan against the presence of a
US army base on Okinawa
this past Sunday. The demonstrators are not satisfied with
a 2006 agreement between Japan and the U.S. that stipulates
the base will be moved from
the centcr of the island to the
coast. They demand the base
be moved off the island in accordance with a re-election
pledge made by Prime Minister Yukio Hatoyama, also the
President of the Dcmocratic
Party of Japan.
-An election for Japan's House
of Representatives, in which
Hatoyama will be vying for reelection, will be held in July.
Hatoyama has promised his
followers that he would resolve
the issue by May, but it appears
he is hesitating after his campaign stance toward the base
brought him criticism from his
U.S. political allies.

Greece enters into

talks with IMF, asks
for emergency loan
Two days after Greek officials began talks with the

International Monetary Fund
(IMF) to secure an emergency
loan needed during the prcscnt monetary crisis of Greece,
Papaconstantinou,
George
prime minister of Greece, said
that his nation would not have
trouble securing the needed
loans. Greek officials entered
into talks with the IMF on Friday, April 23.

of PsychotheraPgutics,

2008.

subculture

would
use
drugs, as they can
buy the drugs from "We cannot be 100 percent sure prescription
drugs, as they
other students.
the drugs presaibed by the
are seen as
"Students do not
deaner, not
have the feeling health center are not misused:'
as 'bad' as
that these drugs are
Jan Murray,
Health Center Director
street drugs.
unsafe for thcm or
Oftentimes,
even illegal as they
though, peowere obtained from
ple will use a
a professional doctor,
even if (the prescription] wasn't for variety of substances to supplement
them," Vigdor was quoted as saying. themselves, not just thc use of preAccording to the Washington scription or street drugs;
Thayer pointed to two distinct
Health Foundation, the primary
objective of the coalition is to create groups at \Vhitworth as a potential
a comprehensive NVeb site that will underlying cause for prescription
supply students with help, links and drug misuse.
"Among the 18-22 year old age
an ability to personalize their health
group [at Whitworth], it seems that
records.
The coalition will also facilitate there are at least two groups of stuthe creation of student advisory dents," Thayer said. "The first group
boards and form partnerships with is comprised of conservative evangelicals who try to live as perfectly as
on-campus health centers.
The Washington Health Foun- possible. Then there are those who
dation has been present on college react to their sense of not belonging
campuses, gathering a genuine sense to this group;
Thayer said she vvonders ifthe reof the issue. The partnership will be
the first of its kind in confronting action from the second group would
misuse of prescription drugs among be weaker ifthey perceived more acceptance by the first group.
the 18-24 age bracket.
"I'd love to see students find a
According to a Feb. 5 story from
NPR, the prescription drugs used way to bridge the gap and apprecimost prevalently by college students ate each other for their differences;
are medications for attention deficit Thayer said.
Jan Murray, director of Vhitdisorders, such as Addcrall and Rit-

International
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Annette Tamil/ Whilworthian

worth's health center, said her department does not have the opportunity to see very much misuse of
prescription drug use on campus.
"I believe it happens, but it is difficult for us to see; Murray said.
The health center is careful in the
distribution of prescription drugs
in an attempt prevent the problem.
As a precaution, a limited number
of drugs are prescribed to students
by the health center. Antibiotics are
the drugs most prescribed Pain killers, such as high-dose ibuprofen,
are also prescribed to students, and
prcscriptions for narcotics are issued occasionally. The health center
provides a sizable population of the
student body with anti-depressants,
and some students with existing

prescriptions drugs for ADD and
ADHD.
"We cannot be 100 percent sure
the drugs prescribed by the health
center are not misused, as we prescribe some drugs for ADHD;
Murray said. "You cannot get away
from it, if you are effectively serving
the students;
RiVs are taught during their training to be aware of residents who are
taking prescription drugs.
"I 'wouldn't consider (prescription drug abuse] nonexistent on
our campus; Warren RA Chloe
Dye said.

Contact Haley Atkinson at haley.
atkinson@whitworthian.com.

Though French and German politicians have voiced
concern about Greece's current
debt, which is undermining
the Euro, Papaconstantinou
said Greece will not be leaving
the Euro zone.

Lebanese activists
call for an end to
secretarian. system
Hundreds of Lebanese activists calling for an end to their
nation's sectarian system and
the introduction of a secular
government marched on the
Lebanese parliament in Beirut
on Sunday. More than 2,000
people joined the march. The
organizing activists have stated
it is time to redefine what it
means to be Lebanese.
Lebanese expatriates in Paris, Montreal, Sydney and Sao
Paulo also gathered in front of
their country's embassies on
Sunday after communicating
with protest leaders in Lebanon via Facebook and Twitter.
Compiled by Candace Pontoni
Sources: BBC The Daily Star,

Stars and Stripes

CORRECTIONS
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CLARIFICATIONS
lhe Whinvorthim

is committal to providing the
Whitworth community with the most acnrate information possible.Ihe Whitworthian never knowingly pubroshes inaccuracies. Ifyou have a comment
or question about the fairness or accuracy of a stcxy,
send an e- mai to ecrinxgewhitworthian.com.
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Two minors introduced

to curriculum this year
Julia Bechtold
Staff Writer
This year Whitworth has introduced
two new minors into the academic program. U.S. cultural studics and Asian
studies join svomen and gender studies,
which has been offered sincc the fall of
2001, as NVIiitworth's only cross-disciplinary minors. Thes: three minors are
not under a specific deportment and are
taught by a combination »of faculty from
the English, history and golitical sdcnce
fields.

Both students and faculty are excited
about the new minors and the idea of
having students ex-posed to many different disciplines.
'Each [minor] will deal svith course
content that has historically been marginalized in education in general, but
in Christian education especially," said
Lawrence Burnley, assistant vice president of intercultural relations. "They
vvill deal ssith diverse voices tlidi 3tudents may not have had any exposure to
before."

The minors also allow the professors
to learn new things and step out of their
own department.
The minors give faculty a chance to
engage across disciplines. We are able to
learn from each other," Burnley said.
The dasses that make up the three
minors arc taken from othcr major or
minor programs that have already been
offered at 'Whitworth. However, a few
new film classes have begun to be offered for the U.S. cultural studies minor;
they can be counted as electives for other departments also. These indude IDS
230 Asian American Film, IDS 231 U.S./
Latino American films, IDS 232 Native
American Films and IDS 233 African
American Films.
Beginning to offer these diverse,
cross-disdplinary minors is a large step
for 'Whitworth. All faculty have to approve any new majors or minors.

"Structurally (allowing the minors) is
a significant mom and speaks- to the administration's commitment to developing minors and c.."-itting institutional
advancement. The entire student body
svill benefit from them," Burnley said.
However, due to their diverse nature
they have caused a slight organizational
problem.
"These are very exciting minors; the
only challenge is structurally how do
you provide oversight; education prohas to
fessor Barbara Sanders said.
be organized so that a program does not
die with the retirement of thc professor
who started it."
Usually minors are under a specific
department and are run by faculty in
that same department. For example
Spanish and German minors are under
the modem language department and
professors who teach Spanish and German are in charge of them. But with
these unique minors that are a mix of so
many departments there is a question as
to who should run them. To take care of
that issue, Burnley is beginning to form
boards that svill be in charge of overseeing the minors.
In addition, there is some talk of possibly making majors out of the three
minors. Before that could happen, however, the faculty will need to be sure that
the programs are working. They would
like a few classes to graduate with people
earning these minors before discussing
advandng the programs.
"U.S. cultural studies is a little farther
down the road Ito becoming a major]
than women and gender studies" Burnley Said. However, just simplyhaving the
minors is a hug step in the right direction. "We need to find ways to integrate
elenients such as the diverse literature
and voices into other curriculums. But
this is a start"

it

Contact Julia Beditold at julia.bechtold@whitworthian.com.
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Anthony Clark, assistant professor of history, encouraged students to learn more about China.

China 'not a world threat'
Evanne Montoya
Staff Writer
Learning about China is essential in light

of the currcnt world situation, said Anthony
E. Clark, assistant profcssor of history, in the
final Grcat Decisions lecture of the year.
Clark, who specializes in the study of East
Asia and especially China, spoke Thursday in
the Robinson Teaching Theatre. China is the
world's new global power, Clark said.
Our government is now beginning to realize that to understand Chinese successes
we need to view China from China's point of
view:' he said.
In order to do so, it is necessary to look at
China's history.
"China doesn't view its present state as disconnected from its distant past:* Clark said.
Clark began the lecture by talking about
Communist China under Mao Zedong,.
"During the Maoist era, one of the most
popular songs was called 'Without communism there is no new China:" Clark said. In
time the focus changed from an ideological
utopia to a material utopia, he said.
When Deng Xiaoping became the imrty
diief in 1981, the focus turned to moderniza-

tion.

"The goal was to build a modern industrialist cconomy7 Clark said. "China was to become an economic contender with the US by
the early to mid 21st century:*
The western world tends to view modernization in China as westernization. However,
that is not exactly the case, Clark said. Clark

described thc new economic -System as socialism with Chinese characteristics.
"We very much sec the world in our own
context, our own worldview," Clark said.
He argued that it would be more successful to ViCW China through a less westernized
lens.
"It's an old civilization that's bcst understood in its own language," he said.
Clark found fault with some of the United
States' attitude toward China.
"China is not just a business opportunity
and not a world threat," he said.
Education in the Chinese language and
about Chinese history is beginning to go up,
as it should according to Clark.
"If we are going to do business with a different culture, we need to be their friends," he
said.
Contact Evatme fontoya at evattne.montoya@whitworthiati.com.

WHITWORTH UNIVERSITY
JAZZ ENSEMBLES

1

AND 2

IN CONCERT
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Featuring student vocalists

Whitworth Bookstore

Rachel BUM'S and Branden Cate

May 11, 12, 13, 14

THURSDAY MAY 6, 2010

4 Days: Tuesday - Friday
Tuest Wed & Fri 9am to 5pm

5:00 - 7:00 PM

Thurs 9am to 6pm
Bring all CDs, DVDs, and Supplemental Materials
purchased with your Textbooks.

HIXON UNION BUILDING CAFÉ
Free Admission

We Pay Up To 50%

Jazz Ensemble 1 was the first place winner at the
2010 Lionel Hampton Jazz Festival!

No Matter Where You Bought Your Books!!

whitworth.thecampushub.com
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VOLUME 100, NUMBER 17

How often do you read The Whitworthian print edition?

EDITORIAL: IN THE LOOP

Vote in the poll online at whitworthian.com or e-mail thoughts to editor@whitworthian.com

Campus ministries

should invite, not force
In an effort to be more accessible to
larger number of students, the chapel
ministry program is launching some new
programs. Ideas mentioned in the related
news article inciude the possibility of having regular dorm services, creating shorter-term small groups and providing students with opportunities to get connected
to off-campus churches.
During the Board of Trustees' plenary
session April 15, trustee Judi Shupper,
chair of the student services committee, reported that a 2009 campus ministry audit
identified several studcnt groups who are
not actively involved in campus ministries,
including athletes, international students
and off-campus students.
It's admirable that the chapel is looking
for ways to better reach thc campus. Whitworth's Christian principles arc central to
its mission, so it is important that there be
a strong presence from the chapel ministry
programs. We appreciate the dupel staff's
efforts to improve chapel services and offer a wider variety of Christian worship
opportunities to students. We know they
have the students' best interests at heart.
However, we also urge the chapel staff
(and the university administration) to
tread cautiously as they look to expand
chapel programming. Many of those students who are not actively involved in
campus ministries arc already aware of the
programs the chapel has to offer. It's likely
that somc of those studcnts want to be involved, but simply don't have thc time. Student athletes in particular have a lot to balance in their schedule, and they might not
have thc time to get involved with chapel
activities. But if those students continually feel pressured to get involved with the
chapel programs, they may half-heartedly
sign up, which would both cheapen the experience and add more activities to their
already full schedules.
One possible reason most off-campus
studcnts do not participate in small groups
could be that on-campus small groups
and programs can be intimidating for
students whose social circles have moved
away from campus. A plan for inclusion
of this student group will have to include
more off-campus locations. Yet many of
these students arc preparing for their lives
outside of Whitworth and have moved on
from Whitworth programs.
WM* it is important for those programs
to be available and easily accessible on (and
off) campus, it must be kept in mind that
not everyone on campus has a desire to be
involved with chapel ministries. This can
be for a variety of reasons-some students
have strong tics to a local church and are
involved with programs there; others simply don't have time, as mentioned above;
others may follow a different faith tradition and aren't interested in the programs.
Creating a strong ministry presence
on campus must be done, but it must be
done with a mindset of passive marketing.
Students shouldn't be strongarmed into
participating. Nor should they be made to
feel likc they are doing something wrong
by not participating. Nlinistry of this kind
should be available, arms open wide: welcoming, but not forceful.
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Editorials in the "In the Loop" section reflect
the majority opinion of the Editorial Board,
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Annette FarrcilliVhitwortidan

Shoes will not save the world
necessarily. Who knows what kind of processing it might take
to get a pair of sandals from a rice bag. There is certainly no
JACOUELYN
part of them that looks even slightly like it ever was a rice bag.
WHEELER
Processing might be just as detrimental to the environment as
mow!
using new materials.
les okay to like these things and to enjoy them. But we go too
far if we gain a sense of self-righteousness from owning them.
Environmentalism is a fashion as well as a cause. Like any We shouldn't judge people for not caring about the environpopular moral idea, consumer society takes advantage of it. ment just because they do not have an earthy style and their
Sometimes the idea may actually help the environment, other shoes are not made from rice bags. We need to think about
times it is just a sweet gimmick.
conserving resources and taking care of the environment, but
For instance, over Spring Break I got a new pair of shoes. just because we buy the right stuff doesn't mean we're doing
My shoes are special because they were, at one point, rice bags. our best. Taking care of our world might just mean using less
or planting more. It's more than a style.
A seal on the heel proudly declares, "I used
to be a rice bag." Somchow I feel like the
I am grateful that consumerism is working
main point of my thirty-dollar-a-pair ricewith our earthy aesthetic though. At least a
bag flip-flops is not to save the environment. miVe shouldn't judge people for need to follow the trends helps take care of
not caring about the environAny envitonmental benefit is a happy side efthe environment as well. For instance, I like
ment just because they do not to use Eco-Notes notebooks. They are made
fect of my desire for a cute pair of perinnified
sandals.
have an earthy style and their with recycled paper. Honestly they are just
I noticed a similar product when I was
cute, though. And they say recycle all over
shoes are not made from rice
working at Target this summer. They now
them. They make me feel cute and ethical.
bage
have pencil pouches made out of old bags of
Recycled material is a happy side effect.
chips. Honestly, do we really buy these beWe do the same thing with causes like
cause they are saving the environment, or beKrochet Kids or TOMS shoes. These compacause it's a tickling idea that we can use a chip bag as a pencil nies are great and aim to help make the world a better place.
pouch? It is amusing how we can be creative svith old things. But as consumers, for the most part, having TOMS shoes is
Our culture is all about taking old things and using them in just the cool thing to do and it makes us feel good.
unexpected ways.
Overall, it is a great thing that the world thinks stewardship
Having these things means we enjoy creativity and the sto- of the environment is cool. Let's not be too quick to pat ourries behind things. It's as much about what our culture valties. selves on the back just for owning the right shoes or having a
We are a culture of recycling.
leafy pattern on our notebook.
Does something have to have a certain look to be good for
Delight in your junk-made-new because it's creative, indie,
the environment? I say no. There might be some unusually cultural, even postmodern. If it helps the environment, thaes
hideous things that are better for the environment. Environnice, too.
mentalist culture, however, says that we are responsible enviWHEELER is a junior majoring in English. Comments can be sent to jacguetyn.wheelecta
ronmental stewar& if the things we wear are earthy.
Sometimes recycling is good for the environment, but not whitworthian.com.
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Spring fever

The first lady

Student blogs

Mrs. Obama brings class

Check out the Opinions

ONLINE

Can't study while the sun
is shining? Sometimes
the only answer is to
grab the Frisbee and get
it out of your system.

to her position. Columnist Molly Ferree takes a
look at what makes her
so one of a kind.

section at whitworthian.
com for links to student
blogs covering a wide
variety of topics.
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OPINIONS

Two majors complicate life
However, the things I learn from my majors are of specific
interest to me; I always figured that people go to college to
learn about what they love, and that a good job (whatever

ANDREW

GJEFLE
moms!

I

501M Lt1
PFTV.

think it's safc to say we live in an incredibly competitive

world. The economy is down and everybody seems to be
fighting tooth and nail over the decreasing number of good
jobs. This is especially unfortunate because that mindsct
seems to have seeped into the college realm. Case in point:
the finicky monster that is a double major.
There are a lot of students double majoring at Whitworth.
In many svays, it's a good thing. Majoring in two subjects
rounds out an education, teaches discipline and makes the
most of the unique learning opportunities that college offers. However, a double major tends to subject students to
a huge amount of stress and also has the danger of taking
away from many social and extracurricular possibilities.
Therefore, I think that when people decide to take on such
a huge challenge as a double major, thcy ought to think
twice and make sure they know why they want to do it.
In my consideration of the question of why there are
more and more people double majoring, I asked around a
little bit and came to the conclusion that it's mostly a strategy to get ahead. It look_s good on a resume.
Problem is, I'm not surc people need to be subjecting
themselves to a double major. They should at least be doing it because they enjoy their studies, not because they
feel obligated.
I have several friends who have only one major and no
minors. They have had great college experiences. They
have plenty of time to make good friendships and get good
grades in their specific arca of study. Thcn there's all the
freedom to take cool electives and such.
But the same philosophy can work for a double major.
l'm going to indulge my ego and use myself as an example. I'm majoring In English and biology, and I can say
with some certainty that it is NOT a practical thing to do.

that means; maybe fulfilling would be a better description)
will follow. I'm not doing it to get ahead °filly peers (insert
typical "starving English major" joke here), but because I
think the personal rewards are worth the sleepless nights
and pulled-out hair. In its own strange, almost masochistic
svay, it's rewarding.
Because of my own experience. then, I do not view
a double major as a waste at all. 'Mere is so much to be
learned, onc gets to sec multiple personality types in the
classes for each respective major, and it feels good to gain
proficiency in multiple fields.
But I wonder about those whose only motivation is the
future. To them, I say don't feel obligated! Have some fun!
We don't have to be real adults quite yet, so let's do something irrational! Sure, the professional world is competitive, but it's not the only world there is. If a double major
keeps you from enjoying college, you're probably better off
having more fun and getting better grades with just one
major. At the risk of sounding like a mystic. I'll add that if
you follow your passions, it's hard to go wrong. Money and
position should not ever be as important as the fulfillment
that comes from doing something you love. I just think too
many people believe that double majoring is a necessity to
getting on later in life.
So majoring in two subjects is a pretty tricky problemone that boils down to motivation more than anything. I
think that those who do it for fulfillment or the challenge
not only enjoy their double major more. but probably cnd
up getting more out of it than those who feel obligated to
do it or who have their vision focused too far beyond the
immediate experience. I suppose they just have to ask the
right questions. Is it ress-arding? Yes. Is it hard? Of course.
Is it necessary? Well. let's just say I wouldn't be too sure
about that.
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mag in English and biology. Comments can be sent to

andrewsjefletawftwirthian.com.
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would my town "celebrate" such an atrocious group of individuals? I don't think we
MOLLY
name our town festivities after those border
FERREE
ruffians in order to glorify such an appalling
totwwsr
part of our history. I think that we name it
"Bushwhacker Days" because like it or not,
Growing up in a city that celebrated An- the border skirmishes between Missouri and
nual Bushwhacker Days, I'm no stranger Kansas are part of our history and I think
to controversial connotations that come to there is just cause in calling attention to it
mind when considering Confederate his- and remembering what took place.
Is calling attention to Confederate history
tory and what being a Confederate really
meant. Ftanging from territorial boundaries wrong? On Tuesday, April 6, Virginia's Gov.
to disagreements over state rights and the Robert F. McDonnell declared April 2010
pinnacle conflict of slavery, my town's his- as Confederate History Month in the Commonwealth of Virginia.
tory has all of
If viewed from the outside, this might
The bushwhadcers of the Civil War were
icnown for their guerrilla warfare tactics. not be such a bad thing. People like knowIn my particular part of the country, the ing about the past, and although we don't
southwest corner of the state, the hlissouri have a "Union" or even a "Civil 'War" history
bushwhackers hopped the border into Kan- month, the South is known for wanting to
sas and were responsible for the Lawrence be unique. A problem arises, however, when
one looks closely at the proclamation issued
Massacre.
You might wonder, then, why on earth by the governor.

One would think that all aspects of the
Confederacy would be called to attention,
yet McDonnell managed to leave out a majar factor of his state's history: Slavery.
In the context of said proclamation. six
issues were called to attention as the reasons for issuance. The first onc cites April as
the month that Virginia left the Union and
joined the Confederate States of America.
Call me crazy, but I don't actually sec that as
a good thing.
The next three articles speak of sacrifice,
leadership and historic landmarks from the
time period that should be remembered and
commiserated. These things I accept as being valid and important aspects of history.
Not necessarily as only Confederate history,
but as a vital part of America's history. The
following section, however, gives me the
same feeling as the opening statement and

nell admitted that he w-as mistaken in not
broaching the subject of slavery. Ile apologized and said that a line calling slavery an
"evil and inhumane act" would be added to
the proclamation. It now includes a seventh
article addressing slavery, but for many it's
too little, too late.
Gov. Haley Barbour from Mississippi justified McDonnell's blunder and told CNN
chief political correspondent Candy Crowley, "I don't know what you would say about
slavery, but anybody who thinks that slavery
is a bad thingI think it goes without saying."

What does that mean? It's like saying we
are going to study World War I i but just happen to forget about the whoJe Nazi involvement just because the mass populous of the
world knows and agrees that it is bad. You
wouldn't diram of doing such a thing. so
reads:
even though it may be apparent that slavery
"VI IEREAS, all Virginians can appreciate was a part of Confederate history, I agree
the fact that when ultimately overwhelmed with many of thc critics that it is incredibly
by thc insurniountable numbers and re- insensitive to neglect to mention it.
sources of the Union
I love history. I love
Army, the surviving,
studying it and being able
imprisoned and injured
to partake in the reliving
°One would think that all
Confederate soldiers gave
and learning of it. So I
aspects of the Confederacy
their word and allegiance
don't think it is a terrible
to the United States of would be called to attention, yet thing for southerners to
America, and returned to [Governor] McDonnell managed want to participate in
their homes and families to leave out a major factor of his remembering their histo rebuild their commustate's history:Slavery."
tory. That being said, it is
nities in peace, following
imperative to include all
the instruction ofGeneral
aspects of history in such
Robert E. Lee of Virginia,
a remembrance.
who wrote that,'...all should unite in honest
There is no need to automatically think
efforts to obliterate the effects of war and to that by instituting a Confederate History
restore the blessings of peace:"
Month the state of Virginia is enacting a
So what the governor is saying is that con- statewide celebration of their secession from
gratulations should be given to the Confed- the Union; but instead, if they want to celeracy for finally agreeing to follow thc law, ebrate their history, and I mean both good
only after rebelling and tearing our nation and bad aspects of thcir history, and how thc
apart in the first place.
state came to be where it is today, then by all
The proclamation then concludes with means have a month of dedication. Maybe
the fact that Virginians should study, under- next time, however, show a little more tact
stand and remember the makings of their and think about all possible outcomcs be"great" history and thus, April should be fore going public.
Confederate History Month. If you look at
the original copy of the proclamation, not
FERREE is a sophomore majoring in journalism and marketonce is slavery mentioned.
ing. Comments can be sent to molly.ferreegwhitwolthianAfter much criticism, Gov. McDon- com.
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A COLUMN BYJEROD JARVIS

We've all been through it. Education, I mean. Or, at
least, I assume we all have. If not, then you're way ahead
of thc game, a point that I'll demonstrate shortly.
In pre-school and kindergarten education was pretty
straightforward. We learned to read, mostly, and do other
simple tasks like steal extra crackers at snack time. In elementary school education shifted from book learning to
life-lessons about cooties and such. No education of any
kind happens in junior high and high school except perhaps lessons on how to survive for several hours in a janitor's closet waiting for the jocks to stop looking for you.
Or maybe that was just me ...
So we sec a general downhill pattern as we advance
through the grades. By the time we hit university we've
actually been engaging in anti-cducation. Where in preschool we learned to read, in college we actually learn to
not read. (Nobody can actually read all that stuff they assign in Core. It's a fact.)
That's not to say we don't learn anything in college. I
was reminded of this fact last Saturday when I walked out
of the Hixson Union Building and found myselfsuddenly
running for my life from a large man dressed entirely in
duct tape wielding a massive trident made from PVC
PiPc-

Ycs, it was the LARPing event. It ms probably the coolest thing to ever happen at Whitworth and, at the risk of
being mugged in the night by the Disciples of Ultimate, I
suggest it replace Frisbee as our go-to pastime.
In the spirit of this column being about education,
however, I must pause here and inform you that what
happened in The Loop on Saturday was' not actually
LARPing.
LARPing stands for Live Action Role-Playing. It's an activity that finds its roots in the creepy backyards of nerdy
high-schoolers with way too much time on thcir hands
who had taken their obsession with the pen and paper
game of Dungeons & Dragons to an unhealthy level.
Even if you're not a geek, you've probably heard of
D&D, but you probably heard about it from your parents
who told you that it was a game that Satan liked to play

When he wanted a break from murdering puppies.
There's a certain amount of truth to that, and LARPers
arc to blame. I confess to enjoying a little bit of D&D on
-

occasion, but historically thcrc have been those who were
not satisfied with rolling 20-sidcd dice and felt the nccd to
learn actual occult spells and do real blood sacrifices and
a whole host of other activities that fall solidly in the 'Annie get your gun and hide thc children" category.
Now, I'm all for giving 110 percent to your eassion. But
as you walk through this life, gentle readers, it s important
to remember that it's a bad idea to invite the devil to your
parties, just because of thc off-chance that he might actually show up. I think hell really ruin the atmosphere of a
party. He'd probably kill your puppy, too, just for fun.
So, all that to say that the activity held in the Loop last
week was not actual LARPing, and thank God for that.
Of course, there's a chance that it could inspire real
LARPing in misguided underclassmen. If you run into
any of these people, change your route and beg, in wearing
a shirt of +20 Nerd \Yarding. You can pick them out of
crowd fairly easily because their aura will cause an irresistible urge to punch a kobold for critical damage. Whatever the heck that means.
SAMS is a Juniot majoring In Icornalism. Comments

un be sent to jetoct}aryisti

whitwoohlan.com.

Aiken Benson/Whitworthiart

Net neutrality a critical freedom
Without net neutrality, it would be purchasing preferred applications.
very difficult to create and acccss Sending family photos and videos
JACOUEINN
such content. PostSecret would not might be slower than ever. If InterWHEELER
be where it is today, without the in- net providers can block the efforts
o Luny
finite opportunities available with to reinstate net neutrality, the Interunrestricted access to content.
net could become like cable TV.
So much of our art now is online
Net neutrality is now top priorLarge cable companies have put as well, be it photography, videos, ity on the White Housc agenda for
free acccss to the Internet in jeopar- cartoons or even ncw artistic inno- technology policies.
Efforts have been made to work
dy, which could greatly impact both vations that take advantage of the
toward regaining net neutrality. The
Internet's infinite canvas space.
our culture and the economy.
Among these artistic forms is Amcrican Reinvestment and RecovThere is a precedent that was set
ery Act allocates
Pubin a 2005 decision by the Federal literature.
$7.2 billion to
Communications Commission giv- lishing is headed
"So much of our art now is
and
implement open
toward
more
ing cable companies such as AT&T,
online as well, be it photograInternet condiVcrizon, Comcast and Time Warner more online contions to all netand
many
tent
phy, videos, cartoons or even
thc right to regulate the flow of Inworks built with
and
ternet content by charging service innovative
new artistic innovations that
providers to have their contcnt more sometimes flash- take advantage of the Internet's public funds. Unfortunately this
readily available to consumers. Al- animated literary
infinite canvas space'
is insufficient-it
lowing this to happen would limit journals arc comonly ensures these
thc effectiveness of thc medium pletely online.
Loading picconditions
for
and limit the freedom of expression
tures and videos could also become those networIcs created with federal
available to service providers.
Economically, the regulation of nauseatingly slow. Simple artistic stimulus money.
Currently in Congress, there is the
content by cable companies would cultural creations should not bemean that larger companies would come more cumbersome to create Internet Freedom Preservation Act,
be able to create contcnt that loads and difficult to access compared to which needs our support. Should it
pass, it would mean that Internet
faster. Small companies ought to the content of large corporations.
The
main
advantage
to
allowservice providers would only move
have the right to have their online
content just as available as anyonc ing companies to regulate Internet data, not privilege ccrtain content
else. Should net regulation increase, service is that less Internet freedom with higher service.
Net neutrality needs to become
entrepreneurial endeavors would would mean greater protection.
Nct neutrality is the way the In- law to ensure that all networks are
become even more difficult.
Our culture would also suffer. It's ternet has always been and while it open and free from discrimination.
dependent on free access to all types is dangerous, it is important to how If you agree, sign the online petition,
of content and also on the ease of the Internet functions as a medi- or write a letter to your senator.
content contribution. Think about um. It has revolutionized the speed
Find a link to the petition in this
how many amateur Youlbbe videos at which we receive information.
the world has fallen in love with. People should be able to post or get story on Whitworthian.cont.
Sharing this content with friends is whatever Internet content they want
in a timely manner. Who wants to
a huge pastime in this day and age.
And what about things like Post- spend more time online trying to
Secret, which has grown to such an vieig underprivileged content?
WHEELER is junior majoring In English. Comments
In the future, connecting to the can be sent to lacguelyn.wheeler@whitssorthian.
extent that it is making boolcs now
solely out of other people's secrets. office could be harder without com.

Republican policies are destroying party
The Republican party seems hell-bent on
self-destructing. They continue to embarrass
themselves with their responses to proposed
Congressionalmeasures intended to protect
the American people from predatory financial behemoths..And they still proudly represent obstructionist politics at their shining
worst (or best, depending on your talce),
brashly gloating that they are redaiming
the country from Washington insiders for
Washington outsiders.
From the atrocious behavior of supporters of the Tea Party movement at the eve of
health care reform passage, to the even more
reprehensible denial of misbehavior from
people like Michelle Bachmann (not that we
took her seriously to begin with), it is clear
that something has gone awry. As a result,
the party is not moving forward, stagnating
in its fosiness and anti-intellectualism.
The problem with conservatism is not

conserratism itself, but rather, what conservatism has come to embody. No longer is the
party a party of ideas but a party which has
shunned intellectuals in exchange for votes.
What happened to Ronald Reagan's Grand
Old Party whidi used to indude and value
intellectualism, the kind whidi allowed the
party to flourish and grow?
As the years wore on, the party began to
grow more moderate, an inevitable tendenry of nuanced discourse. Nanually, far right
voters were incensed that their party was becoming more centrist and subsequently responded with their votes, begging the question of when the Republican and Democrat
parties have ever been anything but essentially centrisi Candidates began campaigning on increasingly extreme right platforms
in order to tap into this core base of voters,
that is, the Average Joes and Plumber Joes
who resonated with fringe messages that appealed to thcir lifestyles and socioeconomic
statuses.
Conservatives no longer emphasized
true conservative values as strongly as they
pushed social issues such as abortion and
the like, whidt have served as consecrative
evangelical lighting rods for the past few

decades. Clever, considering the majority of
people now rationalize political orientation
based on social issues.
Incidentally, moderates were alienated by
conservative messages which derided intellectuals and thinkers as people who have
been bought into 'Washington's fold and
somehow tainted by her power. Moderates
defected to the Democrat party, bringing
their resources and education along with
them, leaving the Republicans with their
pitchfork-shaldng, torch-bearing voting
base to sit in their own squalor.
Conservatism has come to be the party
of choice for non-conciliatory rabble rousers who, as New York Times columnist Bob
Herbert has so succu'ictly put it, brought an
"absence of dass" to the party. Conservatism
has not come to stand for fiscal responsibility and limited govenunent but for the status
quo-and not the good kind.
Today's conservatism has upheld the status quo by encouraging a vanguard of individuals who manipulate the ignorance of
America's fringes. lhey shun the tempering
effect of liberal Republicans, belittling those
who are educated and those who embrace
more moderate views as snake-oil salesmen

and the like, weakening the party through
their refusal to make them feel welcome.
The Republicanhas failed the conservatives and provPnrmer conservatives
such as myself correct. Grover Norquist's
Wednesday crusaders vowed to block and
derail the health care bill at every turn, not
based on conservative ideology, but due to
an obstinate refisal to cooperate with the
other side.
Not only did the Republicans fail to prevent the passage of the bill, they failed to
make any kind significant contribution to
the bilL 'Ilte party's refusal to distance themselves from the Tea Party movement only
perpetuates perceptions of a party comprised of xenophobic, homophobic and racist people.
How long can the Republicans maintain
this farce? But then again, what can I expect? This is America, the land of the free,
the brave and oflate, a democracy swayed by
the passions of minority factions.

WU is a junior majoring in pordical science. Comments can be

sent to editor@whitworthian.com.
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TOP LEFT: BeckTaylor and his wife. Julie, have three children:Lauren

(11), Chloe (3) and Zachary (14).

ABOVE:TheTaylor family poses together.
11F1': Current President

Bill Robinson stands with incoming

president Beck Taylor.
BOTTOM LJEFT: Beck Taylor's new Whitworth hat and coffee sit on a
table during the press conference Saturday, Apr1117.

BELOW:Trustee and co-chair of the presidential search committee
Jim Singleton, future president Beck Taylor, wife Julie Taylor, trustee
and co-chair Anne Storm and ASWU President Michael Hard pose
together during the press conference Saturday, Apr1117.
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Get to know future
President Beck Taylor.
versifies that try to be both open to with the enrollment office, making
ideas ... and also hold to Christian sure we're bringing in thc high-qualconvictions, but there are very few ity and diverse students we want to
bring into thc university," he said.
After months of anticipation, universities that actually pull it
Taylor said the university needs to
Taylor said. "I think Whitworth is
Whitworth has its 1 8th president.
Beck Taylor, his wife Julie, and one of those few select universities maintain We balance between protheir three children will join the cam- that really trics to live out its mission viding an excellent educational environment while also being fiscally
pus community this summer, whcn with integrity."
At a press conference April 17, Jim responsible so that thc education can
Taylor begins his duties as president
in July. The Board of Trustees an- Singleton, trustee and co-chair of the continue to be affordable.
"Going forward, the university has
nounced their decision to hirc Taylor presidential search committee, said
a candidate to continue to excel and to continue
the
committee
looked
for
as President Bill Robinson's successor
- who wduld ímilerstand, love and emto provide fantastic learning opporApril 16.
"I can't wait to be there; Taylor brace Whitworth's mission.
tunities that Whitworth students are
said in a phonc interview last week.
"There aren't a lot of folks who used to," he said. "At thc same time
"It'll be fun:'
can naturally understand just what we've got to make sure we're being
The Taylor famthat mission is; good stewards of the resources we
ily is excited to
Singleton
said. have so that wc can keep tuition as
become involved "Universities do a lot of things, but "(Taylor] is one of low as possible."
with the campus, at the very core is education. I hope those rare souls
In addition to the natural concerns
he said.
who
is
going
to
of
moving a family of five from Alathe students know I have a real
get it, love it and bama to Washington, Taylor said he
"Whether students likc it or professional passion for them, for transmit it:'
needs to focus on being intentional
their leaming and for their
not, they're going
Mile his ex- about concentrating on such things
to get to know opportunities to grow, mature, and periences
with as connecting to the campus during
my family as
the presidential the next few months.
find vocationf
scarch committee
well," Taylor said.
"I'm going to ask for a lot of paBedTaylor,
"They're going to
and
his
time
on
tience
and a lot of grace from stuIncoming President
be very visible:
campus has pro- dents, faculty and staff as I learn
He said he is
vided him with a about the university; he said.
most excited about
lot of knowledge
Taylor said he plans on being at the
Whitworth's potential and working of campus, Taylor said he still has a university for a long time.
with various campus constituencies lot tu learn about NVhitworth.
"Given that, I need to remind myto bring about that potential.
-I think my priority the first year is self that not everything needs to hapOne of the benefits of bringing to get to know the university," he said. pen in the first year; he said. "I think
in a new president from outside the "There's a huge learning curve-(I svill the biggest challenge is to make sure
university is that person often brings need to learn] not only the details, the I'm very intentional about the way I
a fresh perspective," Taylor said. "I programs, the opportunities and the go about the job in the first year;
see great opportunities and great po- challenges of the university, but also
The campus has already shown a lot
the heart and soul of the university... of support for him through e-mails,
tential for the university."
In his experience with higher I'm looking forward spending my Taylor said. He is excited about culcducation, Whitworth's uniqueness first year working on building com- tivating relationships with students,
adding that his
stands out, he said. That adds to the munity for myself and building
relationship with
university's potential.
campus will be
"Because of that distinctiveness, I relationships."
E XCLUSIVE different
In addition to
that
think we can be really bold and be
Check out the fuU transai pt of the interview with
Robinson's relavery excited about the opportunities getting to know
ncoming President Beck Taylor onlne at
we can chart for ourselves; he said. . thc campus, Taytionship because
whitworthian.com
of the fact he's a
Taylor said he was first drawn to lor said he also
different person.
Whitworth by its rcputation in Chris- hopes to take a
tian higher education.
look at the 2010-2015 Strategic Plan
hope we can have a relationship
"I think that [reputation) may be before it is presented to the Board of that fosters conversation and trust;
he said.
something students aren't aware of; Trustees in the fall.
he said. The reputation of the uniTaylor said students are the reason
is really important for the
versity really extends far beyond university to work hard at follow- he is involved in higher education.
Spokane and the West. Whitworth ing a plan strategically for success,"
"It's all about them," he said. "Uniis lcnown throughout higher educa- he said. "The 2010-2015 Strategic versities do a lot of things, but at the
tion-specifically Christian higher ed- Plan has been worked over has been very core is education. I hope the stuucation-for high-quality academics worked over quite a bit, but I'm go- dents know I have a real professional
and a really challenging educational ing to have the opportunity to put my passion for them, for their learning
environment for students, as %yell as fingerprint on that by working with and for their opportunities to grow,
its strong Christian commitment;
the president's cabinet, the planning mature, and find vocation. I always
Unlike some Christian universities, commission, and students, faculty, remind myself that it's all about the
Whitworth is able to hold tight to its staff and others to shapc that plan;
students;
religious beliefs while also encouragEnrollment is another major focus,
ing intellectual curiosity, he said.
Taylor said.
Contact Morgan Feddes at morgan.
"I'll be very involved in working feddes@whitworthiati.cotn.
"There are a lot of Christian uni-
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South Hill
holds allure
for all types
_WRITER'S REV

Sophie Sestero
Staff Writer

'the South Hill can often seem like a mysterious
far off land when the Spokane you know is the North
Side, where NVIdtworth is located. However, there are
dozens of different and exciting things to do on the
South Hill. No matter your budget or interests, an
adventure is waiting for you.

FOOD

Pam Brautluner/I17ittworthltn
Sophomore Alex Davis shows off some of the tapes and records he sells on Leftist Nautical Antiques, his record label. He sells them
online and at Unified Groove Merchants, a local record store.

Leftist Nautical Antiques
Caitlin Richmond

cess," Davis said.

Sane Editor

The hardest part about the whole
process was trying to find a place that
sold bulk tapes that were colored instead of dear or black and white. Da.
vis approadies the whole process with
a creative -Do It Yourselr mindset, he
said, so he wanted atypical looking cassettes. He also makes most of the cassette art himself, and sometimes paints
the actual cassettes.
He typically releases the tapes in
small editions, which is standard for
labels that make and sell tapes.
'A lot of music I listen to now is artists who come out of tape eras or started
on tapes," Davis said. "There are bands
nice Real E.state, who were birthed on
a really little indeperident label but got
on a bigger labeL"
The process of making the tapes has
become much easier than it w-as in the
past, Davis said. In the put you had record the song from vinyl to a tape, but
today Davis uses Mmes. He receives
the music from an artist, usually in a
digital format, and then records it from
Mines to a tape using a nicer tape deck,
he said. He then makes duplicates, and
makes the art.
Davis is a history major, and he said
that also has to do with his love of
tapes.
"I'm interested in the past, and how
things work," he said. 'Tapes were in
the throes of death, but a collective
consciousness saw this and spring up

weird music, he said.
Davis started seeking out more and
more cassette tapes, and eventually reMost students at Whitworth prob- assessed his relationship with music
ably think cassette tapes are obsolete. If and thc mediums he used to listen to it.
you found a tape, you probably wouldn't
started starring the two hit songs
even be able to listen to it, since almost from a CD on Mutes and only listening
all stereos no longer come with a tape to those Davis said. "I thought 'this is
dedc. But sophomore Alex Davis still so terrible-I don't even Bice this music:
I have zero soul listening to this:'
sees a lot of value in tapes.
After Davis came to that realization,
Davis, who is from California, first
became interested in cassette tapes after he started a record label called Leftist
buying one at a concert in Los Angeles. Nautical Antiques. It was an impulsive
He lctialce the six-hour drive back decision he made about a year ago, he
to Coarsegold and had to find a tape said.
He sells cassette tapes that he proplayer at home before he could listen to
duces and vinyl records that he buys
the tape.
The anticipation had a lot to do with wholesale, each in small editions. Artists get a percent of
it; Davis s.aid. "I was
the profits that are
getting worked up about
sold online, and all
it and getting excited
grew up when tapes were
of the profits they
about listening to it."
Getting a tape online dying out, but all of the music I make from sellfirst listened to when I was
is a process, Davis said.
ing their tapes at
shows.
For him it starts out with
was
on
really little
tapes."
"It gets them out
hearing a track he likes
Alexander Davis,
there
more than
and then seeking out
Sophomore
a digital downthe band. From there he
load7 Davis said.
orders the tape, which
generally cost around
"Listeners actually
six dollars, and then he has to wait for have something in their hands:'
Davis enjoys the process of making
the tape to get shipped. 'Ibis can talce a
while, especially if the tape comes from tapes because it allows him to connect
an independent record label.
with musicians who want to release
"'When I get a tape I can't help but go something on his labeL
pop it
he said. It's so much more
"I found a really cool band-it was the
of an experience. You bought it, you're craziest stuff I've ever heard," he said. "I
holding it in your hand, and you really bought a tape and I started talking with
feel like the music is there in the room. him, and his stuff was so good that I
All music recorded low-fi feels so much had to do something about it."
Davis got a good reaction after the
more real and not messed with."
Davis also attributes some of his in- first tape, and decided to find smaller
terest in cassette tapes to his age. He artists whose music he liked and offer
was born in 1990, when tapes were still to make tapes for them. He still seeks
out artists he likes, but now he also gets
around and were a big deal, he said.
"I grew up while they were dying demos sent to him by people who want
out, but all of the music I first listened to make tapes.
to when I was really little was on tapes:'
"Technically it is a business, but I
look at from the approach that its fun
he said.
Tapes were basically gone except for and it's a really big collaborative pro-

I

Independently owned shops and caterie.s are cornmon along the quiet streets of the South Hill. Maggie's
South Hill Grill provides a sophisticated afternoon
lunch or semi-formal dinner away from the loud
lounges of downtown. Located on East 29th Avenue,
it is ncar other points of interest.
If the Twigs South I fill, Laguna Caf6 with live music or South Perry Pizza don't sound quite right, try
the Picabu Neighborhood Bistro on %Vest 14th Street.
its upscale dining offers eclectic fusions of Americo,
Cajun, Thai and htexican dishes.
Hoping for something less expensive and on thc
go? 'Ihc San Francisco Sourdough Eatery is a wonderful sub shop that offers dinc-in or take out.

DRINKS
Hugo's on thc Hill perches on East 28th Avenue
welcoming in the over-21 crowd. While they have a
wide selection of drinks, they also have an extensive
food menu, and entertainment. To promote responsibility when consuming alcohol, they offer complimentary appetizers, coffee or soda for designated
drivers. The bar also has bowling and a casino. lt
promises to make any night fun. Happy hour is 3-6
p.m. on htondays through Fridays.
Prcss is another fun location. Located on South
Grand Boulevard, it offers the quaint atmosphere of
an old oil-change shop. The drinks are very original
and arc often ¡nade with freshly squeezed juice. Happy hour is daily 3-7 p.m. and 11-2 a.m.
Not yet 21? No worries, there Is always coffee at
The Shop on South Perry Street. It's an old garage
turned into an independent coffee shop. Looldng for
something cooler during these warm months? Try
The Pop Shoppe's old fashioned sodas.

FREE FUN
There are many area parks and beautiful study locations that are not bcing utilized nearly enough. If
the loop gets too crowded, get off campus.
Comstodc and Manito park are both beautiful and
provide many different fun opportunities. Comstodc
Park, off of South Lincoln Drive, offers savings. a
baseball field, tennis courts, basketball courts, a public pool, picnic tables and lush trees to read beneath.
hlanito Park is unique with the different areas it
provides. The name itselfmeans "spirit of nature:* according to its Web site. The park works to be family friendly. It includes the Manic° Park Greenhouse,
Rose Garden, Japanese Garden, Lilac Garden, dudc
and Icoi ponds, basalt and stone bridges, and 90 acres
of beautiful landscape.

SHOPPING

Leftist Nautical Antiques is part of
the collective consciousness that is reviving tapes, and for Davis it's more
than a hobby or a side project.
"I don't foresee anything stopping
me from this," he said. "Sometimes
things get crazy and it becomes the
main show, but it's something that I do
and I love that I do it."

There is shopping for many interests on the South
Hill. 2nd Look Books has enough material to keep
anyone interested for days. This Lincoln Heights
Shopping Center store offers books from any genre.
The wide selection of used books takes up two floors
and is reasonably priced. The knowledgeable and
friendly customer service tearn is extremely helpful,
but the store is so organized they're almost unnecessary.
For vintage clothing, an extensive selection is
available at Finder's Keepers located on South Ccdar
Street. Their collection includes everything from
antique jewelry to vintage hats and coats.

Contact Caitlin Richmond caitlin.
richmond@whitworthian.com.

Contact Sophie Sestero at sophie.sestero@whitworthian.corn.
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Everyone needs the Gospel, speaker says
Max Nelsen
Staff 1Vriter

lhe message of the Great Commission applies to everyone, not just people Christians think need the gospel, said
Matt Kirkas, the Southeast Asia Arca Director of Partners
International on Tuesday April 20. Kirkas has worked extensively in Indonesia and was speaking about sharing
Christ with Muslims in Indonesia.
Senior Jordan Kamikawa is currently interning with thc
Spokane-based organization and belieYes this to be a good
way lo build awareness of the organization and its work in
the Whitworth community.
According to their Web sitc, Partners International "is a
global ministry that %vorks to create and grow communities of Christian witness in partnership with God's people
in the least Christia.n regions of the world."
The presentation began with four brief videos dmribing the general mission of Partners International, their
work with the Dalit people in India, their efforts at helping
persecuted Christians in Indids Orissa province and their
work on behalf of women and children.
Kirkas spokc briefly regarding the Great Commission as
%vell as his experience working with Aluslims in Indonesia.
Kirkas began with a critique of the church.
"It's very casy for us in the church to begin to pick and
choose those who we think the Gospel should be given to,"

he iaid.

However, by choosing who to evangelize based on its
preferences, thc church denies Christ's commands to share
the Gospel, Kirkas exolained.
"This Gospel, this kingdom-building exercise that we're
partaking in as believers, is for all people," Kirkas said.
In particular, Kirkas cited the church as being unfortunately antagonistic and apathetic towards Muslims.
"When we talk about Islam, we really don't think the
Great Commission applies to them," Kirkas said.
Whether the church recognizes it or not, Kirkas noted
that the two religions are beginning to encroach on each
. other's territory.
You have two missionary religions, Islam and Christianity, both religions are growing around the world, and
there is going to be a clash of religions," Kirkas said.
I lowever, instead of viewing 1%Iuslims as the enemy, Kirkas urged the audience to pray for Muslims, including even
Osama bin Laden, noting that many Muslims have never
had the chance to hear the Gospel.
"The church needs to understand that we are in a spiritual battle and we need to be proactive and we need to be
led by God to bring the Gospel to them," Kirkas said.
Kirkas thcn shifted his attention more specifically to Indonesia, the world's largest Muslim country.
Indonesia, where I've been working for the past 20
ye1r:. is a country that has so many needs because Christ
has been so hidden there," Kirkas said.
Kirbs outlined many of the economic, social, environmental and spiritual problems facing Indonesia.

"We often times look at the fruit: smog, diseases, corruption. However, we fail to recognize, what is the cause that
produces that fruit," Kirkas said.
These problems can all be traced back to the lack of a
Christian worldview in Indonesia, Kirkas argued.
"What we see happening in the world is really rooted
in your worldview-in what you believe about man, about
God, about eternity. When we look at countries like Indonesia, we see that ideas have consequences:.
As an example, Kirkas recounted the story oía Indonesian Christian who was the only person trusted enough in
his village to be the treasurer for a group of Muslims raising funds for a mosque.
Kirkas also applied this to the United States, noting,
"That's one reason why America's been blessed for so many
years; it was founded on a Judeo-Christian worldvinv. And
as we've gotten away from that you see more and more
problems with broken homes and other social disorders,
because your worldview impacts the life you see and experience around you."
Ultimately for Indonesia, "The kingdom of God is what's
going to solve their problems:. Kirkas said.
However, in order for the Gospel to reach Indonesia and
thc world at large, Christians must take action.
"Forceful men, forceful women, taking a stand for
Christ, is what it's going to take to bring the Kingdom to
places around the world," Kirkas concluded.

Contact ltfax Nelsen at ntax.nelsen@whitworthian.cont.

GRAPEVINE HUMOR: MINORS WHITWORTH SHOULD OFFER IN 2010-2011
IShamanism.

ISuper Smash Bros, dude!

!Raising Awareness.

!Raising minors as a single parent.

IPanda Conservationism.

Illow to be a better Democrat.
!Political Correctness.

WoW.

IStrip Mining.

IPhysical Education.

!Stripping.

Communication. That would be a waste of time.

IBrewing.

Teehee!

IBackgammon.

!Photojournalism. Please.

IGourmet Culinary Arts.

I Wooing.

Increas
market

ml

Ilnbreeding.

I Spouse Hunting,.

e

Whitwo
A liberal arts major with a graduate degree in Business. Unstoppable.
Whitworth's MBA or MBA in International Management provides you an additional foundation on which to build your
career, taking your liberal arts degree a step further. Classes are offered in the evening in a 6-week accelerated
format so you can work while completing your education.

Whitworth.edu/MBA
509.777.4786 or 800.533.4668.
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Senior Batts Liggett talks with Michelle Mors, HR and recruiting manager for Moss Adams, during the speed workshop on Wednesday.

Panel emphasizes networking, connections
conduct yourself while searching for a job.
Networking was one of the main topics discussed in the paneL
"It is so important to find a mentor in the
About 20 students benefited from Seize
the Ntoment: Speed Mock Interview, Re- field you're looking into: Finncy said. She
sume Review & Networking Workshop emphasized the importance of ihat czainecWednesday in the Hixson Union Building. tion for future job opportunities. A lot ofpoThe workshop provided students an oppor- sitions within companies aren't advertised,
tunity to hear from a panel of professionals, and a mentor can help you find out about
experience the inteniew process, and have these opportunities. Shc said mentors are
also helpful for connecting you with other
their resumes rosiewed by professionals.
The workshop started viith a panel of peo- professionals in the same field that might
pie of various professions around Spolcane. have open positions.
Finding a mentor isn't the only method
The members were Allen Baffle, partner of
LaunchPad Inland Northwest, Laura Wood, of networking. The panel all agreed it was
Human Resource Director of Spokane important to get your name out there in
Teachers Credit Union, Michelle Mors, Hu- whatever ways possible, even if it is just askman Resource and Recruiting Manager of ing someone to sit down for 10 minutes to
Ntoss Adams, Linda Finney, Executive Di- discuss careers.
rector of Leadership Spokane, and Lauren
"If you meet with them in person for
Hubell, the Director of Internship develop- about 10 minutes, when they are looking
to hire a nrw employee, thcy will recognize
ment for Northwestern Mutual.
The panel discussed various topics in- your name and see that you put in thc effort:
cluding professional networking, interview- Finney said.lhe panel members agreed puting dos and don'ts and the proper way to ting in the extra effort sets yourself apart

Becca Cuniff
Staff1Vriter

from the rest of the crowd.
We can always teach skills, but we can't
teach someone to have the drive to go the
extra mile," Wood said. Ihey achised students to keep this in mind during the interviewing process as welL
N1Then people come into an interview
knowing nothing about the company, it
sends up a red flag that they don't care
enough to put in thc extra time to find the
right job. The extra effort makes you stand
out in the interviewer's mind.
Another important part of inteniewing is
the person's attitude.
"I would rather hire someone who was
optimistic and driven who didn't have all the
skills than someone who was negative and
didn't seem to really care, but had a ton of
experience," Battle said.
Other tips the panel gave was to be conscientious of your appearance, try sending a
note or an e-mail saying thank you within
a few days of thc interview, and also utilize
whatever resources you have to find the
right job.

After the panel discussion, students were
split into two groups. One of the groups waited to have their resumes reviewed by either
Hubei! or Ntors, and thc other group went
through a mock interview with either Battle
or Wood that lasted about six minutes.
During the interview, thc participants
wcrc asked questions about their future
plans, thcir proudest moments and how they
could apply that to the workplace, or about
thcir strengths and weaknesses. The panel
members then provided the participant with
feedback, and told thcm what to work on.
During the resume review, thc panel
members took your currcnt resume and gave
you little tips mostly about ways to improve
it. They talked a lot about the correct format
and gave the participants ideas about what
things to keep in and also what to take out
to make it more professional:the workshop
concluded with dosing Comments from the
panelists about things thcy noticed and what
to work on.
Contact BCCCa Canyj at bccca.cuniff@
whitworthian.com.

Social Work is a career for those

who care about advancing
the cause of social justice
and promoting the ideals of
a humane society. Social workers are professionals who work to
empower individuals, relieve suffering and effect change. If you want
a career with meaning, diversity and an abundance of options, social
work is for you!
Social Vv'ork Pmgrams
Bachelor of Social Work
contact Diane Somerday, NISW 509359.6482

Full-time Master of Social Work
Part-time Master of Social Work
contact Patricia Valdes, MSW, PhD 509.359.6772
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Senior Einmanuel Bofs sprints pist' competition, including freshman Trevor Berrien, on Saturday at the Pine Bowl during the final rounds of the NWC competition.
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lhe\Yhltwòrth Track ansd Field team hosted the Northwesi Confeience Championship meet this past weekend,
andlhey found.a lot of sitccess, on their home turf. The
men's teatit" domiliated !the competition, winning with
a total score of 266 polfiti; a whopping 86 points ahead
of secon&place finisher and defending champion Willamette University: The Women's team didn't farc quite
so well, finishing third' overall! behind Willamette and
Gctirge Fox ,University. ;
"It was awesome to be able to host the NWC mcct this
weekend, for the team and most importantly for our seniors," said Pirates head coach Toby Schwarz, who Wa S
named NWC Men's Coach of the Year in his 14th season

leading the 13ucs;
On the 'ivomen's side, the pirates were led by two first
place finishes by freshman distance runner Joy Shufeldt,
tvho took gold in both the 5,000m (17:51.10) and 10,000m
(36:45.89) races. Junior Tonya
Turner finished second lo Shufeldt

in both races.
A strong performance in the
3,000m steeplechase by senior Emily Morehouse was good enough for
a second place finish in 12:02.37,
netting eight more points for the
Bucs.

lije Pirate women were also
heliied by a strong showing from
SHUFELDT ; their, throwers. Sophomore Amy
' Wyatt finished first' in thc shot put
with a throw of 40'7.75", and junior
Erica Cox took home the victory in
the disCus,(138'5"), throwing more
than 13 feet farther than the secohd-place' finisher., Cox also took
seCond in the hammer throw.
But the women were not the only
ones 'who shOne in the throwing
'events, the Piro. te men dominated
STELZER
the shot put, discuX, harniner and
javelin throws talcing at least two of
the top three finishes in all of them.
The Bucs were led by the Male Athlete of the Meet, senior Jeff Kintner, who took hoine gold in both the shot put
(56'11.5") and hammer (177'9"). His monstrous throw in
the shot put tied the meet record.
Whitworth finished 1-2-3 in that event, with junior
Mike Nalll and senior Danjuma Quarless taking home
the gold and silver, and 1-3-4 in the hammer, with senior
Ron Whitley finishing third and sophomore Alex Concite fourth. Kintner also threw 156'10" in the discus, good
enough for third in another event that the Buc.s finished
1-2-3 in. Whitley won that one with a throw of 166'2", and
freshman Carter Comito took home the silver (157'7");.
lhe Pirates also won the one remaining throwing event
when junior Alex ilymel threw the javelin 198'3". Freshman Joseph Ingman (192'3") was good enough for sec-

ond. All told, Whitworth got a jaw-dropping 96 points
from the four throwing events alone, a performance that
set the tone for the rest of the Pirate competitors.
lhe Whitworth men found succcss in other field events
as well. Senior Cody Stelzer won the high jump for the
fourth consecutive year, clearing 6'9" while fellow Pirate
jumper, freshman Frank Lima, cleared 6'7" to take home
thc silver. Stelzer also lcd the Bucs in the long jump, clearing a distance of 21'11.75" and finishing third. Freshmen
Shannon Vinant and John Ingman took fourth and fifth
place in the event, respectively. Vinant also took second
in the triple jump (44'2") to lead a surprising 2-3-5-6 finish in the event for Pirate jumpers. Stelzer was the silver
medal winner in that event with a jump of44 feet even.
Junior Nick Gallagher led Whitworth's distance runners with a third-place finish in the 10,000m run in
31:33.25 to go along with his come-from-behind victory
in the 5,000m run. In that race, he moved into first place
on the final lap and ran a time of 15:11.33. He wasn't the
only distance runner who won in dramatic fashion either,
as freshman Steven :costa also came from behind in the
final lap of his 1,500m racc to capture first place in a time
of 3:57.84.
In one of the more entertaining events of the meet, twotime defending NCAA Division 111 champion in the 800m
race, senior Emmanuel Bola, captured his first conference
title in the event in a dominating performance. His time
of 1 minute, 52 seconds flat was more than 5 seconds faster than thc second-place finisher, senior Dustin Caseria.
But Whitworth's success in the event didn't stop with the
two senior runners, as the Bucs also finished third, fourth
and sixth.
"I would say that [the meet] was indeed a great opportunity to compete with other very talented people," said
junior Elorm Atisu, who finished fifth in the 200m dash
and seventh in the 400m dash despite coming down with
the flu the night before and running on very little sleep.
"Personally, I was not at my best but the beauty of the
sport is that other people on the team step up and earn
more points that get the job done," he said after the meet.
A large crowd conic out to Boppell Track over the weekend to watch the meet and support the teams there. Whitworth students conic and went throughout the two-day
competition, and vere impressed by what they saw. The
big turnout did not go unnoticed by the team, either.
"The campus came out and supported us well and we
are thankful to them for their time and support; Schwarz
said.
Whitworth men won five individual events on Saturday
alone, a performance that sealed a victory that vas never
really in doubt. 'Ihe Buts finished the first day of the meet
with 105 points, a total that more than doubled the se-cond-best finishers of the day, Linfield, who only had 48.5
points. The Pirates Alien turned the champions' podium
into their home on SaturdaY, running away with the meet
by getting an additional 161 points that day alone,-almnst
as much as theOkers.second.place'finiiher had over the
course of both days (Willaniette with 185).,
lhe-Women's half 'of the meet was'nnich doief than the
men's. After the firit diOlieViiitiVOrth women were tied

"

Cakb Skytte/WhiNvrthisn

Freshman Steven Acosta celebrates after hls come-frombehind victory In the 1500m Saturday at the Pine Bowl.

with Linfield for second place with 53 points, close behind
then-leader George Fox (60 points). But Willamette came
storming back on the second day to win the women's
conference championship, beating George Fok by only
5 points, 161-156. The finish was the closest in women's
NWC Championship' history. The Pirate women found themselves in a battle on Saturday, but never gave up and managed to work their way
into third place by the end of the meet. Their total score
of 119.5 was only 6 more than fourth-place finisher Linfield.

-

-

After the meet, Coach Schwarz expressed his happiness
with the way his team performed over the weekend.
"I am extremely proud of both the men's and women's
teams; he said. "The men had a huge target on their back
and they not only stood up to the pressure, but exceeded
expectations and dominated the meet."
But despite the men's incredible performance, it was
the women who Schwarz seemed particularly impressed
with.
"I am even more proud of the women for not allowing
their fifth-place ranking discourage them," he said. "All 21
women-worked together as a team and everyone did their
part to help the ladies 'leapfrog' two other teams to earn a
very respectable third place finish and even closed the gap
to first and made it closer than expected."
Contact Alex Blade at alex.blade@whitworthian.com.
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Softball strikes out against Bearcats
the seventh and had an opportunity to
tie the game. 'Ihe Bearcats proceeded
to close out the inning to win 4-1.
'llte first Sunday game started off
well for the Bucs, who came out to a
240 lead after the second.
flowerer, good defense and a big
three-run sixth inning helped the
Bearcats bounce back to a 5--1 victory.
In the fourth and final game, played
em Sunday afternoon, NVillamette
leapt out to an early 4-0 lead after the
first inning.
Villamette held Vititwortit scoreless until the sixth inning, and won
the game 6-2.
The five games bring the 13tics' record to an even 18-18 overall, and 1216 in conference.
The four-game series marks the end
of the regular season for the team, and
they await word of a potential bid to
the NCAA Division III tournament.

Peter Landgren
Staff writer

GOLF
In Portland. Ore., on Saturday, April 24, both Whitworth men's and women's teams found themselves in
the lead of the first round of the 2010 NWC Championship Tournament.
The Pirate women led George Fox by four strokes
with a score of 332. Freshman Emily Guthrie was the
individual leader of the first day after shooting an 80.
The other scores for the Pirate women on Saturday:
Sophomore Liz Martin (84, tied for 7th), senior Mariesa Stambaugh (86, tied for 15th), freshman Emily Travis (87. tied for 20th) and senior Krystal Pitkoncn (88,
tied for 22nd).
As of Saturday, the Whitworth men (309) were
ahead of Linfield (310) by only a single stroke. Junior
Ryan Young vas thc individual leader after round
one. He shot a 74. The rest of the Whitworth men's
scores: Sophomore Jeff Aly (79, tied for 7th) freshman
Christian Boudreau (79, tied for 7th). freshman Jared
Dcscotcaux (80, tied for 14th) and freshman Josh Kay
(88, tied for.41st).
This tournament counts 50 percent toward the final conference golf standings. The previous NWC Fall
Classic and NWC Spring Classic each counted 25 per-

cent.
Whitworth golf maintained their lead on April 25,
allowing them automatic entrance to compete at nationals in Florida. Guthrie lcd the women's team with
a scam of 79. She was a medalist for the whole tournament. She made first tcam all conference.
"Weal! played incredible. It %vas so good to win conference this year sincc we carne so very dose to %sinning conference last year! Ve are thrilled to compete at
nationals; Stambaugh said.

INTRANIURAL FOOTBALL

ibis past %yeti:end. more than 50 Whitworth students on four different teams competed in thc Flag
Football tournament. On Saturday, the teams all competed against each other to earn seeds for Sunday's
eliminatron bracket. Each game throughout the weekend vas highly competitive. and the skill exhibited by
each team was impressive. On Sunday, first-ranked
Pull My Flag, captained by senior Brian Jenks, won
the first round game over Hide-and-Seek I iurricanes,
captained by freshman Weston Gramcr. Likewise,
The Champs beat out sophomorc Ryan Bushy's tcam,
Fumble This. In thc championship game, The Champs
stepped up their game to beat out Pull My Flag 35-7,
winning the tournament.

The Whitworth softball team was
very busy this past weekend playing
a makeup game in Newberg. Ore., in
addition to a four-game series against
Willamette University at home. The
five games mark the end of the regular
softball season.
The first game of the week. played
on Friday, was a makeup from a previous four-game series almost a month
ago and was played in Newberg. Ott,.
against the George Fox Bruins. The
team had previously won two games
and lost one close match up, before
the fourth and final game was rained

out on a Sunday afternoon.
The game was marked by a solid
defensive effort, lead by junior pitcher
Jessica NIangis. Mangis allowed only
four hits and had four strikeouts. The
team also played well offensively, scoring consistently to finish with a 7-0
win.
The Pirates returned to scheduled

MANGIS

KERR

play on Saturday with a doubleheader
against the Willamette licarcats. 'Me
morning game did not start Wive!l for
the Pirates, who got down early tlue to
a licarcat run in the second, as %veil as
two runs in the third. The Bus' first
points came at the top of the fourth
inning. as senior Lacey Kerr scored off
a hit by senior 1 leather Ilesselgesser.
1lowever, despite a six-run seventh inning, the l'irates couldn't.pull out the
win, and fell 11-10.
The nightcap game was much quieter offensively than the morning game,
but the Hues once again got down early. However, the l'irates made a run in

Baseball returns to Whitworth for the season finale.
Their opponent will be the Whitman Missionaries,
who have not beaten the Bucs since 2008. NVhitworth
will look to set the tone and take *he series to dose out
the 2010 season.
Following a second NWC championship in three
years, the Whitworth men's track team will have a host
of small tournaments and invitations before the National Track and Field Championships kick off in Berea. Ohio at the cnd of May. Whitworth dominated the

Contact Peter Landgren at peter.
landgren@whitworthian.com.

NWC ficld last weekend at Boppell Track in capturing
the championship title.
Currently the women's team still waits in the wing
to hear where and when they will play in the NCAA
tournament. lhe Bucs captured thcir second consecutive NWC title last weekend in Yakima, Wash.
Look for all updates on Pirates athletics on the Whitworth Athletics home page.
Contact Collin Gibbs at editor@whitworthiatt.cont.

BASEBALL

The Whitworth baseball team went 2-1 over the
weekend in a three-game series against the Willamette
Bearcats. The games were played in Newberg. Ore.,
and featured a doubleheader on Saturday, April 24, as
well as a single game on Sunday.
The first game, played Saturday morning. remained close down the stretch. Both teams had big
first innings, with two runs by Whitworth and three
by Willamette. The game remained tied at the top of
the eighth, but two RI3Is by the Bearcats put them
ahead. The Bucs responded with onc run in the ninth,
but couldn't pull even. Several 1%Iiitworth players had
strong games, including sophomore JR Jarreli brrell
had his fourth home run of the season on Saturday.
Junior Nathan Johnson also had a strong day offensively, going 4-4.
The second game of thc weekend featured strong
offensive play by the Bearcats. Willamette scored
consistently down the stretch, induding four runs in
the first and five in the seventh. The Pirates played
consistently as well, but could not keep pace with the
red-hot Bearcat bats. The game ended 16-8 Willamette, giving the Bearcats both ends of Saturday's
doubleheader.
Despite the losses on Saturday, the Pirates came
out energized and ready to play for Sunday's game.
The Pirates controlled the game early, and were up 5-1
at the end of the second inning. Willamette came out
strong in the sixth, scoring eight runs to catapult them
into the lead. The Pirates closed out the game 1,44ith two
runs in the ninth to win 15-14.
The two loses and a win bring the Pirates record to
10-27 overall and 7-14 in conference. The team will go
on the road next week to face Whitman.
CominieJ17 DanieUe Dolazias. lowly Whitmcre anJ Peter Landgirn
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sports talk with colin zalewski

NASCAR: Where

do all the left
turns leave us?
This is the last straw. This is the straw that broke
the camel's back. The fat lady has sung. Sports fans
have been tortured long enough by NASCAR pollution of thc sports world, and I'm not talking
about the oval hole in the atmosphere above every racetrack. You want to watch the NBA playoffs? You have to wait 'till "Over-sponsored 500"
is over. You want to check your NFL team's draft
picks online? Get ready to be greeted by the picture of someone changing a tire. NVho watches
this stufr anyway?
%Veil, apparently a lot of people watch NASCAR.
The Indianapolis Motor Speedway scats around
260,000 people, and it usually sells out. This is
unreal. Who are these people? These burnt rubber loving Old Spice appliers come out in droves
for these motorized marathons. So it makes sense
for something so popular to be a large part of the
sports media world, right? No. Everyone's got
their own thing I guess, so I'm all tbr people having a grand ole sweaty time at the track, but when
it is making real sports inaccessible, then I have an
issue. And yes, that's right, I said real sports.
Let's talk about NASCAR fundamentals for a
second. I'm not Jimmie Johnson's second cousin
or anything, but as far as I can tell, there is a lot of
turning left. There is also a lot of refueling. There
is a lot of changing tires. And there is a mediocre
amount of true action (like passing). That means
260,000 people come out, garbed in their favorite
driver's apparel and Levi's to watch people drive in
circles. (I wonder if any of those people are ever on
the edge of their scat. What's he going to do next?
Another left turn! I would have never guessed.)
The Department of Transportation is taking an
entertainment lesson from NASCAR with all
the implementing of roundabouts. If I wanted to
see people driving in circles I'd go over to 'A' St.
and NVellesley. Can you imagine 260,000 people
crowded around that intersection to watch?
Anyway, my point is not to hate on NASCAR
fans; I simply want to shed a little bit of light on
the fact that it takes up too much airtime and webspace. If I am tuning in to watch or read about
sports, I want something that meets the qualifications of what a sport is. I don't mean to cite myself from last week, but NASCAR tries so hard to
be a sport, but fails. It's got a mental aspect and
requires strategy and practice, but the physical
aspect is simply not there. Many fans will argue
things like, "Drivers sweat off several pounds during a race." After I get done laughing at that response, all I have to do is bring up a picture of one
of these "athlete" drivers to prove my own point.
It is safe to say some of the top drivers can't run
more than a mile. As far as I can tell, they're on a
comparable training program with a frat-boy.
As a disclaimer, I do not want to detract away
from the ability professional drivers must have.
They are clearly performing their event at an extremely high level. Keep them on the racing channel though. Sports fans get what sports fans want.
And We are tired of sorting through NASCAR
stories and races to get to what we 'want, the true
sports.

Pirates sprint past conference competition
Danika Heatherly
Sports Editor

'The Whitworth men's and women's
swim teams hayc found success off the
blocks for dozens of consecutive seasonsonaking both their personal and
tcam victories in 2009 and 2010 not at

all surkising.

lhe pool-bound powerhouse has
stroked their way past Northwest
Conference compctition, once again.
With returning swimmers dominating individual events and relay
teams stac.ked with years of experience, thc Bucs' strong showing at the
2010 Northwcst Conference Division
In Championships capped the season
In the most expected way.

TURNER

RUCK

added to her extensive list of school
rccords and NWC wins, but made
history after scoring in all 12 of the
events in which she competed.
Also on the women's side, sophomore Jennifer Bcnson, junior Christine DcHaven, junior Ashley !Aloe
and senior Natalie Ilumer placed 15th

at thc NWC Championships in the
400-yard freestyle relay with a time of
3:32.47. Their preliminary heat time
o13:31.34 also broke a Pirate record.
Sophomore Rory Buck led the Bucs
with an individual second-place finish in the men's 200-yard breaststroke
event. His time of 2:01.26 beat both
his previous school and Northwest
Conference record of 201.60.
The 2009-2010 w-as carried out
In pure Pirate Swimming fashion
and with six of the seven conference
swirnmers returning next year, the
2010-2011 season looks rather bright
.
as well.

Contact Danika Heatherly at danika.hentherly@whitworthian.com.

2010 season: An nace"for Pirate tennis
Women attend

Men's tennis ends
season with 9-7
record in NWC

NWC tourney
David Rurik
StaffIVritcr

and finish strong

.

David Rurik
Staff Writer

NVhitworth made their u-ay

to the NCAA I') Ill tennis tournament for the sicimd straight
year.:
,,
by junior: 'ladle' Burns
and spphomore Alli Marshall,
the team', finished their regular :iiiasiin:19-4'OVerall "ind an
iniiressive 15-1- in NWC play.
BurnS'i was ' also cho sen as the 7
NWC SportsWpinadof tile yew:- --'1he women faied tough op-, ,-,'
portents in the first-two nonconference' tnatc.hes and fell bOth"titnei,' first to'Eastein AVashing- -
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SeniC,FMichael
.
a Second
straight NWC
...
nis honor, and junior Joe Wales
Was 'cleCted as NWC SporiSman
of tile year,. again bOth Voted on
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Highlights" ottlte season instrO4g tqiSet of the Pa"cific Lutheran Lutes, 6:-3, for,the
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The men's tennis team was
very strorig this year. They
went 9-7m NWC play.

.Thii' SeCOrid match Cante

-.,

Ihé. Bucs onlY conference losi ;came tò Linfield College On April
' 2, with a final score of 5-4.The: : totu-narnerif:',
matches
.
' will begirt May; 15 and continue
-.- through the weekericL
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A _photo gaffeg of titanic proportions,
which. rivaLs the gfoiy of the gods!
Check it out at our mu(timetfia site, Self!
Participants in the LARPing event brandish their less-than-lethal foam weapons and
let loose a fearsome war ay.
BELOW: Senior Daniel Lewis of the O.K. Nation rushes into the enemy's line in the Loop.
BOTTOM LEFT: Sophomore Stephen Janson: crushes his opponent's unprotected head
during the one-onone competition.
BOTTOM RIGHT: Senior Michael Hard surveys the battle atop his bicycle steed.
LEFT:

l'hutos try lonLsn Ifraudwmp art.i Cakb S

Best Cheesesteaks
West of

Philadelphia!
Sign up now...And 1,ve will send you Free discount
coupons via your cell phone text messaging...Just
bring in your phone with the message to redeem!
To enroll, text:
es37 bruchis (with the space) to 368638
You will quickly receive a text back. Reply to that
text and you are now into the savings!
Offer Valid Only at your Whitworth Bruchi's!

Attend online classes
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6-8 hrs per week spent
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HARSH GRADERS

MEN'S CHORUS

SENIORS

Prqfessors Oro hand out stiff
penalties fi)r late work
encourage healthy work cl/sic.

The men's chorus appreciate
music but also mlue
camanulerie in 11w group.

11w crimsim and black say
goodbye lo senior athletes
in six spring sports.
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SERVING THE WHITWORTH COMMUNITY SINCE 1905

Form reveals
assets, salary
Morgan Feddes
Erfifor-in.Chief
Students interested in finding out information regarding Whitworth's assets, expenditures and compensation
of directors. officers and certain employees can now view
a copy of the most recent Form 990 at the Business Affairs office.
Form 990 is the tax return tax-exempt nonprofit
organizations use each year svhen reporting to the IRS.
\Vilitwurth recently completed the Form 990 for the 2009
fiscal year, which ran from July 1, 2008 until June 30,
2009.
1'Itile the information in the form is lagged quite a bit,
the form is still useful in improving transparency in the
university, said Brian Bentel, vice president for finance

and administration.
Ibis is a standardized way of trying to provide information about our operations that supplements our financial statements and the reporting we do to the Board and
our donors: he said..
Ihe form has expanded significantly over the past few
ears because of different government 'regulations. Benzel
said. These regulations make the form more complex, but
that complexity improves transparency to those who invest in and support not-for-proiits, he said.
"What they're really trying to protect against is people
creating nonprofit organizations for personal uses or the
misuse of non.protits: Beim( said. "It's gotten complicated in a lot of ways because of the complexity of our %wild
nd the kinds of questions that people are asking."
lhe completed form for the 2009 fiscal year vis almost
70 pages long. *Ille university's auditor pulled all of the
information together to fill out the form. Beniel aid.
"Most of this !information' has always been available
some place: he said. "It's alivays a little bit tricky when
people put different labels on it than you have it other
places. lhat's wliv we have our accountant do it so it all
ties together:
The form includes such information is the number of
emplees the university, compensation information
for the highest compensated employees, information on
donors who gave more than $5,000 tu the university and
lists of other university expenditures.
Whitworth employed 2,122 people during this time pcriot!, including faculty, staff, administrators and students.
'the majority of those employees vere studeiit etrIployees,
Benzel said.
Ihree independent contractors received more than
5100,000 from the university. TW Clark Construction
received 53.39 million for payments on Lied Center for
the Visual Arts, %sink Miller !lull Partnership, the architect of the new William P. and Bonnie V. Robinson Science Center, received 51.22 million. Eon "burs, a travel
agency, received $158,154 for arranging various university travel groups throughout the year.
During the 2009 fiscal year, 123 people gave 55,000 or
more to the univers4 Ten donors gave between 550,000
and 5100,000 in donations, according to the form. Another five donors gave- more than 5100,000, including
one donation for $532,000 and another donation for
S898,521. Several donations, including the two largest,
included stocks of some kind.
Benzel said when stocks are donated, they are generally
sold and the money investd :iccording to the university's

t

investment
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Candace Pontoni
,'ews Editor
Several Cure 350 students raised
complaints alter an Interactive "theatre Project (ITP) centered on elements of SeXiS111 in the ssorkplace
drew laughter and jokes from members of the class.
"'the 1TP, held during the April 27
session of Core 350, fea'tured students
from the theatre department enacting
a skit in %%inch a woman newly hired
to a workplace is confronted by a
male antagonist who expresses a sexist attitude ill IliS lillefaCtioll %vial her.
As with past Fri's held in Core 350,
students were encouraged to volunteer and step into the role of one of
the actors on slaw to constructively
change the situation by interacting
with the antagonist.
During this ITP most students svho
stepped into roles did not interact
with the antagonist in a Yay that constructively addressed the sexist elements of the skit.
"As the drama proirressed, the student interventions di'dn't !..CCI1) 141 ht:
Making any positive iicadwitt," said
Keith 1Vv1n1issociate ploicssor ot
philoSopily and Core 3:sil Wain ieadcr:

ECYC1.Etr

rD

-Sillily interventions even seemed
to be making the Sitti.ition %Vorse:
All but on'e of those who intervened
chose tu affirm the sexism portrayed
in the skit, said Mike Ingrain. pro.fessor of communications ;mil Core 350
team leader.
In one intervention, senior Nlichael
IViltwer look on the role of a female

character and acted in a submissive
ivay toward time aillag011iS1.
III ail e-mail sent to the class on
April 29, 11'it1iver stated he wasn't trying to advocate that kill:des Ilse their
"feminine viles' as a method of deal.
ing with sexism, but that he vas attempting to make a parody out (11111e
way he felt females shouldn't behave.
'Me actions of \\lower and other
interveners never dle less drew confusion from students and faculty alike.
Ingrain said he Nvas frustrated and
surprised by the choices the interveners made.
"I think a lot of students interpreted that as approval of seXistri," ingrain
said.
'I lic last student to intervene threat.
eued the aiitagoiast and told him his
behavior to%kard omen was not ae-.
J1Celi'd and :11).(eptable. ¡he
.%

1Lithicti that inter ventioiL

Wvina

Jltl)+

disturbed by

12

2
6

ft

10

1!T

16

(S

20

this intervention. howeVer, due to
the threatening stance taken by the
intervening student and the fact that
the vomnen characters were not truly

aided.

'One student pointed out ser)' astutely that though this intervention
got tIte most positive reaction, it did
not empower women: Wyma said.
"It perpetuated an assumption that
women can't solve problems on their.
own and need a unan to help them:.
Alter the theatre project was over,
several students expressed ColICerll
about the project, 11Tynia said.
"'Hie first area of concern vas in regard to interventions and reactions of
the class: Vyma said.
Among those who sent complaints
were seniors Stephanee Schroder,
Libby Schmit, Elizabeth Moreno,
Corey Newman, Lindsay Perry and
Dani Ring.
Moreno said she was More concerned about the reactions of the
class to the interventions than she
was about the actions of the intervening students themselves. Many in
the class laughed in response to tic
behavior of the intervening students,
,she said.
Schmit said she felt the response of
,',cc SKIT, p ligt7 2
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This ycar, two new minors
have been introduced to the academic program at Whitworth.
Students can now minor in U.S.
cultural studies and Asian studies.
NVhitworth now offers more
than 40 minors.
Having that number of minors at Whitworth allows students to make themselves more
employable and also specialize
in topics that interest them. said
Gary Whisenand, director of in-

stitutional research.
Academic minors offer students many great opportunities for career and personal advancement, he said.
Because of those assets, minors are worthwhile for students. he said.
"By obtaining a minor, a student signifies that he or shc has
experience and knowledge in
an arca; Whisenand said. "This
could be helpful as students go
to 'market' themselves to cm:,
ployers in the future."
Last year's graduating dass
from Whitworth earned 308
minors.
Academic minors are also
cost effective and a benefit to
the university, Whisenand said.
hiinors don't cost the university very much money as many

of the dasscs required for mi-

Asian Studies

NEW

Goal: Undirstand the role that Asia

in shaping the contemporary world

plays
nors are also required for majors. The exception to this arc
as well as how outside forces have shaped
mithe three cross-disciplinary
Asia.
nors; Asian studies, women and
gender studies and the U.S. cultural studies.
US Cultural Studies NEW
An April 27 Whitworthian
article gives details about these
Goal: to study the foundations and
three cross-disciplinary minors.
Students get minors for many
interactions of diverse groUps living in the
reasons. Freshman Marissa
U.S.
Ranno is majoring in elementar)' education and minoring in
both art and peace studies.
"(Getting the art minor) alWomen and Gender Studies *.
lows me to teach art through
Goalidentify and liwO.stigáte the..
high school, not just through
Ranho
said.
elementary school,"
intersections of gendir, ráce, class and
"Also the minor counts as an
religion with gender experlinces;
endorsement in addition to allowing an extension of the age
group I can teach:.
For many people with education majors, minors allow students to broaden thc ages and
subjccts that they can teach.
Annette Farrell 111utwortinan
Ranno is earning a .pcacc
:
studies minor not for career ad.
One minor will greatly con-: add.
vancement but instead for per:*
"I haven't worked out all the
tribute to where I want to go in
. sonal enjoyment.
'I want to get the peace stud- my career and thc second one kinks in my four-year plan but
ies minbr because it's something is just me taking advantage of I'm confident it will .work out
that I'm very passionate about the great education available even if it ineans taking some uneven though it doesn't have at Whitworth," Ranno said. "I lit* classes and things like that,"
anything to do with my profes- think it will enrich my educa- ltanno said.
sion: Ranno said. "I think this tion as a whole."
She added that some students
is thc perfect opportunity to
Contaci Julia Bechtohl at julia.
take classes that I'm passionate may be intimidated by thc additional work load that minors bechtold@whitworthian.cont.
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attempted to introduce the broad subject of sexism exists'even in the subtleties. Notice
gender issues through the skit alone, and not how often males' assert their opinions.first in
cover thc subject in additional class periods, class while female students tend to hold back.
continuedfront page 1
.
or use self-deprecating language'
Wyma said.
the dass was alarming.
A factor contributing to that assumption
Newman said he feels the project, highThis sent up a red flag; if we're laughing was the fact that no time was left over follow- lighted the Vhitworth community's'attitude
. .
at somithing that .is serious in nature, then ing the ITP for discussion.
toward sexism4
maybe we don't understand it vcry. well;
Following the student complaints, Core
"The majority of min sec SeXiSMIAS an issue
.
Schmit said.
350 team leaders decided to change thc focus that doesn't concern them," Newman said.
A further student aincern about the ITP of thc lesson plan for the April 29 dass sesPerry believes thc ITP and 'reactions to it
was that the sIdt had been introduced out of sion to the issue of sexism.
will be remembered by thc Whitworth corn-.
context
Discussion, groups held April 28 also cen- munity for years to come. Shc hopes it serves
The Core 350 team leaders, however, in- tered around thc subject of sexism.
as the impetus for positive change, and en:
tended the ITP to function as an illustration
"The (April 291 dass was almost completely couragcs dialogue on the subject of sexism.
of the theme they were currently focusing on, altered," SVyma said. "I offered some summary
"It might be beneficiil if there was an initensions oflife in community, rather than the points of what discussion groups had talked tiative onca.mpus encouraging men to emissue of sexism.
about. Several other team members spoke on power women in a partnership
e Perry
"The DTP] vrasn't meant to be a lesson on. the nature ofsexism, how pervasively damag- said. This would altos!, people:tó.see that
gender issues," 'Wyma said.
ing it is, and some ways to combat it:
supporters of women's movements are not
Acordingly, the theatre deparunent stuSdtroeder said she felt student reactions anti-male, but pro-female."
dents who , created the
to the 'ITP would have
Though in the past students have demonITP under the guidance of
been different had thc slcit strated a higher degree of sensitivity to Issues
theater professor Broolce
"The theatre project showed us taken place as a follow-up presented by the theatre projects, and parKiener did not intcnd to
exercise to lecture that was ticipants in the dramas have shown a dearer
how far we have to go in
raise the issue of sexism
held on April 29, rather focus in constructively solving problems inaddressing sexism at
through the project, said
than preceding it.
troduced, the outcomc of the ITP wasn't necsenior Danny Mathews,
Whitworthf
"If the theatre project essarily negative, IVyma said.
who played the role of the
had taken place after the
"Part of the way that these theatre projKeith Wyma,
antagonist in the slcit.
[April 28) lecture, there ects work is that they are supposed to create
Assodate itgessor ol Philosophy
Mathews said goals of
would have been far less awareness of the problem and spark us to furthe ITP were to create a
disrespect toward thc is- ther thinking," NVyma said. "In this case, the
difficult situation that could
sue; Schroeder said.
theatre project showed us how far vec have to
feasibly happen in a workplace and to invite
Some of the reactions of the class to the go in addressing sexism at INThitworth7
students to intervene constructively.
interventions in the ITP may have been due
Mathews feels positive aspects came out of
Core 350 team leaders now recognize that to other contributing factors besides attitudes the project.
more context should have been provided toward sexism, Wyma said.
The end result has been a success; he
before the issue of sexism was introduced,
Though students laughed at Wittwer's in- said. "People are talldng. in d-groups and just
IVyma said.
tervention, they may have been laughing at around campus:*
"We didn't talce into enough consideration the fact that a male was stepping into the role
Moreno said one thing administrators
that the issue ive were dealing with in class ofa female character, Wyma said.
can do to work toward alleviating sexism on
at the time was humanitarian intervention as
"People were at first confused. There was campus is to support the women and gender
part of the tensions of life in community, not some laughter, but were they laughing un- studies program.
gender issues," Wyma said. "This was an over- comfortably?" Wyma said.
"I hope the wider NVhitworth community
sight on our part: we didn't provide enough
To some, however, the in-dass reactions to becomes aware of the situation," Moreno
context to segue clearly into the theatre proj- the ITP were a demonstration of long-stand- said.
ect:
ing gender issues on campus.
The subject matter of past rIT's were disKing said she felt studcnt reactions to the
cussed in dasses prior to the presentation of ITP were representative of the degree of sexthe skits.
ism she has observed at the school.
Contact Candace Pontoni at candace.pon-This time, there was a sharp change of
"You ask the average Whitworth female toni@whitworthiati.cont.
subjects," Wyrna said. "I think that lent to if she feels oppressed and most likely *the
some sense of confusion:"
response will be 'No, of course not. I feel as
ferod Jarvis, Opinions aiul Online Editor,
Some students who expressed concern via though I'm treated the same as male stu- contributed to this
article. Contact Jarvis at
e-mail stated they felt the Core 350 team had dents" King wrote in a recent e-mail. But
jerodlarvis@whitworthian.cont.
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Study shows increase in mean GPA
Evanne Montoya
Staff Writer
The average GPA at Vhitworth
increased from 2.87 in 1965 to
3.06 in 1985 according to a recent
study by Richard Schatz, prolessor of economics and business,
and senior Joshua Jensen.
The increase is likely a manifestation of grade inflation, the process by which average grades at a
university increase over time due
to a number of factors.
Using a representative sample
of transcripts from thc graduating classes of 1965, 1975 and
1985, Schatz and Jensen estimated average overall, categorical and departmental GPAs. The
found that most of the inflation
occurred in the period between
1965 and 1975. There was a significantly smaller increase from
1975 to 1985, with sciences and
humanities experiencing deflation of grades. The slowing of inflation may have been a response
to the increases of thc decade before, according "Grade Inflation
at Whitworth: Examining Grading Trcnds from 1965 to 1985," a
rcport completed by Schatz and
Jensen.
"The prevailing thcory for the
sharp [nationwide) increase in
grades over the 1965 to 1975 period is that professors became more

lenient in grading over the period
In order to protcct students that
wcrc avoiding the draft during the
Vietnam NVar," the report stated.
Vietnam War administrators
recognized the rapid inflation
that occurred and put forth a
great effort to get grades back un-

The issue impacts schools nationwide. Schools typically have
had an average point increase of
more than a tenth of a point per
decade since the 1980s, according
to the rcport.
"The problem with grade inflation is that it decreases the ability
of higher education institutions
to measure a student's ability and
performance, and consequently
lessens the overall value of higher
education; according to the report.
While somc argue that grade
inflation is not important as the
grading scale is relative, according
to the report, Jensen said thc fixed
parameter of the four-point scale
is where problems arc caused.
"It's a capped scale that has a
growing average, which means
things are more or less just getting squished together; now it's
harder to differentiate between
different levels of acadcmic ability," Jensen said.
This difficulty in differentia
tion occurs especially on the upper end of the scale, where thc
distinction between "good" and
"excellent" students is no longer
easily discernible.
Another problem that grade inflation can present is a snowballing effect.
"In the long run, courses will
change to grade easier as hardergrading courses will remain unpopular," according to the report.
Providing information to thc
faculty alerting thcm to the prcscncc of grade inflation in an institution is the only method that has
bccn found .cffectivc in dealing

Grade Inflation' A Whitworth Study
Between 1965 and 1985, many departments at Whitworth experienced grade
Inflation. which Is an Increase In the average GPA over time.The following
shows those departments, and how much Inflation they experienced in relation to the other departments. Inflation ranges from .19 to .79 GPA points.

e

Chcmistry

Psychology

rt
Music
A

History
English
Sociology
e Math
Political
Education

I

Speech

e Core

Department

eSize o(grade
point increase

Physics
0.0
Low Inflation

0.5
change in average GPA by points
(1985 GPA minus 1965 GPA)

1.0

High Inflation
Annate Farrell/ Whitworthian

curbing grade inflation.
with thc issue, Jensen said.
"You would be coming from
"What I'm hoping is that faculty and students will see this and an academic institution that has
be more aware of the issues of higher standards; Jensen said.
Although Jensen was not able
grade inflation, and its potential
dangers," he said.
to work with Schatz this semester,
If grade inflation were to be Schatz has been continuing his
contained or reversed, it would research, with thc help of sophoresult in lower grades for stu- more Stephen jansons, to analyze
dcnts, Jensen said.
the data from 1985 through to the
"That's thc irony of this whole' present.
project; I'm a student complaining
Contact Eranne Montoya at
that thc professors aren't grading
me hard enough," he said.
evanne.motoya@whitworthian.
There are, however, benefits to cons.

New RDs will provide 'energy'
Haley Atkinson
Staff Writer

rftnitA

der control.

and past RAs, faculty and staff members. The
scarch committee review applications and
determines which candidates will go on to
As thc 2009-2010 academic ycar comes to a phone interviews. Out of those candidates, a
close the Whitworth community prepares to select fcw arc brought to campus.
send off Katrina Golden, Sean Mulcahy and
This year, 110 people applied for the three
Tyler Pau, RDs for Duvall, Ballard and Mc- open RD positions. The search committee
added an additional component of Skype inMillan and Warren, respectively.
The hiring process for those positions is un- terviews for somc candidates. Five or six apderway, with two of the three open positions plicants were then brought to campus.
determined. Matthew Baker and CyBelle Bar"When candidates come to campus they are
thelmess will fill two of the openings.
subjected to a demanding schedule," itlandevBaker, a graduate assistant in student stud- ilk said.
RD candidates meet with a chaplain, with
ies, is currently finishing his master's in student development at Geneva College, in Bea- representatives front human resources, and
ver Falls, Pa. Ile received his undergraduate with Kathy Storm, vice president of student
degree in art education, from University of life. Candidates also receive a tour of Spokane,
St. Francis University in Joliet, Ill. Student meet with current members of residence life
lifc first learned of Baker
and student staff, and tour
through formcr Arend RD
Prime Times. A formal interview is arranged for each
Tim Caldwell, who told stu"When candidates come to
candidate that reaches this
dent life he was the best student leader he worked with campus they are subjected to a stage of the hiring process.
at St. Francis.
During the formal interdemanding schedule!'
view the candidate is asked
"lie has a great energy,
Dick Mandeville,
to handle various situations
and inquisitivcncss," said
Assodate Dean ofStudents
they would encounter as an
Dick Mandeville, associate
RD. The candidates work
dean of students.
with several students in role
Barthelmess has received
play situations and are asked
her master's in international cducation from SIT Graduate Institute, in to take part in a simulation that requires them
Brattleboro, Vt. She earned her bachelor's in to handle a phone call from an angry parent.
It is through the rigorous process student
communications from Gordon College, in
life determines the candidates that are most
Wenham, Nlass.
"She has a very interesting background," qualified for the RD positions.
Once the final hiring decisions are made,
Mandeville said. She worked as the dean of
students for an international training institute Mandeville will determine which residence
in South Africa, was an advisor for a student hall each of the new RDs will be living for next
traveling program and worked for a ministry year.
Each of the departing RDs has had an imin Pasadena, Calif;
New RD's are hired nearly every year. The pact on the Whitworth community during
hiring process for RD's begins every Decem- their time at the school.
Tyler Pau has been an RD for five years, and
ber and ends in early January. After reviewing
and updating the position description stu- will be finishing this year in Warren.
"Tyler is a remarkable scout of student
dent life begins advertising nationally, in the
Chronicle of lligher Education and amongst leadership potential, and has a unique ability
other national student affairs organizations. to grow student leaders," Mandeville said. "He
A fairly large search committee is complied,
has a gift of moving seemlessly between culconsisting of several current RDs, current tures, which makes hint very approachable to

students."
Katrina Golden came to Whitworth with
a unique background, as she had no previous experience working in higher education.
She has been a positive force of change within
Whitworth student life, running the RA hiring process, and working to improve the RA
training manual.
"Katrina is gifted in creating ideas for great
programs, marketing them, and working with
student leaders to execute these programs,"
Mandeville said. "She works very hard, she's
tireless. She has very high standards for the
product we put out in terms of campus programs and training for leaders."
Golden's unique background has been noticed and appreciated by her RAs.
"She has a lot of experience in the psychological side of student life," Anthony Priest,
Duvall RA, said.
Danny Gubitz, Duvall RA, said it has been
amazing to work with Golden.
"She's one of the most encouraging people I
know," Gubitz said.
Sean Mulcahy had experience as an RD at
another institution prior to Whitworth, and
has facilitated growth and development within campus life, especially in the area of men's
programs.
"Sean has a particular interest in spiritual
formation of men. He has worked with a
group of male student leaders to develop programs on campus; Mandeville said. "These
programs have given hundreds of students on
campus an opportunity to hear from faculty
and staff on topics related to spiritual formation and healthy masculinity;
While there will be significant changes
on campus with the leaving of these RDs,
'Mandeville is confident the transition will go

well
"We have new RDs every year," Mandeville
said. "An infusion of energy and new ideas
will be balanced with the loss of 13 collective
years of RD experience that really can't be re-

placer

Contact Hale;' Atkinson Italeyatkinson@
whitworthiatt.cont.

Attorney General
of Washington
visits Whitworth
Last week, Washington Attorney General Rob
McKenna met with Whitworth administrators and
lectured to a group of political science and accounting
students during a campus
visit. During his lecture,
McKenna spoke about a
lawsuit he recently joined
against two clauses of the
new health care reform.
According to McKenna's
lyebsite, the lawsuit will address the unprecedented
and unconstitutional requirement that individuals
lacking health insurance
must purchase private insurance or face a fine, and
the massive expansion of
the Medicaid program
which will unconstitutionally require states to spend
billions more on this program at a time whcn state
budgets are already in crisis:*

McKenna also spoke of
his defense of the latest
challenge to Washington
state's Public Records Act
On April 28 he defended in
front of thc Supreme Court
the right of the public to
view petition signatures.

Senior is awarded
Fulbright grant

to teach English
Senior Gillian Goodrich,
an international studics and
Spanish major, has received
a Fulbright Scholarship to
teach English in Argentina.
A full story on Goodrich's receipt of the scholarship will be available on
the whitworthian.com next
week.

Commissioning

of ROTC cadets to
take place Friday
The Whitworth ROTC
cadets will join the Gonzaga ROTC cadets for a
commissioning ceremony
at Gonzaga University this
Friday, May 7, at 5 p.m. in
the Cataldo Globe Room at
Gonzaga University.
Compiled by Ira AfrIntosh and

Gotdace Pontani
Sources: Whititorth.cdu,
www.arg.wa.gor

CORRECTIONS &

CLARIFICATIONS
In the April 27 issue of
the NVhitworthian, an article in the sports section
incorrectly stated the AVItitworth softball team played
a four-game series against
Willamette University at
home. The game series took
place at NVillamette.
The Whitworthian is committed to providing

the Whitworth community with the most accurate information posible. The Ihbitworthian never knowingty publishes inaccuracies. If
you tuve a comment or question about the
fairness or accuracy ola story, send an e-mail

to editor4whitworthian.com.
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Center gives students career assistance
Caitlin Richmond

Although the economy has been affectScene Editor
ing employment. Pyre said students still
conic to him looking for the same things
College can be overwhelming for in- they did before the recession started.
coming freshmen. Most arc in a new place.
"I would say that students are tending to
surrounded by people they don't know. be a bit more focused and proactive in the
One thing that can make it even more process," he said. "lhey aren't waiting till
overwhelming is the prospect of finding the last minute and being so desperate."
a job.
The urgency that students feel is espeThe Career Services department on cially important for those about to graducampus can help. ibis website has listings ate, because hiring of college graduates
for on and off campus jobs (sonic of which has gone down 22 percent, according to
arc work study jobs) as %veil as intern- the National Association of Colleges and
ships.
Employers.
"We post all the
Despite thc economy,
jobs online, and we
there are still things stu"Espedally during an economic
encourage students
dents can do to prepare
to go there first: said
down tum, internships lay the
themselves for after gradLaurie
Armstrong
uation life. It's important
groupwork for future
Sargent, coordinator
to establish contacts early,
employment opportunities."
for student employPyre said.
Sandy Nowack,
ment. "I'm happy to
"Start building relationhelp students look Assistant Dirtctor elCareer Services:Internships ships with those that can
through that list, beassist you in achieving
cause it can be a little
your goals," he said. "Condaunting.**
duct informational interviews, participate
Career Services can also help alum- in internships, arrange for informational
ni looking for jobs. Although they go interviews and start building that network
through thc same process as curreist stu- so that as you transition you will have a
dents, Andrew Pyre, assistant director of solid foundation:*
Career Ser:ices: job development has noInternships are an easy way for students
ticed that thcrc is onc main difference for to add more contacts to their network
alumni.
said Sandy Nowack, assistant director of
When alums come to us there is a Career Services: internships. Not only do
greater sense of urgency, meaning they ei- intcrnships provide students with conther lost their job, or arc unsatisfied and tacts they can consider when looking for
wanting a change: he said. "Also, they paying jobs, sometimes an internship can
may have family now depending on them turn into a job.
and because of their roots that they have
"Especially during an economic down
established they may be less apt or able to turn, internships lay the groundwork
relocate:
for future employment opportunities:
Armstrong said she has seen more Nowack said. "After completing an inalumni visiting Carccr Services in the past ternship, students are often offered fullycar because of the economy.
time work after graduation."
According to an article published in
Even if students aren't offered a job after
the Spokesman Review on Dcc. 30, 2009, thcy finish their internship, they usually
the unemployment rate is currently at 10 have a better idea of what a job in their
percent, the highest it been in thc past 30 svanted career field will actually be like.
years.
Nowack said.

Its like a reality check: she said. Or
it's like test driving a car. It may look beautiful, but when yo u drive it you always find
things you don't like about it."
Nowack said students can discover all
sorts of things from an internship. including what it's like to work full time. and
what exactly a job they are interested in
entails.
"You won't know if you like it until you
experience it: junior Megan Fraser said.
"Then you can decide if you want to stay
in that field."
Fraser is a marketing major. and works
in Career Services.
Although Career Services has a wide
variety of things to help students beyond
internship, Fraser thinks that students
don't take advantage of everything Career
Services has to offer.
they do come to Career Services, it's
usually at the last minute: she said. Or
they are completely surprised at what we
actually have to help students:

if

Resources that Career Services offers to
students include self assessments, career
planning guide, mock interviews and information about graduate schools.
Pyrc has also noticed that students don't
come into Career Services until they really
need something.
Ilicre's that mentality that if there's
no immediate need it's not on tny radar:"
he said. Career Services offers events for
students all throughout the year, as %veil as
talking to every freshmen seminar class,
in hopes to encourage students to take advantage of the department.
The biggest thing students might not realize about Career Services is that it is designed to help them. Armstrong said students should feel free to talk to her about
anything they have questions about, and
all the events that take place throughout
the school year are put on only for student
benefit. Pyre said.
Contact Caitlin Rid:mini at caitlia.
richat ondet whit wo rthia n.com.

Paid Summer Jobs and Internships!
Soco insurance: Liberty Lake. Property Claims Intern
Lockheed Martin: Richland, Computer Science internship
Storting Savings Bank Spokane, Business internship
YMCA:

Spokane. Comm. Internship

Northwest Loadefship Foundatiorr. Tacoma. Service to Undorprivilegad

Spoodpro Imaging: Spokane Valley, Marketing
Northwestern Mutual Financial Network: Spokane, Financial Rep. Intern
West Corp.: Spokane, Telephone SupportiWireless Support Rep.

First Im.estors Corporation: Seattle. Post-Graduation Business Job
Find MVO informaton at:

mirwaihihvoatt edatareetsenices
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A liberal arts major with a graduate degree in Business. Unstoppable.
Whitworth's MBA or MBA in International Management provides you an additional foundation on which to build your
career, taking your liberal arts degree a step further. Classes are offered in the evening in a 6-week accelerated
format so you can work while completing your education.

Whitworth.edu/MBA
509.777.4606
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ED!TORIAL: IN THE LOOP

Robinsons leave lasting
mark on Whitworth

latuartitian

SOUNDING BOARD: WHITWORTHIAN'S WEEKLY POLL
Are you staying in Spokane over summer vacation?
Vote in the poll online at whitworthian.com or e-mail thoughts to editor@whitworthian.com

In less than two months, Whitworth will
reach the end oían era. June 30 will mark
the last day of Bill Robinson's 17-ycar tenure as Whitworth's 17th president. Much
has been said over the past year about Robinson's immense contributions to Whitworth. He and his wifc Bonnie have worked
for thousands of hours with hundreds of
people over thc years to shape Whitworth
University into what it is today.
The statistics are impressive: 60 percent
growth in enrollment; 518 percent increase
in freshman applications; a steady increase
in financial support from university friends
and alumni; and more than $83 million in
campus improvements, including thrcc
new residence halls, the first stage of the
science center, several new athletics buildings, Lied Center for the Visual Arts and
SVeyerhaeuser Hall.
For students, however, Bill and Bonnie's
contributions to the campus go far beyond
anything that can be recorded on paper.
Bonnie has spent countless hours practicing in order to accompany the Women's
Chorus during their conccrts. Bill has
made it a point to stay connected with students by attending student events, communicating a few times a year with students
via e-mail and eating lunch occasionally

in the cafeteria. Both Bill and Bonnie have
opened up thcir home to students for years
around the holidays, offering a break from
thc stresses of finals week to cram into thc
Robinsons' living room for carols, cookies
and cider.
Bill has served as a godly leader, an outstanding example of Christianity standing in the gap, walking the narrow ridge.
We applaud his service, his character, his
devotion to Whitworth's mission and his
dedication to his faith. We could not have
asked for a better man to lead us through
the last 17 years.
The editors of The Whitworthian have
particularly appreciated Bill's leadership
throughout the years. We appreciate that
he has respected the students' need for
their own publication, one that allows students to voice their own opinion, while still
recognizing that as student journalists, we
can and do make mistakes.
Whitworth found something truly
unique in the Robinson family. Their
warmth and openness with the community has changed the way students will view
the university president for years to come.
We're glad to see that Bill's successor, Beck
Taylor, is excited and enthusiastic to start
forming his own relationships with the
campus when he arrives next year. We are
looking
the next step in Whitforward.to

worth's history.
But even as we move forward, we count
ourselves privileged to have been students
at this university during the tenure of Bill
Robinson. It's a badge of honor that we will
wear proudly as alumni-the last Robinson
generation.
While there is much that we could say
about Bill and Bonnie's service to Whitworth, two words best sum it up: Thank
you. Thank you for investing so much into
Whitworth and its students; thank you for
helping make it into the university it is
today; thank you for leaving a legacy that
will echo into future decades and challenge
future Whitworth students to aim high.
Editorials in the "In the Loop- section reflect
the majority opinion of the Editorial Board,
which is made up offive editors.
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Harsh graders good for the soul
Anothcr thing that I will never do again is skip too many
classes, assuming thc penalty won't be that bad. Students, read
JACOUELY11
and re-read your syllabuses! I missed onc too many classes
WHEELER
and was dropped a letter grade, which considering the deal
I have with my parents for grades, was a costly choice. Now I
don't skip class unless I absolutely have to.
The thing about these instanccs is that it only took one big
At Whitworth we have a full spectrum of professors from
penalty to whip me into shape. Sometimes, wc need a little
tough to very lenient.
grace. For that reason I am very grateful for professors who
I was going to make this opinion about how professors in
are very liberal with extensions and gracious when wc screw
general should fall more into the hard rathcr
up a little. Tough teachers teach us thc life
than the lenient category because it makes us
lessons, but sometimes it is the ones who
more responsible as students. I have learned "When I got the
paper back with aren't super hardcore that make themselves
so much from thc couple of harsh lessons 1
tn' e huge markdown, I received
approachable enough for students to seek
have had from strict professors.
more counsel from them.
What I realized is that the spectrum of it humbly. I was glad I couldn't
Using myself as an example again: when
get away with bending the
teachers that we have here is absolutely nechave
all these ideas that I run out of time to
essary to thc Whitworth environment. It is rules. If I could, I would probably
work
with, it is helpful to be able to get an
what makes us so unique. We get babied here do it again. Good news: it never
extension.
Then I really work out my ideas.
and there, but sometimes it's just what wc
happened again."
After
all,
that
is why we are here.
need to keep going and feel likc our profesNot
only
that,
but some of the most laidsors are on our side.
back
and
easy
classes
I've taken have freed
I've always been the kind of student that
me
up
the
most
to
just
absorb a lot of inforwill get really excited about course material,
mation
and
actually
cnjoy
it.
start on an assignment early and then never touch it again until
No matter what kind of teacher you have, you should apprethe last minute. My procrastination leaves me with lots of ideas
ciate
how thcy are trying to shape you. We need all of them for
I am excited about, but not nearly enough time to indulge all
the
best
cducation. Especially when they hold you accountable
of that nerdy-ness.
to
strict
deadlines. Or have a lot of grace to work with you. In
Students like me need the professors that will take 10 perthe
"real
world," whatever that is, people mean business. Whitcent off of our grade when our paper is only a few hours late.
worth
needs
teachers who will force students outsidc of the
Yes, this happened to me a little over a year ago. The paper was
pinecone
curtain.
five hours late, and the syllabus had said it was 10 percent off
And never be afraid to talk to them about anything. Even
for each day it was late. Since it wasn't a full day late, I tried
to bend the rules. When I got the paper back with the huge the most difficult and intimidating teachers are here to help.
markdown, I received it humbly. I was glad I couldn't get away
with bending the rules. If I could, I would probably do it again.
WHEELER Is a junior ma}oring in English. Comments can be sent to }acguetyn.wheelet@
Good news: it never happened again.
whitworthian.com.
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A COLUMN BYJEROD JAR VIS
011 my. Its the last ?Anse of the school year. I've
thought long and hard for the last five minutes about
what to write this edition of The Muse on. I love you,
gentle readers. I want to go out on a good note.
Alternatively, I suppose I could write a column that
isn't funny at all and get irony points. I could write it
about clubbing baby seals or finals or computer nerds
who write video game reviews in their spare time because they have no real prospects.
On the other hand, I don't really feel like talking
about my life.
Humor columns are hard to write, you know. They
don't just come or appear out of thin air. 1 mean, sometimes they do, I guess. LARPing was a pretty easy target. So was Canada. Big surprises there.
But in general, this is hard work. It's a big responsibility, being a humor columnist.The pressure is immense.
Being the only piece of content in the newspaper that
people actually consistently read is no cakewalk. I have
to keep you plebes entertained!
I love that word, by the way. Plebes. Someone should
go back through archives and count the numbcr of
times I've used it. E-mail me the answer and I'll give

you a prize. Seriously. Do it.
Anyway. Humor is hard. Not hard intellectually, per
se. More hard on the kidneys, because the only consistcnt way to pound out a column likc this is to hype
yourself up so high on sugar your cavitous teeth leap
screaming from your mouth (hint: if you hurry, you
can head them off at the Listcrine aisle at Walgreens.
Teeth are predictable.)
But I do it for you. Not just because I'm a narcissist. In fact, I'm the opposite. I'm quite humble, really.
People talk about it all the time. I love hearing people
talk about how humble I am. It's my favorite.
Here's an example of the writing process: I walk into
the media office without a sweet clue. I sit down at
my desk and begin imbibing Jolly_ Ranchers and Pixie
Sticks. After about 20 minutes of this, my cycs are so
dilated I can't sec my entire computer scrccn without
moving my head. This is good. It helps mc focus.
Finally I gct started, spit out four to five hundred
words and then realize that I've used up my initial
Idea's potential. I then completely change the subject.
Bloomsday was Sunday. I celebrate Bloomsday every
year by complete's forgetting about it until see people
staggering aroun wearirT brightly colored shirts.
I don't participate in B oomsday bccausc it violates
several of my core values, namely that of never running
distances greater than one end of Whitworth's campus
to the other. I originally had much stricter rules on this
subject, but my habit of being perpetually late to class
forced me to reevaluate.
I lawyer, if I wcrc to run Bloontsday, I svould do it
right. One has to dress appropriately. And I don't mean
running shorts.
Some people have it figured out. There was a scout
trooper from "Star Wars: Return of the Jedi" walking
the course. Spidcrman WaS apparently there, too.
Some people feel that sprinting up Doomsday 11111 is
somc kind of big freaking deal. They are wrong. Until
you have sprinted up it in a suit of armor made entirely
from Legos, you have not truly done anything significant in your lifc.
I guess I should get back to writing this last humor
column. I've been rambling when I should be focusing
on making this Muse awesome before I run out of spa
1

JARVIS is a junior majoring in journalism. Comments can be sent to jerod.

janasokhitworthian.com.

"Can't Ijust watch the television in peace?"
.SLuicline

No TV good for students
There are a lot of things I love about college. My friends,
the learning environment, the freedom, the responsibilityall have added up to a great experience thus far that I hope
most people can relate to. Of course, it istit a realistic situation, and college life (especially on campus) is a poor reflection of how to live in the real world. It lacks a lot of things
that arc available to those out there, but this isn't always a
bad thing. A case in point is television.
Now, I don't have any inherent hatred of TV, but I do
think that it can be a terrible distraction for those at college. I think it possesses a bunch of characteristics that are
contrary, distracting or detrimental to the best things about
university lifc.
A quick look around shows plenty of activities available
for college students:Mere are intramural sports, musical instruments, games of catch, pine cone chasing, concerts, art
projects, jobs, even video games, all of which sum as better,
more interactive pastimes than sitting in front of a TV.
I suppose my beef witts television is that it tends to be a
passive, rattier lonely experience when thc alternatives are
making friendships and actually doing things. Everybody
knows that thc latter option is a lot more fun, but it's simply
easier to plant oneself in front of the screen. I guess it's more
convenient. I have seen too many people content to sit inside and vegetate, ignoring either their studies or, lately, the
beautiful weather with which we've been blessed. It makes

pie that with the generally amiable social atmosphere here,
and wc have the perfect forum for making enjoyable, meaningful friendships that will hopefully last for years after
graduation. Television, of course, is not a part of this system.
In fact, it sticks our butts in a chair or on a couch, rather
than skipping through thc Loop, hand-in-hand with good
friends, chasing merrily after pine concs. It's a no-braincr if
you ask me.
Of course, television isn't completely bad; I'm all for
watching thc playoffs (of just about any sport), the news,
jeopardy (now THAT'S an interactive program), or the occasional weekly show, but the problem is that it's so addicting. It's all well and good for television to be a study break or
something, but it can easily become all a person wants to do
in their free time. At a place like Whitworth, what with its
traditions, easy-to-find social hotspots, and simply beautiful campus, that's tragic. NVhy watch TV when we could be
making memories?
And that's why I'm so thankful that it's hard to consistently watch TV here on campus. Surc, there's the coffee shop
TV, as well as Hulu and network websites, but by and large,
it's difficult to spcnd a whole lot of time in front of thc tube.
It makes me wonder how I'll react to the television when I
leave this place; I guess I can only hope that the minimal use
of television at college will spill over (both for me and everyone else) into habits of doing more fun things later on in
life. I always figured ¡fi sfart the habit of not watching television now, it'll carry into the real world; hopefully, such a
habit will lead to greater productivity at home, as well as the
opportunity or freedom to go make adventures. I would encourage other people to do the same, and I think it shouldn't
be too hard considering the thankful dearth of television on
Whitworth's campus. Believe me, it's a good thing.

mesad.
I think one of Whitworth's greatest strengths is the fact
that it's pretty small. This makes it easy to get a lot of face
time with other students, even if thcy live off campus. Cou-

GJEFLE is a junior majoring in English and biology. Comments can be sent to
andrew.gjeflegwhitworthian.com.

ANDREW

GJEFILE

Gilman Scholarship gets student abroad
Rebecca Schofstoll
Guest Cohminist
In late August of this past summer I
stepped off a plane into a different world.
The place was the city of Chengdu in the
People's Republic of China. I was beginning a semester-long study abroad program
through the International Student Exchange
Program (ISEP). Although I was born in
China back in 1989 when my parents were
teaching English there, I had not been back
since leaving when I was 2 years old. The
experience was life-altering and extremely

cye-opening. It was wonderful to immerse
myself in a different culture and I was able to
experience a variety of new sights, sounds,
smells and customs. One of the most exciting
parts of the experience was meeting people
that I would othenvise never have known if
I had not studied abroad. It %vas one of the
best e.xperiences of my life, if not the best.
I have had many conversations with other Whitworth students who would love to
study abroad if given the opportunity, but
feel finances prevent them from doing so. I
believe that all students should take the opportunity to study abroad if at all possible. I
think that Whitworth is an excellent school
to have the opportunity to do so bemuse of
Jan Term, in which a student does not need
to take otra whole semester to visit another
country. I was a recipient of the Benjamin A.
Gilman International Scholarship for study
abroad which is awarded through the Bureau of Educational and Cultural Affairs at
the U.S. Department of State. Recipients of

the scholarship am asked to promote their
study abroad experience, share information
about the opportunities that are available to
travel to a foreign country a.nd encourage
other students to apply for scholarships that
help make such experiences possible. NVithout reservation, I strongly encourage Whitworth students to at least consider the possibility of studying abroad and to look into
the many outside sources of funding that
are available to help students experience life
outside of the United States.
The opportunity provided to students for
personal growth through creating a global
and cultural learning environment is one
that will help in any future employment
experience. Many jobs are now looking for
culturally competent individuals and there
is an ever-increasing need for multilingual
employees. Judith McHale, under secretary
of state for public diplomacy and public affairs said, "Today more than ever before,
study abroad can help our students to un-

derstand our interconnected world and [to]
participate productively in the global economyr
All students who qualify for a Federal
Pell Grant may apply for the scholarship,
and additional priority is given to students
with: Z) diverse ethnic backgrounds 2) those
withdisabilities, 3) studying outside of nontraditional countries, such as those outside
of 1Vestern Europe, and 4) studying in areas
that speak critical need languages, induding
Mandarin, Arabic, Russian, and others. Approximately one out of every three students
who apply receives an award.
Being awarded the Gilman Scholarship
helped me accomplish my goal of studying
in China. If you have any interest in studying in a foreign country, I encourage you to
consider applying.
SCHOFSTOIL is a junior majoring in intemational studies.

Comments can be sent to editor@whitworthian.com.
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Repeating LARPing event a good idea
ANDREW
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SfA9-ETIME!

For the last couple weeks or so, there's been an excited
buu about Whitworth's campus. Like the swine tlu last
fall, it spread from dorm to dorm gaining more momentum as it %vent-and few were immune. This excitement
got more and more noticeable until it was impossible to
ignore, culminating last Saturday in the greatest thing
EVER to occur at Whitworth.
Of course, I'm talking about the giant battle of people
sporting foam and duct tape weapons and armor in the
middle of thc Loop. Officially advertised as "A New Reckoning," it was hugely successful, with a couple hundred
people turning out by my estimates. It started with a
bunch of one-on-one fights which, although entertaining. were nothing compared to the massive all-out battle
which occurrcd afterward.
In this final fight, thc participants split into two sides
and faced off for a last-man-standing-wins battle for the
ages. At this point, people were yelling and cheering, but
when the time came to actually charge, it turncd out a little disappointing. People ran a little ways, but then slowed
down and just kind of stared at each other; eventually,
a bit of a brawl ensued, but the whole thing ended in a
stalemate. Still, it was a pretty cool thing that happened.
In the brief time I got to watch these goings-on, I was
struck by what a good thing this could be for the Whitworth community. I personally would not have expected
so many folks to turn out for it, but word apparently got
around the dorms; Prime Times were used to make weapons, and people came dressed from head to foot in the
most delightfully absurd outfits. In short, people simply
had a whole lot of fun on Saturday, April 24.
Because of the positive feelings toward thc event, and abound. It would sem as a great attraction to pre-frost'.
combined with some conversations I've had with people Perhaps a long-table feast could be instituted as a celebrawho wish thc same, I think the battle in thc Loop should tion afterward.
be roisited. In fact, given the overwhelmingly large turnApart from fostering a generally festive atmosphere
out, it could take the place of other. less popularly attendabout campus, having weekly battles
ed events (I'm looking at you, Frisbee
could also !env as a forum for people
Fridays), even to the point where there
to work out their differences thc oldcould be a Whitworth Battle Club or "In the brief time I got to watch fashioned way. By fighting with harmbe really easy to do, too; these goings-on, I was strudc by less wcapons, people could take out
something.
I mean, the weapons are already made,
what a good thing this could be thcir aggression with a sense of equality
and that's about all that's needed.
and fairness. And it wouldn't just have
for the Whitworth community
The benefits of such a tradition
disputes; enI
the battle in the Loop to be limited to personal
would be revolutionary. First of all. Fri- ... think
forcements of thc Big 3 could change to
should be revisited."
day Battles (as I'm going to call it from
simply requiring the perp to take on the
a
wonderful
now on) would serve as
offensive line of the Whitworth football
form of stress relief. Physical exertion
tcam. Eventually, such a system could
itself is a good reprieve from the routinc of school work. catch on across the county and abroad, effectively replacHow much better would it be to get that along with thc ing the peace studies major and saving Whitworth some
satisfaction of pummeling somebody alongside the head! more money.
Fabricating weapons and flags could be a useful creative
Of course, there arc risks to promoting an activity likc
outlet. Friends would be made, and good cheer would this. People might take things too far, laying siege to the

Lucas

KAISilutvwthian

president's mansion; we want to show Beck Taylor some
hospitality and consistent fighting might compromise
that. Also, I would be willing to bct that Friday Battles
would lead to the campus sectioning into dorm communities. ibis, of course, would give an unfair advantage to
Duvall, which was built, complete with bridge and moat,
under specific pressure from the Spokane Renaissance
Society.
Still, "a Ncw Reckoning" was such a success that I
would be willing to face the risks in the hope that it will
happen again. People had fun, good feelings abounded,
injuries were very minimal and people arc still enthused.
The bcncfits arc simply undeniable and for that reason, I
think it should be a continued activity.

GAF LE is a junior majoring in English and biology. Comments ran be sent to

andrevr.gjefietiwhonorthiarteoin.

As summer approaches, students prepare
MOLLY

FERREE
ougvsi

Chances are these days that if you turn
to your neighbor in class and ask him or
her, "Flow many days of school do we have
left?" he or she will spout off not only days
total, but days ofjust classes, days counted
without weekends, days until graduation
and even days until they are done with
Core forever. Whitworth students are preparing for summer and if it weren't for
this batch of dreary weather We've been
served, Id bet teachers would find their
classrooms overtly empty.
The other typical small talk question
students have on their minds (you Icnow
the one you ask the cute guy in the French
dip line just to have something to talk
about) is, "What are you doing this summer?" Once our usual life at Whitworth is
over, forever or just for the summer, in two
weeks, what's going to occupy our time?
Let me surmise for you, then, what I
think a typical Whitworth student will
be thinking or feeling on any random day
come mid-July.
I. Dear Lord, what was I thinking applying for this internship? If this is what my

future job is likc ... I quit my major. The out what you arc, it's going to be time to
surge of juniors applying for internships come back to school.
Niom, Dad, I'm 20 years old. Do not
during the latter half of the semester was
a little daunting when I considered what try and tell me I can't go to Jack in the Box
at 3 in the morning, I have to keep up with
I will do for my own internship. We Is-ere
bombarded with e-mails talking about my weekend tradition! Oh, the curfew.
opening after opening for summer intern- I-low parents think that the "you arc in my
ships, so how do you choose the right one? house so you are living by my rules" arguMy thoughts arc you take what's offered ment holds up is beyond me. h just seems
for you, but this doesn't mean it's going a little ridiculous that parents think that
to be fun or interesting.
wc actually go to bed
Sure it'll look good on
before midnight when
paper, but I'm willing to
wc are at school. I mean,
mWhitworth students are
bet there are going to be
preparing for the summer and if it's probably not the best
quite a few- students out it weren't for this batch of drea- idea to spend your entire
there wishing they were
summer out to the wee
done with eight to five ry weather we've been served, hours of the morning,
hours of coffee runs, an- I'd bet teachers would find their but feeling like you are
swering phones and fildassrooms overtly empty!'
going to get grounded
ing papers.
for staying out late isn't
2. I feel like it's a time
a fun way to spend your
for a DTR, but he/she doesn't actually SUMMer.
know what one is ... how best to bring it
There is no food in my house! And
up? Quite often the summer brings about where are the clean dishes? What type of
summer flings from students going home place is this? You complain and pine for
and seeing a different sea of fish than home cooked meals while you are eatusual. We get conditioned at Whitworth ing yet another bowl of cereal for dinner
to talk about our feelings and figure out in the cafeteria, but what happens when
where our relationship is headed, even if your family is tired of feeding you? We are
it's only been three weeks. Good luck try- used to three or four meals a day where
ing to make someone you've just seen for we don't cook, we don't clean, and there is
the first time in nine months want to have an endless supply of whatever interesting
that pnversation.. By the time ypt..t,figure concoctipn ,is on the.menu for, that day.

Beware my friends, there will come a time
when you have to make your own breakfast and lunch and maybe even dinner. I
hope you can manage.
5. It's a Friday night and there is nothing to do ... I wish I was at school ... A
telltale sign of hitting the summertime
blues is uttering those words. When it
turns out that Spokane is more exciting
thenyour hometown and you can't wait to
come back in September so you can have
weekend plans, you have definitely sucked
in by the Whitworth community. Not that
this is a bad thing, though. It has to be a
sign of maturation that you no longer find
your high school fricnds offer as much entertainment as going pinccone hunting in
the Loop. Right?
Well, there you have it. If you find yourself wondering these, or similar, thoughts
midway through your summer vacation,
don't be alarmed. You are probably not the
only one, and really, it is to be expected.
Plus, then I get to say I told you so!

FERREE is a sophomore majoring in journalism and marketing. Comments can be sent to molyferree@whitworthian.
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Corcea350 theatre exercise reveals a need for better
du tion in dealing with sexism appropriately

the issue of racism. ihiS semester, however, appeared to support the sexist character, is
the theatre squad puttin on the program .deeply apologetic about his actions.
decided-to do it on sexism. All well and
"I tried to be funny when I shouldn't
'good so far.
have," he said. made a mistake'
The controversy erupts from the way
I fed for him. Several students expressed
the program was received the Core 350 the feeling that they hadn't been prepared
audience. Students weren't surc Iniw to re- for the subject. But even if the Core team
act to -the scenario-the situation centered had addressed sexism before the skit, the
around a male at a workplace 'telling sex- truth is that se.xism is difficult to even solist jokes and making offensive remarks to idly define, much less combat effectively.
a newly hired 'woman.
Sexism is difficult to
After- talldng to sevtadde; largely becauie our
eral students, I got the . "We shouldn't be shocked by
culture hasn't come to
feeling it wasn't all that this; I would arguewe shouldn't any condusions on what
different from a situait is, exactly. Conservative
eien waste too much time
Lion one 'might expect
b .
Christians have one idea;
emg upset about it. Rather,
p
t.
militant feminists have en"The Office:* And un. : we should address it Core 350
tirely another. And there
in particular must spend more
.forttinately for those
are a plethora of positions
that- put thc skit toboth more and less extime on the subject'
gether, "The Office" is
treme than either of those.
funny.
Bring up the subject
So people laughed. Or some people did, with another student, and chances are high
at least. And when it came. time for stu- that while you'll find snme things to agree
dents to volunteer to intervene in the skit on (Le., treating women likc sexual objects
to change its outcome, most of those that is definitely in the "do-not"
there
voltintecred didn't treat the scenario with a will be a great many other things that will
lot of seriousness.
be harder to agree on. Issues of biological
While some felt that this was done di- differences, psychological differences, na:liberately to affirm sexism or to treòt the turexs. nurture:, gender roles, Biblical manscenario like a joke, I suspect V -wasn't hood and womanhood, equal opportunity,
quite this malicious. It definitely wasn't in and a myriad other facets quickly arise durat least one case-senior Michael Wittwer, ing any discussion of the topic.
So the uproar that resulted from the Core
one of the students who volunteered and

i
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Whitworth University is no stranger to
controversy. One could even afgue that it's
part of the school's mission. Conflict is the
natural by-product of diversity: The trick
isn't to avoid conflict, but rathcr to channel
it into productive debate.
That in a nutshell, is one of the Piimary
goals ofCore 350: encouiaging debate in order to create synthesiied solutions to realworld problems. It's a ¡real concept, and a
fantastic capstone to .a Whitworth education. It's an opportunity to put fcct to the
wide variety of ideas we've been presented
with during our time here. And while 350
isn't a perfect program' (and the Core team
would be the (irst to admit that), it is agood
effort that will continue to get better. as the
team world dut the bugs.
One of those bugs took center stage last
Thesday. For the last few' semesters, the
theatre department has worked with the
Core team to produce an interaetive skit
that seeks to simulate a realistic situation
for students to respond hi. Check out the
news story on the front page for more of
thc details.
Historically, thc sIdt has centered around

cato),

350 exercise really shouldn't be as surpris- .
ing or offensive as it is eye-opening. Sexism, however you define it, is a real issue in
our world. The exercise served as a hard-to-

ignore indication that Whitworth students
aren't surc how to deal with it
We shouldn't be shocked by this; I
would argue we shciuldn't even waste too
much time being upset about it Rather,
we should address it. Core 350 in particular must spend more time on the subject;
dosses in general should spend less time
talking about sexism as a concept and more
time talldng about how to address it practically. Students should be encouraged to not
only detect and define sexist situations, but
to solve them.
Our culture has wrestled with SCILSM
since its inception, and while great strides
have been made, there is still muth disagreement on the proper way to define and
deal with sexist situations. 'Whitworth students should be shining exceptions to this
trend.
While there will likely alw-ays be disagreements on the finer points of the issue,
I sincerely hope we can get to a point where
the audience no longer sits and laughs while
sexism plays out before its eyes. We're better than that. 'Whitworth is better than that
Let's rise to the occasion.
JARVIS is a junior majoring in journalism. Comments can be

sent to jerod.janisciwhitvicohlan.com.

New.. iffira. igrati.o.n.. law a bad move
.

control the crime that has. surged because say that it wili free up jobs for unemployed attract more support from both Republiof the growing influx of people crossing the Americans, but the jobs often done by ille- cans and Democrats. Obama has said the
MOLLY
desert border between the Unitcd States gal immigrafits are the jobs no one else will process Ls going to be diffiCult and that he
FERREE
and Mexicci. No one faults the people of talcc. 1f460,000 members of the workforce needs to gain more Republican support,
mama
AriZona for being frustrated and fed up suddinly v-anish, factories; produce farms but surely lawmakers can see that Arizona's
at the federal government for no't enact- ad stores won't be able to Maintain pro- attempt to take control of its own problem
ing immigration reform, but to pass a bill duction.
will only cause other states to do thc same.
I have been blessed to be able to travel
of this nature seems to me to be borderline
Also, shopkeepers Who cater to the His- . All this will lead to Is a battle of unethical
to many different parts of the World during state's right fanaticism.
panic population have already felt thc cf- standards and frustration for all; citizens,
my life. My desire to understand and parThe first part of S.B. 1070 I take issue with fects of immigrants being afraid to 'even documented immigrant workers and illetake in another culture's tra.ditions has only is Section 2.B., which gives law enforcement step out of their doors.
gal aliens alike.
been fueled and encouraged by my stud- the right to determine the immigration sta- . No one wants to go to the
I believe, and most
ies and I look fonvard to the day when I tus of anyone reasonably suspected'of beAmericans ',All agree,
can live in a country 'other than the United ing an illegal alien. In Mesa, Ariz., Chiefof isstoargoiof dthcheyanthce'nokf ththeemre aHo-pefully now this is a red flag that it is not fair or right
.
States.
for thefederal government to for anyone to secretly
Police Frank Milstead said the law requires .being deported and thus
I am exceptionally lucky that I have the
immigrants to "prove their innocence be- the stores are soon goenter the country and
push immigration reform...
ability, as an American citizen, to travel and fore actually receiving a charge for their ing to be hurting to stay
surely lawmakers can see thai that immigrants should
reside wherever I wish. Lncky to be able to crime. Miranda rights go out the window if open.
Arizona's attempt to take control follow the legal process
walk down the street of virttially any coun- you really are a U.S. citizen and happened
If I want to give any,
and acquire documentatry in the world without being askid to see to leave your wallet at home. Not only will. benefit of doubt to An- .. of their own problem will only
tiori first. However, immy papers. Sadly, :there are. places where this open up thc problem of racial profiling, zonds legislature, which I
cause other states to do the
migration needs to be a
people must carry documentation to 'prove but it will stretch law enforcement's already really don't, I can sec thit
samef
federal issue, not a state-.
they belong.
limited resources even further.
lawmakers were trying
by-state issues
No, I'm not talldng aliout Nazi Germany
)
What is even more diseoncerting is the to follow the will of their
-Afte'r the struggles the
or the border between POlestine and Israel. provision that would allow law enforcement constituents to get the isstie under control.. United States.went through to gain our inI speak of current imMigration conditions
officers to arrest anyone thèy haie probable . Gov. Biewer believes that this law is the depen.dence and maintain the Union durin the United States and the new bill Ari- cause to believe committed a public offense best for the people of Arizona and has said ing the'Civil 'Nor, after we professed to be
zonis Gov. Jan Brewer signed into lair last without even needing a warrant. Many be- the law "protects every American citizen7
a place of refuge for the world's tired, poor
.
Friday, April 23.
lieve th4 will cause people to refrain from
Civil rights activists across the country, and huddled masses' yearning to breathe
A mere month after
reporting crimes because however, do not agree. They have taken free, after Americans fought and died to
blueprints' for new imthey are afraid ofdepor- up protests of this bill and Obama has in- improve civil rights in our country, I would
legislation
migration
formed the public the bill is being exam- think we are better than this.
. tation.
I
am exceptionally lucky that
were presented to PresiAnother
aspect of this ined by the Justice Department for civil
I hope that federal lawmakers, as well
dent Obama, Arizona's have the ability, as an American bill that I think will only rights violations. Department of Homeland as other state lawmakers, can see that Aricitizen, to travel and reside
GOP legislature passed
hurt Arizona is Secilon Security Secretary Janet Napolitano said in zona's action does not reflect the attitude of
S.B. 1070, the "Safe
where I wish. Sadly, there are
5.C. regarding the solici- an exclusive ABC News interview: That the Ameriam populace. And I hope, sinbill. places where people must carry tation or performance of one is a misguided law. It's not a good law cerely, that California, New Mexico and
Neighborhoods"
Amidst cries of protest,
work svithout legal docu- enforcement law. It's not a good law in any Texas take learn a lesson about the wrong
documentation to prove they
pleas of restraint and
mentation. It is illegal to number of reasons7
way to handle immigration, and focus their
belongf
even criticism from the
block traffic in order to
Hopefully now this is a red flag for the efforts on developing a fair and reasonable
president, Brewer agreed
try and higher workers federal government to push immigration law for the nation.
that it was time for the
looldng for day labor, and is also illegal to reforrn. On April 29, Sen. Harry Reid of
state government to take immigration into transport these workers to another loca- Nevada, Sen. Charles E. Schumer of New
its own hands.
tion to perform this work. For many immi- York, and Sen. Robert Mendez of New JerGranted, Arizona is the site of the larg- grants, this form of employrnent is the only sey released the framework for a compreest illegal immigrant population, about means they have to exist. Plus, what will hensive immigration reform that builds on FERREE is a sophomore majoring in journalism and marketing. Comments can be sent to monyferree@whitworthian.
460,000, and has struggled for years to this do to the economy then? Some may the blueprints fmm last month in order to cont
.
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The tinosiing Is an excerpt from attin
view aiaucted APri126 between Presf
Bill Robinson, hls wifi Bonnie and ThisWfdtworthian editor-iwcblef Morgan Feddési,,I
Feddes: There's been a lot o'f talk about how
;Whitworth has changed slnie_yoti pry' have
;aunt. Did you ever Imagine Whitworth could
'Change so mtich while you were here?
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Isio.1 didn't think we would see this much
citt:the cainpus. That's a stirprise, to ine:'
I thimght we wituld 'have grown this
not tonfething that we were 'Cotrimitto dóint.1,1
not,sure hoW it happeried,

frinkly,i-That .seniark 'Is less. facetious than you
IfIjOitake6ch building and say, You remember hii*, that weIapit;Yeait.":But when you
. sit hire and thlikjcif eirething,les); "Wow, this
is mire than I expectetLSVhat happened? How'd
'
that haPperi?*
You have the small thing. s adding up, and all

of a sudden you look at the bigger picture and
think, "i1rhoa."
.

ght. That's exaclly:right.lt didn't happen
willi 61g14 siaciiiithat's*kind-of neat because
there's a lot more ovincrship. If someone had
come along and given us a check for $50 million
and said, "Do a bunch of stuff," then I wouldn't be
sitting here, thinking, "How'd this happen?" But
that isn't the way it evolved. It's very cool-there
were a lot of different people making sacrifices
and working hard. (...)

This is going to be a near-impossible request,
but sum up your Whitworth experience.
Bill: I have loved being a part of this community. I'm pretty sure I have loved being a part of
the community more than I have loved being
the president in this community. That is to say,
I think I would have rattier had any numbcr of
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beinghere. the same: E-.1.1t-it mange the way I tauc M'stunnte: Our whole f
renni;and Bailley were .hete;vheitilié ifiYióts _dents. So thaelUttiOgtent. That could bi hard.
But I'm not iitticiPäting that things will be as
- e:tiiineef the Board, anClIke,gir1404 to'
B4lind jUlle about growing 'Op'htre: trot eviii::i hard because We'll be pietty btisy. We'll still be in";
meaning. I want,tò be
Prisideirei kid or pastor' kid has Ikvka thiyihroli; volved in things that
' deiiiisby,Alphavilovia .Ithereat'illié 00.41e; .:..involved in ministi'of:sonie Icind-and I
s'ffi.t thein; it's llic stideliWifili/hat'- : Ministry very broadlY:.7But I -hope that I'm hOnOr-God, following Clitlit 'arid serving humanity'
IdticlIfplackiEntges ill ,of thai 'Iliej:Icni'ir:i Icie,
so that Will bring ineaning. :.
of ficnIty aiid.stakids groWint 4fiekiand Tv'IS'Aidtei,
.., -., - 4i
.:'
of them webt tól-chnol here. les lots Of iiio. ii,-"I'tie.;:,',,,:
y
3-.
I plan to still play organ at First PreS=;
it's been a goodkonunurilty (o em. (.. .1,- .:.,) ,'spoitnic:
t.
',...:I-L..._'::::'..:: kl ;: /1 iiyteriari, as long as it can be flexible, which it hai'.
t:*, t; --;.
.:: ..1:7'";'
Do you fOrese4 anY' k,ind'òf pio-blenifforyou-. ,beedfor:ull these years. That Will be nice-I like i
' guys, in the tipeciiiiing.tiai;SitiOn, Or are there .,the people I work with, and it's a good place.
.....
any cioncerns you ha*ve?,;'''
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Bill: Nah. It's possible, I guess.
,

Bonnie: I think it's hard to know, any of that un.
tu you go through it. You sort of prepare yotirstlf,
but how do you prepare yourself if you've never
done it? You've moved before, you've &Me different jobs, that type of thing, but we haven't moved
away from a job (like this).

aP

s

s

:

t"-
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:Would ¡you still accompany the Women's
Choriis?

..

t

Bomar:pebble (Hansen) asked me. if I wanted
to, and I think I won't next year.
,

Bill: Yeah, talce a' year off.

Bonnie: Right. Igo to weekly rehearsals, and
she picks out beautiful Music and the piano part
usually is tricky. But I've loved it and I've learned
a lot, but I think next year it would be good
to talce the year off and then just see where
we are.
Bill: It'll be in everybody's bcst interests if
we're not around very much next year. It'll be
good for us, good for the Taylors, good for the
students. It's going to be way easier than anybody thinks for Beck to make a connection with
students, and it's because of what I talked about
earlier. I think this student culture here has been
so warmly connected to the president that I don't
think the students are going to miss a beat. He's

going to be warm, and they're just going to be
ready. ¡(he came in and was distant or aloof, that
would be a problem. But he's not going to be. He's
thrilled-they've never seen students like this.

I)

Do you have anything else you wanted to
jobs at Whitworth than the prcsidcncy someadd?
where else. I think maybe that contributed to
whatever effectiveness I've had in the presiBonnie: It's been a good fit.
dency; I didn't feel that this was an exalted
role. I just felt blessed to be a part of the comBill: I haven't been all sentimental or overly
munity. I knew what my job was, and I knew
nostalgic, but everyone knows we love it here.
when I had to make decisions. It's not that
It isn't that we won't miss the things that will be
I was timid, or that I didn't know what to
gone, but it just feels really good.
do in the role, or that I didn't like the role;
it just wasn't the best part of being in the
Bonnie: It feels like the right time to stop. And
community. Being thc president was not
don't you (Bill) think because it's been such a busy
the best part of being at Whitworth-being
year and it's busy right to the end, there's not timeat 'Whitworth was the best part of being at President BID Robl nson poses with k71177 alcon/Wgtim
the horneco I
to sit around and go "Aw:'
Whitworth.
ng football
Walker
D PI
D.
ank at
game septe be
I'll tell you what I did like about the
r 20044
Bill:That's been huge.
presidency more than anything else. I liked how
incredibly efficient I found maldng connections
Bill:Here's when it will hit me. I don't really feel
Bonnie: There just isn't. It hits me more than
with students. I couldn't make the kind of connection with a student from any other role as a sense of loss. Everyone says, "You must just be Bill. I'll feel that, but I think you (Bill) will feel it
deeply and expeditiously as I cari because I'm the feeling grief and lose I don't feel grief or loss. I when it's that time.
don't. Maybe I just haven't had time, and maybe
president.
I will, but I don't feel like I'm leaving WhitWorth
Bill: It's almost like you just had this huge
and going to South Carolina or anything like that. Thanksgiving dinner, and you're looking at your
Bonnie: It gives you entry, in some ways.
There's things that are sad about leaving the job; schedule and you think, "Oh, I'm not going to be
Bill: Yeah. This doesn't sound good, but it's al- there's things that are great about leaving the job: .able to go to the grocery store tomorrow-I usually go on Fridays, but I'm not going this Friday."
most as though the right you earn to be trusted You live with that balance.
But what will happen is [...] when the fresh- You're sitting there and you're so full that you
by a generation of students is passed on to future
generations through the culture, and so I don't men have graduated, I'll be back on the campus- don't care. I feel filled with joy and filled with my
have to keep earning trust every day. I think this maybe l'il be going for a run in the Back 40 and time here that I can't imagine that just dissipating.
job has contributed to that, so that's something I'll go into the Fieldhouse or I'll stop at the tennis It feels 'very good and it feels pretty natural-it's
l've loved about the job. (...) It isn't just the role- courts and there'll be students there, and I'll talk the way you do it. Like Bonnie said, it's time, and
it's also the culture. I haven't thought about it to students. It uill be totally different, completely it's good.
much, but now that I do think about it, it really different, and that's when I'll say, "Oh, man:'
Read the complete interview online at whitworhas been very interesting that generations of stuBonnie: "They forgot me. They don't know thiati.com.
dents have passed on a trust and a credibility that
has allowed me to make those connections pretty me'
Contact Morgan Feddes. at morgan.feddes@
directl)c That's been neat, and that's been a huge
Bill: I don't know about that, but it won't feel
whitworthian.com.
part of my fulfillment here.
.
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Art exhibit 'stains'
onlookers minds
Max Nelsen

Staff Writer

laurrn /413h/ Whiti.vretun

Senior Nathan Ellefson hangs his art piece for`Stains," the senior art show. Ellehon was
Inspirad by poems from his family history.

.

is to be understood and it is a goal, through

my paintings, to encourage viewers to stop
and think about how others have gotten into
.
thcir currcnt situations," Butclo wrote.
Inspired by friends' weddings, one artist,
Stone, created a bridal-themcd display. 'lime
focal point of the work was a wedding gown
on which had been written a to.do list for a
wedding.
"The message is clear," Stone wrote. "This
life 41tering cvcnt isn't about marriage; it's

Comprised of the work of seven graduiting students, thc senior art exhibition titled
"Stains" opened for viewing on April 27.
The exhibition features a total of 15 works
by senior artists Jessica Butch), Nathan
Ellefson, John Kuhn, Heather Mcycr; Katrina Snedikcr, Giselle Stone and Kathryn
Williamson. Ali seven
about the bride, and more
students are majoring in
importantly, the dress."
art or psychology.
Ellefson stated that his
The goal of the exhibit, lOne of the greatest desires in a
"Stains, is to leave an imperson is to be understood and two pieces on display had
t been inspired by poems
pression on the viewer,
it is a goal, through my
Sum his family history.
according to a statcmcnt
paintings, to encourage
He explained that they
posted in the exhibit.
"Pigment set on our viewers to stop and think about contained veiled moral
how others have gotten into'
messages that were supskin, clothes and studio
.posed to make the viewspace, while the work ittheir current situations:'
er work to comprehend
sclf leaves a lasting stain
Jessica Buttio,
thcm.
on the artist's mind and,
stria
"Part of the point is, not
hopefully, that of the
necessarily to be confusviewer: it stated.
. ' ing, but.to be dense," EllerThe exhibit contains
numerous types of work includini mixed son said.
media, silkscreen on muslin, oil on wood, . Ella-son also noted time personal liencfit
acrylic on canvas, graphic design and oil on he has riceived thrtiugh his artwork, notably
the opportunitY to scc his finished product.
canvas.
Eachartist had a brief statement posted In aworld where ¡natty are unable to see thc
in the gallery, which revealed time varying &feet results of Iheir work, art eliminates
inspirations and goals each artist had for the discorinest between work and product.
"Art is inucii.m8ri direct," Ellefson said.
their work.
The exhibition is on display in time
"I hope to challenge the viewer by blending or evaporating boundaries, providing Lied Center for the Vist141 Arts, in
discomfort and challenging thcir sense of thc Bryan Oliver Gallery.... It will remain open. ,until noon on May 15.
normalcy: Kuhn wrotc in his statement.
Other artists had more personal goals for
their work.
Contact Max Nelsen at max.nelsen@whit"One of the greatest dcsircs in a person worthian.cons.
.
.

Men's chorus encourages personal growth
raPffhligtVero
There are many ways to get involved on
campus. Some choose to participate in
club activities, sports or ASSVU.
One way for college men to get involved
is through Whitworth's men's chorus. The
chorus travels around the campus, Spokane community, and even other areas
in Washington on occasion to share their
talents.
Senior Christian Legaspi is the assistant director of the men's chorus ensemble
and also sings first tenor. His four years of
experience with the group helped to prepare him for the position. In it, he helps
with paperwork, the sections and different
behind the scenes talks like_scheduling,
e-mails, recruiting and helping any ensemble member work on their part.
"[Freshman year) I saw an ad for the
men's chorus," Legaspi said. "I decided to
add it as my 18th credit. I'm sure glad I

did:
Originally, Legaspi said he felt like a fish
out of water, but through practices and
time together, he became more comfortable. His fellow chorus members proved
to him that the group is relaxed, nonjudgmental and always willing to help
each other..
Similarly, Legaspi sees these same feelings reflected at the beginning of each new
semester when new group members join
in and aren't sure where they fit in.
We get to joking and laughing and
soon we begin to blend into an entirely
new ensemble: Legaspi said. "There is a
high sense of camaraderie."

Junior Gerry Hunt has been part of the
men's chorus for two years. He was looking for a chance to sing, like he had done
in high school, he said.
Hunt and Legaspi both described the
men's chorus experience to be one that is
light-hearted and fun.
You definitely grow with the peciple in
your sectinn. You learn personalities of
the peor around you and see how you
can help each other," Hunt said.
Currently, the ensemble consists of 24
students, but it can change each semester
with new members trying out, and former
members moving on.
The ensemble sings varying types of
music; traditional Americana, church music, pieces specifically designed for a men's
chorus, classical and even some pop songs
like those of Billy Joel.
The group rehearses for two hours each
week At each practice they have warmups, break into sections to learn and practice their parts, then come back as a group
to practicc together and finely tune areas
that need more work.
Both Hunt and Legaspi welcome anyone
who is interested in getting involved with
the men's chorus to join next year.
"If there's a desire, there's a way and
there's room for you [with the chorus)"
Legaspi said. "There is such a broad range
of ability and talent levels. As a group we
make room for anyone."
Hunt agreed. He spoke of a friend in
the group who was worried about joining because he didn't know how to read
music. The ensemble welcomed him in
and helped him navigate around the road
block

Tara Saciman/Whitworthian

Freshmen Caleb Klein, Ian Case, senior Brian Johnson, freshman Jonathan Strain and Nate
Meyer sing at a concert on Wednesday in the Chapel.

"There are ways to get around little barriers, and there arc always people willing
to help," Hunt said.
The group's most recent performance
was the spring concert in the chapel on
Wednesday, April 28. It was Legaspi's last
concert with the group.
The chapel was so full with current
students, faculty, alumni and community
members that the liad to put out
extra chairs while other people chose to

stand in the lobby. Lcgaspi thought it was
a great way to end thc season.
"It's been a wonderful journey," Legaspi
said. "I'm excited to see .4.here it goes from
here:

Contact Sophie Sestero at sophie.sestero@
Whitworthian.com.
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Kuraya aims for perfection in shows
Becca Cuniff

Staff Writer
After learning one card trick about five years ago and showing it to a friend, senior
David Kuraya became hooked on magic.
"I kind of just started on a whim," he said. "I learned one card trick, showed it to
someone and that person enjoyed it, so I learned another one, and another one, and it
just sort of went out of control."
Kuraya has showcased his magic at Whitworth on several occasions, including the
I laiti Relief Magic Show on Friday, April 30, and at monthly shows in the Mind &
ilearth called Ntagic Mondays; and it all started when he was asked to perform for a
Warren prime time.
Vhitworth has been a really great place for me to do magic. After the prime time
in Warren, other dorms started asking me to do prime time. People got me to do unplugged, then idol, then I did the large show at the beginning of the year for the freshman," Kuraya said. "Whitworth has been very helpful in allowing me to cultivate this
skill:'
Along with the time spent performing. Kuraya practices his magic daily to perfect his
tricks and can wear out a new deck of cards in a week. He also carries around a deck of
cards with him in case he has time to practice, because when he performs he can't make
any mistakes.
"I think more than any other art form, you're subject to the most scrutiny if you make
a mistake in magic," Kuraya said. "I am a music major, and you can get away with some
mistakes usually, but when you do magic, you need to be flawless because everyone
wants to catch you."
He generally likes to perform a new trick about 100 times before performing it. After
that, the trick usually becomes pretty comfortable, but even then, mistakes are inevitable. I le said to deal with those all you can do is ignore it and move on and not let it ruin
the rest of the performance. The pressure to be flawless is just something that comes
with magic, and Kuraya still thinks that magic is a really valuable experience.
"Magic allows me to connect and meet with different kinds of people, not just at
Whitworth. It's been a good bridge. a good icebreaker," he said.
The air of mystery around magic is what makes it so captivating to an audience, and
that is another aspect of magic that Kuraya really enjoys.
"I believe it's mystery and amazement and things like that, that add excitement to our
lives. It's fun to be able to give people that," he said. "I remember before I knew magic, it

Josh Ofsby/Whiturrthi.m

Senior David Kuraya performs a magic trick during Magic Monday on April 26.

was something I enjoyed being a part of for that reason."
Although he really enjoys magic, Kuraya thinks it's important for people to remember
that a person is madc up of more than just their hobbies.
"A lot of people who do any kind of art form, whether it's music or visual arts or theatre, can struggle with being able to separate your function from who you are," Kuraya
said. "People oftcn say, 'Oh, you're the magic guy,' but it's not our functions or what we
do that define us; it's who we are. I think that's something a lot of people need to remember. There is more to every person than what we do:'

Contact lima Cuttiffat becca.ctiniff@whitworthian.com.

Monologues bring important issues to light
Caitlin Richmond
'Scene Editor

a;

1*,.

3 Lino Garria/1171iNvrthian

SeniorTracie Fowler recites part of the 'List" dialogue during
"The Vagina Monologues" on Friday, April 30. Fowler, who is the
WISE president, and junior Stephanie Wiley organized the event.

"Vagina" isn't a word you would
typically expect to hear in the Robinson Teaching Theatre, but on Friday,
April 30, it was the topic of discussion.
"lhe Vagina Monologues" featured 27 %vomen, all dressed in red,
pink and black. Senior Trace Fowler,
president of Women In Society Everywhere (WISE) and junior Stephanie Wiley organized the event, along
with ASWU.
The Robinson Teaching Theatre
was filled with audience members
standing in the back and sitting in
the aisles. It wasn't just a campus
event for women; there vere male
students, faculty and community
members.
The opening dialogue explained
reasons for the monologues as well
as why vaginas matter.
"I bet you're worried. We tv ere
worried. We were worried about
vaginas," recited senior Elizabeth
Moreno and sophomores Emily Fick
and Brittany Roach.
"We were worried what We think
about raginas, and even more %vorried that wt! don't think about them,"
Moreno said.
"The Vagina Monologues" was
written by Eve Ensler. She interviewed more than 200 women and
wrote monologues about what she
heard.
Some monologues feature the
thoughts of many women, such as
the list monologues. In those, Ensler asked women questions like, "If
your vagina got dressed, what would

"If your vagina could
talk, what would it say?"
Other monologues featured thc
thoughts of onc specific women, such
as "Because He Liked To Look At It."
This monologue, performed by
senior Heather Kirnak, was about
%s'omen who disliked her vagina so
much that shc pictured furniturc between her legs instead of her vagina.
who
of those
it wear?" and

had looked at it, and from that moment on I wished I hadn't," Kirnak
recited.
She met a man who enjoyed looking at vaginas and appreciated them,
and through her experience with
him shc was able to learn to appreciate her own vagina.
Although several of the monologues encouraged women to become familiar with their vaginas
for sexual reasons (so they could
orgasm), many of the monologues
talked about abuse and brought to
light women's issues.

One monologue, entitled "My
Vagina Was My Village; was about
a Bosnian woman who was raped
during the war in Yugoslavia. Before
she was raped, she loved her vagina,
but afterwards she felt dirty and violated.
"My Vagina a live wet water village," freshman Britta Howard recited. "They invaded it. Butchered it

and burned it down:'
Although "The Vagina Monologues" are typically performed every year with the same monologues,
each performance is unique because
different people perform it.
The performance this year featured several women who were in last

year's performance, but it was still an

entirely different experience.
This year's performance was especially meaningful after the opposition "The Vagina Monologues" initially received last year.
'7he event had been scheduled by
former special events coordinator
Kelsey Thurman and then was cancelled because of concerns from faculty and administration. It was eventually rescheduled.
Students at Gonzaga University
have also been mct with opposition
when the idea of performing "The
Vagina Monologues" came up.
The performance has been banned
at Gonzaga since 2002.
Every year, one new monologue is
read, usually about a current %vomen's rights issue.
This year, the monologue was
called "A Teenage Girl's Guide To
Surviving Sex Slavery." It was about
a teenage girl who was abducted and
forced to work in the sex trade.
This specific monologue was highlighting women's rights in the Democratic Republic of Congo.
Senior Caitlin Risk, who read the
introduction to the monologue, said,
"Advocates on the ground approximate that 500,000 women and girls
have been raped and sexually tortured."
By focusing on a different area
each year, "The Vagina Monologues"
is able to show the different facets of
women's rights and issues women
have all over the world.
Contact Caitlin Richmond at caitlin.richmond@whitworthian.cein.

GRAPEVINE HUMOR: THINGS YOU SHOULDN'T DO WHILE LARPING
.

1Dip your foam weapon in poison.

INtake lightsaber sounds

lAttempt to cast actual spells. As a 'MSC man once said, "Do
not invite Satan to your party, because there's a chance he
might actually comer

IAnswer your cell phone. Not only will this leave you
vulnerable to attack, diehard LARPers will single you out
for death for using a black magic talking box from the
future.

Target squirrels. They are fierce, fierce little critters.
-I Much like kobolds.

-1
-

out in public.

IAttack an actual dragon. Your strength stat of 36 won't
actually help you against a real dragon.

IUse a real sword.
1 Cower behind your

fake shield. That's lame on at least three

levels.

Rescue damsels in distress. That's not PC, even in a
fantasy game, you chauvinist snake in the grass.

IUse the iPhone lightsaber app for a weapon.
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BOX
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Check out the top
grossing movies ofthe
past weekend.
A NIGHTMARE ON ELM

STREET

$32,205,000
HOW TO TRAIN YOUR
DRAGON

$10,825,000
DATE NIGHT

$7,600,000
THE BACK-UP PLAN

$7240,000
FURRY VENGEANCE
$6,500,000
THE LOSERS

$6,000,000
CLASH OF THE TITANS

$5,980,000
KICK ASS
$4,450,000

CM1 COM

P 10P15
These are the top 15
albums from College
Afusic Journal. For
more information, visit

cmj.com.

'Chaos' a brutally satisfying game
over the sector. Of course, this is a game set in
the Warhammer 40,000 universe-a snowflake in
Jerod Jarvis
hell has a longer life expectancy than peace does
Opinions and Online Editor
here.
The planet Aurelia has been locked in the
Warp
an alternate reality of sorts where nasty
Burn the heretic. Kill the mutant. Purge the
for much longer than is
chaos demons live
unclean.
With these words on their lips, the Blood Ra- healthy. Through thc mystical power of plot devens chapter of the Immortal Emperor's Space :icing. it has reappeared. sprinkled liberally with
Marines crash once again into battle against the the forccs of Chaos who are hell-bent on killing
enemies of man. And what bloody good fun it anything that moves.
It's up to you, of course. to put an end to cois.
"Dawn of War II: Chaos Rising" is the first full nundrums of that variety.
If you played "Dawn of War
expansion to 2009's strategy
II," you know basically what
title. As a standalone tit/e,
you're getting hiere: tight. foit can be played without the
"Ws difficult not to get a chill
cttsed real-tinte strategy game
original game, but to access
of dark exdtement when the
play that shares more traits
all races and resources In
psychic Librarian mutters that
with action RPGs than it does
multiplayer you'll need both
'an open mind is like a fortress
with more traditional icrs
games.
with its gates unbared and
games. liase building, army
I had three main piobmanagement, and large-scale
lems with Dawn of War II:
unguarded.'"
battles are all spaced in favor
it focused mostly on small
of squad-based battles that
tactical combat instead of the
massive, screen filling carnage that defined thc require the micromanagernent of a small numoriginal Dawn of War games: it shipped with ber of troops.
So if you enjoyed the gamcplay mechanics of
four races, which in reality is a good number. but
a bit of a letdown after being accustomed to the the first game, you'll get more of the sante here; if
original'$ nine (including expansion packs); and you hated it, you can go bad: to your dark cynical
little corner and stop bothering the rest of us.
most of all, ¡he story tt-as just weak.
With Chaos Rising, developer Relic has adLevel design in the single player campaign
dressed thc latter two of thosc complaints. The has been vastly improved. That's not necessarily
forces of Chaos in all their demonic fury serve saying much since 90 percent tithe first game's
to bump up the race count to five and saw as missions could be accurately compared to the
the primary antagonists of the single player cam- state of North Dakota in that they both have
paign.
roughly the same number of interesting things
Ihe story is also much more involving, mostly to see and do.
due to the fact that your opponents have names
Chaos Rising makes use of sct pieces and varand motivations more interesting than that of ied objectives to rise above that level of 'repetilocusts. You'll find yourself connecting with tiveness. Most minions are challenging, interthc heroes on a much more personal level than esting. and fun to play through.
the original ("original" will henceforth refer to
Things are lovely on the multiplayer side of
DoWl1) campaign ever allowed.
things as well. The Last Stand game mode still
The carnpaign opens not long after thc com- shares many attributes with undiluted heroin.
pletion of thc original's. The Tyranids have been and is even tastier with thc addition of two ncw
beaten back and something like peace has settled heroes-the Chaos Sorcerer and TYranid I live

'Plastic Beach"

2

BROKEN BELLS

'Broken Bells3

JOANNA NEWSOM

-Have One On Me"

4

HOT CHIP

One Life Stand"

5 LOCAL NATIVES

'Gorilla Mano(
6

YEASAYER

-ODD BLOOD"

7

LIARS

"Sisterwor1d8 TED LEO AND THE
PHARMACISTS
-The Brutalist Bride
9

BEACH HOUSE

"Teen Dream's

10

SPOON

"Transference"
11

FRIGHTENED RABBIT

"The Winter Of Mixed Drinks"

12 RUBY SUNS
'Fight Softly'
13

VAMPIRE WEEKEND

"Contra"

14 DUM DUM GIRLS
"I Will Be"
15

FANG ISLAND

"Fang Island"

Contact lewd
thian.corn.

Jan* at jcrodjarvisei whitwor-
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1

Tyrant. Standard multiplayer has been fleshed
out with new maps, units, and of course Chaos
as a new playable race.
On the content side of the coin, it must be understood that Warhammer 40,000 is a very dark
fantasy. The g.une's backstory is unbelievably
dark, and its taglinc "in the grim darkness of
the future, there is only war" is no exaggeration.
Sentient raccs, mankind included, are violent,
paranoid and deeply flawed:There are very fcw
antiheroes are the
paragons in this universe
name of the game.
the
That's not to say that evil is celebrated
story of the game is one of redemption and sacbut much of the
rifice for the greater good
context is quite dark indeed.
Por my part. I find it a fascinating gameworld. It's a setting so far removed from reality
that there's little temptation to carry any of the
subtly twisted philosophies over into the real
tvorld, and it's difficult not to get a chill of dark
excitement when the psychic Librarian mutters
that "an open mind is like a fortress with its gates
unbarred and unguarded."
Issues of sexuality and language are noticeably
absent, which is refreshing. In their place is the
Dawn of War series' signature over-the-top violence. Blood flows freely in this game, often as
the result of brutal finishing moves your characters carry out. The brutality is mitigated somewhat by the birds-eye, third-person nature (Attic
game, but it's still a visceral experience.
ibis is not a piece ofentertainment that sltould
be confused with anything family friendly. It's
dark, violent and the spirituality and philosophy
some of the factions espouse is quite twisted.
That said, it is extremely well put-together and
entertaining if you are able to process the content. Picking up a Dawn of War game should,*
be a flippant decision-but if you've got a mature
head on your shoulders, firc it up and get down
to the business ofdefending the honor tithe Immortal Emperor.

President Bill Robinson answers
questions during a game show.
TOP RIGHT: Students lay zonked out during
the hypnotist demonstration.
ABOVE LEFT: Junior Matt McCloskey falls into
the dunk tank run by Duvall leadership.
LEFT: Mr.Whitworth contestants show off
their collective strength.
RIGHT: Sophomore Mr.Whitworth contestant Danny Gubitz bobs for fruit during the
competition.
TOP LEFT:

l'h.gos by Caleb Skytte. 1).8 i.1 ncnnis. and Mrrto Gart. t.,
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Ask how you can

M

Whitworth Bookstore
May 11, 12, 13, 14
4 Days: Tuesday - Friday

save time and money with convenient services

such as Automatic Transmission Flush, Cooling System Flush, Engine Flush,

Gear Box Service, and Wiper Blade Replacement.
All our services meet warranty standards.

4,-Castroi7

FAMOUS 20-POINT FULL-SERVICE

OIL CHANGE

Tues, Wed & Fri 9am to 5pm

Thurs 9am to 6pm
Bring all CDs, DVDs, and Supplemental Materials
purchased with your Textbooks.
.

We Pay Up To 50%
No

Matter Where You Bought Your Books!!
whitworth.thecampushub.com

SEATTLE: SH4KESPE.RE COMPANY
-

-

Tit,

Olen Us Trot."

FOR ALL WHITVVORTH UNIVERSITY
STUDENTS AND STAFF

SPOKANE 12108 N. Division St., (509) 467-0266
Mon-Fri 8-7, Sat 8-6, Sun 10-5

No Appointment Needed

When you present this coupon. Not valid with other offers. Valid orgy at oboe location.
One per vehicle. Expires Juno 19, 2010.

www.oilcanhenrys.com

I

WHITWORTH UNIVERSITY
JAZZ ENSEMBLES

1

AND 2

IN CONCERT

Featuring student vocalists
By William Shakespeare I Directed by George Mount

Rachel Burns and Branden Cate

THURSDAY IVIAY 6, 2010
5:00 - 7:00 PM
HIXON UNION BUILDING CAFÉ
Free Admission
Jazz Ensemble 1 was the first place winner at the
2010 Lionel Hampton Jazz Festival!
.7
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On Saturday, May 1,
members of the 1960
national
Whitworth
champion baseball team
reunited for a celebratory ceremony after the
first half of the double
header on Merkel Field.
Tram Zaik di Miaow?thian

Senior Dan Belet swings during Saturday's doubleheader against visiting Whitman College.

,;'

Pirate baseball brings it home
started on the mound for
the flues going seven and a
third innings. King struck
out four while allowing
only three runs.
Sunday's noon game
completed the three gamt.'.
sweep for the Pirates as
they won 6-2.
The game started off
again in Whitman's favor
as they took an early 2-0
lead. They ltd.! the lead
until Peter hammered in a
two RBI triple in the fifth.
Valerio grounded out in
the fifth to score Peter and
put the Bucs on top.
Scott again had an excellent game going 3-4
from the plate. Ile took top
honors in the NWC and
secured thc NWC batting
title by finishing the season
with a .468 batting aver-

David Rurik
Staff Writer
baseball
Whitworth
made an impressive showing this weekend to honor
a team from years ago.
%Me the current Hues
swept the Whitman Missionaries, a group of 11
members of the original
1960 NAIA championship
team looked on.
Saturday's noon game
certainly proved worthy of
the NAIA championship
team's presence.
The game got rolling
for the Bucs in the third
inning, as thcy scored six
runs. In the fourth thcy
nearly matched the previous inning, scoring five.
It took thc Missionaries
all the way to the seventh
inning to get a run off of
sophomore pitcher Nick
Combo. The single run in
the seventh was the only
scored on Combo, as he
struck out three, gave up
only four hits, and walked
a single batter. It was the
first win for Combo on the
season.
Freshman Troy Duppen7
thaler finished the game
out for the Bucs, pitching
two innings and only giving up onc run.
Senior Dan Belet had
four hits while sophomore
Landon Scott, sophomore
Andrew Durant, junior
Kevin Valerio and freshman Marlowe Peter each
had three hits in the game,
propelling Whitworth to
the win with a combined

r-

16 RBIs.

Piwios by Taylor LijittillWitivurthi.an

Between the afternoon
and evening games was
an official ceremony honoring the members of the
1960 team. 2010 marks
the 50th aniversary of the
championship season. In
attendance was Ray Washburn, named MVP of the
national
championship

age.

T.$)ier

Freshman Troy Duppenthaler sends a pitch to the plate during a weekend game against Whitman.

tournament.
Washburn
wcnt on to play ten years
professionally first for the
Cardinals then for the
Reds. Also in attendance
were two daughters of legendary coach Paul Merkel,
Linda 1Valline
and Cindi Rima.
Other members
of the team able
to make it to
Whitworth this

to win a National Championship game. In 1990 and
1991 respectively, Washburn and the team were induced into the Whitworth
Ileritage Gallery Hall of
Fame. lislerkel was induced
along with the
team in 1991.
The afternoon
game started off
in Whitman's favor as the wcnt up
weekend includ2-0 in the first two
ed, Archer, Don
complete innings.
Cox, Jim GlenWhitworth catne
non, Spike Grosback and took the
COM BO
venor,
Norm
lead in the third,
Jiarding, Rob
and held on to win
Iluber, Jerry McCracken, 8-4.
Dean McGuire, Dennis
Scott went 3-4 on the
Rieger, Abe Roberts, Bill evening improving his
Trcnbeth, and Ken Witten- season average to a N'WCberg. Carol Romig was also leading .458. Sophomore
in attendance in place of Jlt Jarrell svent deep for the
her husband Farrel.
fifth time this season in the
The 1960 team was the third inning.
first team from Whitworth
Sophomore James King
-

-

-

.

Senior Collin Gibbs was
solid on the mound for five
innings of work. Ile gave
up only two runs on seven
hits. Junior Nathan Johnson picked up the save by
finishing out the Missionaries in a scoreless three
innings of work.
Juniors Ben George and
Nathan Johnson picked
up pitching duties where
Gibbs left off in the sixth.
Neither gave up a run, and
George did not give up
a hit in his one inning of
work, while Johnson gave
up four in the final three
innings.
The sweep concluded
the scason for boil) teams.
Whitman ended the season 5-3.1 overall and 10-14
in NWC play. Whitworth
ended the season 13-27
and 10-14 in NWC play, a
little shy of the incredible
20-8 season for the Whitworth team of 1960 that
lead to a national title.
Contact David Rurik at
david.rurik@whitivorthian.
cont.
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sports talk with colin zalewski

Put down the grudges and just play basketball
When it comes to sports, few things are better than rivalries. It could be Kevin Garnett and the Celtics against Kobe's
Lakcrs. It could be Tim Wakefield's curvcball in Boston
against the bat of the Yankee's Derek Icier.
Ve live in a time of great rivalries with rich heritage. We
have also been blessed with the ability to see some of thc best
players in sports go head-to-head in battles of personal and
team rivalry. Can it get any better? Yes.
International competition allows for rivals to lay down
their grudges and come together for one cause, under one
flag. For instance, the two best players in the NBA, Kobe and
LeBron, can put aside their rivalry for the MVP award (by
the way, the rivalry is more created by the media than the
players themselves) and work together.
It doesn't get much better than putting two of thc world's
top athletes (among others from the NBA) together to form
onc team to represent our country. That is why I was befuddled whcn I heard a few weeks back that some of thc top
American basketball players, such as Lennon, were considering not playing for the U.S. national basketball team this
summer. I know it isn't time for the Olympics again, but it
is necessary for thc team to play together and on an international scale for Olympic preparation. After all, thc "redeem
team" has got to keep its reign ovet all things basketball.

Now, as many of you may know, I am not a fan of Kobe by
any means, but I do admire his commitment to the national
team. He is one of the top players who have committed to
team USA for the summer. But why not LeBron? Why not
some of the othcr top players? Why do they show hesitancy?
Well, those are rhetorical questions because I don't know
why! If there is one sport our top American athletes should

be excited to play, it's basketbal
Aside from thc fact that an opportunity to play internationally allows you to represent your country and play along
other greats and lay down rivalries and all that jazz, how
about the fact that tcam USA is ridiculously good.
Our starting lineup is along the lines of Chris Paul (crazy
good) at the point, Kobe Bryant (I like him when he's wearing a USA jersey) at the two, LeBron (best player in the
world) at small forward, Carmelo Anthony (tattooed beast)
playing power forward and Dwight Howard (Earth's only
hopc against an alien attack) playing the five.
Ifyou are one of those guys, then you've got to beexcited
to play for your country. I was watching the game we played
China in the last Olympics. There was a play whcn a Chinese
guard drove to lay it in. As he began to float the ball toward
the rim, King James himself jumped up and didn't bother
10 SWat the ball, he just grabbed it out of mid-air. When you

have things lilce that happening, you know team USA is on
a whole other level than the rcst of the world. And don't'
forget that there is that dink-y little 20 foot three-point line in
international play. Our guys are just eating this stuff up! So
what's the deal with some of these guys?
Jerry Colangelo, chairman of the team's board of directors, is asking for multi-year cotnmitment; perhaps this is
spooking off players. Allow me to call on some of my Communication major skills. Our top players aren't hesitant to
play because they don't want to represent the U.S. or enjoy
embarrassing Chinese men, they just have commitment issues. So, there it is. Problem diagnosed but not solved. If
team USA wants to lock down LeBron and other top players, it just needs to get in touch with their sensitive side and
what they're truly feeling. Maybe their fear is not of suCcess,
it is of commitmeni
Playing for team USA has got to be literally the greatest
things in the world, the only possible reason to refuse an offer would be some internal pains that just need to be addressed. Let's get 'em some counseling, and then... DItEAM
TEAM UNITE!

Contact Colin Zaiewski at editor@whitworthian.conz.

Record-breaking weekend for Pirates
Danielle Douvikas
Staff 1Vriter
Three members of Whitworth's track team had outstanding achievements this weekend
in Spokane, Wash. For the men's
team, seniors Jeff Kintner and
Dusty Cascria both won events
on Saturday at the Duanc Hartman Open hosted by the Community Colleges of Spokane.
For the women's team, freshman, Joy Shufeldt placed second

and broke the school record.
Kintner won the shot put with
a distance o157'-3.75", a personal
record. His mark is the secondbest in Division III in the season
so far.
Caserta won thc 800-meter run
in 1:51.97. The runner also set
a personal record and finished
with a strong NCAA provisional
qualifying mark.
Senior. Emmanuel Bola won
the third event of the day racing
to a time o149.89 in the 400-me-

ter dash.
The Bucs had a fcw good marks
in thc javelin. Freshman Joseph
Ingman improved his provisional NCAA qualifying mark with
a throw of 194'-7," and placed
fourth.
Junior, Alex Hymcl took third
in the event with a distance of
197'-117
For the women's team, Shufeldt
broke the school. record in the
5,000 meter racc. 7his record
has not been broken for eigh-

tccn ycars. Shufeldt ran the 5,000 others will compete at thc Union Friday night in 17:28.53. versity of Idaho in Moscow.
She came in second place with
The 2010 NCAA Division III
this time. Whitworth's previous Outdoor Track and Field Chamschool record was 17:30.07 set by pionships will be held on May
Melanie Kosin in 1992. Shufeldt's 27-29 at Baldwin-Wallace Coltime is also an NCAA provisional lege in,Berea, Ohio.
qualifying mark.
Next weekend, Whitworth will
continue to try and qualify more
athletes for the 2010 NCAA Division III championships. Somc
Contact Danielle Douvikas at
of the athletes will run at the Or- tiazzi. douvi ka s @ wh it worthian.
egon Twilight in Eugene, while com.
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Austin Abelar is a se- bank, 1Vash.. who came to Whitworth by way of Comnior computer science munity College of Spokane. His senior year was his secand accounting major ond on the men's tennis team, but he found great success
from Las Olivas, Calif. in his limited time as a Pirate. In 2010, Shelton played a
He is a four-year member of the Whitworth men's tennis %%hopping 22 scoring singles matches. and also played in
team. He appeared in both singles and doubles matches as 22 doubles matches, going 9-13 and 8-14, respectively.
JP'
Shanks on Shelton: "We only regret that we had Mia senior in 2010, and as a senior was 0-1 in singles match4
chael for only two years. Ile was a two-time First Tham
es and 0-2 in doubles.
Men's tennis coach Mike Shanks on Abclar: "I have had All Northwest Conference player, and the hardest worker
so much fun with Austin for the last four years. We will mcn's tcnnis has ever seen:
Rachel Burns is a senior music ministry major from
miss him. And oh yeah, his dad has one of the coolest jobs
Longview, Wash. She is a three-time First Team All Conin the world:
Chase Talbot is a senior biochemistry and biology ma- ference member for the 'Whitworth women's tennis team.
4.1
jar from Wenatchee, Wash. During his final season with She was awarded the 2010 NWC Sportswoman of the Year
how
says
shows
Wagstaff
Jo
Ann
which
Coach
a%vard,
matches,
and
doubles
thc Piratcs, he appeared in singles
much of a class act Burns is. IrVagstaff also calls Burns "a
with an overall record of 0-1 in both of those categories.
Shanks on Talbot: "Chase Lill be your ncxt dentist. great team leader and incredible tennis player."
"Playing Whitworth tennis has been one of the biggest
Seems like he is always goggled up in the science lab. Ile
Mow AttutreWhawmtinan
blessings
in my college career," Burns said. "While winbig:
has one tennis groundstrokc speed
Phil Aldridge is a senior spanish major from Coeur ning has been a major bonus to my three seasons, thc best Senior men's and women's tennis teams stop to pose for a
d'Alene, Idaho, who camc to Whitworth by way of North- part about it has been the people on the team. Wagstaff is picture.
ern Arizona University. During his senior year, Aldridge hand down thc best coach I have cvcr had in any sport.
The girls on thc team are my best hitting out of season. She is loved by her teammates and
appeared in three scoring singles matches
friends:
and two doubles matches, losing all five.
coaches. We'll miss her a ton!"
"While I understand that most team
Shanks on Aldridge: "Phil has helped
"I saw all sides of Whitworth tennis over the coursc
"Playing Whitworth tennis has
members of any sport may say similar of my four years here: Reardon said. "One of the biggest
. us immensely with the adult and junior
been one of the biggest blessings
things. I truly believe that Whitworth highlights of my career is beating Linfield my junior year.
tennis programs that help pay thc 'bubble
in my college career:
women's tennis stands out as a sport lhey had not been beaten in-conference for seven years,
bills: One word describes Phil as a perrepresented by not only amazing ath- and we beat them to go on to the National Championson: genuine."
Rachel Bums,
letes, but great people who exemplify ships:
Senior
Kellen Octgen is a senior physics and
sportsmanship to the rest of our conWash.
math major from Bellingham,
"Beyond winning, the relationships I've built arc by far
ference. lhat has bccn thc most re- the most memorable aspect of tennis. lbis tcant is a wonShanks points out that Octgen walked
onto the men's tennis team four ycars ago, and the next warding outcome of my time here:
derful group ()fearing and supportive girls who genuinely
Stephanie Reardon is a senior computer science major love cach other," Reardon added. "Winning conference
year had earned a top six spot on thc team, a position he
has never relinquished. As a senior, he WO a coteam cap- from %Yana Walla, Wash. She is a two-time team captain again this year was the only way I wanted to end my coltain. As one of only two Whitworth men's tennis players and four-year Idler winncr for the NYhitworth women's lege tennis career. lb come from the bottom and see firstwith a winning record in singles matches this year, Oetgen tcnnis team. She tore hcr rotator cuff after dislocating her hand how hard work and dedication can transform a team
went 9-6 overall in scoring matches in 2010.11e also com- arm during hcr junior year. and spent months rehabilitat- was a learning process for me that I will never forget. The
peted in five doubles matches, going 1-4 in those. °dun ing so that she could still play her senior year. "Stephanie relationships I have forged will be lifelong and the memoplayed at any position we put hcr at and won," Wagstaff ries will never cease to make me smile:
is one of the leaders on a young and developing team.
Michael Shelton is a senior physics major from Bur- said. She took it upon herself to organize and run team
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The Whitworth swim team is losing six senior team members this year,
many of whom have been with the
team all four years. lhe men's tcam
is losing three seniors total, including
Kris Asleson, Daniel Bergman, and
Quintan Darling.
Asleson is a truc senior from Albany, Oregon, and has competed in
the Breaststroke and Freestyle events.
In 2009, he reached the NWC championship finals in the _50 and 100 meter freestyle, as %vell as the 100 meter
breaststroke. Aslcson is a philosophy
and international business major.
Daniel Bergman is also a graduating
senior, and competed in the Breaststroke alongside Asleson. Bergman is
originally from Lynden, Washington,
and is majoring in Biology. In 2009 he
finished fourth in the NWC in both the
100 and 200 meter breaststroke. Quinton Darling is the final male graduating swimmcr, and is also a competitor

in the breaststroke, as well as 1.11. Darling hails from Honolulu, Hawaii, and
also used to attend the University of
Hawaii. In 2009 he placed well in both
of his events in the NWC.
On thc women's swim team, thc first
senior is Rachel Langton. who is from
Seattle, Washington. Longton competes in the Butterfly, and is currently
a nursing major. In addition to swimming, she enjoys mountain climbing

and reading.
Senior Allison Shigley is also a graduating senior this year, and she is an
international business major from Las
Vegas, Nevada. Shigley competed in
the Backstroke and Freestyle events.
Natalie Turner, a sociology major from
South Lake Tahoe, is the final senior to
be leaving the tcam this year. Turner is
a highly decorated swimmer, and even
holds NWC records in three freestyle
distances, as well as earning NCAA
All-American honors.

Sl.)ttrIltlutworthian

The group of senior swimmers take time out to pose for a photo this week.
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Courtesy of Ashley Carey

Seniors Carrie GibsonAacey Kerr and Ashley Carey pose for a photo.

There are three senior women moving on from the
softball team, all of which who are truc, four-year seniors. The team is losing Ashley Carey, Lacey Kerr and
Carrie Gibson.
Ashley Carey, who hails from Enumclaw, Washington, is graduating this year with a degree in elementary
education. Carey has had a successful career as a Pirate,
including leading the team in RBI's her junior year.
Along with Carey, senior Carrie Gibson is graduating as well. Gibson is a business marketing major, and
comes from Sammamish, Wash. After getting her degree, she is planning on moving back to the Seattle area
for some well deserved rest, as well as a potential job in
a marketing firm. Gibson has had a successful softball
career, but has also effectively managed her academic
endeavors and balanced lifestyle.
"I am very proud of how far I have come since fresh-

man year. Coming into college. I didn't really have
much direction: remarked Gibson as she reflected on
the past four years. Now being a senior, I have really
developed into a driven person and a passionate student. I am very proud of myself for appreciating the
experience of college as a whole:
lhe third senior on ¡he team is Lacey Kerr. Kerr
is from Mead, Washington, and has been a great contribution to the team over her time' as a Pirate. From
starting 29 games in her initial freshman season, Kerr
has seen a great deal of softball action, and has earned
many league honors. She is a health, fitness and RE.
major.
lhe three seniors on the team arc all close, and will
miss each other as they head in different directions next
year. "I really cherish the friendships I have made with
Ashley and Lacey," Carrie Gibson said. "We've all been
(hiere fbr each other through the ups and downs and
they are a fun group of girls to be around. Especially
when Lacey sings karaoke:

Stories compiled by Peter Lindgren and Alex Blade. Contact Peter Landgrea at peterlandgren@whitivorthian.com astil Alex Blade at alex.blade@whitivorthian.coni.
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Elise Page is a senior English major from Lake Stevens,
Wash. She is a team captain

and four-year letter winner
for the Whitworth track and
field teatn. Usted as a distance runner, Page has been a

Northwest Conference competitor in the 800m run and
4x400m relay.
junior Kelly Bradley is an athletic training major from
Dillon, Mont. She is a team captain and four-year letter
winner for the Whitworth track and field team. Bradley is
a Northwest Conference competitor in the discus and hammer throws, and was the 2009 NWC Champion in the discus. Site also placed fifth in this years conference championships in the same event. ler hammer throw of 119'6.5" is
the 20th furthest throw in team history.
Emily Morehouse is a senior kinesiology major from
Grants Pass, Ore. Site is a team captain and four-year letter
winner for the Whitworth track and field team. As a distance
runner, Morehouse is thc only competitor in Northwest
Conference history to score in both the 3,000m Steeplechase
and 10,000m run in the same NWC meet. The two events
are only 30 minutes apart, and add up to over eight miles of
running. "I have run... all four years here at Whitworth and
have had a blast!" Morehouse said. "I love the team and love
titat the team loves Jesus... I faced a lot of challenges along
the w-ay trying to balance school and being an athlete, but it
was way worth the stress. I willMiss the team so very much
and thank cach of thent, [coach] Toby, and Jeff Rahn for all
their support. I Note running." .
Ron Whitley is a se'nior elementary education major
from Marysville,' Wash.14 le is 3 two-year letter winner for
the Whityvorth track and field leam. As a thrower; he is a
twotinte Outdoor National qualifier in both the discus and
hammer events, and is currently ranked in the top .15 .nationally in both'of Oint iie is also a twotimc Northwest
Conference Chanipion in die discus.
Mike Nahl is a senior' kincsiology major from Seattle,
Wash. Ile is a three-year letter winner for thc Whitworth
t rad: and field team. As a thrower, Nahl competes in the shot
put and discus events, and isa three-time National Qualifier
in the shot put (once indoor and twice outdoor). 1-le
a twotime Northwest Conference runncr-up in .the same
event; and is currently ranked seventh in the nation.
Danjuma Quarless is a senior math major from Seattle,
Wash. He is a tin-eel:car letter winner for the Whitworth

track and field team. Nicknamed "Dan Dan; Quarless is a
thrower who is a national competitor in the shot put. He
placed third in the Northwest Conference Championships
twice behind teammates Nahl and senior Jeff Kintner.
Curtis Powell is a senior peace studies major from Lynden, Wash. He is a four-year letter winncr for the Whitworth track and field team. Powell is a Decathlete, and as
such competes in 10 events every time he competes. But he
also has experience in individual events such as the 4x100m
relay, 100m dash, 400m hurdles, high jump and long jump.
Dusty Cascria is a senior physics major froin Bellingham,
Wash. He is a four-ycar letter winner for the Whitworth
tradc and field team. As a distance runner, Cascria has found
the most success in the 800m run, in which he is a national
qualifier and was the Northwest Conference champion in
2009. He was also part of the NWC All-Conference team in
both thc 1500m run and 4x400m relay all four years.
Kintner is a biochemistry major from Wenatchee, Wash.
I le is a team captain and four-year letter winner for the Whitworth track and field team. The most decorated thrower on
the team, Kintner competes in the shot put, hammer and
discus events, and is currently ranked second in the nation
for shot put, an event he is a four-time Outdoor National
competitor in, placing third in 2009. He is also a four-time
Northwest Conference Champion in that event, and won
the N'WC Championship in the hammer throw this year and
placed in the discuss. Kintner was awarded the 2010 NWC
Male Athlete of the Year award, and was the NWC Championship Outstanding Male Athlete of thc meet
Cody Stelzer is a senior biology major from The Dalles,
Ore. He is a team captain and four-year letter winner for the
Whitworth track and field team. Stelzer is primarily a jumper, who has found an incredible amount of succcss in the
Brandon 1 lernming/117titftvrthian
high jump. He is a four-time Indoor National All-American
in that eventincluding a national championship in 2009. He Senior Emmanuel Bora led the pack once again this year.
is also a three-time Outdoor National All-American, where
he won the national championship .in 2008. 'that's a total
of seven All-American awards, with an impending eighth is best known for his success in the 800m run. He is a threeaward in the coming weeks. He has won the Northivest Con- time Indoor National competitor in that event, and was the
f5rence Championship in the high jump all four years he's national runncr-up in 2009. He is also a four-time Outdoor
competed in it. In addition, he has scored in the long jump, National competitor, and two-timc National Champion
*triple jump, 110m high hurdles and decathalon. He is tied (2008 and 2009). Currently ranked first nationally, he also
%Oh Whitworth alum Ben Spatin for the most points scored holds the school record and won the Northwest Conference
in a single NWC mcct by a Whitworth competitor with 29. Championship this year. Perhaps most impressive among all
Emmanuel Bofa is a senior speech communications ma- of this is that his personal record of 1:48,69 is the seventh
jor from Puyallup, %Va. He is a two-time team captain and fastest time in thc history of NCAA Dhision III Track and
four-year letter winner for the' Vhitworth track and field Field. Bofa also is a member of Whitworth's 4x400m relay
team. Listed as a distance runner, Bofa (nicknamed "Eman") team that took second at thc NWC Championships.
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Five Whitworth seniois smile for a photo-op this week, in-between their double header.

Rachel Dubcs is a senior elementary education major from Quincy,
Wash. Shc is a four-year letter winner for the Whitworth womcn's golf
team, and has been posting the lowest scorcs of her career in hcr final scason. In her last fall
tournament she shot a personal bcst score, Lnd has since
broken that score this spring. She has shot an average score
of 90 over the course of the season.
"Golf is fun, but it is even better when you play your
best!" Dubcs said. "It is a good feeling to peak at the right
time, and I was able to contribute to the effort that got our
team to nationals. My goals for the season were to continue

arn.lnennullt`lutsvrthun

Seniors Krystal Pitkonen and Mariesa Stombaugh stop on the
course for a photo this week.

The baseball team is losing seven seniors this year.
The team is losing three pitchers in Ryan Reitmcier,
Cdllin Gibbs, and Stephen Baranowski. Reitmcier
has played of the team for two years, and played for
Spokane Community College before coming to the
Pirates. Gibbs has played all four ycars at Whitworth,
and Baranowski has as well except for red-shirting his
sophomore season.
Three outfielders, Dan Met, Nick Ashley, and Mike
Anderson, are also seniors and are moving on after
this year. Ashley is a multisport athlete that came to
Whitworth his junior ycar, and has also played football in the past. Dan Belet has played all four years
at Whitworth. The final senior on the team is Adam
Briceland. Briceland is Health Science major, and
played previously at Sterling College in Kansas.

to cnjoy the sport and maintain an optimistic focus. I could learning, and growing that each of my teammates and I
get caught up in numbers and statistics, but then I would be have done over the years. Today, We love each other like
missing out on the fun and enjoyment that golf can bring. sisters and I can honestly say I would die for each one of
I have found that golf is a sport that is best played when .I
them."
don't think about it too much."
"We just won our final league championship at Heron
"I wanted my final season to be an enjoyable one, no Lakes in Portland [Ore.). Coming up to the tournament,
matter the end result. I achieved this goal, and could not be we knew if we won we would automatically qualify for nahappier. I have made lasting friendships, and learned how tionals... We went into the tournament focusing strictly
to get along with and learn from diverse
on shot-by-shot play, and for the first
individuals and challenging situations on
time we had a better second day than the
and off the course. Playing golf is one of
first We beat our closest rivals, George
'
the best decisions I have made."
Fox University, by three strokes, and our
[Crystal Pitkonen is a senior busifreshma.n Emily Guthrie won a sudden
ness management major from Colbert,
death play off to medal. As a senior, I look
Wash. She is a four-year letter winner for
at the team today and have confidence
the Whitworth women's golf team, and
that they will become a powerhouse in
has shot an average score of 85 over the
our league."
course of her senior year. She was a state
"I would not change this experience for
champion golfer at Northwest Christian
anything in the world. I thank God for
High School prior to her time at Whitthe time have spent on this team:'
worth and was a member of the first
Mariesa Stombaugh is a senior interever women's Pirate golf team. The team
national business major from Salem, Ore.
placed third in the Northwest Conference
She is a four-year letter winner for the
her freshman year, second when she was
DoutisIlaitieorthian Whitworth women's golf team, and was a
a sophomore, and tied for first last year.
member of the first women's golf team to
Pitkonen has seen players leave the team, Senior Rachel Du bes
ever play at Whitworth.
coaching changes and some strained rela"It has been neat to see us move up in
tionships, but emphasizes that the friendships, experiences the conference 'over the last few years; Stombaugh said.
and memories from her time on the team are what stand "It's just awesome to be a part of it, and to feel like I've
out the most.
helped to do something important."
"There are so many elements that go against you when
"My four years here have been an amazing experience. I
you play competitive golf that I feel it is a continual test of feel like women's golf hasn't gotten much attention at Whitone's character," Pitkonen said. "The thing that keeps me worth, but I've been a part of changing that I'm part of
coming back is that feeling of hitting the sweet spot on the history now, and I'll be able to look up at our banner in
club. Once you do that, you're hooked:.
the gym and know that I was a part of something special;
"I need to express the amount of personal building, Stombaugh said.
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Attend online classes

6-8 hrs per week spent
online
Weekly lectures
Work around your own
schedule
Register on WisitNet. al the registrar's office, or call 7773222 for more Informatiork.
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